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Preface

GREETINGS, AND BEST WISHES

Thank you, gentle reader, for buying, checking out, or borrowing this book. Your
interest means that there is some impossible-to-measure increase in the odds that
some user, when confronting some future Web site, Web-based application, or
traditional software user interface (UI) will actually be able to carry out his or
her task without error, without help, without frustration.

Though that increase in odds is not measurable, the benefits of the appli-
cation of usability engineering to software UIs definitely are measurable. In our
1994 first edition, we argued for a cost-benefit analysis approach to usability engi-
neering, and attempted to arm usability professionals and their managers with
the tools to compete for development resources. Early reviews of our book, and
scores of personal anecdotes, would suggest we were at least somewhat success-
ful. The state of usability of human-computer interfaces, however, would suggest
we were not anywhere near totally successful.

Since our first book several things have happened, none more influential to
the computing world than the broad availability of the Internet. This, plus an-
other decade of case studies of usability engineers attempting a cost-justification
approach and the advent of new usability engineering methods, motivate this
second edition.

THE BOOK

When we started addressing a second edition, we assumed we would reprise
about half of the 14 chapters from the first edition and supplement those with
some new chapters. In fact, there are only four chapters here from the first
edition, and those (Mayhew and Tremaine, Karat, Rohn, and Mauro) bear little
resemblance to their earlier incarnations.

 



We have divided the 22 chapters of this book into five sections. Section 1,
the Introduction, consists of two chapters. In Chapter 1, Clare-Marie Karat 
joins me (Bias) to place the new book in context. We review the history of the
topic of cost-justifying usability and present arguments explaining why a cost-
justification approach to usability is even more important in the Internet age. In
Chapter 2 we asked Aaron Marcus to reprise and update an article he had written
for his Aaron Marcus and Associates Web site, as we felt his summary of cost-
justification statistics and examples served as an excellent overview of the first
edition and therefore a nice launchpad for the new book.

Section 2 is the Framework Section. In Chapter 3, Marilyn Tremaine joins
me (Mayhew) to offer a basic framework chapter. First, we summarize a generic
sample usability-engineering project plan, based on an overall approach to
usability engineering laid out in my 1999 book The Usability Engineering Lifecycle
(1999, Morgan Kaufmann Publishers). Then we go on to offer four detailed,
hypothetical cost-benefit analysis examples, thereby illustrating how to cost-
justify usability work on an internal application, a vendor application, an e-
commerce site, and a product information site. Karat follows this up, in Chapter
4, with an update of her 1994 “business case approach” chapter from our first
edition.

Like other service providers, usability professionals sometimes must market
themselves. But unlike most other service providers, we must spend time con-
vincing would-be clients that they have a problem. In Chapter 5, Richard 
Henneman offers a chapter, “Marketing Usability,” with no analog in our 
earlier edition. We round out the “Framework” section with another totally new
chapter, wherein David Crow addresses the special case of “Valuing Usability for
Start-Ups.”

Janice Rohn kicks off the third section “Organizational and Design Context,”
with Chapter 7, a much updated and expanded version of her “Cost-Justifying
Usability in Vendor Companies” from the first edition. In Chapter 8, Chauncey
Wilson and Stephanie Rosenbaum team up to offer “Practical ROI Issues for
UCD Teams,” in which they distinguish between internal returns, external
returns, and social return on investment (ROI), and teach us what a “GUI Roll”
is. Charles Mauro updates his chapter from the first edition with a consultant’s
perspective in Chapter 9, “Usability Science: Tactical and Strategic Cost 
Justifications in Large Corporate Applications.” In this chapter he addresses,
among other things, the cost of litigation and usability as a litigation deterrent.
In Chapter 10, Karat and Arnie Lund address special cost-justification concerns
for Web-based applications. Next are two more totally new chapters addressing
internationalization. In Chapter 11, David Siegel and Susan Dray offer “The
Business Case for International User-Centered Design.” Then in Chapter 12, I

Preface
xxiv

 



(Mayhew) address what is unique about adding usability engineering to an inter-
national development project and present how to adapt the general cost justifi-
cation technique in this case. In Chapter 13, “The ROI of Accessibility,” Tom
Brinck wraps up this section with an extension into the field of usability for
people with disabilities.

Whereas the chapters in the “Organizational and Design Context” section
generally cover contexts or domains that require some tailoring of the cost-
justification approach to usability, the fourth section, “Methods and Ap-
proaches,” offers examples that are more generally applicable. In Chapter 14,
Anne Kirah and some Microsoft colleagues address ethnography, presenting
some specific examples of projects. In Chapter 15, “Outside the Box: Approaches
to Good Initial Interface,” Doug Gillan and Merrill Sapp fly in the face of all of
our preaching about “iterative design” and argue that regardless of how many
times you’re going to iterate, it still will be cost-effective to take care to apply the
principles of perception and cognition in the early design work. I (Mayhew) com-
plete my contributions, in Chapter 16, with “Keystroke Level Modeling as a Cost-
Justification Tool,” in which I address the value of cognitive modeling even
before a prototype is built. Michael Medlock and Dennis Wixon team up for
another chapter from Microsoft, this one on their “RITE Method” of software
development, where they talk of foraging for formative usability data. Jurek
Kirakowski considers how to intelligently decide on sample size, and thereby be
most efficient in your usability testing, in Chapter 18. And Scott Weiss completes
the “Methods and Approaches” section with his consideration of online surveys
and suggests that the question is not “if” to survey, but “when.”

Then we offer an “End-Game” section comprised of three chapters. We envi-
sion that Nigel Bevan’s Chapter 20, “Cost Benefits Framework and Case Studies,”
serves as a bit of a book-end chapter when paired with Chapter 2. That is, Nigel
summarizes the types of benefits addressed throughout this edition of the book
and illustrates them with some examples. As there are often a couple of books
leaning on the bookcase, outside of the bookends, so there are two final chap-
ters. Clyde Heppner and his colleagues have provided us with a particularly
detailed case study of how usability was embraced at their company in Chapter
21, “At Sprint, Understanding the Language of Business Gives Usability a Posi-
tive Net Present Value.” Finally, I (Bias) interviewed four software development
executives to get their input on what makes a good usability argument in Chapter
22, “Cost-Justifying Usability: The View From the Other Side of the Table.”

Whenever I (Bias) tell someone who is not in the computer industry that I
teach usability, it tends to fetch blank stares. I elaborate that it is my job to help
people make computer screens “user-friendly” so that people can carry out their
tasks on the computer with ease. At this point the person with whom I’m talking
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usually offers some version of, “That sounds great—when do you start?” Despite
our first edition; despite half a century of the Human Factors and Ergonomics
Society, two decades of ACM SIGCHI, and over one decade of UPA; despite the
best efforts of scores of usability educators, hundreds of usability professionals,
and thousands of people in the software industry who value usability engineer-
ing; when users turn on the computer, or open their Web browser, they tend to
get frustrated. Let’s get started, again.

THE AUDIENCE

We have gathered these contributors (and the contributors have written their
chapters) with three different audiences in mind. The first and most obvious
audience would be usability professionals and their managers, whom we wish to
help be successful in securing (where appropriate!) funding for their usability
engineering efforts. A second audience would be any software development man-
agers, directors, or executives who are trying to better understand how to decide
at what level to fund usability efforts. Finally, usability and software engineering
educators will consider, we hope, all or parts of this book as they train the next
generation of usability professionals and software engineers.
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Justifying Cost-Justifying Usability

Randolph G. Bias School of Information, The University of Texas at Austin
Clare-Marie Karat IBM TJ Watson Research Center

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Sir Walter Scott wrote, in Marmion,

“Oh! what a tangled web we weave

When first we practise to deceive!” (Scott, 1805)

Sometimes it is quoted as “. . . what a wicked Web we weave.” 
This year is the bicentennial anniversary of the publication of Scott’s book.

Did he anticipate the World Wide Web, 200 years ago? Scott’s words are relevant
to today’s networked world and the development activities that support it, includ-
ing designing for ease of use.

Usability is not the end-all-be-all; rather, it must be considered alongside (and
in equal measure with!) functionality and schedule. The problem is not that Web
site developers are wicked; rather, they are too often in a hurry and are not oper-
ating in a reward structure that motivates attention to usability.

So the Web is not wicked. But tangled? Oh yeah.
Most of us are wowed by the Internet. It is amazing what we can accomplish

while sitting at home in our pajamas. But when we say “us” or “we,” we are refer-
ring to that small subset of the population who have some expectation of what
will happen if we “right click,” or those of us who have heard of, for example,
Doug Engelbart. When one of “us” sits down with one of “them” (the great
unwashed masses), the madcap hilarity begins. “They” are so stupid! Can you
believe it?, some of them don’t even know that an underline, on a Web page,
means the text is a link to another page (except when it isn’t). “They” don’t even
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know that they can’t “break” the Internet (except that, when they double-click
on several links quickly, they might crash their own application, basically break-
ing the Internet, as far as they’re concerned).

In his understandably popular Design of Everyday Things, Donald Norman
(1990) characterized usability as “. . . the next competitive frontier.” His point
was that hardware and software were becoming commodities, and that the dif-
ferentiating characteristic for computer systems (among other things) would be
their usability.

In 1994, the first edition of this book (Bias and Mayhew, 1994a) was pub-
lished, and, by many accounts, the ideas and methods covered therein enabled
many usability professionals to bring to bear quantitative cost and benefit data
to justify expenditures on usability support, using a metric understood by all sub-
groups of the product design, development, deployment, marketing, sales, and
support teams—that is, dollars.

In the mid- to late-1990s the Internet came into being (or at least, became
available to the masses), and the number and breadth of computer users grew
exponentially. Expanding commensurately were the user interface (UI) design
challenges, as Web site and Web-based application designers had to consider a
user population about which they had less clarity and which had unprecedented
levels of diversity in terms of previous computing experience, domain expertise,
native language, cultural membership, level of disability, network connection
speed, task motivation, and other variables not yet considered.

We are happy to report that, in response to these design challenges, usabil-
ity engineering has become a routine, expected component of the software
development process, as de facto a member of the product development team as
quality assurance or marketing.

Well, not so much.
The truth of the matter is, in our should-be-humbler, but we hope not-

unduly-pessimistic opinion, here in the first few years of the new millenium
usability still struggles to find, as we characterized it in our first edition, “a seat
at the table” (Bias and Mayhew, 1994b). Many companies (including Sprint, as
you’ll read about in Chapter 21) have gotten the usability fever, and have inte-
grated usability engineering into their product or site development process.
Many companies routinely (if not blindly) adhere to the tenets of usability engi-
neering and user-centered design (UCD) in the development of their Web sites
and other software user interfaces (UIs). But it does not take long, when you are
trying to carry out tasks on the Internet, to realize that good usability is not stan-
dard for most Web sites and applications. In this chapter we offer a short history
of cost-justifying usability, and present a short list of why the Internet age pre-
sents us with an even stronger need to employ such an approach.
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1.2 LESSONS FROM THE PAST: SEMINAL RESEARCH ON 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT IN HUMAN FACTORS IN THE
1980S AND 1990S

Marilyn Mantei (now Marilyn Tremaine, coauthor of Chapter 3) and Toby Teorey
formally introduced the topic of the cost benefit of usability to the human-
computer interface (HCI) field in a 1988 paper, in which they discussed the costs
of incorporating usability engineering into a product’s development cycle
(Mantei and Teorey, 1988). Their analysis suggested that an investment of
$250,000 might be necessary to cover a wide range of usability work on a typical
product. The second author of this chapter (Clare-Marie Karat) was struck by
these findings and thought that HCI practitioners might be able to have more
financial impact with a lower investment in usability. As a practitioner in an
industrial software development organization, Karat elected to employ low-
fidelity prototyping of a UI with representative end users, and iterated for two
iterations on the design of the UI until the usability objectives were met (e.g.,
95% success rate for users within 3 minutes of initial use of the application)
(Karat, 1989). Karat collected cost-benefit data and determined that for the first
three uses of the system by the target user group, there was a $2 return for every
dollar invested in usability on the project. A more complete analysis of the return
on investment (ROI) showed a $10 return for every dollar invested in usability.

At about the same time, the first author of this chapter (Bias) invited a group
of usability engineers (Deborah J. Mayhew, Susan Dray, Page O’Neal, and Clare-
Marie Karat) to participate in a symposium at the Human Factors Society con-
ference to discuss and debate further developments in the area of usability
cost-benefit analysis (Bias, 1990). This symposium brought together a group of
people who were interested in this topic, and the synergy was evident. (And by
the size of the audience, we inferred the topic had also struck a chord with usabil-
ity practitioners.) At Interact ’90 in Cambridge, England, Karat further discussed
the research with Marilyn Mantei and a number of European researchers who
were now interested in the topic (Karat, 1990).

Karat taught tutorials on the cost-benefit methodology she developed, at the
ACM SIGCHI Conferences on Human Factors in Computing Systems and at the
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society conferences, for a number of years (e.g.,
Karat, 1991). The methodology covered a business case approach to analyzing
the cost benefit of usability, identified a framework of costs and benefits for the
analysis, and provided the approach for calculating the ROI in usability using
both simple and complex financial methods. Karat became a focal point for col-
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lecting de-identified usability engineering case studies for the HCI community,
and these case studies illustrated the various concepts in the methodology and
documented the financial value of usability.

Bias and Mayhew built a proposal for a book of collected works on the topic,
using the 1990 HFS symposium presentations as a core. That collection became
a seminal book on the topic of cost-justifying usability (Bias and Mayhew, 1994a),
and was characterized by one reviewer as “the bible for human-computer inter-
face professionals.” The chapters in that first edition provided the usability field
with the accumulated research in the area. Karat’s methodology and case studies
served as the basis for her cornerstone chapter in the first edition of this book.
Practitioners and researchers around the world have used the content of this
book for many years to facilitate justification of usability work and to advance
knowledge on the topic in the HCI field.

Also in the early 1990s, Robert Pressman published a book on software devel-
opment that documented that 80% of the software life cycle costs are spent in
the postrelease maintenance phase (Pressman, 1992). He also explained that the
relative cost of a change escalates during development from 1.5 units of project
resource in the concept phase, to 6 units during the development phase, to 100
units of resource during the postrelease maintenance phase. Dennis Wixon and
Sandra Jones disseminated a case study of the positive financial ROI in usability
on a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) product (Wixon and Jones, 1992).
Revenues were 80% higher for the second release of a product done with usabil-
ity engineering as a primary focus as compared to the first release without usabil-
ity engineering. Interviews with customers showed that buying decisions were
made primarily based on usability.

Products undergoing usability engineering can come to market faster than
those without it, or they can be completed on time with higher quality. There is
financial value in being early to market. Conklin documented that speeding up
market introduction can result in 10% higher revenues because of increased
volume or increased profit margins (Conklin, 1991). Bringing a product to market
6 months late may cost companies 33% of after-tax profits (House and Price,
1991). Completing a product on time with higher quality was demonstrated to
provide a significant ROI in usability (Karat, 1989; Wixon and Jones, 1992).

Members of the HCI community began to focus on the cost benefit of par-
ticular HCI methods and tools during the early 1990s as well. Jakob Nielsen held
a workshop at the ACM SIGCHI CHI’92 conference on usability inspection
methods. The workshop became the basis of a book that included research by
many authors on the comparative effectiveness and cost of different discount
usability methods (Nielsen and Mack, 1994). Around this time, Robert Virzi pub-
lished a number of papers on the effectiveness of smaller sample sizes and low-
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fidelity prototyping methods that complemented the growing cost benefit of
usability knowledge base (Virzi, 1990). Later in the decade, Arnold Lund pub-
lished a paper (Lund, 1997) on an alternative method of justifying the cost of
usability. This paper focused on the value of new ideas and the improvement in
the usability of systems and products.

Recent publications illustrate the cost benefit of specific applications of
usability to Web applications and services (e.g., Karat et al., 2002, 2003). In the
application of HCI methods to the Web and the resulting analysis of the cost
benefit of that investment, a couple of trends are emerging. There are basic HCI
cost-benefit frameworks that apply to the Web as well as they do to traditional
software development projects; however, there are some unique aspects of cost-
justifying usability for the Web as well. Examples of the ROI of usability engi-
neering for Web applications and discussion of these factors are covered in the
Wilson and Rosenbaum chapter (Chapter 8), the Karat and Lund chapter
(Chapter 10), the Heppner et al. chapter (Chapter 21), and others.

1.3 WWW.SOWHAT

It has been a decade since we first attended to cost-justifying usability. Of course,
in the realm of HCI design, the most significant event was the advent of (or,
perhaps more accurately, the wide availability of) the Internet. In the mid- to
late-1990s there was a heated debate over whether the Web would, or should,
affect the conduct of usability or user-centered design. Some said that the need
to collect user data to inform, early on, and later validate, the quality of UI
designs was not influenced by the particular form or medium of the UI. 
Others argued that the Web, requiring as it did breaks with graphic user inter-
face (GUI) interaction standards and including a wide variety of users, would
demand a fresh look at usability. As we have already stated, we believe that many
of the HCI-field frameworks and methods apply to usability engineering for the
Web. Given the unique context of Web applications, though, there are some new
HCI models, and enhancements to HCI methods and practice that are neces-
sary for the Web.

We believe that the presence of the Web has made a systematic, professional
approach to usability engineering even more important. Thus, the ability to cost
justify usability is an even more important skill. Let us offer seven reasons why
we believe cost-justifying usability in 2005 is even more important than it was 
in 1994. (These are an expansion of a list Bias offered in the Foreword for 
Vredenburg et al., 2002.)

1.3 www.SoWhat
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1.3.1 Who Are All Those People?

The most salient new aspect introduced by the Internet is the breadth of poten-
tial user audience. When you “put up” a Web site, you immediately make your
design available to every person in the world who can find his or her way to a
public library or, perhaps even more amazingly, a Starbucks. Imagine determin-
ing the user profile for that user test! How does the usability engineer respond
to the nay-sayer stakeholder who asks, “But did you test left-handed Brazilian
Capricorns?” Well, if such right- and Southern-hemisphered Capricorns com-
prise an important segment of the site’s intended audience, the usability engi-
neer would do well to be able to quantify the cost of not testing any.

The breadth of, and indeed, lack of knowledge about, the characteristics of
new or anonymous site visitors (a site may start collecting information about vis-
itors once they begin to use a site, but visitors may turn cookies off in order to
retain privacy), or Web-based application users, argues for new best practices in
usability studies (e.g., remote testing methods), new accepted levels of statistical
confidence, and new vigilance as to the user profiles of potential visitors, actual
visitors, and buyers. But whatever those practices, confidence levels, and profiles
are, this breadth makes it all the more important to know the costs and benefits
of employing usability engineering for the site or application, and the costs of
not employing usability engineering.

1.3.2 If I Had a Hammer, I Wouldn’t Necessarily Be a Carpenter

But I would be a Web designer and developer, even if I couldn’t even spell
“HTML.” Relatively easy-to-use Web development tools make it the case that the
person with the merest minimum of computing skills and, more to the point,
absolutely no proven design skills can be a Web site designer or developer.

Imagine a company owner (let’s say it’s a woman) who chooses to invest in
a Web presence for her company. Where should she go to find the person to
design the new company Web site? Should she go to her most valued product
designers? No, that won’t happen, because those people are busy enough doing
their current jobs. (And there is no guarantee that just because they are good
at designing the company’s products, they will be good at designing a Web site.)
Should she go to a professional association to find a list of expert Web design-
ers who have the well-acknowledged certification? Well, no. There is no such
accepted certification. Suffice it to say, there is a wide range in the usability of
Web sites within and across the domains of e-commerce, and informational, non-
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profit, and government sites. In many cases, new hires with little experience and
skill are given responsibility for a Web site. In contrast, some companies such as
Amazon put a high value on usability of their Web sites, and their Web site team
is rewarded monetarily for UI improvements that increase the throughput at the
site and motivate users to click on suggested recommendations (Karat, 2004).

The point is that the presence of the Internet and the easy-to-use Internet
site development tools means that more and more less-qualified people are
serving as designers, thus making usability engineering even more necessary.

1.3.3 The Tug of “Internet Time”

In 1994, when we published our first edition, software development teams were
decrying the ever-shortening development cycles as market pressures were short-
ening them, for some simpler applications or follow-up releases, to mere months.
Since the advent of the Internet, some new sites go up in, say, an hour. What
percentage of the UI design cycle should be devoted to usability engineering
when the total development cycle is 60 minutes?

We will leave it to others to debate the wisdom of putting up a site in 1 hour.
Instead, we would like to observe simply that “Internet time” has demanded the
further diminution of development cycles, and increased the concomitant pres-
sure to ship, or “go live,” without even the most discount course of usability engi-
neering. As stated in Bias’s Foreword to User-Centered Design, “When you are in a
hurry, it is even more important to follow a (perhaps constrained, but intelligently
selected) course of User-Centered Design . . .” (Bias, 2002). And, we might add,
it is even more important to be able to cost-justify any proposed usability efforts.
How much will it cost, in lost sales or increased customer support, if the hurried
design is hard to use? These situations make it all the more important that Web
site owners collect data on the usability of their sites on an ongoing basis so that
they have knowledge and context (over time) regarding the usability of the site
as well as other system and business issues and activity related to it. Amazon.com
is continually collecting and analyzing user data on more than 100 variables from
visitors to the site to determine needed changes, which are phased in at regular
intervals. If you have done your homework and are using a disciplined approach,
you can move more quickly to make changes. That homework requires an
investment in quality measurement and monitoring activities that is akin to build-
ing high-quality management processes into the design of a site. A popular busi-
ness adage that pertains here as well is Peter Drucker’s “you can’t manage what
you can’t measure.”
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1.3.4 The Old “Get Something Out There” Approach Doesn’t
Work Anymore

Web sites and Web applications are software. Before there was the Internet, soft-
ware developers developed applications (and application infrastructure). At
some level, for most of the various sorts of applications, here’s the way that devel-
opment worked.

1. Someone had a good idea for an application.

2. A subset of the good functionality was chosen to go into Release 1.0.

3. The funding source (venture capitalists, angel investor, or the guys in the
garage) agreed to fund a certain effort by a certain date.

4. The team scrambled to design, develop, test, and deploy the first release on
time.

5. Software development being the inexact science that it is, deadlines started
to slip, and the team made trade-offs to get a release out, with less func-
tionality, with less testing, at a later date, or all three.

But all this was justifiable because, for the most part, the consumers under-
stood how it worked. No one except the very brave bought Release 1. By Release
2 the application had more functionality and underwent more thorough testing
so that then, if there was no more mature competition, those with a strong need
for the functionality may have stepped up to the plate. According to their knowl-
edge of the process, most customers expected Release 3 to be a product that was
stable and usable. (Of course, for products now, including Web applications,
there is a tendency to put out Version 2, after a “limited” Version 1.)

With the advent of the Internet, many of the people who had been respon-
sible for the development of client-server or desktop or mainframe products
were now responsible for the development of Web sites or Web-based applica-
tions. Naturally enough, they brought with them the best practices from their
earlier software development world. Alas, whereas some of those practices served
them well—user requirements gathering, software development processes,
quality assurance testing—the practice of “getting something out there” and
then improving it back at the shop while some customers serve as unofficial
advanced beta testers does not work in the Internet world. For example, if a
visitor to an e-commerce Web site (let’s say it’s a man) shows up to buy a book
and the site crashes repeatedly, or if the visitor puts something in his shopping
cart only to be unable to navigate the check-out, or if for any reason the expe-
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rience does not meet his expectations, that visitor is gone (unless there is no
other way for him to buy his book). He will not be back in three months, think-
ing “well, let’s see if they’ve got it right now.” He will find a competitor who has
the same functionality, the same inventory, and a better user experience.

Following is a short, true story to illustrate the danger of “just getting some-
thing up.” One Christmas I (Bias) wanted to buy a particular music CD for one
of my sons. About that time I received a $10-off electronic coupon for a Web site
that specialized in CDs, so I decided to give it a try. Upon first arriving at the
company’s Web site, I was asked for my demographic data. Well, I hate that,
because if they don’t have the product I want, then I’ll have wasted that time
completing the form. But I figured “10 bucks,” so I completed the form. I
searched for my CD, found it, and went to check out. At this point I was given
the same blank demographic data form to complete. I gritted my teeth, feeling
vaguely whorish, now, wondering what else I would do for $10, and completed
the form again. At some subsequent point in the check out process, I received
the blank form a third time. Now, I believe I’m not stupid. But even if I am stupid,
I was apparently a representative of their target audience, as I had received the
coupon. So, I should have been able to figure out how to buy a CD without receiv-
ing the same blank form three times. Upon the third appearance of the blank
form I went immediately to the address line, entered the URL of a competitor
site, and in 1 minute my desired CD was working its way to my house. I have
never been back to that Web site, and never will; they lost that sale, every poten-
tial sale to me in perpetuity, and, it is my hope, every potential sale to anyone
who has ever heard me tell this story in a presentation (in which I mention the
site name). What makes this story even more tragic (from a company profit
standpoint) is that this was a usability problem that would have been identified
in the first minute of usability testing. Forrester research data document that
65% of people give up on a site if they cannot quickly find what they want (Souza,
2001). Customers will give an e-commerce site two to three clicks (data from a
de-identified 2003 case study provided to Karat). Customers do not return if they
do not have a good initial experience. These sites and organizations can go
under quickly. You don’t get a second chance to make a first impression on the
Web.

1.3.5 The Dangers of Amateur Usability Engineering

A bad software developer is discovered at least by system test time. A bad usabil-
ity engineer may not be discovered until the product has shipped or the site has
gone live, and the customer-support phones start ringing off the hook. Poor
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usability means (for traditional software UIs) the customers’ training costs go
up, productivity goes down, and the total cost of ownership (TCO) goes up. For
Web sites it means visitors leave in frustration, never to return, customer dissat-
isfaction goes up, and the trade press, online forums, and email groups help to
spread the bad news.

If a product development manager receives poor usability support, he or she
does not think, “Oh, I received poor usability support.” Rather, he or she thinks,
“Usability isn’t worth the investment.” And then it’s years until “we” get back in
there. If we may, let us join the chorus of those who have debunked three related
myths.

Myth 1: Usability Is Just Common Sense

If usability were “just common sense,” then how would you explain the rampant
poor usability of applications and Web sites?

Myth 2: Good Intentions and an Awareness of the Importance of the
User Is All You Need

An awareness of users, and a proclivity to test them, is a good first step, but a
good usability engineer must also know a few other things. A partial list of
methods, skills, and knowledge necessary to use them includes:

Task analysis

Contextual inquiry

Interview research

Usability objectives specification

Cost-feature tradeoff analysis

User profiling

Architectural design guidelines

User interface design guidelines

Domain expertise in the field the project addresses

Knowledge of previous research

Heuristic evaluation

Usability walkthrough

Codiscovery
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Paper-and-pencil testing

Laboratory testing

Group facilitation

Survey generation

Naturalistic observation

Field study

Remote-usability testing

Automated-usability testing

Knowledge of which method to use when

Human perception, cognition, learning, memory

Decision making

Motivation

Mental modeling

Anthropometry

Descriptive and inferential statistics

Content analysis of qualitative data and affinity diagramming

Cost-justification methods

Research ethics

Advocacy

Written and oral communications

Prioritization of issues

Software-development process

Organizational decision-making process

Organizational and strategic business goals and how the project supports
them

Science

Correlation does not equal Causation

Response bias

Inadvisability of accepting the null hypothesis

A student graduating with an MSIS, with a concentration in usability/HCI, from,
for instance, the University of Texas at Austin School of Information, will have:

Taken at least one research methods and statistics course.
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Taken two courses in usability engineering, both of which involved carrying
out usability evaluations.

Visited several local usability laboratories and learned from these 
practitioners.

Taken as many as four courses in information architecture and digital media
design.

Completed a thesis or capstone entailing an industrial-strength design/
evaluation project.

Myth 3: Anyone Who Says Such Things About Amateur Usability
Engineering Is Trying to Drive Toward Certification

This might be the case, but certification is not a “silver bullet.” There’s no widely
acknowledged certification for usability professionals. Yes, the Board Certifica-
tion of Professional Ergonomists offers two certifications (a Certified Public
Ergonomist and a Certified Human Factors Practitioner), and there are certifi-
cations in Europe, but none of these is widely accepted. Ultimately, we are
worried about competence, not certification. And usability, while perhaps not
rocket science, is a profession, requiring education, mentored apprenticeship,
and serious attention to empirically-based best practices.

1.3.6 More Capabilities Means More Novice Users

Because the Web enables people to do more things online (e.g., pay taxes, renew
drivers’ licenses, buy a book, find a spouse) there are necessarily more times that
the user will be a novice. Novice users need to have interfaces that are “walk up
and use” for many tasks and that provide graceful recovery when errors are
made. It is always a good business decision to build the usability into the site ini-
tially (a sentiment repeated by a software company CEO in Chapter 22). It will
cost the organization less to design its site for the novice user from the begin-
ning than to redesign the site for novice users after going live.

1.3.7 The World Is More Complex, so It Is Harder to Know
What All the Possibilities Are

An unusable Web site can cause an organization to fail. Even if your organiza-
tion is employing skilled usability engineers to design your site and the team has
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sufficient time and resources to complete the work, there are still other factors
that can cause a Web site to fail that may not be within the team’s control. For
example, in using a National Science Foundation (NSF) site recently to purchase
an NSF-sponsored book, Karat was unable to download a purchased item because
of a local configuration setting on the browser on her laptop. After calling the
support number, and finding out a few hours later that all the help team could
say was that the site was working properly, she experimented with changing a
couple of local configuration parameters on her browser. It turned out that one
option needed to be changed. That resolved the issue and she was able to suc-
cessfully download the document within the time window allocated by the site.
She called back to inform the support people of the resolution to the issue and
they were pleased and thankful for the feedback. Other than that one step, the
site had seemed straightforward and usable. This example highlights the critical
importance of making the parts of the user experience that a Web site has
control over as usable as possible and then being prepared to troubleshoot
sources of failure outside of the Web site’s control that nonetheless have a large
impact on the user’s overall experience and satisfaction with a Web site. This
type of thoughtful and rigorous usability engineering requires that the organi-
zation have HCI experts leading the work effort.

1.4 ISN’T IT OBVIOUS?

Why did we put the effort into generating this book? Would anyone doubt the
wisdom of such an approach? In the concluding chapter of the first edition of
this book, we wrote, “Ten—or maybe only five—years from now, this book will
hardly be necessary” (Bias and Mayhew, 1994b, p. 321). For a “landmark book”
(Rosenberg, 2004, p. 24), we were weak on prophesy.

We assert that the obviously poor state of usability of Web and other software
UIs is evidence that either the ROI approach we championed in the first book
was wrong, or it wasn’t followed broadly or effectively. Rosenberg (2004) seems
to argue not that the ROI approach is a bad idea, but that it tends to be poorly,
and thinly, applied, and he calls for attention to TCO. The presence of this
second edition implies that we believe strongly that the general approach, to use
the universally accepted metric of dollars, is the way for usability to gain addi-
tional and appropriate influence in the software development process. And the
21 chapters that follow are intended to better arm the usability professional, or
manager, with the tools to effectively ply this trade.

1.4 Isn’t It Obvious?
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1.5 NOT “IF” BUT “WHICH”

Truly, we say with confidence, we must accept that usability is of potential value
in all software development. The question has changed from “should there be
any usability engineering” to “which methods should we employ on this project?”
In usability engineering for the Web, practitioners still need to focus on identi-
fying and understanding the target users, user goals, and context of use as they
did and still do in traditional development projects. Then they must take into
account the context of use on the Web to determine what HCI methods to
employ in the design of a usable Web site. The context variable is similar to trade-
off decisions made in the past regarding traditional development projects. For
example, HCI practitioners have needed to understand the types of risks
involved when negotiating for allocation of resources for HCI work on different
projects or when deciding themselves about where to put their effort and what
types of methods and tools to use within a project. The Web seems to bring more
complexity to the topic of context, making the decision-making process more
difficult. We can certainly build on what the field has learned to date to help
make the case for resources for usability engineering in Web site design and to
help practitioners make tradeoffs within a project.

1.6 THE SOLUTION: APPROACH, TOOLS,
AND COMMUNICATION

To give project teams the best chance of success in designing usable Web sites,
there needs to be a clear understanding of the organization’s goals for the site,
and then the user’s goals, background, and context of use. HCI experts can make
the necessary tradeoffs in determining the methods and tools to use in com-
pleting the usability engineering work with end users of a site, given time and
resource constraints. Usability engineers can communicate the user data from
the site to senior management and the organization can make decisions to
improve the site as needed as user and organizational goals change. There are
both minor and major updates to sites and these must be managed with orga-
nizational goals. We hope that this overview of the topic gives you the perspec-
tive necessary to gain a richer understanding and incorporation of the
information in the chapters ahead.

Usability is usually “worth it.” For your products or site, do you think so, or
do you know so?

1 Justifying Cost-Justifying Usability
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User Interface Design’s Return 
on Investment: Examples 
and Statistics

Aaron Marcus Aaron Marcus and Associates, Inc.

2.1 INTRODUCTION: WHAT DO WE MEAN BY THE RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT OF USABILITY?

Making computer-based products (and services) more usable is smart business.
Usability increases customer satisfaction and productivity, leads to customer trust
and loyalty, and contributes to tangible cost savings and profitability. User inter-
face (UI) development is part of a product’s development cost anyway, and it
pays to do it right.

Most software and Web site development managers view usability costs as
added effort and expense, but more commonly the reverse is true. Because the
first 10% of the design process, when key system-design decisions are made, can
determine 90% of a product’s cost and performance, usability techniques help
keep the product aligned with company goals (Smith and Reinersten, 1991).
Usability returns many benefits (return on investment [ROI]) to products devel-
oped for internal use or sale (Lund, 1997; Mayhew and Mantei, 1994; Wilson
and Rosenbaum, Chapter 8).

The following are some of the benefits that drive internal ROI:
✦ Increased user productivity

✦ Decreased user errors

✦ Decreased training costs

✦ Increased savings from making changes earlier in design lifecycle

✦ Decreased user support

2
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The following are some of the benefits that drive external ROI:
✦ Increased sales

✦ Decreased customer support costs

✦ Increased savings from making changes earlier in the design lifecycle

✦ “Reduced cost of providing training (if training is offered through the
vendor company)” (Mayhew and Mantei, 1994, p. 126)

✦ Increased perception of value of company by stakeholders

Usability also plays a role in the public’s perception of a company, affecting
brand value and market share. About 15% (Nielsen, 1993) of the space in reviews
published in trade magazines, journals, and national newspapers is devoted to
user friendliness or usability. Media giants such as the New York Times, the Finan-
cial Times, and the Wall Street Journal publish weekly columns that evaluate soft-
ware (Mayhew and Mantei, 1994, p. 25). Info World devotes between 18% and
30% of its software review articles to ease of learning, ease of use, and quality of
documentation (Nielsen, 1993). In recent years, ease of use is an increasingly
frequent theme of consumer, Web, and mobile technology reviews. The New York
Times’ negative review of BMW’s iDrive vehicle UI is characteristic of such 
usability-oriented reviews (Smith, 2002, p. 50).

Usability can also affect a company’s financial health and public perception
in less obvious ways. Many companies do not understand the issues users have
with their products. Because of problems caused by these oversights, manu-
facturers have been found liable for defective designs. To their regret, the 
courtroom evaluation of a product’s usability was often the first time such 
manufacturers were exposed to human factors engineering (Mauro, 1994, 
p. 127). More recently, the medical industry has noted that the use of human
factors has reduced device-related medical errors (www.injuryboard.com/view.
cfm/Article=810, as of September 1, 2004).

Let’s now look at the evidence of ROI for usability in UI design.

2.2 HOW CAN WE “PROVE” THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT? 
SOME EXAMPLES AND STATISTICS

With an understanding of the basic benefits of usability, let’s examine the evi-
dence for a positive ROI. In the following sections, we list key usability benefits
and then define appropriate value propositions. For each of these value propo-
sitions, we present examples from the literature that help interpret the cost of

2 User Interface Design’s Return on Investment: Examples and Statistics
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usability challenges and/or we cite statistics. Although a cost-benefit analysis for
every circumstance does not exist, these “proofs” of applying usability in UIs
predict likely quantifiable benefits or ROI. For ease of reference, these findings
are summarized in Table 2.1.

2.2.1 Overall Value of Implementing User Interface Practices

Because of the number of well-documented examples of cost savings with usabil-
ity engineering, sound statistics can be applied generally to UI development.
These statistics serve as benchmarks.

Value Proposition: High Return on Savings and Product Usability

Some Statistics
“The rule of thumb in many usability-aware organizations is that the cost-

benefit ratio for usability is $1 : $10–$100. Once a system is in develop-
ment, correcting a problem costs 10 times as much as fixing the same
problem in design. If the system has been released, it costs 100 times as
much relative to fixing in design” (Gilb, 1988).

“The average user interface has some 40 flaws [note: this figure is presum-
ably based primarily on client-server software applications, as opposed to
Web sites; typical Web sites might have even more flaws considering the
large number of sites constructed by developers with little usability train-
ing]. Correcting the easiest 20 of these yields an average improvement in
usability of 50%. The big win, however, occurs when usability is factored
in from the beginning. This can yield efficiency improvements of over
700%” (Landauer, 1995).

2.2.2 Development: Reduce Costs

Usability engineering is most effective at the beginning of the product develop-
ment cycle, especially if it is part of quality functional deployment (QFD), a
process used for structuring the development process through a primary focus
on customer (i.e., user, not purchaser) requirements. With use of QFD, reduc-
ing development time by one third to one half is possible (Scerbo, 1991).

Although full-blown versions of QFD may be too complex for a particular
development project and QFD often requires a skilled facilitator to manage 
the process, “lighter” versions can be helpful in fast-paced and/or smaller 

2.2 How Can We “Prove” the Return on Investment? Some Examples and Statistics
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Table 2.1 Fast Stats

Overall Value of Implementing UI Practices

High return on savings “Once a system is in development, correcting a problem
and product usability costs 10 times as much as fixing the same problem in 

design. If the system has been released, it costs 100 times
as much relative to fixing in design” (Gilb, 1988).

Development: Reduce Costs

Save development costs “Approximately 63% of large software projects are over
budget and the top four reasons rated as having the 
highest responsibility were related to usability 
engineering” (Nielsen, 1993).

Save development time “Speeding up development is a key goal for integrating
usability effectively into product development; one-
quarter delay in bringing a product to market may 
result in the loss of 50% of the product’s profit” 
(Conklin, 1991).

Reduce maintenance costs “It has been found that 80% of software life cycle costs 
occur during the maintenance phase and were 
associated with ‘unmet or unforeseen’ user 
requirements and other usability problems” (Nielsen, 
1993).

Save redesign costs “Sun Microsystems has shown how spending about 
$20,000 could yield a savings of $152 million. Each 
and every dollar invested could return $7,500 in 
savings” (Rhodes, 2000).

Sales: Increase Revenue

Increase transactions/ “You can increase sales on your site as much as 225% by
purchases providing sufficient product information to your 

customers at the right time” (User Interface 
Engineering, 2001).

Increase product sales “It is common for usability efforts to result in a hundred
percent or more increase in traffic or sales” (Nielsen, 
1999a).

Increase traffic, size of “The company said in the month after the February 1999 
audience re-launch that traffic to the Shop IBM online store 
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Table 2.1 Fast Stats—Continued

increased 120 percent, and sales went up 400 percent” 
(Battey, 1999). “The change increased the traffic [at 
HomePortfolio.com] up 129% the week we put it up” 
(Interaction Design, Inc., 2001).

Retain customers “More than 83% of Internet users are likely to leave a 
Web site if they feel they have to make too many clicks 
to find what they’re looking for” (Arthur Andersen,
2001).

Attract more customers “When respondents were asked to list the five most 
(appeal) important reasons to shop on the Web, 83% stated ‘Easy

to place an order’ as the top reason” (Nielsen, 1999a).

Increase market share “The importance of having a competitive edge in 
(competitive edge) usability may be even more pronounced for e-

commerce sites, which commonly drive away nearly 
half of repeat business by making it difficult for visitors
to find the information they need” (Manning, 1999).

Use: Improve Effectiveness

Increase success rate, reduce “In Jared Spool’s study of 15 large commercial sites users
user error could only find information 42% of the time even 

though were taken to the correct home page before 
they were given the test tasks” (Nielsen, 1998b).

Increase efficiency/ “Inadequate use of usability engineering methods in 
productivity (reduce time software development projects have been estimated to
to complete task) cost the US economy about $30 billion per year in lost 

productivity” (Landauer, 1995).

Increase user satisfaction “In a Gartner Group study, usability methods raised user
satisfaction ratings for a system by 40%; when systems 
match user needs, satisfaction often improves 
dramatically” (Harrison et al., 1994, p. 215).

Increase job satisfaction/ “Surveys showed that video display terminal workers had
decrease job turnover twice as many complaints of neck and shoulder 

discomfort, eye strain was reported three times as 
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Table 2.1 Fast Stats—Continued

often, and there were higher rates of absenteeism, less 
job satisfaction, and increased (30%) turnover” 
(Schneider, 1985).

Increase ease of use “Incorporating ease of use into your products actually 
saves money. Reports have show it is far more 
economical to consider user needs in the early stages 
of design, than it is to solve them later” (IBM, 2001).

Increase ease of learning “A study by Computer + Software News (1986) found that
users rated ease of use second at 6.8 out of 10, while 
ease of learning was rated fourth at 6.4 on a scale of 
important purchase factors” (Harrison et al., 1994, p. 211).

Increase trust in systems “[EuroClix user trials] . . . study clearly shows that 
consumers’ trust concerns can significantly be 
alleviated by providing relevant information when and 
where users need it” (Egger and de Groot, 2000).

Decrease support costs “In the next release, support calls ‘dropped 
dramatically’; Microsoft recognized ‘significant cost 
savings’ ” (Ehrlich and Rohn, 1994, p. 96). “Over 
50,000 users called support for assistance, at a cost to 
the company of nearly $500,000 a month. To correct 
the situation, the manufacturer . . . ended up spending 
$900,000 on the problem. No user testing . . . was
conducted before its release . . .” (Mauro, 1994, 
p. 129).

Reduce training/ “A study by Computer + Software News (1986) found that
documentation cost information systems managers rated ease of training 

seventh (out of 10) on a scale of important purchase 
factors” (Harrison et al., 1994, p. 211).

Other

Litigation deterrence and “Usability is a principal factor for determining 
safety manufacturers’ liability based on expert hard evidence 

on how a design should have used usability” (Mauro, 
1994, p. 127).
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development environments. For example, new products do not require invest-
ment in any particular design—and numerous possibilities can be explored at
relatively little cost (Bias and Mayhew, 1994) (Fig. 2.1).

Usability analysis can help establish key, substantive design issues, even for
new versions of existing products or to counter stakeholder belief in adhering
to flawed existing products. Applying human factors in the initial design can
greatly reduce extensive redesign, maintenance, and customer support, which
can substantially eat away profits.

Reducing costly repairs to flaws can accumulate short-term benefits during
product development, and reducing customer interactions can accumulate long-
term benefits during product release. Customers directly benefit from usability
improvements by increases in ease of use, ease of learning, user satisfaction, and
user productivity. At the same time, decreases occur in the number of “user”
errors, costs for training and support, and maintenance. Taking proactive mea-
sures in usability and quality during the initial production stages can produce a
cost-saving “ripple effect.”

Value Proposition: Save Development Costs

Examples
“Savings from earlier vs. later changes: Changes cost less when made earlier

in the development life cycle. Twenty changes in a project, at 32 hours per
change and [a minimal] hourly rate of $35, would cost $22,400. Reduc-

FIGURE
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The number of possible designs decreases as the cost to make changes increases
(Erhlich and Rohn, 1994, p. 80).
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ing this to 8 hours per change would reduce the cost to $5,600. Savings =
$16,800” (Human Factors International, 2001a).

“A financial services company had to scrap an application it had developed,
when, shortly before implementation, developers doing a User Accep-
tance test found a fatal flaw in their assumptions about how data would
be entered. By this time, it was too late to change the underlying struc-
ture, and the application [was] never implemented” (Dray, 1995).

Statistics
“When managers were polled regarding the reasons for the inaccurate cost

estimates, the top four reasons were issues that could have been addressed
by following best practices in usability engineering. These include fre-
quent requests for changes by users, overlooked tasks, users’ lack of under-
standing of their own requirements, and insufficient communication and
understanding between users and analysts” (Barker, 2000).

“A study of software engineering cost estimates showed that 63% of large
software projects significantly overran their estimates. . . . When asked to
explain their inaccurate cost estimates, software managers cited 24 differ-
ent reasons and, interestingly, the four reasons rated as having the highest
responsibility were related to usability engineering. Proper usability engi-
neering methodology will prevent most such problems and thus substan-
tially reduce cost overruns in software projects” (Nielsen, 1993, citing from
Lederer and Prasad, 1992).

Value Proposition: Save Development Time

Examples
Usability techniques allowed a high-tech company to reduce the time spent

on one tedious development task by 40% (Ehrlich and Rohn, 1994). At
another company, usability techniques helped cut development time by
33% to 50% (Bosert, 1991).

Statistics
“Conklin (1991) states that speeding up development is a key goal for inte-

grating usability effectively into product development and that a one-
quarter delay in bringing a product to market may result in the loss of
50% of the product’s profit” (Karat, 1994).

“Increased revenues accrue due to the increased marketability of a product
with demonstrated usability, increased end-user productivity, and lower
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training costs. Conklin (1991) states that another usability goal is speed-
ing up market introduction and acceptance by using usability data to
improve marketing literature, reach market influencers and early
adopters, and demonstrate the product’s usability and reduced training
cost” (Karat, 1994). Although much of Conklin’s work was based on long
development cycles (lasting years in some cases), and even with the emer-
gence of extreme programming, agile programming, and other means to
achieve programming results quicker, even letting users do quality assur-
ance by responding to the current state of Web sites or Web applications,
these techniques still have value.

Value Proposition: Reduce Maintenance Costs

Example
“[Usability engineering techniques] are quite effective at detecting usability

problems early in the development cycle, when they are easiest and 
least costly to fix. By correcting usability problems in the design phase,
American Airlines reduced the cost of those fixes by 60–90%” (Harrison
et al., 1994, p. 217).

Statistics
“One [well-known] study found that 80 percent of software life-cycle costs

occur during the maintenance phase. Most maintenance costs are associ-
ated with ‘unmet or unforeseen’ user requirements and other usability
problems” (Pressman, 1992).

“Martin and McClure found that $20–30 billion was spent worldwide on
maintenance. Studying backlogs of maintenance work shows that an ‘invis-
ible’ backlog is 167% the size of the declared backlog. Anonymous case
study data show that internal development organizations are spending the
majority of their resources on maintenance activities and thus cannot ini-
tiate development of strategic new systems” (Martin and McClure, 1983).

Value Proposition: Save Redesign Costs

Example
“Sun Microsystems has shown how spending about $20,000 could yield a

savings of $152 million. Each and every dollar invested could return $7,500
in savings” (Rhodes, 2000). Whether a login improvement saves thousands
of people a few seconds every day for a year or a dialogue box eliminates
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the need for a limited number of people to spend an hour of time, the
net savings can be dramatic.

2.2.3 Sales: Increase Revenue

Usable products often lead to substantial cost savings and sales. Unusable prod-
ucts most often prevent a customer from accomplishing a task or retrieving infor-
mation necessary to make an e-commerce purchase. Online shoppers spend
most of their time and money at Web sites with the best usability (Nielsen,
1998a). Good navigation and Web site design make it easier for users to find
what they’re looking for and to make a purchase once they’ve found it
(Donahue, 2001). Because so many poorly designed Web sites exist, when cus-
tomers find one that “works,” they tend to return for repeat business and gain
trust in the organization.

Usable products also lead to good product reviews. Publications devote space
just to this one factor, and good reviews lead to increased sales.

Value Proposition: Increase Transactions/Purchases

Statistics
“You can increase sales on your site as much as 225% by providing sufficient

product information to your customers at the right time. In our recent
research, we found that the design of product lists directly affected sales.
On sites that did not require shoppers to bounce back-and-forth between
the list and individual product pages, visitors added more products to their
shopping cart and had a more positive opinion of the site. By under-
standing your customer expectations and needs, and designing your
product lists accordingly, you can significantly increase your sales” (User
Interface Engineering, 2001).

“One study estimated that improving the customer experience increases the
number of buyers by 40% and increases order size by 10%” (Creative
Good, 2000).

Value Proposition: Increase Product Sales

Examples
Wixon and Jones did a case study of a usability-engineered software product

that increased revenue by more than 80% over the first release of the
product (built without usability work). “The revenues of the usability-
enhanced system were 60% higher than projected. Many customers cited

 



usability as a key factor in buying the new system.” Usability activities
included field studies, tracking of usability bugs, and heuristic evaluations
(Wixon and Jones, 1995).

“After move.com completed the redesign of the home ‘search’ and ‘contact
an agent’ features based on a UI consulting firm’s recommendations,
users’ ability to find a home increased from 62% to 98%, sales lead gen-
eration to real estate agents increased over 150%, and [move.com’s]
ability to sell advertising space . . . improved significantly” (Vividence
Corp., 2001).

Statistics
“The magnitude of usability improvements is usually large. This is not a

matter of increasing use by a few percent. It is common for usability efforts
to result in a hundred percent or more increase in traffic or sales”
(Nielsen, 1999b).

“Convoluted e-commerce sites can lose up to half of their potential sales if
customers can’t find merchandise, according to Forrester Research, Inc.”
(Kalin, 1999).

Value Proposition: Increase Traffic (Size of Audience)

Examples
“IBM’s Web presence has traditionally been made up of a difficult-to-navi-

gate labyrinth of disparate subsites, but a redesign made it more cohesive
and user-friendly. According to IBM, the massive redesign effort quickly
paid dividends. The company said in the month after the February 1999
re-launch that traffic to the Shop IBM online store increased 120 percent,
and sales went up 400 percent” (Battey, 1999).

“At HomePortfolio.com we monitored site traffic, observed consumers in
usability studies and worked with internal business groups. This helped us
make changes that made the site’s purpose clearer and increased trans-
action rates measurably. The change increased the traffic up 129% the
week we put it up” (Interaction Design, Inc., 2001).

Value Proposition: Retain Customers (Frequency of Use)

Statistics
“More than 83 percent of Internet users are likely to leave a Web site if they

feel they have to make too many clicks to find what they’re looking for,
according to Andersen’s latest Internet survey” (Arthur Andersen, 2001).
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“A bad design can cost a Web site 40 percent of repeat traffic. A good design
can keep them coming back. A few tests can make the difference” (Kalin,
1999).

Value Proposition: Attract More Customers (Increase Appeal)

Example
“Staples.com determined that the key to online success and increased

market share was to make its e-commerce site as usable as possible.
Staples.com spent hundreds of hours evaluating users’ work environ-
ments, decision-support needs, and tendencies when browsing and buying
office products and small business services through the Web. Methods
included data gathering, heuristic evaluations, and usability testing.”
[They achieved these results]:

✦ 67% more repeat customers

✦ 31–45% reduced drop-off rates

✦ 10% better shopping experience

✦ 80% increased traffic

✦ Increased revenue (Human Factors International, 2001b).

A Statistic
“In a 1999 study of Web users, respondents were asked to list the five most

important reasons to shop on the Web. Even though low prices definitely
do attract customers, pricing was only the third-most important issue for
respondents. Most of the answers were related to making it easy, pleasant,
and efficient to buy. The top reason was ‘Easy to place an order’ by 83%
of the respondents” (Nielsen, 1999a).

Value Proposition: Increase Market Share (Competitive Edge)

Example
“ ‘Usability is one of our secret weapons,’ says Mark Thompson, vice-president

of customer experience at Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. The secret weapon
appears to be working. Schwab’s main Web site for U.S. investors,
www.schwab.com, handles more than $7 billion in securities transactions a
week, with more than 2 million active customer accounts holding $174
billion in assets. With those numbers, you might wonder why Schwab would
need to make any changes to its Web site at all. But Schwab knows it cannot
afford to coast; as more and more newcomers get online and the competi-
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tion for their dollars increases, more e-commerce sites are making ease of
use a differentiator. ‘A year ago, it was a rush to put up applications and
functionality. . . . It’s now a rush to be useful’ ” (Kalin, 1999).

Statistics
“The importance of having a competitive edge in usability may be even more

pronounced for e-commerce sites. Such sites commonly drive away nearly
half of repeat business by not making it easy for visitors to find the infor-
mation they need” (Manning, 1999). 

“The repeat customers are most valuable: new users at one e-commerce site
studied spent an average of $127 per purchase, while repeat users spent
almost twice as much, with an average of $251” (Nielsen, 1997a).

2.2.4 Use: Improve Effectiveness

User-centered design benefits users, the users’ company, and the vendor’s
company. Increased usability increases productivity and job satisfaction while
decreasing customer support needs and documentation requirements. All these
benefits, with additional possible reduced employee absenteeism and turnover,
align with fulfilling successful business goals.

Value Proposition: Increase Success Rate and Reduce User Error

Examples
“One study at NCR showed a 25% increase in throughput with an additional

25% decrease in errors resulting from redesign of screens to follow basic
principles of good design” (Gallaway, 1981).

“On Disney.com, for example, when UIE asked users to find the hotel closest
to the monorail at Disney World, about 20 percent became lost in Dis-
neyland and didn’t even know it. ‘If one in five people who came to the
theme parks got lost,’ [Jared] Spool says, ‘Disney would fix it.’ Disney
Online’s Senior Vice President and General Manager Ken Goldstein notes
that Disney Online is already committed to developing an easy-to-use
Internet design. While Disney Online did not have anything to do with
Spool’s tests, Goldstein is interested in his findings. ‘As the next genera-
tion of Disney.com evolves,’ Goldstein says, ‘we will continue to respond
to customer input through our own usability testing’” (Kalin, 1999).

Statistics
“A study from Zona Research found that 62% of Web shoppers have 

given up looking for the item they wanted to buy online (and 20% had
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given up more than three times during a two-month period)” (Nielsen,
1998b).

“In Jared Spool’s study of 15 large commercial [Web]sites, users could only
find information [that they were seeking] 42% of the time even though
they were taken to the correct home page before they were given the test
tasks” (Nielsen, 1998b).

Value Proposition: Increase Efficiency and Productivity (Reduce Time to
Complete Tasks)

Examples
“With its origins in human factors, usability engineering has had consider-

able success improving productivity in IT organizations. For instance, a
major computer company spent $20,700 on usability work to improve the
sign-on procedure in a system used by several thousand people. The result-
ing productivity improvement saved the company $41,700 the first day the
system was used. On a system used by over 100,000 people, for a usability
outlay of $68,000, the same company recognized a benefit of $6,800,000
within the first year of the system’s implementation. This is a cost-benefit
ratio of $1:$100” (Karat, 1994, pp. 57–58).

“To build a model intranet, Bay Networks spent $3 million and two years
studying the different ways people think about the same thing. The result:
all think alike about the $10 million saved each year” (Fabris, 1999).

Statistics
“Inadequate use of usability engineering methods in software development

projects have been estimated to cost the U.S. economy about $30 billion
per year in lost productivity (see Tom Landauer’s excellent book The
Trouble with Computers). By my estimates, bad intranet Web design will cost
$50–100 billion per year in lost employee productivity in 2001 ($50B is
the conservative estimate; $100B is the median estimate; you don’t want
to hear the worst-case estimate!). Bad design on the open Internet will
cost a few billion more, though much of this loss may not show up in gross
national products, since it will happen during users’ time away from the
office” (Nielsen, 1997b).

“On a corporate intranet, poor usability means poor employee productivity;
usability guru Jakob Nielsen estimates that any investment in making an
intranet easier to use can pay off by a factor of 10 or more, especially at
large companies” (Kalin, 1999).
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Value Proposition: Increase User Satisfaction

Example
“One airline’s IFE (In-flight Entertainment System) was so frustrating for the

flight attendants to use that many of them were bidding to fly shorter,
local routes to avoid having to learn and use the difficult systems. The
time-honored airline route-bidding process is based on seniority. Those
same long-distance routes have always been considered the most desirable.
For flight attendants to bid for flights from Denver to Dallas just to avoid
the IFE indicated a serious morale problem” (Cooper, 1999).

Statistic
“When systems match user needs, satisfaction often improves dramatically.

In a 1992 Gartner Group study, usability methods raised user satisfaction
ratings for a system by 40%” (Harrison et al., 1994, p. 219).

Value Proposition: Increase Job Satisfaction and Decrease Job Turnover

Example
“Humantech, Inc., studied ergonomic office environments and productivity

for 4000 managerial, technical, and clerical workers in a broad cross-
section of North American industries. Surveys showed that video display
terminal workers had twice as many complaints of neck and shoulder dis-
comfort, eye strain was reported three times as often, and there were
higher rates of absenteeism less job satisfaction, and increased (30%)
turnover” (Schneider, 1985).

Value Proposition: Increase Ease of Use

Statistic
“Incorporating ease of use into your products actually saves money. Reports

have shown it is far more economical to consider user needs in the early
stages of design, than it is to solve them later. For example, in Software
Engineering: A Practitioner’s Approach, author Robert Pressman shows that
for every dollar spent to resolve a problem during product design, $10
would be spent on the same problem during development, and multiply
to $100 or more if the problem had to be solved after the product’s
release” (IBM, 2001).
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Value Proposition: Increase Ease of Learning

Statistic
“A study by Computer + Software News (1986) found that users rated ease 

of use second at 6.8 out of 10, while ease of learning was rated fourth 
at 6.4 on a scale of important purchase factors” (Harrison et al., 1994, 
p. 211).

Value Proposition: Increase Trust in Systems

Example
“User trials were used to redesign the EuroClix Web site before its launch.

In its first six months, it convinced more than 30,000 users to sign up. This
study clearly shows that consumers’ trust concerns can significantly be alle-
viated by providing relevant information when and where users need it”
(Egger and de Groot, 2000).

Value Proposition: Decrease Support Costs

Examples
“At Microsoft several years ago, Word for Windows’s print merge feature was

generating a lot of lengthy (average = 45 minutes) support calls. As a result
of usability testing and other techniques, the user interface for the feature
was adjusted. In the next release, support calls ‘dropped dramatically’;
Microsoft recognized ‘significant cost savings’ ” (Ehrlich and Rohn, 1994,
p. 96).

“A certain printer manufacturer released a printer driver that many users
had difficulty installing. Over 50,000 users called support for assistance, at
a cost to the company of nearly $500,000 a month. To correct the situa-
tion, the manufacturer sent out letters of apology and patch diskettes (at
a cost of $3 each) to users; they ended up spending $900,000 on the
problem. No user testing of the driver was conducted before its release.
The problem could have been identified and corrected at a fraction of
the cost if the product had been subjected to even the simplest of usabil-
ity testing” (Mauro, 1994, p. 129).

Value Proposition: Reduce Training and Documentation Cost

Examples
“In another company, business representatives did a cost-benefit analysis for

a new system and estimated that a well-designed GUI front end had an
Internal Rate of Return of 32%. This was realized through a 35% reduc-
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tion in training, a 30% reduction in supervisory time, and improved pro-
ductivity, among other things” (Dray and Karat, 1994).

“At one company, end-user training for a usability-engineered internal
system was one hour compared to a full week of training for a similar
system that had no usability work. Usability engineering allowed another
company to eliminate training and save $140,000. As a result of usability
improvements at AT&T, the company saved $2,500,000 in training
expenses” (Harrison et al., 1994, p. 215).

Statistic
“A study by Computer + Software News (1986) found that information systems

managers rated ease of training seventh (out of 10) on a scale of impor-
tant purchase factors” (Harrison et al., 1994, p. 215).

2.2.5 Other Return on Investment Factors

Since the early 1960s, product safety–related issues have led to pro-plaintiff legal
precedents in U.S. courts. A manufacturer that has not included usability factors
into its product is usually found liable. If a manufacturer has assimilated human
factors engineering into its development process, claims on the grounds of
usability may be greatly reduced.

Value Proposition: Litigation Deterrence and Safety

Examples
“Although software makers don’t seem liable to the same sorts of litigation

as, for example, a manufacturer of medical equipment, poor usability may
be an element in lawsuits. For example, the Standish Group reported that
American Airlines sued Budget Rent-A-Car, Marriott Corporation, and
Hilton Hotels after the failure of a $165 million car rental and hotel reser-
vation system project. Among the major causes of the project’s disinte-
gration were ‘an incomplete statement of requirements, lack of user
involvement, and constant changing of requirements and specifications,’
all issues directly within usability’s purview” (Standish Group, 1995).

“Poor usability is a potential element in lawsuits and other litigation. The
U.S. government’s recent case against Microsoft hinged on a usability
question: Are users well-served when the browser and operating system
are closely integrated?” (Donahue, 2001).
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Statistic
Chapanis (1991) cites two independent studies that showed a 54% reduc-

tion in rear-end accidents with the use of human factors improvement:
the centered high-mount brake light on autos.

2.3 CONCLUSION

The examples and statistics listed here are limited by space to brief citations. The
original documents provide more complete contexts and additional details of
which specific functions led to savings of money, time, or effort or to the improve-
ments in performance or preference. The return can be a modest but impor-
tant savings in user’s time or a dramatic increase in safety that is recognized as
a profound industry-changing paradigm.

One other aspect not touched upon by this chapter is the concern that
improved usability might mean that companies can hire users with less training
and background or that increasingly usable software might put usability profes-
sionals out of a job. First, for decades inevitable business pressures have led com-
panies to find less expensive laborers to complete business tasks. This has little
to do with the goal of achieving usability. Some professionals hide behind
obscure, arcane practices to preserve their privileged positions, anyway. Whoever
is doing the work should have access to a UI as usable as professional designers
and analysts can achieve. Everyone benefits in the end.

Another aspect of increased usability is that some of the professional work,
for better or for worse, is transferred to the general public. Consider desktop
publishing, which transferred specific skills of typographers, graphic designers,
graphic artists, compositors, printers, and other specialists to the general public.
One can argue for both a democratic spread of capabilities and a patrician
concern for loss of quality and expertise. Although it merits consideration, dis-
cussing this argument would require another chapter in this book.

One might lament the state of public and professional education and exper-
tise. They are related. More usable products and services mean greater efficiency,
effectiveness, and satisfaction at whatever level one attains, plus the opportunity
to go further if so desired. Lack of usability inhibits such achievements.

In short, usability remains a viable, positive goal for UI design, even if other
concerns, such as branding, user experience, and preference, seem to have a
greater share in the current professional spotlight of attention.

As for usability professionals being put out of a job by increasingly usable
software . . . if only that were so. One might as well be concerned about teach-
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ers not being needed anymore if everyone becomes well educated. This is not
likely to happen in our lifetime—or anyone else’s. New technology, new organ-
izations of society, new media, and new content always generate new usability
challenges. The only thing for certain is that things will always change. This has
been apparent for several decades now, as new technology inevitably brings new
players into the product/service development mix. The mistakes made are always
recycling, but with different twists. There will be no lack of usability work to be
done. Which country it will be done in remains to be determined (Marcus,
2004).

Finally, let us not forget that usability is not the only determinant of ROI. It
is one of many factors that contribute to product/service success. Very useful
products/services might be badly marketed, overpriced, not delivered in time,
too technologically far ahead of their time (i.e., too demanding of it), too far
ahead of their time in terms of customer understanding and desire, or badly
timed in terms of the national or international economies. Users of the Apple
Newton personal digital assistant (PDA), for example, continue to praise its
design features, but it appeared too far ahead of the marketplace that now exists
for such handheld products.

Returning to the argument for basic usability in products/services: The ben-
efits of usability engineering can be achieved throughout the lifecycle of devel-
opment. By applying usability techniques to the production process, developers
can make them more efficient, which, in turn, can uniquely benefit the lifecy-
cle. Efficient development methods can result in a faster release date, allowing
manufacturers to unveil their products or services to the market prior to a com-
petitor’s. A user-centered product or service can garner positive media reviews,
leading to increased sales. An effective, user-friendly UI can increase customer
ease of learning, ease of use, job satisfaction, and trust in the product. As noted,
it might even lead to less employee absenteeism and turnover.

Each product/service will require individual usability tasks, which also may
differ from country to country or culture to culture (Marcus and Baumgartner,
2004). Developers should determine appropriate techniques for UI develop-
ment before beginning a project to obtain the optimal results to facilitate cost-
analysis projections. Competing groups are constantly seeking budget resources,
so it is crucial to identify the cost justifications of usability engineering. Usabil-
ity advocates must present a solid business case to business managers who will
be looking at the company’s bottom line.

Customers are constantly becoming more reliant on technical tools. As these
tools are upgraded, users must learn increased information, functionality, and
complexity, and usability becomes ever more critical. Because most software and
Web users are not technical experts, it is imperative to make accomplishing goals
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simpler and easier. Regardless of the activity, whether performance tasks or
vendor purchases, the user must be the center of the design process.

Cost-benefit analyses consistently show healthy returns on the dollars
invested in usability. As more companies understand the significant benefits of
usability and do careful cost justification, usability techniques will become stan-
dard.

Planners, analysts, marketers, engineers (implementers), designers, and
trainers face many challenges ahead. For example, it is worthwhile to know the
best techniques for communicating ROI benefits in differing contexts and mar-
keting/sales situations, as well as the best techniques to achieve specific kinds of
benefits. Some of this information is discussed in the literature, but it is not
always easily available to those who need to know.

The goal of this chapter has been to make available an initial useful com-
pendium of information about the ROI of usability, especially for UI design.
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A Basic Framework

Deborah J. Mayhew Deborah J. Mayhew & Associates
Marilyn M. Tremaine New Jersey Institute of Technology

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a framework for cost-justifying usability engineering efforts
on software development projects by describing how to calculate the costs and esti-
mate the benefits of each of the Usability Engineering Lifecycle tasks that can
potentially be applied (Mayhew, 1999). We present a general framework that is
relevant to developing software for any application from commodity trading to
a Web commerce site.

A usability engineering cost-benefit analysis is conducted in the software
development process for two major reasons:

1. To demonstrate that usability engineering is a viable and significant cost
saving approach

2. To plan the usability engineering program for a particular development
project

General cost-benefit analyses of hypothetical usability engineering efforts can be
prepared as a strategy to win general support for trying out usability engineer-
ing tasks and techniques in a software development organization. When an
organization has no experience with usability engineering, cost-benefit analyses
may be an effective way to free up resources for usability improvement efforts.

In organizations that are more mature with respect to usability engineering,
cost-benefit analyses can be used to plan an optimal usability engineering
program for a particular software development project. To help settle on a final
usability engineering plan for a specific development project, costs are calcu-
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lated for the most aggressive program that can be implemented, including the
most reliable and thorough techniques for all Lifecycle tasks (see later discussion).
Then benefits are predicted, using conservative predictions. If benefits still out-
weigh costs dramatically, as they invariably will when critical parameters (e.g.,
number of users, volume of transactions) are favorable, then even the most
aggressive usability engineering program can be argued to be viable. This is
because only the most conservative claims concerning potential benefits have
been made. In fact, the benefits predictions can be redone using more aggres-
sive but still realistic benefit assumptions. The new calculations will show that,
in all likelihood, an even more dramatic benefit can be obtained, even from a
significant investment in usability engineering.

If, however, benefits and costs in the initial analysis match up fairly closely,
then the initial, aggressive usability engineering plan needs to be scaled back,
possibly to even a bare-bones plan. It is still possible to achieve the very conser-
vative benefits with even shortcut usability techniques, and thus predict with con-
fidence a healthy return on investment (ROI) from a minimal approach to
usability engineering. It is wiser, in the long run, to engage in a conservative
benefit assumption and spend a small amount of money, than to barely achieve
predicted benefits with a large expenditure. Large expenditures with little to
show for them rapidly destroy a manager’s or consultant’s credibility.

Thus, cost-benefit analysis can be used to develop a cost-effective usability
engineering effort for a software development project that is likely to pay off as
predicted.

When an organization is first experimenting with usability engineering 
techniques and is still skeptical about their value, it is wise to make extremely
conservative cost-benefit arguments, based on a relatively low-cost usability engi-
neering effort and very modest predictions of benefits, and then to show, after
the fact, that much larger benefits were realized. Once an organization has had
several positive experiences with investing in usability engineering, it will be
more receptive to more aggressive proposals for usability engineering programs,
and also to more optimistic benefits predictions.

3.2 THE USABILITY ENGINEERING LIFECYCLE

The first step in cost-justifying usability engineering on a particular software
development project is to lay out a usability engineering plan for that project.

The Usability Engineering Lifecycle (Mayhew, 1999) documents a structured
and systematic approach to addressing usability within the product development
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process. It consists of a set of usability engineering tasks applied in a particular
order at specified points in an overall software development lifecycle. Readers
familiar with the Usability Engineering Lifecycle might wish to skip this section,
which provides an overview of the Lifecycle. Readers interested in more detail
than that provided in this overview are referred to Mayhew (1999).

Several types of tasks are included in the Usability Engineering Lifecycle, as
follows:

✦ Structured usability requirements analysis tasks

✦ An explicit usability goal setting task, driven directly from requirements analysis
data

✦ Tasks supporting a structured, top-down approach to user interface design
that is driven directly from usability goals and requirements data

✦ Objective usability evaluation tasks for iterating design towards usability
goals

The chart in Figure 3.1 represents, in summary, visual form, the Usability Engi-
neering Lifecycle. The overall Lifecycle is cast in three phases: Requirements
Analysis, Design/Testing/Development, and Installation. Specific usability engi-
neering tasks within each phase are presented in boxes, and arrows show the
basic order in which tasks should be carried out. Much of the sequencing of tasks
is iterative, and the specific places where iterations would most typically occur
are illustrated by arrows returning to earlier points in the Lifecycle.

In addition, free-floating text not enclosed in boxes makes general reference
to tasks in an underlying software engineering methodology, with which the
Usability Engineering Lifecycle tasks—which are the main focus in this chart—
would be conducted in parallel and with which they would be integrated. For
example, Lifecycle requirements analysis tasks would be conducted in parallel
with function and/or data modeling tasks in many software engineering 
methodologies, and in particular with the development of a “Requirements
Model” in the Object Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) methodology
(Jacobson et al., 1992). These notes provide a general idea of how the Usability
Engineering Lifecycle must be integrated with an underlying software engi-
neering methodology.

In considering how to adapt the Usability Engineering Lifecycle to a Web
development project—or any type of project for that matter—the distinction
between tasks and techniques is an important one.

A usability engineering task can be defined as an activity that produces a con-
crete work product that is a prerequisite for subsequent usability engineering
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tasks. Each task has some conceptual goal that defines it. For example, the goal
of the User Profile task is to gain a clear understanding of those characteristics
of the intended user population that will have a direct bearing on which design
alternatives will be most usable to them.

A technique, on the other hand, is a particular process or method for carry-
ing out a task and for achieving a task goal. Usually there are a number of alter-
native techniques available for any given task. For example, for the User Profile
task, alternative techniques include distributing user questionnaires and con-
ducting user or user manager interviews. Generally, techniques vary in how costly
and time consuming it is to execute them, in the quality and accuracy of the
work products they generate, in how difficult they are for nonspecialists to learn
and use, and in the sophistication of the technology required to carry them out.

The key to the general applicability and flexibility of the Usability Engi-
neering Lifecycle lies in the choice of which techniques to apply to each task, not
in the choice of which tasks to carry out. All the tasks identified in the Lifecycle
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should be carried out for every development project involving interactive soft-
ware in order to achieve required levels of usability. However, the approach to
any given project can be adapted by a careful selection of techniques based on
project constraints.

Each usability task in the overall Usability Engineering Lifecycle is briefly
described in the following sections, with notes on adapting the tasks to Web
development projects in particular.

3.2.1 Phase One: Requirements Analysis

User Profile. A description of the specific user characteristics relevant to user
interface design (e.g., computer literacy, expected frequency of use, level of job
experience) is obtained for the intended user population. This will drive tailored
user interface design decisions, and also identify major user categories for study
in the Contextual Task Analysis task discussed later.

The problems of doing a User Profile for a Web site or Web-enabled appli-
cation are similar to those of doing one for a vendor company: Users are not
readily accessible, and may not be known at all. However, developing a User
Profile is still possible. The marketing department is often able to identify and
get access to potential users. A shortcut for the User Profile task is interviewing
marketing, sales, and sales support personnel or others who may have contact
with actual current and potential users. And User Profile information can be
solicited through the site itself after the Web site or Web-enabled application is
implemented. This information can be used to update and improve the new ver-
sions of the Web site and to build new related Web sites and applications. A link
can be embedded in the Web site that leads users to a User Profile questionnaire
where incentives (e.g., discounts or raffle entries) are offered to the user for
filling in the online survey (see Weiss, Chapter 19).

Contextual Task Analysis. A study of users’ current tasks, workflow 
patterns, work environments and conceptual frameworks is made, resulting in a
description of current tasks and workflow and an understanding and specifica-
tion of underlying user goals in their identified environments. These will be 
used to set usability goals and drive Work Reengineering and user interface
design.

The problems of doing a Contextual Task Analysis for a Web site or Web-
enabled application are, again, very like those of doing one for a vendor
company: the users are not easily accessible and may not be known at all, and
the “work” may not currently be being performed by intended users. However,
conducting a Contextual Task Analysis is still possible.
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In a Contextual Task Analysis for a Web site or Web-enabled application, the
focus might be more on what people want and/or need, rather than on how they
currently do tasks. You can often get help from Marketing to identify and get
access to potential users. You can do a Contextual Task Analysis of average people
doing personal tasks at home, such as catalog ordering, planning travel, or
buying a new car (Vaananen-Vainio-Mattila and Ruuska, 2000; Dray and Mrazek,
1996). You can also solicit task-related information from the Web site itself after
the fact. You can have a feedback page and use feedback to update and main-
tain a site and to build new related Web sites and Web-enabled applications. You
can also conduct some task analysis techniques, such as card sorting, via a Web
site (see, for example, Weiss, Chapter 19).

Usability Goal Setting. Specific, qualitative goals reflecting usability require-
ments extracted from the User Profile and Contextual Task Analysis, and quan-
titative goals defining minimal acceptable user performance and satisfaction
criteria based on a subset of high-priority qualitative goals, are developed. These
usability goals focus later design efforts and form the basis for later iterative
usability evaluation.

In most cases, at least when designing public Web sites or applications, ease-
of-learning and ease-of-remembering goals will be more important than ease-of-use
goals, because of the infrequency of use of the Web site. Most users do not visit
a given Web site daily, and many often visit a site only once.

Ease of navigation and maintaining context will usually be very important qual-
itative goals for Web sites and applications.

Web designers need to be aware when formulating quantitative performance
goals that system response time will limit and affect user performance, and that
system response time will vary enormously depending on the users’ platforms.

In many cases of Web site or Web-enabled application design, relative quan-
titative goals may be appropriate (e.g., “It must take no longer to make travel
reservations on the Web site than it does with a travel agent by phone,” or “It
must take less time to make travel reservations on this site than on main com-
petitors’ sites”).

Platform Capabilities/Constraints. The user interface capabilities and con-
straints (e.g., windowing, pull down menus, frames, animation) inherent in the
technology platform chosen for the product (e.g., Microsoft Windows, Web
browsers, or product-unique platforms) are determined and documented. These
will define the scope of possibilities for user interface design.

Unlike some of the other Usability Engineering Lifecycle tasks, the Platform
Capabilities and Constraints task will often be more complicated when designing
a Web site or Web-enabled application than when designing traditional software
applications. This is because usually (with the exception of the case of some
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intranet applications) designers may have to assume a very large number and
wide variety of hardware and software platforms.

Internet users’ platforms will vary, possibly widely, in at least the following
ways:

✦ Screen size and resolution

✦ Data transmission speed

✦ Activation of pop-up blockers, and security and spyware detection software

✦ Browser capabilities (varies by vendor and by version):
✦ Controls available through the browser (vs. must be provided within the

site or application)
✦ Browser interpreters (e.g., version of HTML, Java)
✦ Installed “helper applications” or “plug-ins” (e.g., multimedia players)

Web user interface designers need to design for the expected range of platform
capabilities and constraints. For example, one common technique is to have a
control at the entry point to a Web site or Web-enabled application that allows
users to choose between a “graphics mode” and a “text mode.” Thus, users with
slow modems can “turn off” any graphics that would seriously degrade download
time, and see an alternative text-only version of the site or application.

Similarly, if a Web site or Web-enabled application requires specific “helper
applications” or “plug-ins,” many are now designed to allow immediate down-
loading and installation of the required helper application or plug-in. The user
interface to downloading and installing helper applications or plug-ins is still
often not very user friendly, but at least providing the capability is a step in the
right direction.

In general, while designers of intranets may be able to assume certain high-
end platform parameters, designers of public Web sites need to be aware that if
they take full advantage of all the latest Web capabilities, many users will find
their Web site or Web-enabled application unusable. Care needs to be taken to
provide alternative interfaces for users with lower-end platforms.

General Design Guidelines. Relevant general user interface design guide-
lines available in the usability engineering literature are gathered and reviewed.
They will be applied during the design process to come, along with all other
project-specific information gathered in the previous tasks.

Most general software user interface design principles and guidelines will be
directly applicable to Web site and application design.

Things to bear in mind that do make designing for the Web a little differ-
ent than designing traditional software include the following:
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✦ Response times are slower and less predictable on the Web, limiting which
design techniques are practical

✦ There are little or no existing comprehensive and widely accepted user inter-
face standards for the Web (although various guidelines are available)

✦ Browsers and users, rather than designers and developers, may control much
of the appearance of Web content

✦ Web users may be mainly discretionary and infrequent, increasing the need
for “walk up and use” interfaces

✦ The World Wide Web is a huge and fluid space with fuzzy boundaries
between sites. There is thus an increased need for navigational support and
a “sense of place”

These differences are not quantitative, however. Rather, they are a matter of
degree. Web platforms simply place more constraints on designers than do tra-
ditional platforms. Designing for the Web is somewhat like designing for tradi-
tional software 20 years ago—although the capabilities on the Web are now
catching up fast.

3.2.2 Phase Two: Design/Testing/Development

Level 1 Design

Work Reengineering. Based on all requirements analysis data and the usability
goals extracted from them, user tasks are redesigned at the level of organization
and workflow to streamline work and exploit the capabilities of automation. No
visual user interface design is involved in this task—just abstract organization of
functionality and workflow design. This task is sometimes referred to as Infor-
mation Architecture.

Sometimes you are actually simply engineering—rather than reengineer-
ing—work, because your Web site or Web-enabled application supports work
unlike anything most of the intended users currently do (e.g., deciding on the
structure for an information space users did not previously have access to). 
Nevertheless, you can still do a Contextual Task Analysis to discover users’ needs
and desires, and can base your initial work organization on this analysis.

In most cases, even when users do not currently do a particular job, they do
already do something highly related to that job, and this can be the focus of a
Contextual Task Analysis. In addition, once an initial release of a Web site or
Web-enabled application is in production, you can perform another Contextual
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Task Analysis to discover how it is being used and where it breaks down and use
these insights to reengineer the underlying work models for later releases. And,
just as when designing traditional software, you can still validate your reengi-
neered work models empirically with evaluation techniques.

Conceptual Model Design. Based on all of the previous tasks, initial high-
level design rules are generated for presenting and interacting with the appli-
cation structure and navigational pathways (i.e., the information architecture).
Screen design detail is not addressed at this design level.

The Conceptual Model Design is equally important in Web-site and Web-
application design as in traditional software design. A Conceptual Model Design
for a Web site might typically include rules that would cover the consistent pre-
sentation of:

✦ Site title and logo, including location

✦ Use of frames (e.g., for highest level links, context information, and page
content)

✦ Links to different levels in the site map

✦ “You are Here” indicators on links

✦ Links versus other actions (e.g., “Submit” or “Search”)

✦ Links versus non-links (e.g., illustrations)

✦ Inter versus intrasite links

✦ Inter versus intrapage links

On very simple Web site or Web-enabled application projects, it may not be nec-
essary to formally document the Conceptual Model Design. Nevertheless, the
Conceptual Model should be explicitly designed and validated.

Conceptual Model Mockups. Paper-and-pencil or prototype mockups
(Snyder, 2003) of high-level design ideas generated in the previous task are pre-
pared, representing ideas about how to present high-level functional organiza-
tion and navigation. Detailed screen design and complete functional design are
not in focus here.

Instead of paper foils or throw-away prototypes, in the case of Web sites and
applications, the “mockups” could be partially coded products, for example,
pages, frames, and navigational links with minimal page content detail.

Iterative Conceptual Model Evaluation. The mockups are evaluated and
modified through iterative evaluation techniques such as formal usability testing,
in which real, representative users attempt to perform real, representative tasks
with minimal training and intervention, imagining that the mockups are a real
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product user interface. This and the previous two tasks are conducted in itera-
tive cycles until identified major usability “bugs” are engineered out of the Level
1 (i.e., Conceptual Model) design. Once a Conceptual Model is relatively stable,
system architecture design can commence.

Remote usability testing is particularly well suited to testing Web sites and
Web applications. It can replace (or complement) traditional usability testing in
which the tester and user are side by side in the same location, and is more prac-
tical when users are widely dispersed geographically. The basic technique of
remote usability testing involves giving a tester access to what is happening (or
did happen) on the computer of a test user in another location. There are several
ways to do this, including attended, real-time evaluations similar to traditional
laboratory testing but conducted in real time over the Internet, instrumented
methods that are unattended but otherwise similar to traditional testing tech-
niques, and automated methods that unobtrusively collect usage data while a
user is using a site (Perkins, 2002).

Level 2 Design

Screen Design Standards. A set of application- or site-specific standards and con-
ventions for all aspects of detailed screen or page design is developed, based 
on any industry and/or corporate standards that have been mandated (e.g.,
Microsoft Windows or Apple Macintosh), the data generated in the Requirements
Analysis phase, and the application- or site-unique Conceptual Model Design
arrived at during Level 1 Design. Screen Design Standards will ensure coherence
and consistency—the foundations of usability—across the user interface.

Screen Design Standards are just as important and useful in Web design as
in traditional software design. Besides the usual advantages of standards, in a
Web site they will help users maintain a sense of place within a site, because your
site standards will probably be different from those on other sites.

On very simple Web site or Web-enabled application projects, it may not be
necessary to formally document the Screen Design Standards. Nevertheless, the
Screen Design Standards must be explicitly designed and validated.

Web design techniques (both good and bad) tend to be copied—perhaps
other Web designers will copy your Screen Design Standards! Perhaps someday
we will even have a set of universal Web Screen Design Standards supported by
Web development tools, not unlike Microsoft Windows and Apple Macintosh
standards. This would contribute greatly to the usability of the Web, just as the
latter standards have done for traditional software.

Screen Design Standards Prototyping. The Screen Design Standards (as 
well as the Conceptual Model Design) are applied to design the detailed user
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interface to selected subsets of product functionality. This design is implemented
as a running prototype.

Instead of paper foils or throw-away prototypes, in the case of Web sites and
applications, the prototypes can simply be partially coded products, for example,
selected pages, frames and navigational links, now with complete page content
detail.

Iterative Screen Design Standards Evaluation. An evaluation technique such
as formal usability testing is carried out on the Screen Design Standards proto-
type, and then redesign and re-evaluate iterations are performed to refine and
validate a robust set of Screen Design Standards. Iterations are continued until
identified major usability bugs are eliminated and usability goals seem within
reach.

Again, remote usability testing (Perkins, 2002) can be particularly useful
when testing Web sites and applications.

Style Guide Development. At the end of the design and evaluate iterations
in Design Levels 1 and 2, you have a validated and stabilized Conceptual 
Model Design and a validated and stabilized set of standards and conventions
for all aspects of detailed screen design. These are captured in the document
called the product Style Guide, which already documents the results of 
Requirements Analysis tasks. During Detailed User Interface Design, following
the Conceptual Model Design and Screen Design Standards in the product 
Style Guide will ensure quality, coherence, and consistency, the foundations of
usability.

For simple Web sites and applications, as long as good design processes and
principles have been followed, documentation can be minimal and informal: a
simple running list.

For complex Web sites and Web-enabled applications with many designers,
developers and/or maintainers of a constantly evolving site or application, 
documenting Requirements Analysis work products and design standards is very
important, just as it is on large, traditional software projects.

Level 3 Design

Detailed User Interface Design. Detailed design of the complete product user
interface is carried out based on the refined and validated Conceptual Model
Design and Screen Design Standards documented in the product Style Guide.
This design then drives application or site development.

For simple Web sites or applications, designers might bypass documenting
user interface design at the Conceptual Model Design and Screen Design Stan-
dards levels, and simply prepare Detailed User Interface Design specifications
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directly from standards they have informally established at these earlier design
levels. Developers can then code directly from these specifications.

For more complex Web sites or applications, the Conceptual Model Design
and Screen Design Standards should usually be documented before this point.
Then developers can code directly from an application or site Style Guide, or
from Detailed User Interface Design specifications prepared based on a product
Style Guide by the user interface designer.

Iterative Detailed User Interface Design Evaluation. A technique such as
formal usability testing is continued during application or site development to
expand evaluation to not-yet-assessed subsets of functionality and categories of
users, and also to continue to refine the user interface and validate it against
usability goals.

On projects developing relatively simple Web sites and applications, it might
be more practical to combine the three levels of the design process into a single
level, in which Conceptual Model Design, Screen Design Standards, and Detailed
User Interface Design are all sketched out in sequence before any evaluation pro-
ceeds. Then a single process of design and evaluation iterations can be carried
out.

In this case, Iterative Detailed User Interface Design Evaluation will be the
first usability evaluation task conducted. Thus, evaluation must address all levels
of design simultaneously. This is practical only if the whole site or application is
fairly simple, which information-only (i.e., nontransactional) Web sites often are.
It is important to remember that even if Detailed User Interface Design is drafted
before any evaluation commences, it is still crucial to consider all the same design
issues that arise in the Conceptual Model Design and Screen Design Standards
tasks when conducting design in a three-level process.

In Web sites and applications of intermediate complexity, the first two design
levels (Conceptual Model Design and Screen Design Standards) may be com-
bined into a single process of design and evaluation iterations to validate them
simultaneously, and then an additional process of design and evaluation can be
carried out during the Detailed User Interface Design level. Alternatively, Level
1 can be carried out with iterative evaluation, and then Levels 2 and 3 can be
collapsed into one iterative cycle. In either case, this will be the second usability
evaluation cycle conducted, and can indeed focus mainly on Screen Design 
Standards and Detailed User Interface Design, because Conceptual Model
Design will have been focused on during an earlier evaluation task.

Also, in the case of Web site or Web-enabled application design, one alter-
native is that mockups, prototypes, and application code can all simply be 
final code at different points of completion rather than paper foils or throw-away
prototypes.
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As in previous design levels, remote usability testing (Perkins, 2002) can be
particularly useful when testing Web sites and applications.

3.2.3 Phase Three: Installation

User Feedback. After the product has been installed and in production for some
time, feedback is gathered to feed into enhancement design, the design of new
releases and/or the design of new but related products.

User feedback can be solicited directly from a Web site or Web-enabled appli-
cation. This can be done by providing a link on the site taking users to a struc-
tured feedback page, or by offering direct e-mail from the site and asking users
to provide free-form feedback. You can even have survey questions pop up, trig-
gered by specific usage events. An advantage of the latter is that it collects feed-
back while the user’s experience is fresh in his or her mind. The disadvantage,
of course, is that users may find it irritating to be interrupted by a solicitation of
this sort.

You might need to provide some incentive for users to take the time to
provide feedback (see Weiss, Chapter 19), especially if you provide a lengthy,
structured form (shorter forms probably work best). Possible incentives include
entry in a raffle or discounts on products or services.

The user feedback techniques that lend themselves most easily to Web sites
and Web-enabled applications include questionnaires (see Weiss, Chapter 19)
and usage studies. Other techniques (e.g., interviews, focus groups and usability
testing) are more difficult to employ since they require the identification and
recruitment of users to meet in person with project team members, which may
not be difficult on Intranet sites, but may be difficult on Internet sites.

To young Web designers or developers who launched their careers in the
Internet age and have worked primarily on Web-development projects, the
Usability Engineering Lifecycle may, at first glance, seem much too complex and
time consuming to be practical in the fast-paced world of Web development. If
you consider only the traditional and most reliable and thorough techniques for
Lifecycle tasks, and typical timeframes for the development of very simple read-
only Web sites, this is a fair assessment. For example, whereas I (Mayhew) have
often conducted task analyses techniques that took several months to complete,
and formal usability tests that took a month or more, I have also worked on Web
development projects that from start to launch took a total of 8 to 12 weeks.
Clearly you cannot spend several months conducting task analyses—just one of
the first steps in the Usability Engineering Lifecycle—when the whole project
must be completed in 2 to 3 months!
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Two points must be made however. First, the Usability Engineering Lifecy-
cle is highly flexible and adaptable through the selection of techniques applied to
each task and the collapsing of Design Levels, as previously described, and can
accommodate even projects with very limited timeframes. I (Mayhew) have in
fact successfully adapted it to even 8-week Web-development projects.

Second, Web site functions were initially very simple compared to most 
traditional software applications, and so the fact that they typically took 8 to 
12 weeks to develop, as compared to months or even years for traditional soft-
ware applications, made some sense. Now, however, Web sites and applications
have become more and more complex, and in many cases are much like tradi-
tional applications that happen to be implemented on a browser platform. 
The industry needs to adapt its notion of reasonable, feasible, and effective time-
frames (and budgets) for developing complex Web-based applications, 
which simply are not the same as simple content-only Web sites. This includes
adapting its notion of what kind of usability engineering techniques it should
invest in.

In a report by Forrester Research, Inc. (Sonderegger, 2000), called “Scenario
Design” (their term for usability engineering), it is pointed out that:

Executives Must Buy Into Realistic Development Time Lines and Budgets
The mad Internet rush of the late 1990s produced the slipshod experiences
that we see today. As firms move forward, they must shed their misplaced
fascination with first-mover advantage in favor of lasting strategies that lean
on quality of experience.

✦ Even single-channel initiatives will take eight to 12 months. The time
required to conduct field research, interpret the gathered information,
and formulate implementation specs for a new Web-based application will
take four to six months. To prototype, build, and launch the effort will
take another four to six months. This period will lengthen as the number
of scenarios involved rises.

✦ These projects will cost at least $1.5 million in outside help. Firms will
turn to eCommerce integrators and user experience specialists for the
hard-to-find-experts, technical expertise, and collaborative methodologies
required to conduct Scenario Design. Hiring these outside resources can
be costly, with run rates from $150 K to $200 K per month. This expen-
diture is in addition to the cost of internal resources, such as project
owners responsible for the effort’s overall success and IT resources 
handling integrations with legacy systems (p. 12).
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We agree that 8 to 12 months is a more realistic timeframe (than 8 to 12 weeks) to
develop a usable Web site or Web-enabled application that will provide a decent
ROI. And, if this is the overall project timeframe, there is enough time to use tra-
ditional usability engineering techniques to more reliably ensure Web site usabil-
ity, a major contributor to ROI. In my experience (Mayhew), depending on the
complexity of a Web site or Web-enabled application, somewhere between
$100,000 and $250,000 should pay for a reliable and thorough usability engi-
neering program. This is a small fraction of the $1.5 million estimated by For-
rester for all the outside help a Web site sponsor will need. And, as the rest of this
chapter and other chapters in this volume illustrate, significant time and money
invested in Web site or Web-enabled application usability will usually pay off.

3.3 GENERAL APPROACH

To cost-justify a usability engineering plan, you simply adapt a very generic and
widely used cost-benefit analysis technique. Having laid out a detailed usability
project plan based on Lifecycle tasks (see previous sections, and Mayhew, 1999),
it is a fairly straightforward matter to calculate the costs of that plan. Then you
need to calculate the benefits. This is a little trickier, and it is where the adap-
tation of the generic analysis comes into play (see later discussion). Then you
simply compare costs to benefits to find out if and to what extent the benefits
outweigh the costs. If they do to a satisfactory extent, then you have cost-
justified the planned effort.

More specifically, first a usability engineering plan is laid out. The plan spec-
ifies particular techniques to employ for each Usability Engineering Lifecycle
task, breaks the techniques down into steps, and specifies the personnel hours
and equipment costs for each step. The cost of each task is then calculated by
multiplying the total number of hours for each type of personnel by their effec-
tive hourly wage (fully loaded, i.e., including salary, benefits, office space, equip-
ment, utilities, and other facilities), and adding up personnel costs across types.
(Sometimes it is hard to get data on fully loaded wages for an organization. In
this case, I (Mayhew) use a rule of thumb I have heard informally and simply
double the before-tax annual salary, then divide by the typical number of hours
a full-time worker is paid for in a year, usually about 2000. Even if my audience
is unwilling to give me actual figures for fully loaded wages, they can contest—
or not—my ballpark figure based on this rule of thumb.) Any equipment and
other costs can be added in. Then the costs from all tasks are added to arrive at
a total cost for the plan.
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Next, the overall benefits of the specific usability engineering plan are pre-
dicted by selecting relevant benefit categories, calculating expected benefits by
plugging project-specific parameters and assumptions into benefit formulas, and
adding benefits across categories.

The list of possible benefits to consider is long, because usability engineer-
ing can lead to tangible benefits to all concerned, regardless of the type of organ-
ization or type of application. The development team realizes savings because
problems are identified early, when they are cheap to fix. In vendor companies,
the customer support team realizes a reduced customer support burden
(although it may take time to show up, because a new interface may cause an
initial surge in calls before it settles down). More usable e-commerce Web sites
will have higher buy-to-look ratios, a lower rate of abandoned shopping carts,
and increased return visits. Internal user productivity will be increased, and there
will be lower user training costs.

The potential benefit categories selected in a particular cost-benefit analysis
will depend on the type of organization taking on the development effort, includ-
ing the usability engineering costs. In the case of a development organization serving
internal users, benefits to the company as a whole might include:

✦ Increased user productivity

✦ Decreased user errors (and faster recovery when errors are made)

✦ Decreased training costs

✦ Savings gained from making changes earlier in the development lifecycle

✦ Decreased customer service calls from users

Benefits of usability engineering efforts to a vendor company might include:

✦ Increased sales

✦ Decreased customer service calls from users

✦ Savings gained from making changes earlier in the development lifecycle

✦ Reduced cost of providing training (if training is offered through the vendor
company)

Note that although the primary benefit relevant to the development organiza-
tion with internal users might be increased user productivity, this is not usually
of direct concern to a vendor company (even though it should be). The vendor
company is more concerned with selling more products and decreasing their
customer support costs. Thus, in a cost-benefit analysis, you should focus atten-
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tion on the potential benefits that are of most interest to the audience for the
analysis.

Note that these benefits represent just a sample of those that might be rele-
vant in these two types of organizations. Others might be included as appropri-
ate, given the business goals of the organization and the primary concerns of the
audience, and could be calculated in a similar fashion as shown in a later section.

In the case of Web sites and Web-enabled applications, the potential benefit
categories relevant to a particular cost-benefit analysis will depend on the basic
business model for the site. Benefit categories potentially relevant to different
types of sites are summarized in Table 3.1.

Note that the relevant benefit categories for different types of Web sites and
Web-enabled applications vary somewhat. In a cost-benefit analysis, you should
focus attention on the potential benefits that are of most relevance to the bottom line
business goals for the site, whether they are short term, long term, or both.

Again, note that these benefits represent just a sample of those that might
be relevant in these types of sites, and do not address other possible benefits of
usability in other types of sites. Others might be included as appropriate, given
the business goals of the site sponsors and the primary concerns of the audience,
and could be calculated in a similar fashion as those shown later in the chapter.

Finally, overall benefits are compared to overall costs to see if, and to what
extent, the overall usability engineering plan is justified.

When usability practitioners are invited to participate in projects already in
progress, which is often the case for external consultants, they have less chance
of including all Usability Engineering Lifecycle tasks and of influencing overall
schedules and budgets. They are more likely to have to work within already-
committed-to schedules, platforms, and system architectures, to use shortcut
techniques for Usability Engineering Lifecycle tasks, and to minimally impact
budgets. Nevertheless, it is almost always possible to create a usability engineer-
ing plan that will make a significant contribution to a software development
project, even when you come into the project relatively late. You can use the cost-
benefit analysis technique to prepare and support even usability engineering
plans that involve only parts of the overall Usability Engineering Lifecycle, and
only shortcut techniques for tasks within it.

3.4 SAMPLE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSES

Let us consider a hypothetical usability engineering plan and see how its costs
can be estimated. Then we will incorporate this plan into scenarios involving
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Table 3.1 Potential Benefit Categories for Different Types of Web Sites

Site Type

E- Funded by Product Customer
Benefits Commerce Advertising Information Service Intranets

Increased ✓

buy-to-look
ratios

Decreased ✓

abandoned
shopping carts

Increased ✓

number of
visits

Increased ✓ ✓

return visits

Increased ✓

length of visits

Decreased ✓ ✓

failed searches

Decreased ✓

costs of other
sales channels

Decreased use ✓ ✓

of “Call Back”
button (i.e.,
live customer
service)

Savings ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

resulting from
making
changes 
in earlier
development
lifecycle

Increased ✓

“click through”
on ads

 



development in four different types of projects, and see how you would conduct
cost-benefit analyses of that plan for each project. The four scenarios involve the
development of:

✦ An application for internal users

✦ A commercial application by a vendor company

✦ An e-commerce Web site

✦ A product information Web site

3.4.1 An Application for Internal Users

Imagine that a development organization is planning to develop an application
for use by an internal user organization (e.g., within a bank or an insurance
company). The project is of moderate complexity and cost, and will result in an
application that will be used by 250 users. Once developed and installed, the
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Table 3.1 Continued

Site Type

E- Funded by Product Customer
Benefits Commerce Advertising Information Service Intranets

Increased sales ✓

leads

Decreased ✓

costs of 
traditional
customer 
service
channels

Decreased ✓

training costs

Increased user ✓

productivity

Decreased ✓

user errors

 



application is expected to be in production for approximately 5 years before any
major revisions are made.

First, the final results of a cost-benefit analysis are presented. Then, in the
steps that follow, the derivation of the final results are shown. Table 3.2 shows
the overall calculation of the cost of a usability engineering plan proposed by the
project usability engineer. The first column identifies the overall project phase.
The second column identifies which Usability Engineering Lifecycle tasks (see
Fig. 3.1) and techniques are planned in each phase. The third, fourth, fifth and
sixth columns identify the number of work hours required by usability engineers,
developers, managers, and users to complete each task. The last column sum-
marizes the total cost of each task, based on the fully loaded hourly rates for
each type of personnel. A total cost for the whole plan is given at the bottom of
the table.

It is important to note that the usability engineering plan laid out in Table
3.2 is one specific to a particular project. Different plans could be devised, involv-
ing different phases, tasks and techniques, and the costs of these plans would
vary accordingly. Also, for simplicity’s sake, we have not included the costs of
materials and equipment in this example. These could easily be estimated and
added to the total cost of the usability engineering plan. Finally, note that the
role “developers” is also a simplification. It might include not just engineers, but
also graphic designers, business analysts, quality assurance (QA) staff, and so on,
in fact any non–usability engineer and nonmanager who is expected to partici-
pate in the usability engineering tasks laid out in the plan could fall into this 
category.

In this hypothetical project, the project usability engineer has calculated the
predicted benefits of carrying out this usability engineering plan in the first year of
application installation, as shown in Table 3.3.

The predicted benefits over the expected product lifetime of the application (5
years) are also shown in Table 3.3. Comparing these benefits and costs, the
project usability engineer argues that, as shown in Table 3.4, in the first year
alone, a net benefit of $168,144.44 is predicted, and over the expected 5-year
lifetime of the product, a net benefit of $1,158,422.22 is predicted. The project
usability engineer expects the plan to be approved and funded based on this
cost-benefit analysis.

Note that the simple analyses offered here do not consider the time value
of money—that is, the money for the costs is spent at one point in time, and the
benefits come later. Also, if the money was not spent on the costs, but instead
was invested in some other way, it would likely increase in value. In our experi-
ence, the predicted benefits of usability engineering are usually so dramatic that
these more sophisticated financial considerations aren’t necessary to convince
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Table 3.2 Cost of a Usability Engineering Plan

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User
Hours at Hours at Hours Hours Total 

Phase Task (Technique) $175 $175 at $200 at $25 Cost

Requirements User Profile 62 0 4 33 $12,475
Analysis (Questionnaire)

Contextual Task 138 8 8 60 $28,650
Analysis

Platform Capabilities 16 6 0 0 $3,850
and Constraints

Usability Goals 20 0 4 2 $4,350

Design/ Work Reengineering 80 0 0 16 $14,400
Testing/ (Information
Development Architecture)

Conceptual Model 80 8 0 8 $15,600
Design

Conceptual Model 36 0 0 0 $6,300
Mockups (Paper
Prototype)

Iterative Conceptual 142 0 0 22 $25,400
Model Evaluation
(Usability Test)

Screen Design 80 8 0 8 $15,600
Standards

Screen Design 28 80 0 0 $18,900
Standards 
Prototyping
(Live Prototype)

Iterative Screen 142 40 0 22 $32,400
Design Standards
Evaluation 
(Usability Test)

Detailed User 80 8 0 8 $15,600
Interface Design

Iterative Detailed User 142 40 0 22 $32,400
Interface Design
Evaluation 
(Usability Test)

Totals 1046 198 16 201 $225,925

 



the audience of the analysis. However, if needed, these calculations based on the
time value of money are presented in Karat (Chapter 4), and also in Bias et al.
(2002).

In the following sections, we lay out step-by-step how the project usability
engineer arrived at the final results stated previously.

1. Start with the Usability Engineering Plan

If it has not already been done, this is the first step in conducting a cost-benefit
analysis. The usability engineering plan identifies which Usability Engineering
Lifecycle tasks and techniques (see previous discussion and Mayhew, 1999) will
be employed and breaks them down into required staff and hours. Costs can
then be computed for these tasks in the next two steps.
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Table 3.3 Expected First Year and Lifetime Benefits for an Application for
Internal Users

Benefit Category Benefit Value First Year

Increased productivity $199,652.78
Decreased errors $47,916.67
Decreased training $62,500.00
Decreased late design changes $84,000.00

Total benefit $394,069.44

Benefit Category Benefit Value Lifetime (5 yrs)

Increased productivity 5 yrs $998,263.89
Decreased errors ¥ 5 yrs $239,583.33
Decreased training ¥ 1 yr $62,500.00
Decreased late design changes ¥ 1 yr $84,000.00

Total benefit $1,384,347.22

Table 3.4 Net Benefit Calculations for an Application for Internal Users

Benefit Cost Net Benefit

First Year $394,069.44 $225,925.00 $168,144.44
Lifetime (5 yrs) $1,384,347.22 $225,925.00 $1,158,422.22

 



The usability engineering plan for this sample analysis is shown in Table 3.2.
It is important to note that there is not one correct usability engineering plan.
This too is something that will vary across projects. The choice of technique for
carrying out each task in the Usability Engineering Lifecycle will depend on
project budgets, schedules, and complexity. Thus, the cost of the sample plan in
the examples presented here should not be assumed—a project-unique plan
must be designed around the parameters of a specific project, and then costs
worked out as the example given here illustrates.

2. Establish Analysis Parameters

Most of the calculations for both planned costs and predicted benefits are based
on project-specific parameters. These should be established and documented
before proceeding with the analysis. Sample analysis parameters for our hypo-
thetical project are given in Table 3.5.

It should be emphasized that when using the general cost-benefit analysis
technique illustrated here, these particular parameter values should not be
assumed. The particular parameter values of your project and organization
should be substituted for those in Table 3.5. They will almost certainly be dif-
ferent from the parameters used in this example. For example, your application
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Table 3.5 Analysis parameters for an application for internal users

Analysis Parameters Values

Number of end users 250
User work days per year 230
User fully loaded hourly wage $25
Developer fully loaded hourly wage $175
Usability engineer fully loaded hourly wage $175
Manager fully loaded hourly wage $200
Ratio of early-to-late design changes 0.25
Expected system lifetime (yrs) 5
Current transactions per day 100
Current recovery time per error (2 min expressed 0.033333333

as hrs)
Time per early design change (hrs) 8
Ratio of late-to-early design changes 4
Usability lab In place

 



may be intended for many more (or fewer) than 250 users, and the fully loaded
hourly wage (the costs of salary plus benefits, office space, equipment, utilities,
and other facilities) of your personnel may be significantly lower or higher than
those assumed in these sample analyses.

Note that, in general, certain parameters in a cost-benefit analysis have a
major impact on the magnitude of potential benefits. For example, when 
considering user productivity—of primary interest to internal development 
organizations—the critical parameters are the number of users, the volume of trans-
actions, and, to some extent also the users’ fully loaded hourly wage. When there is
a large number of users and/or a high volume of transactions, even very 
small performance advantages (and low hourly wages) in an optimized interface
will add up quickly to significant overall benefits. On the other hand, where 
there is a small number of potential users, and/or a low volume of transactions,
benefits may not add up to much even when the potential per-transaction 
performance advantage seems significant and the user hourly wage is 
higher.

For example, consider the following two scenarios. First, imagine a case in
which there are 5000 users and 120 transactions per day per user. Even a half
second advantage per transaction in this case adds up.

5000 users ¥ 120 transactions ¥ 230 days ¥ 1/2 second = 19,167 hours

If the users’ hourly rate is $25, the annual savings are:

19,167 hours ¥ $25 = $479,175

This is a pretty dramatic benefit for a tiny improvement on a per transaction
basis! On the other hand, if there were only 25 users, and they were infrequent
users, with only 12 transactions per day, even if a per-transaction benefit of 1
minute could be realized, the overall benefit would be minor.

25 users ¥ 12 transactions ¥ 230 days ¥ 1 minute = 1,150 hours

At $25 per hour, the overall annual productivity benefit will only be:

1,150 hours ¥ $25 = $28,750

Thus, in the case of productivity benefits, costs associated with optimizing the
user interface are more likely to pay off when there are many users and many
transactions.
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In the case of the sales benefit for a vendor, as in a later example, the criti-
cal parameter is usually profit margin. If the profit margin per product is low, then
a very large number of additional sales would have to be achieved from usabil-
ity alone for the usability costs to pay off. On the other hand, if the profit margin
per product is high, then only a small number of increased sales from usability
would be necessary to pay for the usability program. Similarly, in the case of an
e-commerce or product information Web site, as in other examples given later,
the critical parameters will be volume of visitors and profit margin per completed
sales transaction. Thus, critical analysis parameters will directly determine how
much can be invested in usability and still pay off.

3. Calculate the Cost of Each Usability Engineering Lifecycle Task in the
Usability Engineering Plan

The cost of each individual task/technique listed in Table 3.2 was estimated by
breaking the task/technique down into small steps, estimating the number of
hours required for each step by different types of personnel, and multiplying
these hours by the known fully loaded hourly wage of each type of personnel (if
outside consultants or contractors are used, their simple hourly rate plus travel
expenses would apply, and if external users are recruited to participate, they will
be paid at some simple hourly rate or flat fee).

Fully loaded hourly wages are calculated by adding together the cost of
salary, benefits, office space, equipment, and any other relevant overhead for a
type of personnel, and dividing this by the number of hours paid for each year
for that personnel type. The hourly rate used here for usability engineering staff
is based on an informal average of typical current salaries of senior-level inter-
nal usability engineering staff and external consultants in my recent experience.
(See www.upassoc.org/upa_publications/upa_voice/survey/2000_survey.html
for a fairly recent salary survey of usability practitioners.) The hourly rate of
developers was similarly estimated. (See, for example, www.payscale.com/salary-
survey/vid-18644/fid-6886.) However, the fully loaded hourly rate figures used
to generate this and the other sample cost-benefit analyses below are just exam-
ples, and you would have to substitute the actual hourly rates of personnel in
your own organization in an actual analysis. Additional costs, such as equipment
and supplies, could also be estimated and added into the total cost of each
task/technique, although that was not done here for simplicity’s sake.

Cost estimates for each usability engineering task/technique included in the
usability engineering plan presented in Table 3.2 were calculated as presented
in Tables 3.6 through 3.18. In these calculations, as shown in Table 3.6, usabil-
ity engineers and developers are estimated to cost $175 per hour, managers are
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Table 3.6 Cost of User Profile (Questionnaire)

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Conduct needs finding 4 2 2
Draft questionnaire 6
Management feedback 2 2 2
Revise questionnaire 4
Pilot questionnaire 4 4
Revise questionnaire 2
Select user sample 4
Distribute questionnaire/ 8 25

get responses
Data analysis 8
Data interpretation/ 20

presentation
Total hours 62 0 4 33
Times hourly rate ¥  $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $10,850 + $0 + $800 + $825 = $12,475

Table 3.7 Cost of Contextual Task Analysis

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Review requirements specs 12
Interview project team/ 16 8 6 2

user reps
Identify key actors/ 6 2 2

use cases
In-context observations 40 40
Card sorting 32 16
Task Analysis 32

documentation
Total hours 138 8 8 60
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $24,150 + $1,400 + $1,600 + $1,500 = $28,650
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Table 3.8 Cost of Platform Constraints and Capabilities

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Review documentation 4
Interview developers 6 6
Document constraints/ 6

capabilities
Total hours 16 6 0 0
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $2,800 + $1,050 + $0 + $0 = $3,850

Table 3.9 Cost of Usability Goals

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Draw from User Profile 4
Draw from Contextual 4

Task Analysis
Research business goals 4 2 2
Formulate/prioritize/ 8 2

document goals
Total hours 20 0 4 2
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $3,500 + $0 + $800 + $50 = $4,350 
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Table 3.11 Cost of Conceptual Model Design

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Review all Requirements 8
Data, Usability Goals and
Information Architecture

Design Draft Conceptual 32 8 8
Model

Document Draft 40
Conceptual Model

Total hours 80 8 0 8
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $14,000 + $1,400 + $0 + $200 = $15,600

Table 3.10 Cost of Work Reengineering (Information Architecture)

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Review all Requirements Data 8
and Usability Goals

Design Draft Information 24
Architecture

Validate Draft 24 16
Information 
Architecture (Reverse
Card Sorting)

Document Draft  24
Information 
Architecture

Total hours 80 0 0 16
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $14,000 + $0 + $0 + $400 = $14,400
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Table 3.12 Cost of Conceptual Model Mockup (Paper Prototype)

Usability
Engineer’s Developer’s Manager’s User’s

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Select functionality 4
Create paper prototype foils 32
Total Hours 36 0 0 0
Times Hourly Rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $6,300 + $0 + $0 + $0 = $6,300

Table 3.13 Cost of Iterative Conceptual Model Evaluation (Usability Test)

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Design/develop test materials 32
Design/assemble test 4

environment
Pilot test/revise materials 10 6
Run test/collect data 32 16

(2 usability engineers)
Collate data 16
Analyze/interpret data, 24

formulate Redesign
Document/present 24

conclusions
Total hours 142 0 0 22
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $24,850 + $0 + $0 + $550 = $25,400
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Table 3.14 Cost of Screen Design Standards

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Review all requirements Data, 8
Usability Goals, Information
Architecture and Conceptual 

Model Design
Design Draft Screen Design 32 8 8
Standards
Document Draft Screen 40

Design Standards
Total hours 80 8 0 8
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $14,000 + $1,400 + $0 + $200 = $15,600

Table 3.15 Cost of Screen Design Standards Prototyping (Live Prototype)

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Select functionality 4
Prepare design specification 24
Build live prototype 80
Total hours 28 80 0 0
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $4,900 + $14,000 + $0 + $0 = $18,900
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Table 3.16 Cost of Iterative Screen Design Standards Evaluation (Usability Test)

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Design/develop test materials 32
Design/assemble test 4 32

environment
Pilot test/revise materials 10 8 6
Run test/collect data 32 16

(2 usability engineers)
Collate data 16
Analyze/interpret data, 24

formulate Redesign
Document/present 24

conclusions
Total hours 142 40 0 22
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $24,850 + $7,000 + $0 + $550 = $32,400

Table 3.17 Cost of Detailed User Interface Design

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Review all Requirements Data, 8
Usability Goals, Information
Architecture, Conceptual
Mode Design and Screen
Design Standards

Design Draft Detailed User 32 8 8
Interface Design

Document Draft Detailed User 40
Interface Design

Total hours 80 8 0 8
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $14,000 + $1,400 + $0 + $200 = $15,600

 



estimated to cost $200 per hour and users to cost $25 per hour. The total cost
of each task/technique shown in Tables 3.6 through 3.18 are used in Table 3.2
to calculate the total cost of the whole usability engineering plan.

4. Select Relevant Benefit Categories

As shown in Table 3.3, the project usability engineer selected four benefit cate-
gories relevant to this application for internal users to include in the cost-benefit
analysis:

1. Increased productivity

2. Decreased errors

3. Decreased training

4. Decreased late design changes

These seemed to be of most relevance to building an application for an inter-
nal user population. Other benefits might have been included, for example,
decreased cost of user support time, but just these four were selected to keep
the analysis simple and conservative. As already discussed, the best benefit cate-
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Table 3.18 Cost of Iterative Detailed User Interface Design Evaluation (Usability Test)

Usability
Engineer Developer Manager User

Step Hours Hours Hours Hours

Design/Develop Test Materials 32
Design/Assemble Test 4 32

Environment
Pilot test/revise materials 10 8 6
Run test/collect data (2 usability 32 16

engineers)
Collate data 16
Analyze/interpret data, 24

formulate redesign
Document/present conclusions 24
Total hours 142 40 0 22
Times hourly rate ¥ $175 ¥ $175 ¥ $200 ¥ $25

Equals $24,850 + $7,000 + $0 + $550 = $32,400

 



gories to include in a cost-benefit analysis will depend on the type of project and
the intended audience for the analysis.

In this case the project usability engineer expects to achieve increased pro-
ductivity by focusing on streamlining across-screen navigation within tasks, by
minimizing typing and mouse clicks on individual screens, and by designing to
facilitate scanning and interpreting displays. He or she expects to decrease errors
both by following well-established design principles during design and by detect-
ing and eliminating common errors through usability testing. He or she expects
to decrease training time by designing a consistent, rule-based user interface
architecture which matches users’ knowledge and expectations and in which the
smallest number of rules accounts for the widest scope of functionality. Finally,
late design changes will be minimized and replaced by less expensive early design
changes by following an iterative design process which incorporates usability
inspection and testing.

Table 3.3 summarizes the predicted magnitude of each of these benefits and
adds them to predict a total benefit. What follows is an explanation of how
benefit predictions in each category were derived.

5. Predict Benefits

Benefits are predicted in each selected benefit category by doing some simple
arithmetic based on project-specific analysis parameters and some simple
assumptions. The project parameters in this case are laid out in Table 3.5. The
benefits assumptions are given in Table 3.19.

In the case of productivity, the relevant parameters are (from Table 3.5):

✦ The total number of users

✦ The number of days each user works per year
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Table 3.19 Benefits Assumptions for an Application for Internal Users

Benefit Assumptions

Increased Decreased Decreased Decreased Late
Productivity Errors Training Design Changes

Decr. time/ 1 error 10 hrs saved off 20 changes made
transaction eliminated/ current 1 wk early
(5 sec = day training
0.001389 hrs)

 



✦ The number of transactions each user currently performs each working day

✦ The users’ fully loaded hourly wage

The assumption made regarding increased productivity (from Table 3.19) is that:

✦ Each transaction will take 5 seconds (0.001389 hours) less on a user inter-
face developed with the usability engineering plan than on a user interface
developed without the usability engineering plan

This single assumption is the crux of the whole cost-benefit analysis. While costs
can be calculated with a high degree of confidence based on past experience,
and all the parameters fed into the analysis are known facts, the assumptions made
are just that—assumptions—rather than known facts or guaranteed outcomes.
The audience for the analysis is asked to accept that these assumptions are rea-
sonable, and they must to be convinced by the overall analysis.

Note that any cost-benefit analysis for any purpose must ultimately in-
clude some assumptions that are really only predictions of the likely outcome of
investments of various sorts. The whole point of a cost-benefit analysis is to try
to evaluate in advance, in a situation in which there is some element of uncer-
tainty, the likelihood that an investment will pay off. The trick is basing the pre-
dictions of uncertainties on a firm foundation of known facts. In the case of a
cost-benefit analysis of usability engineering, there are several foundations upon
which to formulate sound assumptions regarding benefits.

First, there is 25 years of published research that shows measurable and sig-
nificant performance advantages of specific user interface design alternatives
under certain circumstances. Examples of design alternatives for which per-
formance data exist include the following:

✦ Use of color

✦ Choice of input devices

✦ Use of windowing

✦ Use of direct manipulation

✦ Screen design details

✦ Menu structure

Benefit assumptions can thus be defended by referring to studies of such design
alternatives. Available studies that explore the relative benefits of different
design alternatives typically vary one narrow aspect of design, such as fill-in form
design, use of windows, use of color, or system response time, keeping all other
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design variables constant, and measure human performance on some simple,
well-defined tasks.

From these studies, we can extrapolate to make some reasonable predictions
about the order of magnitude of differences we might expect to see in user inter-
faces that have been optimized through the execution of a usability engineering
plan. The research does not provide simple, generic answers to design questions.
However, what the research does provide are general ideas of the magnitude of 
performance differences that can occur between optimal and suboptimal interface design
alternatives. The basic benefit assumptions made in any cost-benefit analysis can
thus be generated and defended in part by simply referring to the wide body of
published research data that exists.

Besides citing relevant general research literature, there are other ways to
arrive at and defend one’s benefit assumptions in a cost-benefit analysis. Actual
case histories of the benefits achieved as a result of applying usability engineer-
ing techniques are very useful in helping to defend the benefits assumptions of
a particular cost-benefit analysis. A few published case histories exist (e.g., Karat,
1989); Wixon and Wilson (1997) and Whiteside et al. (1988) reported that across
their experience with many projects over many years, they found that they aver-
aged an overall performance improvement of about 30% when at least 70 to 80%
of the problems they identified during testing were addressed by designers. 
Landauer (1996, pp. 221–223) also cites an impact of usability engineering
between zero and several hundred percent (with an average of 50 percent) on
a set of 18 projects reported in the literature, depending on the complexity and
type of product. Also, in Chapter 16, I (Mayhew) describe a case study based on
a real project, in which task times were improved on average by 21% on a
redesigned user interface as compared to an original user interface. Across eight
tasks, which took an average of 2 minutes on the original interface, this trans-
lated into an average time savings of 26 seconds per task. This is just another
example of a documented case in which an alternative interface to a specific task
significantly increased productivity.

But even anecdotes are useful. For example, a colleague working at a vendor
company once told me (Mayhew) that she had compared customer support calls
on a product for which they had recently developed and introduced a new,
usability-engineered release. Calls to customer support after the new release were
decreased by 30%. This savings greatly outweighed the cost of the usability engi-
neering effort.

Nielsen (1993, p. 84) informally reports a case involving the interface to the
installation process for an upgrade of a spreadsheet package. When the upgrade
was shipped, customers needed an average of two 20 minute calls each to customer
support to correctly install the upgrade. Support calls to the vendor cost them
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an average of $20 per 5 minutes to service—thus, the support cost per customer
for this product was about $160. Unfortunately, the profit margin on the upgrade
product was only $70 per customer—thus, not only was the ROI on the product
eroded but the upgrade product actually cost the vendor nearly $100 per cus-
tomer! The cost of the support costs was all a result of usability problems that
probably could have been detected and fixed fairly cheaply prior to releasing
the upgrade product.

In fact, some e-commerce Web sites have failed and been shut down in large
part because of poor usability. (Souza, 2000, cites boo.com and levi.com as exam-
ples.) All these anecdotes can serve to strengthen specific cost-benefit analyses
that make conservative assumptions regarding benefits.

In addition, experienced usability engineers can draw upon their own
general experience evaluating and testing software user interfaces and their spe-
cific experiences with a particular development organization to defend benefit
assumptions that they have incorporated into cost-benefit analyses. Familiarity
with typical interface designs from a development organization allows the 
usability engineer to decide how much improvement to expect from applying
usability engineering techniques in that organization. If the designers are gen-
erally untrained and inexperienced in interface design and typically design poor
interfaces, the usability engineer would feel comfortable and justified defending
more aggressive benefits assumptions. On the other hand, if the usability engi-
neer knows the development organization to be quite experienced and effective
in interface design, then more conservative predictions of benefits would be
appropriate, on the assumption that usability engineering techniques will result
in fine tuning of the interface but not radical improvements. The usability engi-
neer can assess typical interfaces from a given development organization against
well-known and accepted design principles, against past usability test results, and
against the research literature to help defend specific assumptions made when
estimating benefits.

In general, it is usually wise to make very conservative benefit assumptions for
several reasons. First, any cost-benefit analysis has an intended audience, who
must be convinced that benefits will most likely outweigh costs. Assumptions that
are very conservative are less likely to be challenged by the relevant audience,
thus increasing the likelihood of acceptance of the analysis conclusions. In addi-
tion, conservative benefits assumptions help to manage expectations. It is always
better to achieve a greater benefit than was predicted in the cost-benefit analy-
sis, than to achieve less benefit, even if the benefits still outweigh the costs.
Having underestimated benefits will likely make future cost-benefit analyses
more credible and more readily accepted. Also, it is important to realize that
some validly predicted benefits may be canceled out by other non–usability-
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related changes, such as decreases in user morale and motivation, decreased
system reliability, an economic downturn, new competition in the marketplace
and so on (see Wilson and Rosenbaum, Chapter 8). Having made conservative
benefits predictions decreases the possibility that other factors will completely
wipe out any benefits that result from improved usability.

Returning to the explanation of the derivation of benefit predictions, we
look at the analysis parameters used in Table 3.5, and the benefit assumptions
for each benefit category given in Table 3.19. The project usability engineer
selected these assumptions believing they are very conservative. In presenting
the analysis, he or she cites some of the literature mentioned previously in this
chapter that shows up to 20 to 30% savings in task time on one interface rela-
tive to another, and points out that this analysis assumes only a modest 4%
increase in productivity. He or she also points out that most current internal
applications take 1 week to train because there is a lack of consistency in the
user interfaces of those applications, and users must memorize many cryptic
codes and unclear error messages. Knowing this allows the usability engineer to
make the case that an interface in which a small number of rules explains a wide
scope of functionality, and in which the user needs to memorize less will be teach-
able in a significantly shorter period of time. The assumption that the new inter-
face will eliminate one error per user per day is extremely conservative, and the
usability engineer can cite internal statistics showing high typical user error rates
on current internal applications. Finally, to defend the assumption about the rel-
ative cost of early versus late design changes, the project usability engineer cites
a classic paper in the literature (Mantei and Teorey, 1988).

Table 3.20 shows the calculation of the total predicted benefit in each benefit
category, based on parameters and assumptions. In the case of increased pro-
ductivity, multiplying the number of users by days per user, transactions per day,
hours saved per transaction, and hourly rate results in the total benefit given in
Table 3.3 for this benefit category: $199,652.78. Benefit assumptions for the
other three benefit categories can be seen in Table 3.19, calculations of total
benefit predictions in each of these three other categories can be seen in Table
3.20, and these total benefits per category are added together in Table 3.3 to
arrive at a total benefit in the first year alone, and a lifetime benefit over an
assumed 5-year application lifetime.

6. Compare Costs to Benefits

Having calculated the costs of a particular usability engineering plan and the
total benefits predicted to result from executing that plan as compared to not
executing it, the next step is simply to subtract the total costs from the total 
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Table 3.20 Benefits Calculations for an Application for Internal Users

Increased Productivity

No. Hrs Saved/
Users No. Days No. Transactions Transaction Hourly Rate Total

250 ¥ 230 ¥ 100 ¥ 0.001389 ¥ $25 = $199,652.78

Decreased Errors

No. No. Eliminated Hrs Saved
Users No. Days Errors per Error Hourly Rate Total

250 ¥ 230 ¥ 1.0 ¥ 0.033333 ¥ $25 = $47,916.67

Decreased Training

No. Hours Saved
Users per User Hourly Rate Total

250 ¥ 10 ¥ $25 = $62,500.00

Decreased Late Design Changes
Cost of Early Changes

No. Hours per
Changes Change Hourly Rate Total

20 ¥ 8 ¥ $175 = $28,000.00

Cost of Late Changes

Cost Ratio of 
of Early Late to Early
Changes Changes Total

$28,000.00 ¥ 4 = $112,000.00

Savings of Early Changes Relative to Late Changes

Cost Cost of
of Late Early
Changes Changes Total

$112,000.00 - $28,000.00 = $84,000.00

 



benefits to arrive at a net benefit. In this example, this calculation is shown in
Table 3.4. The analysis predicts a clear net benefit ($168,144.44) in the first year
alone, and a dramatic net benefit ($1,158,422.22) over the expected application 
lifetime.

Our project usability engineer’s initial usability engineering plan appears to
be well justified. It is a fairly aggressive plan in that it includes all Lifecycle tasks,
and the most reliable and thorough techniques for each task. Given the very
clear net benefit, the usability engineer would be wise to stick with this aggres-
sive plan and submit it to project management for approval and funding.

If the net benefit had been marginal, or if there had been a net cost, 
then the usability engineer would be well-advised to go back and rethink the
plan, scaling back to shortcut techniques for some tasks. Perhaps, for example,
the usability engineer should plan to do only a shortcut User Profile by 
interviewing user management, a shortcut Task Analysis consisting of just a few
rounds of contextual observations and interviews with users, and then do just
one iterative cycle of usability testing on a complete, detailed design, to 
catch major flaws and be sure the predicted benefits have been achieved. Of
course, this would make the predictions more risky, and suggest an even more
conservative analysis.

As explained earlier, to plan the budget for a usability engineering program,
it makes sense to start out by calculating the costs of the most aggressive usabil-
ity engineering program that you would like to implement, including the more
reliable and thorough techniques for most, if not all, Lifecycle tasks. If predicted
benefits outweigh costs dramatically, as they usually will when critical parameters
are favorable, then you can easily make a good argument for even the most
aggressive usability engineering program, because only the most conservative
claims concerning potential benefits have been made, and therefore can be
defended easily.

If, however, benefits and costs in the initial calculation seem to match up
fairly closely, then you might want to consider scaling back the planned usabil-
ity engineering program, maybe even to just a bare-bones plan, with more short-
cut techniques applied for each Lifecycle task.

To illustrate this planning strategy, consider the following two scenarios.
First, revisit the example above, which involved building a system for 250 inter-
nal users. Fairly conservative assumptions were made concerning benefits: task
time reduced by 5 seconds, training time reduced by 10 hours, one error elim-
inated per day per user at 2 minutes saved per error. Even with these conserva-
tive assumptions, the aggressive usability engineering plan was predicted to
payoff in the first year, with net benefits continuing to accrue dramatically after
that.
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In fact, if you had made the more aggressive, yet still realistic, benefits
assumptions of training time reduced by 20 hours (rather than by 10), two errors
eliminated per user per day (rather than just 1), and task time reduced by 15
seconds (rather than just by 5 seconds), the benefits would have added up to
$903,839.58 in the first year alone, outweighing the costs of $225,925 by
$677,914.58, and to $3,683,197.92 over 5 years, outweighing the costs by
$3,457,272.90. Thus, you could argue, even the most conservative assumptions
predict a fairly dramatic payoff of a comprehensive usability engineering
program, but the likelihood is that the payoff will be higher still.

In contrast, suppose you again started out by estimating a comprehensive
usability engineering program to cost $225,925. In this case, however, suppose
that there are only 50 intended users (instead of 250) performing 50 transac-
tions per user per day (instead of 100). In this case, calculations using the orig-
inal, more conservative, benefits assumptions would show a loss until well into
the second year, and a 5-year lifetime net benefit of only $18,318.06.

Even though the benefits assumptions were conservative, and although a first
year loss is not necessarily a bad thing, it still seems risky to make an aggressive
investment that, based on conservative assumptions, really doesn’t show a sig-
nificant payoff even over the course of 5 years. In this case, you would want to
scale back the planned usability engineering program and its associated costs.
Because the benefits assumptions made were so conservative, it is likely that they
will be achieved even with a minimal usability effort. Thus, the cost-benefit analy-
sis technique can be used to “what if” in order to plan a level of usability engi-
neering effort that is most likely to pay for itself.

3.4.2 A Commercial Application by a Vendor Company

In this section, we turn to another hypothetical example—this time, cost justifi-
cation of a usability engineering plan in the case of a vendor company selling a
software package. The analysis process will be very similar—it is primarily the
benefit categories that will be different. In the case of a software vendor
company, the primary benefit of interest is not user productivity or user errors,
but increased sales and decreased customer support costs.

We will assume exactly the same usability engineering plan laid out in the
previous example and presented in Table 3.2. Table 3.21 provides the summary
of predicted benefits, and Table 3.22 provides the net benefit calculations. Here
it can be seen that a net benefit of $361,408.33 is expected in the first year, and
a net benefit of $728,075.00 is expected over a system lifetime of 3 years.

In the following sections we lay out step by step how the project usability
engineer arrived at these conclusions.
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1. Start with the Usability Engineering Plan

We will assume the same usability engineering plan as in the previous example,
shown in Table 3.2.

2. Establish Analysis Parameters

Analysis parameters for this sample analysis are given in Table 3.23. Here it can
be seen that while some parameters are the same as in the previous example
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Table 3.21 Expected First Year and Lifetime Benefits for a
Commercial Application by a Vendor Company

Benefit Value
Benefit Category First Year

Increased sales $100,000.00
Decreased customer service calls from $183,333.33

users
Decreased training $220,000.00
Decreased late design changes $84,000.00

Total benefit $587,333.33

Benefit Value
Benefit Category Lifetime (3 Yrs)

Increased Sales ¥ 1 $100,000.00
Decreased customer service calls $550,000.00

from users ¥ 3 yrs
Decreased Training ¥ 1 yr $220,000.00
Decreased Late Design Changes ¥ 1 yr $84,000.00

Total benefit $954,000.00

Table 3.22 Net Benefit for a Commercial Application by a Vendor Company

Benefit Cost Net Benefit

First year $587,333.33 $225,925.00 $361,408.33
Lifetime (3 yrs) $954,000.00 $225,925.00 $728,075.00

 



(e.g., personnel hourly wages), some are different (e.g., current typical annual
sales and profit margin per unit), in part because of the different benefit cate-
gories that will be included in this analysis.

3. Calculate the Cost of Each Usability Engineering Lifecycle Task in the
Usability Engineering Plan

Because all analysis parameters relative to computing costs are assumed to be
the same as in the previous example, the cost calculations for each task in the
plan, and thus the total cost, are the same, as shown in Table 3.2.

Note that this time the user rate of $25 per hour is not based on a typical
user’s fully loaded hourly wage, which it was in the previous analysis of tradi-
tional software development for internal users. Instead, the user rate is based on
the assumption that test users in the case of a commercial software package will
have to be recruited from the general public or from customer organizations to
participate in usability engineering tasks/techniques, and that they will be paid
at a rate of $25 an hour for their time.
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Table 3.23 Analysis Parameters for a Commercial Application
by a Vendor Company

Analysis Parameters Values

Current typical sales (in units) 10,000
User fully loaded hourly wage: $25
Developer fully loaded hourly wage: $175
Usability engineer fully loaded hourly wage: $175
Manager fully loaded hourly wage: $200
Customer support fully loaded hourly wage: $50
Trainer fully loaded hourly wage: $50
Max no. users per training class 20
Expected system lifetime (yrs): 3
Profit margin per unit $100
Average length of customer support call 

(10 min expressed as hrs) 0.166667
Time per early design change (hrs): 8
Ratio of late to early design changes: 4
Usability lab: In place

 



4. Select Relevant Benefit Categories

In this example, the benefit categories differ somewhat from those in the previ-
ous example. They include the following:

✦ Increased sales

✦ Decreased customer service calls from users

✦ Decreased training costs

✦ Decreased late design changes

A wide variety of trade magazines and product review companies purchase
and/or receive for free the new software releases that are sent to market. Approx-
imately 15% (Nielsen, 1993) of reviews in microcomputer trade journals were
devoted to analyzing the user friendliness or usability of new software products a
decade ago—undoubtedly more are now. Many newspapers, such as the New York
Times, the Financial Times, and the Wall Street Journal have weekly columns that
evaluate software, and even general discussion of functionality in such columns
often make comments on ease-of-use. Potential customers read these columns
and make purchase decisions based on the evaluations, including the user inter-
face portion. Consumer Reports has been including evaluations of the user 
interfaces to consumer products, as well as investigating their reliability and
safety. Trade journals for products in the industry perform similar services for
the customer.

In addition to publications, software products often undergo reviews from
user groups and companies whose sole purpose is to review major expensive soft-
ware products. The trend has been to include a review of the user interface as
well as the functionality of the software. Later adopters call companies who have
installed the product earlier for reviews.

While it is difficult to predict exactly what impact usability engineering
efforts will have on product sales, it should be clear that usability is now an aspect
of competitive edge. Making a conservative prediction of increased sales in your
cost-benefit analysis is likely to be accepted by the relevant audience, especially
if they are reminded of the facts just described.

To predict increased sales benefits, we can consider relevant market forces,
such as current market share, trends of the market, and strengths and weak-
nesses of the competition, and then choose a conservative and realistic assump-
tion concerning the number of new sales that could potentially be attributed to
increased usability alone. Then we simply multiply this number by the known
profit margin of the product.
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Another significant benefit category for vendor companies is decreased cus-
tomer support costs. Today’s customer service operation is an extensive business.
One major software vendor has so many callers on its customer hotline that the
company has hired its own disk jockey to play music and give software adver-
tisements while customers are on hold. An interface that is understandable and
easy to learn will generate fewer customer requests for help and thus lower the
number of customer support staff needed to handle the customer hotline. This
reduction in personnel costs can be estimated as a potential benefit of applying
usability engineering techniques during development.

In addition, we will assume in this example that the vendor provides train-
ing. Whether the vendor bundles the cost of training in with the application or
sells the training as a separate product, it is crucial to keep the cost down to
compete in the marketplace. Finally, vendors are just as interested in keeping
the cost of late design changes down as any other kind of development organi-
zation, so we will include that benefit in our analysis as well.

The project usability engineer expects to increase sales by accomplishing a
user interface design that has usability features that are easily demonstrable
during the sales process and that will get good reviews for usability in relevant
trade journals. He or she expects to decrease customer support calls by design-
ing an interface that is more rule-based, consistent, and predictable, and that
also builds off users’ current knowledge and skills more effectively. Arguments
regarding how he or she can decrease the costs of training and late design
changes would be the same as those given in the previous example of an appli-
cation for internal use.

5. Predict Benefits

Table 3.24 shows the basic assumptions made regarding the magnitude of the
benefit in each chosen benefit category. Table 3.25 shows the benefit calculations
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Table 3.24 Benefits Assumptions for a Commercial Application by a Vendor Company

Benefit Assumptions

Increased Decreased Customer Decreased Late
Sales Service Calls Decreased Training Design Changes

Incr. sales by Eliminated 2 calls per 8 hrs saved off 20 changes made
10% customer per yr current 2 day early

training
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Table 3.25 Benefits Calculations for a Commercial Application by a Vendor Company

Increased Sales

Current Profit margin
Sales Rate of Increase per unit Total

10,000 ¥ 0.10 ¥ $100.00 = $100,000.00

Decreased customer service calls from users

Customer
No. No. Calls No. Hours support
Customers eliminated saved per call hourly rate Total

11,000 ¥ 2 ¥ 0.166667 ¥ $50 = $183,333.33

Decreased Training

No. Max No. No. Hrs Trainer Hrly
Customers Customers/Class Saved/Class Rate Total

11,000 ∏ 20 ¥ 8 ¥ $50 = $220,000.00

Decreased Late Design Changes
Cost of Early Changes:

No. Developer
Changes Hrs/Change Hrly rate Total

20 ¥ 8 ¥ $175 = $28,000.00

Cost of Late Changes:

Cost of Early Ratio of Late to
Changes Early Changes Total

$28,000.00 ¥ 4 = $112,000.00

Savings of Early Changes Relative to Late Changes:

Cost of Cost of Early
Late Changes Changes Total

$112,000.00 - $28,000.00 = $84,000.00

 



for each benefit category, arrived at by incorporating both analysis parameters
and benefit assumptions.

The project usability engineer based the conservative assumption regarding
increased sales on statistics from the marketing department regarding the
current rate of lost sales opportunities attributed to usability issues. He or she
based the very conservative assumption regarding decreased customer support
costs on statistics from the customer support organization showing a very high
rate of calls on existing products attributable to usability issues. He or she knows
the typical training class on existing products is currently two days, and argues
a more rule-based interface with less required rote memorization can be taught
in half the time.

6. Compare Costs to Benefits

Again, Table 3.22 shows the net benefit calculations based on comparing the
total benefits calculated in Table 3.21 with the total costs calculated in Table 3.2.
The fairly aggressive usability engineering plan seems more than justified, even
with relatively conservative benefits assumptions. An intangible benefit not
explicitly factored into this analysis is the additional customer loyalty that will
undoubtedly be built by providing a more user-friendly product. The usability
engineer can point this out in the presentation of the analysis to the stakeholder
audience.

3.4.3 An E-Commerce Site

The previous two examples illustrate a cost-benefit analysis conducted for a
usability engineering plan in the context of software development projects 
based on traditional platforms such as Microsoft Windows. The basic analysis
process is really no different for any kind of application on any sort of platform—
the main difference is in the choice of benefit categories. We now present 
two examples of justifying a usability engineering effort on Web development
projects.

In this example, imagine a Web development organization is planning to
redesign an existing e-commerce site that is not producing the ROI hoped for.
Traffic statistics are available from the existing site. As before, we first present
the final results of a cost-benefit analysis of including a usability engineering
effort in the redesign project. Then, in the steps that follow, the derivation of
the final results are shown.
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Again, for simplicity’s sake, we will assume the same usability engineering
plan with its associated cost as shown in Table 3.2. The project usability engineer
estimated that for this project the usability engineering plan will produce a new
site design with the predicted benefits every month summarized in Table 3.26.

Comparing these benefits and costs, the project usability engineer argued
that the proposed usability engineering plan will pay for itself in the first 8
months after launch, as shown in Table 3.27, with a net benefit of $111,575.00
in the first year, and monthly benefits of $28,125.00 thereafter.

Note that an alternative net benefit calculation is used in this example.
Instead of estimating benefits on an annual basis and then computing a net
benefit for both the first year and for the expected application lifetime, in this
case we predict benefits on a monthly basis and then divide the total cost of the
usability engineering plan by the total predicted monthly benefits to determine
a “payoff period,” that is, the point at which the predicted benefits equal the
cost. This is simply an alternative way to express the net benefit. After that point,
net benefits are predicted to accrue on a monthly basis in the amount of the
total predicted monthly benefit.

Below is a step-by-step description of how the project usability engineer
arrived at the final results.
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Table 3.26 Expected Monthly Benefits for an E-Commerce
Web Site

Benefit
Value per

Benefit Category Month

Increased buy-to-look ratio $12,500.00
Decreased abandoned shopping carts $12,500.00
Decreased usage of “Call Back” button $3,125.00

Total monthly benefit $28,125.00

Table 3.27 Net Benefit Calculations for an E-Commerce Web Site

Payoff Period in Months Net Benefit
Benefits/Month Total Cost (Cost ∏ Benefit) (First Year)

$28,125.00 $225,925.00 8.03 $111,575.00

 



1. Start with the Usability Engineering Plan

Again, we follow the usability engineering plan laid out in Table 3.2.

2. Establish Analysis Parameters

In the case of an e-commerce site, the critical parameters are usually volume of vis-
itors and profit margin per purchase. If the profit margin per online purchase is low,
then a very large number of additional purchases would have to result from
usability alone for the usability engineering costs to payoff. On the other hand,
if the profit margin per online purchase is high, then only a small number of
increased purchases must result from improved usability to pay for the usability
engineering plan. Thus, these critical parameters will directly determine how
much can profitably be invested in usability.

The analysis parameters for this sample project are summarized in 
Table 3.28. Again, some are the same or similar to those for the previous sample
analyses, while some are different because of the use of different benefit cate-
gories (e.g., current average visitors per month).
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Table 3.28 Analysis Parameters for an E-Commerce Web Site

Analysis Parameters Values

Current average visitors per month: 125,000
Current buy-to-look ratio: 2%
Current rate of usage of the “Call Back” 2%

button:
Profit margin per unit: $10
Average length of servicing each use of 

“Call Back” button (3 minutes expressed 0.050000
as hours)

User fully loaded hourly wage: $25
Developer fully loaded hourly wage: $175
Usability engineer fully loaded hourly wage: $175
Manager fully loaded hourly wage: $200
Customer support fully loaded hourly wage: $50
Usability lab: In place

 



3. Calculate the Cost of Each Usability Engineering Lifecycle Task in the
Usability Engineering Plan

We are again simply using the usability engineering plan and associated costs
given in Table 3.2 in this sample analysis.

The hourly rate for users used in this cost estimate is $25. Note that in this
sample analysis, this is not based on a typical user’s fully loaded hourly wage at
their job, which it was in the case of a cost justification of traditional software
development for internal users, or would be in the case of an analysis for intranet
development for internal users. Instead it is based on the assumption that test
users in the case of an e-commerce Web site will have to be recruited from the
general public to participate in usability engineering tasks or techniques, and
that they will be paid at a rate of $25 an hour for their time.

4. Select Relevant Benefit Categories

In this example, the project usability engineer decided to include the following
benefits:

✦ Increased buy-to-look ratio

✦ Decreased abandoned shopping carts

✦ Decreased use of “Call Back” button

These benefit categories were selected because of their relevance to the audi-
ence for the analysis: the business sponsors of the site. There would undoubt-
edly be other very real potential benefits of the usability engineering plan in this
case, but these were chosen for simplicity and to make a conservative prediction
of benefits (as shown later). In particular, it should be noted that the benefit of
decreased late design changes—included in the previous two examples—has
been omitted in this example. This is simply because its benefit cannot easily be
computed on a monthly basis, which all other benefits can in this case. If the net
benefit calculations had been computed as a site lifetime benefit, as in the pre-
vious examples, rather than as a payoff period and first year benefit, then it 
could easily have been included, increasing the overall benefit. The usability
engineer can point out this and other additional but omitted potential benefit
categories to the relevant audience to argue that the real net benefit is actually
likely to be even larger than the one presented, which is based on very conser-
vative assumptions.

Comparing the new site design to the existing site design, the usability engi-
neer anticipated that in the course of redesign, the usability engineering effort
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would decrease abandoned shopping carts by insuring that the checkout process
is clear, efficient, provides all the right information at the right time, and does
not bother users with tedious entry of information they do not want or need to
provide. He or she expected to improve the buy-to-look ratio by insuring that
the right product information is contained on the site, and that navigation to
find products is efficient and always successful. He or she also expected to
decrease the use of the “Call Back” button by insuring that the information archi-
tecture matched users’ expectations and by designing and validating a clear 
conceptual model, so that navigation of and interactions with the site are intu-
itively obvious. Accomplishing all these things depends on conducting the
requirements analysis and testing activities in the proposed plan, as well as on
applying general user interface design expertise.

5. Predict Benefits

Next the project usability engineer predicted the magnitude of each benefit that
would be realized if the usability engineering plan (with its associated costs) is
implemented. For example, he or she predicted how much higher the buy-to-look
ratio would be on the site if it were re-engineered to be more usable than the
existing site.

Benefit assumptions made in this analysis are given in Table 3.29. Benefit
calculations based on the analysis parameters and these assumptions are given
in Table 3.30.

The usability engineer based the benefit assumptions in this analysis on sta-
tistics available in the literature. In particular, he or she began with the often
quoted average e-commerce Web site buy-to-look ratio of 2 to 3% (Sonderegger,
1998; Souza, 2000), then based the assumption that this ratio could be improved
by a minimum of 2% (1% from improving the product search process, and 1%
from improving the checkout process) through usability engineering tech-
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Table 3.29 Benefit Assumptions for an E-Commerce Web Sitea

Decreased Abandoned Decreased Use of 
Increased Buy-to-Look Ratio Shopping Carts “Call Back” Button

1% incr. in visitors who decide 1% incr. in visitors who 1% decr. in visitors who
to buy (and checkout have already decided use the “Call Back” 
successfully) to buy but who also button

now checkout 
successfully

a All percentages are relative to total monthly visitors.
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niques, based on a variety of statistics available in the literature. For example,
Souza (2001) suggests that it is typical for as many as 5% of online shoppers to
fail to find the product and offer they are looking for, and cites one study in
which 65% of shopping attempts at a set of prominent e-commerce sites ended
in failure. Sonderegger (1998) suggests that sales underperform on e-commerce
sites by as much as 50% or more because of poor site usability. GVU (1999) survey
data suggests that almost 50% of Web site users cannot find the information they
are looking for, and that over 80% of Web shoppers have left one site for another
when they had dissatisfying experiences with site usability. Souza (2001) also
noted that (at the time he interviewed for his report) companies spent between
$100,000 and $1,000,000 to redesign specific sites, but few had any sense of which
specific design changes might have paid off.

The project usability engineer based the assumption of reduced usage of 
the “Call Back” button by 1% on statistics suggesting that as many as 20% of e-
commerce site users typically call in to get more information (Souza, 2001.)

Most of us have experienced all these problems—difficulty finding products,
difficulty checking out, and need to use a “Call Back” button to complete trans-
actions—and would have little argument with the idea that they are typical. Given
all the dramatic statistics cited, the modest assumptions made in this analysis

Table 3.30 Benefit Calculations for an E-Commerce Web Site

Increased Buy-to-Look Ratio

Current monthly Rate of increase in Profit margin
visitors buyers per unit Total

125,000 ¥ 1% ¥ $10 = $12,500.00

Decreased Abandoned Shopping Carts

Current monthly Rate of increase in Profit margin
visitors buyers per unit Total

125,000 ¥ 1% ¥ $10 = $12,500.00

Decreased Usage of ‘“all Back” button

Rate of decrease in # Hours saved Customer
Current monthly use of “Call Back” per call support
visitors button eliminated hourly rate Total

125,000 ¥ 1% ¥ 0.050000 ¥ $50 = $3,125.00
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seem very conservative indeed. And given the fact that companies typically spend
a great deal of money on redesign with no process in place that can ensure
improvements in usability, the notion of a highly structured and goal-oriented
usability engineering process starts to make a lot of sense.

6. Compare Costs to Benefits

The net benefit calculations for this analysis were given in Table 3.27. In this
example, it can be seen that the expected payoff period is 8 months, and that
after that, benefits are predicted to continue to accrue at a rate of $28,125 per
month. Because the new site is expected to have a lifetime much longer than 8
months, the project usability engineer expected the usability engineering plan
to be approved based on this cost justification.

Given the very clear net benefit, the project usability engineer would be wise
to stick with this fairly aggressive plan and submit it to project management for
approval.

If the estimated payoff period had been long, or if there were no reasonable
payoff period, then the team would be well advised to go back and rethink the
plan, scaling back to shortcut techniques for certain tasks, and perhaps collaps-
ing the design process from three to two or even one design level, to reduce the
costs. However, even with very conservative benefit assumptions, a short payoff
period is predicted. Benefits could very likely be even more robust than those
predicted, further shortening the payoff period and increasing the ongoing
accrual of benefits after the payoff period.

3.4.4 A Product Information Site

This example is based on a hypothetical scenario given in a Forrester report from
June 2001 called “Get ROI from Design” (Souza, 2001). It involves an automo-
bile manufacturing company that has put up a Web site that allows customers to
get information about the features of the different models of cars they offer and
options available on those cars. It allows users to configure a base model with
options of their choice and get sticker price information. Users cannot purchase
a car online through this Web site—it is meant to generate leads, and points
users to dealerships and salespeople in their area.

Again, for simplicity’s sake, we will assume the same usability engineering
plan with its associated cost as is shown in Table 3.2. The project usability 
engineer estimated that for this project the usability engineering plan will
produce a new site design with the expected benefits every month summarized in
Table 3.31.
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Comparing these benefits and costs, the project usability engineer argued
that the proposed usability engineering plan would pay for itself in the first 6
months after launch, as shown in Table 3.32, and that after that period benefits
would continue to accrue at a rate of $37,500 per month. Because the new 
site is expected to have a lifetime of more than 6 months, the project usability
engineer expected the usability engineering plan to be approved based on this
cost justification.

Note that again, instead of estimating benefits on an annual basis and then
computing a net benefit for both the first year and for the expected application
lifetime, in this case we predict benefits on a monthly basis, and then divide the
total cost of the usability engineering plan by the total predicted monthly ben-
efits to determine a “payoff period,” that is, the point at which the benefits accrue
to equal the cost. After that point, net benefits are predicted to accrue on a
monthly basis in the amount of the total monthly benefit each month.

1. Start with the Usability Engineering Plan

In this example, we again start with the same assumed plan as in all previous
examples, presented in Table 3.2.

2. Establish Analysis Parameters

Analysis parameters for this example are presented in Table 3.33. Again, we are
assuming there is an existing site with known traffic statistics, and that the project
involves a redesign.

Table 3.31 Expected Monthly Benefits for a Product Infor-
mation Web Site

Benefit Category Benefit Value per Month

Increased lead generation $37,500.00

Total monthly benefit $37,500.00

Table 3.32 Net Benefit Calculations for a Product Information Web Site

Payoff Period in Months Net Benefit
Benefits/Month Total Cost (Cost ∏ Benefit) (First Year)

$37,500.00 $225,925.00 6.02 $224,075.00
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3. Calculate the Cost of Each Usability Engineering Lifecycle Task in the
Usability Engineering Plan

We will use the same cost calculations as in the previous examples, shown in
Table 3.2.

4. Select Relevant Benefit Categories

Since this is a product information site, only certain benefit categories are of 
relevance to the business goals of this redesign project. The project usability
engineer decides to include just one benefit category in the analysis: increased
lead generation.

The project usability engineer selected this benefit category because he or
she knows it will be of most relevance to the audience for the analysis: the busi-
ness sponsors of the site. There may be other potential benefits of the usability
engineering plan (such as decreased late design changes), but the usability engi-
neer chose just this one for simplicity and to make a conservative prediction of
benefits.

As compared to the existing site design, the usability engineer anticipated
that in the course of redesign, the usability engineering effort would increase
leads by ensuring that visitors can find basic information and successfully con-
figure models with options. Achieving this will depend on conducting the
requirements analysis and testing activities in the proposed plan, as well as on
applying general user interface design expertise.

Table 3.33 Analysis Parameters for a Product Information
Web Site

Analysis Parameters Values

Current average visitors per month: 250,000
Current percent of visitors that result in a 1%

concrete sales lead:
Current percent of leads generating a sale 10%
Profit margin per sale: $300
User fully loaded hourly wage: $25
Developer fully loaded hourly wage: $175
Usability engineer fully loaded hourly wage: $175
Manager fully loaded hourly wage: $200
Customer support fully loaded hourly wage: $50
Usability lab: In place
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5. Predict Benefits

Next the project usability engineer predicted the magnitude of the benefit that
would be realized if the usability engineering plan (with its associated costs) were
implemented. In this case, he or she predicted how much higher the lead gen-
eration rate would be on the site if it were re-engineered for usability. Table 3.34
presents the benefit assumption made in the analysis, and Table 3.35 presents
the benefit calculations, which incorporate both the benefit assumption and
analysis parameters.

The project usability engineer makes the very conservative assumption that
a better interface will result in 1% more leads each month. Traffic statistics from
the current site show that considerably more than 1% of configuration attempts
are currently abandoned, representing lost opportunities for leads. To support
the benefits estimate, the usability engineer points out existing design flaws that
might account for abandoned configuration attempts and that could be recti-
fied in the redesign process.

6. Compare Costs to Benefits

Next the usability engineer compared benefits and costs to determine the payoff
period. This was shown in Table 3.32.

Again, the project usability engineer’s initial usability engineering plan
appears to be well justified. It was an aggressive plan, in that it included all Life-
cycle tasks and used the more reliable and thorough techniques for each task.

Table 3.34 Benefit Assumptions for a Product Information
Web Site

Increased Lead Generation

1% incr. in visitors who generate a lead

Table 3.35 Benefit Calculations for a Product Information Web Site

Increased Lead Generation

Increase in Visitors Percent of Leads Profit
Current Monthly Who Generate a that Generate a Margin/
Visitors Lead Sale Sale Total

250,000 ¥ 1% ¥ 10% ¥ $300 = $37,500.00

 



In addition, the benefit assumptions were conservative. Given the short esti-
mated payoff period, he or she would be wise to stick with this aggressive plan
and submit it to project management for approval and funding.

3.5 SUMMARY

The particularly critical value of usability to the ROI of Web sites and Web-
enabled applications is illustrated by the following case study.

A contract development team was building a Web site for a client organiza-
tion. The Web site was to include up-to-date drug information and was intended
to be used by physicians as a substitute for the standard desk references they cur-
rently use to look up drug information such as side effects, interactions, appro-
priate uses, and data from clinical trials. The business model for the site was an
advertising model. Physicians were expected to visit the site regularly because it
offered more current and more easily found information than the published
desk references (such as The Physician’s Desk Reference, or PDR). The mar-
keting plan was to have pharmaceutical companies buy advertising for their drug
products on the site because the visitors to the site (physicians) represented their
target market. Regular and increasing traffic from repeat visitors, and new visi-
tors joining based on word-of-mouth amongst physicians, would drive up the
value of advertising, generating a profit—and ROI—for the client.

The development team generated a prototype design that the client 
would use to pursue venture capital to support the full-blown development and
initial launch and maintenance of the site. The client paid for this prototype
development.

Once the prototype was ready, a usability engineer was brought in to design
and conduct a usability test. Eight physicians were paid to fly to the development
center and participate in usability testing. Several basic search tasks were
designed for the physicians to perform. They were pointed to the prototype’s
homepage, and then left on their own to try to successfully find the drug infor-
mation that was requested in the first task.

Within 45 seconds of starting their first search task, seven out of the eight physi-
cians gave up, and announced, unsolicited, that the site was unusable and that if
it were a real site, they would abandon it at that point and never return.

Clearly, if the site had launched as it was designed prior to this test, not only
would an optimal ROI not have been realized, but in fact, the site would have
failed altogether and a complete loss of the clients’ investment would have
resulted. If seven eighths of all visitors never returned, the Web site would not
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have generated enough traffic to have motivated companies to buy advertising.
The entire investment would have been lost.

Instead, the test users were asked to continue with the entire test protocol,
and the data generated revealed insights into the problem that was a show
stopper on the first task, as well as other problems uncovered in other test tasks.
The site was redesigned to eliminate the identified problems. Clearly, the usabil-
ity test, which had an associated cost, was worth the investment in this case.

This true anecdote illustrates something that distinguishes Web sites from
commercial software products. In a commercial software product, the buyers dis-
cover the usability problems only after they have paid for the product. Often
they cannot return it once they have opened the shrink-wrapped package and
installed the product. Even if it has a money-back guarantee, returning it takes
some effort and they are not likely to do so, especially if there are not many alter-
native products on the market with noticeably greater usability.

On a Web site, on the other hand, it costs the visitor nothing to make an
initial visit. On a Web site based on an advertising model, such as the one just
described, the site sponsor makes nothing at all unless there is sufficient ongoing
traffic to attract and keep advertisers. On an e-commerce site, the sponsor makes
nothing at all unless the visitors actually find and successfully purchase products,
and unless usage of the Web channel increases sales or reduces the costs of other
sales channels.

A Web site is not a product and the user does not have to buy it to use it.
The Web site is just a channel, like a TV show, magazine, or catalog, and if users
do not find and repeatedly and successfully use the channel, the investor gets
no ROI for having developed the channel. Thus, usability can make or break the
ROI for a Web site even more so than for traditional software products.

It is also true that success competing in the marketplace is even more
dependent on relative usability on Web sites than is the case with traditional soft-
ware products or sales channels. Someone wishing to buy a book may be inclined
to buy from a particular brick-and-mortar bookstore that is easy to get to, even
if it is not the best bookstore around. On the other hand, if customers cannot
easily find the desired book through, for example, the barnesandnoble.com Web
site, they need not even get out of their chairs to shop at a competitor’s site
instead—for example, amazon.com. It is not enough to simply have a Web site
that supports direct sales; your site must be more usable than the competition’s
site (as well as have equivalent or superior content), or business will be lost based
on the relative usability of the selling channel alone. For example, 60% of a
sample of consumers shopping for travel online stated that if they cannot find
what they are looking for quickly and easily on one travel site, they will simply
leave and try a competitor’s site (Harteveldt, 2000).
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In addition, if you are a catalog order company such as L.L. Bean or Land’s
End, and your product is good but your Web site is bad, customers will not use
your Web site and will resort to traditional sales channels (fax, phone) instead.
This will result in a poor ROI for the Web site that was intended to be justified
by relatively low operating costs compared with more traditional catalog sales
methods.

Site usability is the equivalent of good—or great—customer service. Consider
a company’s current level of investment in traditional customer service channels.
They need to make an equivalent investment in the usability of a site meant to
replace or augment traditional channels of customer service. Site usability, like
good traditional customer service, ensures that customers can find what they
want to buy—an obvious prerequisite to sales. Just as salespeople in stores help
you find the book you want, a good user interface on a bookseller’s Web site
must make browsing and searching easy and successful. Usability, like good cus-
tomer service, also reduces errors in business transactions and the correspond-
ing costs to fix those errors. For example, just as a good catalog offers accurate
pictures of clothing and size charts to minimize the costs of processing returns,
a clothing Web site must also ensure that customers don’t order clothing in the
wrong size or color to minimize returns. This might entail providing multiple
views of the garment and sizing charts. In addition, usability, like good customer
service, motivates customers to choose to use a Web site over traditional methods
of doing business, ensuring an ROI in the Web site itself. Usability helps ensure
that customers will return repeatedly to a Web site, just as good salespeople help
ensure that customers will return to brick-and-mortar stores—again contribut-
ing to ROI. And usability done right in initial development is always cheaper
than fixing usability problems identified after launch—or going out of business.

By contrast, lack of usability on an e-commerce site is the equivalent of poor
customer service. Imagine having the following telephone conversation with a
human customer service representative (CSR):

CSR: Hello. Thank you for calling XYZ Shopping; how can I help you?

Shopper: Hello, I would like to place an order.

CSR: Do you know the name and extension number of the order taker?

Shopper: Of course not! I just want to order something! Can’t you take my
order?

CSR: No, you need to know who to ask for.

Much later, after finally finding out how to reach the order taker, then being put
on hold repeatedly, and finally completing giving the required order informa-
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tion, imagine that this customer has the following conversation with customer
service:

Shopper: Oh, I just realized I need to make a change—can you do that?

CSR: If you don’t know the name and extension of the order changer, 
you will just have to wait until your order arrives, then send it
back and reorder . . .

Would you order by phone with this company again after such an experience?
Unfortunately, this hypothetical interaction is analogous to many online shop-
ping experiences. E-commerce Web sites too often make it very difficult to figure
out how to place an order and make changes in midstream, and there are often
long periods of being “on hold,” waiting for graphics-heavy pages to download.

Thus, there are real risks associated with not investing in Web usability. When
customers are unsatisfied with the quality of customer service on Web sites, cus-
tomer loyalty erodes. Even companies with well-established brand loyalty may
find this loyalty beginning to decline with the launch of an unusable Web site
meant to replace traditional customer service channels. Customer dissatisfaction
may result from an unacceptable learning curve to accomplish desired goals (as
in the example of the physician’s drug reference Web site cited earlier), from
unacceptable task times necessary to accomplish desired goals (e.g., too many
clicks or download times that are too long), or from an unacceptable rate of
errors and confusion during task completion (e.g., abandoned shopping carts).
Potential sales may be lost because customers can’t find what they want to buy
or get the information they need to make buy decisions. Customers may make
errors in business transactions that cost time and money to rectify, and create
customer dissatisfaction. For example, a vendor recently agreed to pay return
shipping costs because the Web site misled one of the authors (Mayhew) into
ordering an item twice. The second author (Tremaine) was charged California
sales tax on a product shipped to New Jersey because the “out of state” button
was placed in a nonobvious place on the screen. Both authors will think twice
about using these Web sites again because of the time lost in repairing the need-
less errors. Customers may remain loyal but refuse to use a Web site and return
to traditional methods of doing business, reducing the ROI on the Web site
investment. Customers may also defect to competitor companies whose Web sites
are more usable. Costly rework of a site to fix problems discovered after initial
launch will also eat into the ROI.

The four cost-benefit analysis examples offered in this chapter are based on
simple subsets of all actual costs and potential benefits and very simple and basic
assumptions regarding the value of money over time. More complex and sophis-

 



ticated analyses can be calculated (see Karat, Chapter 4). However, usually a
simple and straightforward analysis of the type offered in the examples above is
sufficient for the purpose of winning funding for usability engineering invest-
ments in general, or planning appropriate usability engineering programs for
specific development projects.

The sample cost-justification analyses offered here suggest that it is usually
fairly easy to justify a significant investment of time and money in usability engi-
neering during the development of software applications. The framework and
examples presented in this chapter and elsewhere in this volume should help
you demonstrate that this is the case for your software development project, Web-
based or otherwise.

(Portions of this chapter are excerpted or adapted from Mayhew and Tremaine [1994],
Mayhew [1999], and Mayhew and Bias [2003]. Used with permission.)
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A Business Case Approach to
Usability Cost Justification for 
the Web

Clare-Marie Karat IBM TJ Watson Research Center

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on the merits of cost-benefit analysis of usability engineer-
ing with a new emphasis on Web applications and services. It covers the financial
benefits resulting from usability engineering, cost-benefit analysis and its rela-
tionship to business cases, the different published cost-benefit methodologies,
and anonymous case study data. Professionals working in usability engineering
have recognized for some time the need to communicate the cost benefit and
value of this work more effectively. More than a decade ago, Chapanis (1991) dis-
cussed the human factors profession’s need to improve its communication of the
content and value of human factors and usability engineering. Curtis (1992)
called on usability engineers to make better business cases to executives about the
effect of a product’s user interface on the market and to search actively for human
factors opportunities that will have visible financial impacts.

Toward achieving successful integration of human factors considerations in
development projects, I have found it important to address project-management
concerns regarding time, personnel, and financial resources required for human
factors work, as well as the resulting economic benefits from its inclusion in proj-
ects (Karat, 1990, 1993b, 1994). In 1994, the first edition of Cost-Justifying Usabil-
ity became a seminal book on the topic. The collection of information in the
book guided human-computer interaction (HCI) professionals, and the data and
methods in the book have been used and quoted around the world.

After publication, I received several e-mails and phone calls each month
regarding requests for further information about the cost-justification methods.
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I continued to receive correspondence each year about case study data that I 
was given permission to use in communication with others as long as it was 
de-identified to protect confidentiality. Also, I was in contact with a number of
graduate students who were focusing on the cost-benefit analysis of usability engi-
neering in their Master’s and dissertation research (e.g., Johnston, 2004;
Riechenauer, 2004). It was surprising to me that the frequency of requests has
not diminished over the years. I thought that the financial case for usability
would have become accepted in the IT field by now, but this has not yet occurred.
The change in focus on Web applications, new types of technology and growing
uses of technology in everyday life, the bursting of the dot.com Bubble, and the
economic conditions of the past few years have required that the HCI profes-
sion continue to educate decision makers in their organizations about the value
of usability. Although significant progress has been made, incorporating usabil-
ity in development and understanding how to derive the best return on invest-
ment (ROI) with it is by no means standard practice in companies around the
world.

In addressing cost justification of usability for the Web, many factors remain
the same, and there are some new factors to consider. For example, under-
standing the benefits of HCI work for e-commerce sites involves calculating the
value of improvements in basic measures, such as completion rates on key task
flows on a Web site and increases in site traffic, and understanding the cross-
channel value to the customer, the trust the customer has in the Web site and
brand, and the value proposition in purchasing on the Web site for a repeat 
customer (Chatham, 2004; Herman and Raju, 2004; Karat et al., 2003, 2004).

The costs of HCI activities related to Web applications are generally the same
as those that practitioners use to calculate for more traditional development
work. They include the cost of the HCI activities related to understanding 
customer tasks, goals, and context of use, and the costs associated with design-
ing, developing, and testing user experiences (Karat, 1994). The goal of this
chapter is to prepare HCI professionals to build business cases for investment in
usability for Web applications and services and to be able to communicate the
value of usability in these contexts to the internal and external customers they
serve.

Cost and revenue accountability are high priorities for organizations in both
the public and private sectors. The value of human factors activities in improv-
ing the usability of systems and products must be quantified in financial terms
for these organizations. This analysis is relevant for products developed by an
organization for internal use and for products developed for external customers.
I urge human factors professionals involved with development projects to
include their work’s cost-benefit analysis as a standard component of communi-
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cation activities. I propose that these activities become proactive; these analyses
can be a part of the initial business cases for proposed projects and a part of the
reviews of projects that are underway or completed.

It is also important to have the “big picture” of what it will take to influence
one or more decision makers within an organization to invest in usability. Beyond
the quality of the data on which the ROI calculation for usability is based, I have
found that a few factors are critical to determine the effectiveness of ROI argu-
ments. It depends first and foremost on the people involved. Even in today’s
world, the heart of business is the relationships among people. The person who
hears the argument must have strategic business vision or must be a pragmatist
who will experiment with new methods. If the usability professional is able to
make a credible presentation of the ROI argument for usability and build trust
with the decision maker, then the stage is set for the next critical factor. How
well do the ROI arguments tie to the hierarchically ordered business goals and
strategies of the organization? If the usability goals help to achieve organizational
goals, or even take them a step further, then this approach demonstrates to the
organization a new type of partnership that they find very valuable.

A final critical factor involves world events that are affecting the business
world. One is the global marketplace and the movement of jobs and work to
areas of the world where people can complete the work at lower cost. Other sig-
nificant events are the movement of the “Baby Boom” generation toward retire-
ment, the impending skills shortage, and the increasing life expectancy rates in
many parts of the world. If an ROI argument can be heard by a visionary or
pragmatic decision maker, will help to achieve business goals or make strategies
successful, and can help the organization in its approach to a global trend, then
the usability professional has hit a home run!

Let’s begin with the core building block, the solid business case that the HCI
professional can use to communicate the value of the usability work on a project.
Please see Wilson and Rosenbaum’s Chapter 8 on Internal, Social, and External
ROI; Henneman’s Chapter 5 on Marketing Usability; Chapter 21 on Respecting
the Shareholder; and other chapters of this book related to successful ROI argu-
ments for investment in usability.

4.2 WHY MEASURE THE COST BENEFIT OF HUMAN FACTORS?

Whether usability engineers are working on Web-centric or traditional applica-
tions, they can increase their value to organizations by providing financial data
regarding impact of human factors work on organizational areas of concern.
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These areas of concern may include time and cost reductions for product devel-
opment, post-release revenue increases and cost reductions, and customer satis-
faction and trust. Providing human factors cost-benefit information to project
managers gives them a more complete and accurate basis for decisions, helps
human factors professionals successfully compete for resources, and helps them
become and remain a part of the critical development path. Informing man-
agement about human factors work’s contribution to fiscal, organizational, and
strategic goals demonstrates an understanding of those goals and illustrates the
supporting role that human factors play in achieving them.

Providing human factors information about products to other groups in an
organization such as education, system maintenance, and marketing is an effi-
cient and effective way to support them in achieving their goals and helps these
groups reduce the time and monetary resource necessary to complete their
product-related work.

Cost-benefit data on human factors can be used by practitioners to improve
the efficiency of human factors methods used in particular situations. Human
factors engineers can use these data to understand the trade-offs involved in
using different usability engineering techniques within project resource con-
straints and development schedules (Karat, 1990, 1993a; Karat et al., 1992). For
example, HCI practitioners can collect information about the relative value of
group design walkthrough sessions with a prototype compared to individual
hands-on interactive sessions with a similar prototype. Our team has found
through research that it is more cost effective to use group walkthrough sessions
than to use individual sessions during the early and middle portions of the devel-
opment cycle. We have found that the data from the two methods have a high
positive correlation and we obtain the design information at the appropriate
level of detail (Karat et al., 2002, 2003, 2004). We employ individual user evalu-
ation sessions with a high-fidelity prototype or beta system when we are further
in the development cycle and need more in-depth design information.

Human factors cost-benefit data (preproject estimates and postproject feed-
back) can guide management decisions regarding the prioritization of human
factors resource allocation among various projects and decisions about the
number of human factors laboratories and jobs appropriate for an organization.
This feedback is also important to document unsuccessful use of human factors
resource because of factors such as practitioners’ impractical decisions or lack
of product team commitment to usability. Organizations can use both success
and failure data to improve the efficient and effective use of human factors
resource.

Almost no case studies show failures in HCI development work. It is clear
that in the current worldwide economic climate, it is risky to publicize any failure.
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However, if an alternative approach is devised that can help HCI investments be
more valuable in the future and save the organization money in the project life-
cycle, then that is a powerful and productive way to bring this type of informa-
tion forward. The communication, therefore, is about the greater impact that
HCI work can have using one method or process over another in the described
context and the resulting positive impact on organizational goals. There is no
reason to throw good money after bad, and senior management recognizes and
rewards improvements that help the organization reach financial and strategic
goals.

4.3 USABILITY ENGINEERING IN WEB SITE AND  
APPLICATION LIFECYCLES

The scope of opportunity for usability engineering’s contribution to the 
financial status of organizations and development projects can be demonstrated
by discussing the application lifecycle; an analogous case may be made for
human factors work in hardware development. Past research documented that
the user interface is a very significant or major portion of the application code,
development effort, and budget, with estimates ranging from 40 to 60% 
(MacIntyre et al., 1990; Rosenberg, 1989; Wixon and Jones, 1992). Prior research
has also documented that a majority of application lifecycle costs occur in the
maintenance phase, and that a majority of maintenance activities (80%) focus
on unmet or unforeseen user requirements (Martin and McClure, 1983; Press-
man, 1992).

Although these data apply to traditional applications, a similar case can be
made for Web applications. While it is expected that Web sites will be updated
frequently, many of these updates involve straightforward changes to the content
(text and graphics). Addressing usability problems that require changes to the
underlying architectural and task flows on the Web site are similar in cost and
time to maintenance-stage changes to other types of application software.
Working on the design of a personalized user experience for a major e-
commerce site, our team learned firsthand about the infrastructure, architec-
ture, and task flow changes necessary to implement the new capability and user
experience (Karat et al., 2004). Several authors who contributed to this book also
address these architectural issues. In summary, because a substantial amount of
project lifecycle effort and resources is devoted to the project’s user interface,
usability engineering has the potential to make significant contributions to Web
application quality and the financial success of most projects.
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4.3.1 What Contributions Can Usability 
Engineering Demonstrate?

Organizations can reap financial benefits by including human factors work when
they develop systems for organizational use and products for external customers.
Inclusion of human factors work in software application and hardware develop-
ment can reap both short-term and long-term benefits (Karat, 1994; Karat et al.,
2002, 2003, 2004 Souza, 2001a). Short-term benefits are defined as those that
accrue during product development; long-term benefits are those observed in
the maintenance phase after release. A crucial short-term benefit is the reduc-
tion in development cost and time. This key benefit can have a rippling effect
throughout the application’s lifecycle. Pressman (1992) estimates the increasing
cost of a change during development as one unit during project definition, 1.5
to 6 units during project development, and 60 to 100 units during maintenance
after project release. Defining user requirements, testing usability prototypes,
and performing usability walkthroughs early in development can significantly
reduce the cost of identifying and resolving usability problems and can save time
in application development.

An application’s usability and quality are interdependent. Just as the appli-
cation code has defect-free objectives (for most companies the goal is the 
elimination of level 1 and 2 bugs, which are critical problems), product usabil-
ity merits explicit objectives that can be quantified and tested. Product usability
objectives can be created and measured for a range of dimensions. You can’t
manage what you can’t measure!

Design reviews, in which requirements and the rationale for them are
reviewed with key members of the development team, enable development teams
to identify issues and gain consensus on goals; they are cost effective and save
development time (Gilb, 1988; Pressman, 1992). Similarly, measurable usability
objectives, usability design walkthroughs, and usability testing early in develop-
ment also reduce development time and cost. Usability engineering can help
improve the development process as well as the product itself. Streamlining the
development process can save time, money and human resource by correctly
identifying product requirements, improving communication and documenta-
tion of requirements, and improving the rationale for design decisions.

Scerbo (1991) and Bosert (1991) make the case that usability engineering
is a part of quality functional deployment (QFD), a process used for structuring
development process through a primary focus on customer requirements.
Through QFD, reducing development time by one third to one half is possible.
As with other methods at the disposal of the HCI practitioner, it is possible to
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design and use “light” versions of QFD that are adapted and extended to the
context of use.

Together, the short- and long-term financial benefits of usability-engineered
internal and external applications may include, for example:

✦ Decreased development costs and time to market

✦ Increases in sales, market share, and revenues

✦ Faster learning and improved information retention (learning before 
productivity)

✦ Increases in customer or employee productivity

✦ Increases in customer or employee satisfaction

✦ Improved decision making and effectiveness

✦ Space savings, equipment and consumable cost reductions

✦ Decreased customer or employee service and support costs

✦ Decreased maintenance costs

✦ Increases in customer or employee loyalty, trust, and retention

These variables can be illustrated through examples involving Web applications.
A usable and trustworthy interface to a Web application that provides a satisfy-
ing experience to users can increase sales, market share, and revenue for an
organization. Souza (2001a) has reported that 65% of online shopping attempts
end in failure because users cannot find what they are looking for. The major-
ity of these users will not attempt to purchase from the site after a failure expe-
rience. Chatham (2004) documents that more than a third of consumers say they
would make more purchases online if the Web sites provided information and
user control during the shopping experience that enabled them to feel the site
was trustworthy. When usability engineers are involved in the design of a user
interface, they can design the interaction methods and flow so that the users will
be successful in completing tasks. It is critical to build trust with the users of an
e-commerce site. A brand developed through brick-and-mortar channels can
provide an initial level of trust for an online shopper; however, that trust must
be confirmed in the online environment through the user experience. If the
user has a good experience online, that experience can translate into trust and
a growing relationship, increased sales, repeat business, and higher profitability
for the organization (Karat et al., 2002, 2003; Kobsa and Teltzrow, 2004; Teltzrow
and Kobsa, 2004). The user experience can be influenced by many factors. Kobsa
and Teltzrow found that a group of e-commerce customers provided with usable
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privacy statements on Web sites have increased trust in the site and make pur-
chases 33% more often than a group of shoppers presented with a standard
privacy policy that is difficult to understand or use. The first group was also 20%
more likely to share personal information with the site.

When an organization’s only channel for customer transactions is through
the Web site, the usability and sense of trust that the customer has in the site is
critical. The Web site must deliver a good user experience and purchasing 
value to attract and retain customers. The Web site’s user interface represents
the company’s brand online. There is no safety net in the form of another
channel, such as a brick-and-mortar retail store. Herman and Raju (2004) have
provided examples of how user experience improvements are prioritized and
launched based on business case analysis of the cost-benefit of these improve-
ments for customers of eBay. These user interface practitioners have had signif-
icant success in working within the company’s product planning process using
business case justification to get approval for HCI activities. They then measure
the cost benefit of the HCI improvements after launch with the same metrics
that they based the business case on to determine the actual ROI of the HCI
projects.

Recent research (Karat et al., 2003, 2004) showed that trust in the brand of
a large multinational IT company was a critical variable that would lead target
customers to initially explore their online site. When target customers deter-
mined that their trust in the brand was valid on a new usability-engineered
version of the site as well, the customers stated that this would lead to increased
visits to the site and additional purchases. These users stated that they 
greatly appreciated the control they were given over their information on the
user interface, and that this contributed to their trust in the brand running the
site. The users said that the fact that they could be comfortable that the company
would not sell their information or use it without their consent strengthened
their trust in the site and would directly translate into additional purchases from
that brand.

The target customers, whose jobs required them to perform tasks on the
Web site every day, declared that the site did some of the steps in their jobs for
them, thereby saving them time. This was of real value to them, and they stated
that the site had won their business on this basis. Souza (2001a) and other
researchers have identified the business value of repeat customers on a site;
repeat customers spend twice as much as new users. Unpublished market
research across various industries has also shown that repeat customers provide
a significantly higher level of profitability to an organization because they spend
more money and require a lower proportion of resource for sales and fulfilment
activities.
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For example, in the design of the user experience on a multimedia cultural
site for entertainment, researchers determined that a usable and entertaining
interface that addresses user goals would attract customers for initial visits, and
these customers, experiencing the value of the site, would visit the site repeat-
edly (Karat et al., 2002). Furthermore, this site acted as an additional channel
for visits and sales in the brick-and-mortar organizations represented there. The
site’s affect on cross-channel sales had been a key concern of the organizations
participating in it.

The finding that the site would help to generate additional sales across the
channels supported the notion of an “expanding” pie rather than a “zero sum”
pie of opportunity (in which the channels would cannibalize each other, as some
had feared). In a zero sum game there is a fixed amount of resource to be dis-
tributed. Many brick-and-mortar retailers initially feared that consumers viewed
the money they spent with a store in a zero sum manner. For example, if a cus-
tomer was shopping online, he or she might spend $150 and then not shop in
the brick-and-mortar store in the area. Research that others and I have 
completed in this area has found that this assumption is not correct. There 
is an expanding opportunity with customers, at least within certain ranges. 
Competitors may lose customer business at some point, as customers consolidate
their purchasing with a smaller set of valued and reliable providers, but for 
any one retailer, the opportunity with a customer to expand the retailer’s value
and market share is open and flexible. This finding of the positive effect of a
well-designed Web site on cross-channel sales and visits was supported in 
usability research conducted for a major American retailer known for their cus-
tomer service in brick-and-mortar stores (de-identified research study). Sales
revenue rose 15% overall after a usable Web site was designed and implemented
for them.

The benefits of offering customers and users quality products that are highly
usable and satisfying may cover other aspects, because particular benefits vary
from product to product. Reducing the development time required to bring a
usability-engineered product to market can result in substantial financial returns
to the organization beyond the initial savings attributable to the time reduction.
Increased sales, revenues, and profit margins are long-term benefits of usability-
engineered products. House and Price (1991) and Conklin (1991) document
the loss of 33 to 50% of a product’s profit when it was brought to market 3 to 6
months late. Wixon and Jones (1992) documented a case study of a usability-
engineered product with a revenue increase of 80% over the first release of the
product, which was built without human factors professionals. The second
release achieved revenues 60% over project projections, and customers cited the
usability of the product as part of their buying decisions.
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For e-commerce sites, designing usable and satisfying sites for customers
through the use of HCI methods can translate in the ability to get to market (“go
live”) earlier and build market share, revenue, and profitability. It is prohibitively
expensive to attempt to attract customers back to a Web site when they have had
an unsatisfying experience on an earlier visit to the site. In contrast, if the organ-
ization invests in attracting customers to a site initially, and these customers have
usable and satisfying Web site experiences and find what they want, the positive
first impression can promote repeat visits by these customers.

Furthermore, Karat et al. (2003) and other de-identified case studies that
have been provided to me or that I have been directly involved with in the last
few years have shown that a multichannel organization can provide additional
value to their customers through their Web site with incentives such as time
savings and flexibility as compared to going to the organization’s brick-and-
mortar store or calling customer support for catalogue ordering. For example,
on a usable and personalized Web site, a customer may elect to set up periodic
replenishment orders of certain products or may set his or her profile to receive
notification when new shipments of specified brands in a specific clothing size
or cosmetic or jewelry type are available. In these situations, the organization
can increase the customer’s use of self service on the site and thereby lower 
operational costs while providing additional value to their customers.

It is critical in Web applications that the organization employ HCI methods
to listen to the voice of the customer to understand when it is necessary to refresh
the site to meet customers’ changing needs and expectations and deliver value.
Some e-commerce sites have brief pop-up questionnaires that aim to capture 
this information, some give customers the ability to provide feedback from many
pages. Still others recruit feedback from different customer segments that
receive different forms of compensation for providing information. Others work
hard to capture information from customer-service interactions related to their
Web sites. Tracking and analysing click-stream data is useful as well, although it
generally needs to be augmented with customer interview or survey data to
understand user goals and motivation.

The discussion of increased revenues resulting from usability-engineered
products has focused thus far on applications developed for external customers.
Most internal development organizations (including human factors team mem-
bers) are now charging other departments for their services and products,
reaping benefits from their “sales” of usability-engineered products to internal
customers similar to those described for external products.

In some instances, the financial benefits to the organization variables are
manifested differently depending on whether the usability-engineered product
is developed for internal use or is marketed to external customers and end users.
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For example, for internal development projects (for which someone in the
organization is the customer for the system developed), increased user produc-
tivity and decreased user errors are direct benefits to the organization and may
help the organization lower or stabilize personnel costs. This increased produc-
tivity may be the result of faster learning and better retention of the informa-
tion presented through a usability-engineered application. To an organization
developing applications and products for external sale, increased user produc-
tivity and decreased errors are indirect benefits in that the productivity and orga-
nizational information can be used to market the product’s value to customers,
thus generating higher revenues (please see Wilson and Rosenbaum’s Chapter
8 for further information). The customers realize the direct benefits of these
improvements. Because a rising standard of living depends on improvements in
productivity (Roach, 1991), this potential benefit of usability engineering merits
attention from internal and external customers.

Investment in usability engineering for the development of external appli-
cations for Web sites may provide value to both the organization hosting the site
and the customers of the site. The usability-engineered application may actually
help users make better decisions and in a more timely manner, as in the case of
personalized applications, which simplify and streamline the identification of
desired products and handle purchase and fulfilment aspects (Karat et al., 2004).
These types of increases in human performance through supporting, highly
usable technology can result in exponential improvements in organizational
effectiveness instead of incremental improvements. For example, in one de-
identified case study from 2004, the inclusion of human factors in the design of
an e-commerce site led to a 90% reduction in customer errors on the site because
customers were able to simply and effectively locate the specific products they
needed and purchase them. This improvement in productivity benefited both
the hosting organization and the external customer organizations. Customer sat-
isfaction on the site improved dramatically. There was a ripple effect on many
related variables, including additional purchases from repeat visitors, lower 
operating costs for the customer organizations, lowered operating costs for the
hosting organization, and increased profitability for both customer and hosting
organizations. The speed and accuracy of the ordering process allowed customer
organizations to increase their own cost effectiveness and productivity, and the
same accuracy reduced support costs for the host company by reducing the
number of returned products.

Usability-engineered internal development projects can result in decreased
costs for training, support, service, product documentation, and personnel, 
and increased user satisfaction. In an anonymous case study, the investment in
usability engineering allowed an organization to eliminate the development of
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a 10-hour education course to support the application, resulting in a savings of
$140,000. The $140,000 savings did not include savings in employee time for
those people who would have taken the course (Karat, 1993b).

The financial benefits of some of the variables mentioned may result from
a combination of factors. For example, the improved usability of a dedicated
system and increased user satisfaction may result in lower employee turnover,
which represents a large financial savings to the organization. Schlesinger and
Heskett (1991) cite data illustrating that the total costs of employee turnover are
1.5 times an employee’s annual salary. In a published case study, Schlesinger and
Heskitt (1991) state that a 10% reduction in employee turnover in two divisions
of a hotel chain was worth more than the combined profits made by the two 
divisions.

For organizations that develop and market products for external customers,
the financial benefits in the service support areas mentioned are realized in 
more indirect ways. For example, organizations may be able to set more com-
petitive service rates for customers, while realizing acceptable rates of ROI. 
These rates may help the organization gain new customers and retain current
ones.

Usability-engineered products may result in financial benefits for develop-
ment organizations (direct for internal products; indirect for external products)
related to space savings, equipment and consumable cost reductions, lowered
risk, and improved work-process control. Space savings may result from im-
proved task flows for usability-engineered applications and their related business
processes. For example, streamlined business processes may eliminate steps 
and their related office space, desks, equipment and consumables. Similarly,
improved just-in-time manufacturing processes in factories drastically reduce the
need for warehouse space. Improved security, audit trails, and safety (lowered
risk of human error) may result in decreased costs as well. (See Casey, 1998, for
famous case studies of design, technology, and human error.)

Finally, decreased maintenance costs can be a large, direct financial benefit
to an organization that produces usability-engineered internal and external
products. Usability engineering may never be able to identify and resolve all user
requirement issues during product development; however, if half of the major
issues currently handled during maintenance were resolved during develop-
ment, it would represent a very large cost reduction. Moreover, it would provide
the organization’s software maintenance employees with an opportunity to com-
plete more rewarding and productive activities. Martin and McClure (1983)
found that $20 to 30 billion was spent worldwide on maintenance. Studying back-
logs of maintenance work shows that an “invisible” backlog is 167% the size of
the declared backlog. Anonymous case study data from the late 1990s show that
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internal development organizations were spending the majority of their
resources on maintenance activities and thus could not initiate development of
strategic new systems. As mentioned earlier regarding Web applications, changes
to the architectural flow of the application require efforts similar to maintenance
changes to other kinds of application software. For example, in a de-identified
2003 case study, it was determined that the changes necessary to a large e-
commerce retail site would require the majority of the IT budget, and the devel-
opment of valued new capability could not be addressed until these changes were
made. The needed architectural changes were estimated to require 18 months
to implement. A plan was proposed to roll out the highly valued capability in 2
years. The business owner was very concerned about the changes his major com-
petitors would make while his hands were tied for 2 years, an eternity on the
Web.

This overview of usability engineering’s financial benefits defines the scope
of opportunity available to organizations investing in this resource. Based on the
published and anonymous case study data and my 20 years of experience in soft-
ware design and usability work, I believe that an organization either pays rela-
tively little to invest in usability engineering during product development (and
reaps the associated financial benefits), or pays more before, and much more
after, product release to fix usability problems and associated problems left unad-
dressed in the product. Investment in usability engineering is generally a good
business decision. I state “generally” a good business decision, because a capable
HCI practitioner must have the skills to identify the key user requirements, select
appropriate HCI methods to complete the work, translate the user information
into good design, and work well within the organization. Another key reason I
urge HCI practitioners to collect cost-benefit data on their usability work is to
learn about the relative value of different methods in different situations. Simply
putting HCI funding in the budget doesn’t guarantee success.

I recommend that human factors cost-benefit data be included as part of a
proposed project’s business case and as part of the regular management review
of a project underway. Investment in the usability of Web sites and applications
is critical and must be analysed in the context of the organization’s strategy for
managing multi-channel access for customers. Web sites provide additional
opportunities and complexities given multi-channel access as compared to other
types of application development that must be addressed in the design to ensure
the best chances of success.

The remainder of this chapter focuses on methodology for capturing and
analyzing the data for a business case approach to cost-justifying usability engi-
neering, and examples of published and anonymous case study data that use 
this methodology. Please note that the de-identified case study data have been
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provided to me over the last few years and need to remain anonymous to protect
confidential data.

4.4 WHAT IS COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS?

Cost-benefit analysis is a method of analyzing projects for investment purposes,
and proceeds as follows (Burrill and Ellsworth, 1980):

1. Identify the financial value of expected project cost and benefit variables

2. Analyze the relationship between expected costs and benefits using simple
or sophisticated selection techniques

3. Make the investment decision

4.5 HOW DO COST-BENEFIT ANALYSES RELATE TO 
BUSINESS CASES?

Business cases are a mechanism for proposing projects, tracking projects, and
communicating with the organization at large. A business case includes:

1. A statement of the project purpose and tie to strategic business goals

2. A project description

3. A market analysis regarding the proposed project

4. An analysis of expected benefits and costs for “business as usual” as 
compared with “business as proposed”

5. Staffing and equipment requirements for the proposed project

6. A project timetable

7. An analysis of project dependencies

8. A risk analysis for the project

Organizations use business cases as a means of making investment decisions. A
company or group generally allocates resources to projects that will accomplish
organizational goals. These goals may include, for example, financial, social, or
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legal milestones. Groups are forced to make decisions about the distribution of
limited resources among their many organizational goals and related benefits.
Business cases provide an objective and explicit basis for these investment deci-
sions. Competing projects are judged against each other, based on standards for
ROI of resources. Other political factors may influence the decision, but the busi-
ness case provides a documented statement of the case for investment.

In the case of investment in usability engineering, cost-benefit judgments
have been made largely in the absence of formal cost-benefit analyses and busi-
ness cases. In these instances, the data on which the decision is made and the
standard being used to judge usability engineering’s value are unclear at best.
At the project management level, usability engineering is competing for
resources against other groups who do have objective cost-benefit data available
for management review. It is critical that usability engineers assume responsibil-
ity for collecting and providing data that will benefit our profession as well as
the project teams and larger organizations that we support.

I have been asked to provide some guidance about how to obtain the nec-
essary information to build the usability business case. In many organizations,
the organization’s business goals are made available to all employees. Where they
are not, I encourage you to ask your management chain for them in order to
provide the best possible support to the organization. Your manager may be able
to summarize them at an appropriate level of abstraction if they are highly con-
fidential. In terms of the cost estimates for business case purposes, if these data
are not readily available, ask human resources personnel for general estimates,
again at a level of abstraction that will be acceptable for release to you and for
your purposes. These rates will need to be fully loaded with benefit and over-
head costs. For other cost estimates, contact the financial officer responsible for
budgets and forecasts.

I ask for references from potential customers or from someone in my man-
agement chain in order to gain access to the right individual to make the busi-
ness case estimates. It is often possible to create a partnership with and provide
value to these individuals by explaining your purpose and providing the data you
have to date. I have been told many times by financial officers, senior manage-
ment, and customers that the data I have collected is the best and most up-to-
date information the organization has at that point—an additional source of
value on the job. You may be asked to sign an additional non-disclosure agree-
ment with your customer regarding these data, if your contract does not cover
this area sufficiently. For internal projects and if all else fails, have a conversa-
tion with your manager about the fact that it is difficult to provide the best value
to the organization without the information you need to do your job. Ask your
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manager to attend a meeting for you, ask your questions for you, and then
provide you with acceptable summary information. It is likely that you will be
allowed to contact the people to follow up with a couple of questions once the
business purpose is clear, and then you have the opening to develop your own
relationship with the individuals.

4.6 ASSESSING COSTS AND BENEFITS OF 
USABILITY ENGINEERING

In human factors cost-benefit analysis, one general approach is to compare the
costs and benefits of a proposed usability-engineered application or product with
those for a product developed without explicit human factors work by the organ-
ization. Alternatively, if there are several competing usability engineering pro-
posals for a product’s development, they may be contrasted with each other.
Sometimes you and your team may be able to propose two different approaches,
perhaps a scaled-down version and a more complete version, or there may be
two very different technical approaches to review and consider. Some organiza-
tions solicit proposals for a project from competing groups. Having choices is
helpful to management in that it highlights the particular value in the different
approaches and the trade-offs to be considered. I have seen instances where 2
or 3 proposals are funded for the first stage, then one is selected for continued
funding.

The goal of the analysis is to determine the cash value of the positive dif-
ference in a project that would result from human factors work. The first task is
to identify and financially quantify each of the expected costs (e.g., human
factors and programming personnel, user, and HCI activities such as interviews,
usability design walkthroughs, and usability evaluations) and the benefits (e.g.,
lower training costs, higher sales, increased productivity) of usability engineer-
ing. Estimates of all significant human factors cost and benefit variables in the
project’s lifecycle are required to analyze the relationship between the two
factors. In identifying and quantifying human factors costs and benefits, consider
the following guidelines:

1. The variables that are relevant for the analysis will vary depending on the
focus of the project and the context of its use.

2. There will be differences in the key benefit and cost variables for Web sites,
applications, and other products for internal and external use (e.g., the pre-
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viously described difference in the benefit of increased productivity for inter-
nal and external products).

3. Initial analyses by the HCI practitioner often overlook benefits and costs, so
distribute a draft analysis of the benefit and cost variables to project team
members and people with different backgrounds in your organization to
gain the wisdom of their different perspectives and expertise.

After the variables have been identified, the second step is to separate the tan-
gible and intangible benefits and costs. Tangible variables are those that can be
quantified financially; intangibles such as organizational image or brand are not
easily measured (see Henneman’s Chapter 5, Wilson and Rosenbaum’s Chapter
8, and others in this book, and Due, 1989). I recommend that the list of intan-
gible variables be kept and referred to periodically, because methods for quan-
tifying the variables and their relationships to financial measures may become
applicable later.

The third step is to determine the value of the tangible benefits and costs.
The goal is a unit or per-hour cash value of benefits and costs and estimates of
the total numbers involved for use in the summary analysis. To define the finan-
cial value of the variables, establish contacts in development, maintenance, mar-
keting, personnel, financial analysis, business planning, education, and service
groups in your organization. As mentioned earlier, you may need to work
through your management chain to gain access to the people and the informa-
tion. Also contact users and customers for available data regarding cost-benefit
calculations. For example, customers can provide information under confiden-
tial agreements about their transaction rates, customer satisfaction, successful
customer search rates, abandoned shopping cart rates at particular points in the
transaction process, error rates, and costs of error rates in terms of services and
support. Use past data, estimates from projections, or group decision data
(Galegher et al., 1990) and document your sources. The social psychology
method of group decisions has been found to produce reasonable estimates. The
method relies on individuals with varied skills and perspectives making anony-
mous estimates and sharing their rational for the estimates with others. After a
few iterations in which group members read and think about the other people’s
scores and rationales, a group of individuals will reach consensus on the 
estimate.

Regarding personnel data, ensure that your estimates are based on fully
loaded rates (i.e., all benefits and overhead included), and account for raise pro-
jections and productivity ratios (i.e., the value used by your human resources
personnel or business group to reflect that people are not productively engaged
100% of the time at work). Identify savings and costs as initial or ongoing by
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year. Finally, review and update your cost-benefit data periodically and as signif-
icant changes in the project occur.

4.7 BENEFIT CALCULATIONS EXAMPLES

The following are five brief examples that illustrate how to calculate the benefit
of usability engineering. The examples are a mixture of actual case study data
and composite cases, and come from Web and traditional application projects.
There is value in understanding the logic, the fundamental aspects, and busi-
ness value of both new and older examples. Those who do not understand
history are doomed to repeat it.

4.7.1 Increased Sales or Revenues Resulting from Increased
Completion Rates on a Web site

In a de-identified case study, a company employed usability engineering to
improve the ability of its customers to find what they were looking for on the
Web site. When the improved user interface was launched, the completion rate
increased 15%. The projected value of the increase was:

✦ Most recent yearly revenue on the site = $300,000,000 per year

✦ Previous completion rate = 75%

✦ Value of increase in one percentage point in completion rate: $4,000,000
per year

✦ New completion rate = 90%

✦ Proportion of those who purchase at completion point remains steady at
10%

✦ Financial benefit of improved completion rate =

15 ¥ 4,000,000 = $60,000,000 for the first year

Note: This example could have included variables for year-to-year growth in visits
to the site and changes in site revenue.

The figure just presented was the projected additional revenue. For this de-
identified case study, the true value of the additional revenue was $55 million in
the first year after the updated site went live.
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4.7.2 Increased Sales and Revenue from Repeat Visits to a 
Web Site

In a de-identified case study, a company with a Web site invested in HCI activi-
ties to improve the user experience on the site. The HCI practitioners collected
business case data from target customers on the value of the user-experience
improvements to the site. The business value of the improvements in the user
experience on the site were calculated as follows:

✦ Average amount of current transaction on the site = $150

✦ Proportion of visits that result in a sale (throughput) = 10%

✦ Number of additional purchases target customers stated they would make if
user experience launched = 1 to 3 per year

✦ Field test data on proportion of target customers who actually make addi-
tional purchases = 0.33

✦ Number of target customers for user experience = 500,000

✦ Value of the improvement in user experience ranges from = 150 ¥ 1 ¥ 0.33
¥ 500,000 = $2,500,000 on 1 additional purchase to 150 ¥ 3 ¥ 0.33 ¥ 500,000
= $7,500,000 on 3 additional purchases in a year.

Note: Again, there may be several other relevant factors in play. For example,
the improvement in the user experience may attract more visitors to the site and
also increase the throughput percentage. This calculation is simplified for illus-
trative purposes.

4.7.3 Increased Sales or Revenues

Case study data on usability engineering involvement in the copier business 
in the 1980s demonstrate impressive revenue increases for these products
(Brown, 1991; Wasserman, 1991). This is a seminal case study with valuable busi-
ness and usability points that usability professionals should know about and
understand.

The initial situation was as follows:

✦ A large, international copier company was experiencing declining revenues
and unnecessary service calls because of customer perceptions of the unre-
liability of their copy machines.
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✦ Usability data that identified significant problems with the copier machines
was initially ignored, rejected, or suppressed because of management’s
unwillingness to recognize or address the problem.

✦ Economic forces in the form of a severe downturn in revenues and profit
and strong new competition from Japanese companies winning market share
dictated the need for change, and a new focus on the social context of copier
use and iterative prototyping led to product redesign.

✦ Revenue rose immediately when redesigned machines reached the market;
a $1 billion increase over 3 years.

✦ The cost-benefit of usability engineering was very positive; if human factors
costs are estimated at $2 million, then the cost-benefit ratio = 1 : 500

✦ The company was awarded the Malcolm Baldrige Award for Quality in 1989
and the lessons learned resulted in a strong commitment to human factors
in this company for many years.

4.7.4 Increased User Productivity

Three iterative usability prototype tests were conducted on a system (Applica-
tion 2) that is employed by users to complete 1,308,000 tasks per year (Karat,
1990). The usability work resulted in an average reduction of 9.6 minutes per
task. What were the first-year benefits in increased user productivity resulting
from human factors?

Reduction in time on task for Application 2 from initial design to final user
interface design:

✦ Average savings = 9.6 minutes

✦ Projected first-year benefits resulting from increased user productivity:

✦ Tasks per year = 1,308,000

✦ 1,308,000 ¥ 9.6 minutes = 209,280 hours

✦ 209,280 hours ¥ Productivity ratio ¥ Personnel costs = $6,800,000

Note: A productivity ratio is a number between 0 and 1 that documents the pro-
portion of time that people are working productively while on the job. Human
resources departments and other departments within an organization use the
productivity ratio for a variety of purposes, including workload management and
compensation calculations. These ratios are confidential; however, a usability
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engineer may be able to learn an appropriate range to use for this value in a
particular organization.

4.7.5 Decreased Personnel Costs

As stated earlier, Schlesinger and Heskett’s (1991) data show that total costs of
employee turnover are 1.5 times the employee’s annual salary. A business has
500 employees using a dedicated software system in the performance of their
jobs. There is currently a 25% employee turnover rate per year. Average annual
employee salary is $20,000. The user interface of the system is improved, based
on user requirements, and employee turnover is reduced by 20%. What is the
value of the resulting 20% reduction in employee turnover the first year?

✦ Previous yearly employee turnover = 125

✦ New yearly employee turnover = 100

✦ Reduction in employee turnover = 25

✦ Average annual employee salary = $20,000

✦ Value of reduction in employee turnover = 25 ¥ 20,000 ¥ 1.5 = $750,000

Note: This is a conservative estimate, because another benefit of the reduced
turnover rate may be a reduction in the need for training as well as increased
productivity from the skills and experience of the employees. A more complete
assessment might include these values. This purpose of this example was to
demonstrate the financial benefit of the one area of decreased personnel costs.

4.8 USABILITY ENGINEERING COSTS

The costs of usability engineering include costs for one or more of the follow-
ing activities (Karat, 1990, 1991, 1993a; Karat et al., 2004; Mantei and Teorey,
1988; Mauro, 2002):

✦ End user requirements definition

✦ User profile definition

✦ Focus groups

✦ Task analysis
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✦ Interviews and surveys of end user requirements

✦ Benchmark studies

✦ Usability objectives specification

✦ Field studies of end user work context

✦ Style guide development

✦ Initial design development

✦ Design walkthroughs with small groups of users

✦ Paper-and-pencil simulation testing

✦ Thinking-aloud studies

✦ Heuristic evaluations and other types of inspections

✦ Prototype development (low, medium, or high fidelity)

✦ Usability tests (laboratory or field) with individual users

✦ Prototype redesign

✦ Online tools that enable remote data collection and usability evaluation and
are used in combination with individual and small group HCI work in the
laboratory or field settings

✦ Surveys and questionnaires of users on live sites or for deployed applications

This list provides some perspective on the range of activities that may be
employed in developing a usability-engineered product. In my experience as a
usability engineer, I have not observed more than six of these activities com-
pleted for any one project. The usability work on a project is tailored to a
project’s requirements, time frame, and resources.

When calculating the costs of usability engineering activities, consider the
following additional cost calculation guidelines:

1. Regarding personnel costs, include costs for all development team support,
other support, or contract services. For participant costs in particular, there
can be hidden costs. If you are lucky enough to be able to hire a recruiter
to identify participants for you, budget at least the same amount to pay the
recruiter for each participant as you do to pay the participants for their time.
Participant incentives vary depending on the uniqueness of the user profile
and difficulty in identifying and recruiting them. It is not unreasonable to
pay a recruiter $250 per participant or to pay participants between $100 and
$250 each for 2 to 3 hours of their time. If you are doing the recruiting your-
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self, estimate with great care. I have found that I spend 3 days across several
weeks recruiting each participant when my target user group is a select and
difficult-to-find subpopulation.

2. If a permanent usability laboratory is built, costs may be prorated based on
the number of usability tests to be conducted for a given period of time.

The guideline regarding usability laboratory costs applies to the purchase of new
equipment as well. As an alternative, the costs of equipment and the laboratory
may be included in fully loaded personnel costs as overhead expense.

4.9 COST AND COST-BENEFIT CALCULATION EXAMPLES

4.9.1 Usability Engineering Costs for Repeat Visits to a Web Site

Usability work for the de-identified study previously described included inter-
views with target customers and stakeholders, development of user scenarios,
development of a low- and mid-fidelity prototypes, three iterations of usability
sessions with target customers (laboratory design walkthroughs, field design
walkthroughs, and individual usability testing of the prototype system with target
customers). The work was completed across 7 months. Usability costs were as
follows:

✦ Usability resource (fully loaded salary rate including all travel and develop-
ment work for three people for 7 months) = $450,000

✦ Cost-benefit ratio for usability work:

✦ Projected increased revenue for first year = $60,000,000

✦ Cost-benefit ratio = 1 : 133

Or, stated another way,

✦ Return factor (cost/benefit) = 133

Note: See House and Price, 1991 for a discussion of the Return Factor.
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4.10 USABILITY ENGINEERING COSTS FOR APPLICATION 2

Usability work for the internal product called Application 2 (Karat, 1990)
included a benchmark test (field test), development of a high-technology 
prototype, three iterations of usability prototype testing (all laboratory), and
redesign. The work was completed across 21 months. Usability costs were as
follows:

✦ Usability resource = $23,300

✦ Participant travel = $9,750

✦ Test-related development work = $34,950

✦ Total cost for 2 years = $68,000

✦ Cost-benefit ratio of usability work:

✦ Projected first-year benefits in increased productivity = $6,800,000

✦ Costs of usability activities = $68,000

✦ Cost-benefit ratio = 1 : 100

✦ Return factor = 100

As it turned out, the estimates of the benefits of the HCI work were underesti-
mated. The financial benefits in increased productivity were 10% higher than
anticipated in the first year. In the second year, additional streamlining of busi-
ness processes occurred that incorporated the use of the tool and lead to greater
financial return on investment. The design of the tool was updated and further
usability improvements were made. As part of the streamlining effort, certain job
roles were eliminated and these employees were shifted into more productive
work for the organization. Regular employees became responsible for handling
certain work tasks for themselves and thus the usability of the tool was all the
more critical to the success of operational goals for the organization.

4.11 SIMPLE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

The analysis technique used to compare the quantified costs and benefits for a
project may be either simple or sophisticated. One simple analysis technique
called the cost-benefit ratio has been demonstrated in the preceding cost-
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calculation examples. To calculate a cost-benefit ratio, the benefit amount is
divided by the cost amount to determine the ratio of costs to $1 of benefits. In
the cost-calculation example for Application 1, $40,700 was divided by $20,700
to achieve a cost-benefit ratio of 1 : 2. For every $1 spent on usability engineer-
ing, $2 were saved. In this example, the cash benefits were for the first year of
system use. Return factor is another way of reporting the same analysis of costs
and benefits.

4.11.1 Payback Period

Payback period is an investment evaluation method based on determining the
amount of time (e.g., year units) that it will take to generate net cash flows (cash
benefits) to recover the initial investment in the project (Burrill and Ellsworth,
1980). The procedure for using the payback period analysis technique is as
follows:

✦ Payback period is the smallest value of k so that

R1 + R2 + · · · + Rk ≥ C,

where R = cash benefits in a year minus the costs in that year and C = initial
development cost.

✦ Projects are selected for investment if the payback period is less than the
organization’s standard (e.g., 2–4 years depending on type of Web or tradi-
tional application).

✦ Competing projects are ranked on the basis of increasing payback periods;
those with shorter payback periods are judged as better investments, other
things being equal.

4.11.2 Payback Period Example

A project requires an initial outlay of $75,000, and net cash inflows for the project
in the first 6 years are $10,000, $25,000, $20,000, $20,000, $20,000, and $10,000,
respectively. The project will be withdrawn or replaced after 6 years. The orga-
nization’s standard payback period for projects is 4 years. Should this project be
selected for investment purposes?
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Answer: According to the payback method, the answer is yes, because the sum
of the net income for the first 4 years is greater than the initial investment outlay.

$10,000 + $25,000 + $20,000 + $20,000 ≥ $75,000

Although the method is widely used, easy to compute, and provides some control
over risk exposure, it is not a measure of project profitability (e.g., cash inflows
from years 5 and 6 are not included in the analysis in the previous example),
and it does not adjust for the timing of cash inflows. The time value of money
is the focus of sophisticated analysis techniques.

4.12 SOPHISTICATED SELECTION TECHNIQUES

4.12.1 Background

Cost-benefit techniques that adjust for the timing of cash inflows are interest-based
or sophisticated selection techniques. Time-adjusted cash flow selection tech-
niques are based on the idea that money has a time value and that, by calculating
the present value of future cash inflows from a project, including an acceptable
rate of return, and specifying the time period in which the cash returns are
received, better investment decisions can be made (Gordon and Pinches, 1984).
The concept focuses on the analysis of present and future costs and benefits for
a project in terms of the present-day value of all the monies. The formula for cal-
culating the present value of one future cash flow is as follows:

where

✦ P = present value

✦ F = future cash inflow in time period n

✦ i = discount rate, the minimum acceptable rate of return for investments

✦ n = number of time periods in years

To simplify the calculation, the expression (1/(1 + i))n is called the present value
interest factor (PVIF). A chart of the computed values of PVIF is found in Table
4.1. To find a value of PVIF, select the value for a particular discount rate

P F in
n= +( )( )1 1
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Table 4.1. PVIF Chart (Present Value of $1 in Period x)

Period 12% 13% 14% 15% 16% 17% 18% 19%

1 .8929 .8850 .8772 .8696 .8521 .8547 .8475 .8403
2 .7972 .7831 .7695 .7561 .7432 .7305 .7182 .7062
3 .7118 .6931 .6750 .6575 .6407 .6244 .6086 .5934
4 .6355 .6133 .5921 .5718 .5523 .5337 .5158 .4987
5 .5674 .5428 .5194 .4972 .4761 .4561 .4371 .4187
6 .5066 .4803 .4556 .4323 .4104 .3898 .3704 .3521
7 .4523 .4251 .3996 .3759 .3538 .3332 .3139 .2959
8 .4039 .3762 .3506 .3269 .3050 .2848 .2660 .2487
9 .3606 .3329 .3075 .2643 .2630 .2434 .2255 .2090

10 .3202 .2946 .2697 .2472 .2267 .2080 .1911 .1756

Period 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 25% 26% 27%

1 .8333 .8270 .8197 .8130 .8065 .8000 .7937 .7874
2 .6944 .6830 .6719 .6610 .6504 .6400 .6299 .6200
3 .5787 .5645 .5507 .5374 .5245 .5120 .4999 .4882
4 .4823 .4665 .4514 .4369 .4230 .4096 .3968 .3844
5 .4019 .3860 .3700 .3552 .3411 .3277 .3149 .3027
6 .3349 .3186 .3033 .2888 .2751 .2621 .2499 .2383
7 .2791 .2633 .2486 .2348 .2218 .2097 .1983 .1877
8 .2326 .2176 .2038 .1909 .1789 .1678 .1574 .1478
9 .1938 .1799 .1670 .1552 .1443 .1342 .1249 .1164

10 .1615 .1486 .1369 .1262 .1164 .1074 .0992 .0916

Period 28% 29% 30% 32% 34% 35%

1 .7813 .7752 .7692 .7576 .7463 .7407
2 .6104 .6009 .5917 .5739 .5569 .5487
3 .4768 .4658 .4552 .4348 .4156 .4064
4 .3725 .3611 .3501 .3294 .3102 .3011
5 .2910 .2799 .2693 .2495 .2315 .2230
6 .2274 .2170 .2072 .1890 .1727 .1652
7 .1776 .1682 .1594 .1432 .1289 .1224
8 .1388 .1304 .1226 .1085 .0962 .0906
9 .1084 .1011 .0943 .0822 .0718 .0671

10 .0847 .0784 .0725 .0623 .0536 .0497

 



(between 12% and 35%) and a period of time (between 1 and 10 years) on the
chart and read the resulting PVIF value.

4.12.2 Present Value of a Future Cash Flow Example

If a project will result in one future cash inflow of $50,000 in the second year
and the discount rate is 15%, what is the present value of the future yield?

✦ F = 50,000

✦ PVIF = 0.7561

✦ P = 50,000 (0.7561) = $37,805.

The next step is to calculate the present value of several cash inflows across time.
The present value of project benefits (cash inflows) across a number of years is
calculated by adding the separate cash flows. The formula for the calculation is
as follows:

P = F1 (1/(1 + i))1 + F2 (1/(1 + i))2 + · · · Fn (1/(1 + i))n

where

P = present value

F = future cash flow in project years 1 - n

i = discount rate

n = number of project years

4.12.3 Present Value of Cash Inflows Example

If the projected cash flows from a project are $50,000, $100,000, and $200,000
for years 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and the discount rate is 17%, what is the present
value of the projected benefits?

✦ F1 = $50,000

✦ F2 = $100,000

✦ F3 = $200,000
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✦ i = 17%

✦ n = 3

✦ P = 50,000 (0.8547) + 100,000 (0.7305) + 200,000 (.6244)

✦ Total = 42,735 + 73,050 + 124,880 = $240,665

4.12.4 Net Present Value

Net present value (NPV) is a sophisticated selection technique. NPV is the
present value of the benefits (inflows) from a project minus the present value
of the project cost (outflows). The formula for NPV is as follows:

NPV = F1 (1/(1 + i))1 + F2 (1/(1 + i))2 + · · · Fn (1/(1 + i))n - C

where

✦ F = future cash inflows in years 1 - n

✦ i = discount rate

✦ n = number of years the project runs

✦ C = present value of project cost (outflows)

The procedure for using NPV to make an organizational investment decision is
that a project is selected for investment if and only if the NPV is positive. Com-
peting projects can be ranked in order of decreasing NPV if investment amounts
are relatively equal. Otherwise, order can be ranked according to the profitability
index (see following section).

NPV Investment Decision Example

In the previous example, the present value of the project’s projected inflows for
the first 3 years was $240,665. If the present value of the project’s cost (outflows)
is $200,000, should the project be accepted for investment? Answer: Yes, because
the NPV is positive.

When competing projects are of unequal sizes, compare them by means of a 
profitability index. The profitability index (PI) is simply another way of stating the

NPV = + + -
= - =

42 735 73 050 124 880 200 000

240 665 200 000 40 665

, , , ,

, , $ ,
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relationship between the present value of project inflows and outflows. PI is 
calculated as follows:

Using data from the previous example,

4.12.5 Internal Rate of Return

The most popular sophisticated analysis technique is the internal rate of return
(IRR). IRR is closely related to NPV. IRR is the actual rate of return that an invest-
ment in a project will bring if cash inflows and outflows are as projected. Orga-
nizations set a minimum rate of return that investment in the project must
achieve to be considered acceptable. If the IRR is greater or equal to the
minimum return rate, the proposal may be accepted. Otherwise, the investment
proposal should be rejected. To calculate IRR, solve for the value of i in the
formula for NPV that will make NPV equal zero. Solve by successive approxi-
mation, graphing, or computing the value of i. Many business calculators have
programs for computing the value of i. As an alternative, the next example solves
for i by successive approximation.

IRR Calculation Example

In the previous example, NPV = $40,665 when i = 17%. Since NPV is 
positive, select a higher value for the discount rate to lower NPV towards zero.
If i = 27%:

Since the NPV is now on the negative side, lower the discount rate to raise the
NPV toward zero. If i = 26%,

Therefore, the IRR is between 26 and 27%.

NPV = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) -
= + + - =

50 000 0 7937 100 000 0 6299 200 000 0 4999 200 000

39 685 62 990 99 980 200 000 2 655

, . , . , . ,

, , , , $ ,

NPV = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) -
= + + - = -

50 000 0 7874 100 000 0 6200 200 000 0 4882 200 000

39 370 62 000 97 640 200 000 990

, . , . , . ,

, , , , $

PI = ∏ =240 665 200 000 1 20, , .

PI = ∏Present value of project inflows Present value of project outflows
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4.12.6 Further Interest-Based Selection Issues

These interest-based selection methods (e.g., NPV and IRR) can also be adjusted
to take into account other factors such as (Gordon and Pinches, 1984):

✦ Risk: the probability of generating the expected revenues

✦ Interaction between projects: the extent to which an organization’s products
compete for the same customer dollars

✦ Unequal project lives: two proposed projects have different expected life-
cycles (e.g., 3 years versus 5 years)

✦ Capital rationing: the idea that an organization has a fixed amount of money
to invest in projects

✦ Abandonment: the point at which a project is halted

✦ Inflation: the effects of the expected inflation rate on the calculations

✦ Different discount rates: the need for higher rates for different groups of
projects

See Gordon and Pinches (1984) for a detailed discussion of these topics.
There are associations among the measures that should be noted. Cost-

benefit ratio and return factor express the same information; profitability index
extends these measures by including the time value of money. Net present value
and internal rate of return are related and provide information about different
parts of the same formula.

Analysis of Changing Project Circumstances

The following exercises illustrate the use of a sophisticated analysis technique in
a project with changing circumstances. Questions are presented and answers are
provided after each of the four parts.

Exercise, Part 1. In this exercise, we will analyze the consequences of decisions
regarding human factors work on a project and determine the overall contri-
bution of human factors to the project’s success.

A new product is under development. It will be completed in 9 months and
will be on the market by the end of year 0. There will be no human factors 
work on the project during its development. The present value of the investment
in the project for its entire lifecycle is $230,000. Projected net revenues from 
the sale of the product are expected to be $100,000, $100,000, and $100,000 
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for years 1, 2, and 3, respectively. After 3 years, the product will be 
replaced.

Question 1: What is the internal rate of return for this project without human
factors?

Answer to Part 1:
Solution: To calculate IRR, solve for i in NPV so that NPV = 0.

For these exercises, work with units of 1000 to simplify cash values, and two
decimal points of precision in the PVIF values. See the PVIF chart in Table 4.1.
In Part 1, the values are:

F1 = $100,000 or 100 units

F2 = $100,000 or 100 units

F3 = $100,000 or 100 units

C = $230,000 or 230 units

Try i = 12%, where PVIF = 0.89, 0.80, and 0.71 for years 1 through 3.

NPV is positive, so raise i to lower NPV towards zero. Try i = 15%, where PVIF =
0.87, 0.76, and 0.66 for years 1 through 3.

NPV is negative, so lower i to raise NPV towards zero. Try i = 14%, where PVIF
= 0.88, 0.77, and 0.68 for years 1 through 3.

So IRR for the 3 years of the project is between 14% and 15%.

Exercise, Part 2. Now, a business case is made for including human factors in
this project. The project manager will allocate $50,000 for usability engineering

NPV = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) -
= + + - =

100 0 88 100 0 77 100 0 68 230

88 77 68 230 3

. . .

NPV = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) -
= + + - = -

100 0 87 100 0 76 100 0 66 230

87 76 66 230 1

. . .

NPV = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) -
= + + - =

100 0 89 100 0 80 100 0 71 230

89 80 71 230 10

. . .

NPV = ( )( ) + ( )( ) + ◊ ◊ ◊ ( )( ) -F i F i F i Cn
n

1
1

2
2

1 1+ 1 1+ 1 1+
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activities over the 9-month development period. Usability activities will be
included in the project plan being developed now. The project manager would
like an overview of the resources and time schedules required for the usability
engineering work on the project.

Question 2: What usability activities would you outline for the 9-month devel-
opment period to achieve the maximum human factors benefit for the $50,000
investment in the project?

Answer to Part 2:
Solution: The human factors activities would be tailored to the specifics of

the project and would include a mix of activities to accomplish human factors
goals within the resource constraints and project time schedule. Trade-offs
regarding resources required for, and benefits to be achieved from the use of
various human factors techniques would be analyzed, and decisions would 
then be made. As already stated, specific activities chosen would depend on the
project circumstances. In general, the human factors work would include 
activities to identify user issues (e.g., benchmarking, user-requirements defini-
tion, usability objectives specification, studies of user work context) and 
iterative usability reviews, walkthroughs, and testing of representations of the
user interface (e.g., low- and high-technology prototypes or an integrated
system).

Exercise, Part 3. Based on past project data, it is expected that, by including
human factors in project development, the project can be delivered on the 
same schedule and at a present value investment cost of $250,000, including
$50,000 for human factors. Including human factors in the project is expected
to lower development, training, service, and maintenance costs so that the net
investment cost for human factors is $20,000 ($230,000 + $50,000 for human
factors - $30,000 in human factors-related project lifecycle cost reduction =
$250,000 total present value of investment cost). Projected net revenues are
expected to be $100,000, $200,000, and $100,000 for years 1, 2, and 3, 
respectively.

Question 3: What is the IRR for the project that includes usability engineer-
ing in development?

Question 4: What is the IRR on the investment in human factors on this
project?

Answers to Part 3. Question 3: What is the IRR for the project that includes
usability engineering in development?

Solution: To calculate IRR, solve for i in NPV so that NPV = 0.

NPV = ( )( ) + ( )( ) + ◊ ◊ ◊ ( )( ) -F i F i F i Cn
n

1
1

2
2

1 1+ 1 1+ 1 1+
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For this exercise, work with units of 1000 to simplify cash values and two decimal
points of precision in the PVIF values. For Question 3, the values are:

F1 = $100,000 or 100 units

F2 = $200,000 or 200 units

F3 = $100,000 or 100 units

C = $250,000 or 250 units

Try i = 25%, where PVIF = 0.80, 0.64, and 0.51 for years 1 through 3.

NPV is positive, so raise i to lower NPV towards zero. Try i = 27%, where PVIF =
0.79, 0.62, and 0.49 for years 1 through 3.

NPV is positive, so raise i to lower NPV towards zero. Try i = 28%, where PVIF =
0.78, 0.61, and 0.48 for years 1 through 3.

So IRR for the 3 years of the project is between 27% and 28%. The IRR for this
project without human factors (14–15%) might not provide a sufficient ROI,
whereas with human factors the rate of return (27–28%) would probably warrant
a decision to invest in the project.

Question 4: What is the IRR on the investment in human factors on this
project?

Solution: To calculate IRR, solve for i in NPV so that NPV = 0. For Question
4, the values related to human factors are:

F1 = $0 or 0 units

F2 = $100,000 or 100 units

F3 = $0 or 0 units

C = $20,000 or 20 units

Try i = 35%, where PVIF = 0.55 for year 2.

NPV = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) -
= + + - = -

100 0 78 200 0 61 100 0 48 250

78 122 48 250 2

. . .

NPV = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) -
= + + - =

100 0 79 200 0 62 100 0 49 250

79 124 49 250 2

. . .

NPV = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) -
= + + - =

100 0 80 200 0 64 100 0 51 250

80 128 51 250 9

. . .
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NPV is positive, so i must be greater than 35%. The answer may be considered
complete at this point since the chart ends at 35%.

If you want to know the exact value of i, solve for i so that: F2 (PVIF)2 = 20.

4.13 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As you begin to try cost-benefit analysis and business case methods:

1. Try one simple test case and then expand to more involved cases.

2. Be conservative in your analysis: Use low-end estimates of benefits and high-
end estimates of costs in business cases.

3. Update your cost-benefit data periodically and when major changes occur
in a project or new variables are uncovered (e.g., a new module will be
included that will allow for a significant boost in user productivity if it is
usable, or there will be a change in the types of users employing the 
application).

4. Use the human factors and project cost-benefit data as feedback to improve
the use of human factors resource at individual or organization-wide 
levels.

5. Report your cost-benefit and business case data to the appropriate audi-
ences, including your project champion or customer, the development team,
your management chain, the financial analysts or CFO, the process owner
or manager of the live site or deployed application, marketing, and your 
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professional conferences (as part of external publications and de-identified
as necessary).

This chapter explains cost-benefit analysis of usability engineering and encour-
ages professionals in the field to consider this matter as a part of their daily work.
Methods and guidelines for these analyses exist and have been used for a number
of years to track the cost-benefits of usability engineering in traditional applica-
tion and hardware development. These methods are now being extended to
project planning and tracking of applications for Web sites to develop more 
accurate measures of the human factors contribution to the success of these
development projects and their organizations. Usability engineering of Web
applications involves new complexity in designing with an understanding of
multi-channel access, trust, and privacy protection for customers and the iden-
tification and design for customer value on the Web in this context. Develop-
ment teams working on either internal or external Web applications as well as
other forms of software and hardware can reap many benefits for themselves,
their organizations, and the organization’s customers, clients, or constituents
through attention to usability engineering cost-benefit data and the appropriate
use of human factors resource on development projects.

4.14 A LOOK AHEAD

As I mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, the strategy for winning the
inclusion of usability in a project goes beyond the quality of the ROI argument
that can be developed for the business case. First and foremost, it depends on
the people involved. In the technological world in which we live, the heart of
business is the business relationships between people. The HCI professional
must be able to make a credible presentation to the decision maker who has
strategic vision or who is a pragmatist able to consider experimenting with new
methods to reach desired business goals. During this presentation the HCI pro-
fessional must build trust with the decision maker. The HCI professional must
also be able to tie the ROI arguments to the business goals and strategies of the
organization.

There may be conflicting strategies in play, and the decision about funding
usability work may well be determined by a higher order priority that HCI efforts
cannot address. In one case, I sat across from a “C” level executive who told me
that the logic of the ROI argument for usability was very sound and he was ready
to fund the effort except that he knew the effort would fail because of an orga-
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nizational strategy in place at that time. He was right; he had to deal with that
issue first. In another case, I spoke with a senior executive who, based on the
HCI business case presented, agreed to fund the project because of the thor-
oughness and quality of the completed analysis and because the proposed
project goal was to go beyond the current business goal for the organization and
provide a new competitive advantage in the marketplace. Our team had taken
their organizational goals one step further and this showed the organization a
whole new level of partnership that they found very valuable.

A final critical factor involves world events that are affecting the business
world. Trends regarding the global workforce, the limited free time that 
families have together, the pervasive nature of technology, the movement of the
Baby Boom generation toward retirement, the impending skills shortage, and
increasing life expectancy rates in many parts of the world are influencing orga-
nizational business strategies, and the products and services that organizations
offer.

In light of these factors, I recommend that you start by building a business
case for the HCI work for a project you want to advocate. Understand its rela-
tionship to organizational business goals and strategies and be able to explain
the impact that the HCI work will have on the project, and the impact the project
itself may have in achieving business objectives. Listen and adjust your HCI plans
and help to guide the project as you learn about new issues and requirements.
Determine whether the HCI work addresses an emerging trend that can increase
its value to the organization. Use this chapter and the rest of this book as a ref-
erence guide and a toolkit to facilitate your communication of the value of your
work. Go for it!
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Marketing Usability

Richard L. Henneman Internet Security Systems

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Justifying why what they do matters is a common activity for usability practi-
tioners. Other chapters in this book can assist in developing such rationale;
however, this chapter does not. Starting with the premise that usability matters,
this chapter provides some thoughts on how to convince others not only that it
does but also that they should exchange something of value (often money) to
get it. Here, usability practitioners learn how to market what they do.

This marketing need is common for usability engineers working across a
range of organizational contexts. “Big name” usability consultancies with large
staffs seek to attract high-end clients through sophisticated marketing strategies
based on the reputation of their principals. Lone usability contractors may
market their services by word-of-mouth based on their expertise in the usability
issues of a particular domain. Internal usability groups in corporations may adopt
a strategy of nurturing close relationships with the developers with whom they
work daily, while gaining strategic support from top management. In each of
these situations, the usability professional must put together a plan for convinc-
ing one or more people of the benefit of usability engineering. Questions that
should be answered in each of these situations include the following:

✦ Who is my customer?

✦ Who are the major stakeholders?

✦ What problem am I trying to solve for the customer?

✦ What is my proposed solution?

✦ How will this solution benefit the customer? How will it benefit other stake-
holders? How will it benefit me?
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✦ How will I promote my solution?

✦ What will my solution cost?

✦ How will I deliver the solution?

✦ Who is my competition? What are their strengths and weaknesses?

✦ What else might my client spend his or her resources on?

The extent to which a usability organization develops well-informed answers to
these questions will influence its success. This chapter presents factors to con-
sider when answering these questions. First, however, the remainder of this intro-
ductory section lays the groundwork for what follows by defining terminology,
describing a survey of usability professionals who market their services, and pro-
viding a brief introduction to the field of marketing.

5.1.1 Some Notes on Terminology

One of the characteristics of the usability field is the lack of a common under-
standing of various terms. To minimize confusion, definitions of some terms used
in this chapter follow.

✦ Usability services encompass any activities performed to improve the experi-
ence of use of an application or Web site (e.g., minimizing task performance
time and number of errors, decreasing time to learn, improving overall level
of satisfaction). These activities may include needs-finding analysis, interface
design, information architecture, expert evaluation, and user testing.

✦ Usability engineer/practitioner/professional refers to an individual who provides
usability services. These terms are used interchangeably and broadly, encom-
passing human factors engineers, information architects, and user interface
designers. Note that this list excludes individuals who may specialize in pure
graphic design or software programming.

✦ Usability group/consultant/firm/organization refers to one or more usability
professionals working to provide usability services to a customer or client.

✦ Customer or clients are the recipients of usability services performed by usabil-
ity engineers who may be part of a usability group. The customer or client
may be in the usability group’s parent organization (in the case of an inter-
nal usability group) or external to it. Note that the client is almost always
not an end user.
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Marketing usability will be considered from three organizational perspectives.
Each of these organizational situations has particular characteristics that require
different marketing approaches.

✦ An internal group (IG) exists under the umbrella of a larger company and is
typically responsible for the usability of that company’s products.

✦ A lone consultant (LC) is an independent consultant who mostly works on his
or her own for other companies.

✦ An external group (EG) is a group of consultants that provides consulting 
services to other companies. The external group might be large enough to
have a support staff responsible for administrative and marketing functions.

5.1.2 Survey of Usability Practitioners

The idea for this chapter had its genesis in my own experiences while working
over the past 15 years as a usability practitioner in organizations that typify the
three situations described previously—IG, LC, and EG. In each environment,
marketing was a significant part of my job responsibility.

To provide some validation for these marketing usability experiences, a
survey was distributed to 21 usability engineers who were involved in such efforts
around the United States. Along with background questions, respondents were
asked to describe their target market, how they promoted their services, the type
of services they provided, who their competition was, and suggestions for how
to market usability services more effectively. The goal was not to conduct a com-
prehensive survey, but instead to get a sense for whether my experiences could
be generalized.

The survey was distributed to consultants who represented a cross-section of
usability professionals in the organizational contexts described previously: IG,
LC, and EG. Of the 21 distributed, 13 were returned: 6 from IGs, 3 from LCs,
and 4 from EGs. Responses from the questionnaire are used throughout this
chapter to offer guidance relative to marketing tools and techniques other prac-
titioners have found useful. The appendix to this chapter contains all the
responses for three of the questions on the survey.

5.1.3 Marketing 101

It is not the purpose of this chapter to summarize the extensive popular and aca-
demic literature that explores the world of marketing. However, it is worthwhile
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to note a few basic concepts that provide a framework for discussing approaches
to marketing usability. Kotler, Hayes, and Bloom (2002) describe the “Seven P’s
of Marketing”—factors that define an organization’s marketing plan. The way in
which usability service organizations implicitly or explicitly address these Seven
P’s define their marketing strategy. Organizations combine these marketing tools
to obtain the results they want in their target markets. The Seven P’s include:

✦ Product: The set of services the usability organization offers to its customers.

✦ Price: The compensation the usability organization receives from the client
in exchange for its services.

✦ Promotion: Those activities that communicate the benefits of the service
with the goal of persuading the customer to purchase it.

✦ Place: The physical location where the usability organization delivers the
service.

✦ Physical evidence: The tangible clues that provide an image of the quality
of the service received, such as the design and quality of furniture in the
office, business cards, and report covers.

✦ Processes: The methods used by the usability group to deliver services.

✦ People: The individuals who comprise the usability group.

This chapter will focus on the first three Ps: Product, Price and Promotion, each
of which is especially relevant to marketing usability services. (The remaining
four, Place, Physical Evidence, Processes, and People, are important but outside
the scope of this chapter.) Implications for each of the organizational types (IG,
LC, and EG) will be presented. Where appropriate, supporting evidence from
the survey will be provided. First, however, considerations for identifying the
most appropriate target market for usability services are addressed in the next
section.

5.2 THE MARKET

The first step in developing a marketing plan is to research the internal and
external factors that may influence what an organization can and should be
doing. Many of the research techniques usability engineers already know are
appropriate here, from conducting interviews and surveys to reviewing and 
analyzing trends in the trade press, university research, and on-line data bases
(e.g., LEXIS-NEXIS).
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5.2.1 Internal Factors

One of the early important steps in developing a market plan is for the usability
consulting organization to perform a realistic assessment of its strengths and weak-
nesses. Answers to such questions are especially important in determining what
services the organization can offer. Factors to consider include the following:

✦ People: What skills do the people in the organization have? In what areas
are they truly expert? In what domains do they have experience? What is
their attitude toward their work and the organization?

✦ Client base/contacts: Who are the organization’s potential customers? In
what other organizations does the usability group have contacts? What prior
clients can be approached for more work? What is the organization’s repu-
tation? Will previous clients serve as references?

✦ Facilities: If the group has an office, where is it located? Does it have suffi-
cient space for growth? Does the group have a usability lab, or access to one?
How does the office appear to visitors? Is there suitable space to meet with
clients?

✦ Equipment: What sort of computer support does the organization have? Is
it unable to or restricted from delivering some types of service because of
limitations in the infrastructure?

✦ Finances: What is the state of the organization’s finances? What is the group’s
revenue requirement? Is the organization willing to invest now with the pos-
sibility of future gains?

Internal factors are a major determinant of what an organization can or should
do. A survey from one LC said, “Almost all of my work is doing usability testing.
Although I say I can do anything, that is what I’m good at.”

5.2.2 External Factors

In addition to internal factors, the usability organization should also have a good
understanding of the external factors that will shape the marketing plan. Kottler,
et al. (2002) identify three categories of environmental factors that will affect the
organization:

✦ The public environment includes groups that may have an impact on the
usability organization, such as clients, the usability community, the media,
and the general public. For example, increasing awareness of usability as
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reported in the general media has certainly contributed to a growth in
demand of usability services. For internal consultants, Mayhew (1999) sug-
gests several environmental factors that could be exploited to advance the
cause of usability: a high-visibility disaster, a perception of competition and
market demand, a desire to address general business goals, a need for an
objective means of resolving conflicts, a powerful internal advocate, and the
need for education.

✦ Macro forces include economic, political, or technological forces that will
affect the usability organization. For example, the bursting of the technol-
ogy “bubble” in 2000–2001 changed the market considerably for usability
consultancies. Also, legislation requiring that certain types of systems be
made accessible to people with disabilities opened the doors for a new type
of service offering from usability organizations.

✦ Competition includes other organizations that may be competing for the same
business. Factors to consider regarding competition are explored below.

To position usability services correctly in the marketplace, consultants must have
a good understanding of their competition. As the usability field matures, the
number and variety of potential competitors is increasing. Some of the com-
petitors are in the same line of work and pursue the same type of customers.
Other competitors are nontraditional in the sense that they may not have any
formal usability training, yet customers might view them as offering viable solu-
tions. Respondents to the survey listed their competitors, which included:

✦ Other consulting firms

✦ Independent usability consultants

✦ Design firms

✦ Internal usability groups

✦ Other internal groups (with no usability training)

✦ Not doing the work at all

It is valuable to evaluate each competitor’s strengths and weaknesses, especially
relative to those of the usability group. What are the backgrounds of the prin-
cipals? What services does the organization offer? What do they charge? What
are their limitations? What is their perceived competitive advantage? Various
sources exist to research competitors, including company Web sites, customers,
publications, and conferences, as well as other marketing material distributed by
the competitor.
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5.2.3 Identifying the Market

The first question usability professionals are taught to ask is, “Who is the user?”
Similarly, the first question usability professionals should ask when developing a
marketing plan is, “Who is my customer?” By understanding who the customer
is, the consultant can develop a marketing plan that matches that customer’s
needs.

The types of target market vary among IG, EG, and LC. The customers for
external groups and lone consultants can be classified along several dimensions.
Respondents to the survey mentioned the following segments they target:

✦ Geography (e.g., “the Northeast”)

✦ Industry (e.g., “the telecommunications industry,” “the government”)

✦ Technology (e.g., “companies that produce software”)

✦ Size (e.g., “medium to large corporate clients”)

Most of the respondents, however, qualified their responses by saying they do
not explicitly segment the marketplace. A typical comment was, “I’ll do anything
someone pays me to do.”

For IGs, the question of target market differs. Here, the key dimension is
organizational function. Bloomer and Croft (1997) identify several market seg-
ments that comprise the IG’s target market: senior management, potential allies,
developers, clients, and users. Another important segment is front-line manage-
ment, including product managers and engineering directors. For example,
although senior management may ultimately decide at what level the IG will be
funded, if the development team or front-line management has not bought into
having the usability group work on the project, the IG’s efforts will be ineffec-
tive (see Wilson and Rosenbaum, Chapter 8, for a related discussion). Thus, IGs
must base their decisions regarding target market on a careful reading of their
own corporate environment. Survey respondents for IGs indicated that when
they must prioritize their projects, they target high-profile, high-potential
revenue projects.

5.3 PRODUCT

The “product” is the set of services the usability group makes available to the
market. In an ideal world, the market needs and the organization capabilities
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determine the appropriate mix of services. Judging from responses to the survey,
most usability organizations offer services that can be classified as follows:

✦ Research: Includes needs-finding analysis, requirements gathering and pri-
oritizing, cognitive modeling, literature reviews, and reviews of competitive
products

✦ User interface design: Includes Web site design, traditional software user
interface design and development, graphic design, prototyping, and 
storyboards

✦ Usability evaluation: Includes expert evaluation, heuristic evaluations, and
usability testing

✦ Training: Includes short courses, tutorials, lectures, workshops, and
lunchtime seminars

✦ Strategy: Includes strategic design planning, consulting with management,
and process improvements

Survey respondents were asked to list their services and estimate the percent 
of their income derived from that service. Because they were using their own 
terminology to describe their services, I have assigned the responses to one of
the five preceding categories. Table 5.1 lists the summarized responses.

Based on these data, several observations concerning service mix can be
made. First, the IGs tend to focus more of their effort on design than the exter-
nal groups. This result is not surprising, as the IGs are more likely to be inte-
grated into product development efforts within their companies. Moreover,
because they are dedicated to one particular company, they are more likely to
have the domain expertise necessary for good design. Organizational boundaries
circumscribe the functions they can perform, however. Note, though, that the
small sample size for each group may call into question the appropriateness of
making such observations.
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Research Design Evaluation Training Strategy

IG (Internal Group) 7% 61% 33% — —
LC (Lone Consultant) 33% 40% 19% 1% 6%
EG (External Group) 10% 30% 53% 5% 2%

 



The LCs and EGs tend to have a broader range of services, encompassing
more research, training, and strategy consulting. The EGs appear to spend more
time performing evaluation activities, while the LCs have a more even distribu-
tion of time across research, design, and evaluation. This could be because, once
established, an LC becomes viewed as a “trusted adviser” who can perform a
range of tasks for the client organization.

Several of the external usability groups noted that their strategy was to “get
in the door” by offering a relatively inexpensive heuristic evaluation of an appli-
cation and then expanding this initial activity into high-valued design activities.

5.4 PRICING

One of the most difficult and important elements of marketing usability services
is deciding how much to charge the customer. If consultants charge too little
they may be overwhelmed with work. (It is also possible that charging too little
could actually decrease demand, as customers may associate higher price with
higher quality. Such a pricing approach, called premium or prestige pricing, may
also attract high-end clients who want to authenticate their success or status by
hiring a high-profile consultant.) On the other hand, if the usability organiza-
tion charges too much, it may find itself with too much free time. Of course,
either of these approaches might be valid, depending on the organization’s
goals. Pricing should be based on what the market will bear; however, under-
standing what the market will bear requires an understanding of the needs and
resources of the customer, the usability organization, and the competition. Some
factors that may influence the price point the usability organization selects are
as follows:

✦ Competition: Are there competitors for this project? What are they charg-
ing? Are they already working with the customer on another project?

✦ Consultant: Is this customer/project important to the organization’s long-
term strategy? Is the organization in great need of work? Is this work that
would improve, extend, or develop a skill set in the organization?

✦ Customer: What is the customer’s available budget for this project? Could
this work lead to other work? What are the long-term prospects for working
with this customer?

Kotler et al. (2002) identify four alternative fee-setting objectives. The first,
current profit maximization, results in the highest possible profit levels by setting
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price to maximize the difference between the consultant’s expected revenue 
and the cost of delivering the service. The second, market penetration, typically
results in the firm charging fees lower than what the competition charges. This
approach makes sense if the market is sensitive to differences in pricing or if the
consultant needs experience to attract and retain customers. In the third
approach, market skimming, the consultant seeks to make a large amount of
profit from a small number of clients by charging very high fees. This approach
makes sense when the market associates high fees with high quality or for inde-
pendent contractors who do not wish to add personnel. In the final approach,
satisfaction bases, the consultant charges just enough to cover costs, to live com-
fortably, and to enjoy a reputation for quality work at a reasonable price.

5.4.1 Pricing Models

Several valid pricing models exist for usability services. In the fixed-price model,
the consultant provides the customer with a firm price for his or her service
based upon the level of effort required or its perceived value. Unless the con-
sultant is able to create a very solid estimate or use a phased approach, this type
of pricing model can be risky. If the organization or consultant estimates low,
the effective hourly rate may drop significantly; if the organization estimates
high, the customer may be reluctant to engage the consultant in the future.
Fixed-price models often have a winner and a loser. Nevertheless, customers
often prefer fixed-priced fees because they know how much to budget.

In a time-and-materials pricing model, the consultant and the customer agree
upon an hourly rate. The consultant keeps track of his or her time spent working
on the project and then submits a bill at project milestones. Consultants often
prefer this pricing approach because it minimizes their risk. Even if unantici-
pated events or delays arise during the project, the consultant is still compen-
sated for his or her efforts.

Another pricing model that deserves mention is a performance-based model.
In this model, the consultant receives a percentage of revenue that results from
sales of the product or cost savings associated with an improved process. The
obvious benefit of this approach is that if the product is successful, the economic
gain could be substantial. If the product is not successful, the chances for
payment are slim. This model may be most appropriate when working with a
startup or a company with limited resources.

A related model is an equity-based model, in which the consultant receives an
equity-based stake in the company in exchange for services.
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These models can be combined for a client and/or combined with various
fee-setting tactics, including offering discounts for clients who purchase a large
volume of services, premiums for specialized services, or varying rates for dif-
ferent types of interaction (e.g., a lower cost for transcribing audiotapes of inter-
views, but more for actually conducting the interviews).

Both internal and external survey respondents indicate that they are pri-
marily using a time-and-materials approach, although some well-defined services
(e.g., heuristic evaluation) may be offered as a fixed-price service. Hourly rates
for the external groups ranged from $85 per hour to $250 per hour. This broad
range suggests that some very different pricing strategies are at work within this
sample of external consultants. Four of the internal usability groups do not
recover their costs when they work with product teams, while the other two work
on a time-and-materials basis. Working internally on a time-and-materials basis
holds some unique price-setting challenges. For example, sometimes the parent
organization may dictate an internal transfer price that may or may not work to
the usability group’s advantage. If the price is too high, the internal customer
could even look for an external consultant to meet its needs more economically.
One IG reported that it worked for both internal and external clients. It was
required to work at a lower rate internally than what it could get working for
external clients, significantly complicating its pricing strategy.

5.5 PROMOTION

The target market learns about what the usability consultant can do for them by
means of promotion. Promotion encompasses an organization’s marketing com-
munications—the messages sent from the consultant through any medium to
the target market. Thus, marketing communications represent a complex set of
activities that include not only advertising and sales but also such things as attract-
ing potential employees and establishing or enhancing the firm’s brand image.
All the messages an organization delivers should work together consistently. At
one level, this might mean ensuring the corporate logo is used consistently; at
another level, this might mean that the wording used in brochures, presenta-
tions, the Web site, and advertising needs to be consistent with the organization’s
marketing strategy.

Maister provides three principles that should guide the approach the usabil-
ity organization takes toward marketing promotion. The first is “the raspberry
jam rule”—the wider you spread it, the thinner it gets (Weinberg, 1985, as quoted
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in Maister, 1997). For promotion to be effective, it should be targeted and not
spread widely. It makes a lot more sense to spend time and money promoting
services to a small number of likely prospects than to a large number of unlikely
prospects.

The second principle is that marketing works better when it demonstrates
than when it asserts. A usability organization that shows prospects what they can
do is much more effective than an organization that simply tells prospects what
they can do, as in brochures, direct mail, or cold calls. Five of the six IGs that
responded to the survey said that one of their most effective approaches to cre-
ating interest in their services is to conduct a usability test and invite potential
internal customers to observe. This approach has some inherent risk, in that if
the product does well in the test, the customer may decide that the consultant’s
services are not needed.

The third principle says that “in-person” promotional tactics should be given
preference over the written word. As Maister (1997) points out, the concept of
mass marketing is foreign to professional services, in which clients are acquired
one at a time based on a highly personal dialogue between the provider and the
client. The goal is to get clients talking about their problems. The sooner this
can occur, the better.

5.5.1 Promotional Tactics

Survey respondents identified six promotional tactics upon which they depend
to develop business. Looking first at the external consultants, the following
tactics are listed in order of frequency mentioned: repeat business, word of
mouth, tutorials, industry event speeches, publishing, and public relations (e.g.,
getting quoted in the media as an “expert” source).

The least expensive business to acquire is repeat business, although some-
times significant effort must be spent maintaining the relationship with the
client. Word of mouth is also inexpensive and desirable; the problem with it,
however, is that in times of economic instability, this tactic is really outside the
consultant’s control.

Maister (1997) mentions the remaining four (tutorials, speeches, publish-
ing, and public relations) in his list of marketing tactics. Based on his experi-
ence in advising professional services firms, Maister lists these tactics in order of
descending effectiveness.

✦ Seminars (small-scale)

✦ Speeches at client industry meetings
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✦ Articles in client-oriented (trade) press

✦ Proprietary research (self-funded)

✦ Community/civic activities

✦ Networking with potential referral sources

✦ Newsletters

✦ Publicity

✦ Brochures

✦ Seminars (ballroom scale)

✦ Direct mail

✦ Cold calls

✦ Sponsorship of cultural/sports events

✦ Advertising

✦ Video brochures

Maister argues that the tactics near the top of the list adhere to his principles,
while the ones toward the bottom do not. Unfortunately, the ones toward the
bottom often tend to be the easiest ones to produce.

5.5.2 The Internet

The Internet has developed into an essential tool for promoting usability ser-
vices (although it probably would not appear toward the top of the Maister’s list).
At the very least, customers expect that a company will have a Web site on which
basic information about it can be found, such as a description of services, a list
and/or biographies of the principles, contact information, a list of clients, and
some work samples. Some Web sites also provide a secure area to support client-
consultant interaction. Intended or not, customers will look at the organization’s
Web site as an example of the group’s work. Because customers will probably be
unable to distinguish between the quality of the information design, the graphic
design, and the implementation, it is essential that the group’s Web site reflect
principles of good user interface design.

An important consideration is a customer’s ability to find the organization’s
Web site. Even if the site is an accurate reflection of the organization’s capabil-
ities, it will be ineffective if potential customers are unable to locate it. Strate-
gies for ensuring that customers can find the site include the following:
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✦ Select a memorable URL.

✦ Include the URL on all communications from the organization.

✦ Work with other organizations to place a link to the site on their sites and
vice versa.

✦ Ensure the site is ranked highly by search engines.

To ensure that users visit a usability group’s site often, provide meaningful
content that is updated on a regular basis. A good example of a site that does is
this Jakob Nielsen’s site, www.useit.com. On this site, Nielsen provides access to
a biweekly column, “Alertbox,” which should be of interest to the site’s audience
(presumably other usability professionals and potential clients). Columns from
1995 to the current issue are archived and searchable for free. Moreover, the
design of the site supports many of the principles articulated by Nielsen within
the site’s content. Thus, not only are users encouraged to return to the site
(helped further by the meaningful URL, www.useit.com) but the site reminds
the user of Nielsen’s expertise.

Other sites that illustrate many of these same principles include Creative
Good (www.creativegood.com) and Human Factors International (www.human
factors.com). In both of these cases, not only is original content updated on a
regular basis but old content is archived for future use, thereby drawing cus-
tomers to the site on a regular basis.

5.5.3 Internal Promotion

IGs require a different approach to promotion. An important factor that will
affect the choice of promotion type is how the internal group must account for
its expenses. If the internal consultants are responsible for recovering their costs
via a budget transfer from the product groups, the promotion could be similar
to that required by an external consultant. If the internal consultant’s expenses
do not have to be recovered, a different promotion approach is necessary.

Approaches to promoting usability within organizations have been well 
documented. Chapters in this book provide several perspectives on techniques
for internal marketing efforts, such as Chapter 8 by Wilson and Rosenbaum.
Wiklund (1994) contains several chapters describing approaches to promoting
usability within a company. Kuniavsky (2003), Norman (1998), and Cooper
(1999) describe some of the organizational hurdles facing human-centered
development. Finally, in a chapter in the first edition of this book, Mayhew and
Bias (1994), provide eight “success factors” that could be applied to both inter-
nal and external promotions:
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✦ Establish credibility.

✦ Communicate effectively.

✦ Get “buy-in.”

✦ Be an engineer, not an artist.

✦ Produce well-defined work products.

✦ Manage expectations.

✦ Clarify value added.

✦ Conduct usability tests whenever possible.

As Siegel (2003) points out, effective promotion of usability requires a good
understanding of the context in which key decision-makers are operating.
Although a rational cost-benefit analysis may clearly indicate why it would make
sense to invest in usability, a number of other factors may influence the decision,
such as a real outlay of money now versus hypothetical future savings, an inter-
nal reward structure that values current over future performance, and difficulty
in attributing product performance to actual usability changes. Siegel goes on
to identify several specific concepts that can make usability promotion more
effective, including taking a conservative approach to analyzing the cost-benefit
tradeoff, addressing hard-to-measure impacts of usability that are not captured
in the cost-benefit analysis, and tailoring the promotion to the specific concerns
of the decision-maker.

5.6 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has considered the activity of marketing usability services from
several perspectives, including that of the IG, LC, and EG. Each of these groups
has characteristics that call for differing marketing approaches. Successful 
marketing requires the usability organization initially to identify its target
market(s) based on an assessment of its own strengths and weaknesses, the needs
of the marketplace, and its competition. In response to this assessment, the
usability organization can develop a marketing strategy comprised of the services
it offers (product), the amount it charges (price), and the tactics it uses to com-
municate with its target market (promotion), among other factors. A usability
organization will be more or less successful depending on the decisions it makes
about its marketing strategy.

This approach should, of course, be applied to any organization that markets
its professional services. However, usability engineers face a different set of 
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challenges than those faced by many other professional service organizations,
such as lawyers, doctors, or accountants. The market for those types of profes-
sional service already has an appreciation for the way in which the service can
help meet one or more of its needs. Attorneys apply their knowledge of the law
to solve legal problems. Physicians apply their knowledge of the human body to
cure disease or alleviate pain. Accountants apply their knowledge of the tax code
to prepare tax filings. In each case, the marketplace already has a good under-
standing of what its needs are. In the case of usability professionals, however, the
target market may not realize it has a problem. For example, one of the respon-
dents to the survey wrote: “Systems are developed without usability profession-
als all the time that work well. Users often blame themselves, not the design of
the product, and succeed by working a little harder. People learn to use the dif-
ficult systems, and the products are considered ‘successful.’ Showing the incre-
mental value becomes challenging; changing something already fielded becomes
harder to justify.” Thus, usability professionals marketing their services not only
have to convince potential customers that they can meet a need, but they also
have to demonstrate that a need exists. These characteristics of marketing usabil-
ity services make the activity particularly challenging. Cost-benefit arguments
need to be made not only to customers who must decide whether or not to invest
current resources to reap potential future usability-related benefits, but also
within the usability organization itself as it evaluates the merits of alternative mar-
keting strategies.
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APPENDIX: SURVEY QUOTES

Survey participants were asked several open-ended questions regarding their
experience in and recommendations for marketing usability. Many of these com-
ments have been integrated into the chapter, but for the sake of completeness,
all are included here. References to specific companies have been removed.

Do You Have Any Advice for Someone Interested in
Marketing Usability Services?

Internal Groups

The biggest challenge is straddling the line between adding value and just
delaying shipment of the product to make it perfect.

This needs to be a dedicated effort, not something that gets done when there
is a lull.

Start to do heuristic evaluations for free, or without being requested to do
so. That was one of the best ways for our small group to get exposure. Ini-
tiate guerrilla usability tactics within the building. We built our own pro-
totypes and asked the admins in our building to take 5 minutes to evaluate
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them. They were happy to help, and we could take anecdotal evidence
back to project teams.

Once usability lab testing becomes available, invite anyone and everyone to
attend sessions. Sometimes our observation rooms are crowded, but all of
the groups that we work with love to observe and are anxious to continue
with research.

Educate upper management and key executives on the value of usability and
get their buy-in!

Lone Consultants

Get involved in local and national events focused on your area of consulta-
tion. This supports networking among professionals in highly related
fields. If you’re a “smaller” consultant, also get involved in local commu-
nity activities where others can learn of your expertise.

No. Do not consider myself to have any real marketing skill—have been lucky
to have established a market and a reputation long before there was any
competition to speak of.

Provide easy-to-understand, cost-benefit analyses in your area of consultation.

Create a top-notch Web site. Many companies, especially larger ones, now
want to see a Web site; it seems to indicate you’re a serious professional.
A Web site is also useful in general for describing your skills and what you
can accomplish for a client.

Provide training courses. Training courses are a great way to make contact
with people who may become clients when they realize the usability work
is more difficult than they thought it would be.

Network with other usability professionals. Team up. Share information and
leads.

External Groups

The job is tedious, exhausting, and unending. Be patient.

Be prepared to do a lot of education regarding benefits, particularly busi-
ness related benefits.

Yes—please hurry. Actually, I STILL believe (with perhaps no supporting
data) that the way to do it is with cost-benefit data.
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What Do You Think Are the Biggest Challenges with
Respect to Marketing Usability Services?

Internal Groups

Find out what the company culture values and then add value (perceived or
actual) through your services. Areas in which usability can add value can
include reduced time to ship, reductions in the number of quality issues
and less tech calls.

Many of our projects start with doing splash screen graphics. In doing the
graphics, we point out to the Engineers or PMs how their product can be
even better if they made specific recommended changes. The changes
should be small enough to make a difference but never large enough to
greatly impact the shipping schedule. As the relationship develops, the
Engineers will involve you more and more up front in the specification of
the products.

Knowing the technical aspects of how devices and software works helps a lot
as well. If you know the details of how to implement your suggestions, you
can easily determine the feasibility of the changes before you suggest
them, thereby avoiding making unreasonable changes that will just alien-
ate you from the engineers and PMs.

Keeping up with the organizational changes that keep happening.

Being able to justify the benefits without sounding self-serving.

Getting to the right people in an organization is probably a challenge.
People more often look for designers and producers than usability testers.
They assume testing is testing is testing and don’t differentiate usability
testing from other forms.

You often don’t have a comparison to use; organizations don’t often have
baseline data upon which to show improvements. Compounding this, it is
impractical to have two identical developments, one with usability services
and one without.

Systems are developed without usability professionals all the time that work
well. Users often blame themselves, not the design of the product, and
succeed by working a little harder. People learn to use the difficult systems
and the products are considered “successful.” Showing the incremental
value becomes challenging; changing something already fielded becomes
harder to justify.
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Determining where a usability team should fit within the organization. I am
not convinced we are in the right organization.

Lone Consultants

Helping the huge untapped market to realize they need usability. I virtually
always work for people who have already figured out they need usability
and are just choosing the best consultant. There is a huge untapped
market out there of organizations who need us but don’t know it. I would
love to know how to wake them up and have them join the market!

Convincing potential clients that usability is important relative to all of the
other issues they’re confronting.

Finding potential clients.

All of the time and effort that can be required for talking with potential
clients, preparing proposals, even doing preliminary work—time and
effort that often does NOT result in paid work. Determining when to do
the unpaid prep work and when not to do it is a major judgment call. I’ve
learned a lot of interesting content by preparing for projects that never
came through!

Identifying the right people to target at a potential client.

Getting repeat business.

Staying current with new technologies.

External Groups

Clients don’t consider usability a key factor. They don’t understand usabil-
ity. Other things are creeping in, like branding, usefulness, appeal that
water down usability’s impact.

Everyone and his/her dog—and ESPECIALLY every software developer and
his/her perhaps software-developer dog—thinks that because he/she is a
user, his/her intuitions about what is and is not usable might have some
FREAKIN’ value. Alas, they are wrong.

What Do You Think Are the Biggest Opportunities with
Respect to Marketing Usability Services?

Internal Groups

Defining very tangible ways in which usability professionals can add value to
the development cycle.
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Potential for growth if handled well.

The majority of 3rd party vendors we have worked with have not had their
own usability experts. We have found many of these vendors to be very
open to receiving our feedback, and many have incorporated it into their
products.

Probably going after people like me who supplement their internal organi-
zations with consultants.

Lone Consultants

Convincing potential clients that usability is important relative to all of the
other issues they’re confronting—demonstrating the benefits relative to
the cost.

Moving usability from being a niche market to something in mainstream
development.

Not having to justify your existence.

External Groups

Usability for mobile device products and services.

The state of the (usability) art is SO modest and behind the times, that 
any purse-holder who gets it, who invests just a little dang money in 
systematic, professional, user-centered design, is likely to beat his/her
competitors.
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Valuing Usability for Startups

David Crow Brant Street Industries

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Could user-centered design have saved us from the dot-com crash? Probably not.
The dot-com crash resulted from a complex relationship of many contributing
factors. Poor customer experiences contributed to the eventual decline of many
dot-com companies, but they were not the sole reason. Many of the dot-com com-
panies had the perfect solution to a problem that did not exist or for a market
where no customers existed. The abundance of venture capital, the rush to bring
products to market, and the focus on building wealth—these were bad situations
that allowed startups to spend and grow rather than to “learn to execute prop-
erly, listen to their customers and build their businesses” (Perkins and Perkins,
2001, p. 83). The usability of many products and services provided by dot-com
firms could be questioned, but it was only one of the factors that contributed to
the eventual downfall of so many. Building a business that can operate profitably
is the goal for any successful venture; it lessens or eliminates the need for further
use of investment cash (Gurley, 2003). To do this, startups need to build prod-
ucts and services that their customers will buy and use. The quantity of purchase
orders for the products eventually determines whether the company will be suc-
cessful (Bell, 1991). Donoghue (2002) posits that the ultimate success measures
for the user experience will be financial. For many startups these financial mea-
sures may be irrelevant early in their corporate development. Startups and
investors focus on different corporate and product development metrics during
the different stages of startup. By understanding these metrics, we can under-
stand both where user-centered design fits and the value it brings at each stage
of startup development.

The Web has made the user experience one of the critical success factors
for new ventures. As user experience professionals, we need to understand the
business value and impact of our work (see Chapter 22). By analyzing the orga-
nizational values of the entrepreneurial and venture-capital communities we can
begin to understand why usability was not perceived as being important during
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startup development. The Bell-Mason Diagnostic provides a tool for user-
centered design professionals to understand the competing priorities for start-
ups during each stage of development. In addition, user-centered methods
provide entrepreneurs and venture capitalists with a tool to better understand
their customers and their customers’ behavior. The combination of these
approaches can help venture capitalists manage risk and entrepreneurs build
more successful startups.

6.2 NOTES ON DATA ABOUT STARTUPS

Gathering data about the role of usability at a startup is extremely difficult. Much
of the data used comes from companies that have gone public. This is because
companies are required to disclose corporate information when they file with
the Securities and Exchange Commission for public sale of stock. Most startups
are not public companies; they are private enterprises with no legal requirements
to share or disclose business practices or financial information. Unsuccessful
startups tend to evaporate; the employees and investors do not want to discuss
their failures. Even less incentive exists for successful startups to discuss their
investment or product development practices. A significant risk for successful
startups is that they may disclose a design practice, business decision, or tech-
nology that may reduce their success in the market by giving corporate secrets
to potential competitors. Much of the analysis is based upon my personal expe-
rience working with software startups from 1999 to 2001.

6.3 RESISTANCE TO USABILITY IN STARTUPS

Even with overwhelming evidence that user-centered design practices can help
a company develop more successful products (Mauro, 2002), the adoption of
usability practices in many startups has been difficult. The importance and value
of the customer experience have not been lost on startups; many startups
invested heavily in the user experience and the design of their software and sites
(Mauro, 2002). However, many Internet startups spent more than 300 times as
much money on advertising as they spent on usability (Nielsen, 1999). The focus
was on unique, interesting, and compelling visual design to bring new visitors to
their sites with very little effort to convert these visitors to customers. Online
retailers and content providers measured success in terms of bringing users to
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their sites; this was measured through page-views and unique Web server hits
(Trueman et al., 2000). Advertising was used to keep a steady stream of “eyeballs”
(Stone, 2000) coming to Web sites. Bell (2003) discussed the fundamental
reasons for the failure of dot-coms including the following:

✦ The myth of advertising—although the “first-mover” advantage is important
in many markets, too many dot-coms put undue faith in the belief that adver-
tising would get them market share quickly

✦ Inappropriate business models

✦ Selling at a loss

Many early startups had a business model in which time-to-market and a focus
on increasing valuation shifted the focus away from the traditional product devel-
opment, market identification, and customer sales efforts. The concentration on
these different values reduced the emphasis on profitability and why customers
buy.

6.4 DIFFERENT VALUES DURING THE INTERNET BUBBLE

The Internet Bubble years of 1994 to 2000 were a unique period. The intersec-
tion of unprecedented amounts of investment capital and an explosion of new
Internet-related business ideas fostered a large number of entrepreneurs and
venture capitalists, who were not focused on building companies and products
that would last. “Built to flip” was a model that many startups followed: no need
to build a company of enduring value, just pull together a good story to imple-
ment a rough draft of an idea and, bingo, instant wealth occurred (Collins,
2000). The built-to-flip model changed the focus of new ventures from the iden-
tification of a product or technology, the evaluation of a market and competi-
tion, and the plan to execute, to a “gold rush” to create immediate wealth, which
outstripped the need to build lasting value through products and companies
(Table 6.1).

The race to create new companies and new products and to bring new ideas
to market was referred to as “Net Speed.” Collins (2000) summarizes the concept
as “Develop a good idea, raise venture capital, grow rapidly, and then go public
or sell out.” The pressure to do it fast outweighed the need to build lasting value.
The boom years were a time when companies would rush to market to take
advantage of the market opportunity for an exit event (an acquisition or initial
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public offering [IPO]). The market created more personal wealth for the
founders and investors rather than a profitable business or a sustainable organ-
ization (Table 6.2).

The focus for many entrepreneurs during the dot-com boom years then
became building companies that could be “flipped” quickly to many investors,
thus building value and wealth for the initial investors rather than building
lasting products or services. In 1999, 117 IPOs doubled in value on their first
day (Ritter, 2002) compared with only 34 IPOs doubling on their first day during
the prior 24 years combined. Creating a company and quickly moving it to an
IPO was a way to generate personal wealth for founders; for instance, after the
Netscape IPO, James Clark (formerly of Netscape) had a personal net worth that
was estimated to be $550 million. (Steinert-Threlkeld, 1995; Lewis, 1999). 
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Table 6.1 Ten Largest First Day Stock Price Increases 1973 to 2002

Opening Day Percentage
Company Date of IPO Increase in Price

1 VA Linux Dec. 9, 1999 697.5%
2 Globe.com Nov. 13, 1998 606.0%
3 Foundry Networks Sept. 28, 1999 525.0%
4 Webmethods Feb. 11, 2000 507.5%
5 Free Markets Dec. 10, 1999 483.3%
6 Cobalt Networks Nov. 05, 1999 482.0%
7 MarketWatch.com Jan. 15, 1999 474.0%
8 Akamai Technologies Oct. 29, 1999 458.0%
9 Cacheflow Nov. 19, 1999 426.5%

10 Sycamore Networks Oct. 22, 1999 386.0%

From Ritter, 2002.

Table 6.2 IPO Data 1997 to 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000

Number of deals 390 247 286 406
Total proceeds (billions) $52 $45 $93 $97
Average deal size (millions) $133 $181 $191 $240

From Renaissance Capital, 2000.

 



Development of a company with the potential to quickly generate a large return
on investment for the founders and venture capitalists became increasingly
important. The markets are extremely efficient at identifying participants that
do not produce real results (Collins, 2000).

6.5 TIME-TO-MARKET AND THE “FIRST-MOVER” ADVANTAGE

During the dot-com boom being first mattered. Being first was perceived as
having a significant advantage. Many entrepreneurs raced their ideas and prod-
ucts to market with the goal of being the “first-mover”—the company that enters
a particular market segment before any competitors. Being the first-mover 
in a marketplace provided companies advantages including the following
(Lieberman, 2002):

✦ Proprietary technology—The development of superior technology provides
a temporary advantage to a firm by keeping it ahead of competitors;
however, in the absence of patents the ability to sustain this advantage for
an extended period of time is questionable.

✦ Preemption of scarce resources—Early entrants into a market are able to
preempt superior physical assets, a better domain name, and positions in
the customer perceptual space. This includes the ability to build brand
recognition and name recognition in their market space.

✦ Customer switching costs—Early entrants enjoy greater opportunities to
capture customers through switching costs. For software products that
require a large initial investment by the buyer (e.g., enterprise resource plan-
ning systems) switching costs arise from the fixed-cost nature of the initial
investment and incentives to maintain compatibility over time.

✦ Network effects—Network effects arise when the value of a product or
service to a given user increases with the number of other users. The first
entrant into the market has the opportunity to exploit the network effect;
for example, the successful coordination of buyers and sellers has allowed
eBay to become the dominant Internet auction site.

If it were only as simple as being first! Later entrants are able to leverage the
first-mover’s investments and may benefit by waiting until key technological and
market uncertainties have been resolved. Lieberman (2002) concludes that
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there are significant first-mover advantages for “pioneers in environments with
network effects, and firms with key patents.” Even for firms with these key attrib-
utes, on the Internet the effect of the first-mover advantage was not as great as
many entrepreneurs and investors expected.

Weiss (2000) provides historical information that market pioneers fail—47%
of companies that are first to market fail. Only 11% maintain a market leader
position several years later. First-movers have to educate the market. It can be
extremely difficult for first-movers with a new technology offering; customers
often do not understand revolutionary concepts. Although many of the prod-
ucts and services developed during the dot-com boom were not difficult for cus-
tomers to understand, it did take time for customers to develop the trust and
confidence in the novel services and products. It was important for early entrants
in the Internet market to invest heavily in advertising to develop brand recog-
nition and to develop customer trust (Leiberman, 2002). Although successful
companies such as Amazon and eBay invested heavily to build brand recogni-
tion and customer trust, spending heavily on advertising did not guarantee brand
recognition, trust, or corporate success. Online retailers Pets.com and eToys
were very well-recognized online brands that failed to leverage their first-mover
advantages (Lorek, 2002).

Webvan invested more than $1.2 billion in building warehouses in 26 cities
to enable customers to buy groceries online (Reingold, 2004). For Webvan, the
problem wasn’t that customers didn’t want to buy groceries online, it was just
that the cost of the technical infrastructure was too great and the time necessary
to change customer behavior was too long. Webvan could not generate enough
revenue to overcome the rate at which it was spending money.

6.6 FOCUS ON VALUATION—WHAT’S A STARTUP WORTH?

Determining the value of a startup company is more complex than determining
the valuation of an established business (Levine, 2001). Generally accepted busi-
ness valuation approaches often leave investors with little insight or meaningful
information about the value of a startup. Most startups, such as the dot-com com-
panies, have limited operating histories, have never generated a profit, and
project significant growth. This combination of characteristics makes it difficult
for investors to establish the fair-market value (valuation) of the company. The
difficulty in assessing the valuation of the dot-com startups coupled with an abun-
dance of capital to be invested allowed companies to create a false sense of
importance and value. Built-to-flip companies changed their customer focus
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from the end-users of the products and services to the venture capitalists and
“new-economy” journalists. Venture capitalists are early adopters and visionaries
(Winblad and Roizen, 2004). They are looking for technologies that provide
companies with an advantage against competitors.

Moore (1999) offered the idea that the core goal of a new product or service
is a business goal, not a technology goal, and it involves taking a quantum leap
forward in how business is conducted in an industry or by customers. Visionar-
ies are not looking for an improvement; they are looking for a fundamental
breakthrough. A key quality of visionaries is that they are in a hurry. Does this
sound familiar? We’re back to a self-fulfilling cycle of looking for a breakthrough.
The breakthrough turned out to be built to flip—it was a new business model
that focused on being first, and increasing valuations at each funding round that
was the revolutionary idea. For startups to grow and become successful they need
to deliver products and services that are valuable to their customers and provide
a concrete return on investment for their customers and investors. With start-
ups treating venture capitalists and journalists as customers, the easiest way to
provide a return on investment during the dot-com boom years was to look for
an exit strategy that increased value for existing shareholders and investors.

Venture capitalists are looking for technologies—technologies that provide
companies with an advantage, technology that is defensible (needs expertise to
replicate and can be patented), and technology that affords differentiation in
the marketplace and provides a possible exit strategy (Winblad and Roizen,
2004). After the Bubble burst, the potential customers and market segments for
most startups changed from the innovators and early adopters to the early major-
ity (Mayfield, 2002). This is the “chasm” (Fig. 6.1) described by Moore (1999),
where organizations have to move from marketing and selling to the mass
market—the pragmatists. The change in the market segment of potential cus-
tomers for startups decreased the tolerance for technology risk, investment, and
strategic advantage for customers. It changed the metrics and values that cor-
porations used to evaluate potential technology purchases (investments).
However, you can’t sell a technology to customers; customers buy solutions (or
maybe products). If no one understands the technology, that’s good; if no one
understands the application, that’s bad.

6.7 SUCCESSFUL STARTUPS VALUE THE USER EXPERIENCE

Usability offers startups a sustainable competitive advantage. Successful firms
such as Amazon have understood that the user experience is a core value for
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their organization (Hurst, 2002b). At Amazon, the importance of the customer
experience was championed at the highest levels—Jeff Bezos, founder and CEO,
has promoted the importance of understanding and improving the customer
experience. At Amazon.com everything starts with the customer, says Bezos, “we
want to start with a customer problem and then invent to a solution. That’s how
we approach everything we do” (BusinessWeek, 2004). Google has built one of the
most successful brands and business models on the Internet. Google opened in
September 1998 with an initial investment of almost $1 million (Google Inc.,
n.d.) and has risen to be the leading search provider on the Internet with an
estimated market valuation of approximately $23 billion (Google Inc., 2004;
Joyce and Shread, 2004). Drummond (as cited in Hornik, 2003) points to four
key factors for Google’s success: technology, business model innovation, brand,
and focus on the user experience. The focus on user experience has allowed
Google to prioritize product decisions. The user experience is directly tied to
the technology and the business model. By providing better search results and
more targeted ads, Google is able to keep users returning, which in turn gen-
erates revenue from targeted advertising. Google provides an uncluttered user
experience that allows a user to get “what you want, when you want it” (Hurst,
2002a). “The flashy Web designs that were the hallmark of nose-ring New York
firms such as Razorfish are now seen as slow and confusing; Yahoo!’s credo of
fast, functional and boring has won the day” (The Economist, Dec. 7, 2000). By
providing a focused search and directory user experience, Yahoo was able to
usurp customers and marketing dollars from the leading search technology
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vendor, AltaVista (Forbes, 2001). By providing the information users need to
complete their tasks firms such as Amazon and Google have been able to lever-
age their focus on the user experience to business success.

6.8 WHAT USABILITY OFFERS STARTUPS

“Getting it right before getting it out there matters more” (Anderson and 
Braiterman, 2001). An emphasis on usability can help reduce the importance of
increasing valuation by changing the focus from funding and technology defen-
sibility to customer needs and solution value. The product development lifecycle
for startups forces executive activities to be focused on getting funding. The sales
and marketing costs are front loaded; that is, you have to pay for them first to
get benefit later. Execution and hiring are predicated on business plan hypothe-
ses of customer acquisition and revenue goals. A heavy spending hit occurs if
the product launch is wrong. You don’t know whether you are wrong until you
are out of money (Blank, 2004). A systematic approach for identifying the
product and market for a startup with the greatest likelihood of creating growth
is needed (Anthony et al., 2004). By observing customer behavior and tasks,
usability methods can be used to identify the important jobs that customers are
seeking to get done but can’t adequately address with current products or solu-
tions. User-centered design methods can help entrepreneurs identify well-
defined customer problems and limit the product complexity to only essential
features (as defined by the customer). Technological innovation and defensibil-
ity as a sustainable competitive advantage will continue to be a driving factor in
venture investing (Winblad and Roizen, 2004). However, it is difficult to sell a
technology to a customer. Customers are looking for solutions to problems and
a short-term return-on-investment (ROI). Usability methods and early customer
involvement will help startups provide value to customers and to investors. User-
centered methods can be used to systematically identify customer-oriented, high-
potential opportunities. Then a preliminary business case can be built.

6.9 A TOOL FOR UNDERSTANDING AND 
EVALUATING STARTUPS

Gordon Bell stated, “You don’t have to understand the technology to ask 
the right business questions” (Bell, 2000). The Bell-Mason Diagnostic was 
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developed as a method for understanding new ventures. It provides a common
set of ground rules and checklists for analysis and diagnosis of startups and an
implied prescription for entrepreneurs, engineers, marketers, the financial com-
munity, and the general business community to evaluate startups. It is an alter-
native to business cases and tries to encapsulate venture capital wisdom to
improve the startup process (Bell, 2003/2004). The ultimate goal is to ensure
that an entrepreneurial venture is started up and run with a very high (greater
than 50%) likelihood of success. And it works. According to data from Nanyang
Management Pty Ltd. in Australia, companies that scored an average of 75 on
each of the 12 Bell-Mason Diagnostic measures had a business success rate of
95% (Bell, 2000).

The Bell-Mason Diagnostic assesses the health of a startup at four critical
stages of organizational development (which are closely related to similar stages
in the product development cycle) (Bell, 2003/2004). Customer input and user-
centric methods are extremely valuable in reducing the risk of product and cor-
porate failure (Franke and Schreier, 2002; MacCormack, 2001). Using a tool 
like the Bell-Mason Diagnostic can help user-centered design professionals
understand the key business drivers throughout a startup’s development. The
Bell-Mason Diagnostic is a systematic, rules-based approach to assessing the
health and viability of a company in its early stage based on a development model
for measuring risk, predicting the course, tracking progress, and improving the
success of high-technology, high-growth, early-stage ventures (Bell, 1991). The
startup is compared to the Diagnostic’s ideal company using a set of rules that
are applied by asking a series of questions at each stage of growth. The Diag-
nostic was developed on the basis of Bell and Mason’s experience with hundreds
of early-stage ventures (Bell, 2003/2004).

Despite the variety and difference between startups, all healthy startups in
the information technology field must pass through four predictable, measur-
able, sequential growth stages on their way to a fifth stage known as steady state—
a mature but still growing stage at which companies are considered to be stable,
sustainable organizations. The four stages are Stage 1, Concept; Stage 2, Seed;
Stage 3, Product Development; and Stage 4, Market Development. These four
stages correspond to key product, market, and corporate development mile-
stones that are intentionally distinct from a definition based on the infusion of
capital (i.e., rounds of funding) (Fig. 6.2). During each stage a startup is ana-
lyzed using a set of rules and heuristics divided along 12 dimensions. The 12
dimensions are designed to cover every aspect of a startup’s operations includ-
ing input (people, cash, financeability, and technology), output (product 
and service and the ability to produce and deliver products), balance sheets, 
the organization and the people who run the company, and the processes 
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(Table 6.3). The heuristics applied are specific and measurable (Bell, 2003). The
diagnosis is carried out by answering questions that come from the heuristics or
rules that define an ideal company.

At each stage of start-up development for a company, the Bell-Mason Diag-
nostic can be used by user-centered design professionals to determine and assess
the health of and answer critical questions about a startup. Other research
(Nielsen, 1993; Hix and Hartson, 1993) has shown which usability methods can
provide value during each of the different stages of product development. The
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Table 6.3 The 12 Dimensions of the Bell-Mason Diagnostic

Technology/Product Marketing/Sales People Finance/Control

Technology/ Business plan and CEO Cash
engineering vision

Product/Service Marketing Team Financeability
Manufacturing/ Sales and product Board of directors Operational control

product delivery support

From Bell, 1991, p. 264.  



most important factor is that a startup needs to create profitable products. By
understanding the stage a startup is currently in, we can begin to understand
the values and appropriate measure to be applied.

Stage 1: Concept—The concept stage is the company’s starting point. During
the concept stage, startups usually have a small number of founders who want
to develop an idea they have for converting some technology into a product
(Bell, 1991). Some of the questions asked as part of the Bell-Mason Diagnostic
include “Has the company translated its technology uniqueness into a relatively
concrete product concept (what) that is also self-sustaining (i.e., that provides
for the evolution of future generations of the product)?” and “Does the startup
have an initial outline of channel-of-distribution alternatives, their typical
requirements (e.g., sales cycles, cost of sale, and a first model of sale)?” (Bell,
1991). User-centered design methods offer entrepreneurs a reliable method for
identifying customers and their specific needs that can be addressed by a new
product. The key to identifying potential markets and start-up opportunities is
never to compete against the customer manifest priorities, but instead to facili-
tate them (Silverthorne, 2003). Many organizations can continue to develop and
refine their products through costly and time-consuming iterations or versions
until the company delivers value to customers instead of a product to market
(Drucker, 2001). The risk for startups is that they will run out of funds before
they can deliver a successful product. Instead of designing products and services
that dictate consumers’ behavior, let the tasks people are trying to get done
inform the design (Christensen et al., 2003).

Stage 2: Seed—The purpose of the seed stage is to ensure that any critical
technology is under control so that Stage 3 (product development) can be
planned and scheduled. Stage 2 is where an initial product definition is created
so that the market can be assessed (Bell, 1991). Questions asked during the seed
stage include “Does a product definition or functional specification exist for the
product being designed?” and “Have sets of customers and their applications
been identified for use during the product development stage?” Faulty market
segmentation can help to explain the stunningly high rate of failure of new-
product development. Cooper (as cited in Franke and Schreier, 2002) argues
that the majority of products do not even make it to market, and those that do
face a failure rate of up to 90%. Most companies define markets in terms of
product categories and demographics (Christensen et al., 2003). This results in
products that are removed from customers’ needs and expectations and
increases the risk of the product failing (i.e., customers not purchasing the
product).

Stage 3: Product Development—The goals of the product development stage are
to hire the staff, specify and plan the product, and design and produce an actual
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working product (Bell, 1991). The keys are knowing that there is a true need for
a product and service and being able to respond to competitive pressures in the
marketplace. Some of the questions asked as part of the Bell-Mason Diagnostic
include “Can it be converted into a product that customers buy—or is it just a
feature?” and “Have the real customers been identified for the product?” (Bell,
2003/2004). Usability techniques and tools provide startups with the ability to
better understand their customers and the features that matter to customers.
There is a strong relationship between the success of software companies and
customer involvement in the development process. Unsuccessful companies
often had inefficient product development teams, who built features that 
were important to developers and executives, not the features that were 
identified by customers and user input. In a study of 29 projects from 17 com-
panies, MacCormack (2001) found that successful products and projects
involved building an initial low-functionality version of the product to get it into
customers’ hands at the earliest possible stage and using customer feedback and
an iterative approach to add and refine functionality. Smagalla (2004) cited
research that analyzed the financial results of 304 publicly held software com-
panies from 1990 through 1998. He concluded that successful companies
obtained customer feedback early and only invested in features that customers
needed.

Stage 4: Market Development—The market development stage is where all of
the planning performed during stages 1 to 3 is tested and tried out in the market
place (Bell, 1991). After the product is introduced to the market, the product,
marketing, pricing, and sales planes are modified as needed until a refined plan
for profitability is decided on. The market development stage is where the ulti-
mate fate of a company becomes apparent; the product decisions and market-
ing plans from early stages are tested. The goal is for the company to eventually
reach a steady-state operation, where an organization can operate at a profitable
steady-state. Market development focuses company activities on producing
revenue and adjusting the fixed and variable costs associated with engineering,
marketing, manufacturing, and administration.

6.10 HOW DO STARTUPS DETERMINE VALUE?

A large number of high-growth startups fail; statistics show that approximately
19 of 20 startups will be unsuccessful (Cringely, 2001; Cusumano, 2004). Startup
organizations that fail are, for the most part, those that are unable to deal with
the complexity of technology and the fast pace of technological change while
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simultaneously growing as organizations. As technologists, our instincts usually
lead us to look for design flaws or problems in the underlying technologies when
trying to understand the sudden collapse of a company. Although these prob-
lems can almost always be found, the real roots of the trouble usually can be
traced back to basic human foibles and problematic organizational dynamics
(Bell, 2003/2004). The odds of success are against startups from the very begin-
ning. During the dot-com boom many companies had to invest tens of millions
of dollars to establish operations and then spend $400 to acquire a new customer
(Cusumano, 2004). The challenge becomes convincing entrepreneurs and
venture capitalists that there is real value in usability investments when resources
are extremely constrained as they are in startups.

Calculating the benefits of usability using ROI can be difficult in startups,
particularly if the startup is unable to stay in business when the ROI is zero. ROI
is usually calculated by tracking business metrics over time; past projects can be
used to estimate the value of potential future projects (Hirsch, 2003a). If usabil-
ity ROI metrics are not tied directly to business strategy and metrics, it can be
difficult to assert usability’s direct effect on high-level financial metrics. What is
needed is a standardized methodology for calculating a project-specific ROI
estimate given the needs of customers and the current and future needs of busi-
nesses (Hirsch, 2003a). By looking at the metrics and evaluation methods of
other key corporate dimensions, entrepreneurs and usability professionals can
begin to evaluate their value to a startup. Marketing personnel can look at a
variety of key business metrics including customer lifetime value (CLV), and Cus-
tomer acquisition costs, and use ROI calculations to evaluate different market-
ing and business strategies (Lenskold, 2002).

Table 6.4 shows a hypothetical example of the use of CLV to calculate an
ROI. The example is simplified and does not include discounting of future cus-
tomer value. The numbers are based on a reported number for Amazon.com
(Seybold, 2000). The simplified example provides a framework for a retail organ-
ization to make decisions based on both sides of the financial equation—the
costs and the returns. It shows a comparison of two projects: one project will
reduce customer acquisition costs by 20%; the second project will increase cus-
tomer revenues by 20%. An underlying assumption is that investment to com-
plete the hypothetical projects is covered in the annual costs/customer. The
example demonstrates that by evaluating project returns over the expected 
customer lifetime, the financial impact of the two proposed projects can be 
compared. The analysis shows that a project that increases revenues by 20% per
customer has a greater return on investment (514.00%) than a project that
reduces customer acquisition costs (46.25%).
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6.11 HOW MUCH SHOULD STARTUPS INVEST IN USABILITY?

There is no magic number for the ROI for usability. There is no formula that
says, “for every dollar invested in usability, you will see a two dollar return.” The
value of usability to a project or startup depends on a large number of variables
including the team, the stage of the company, the stage of the product devel-
opment, the type of product or service being offered, and many other factors.
Hirsch (2004) suggests that to measure the value of a specific design project a
company needs to understand the high-level business needs that are being met
by the project. The business needs and values are different during the differ-
ent stages of a startup. Determining and measuring the value of usability to an
organization is addressed more in Karat and Lund’s Chapter 10. The values and
metrics that are provided for larger companies and Web projects are similar to
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Table 6.4 Customer Lifetime Value and Return on Investment Example

20% Decrease in 20% Increase in
Baseline Acquisition Cost Revenue

Annual revenue/customer $125.00 $125.00 $150.00
Annual costs/customer  $118.37 $118.37 $118.37

(18.6% + 76.1% = 94.7%  
from Amazon.com Annual 
Report 2003)

Annual net profit/customer $6.63 $6.63 $31.63
Average customer lifetime (years) 3.3 3.3 3.3
Customer lifetime value (total $19.89 $19.89 $104.38

net profit* average customer 
lifetime)

Acquisition cost $17.00 $13.60 $17.00
Return (considered net CLV) $2.89 $6.29 $87.38
Change in return (baseline CLV/ 217.65% 3,023.53%

net CLV)
Investment (acquisition cost) $17.00 $13.60 $17.00
ROI (return/acquisition cost) 17.00% 46.25% 514.00%

Based on Lenskold, 2002.
*Not discounted for simplicity.

 



those for startups. These need to be used for the unique stages of a startup and
the issues that are faced by entrepreneurs and investors in assessing the risks at
each stage.

Usability, like other product development activities, does require an invest-
ment. The investment is in people, process, and alignment of usability to busi-
ness strategy. Most entrepreneurs and business leaders need to understand their
customers and the customers’ needs that their product is meeting. Usability is
only one of many factors in determining the success of a startup. In Chapter 9,
Mauro says that “. . . few have any real concept of how to identify viable exper-
tise in the form of experienced and properly educated usability professionals.
This problem has become more acute as the definition of what constitutes
acceptable levels of expertise is widely debated in the boom and bust of the Inter-
net where many Web development firms offered usability services often without
appropriate technical expertise.” Along with the challenge of finding exper-
ienced usability personnel, finding usability professionals with the skills and
desire to step out of their usability roles and contribute to other aspects of busi-
ness, product, and organizational development is an even bigger challenge for
startups. As usability professionals we need to understand the underlying busi-
ness models of the industry in which we operate (see Chapter 22). Cusumano
(2004) offers an excellent introduction into the three predominant software
business models: product-focused company; services-focused company; or a
hybrid of the two. The fundamentals of products, markets, strategic positioning,
and corporate development are necessary for usability professionals to be suc-
cessful in startups.

Usability plays an important role in product development and engineering
circles. However, going forward, we need to leverage our usability tools and skills
in the realm of sales and marketing. We usually don’t own the customer contact
point; however, we need to work with sales and marketing to involve customers
in the design and engineering process. Going forward, the economic climate for
start-up companies is changing. Venture capitalists and economic markets will
no longer pay for mistakes. Although the addition of usability expertise adds to
the expenses column for an organization, the result of incorporating usability
in the product development lifecycle is to reduce the investment risk by involv-
ing customers early in the process. Usability methods are critical and will provide
the tools to understand your customers and the features that are valuable to
them and provide a means of course correction and planning for current and
future products. Most entrepreneurs and startups “vastly underestimate how dif-
ficult it will be to build and deliver an easy-to-use software product to customers”
(Cusumano, 2004, p. 207). Usability and user experience professionals need to
understand the business of starting companies. Tools such as the Bell-Mason
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Diagnostic provide a framework to understand the competing financial and orga-
nizational pressures on startups. The focus for usability in startups needs to be
on the business drivers and the creation of products and services that deliver
compelling value to customers.
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Cost-Justifying Usability in
Vendor Companies

Janice A. Rohn World Savings Bank

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The popularity and adoption of the Web over the past 10 years have benefited
user experience (UE) professionals in two ways: a wider and less technical user
population has adopted computers, and users are more likely to select products
based on ease of use, rather than solely on features (Black, 2002; Souza et al.,
2001). As a result, companies recognized the importance of hiring UE profes-
sionals, and the popularity of UE groups in vendor companies was at a peak in
the late 1990s and early in the new millennium. The demand for UE profes-
sionals at that time was greater than the supply, resulting in increases in com-
pensation, fast hiring, and on-the-job training for individuals from other fields.
In 2000, competition for UE professionals was so strong that people were 
poaching candidates from competitors’ recruiting parties at the Association 
for Computing Machinery Special Interest Group on Computer-Human Inter-
action conference, and cash sign-on bonuses were being offered. During this
period, most high-tech companies had such high revenue or expectations of
high revenue (in the case of startups funded by venture capital), with explicit
customer demands for usability, that cost-justifying usability was not a strong
focus.

Unfortunately, following the cyclical nature of economics, the high-tech
boom ended. Initially, unlike in prior economic downturns, UE professionals
were not the first to be downsized (personal communications). Companies had
learned a valuable lesson about customers’ expectations of usable products.
However, as the downturn turned from months into years, companies started
downsizing their UE groups once again. Some companies reduced their groups
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radically, down to a small percentage of the original group size, and some down-
sized their entire UE departments (Sanders, 2004; personal communications).
A few vendor companies were able to keep their groups, and fewer still actually
grew their UE departments over the past few years, but these companies were in
the minority (for example, Oracle, PeopleSoft, and World Savings Bank were all
able to grow their UE departments while many other companies laid off UE 
professionals).

These cyclical economic upturns and downturns have demonstrated that
although vendor companies recognized the importance of UE professionals
more than in previous years, understanding the economic benefits of usability
and educating companies about them are always important goals. When eco-
nomic downturns occur, educated companies can make better decisions about
the importance of UE professionals, and when economic upturns occur, the com-
panies that have invested in UE analysis are better positioned to take advantage
of these upturns. These companies are also able to retain the loyalty of top UE
professionals for their stable investment in this important job function.

In this chapter we first examine how to analyze your own company’s culture
and then look at the costs and benefits for vendor companies, their customers,
and other stakeholders in vendor product and service selection. The chapter
concludes with some strategies for maximizing the effectiveness of the UE
department.

7.2 UNDERSTANDING YOUR COMPANY

One of the ironies of the role of UE professionals is that the field of usability
focuses on understanding users and their requirements, yet very few UE profes-
sionals practice this principle on one of the most important influences on their
work: their employer. (See Chapter 8 for a discussion of understanding and per-
suading stakeholders of value.) Many UE professionals enter the field because
they want to improve products and services for people and concentrate on this
aspect of their work. However, understanding the culture, value system, and
business goals of the company should be the first order of business for a UE
department and its members.

Every company has a unique culture, goals, organization, and core compe-
tencies. Understanding these factors is key to doing a job effectively. Ideally, you
are able to perform at least some of this analysis before you join the company,
so that you can ensure at least a certain threshold of efficacy and job security.
For example, because high-level support is important, you can find out from the
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hiring manager what levels of executives support UE. You can also verify this
information by asking to meet with a reportedly supportive executive during 
the interview process. If the executive is too busy to meet with you, the level 
of support is probably not there. Because the UE field is a communicative com-
munity, you can probably find someone who used to work at that company and
get his or her assessment. You can also try to obtain “back-door” references from
people who work in other groups at the company to get their assessment of the
UE group and conditions. Another gauge is whether the company has displayed
a proactive or reactive attitude toward UE—is it innovating in design and usabil-
ity, or is it following? If reactive, the company probably does not support or invest
in innovation, which would translate to a lack of support for field studies and
other methods that would enable it to take a leadership position in UE. You can
also examine the company’s historical behavior: has the company had cyclical
or consistent support of UE? If support is cyclical, with a pattern of building up
and laying off, it is probably not a good long-term choice.

Let’s examine some common company cultures and how they affect a UE
professional’s strategies and influence.

7.2.1 Customer-Focused Company

A customer-focused company has an advantage in its understanding that
knowing and satisfying the needs of customers are important business strategies.
This type of company has obvious advantages from a UE professional’s per-
spective. Access to customers is typically easier, and UE professionals are often
included in meetings with customers. The most common downside in these types
of companies is that the organization can sometimes adopt a reactive, rather
than proactive, response to customer issues. A number of companies will prior-
itize the needs of a few key customers without verifying whether the require-
ments are shared across customers or are specific to those customers. Thus, the
latest customer issue can have an inordinate influence on the current project
priorities, which can change daily if companies don’t observe best practices in
gathering data, prioritizing projects, and executing this prioritization over a
period of time (at least weeks or months) before making changes to this prior-
itization. By observing this best-practice strategy, a company can analyze whether
the requirement of a key customer should be in the general product, whether
it should be in a customer-specific implementation, or whether it is even a real
requirement. On numerous occasions a requirement, as stated by a customer,
turned out to be completely different from what was described once the UE
group investigated the request.
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7.2.2 Product-Focused Company

A product-focused company also has an advantage over some other types of com-
panies in that the focus is on the products. Therefore, any factors that influence
product requirements, such as user requirements, are typically taken into con-
sideration. The most common downside in this type of organization is that other
factors, such as functionality, may occasionally be given a higher priority than
usefulness or utility. If the company is focusing on meeting a functionality check-
list rather than user requirements, one strategy that UE professionals can employ
is to ensure that usability and utility requirements are also considered during
the requirements phase. If data and explicit goals can be provided, this can be
an easier sell. For example, by performing competitive usability studies, a UE
professional can communicate a usability goal, such as to have a higher task-
completion rate or a lower time-on-task rate for key tasks, compared with that
of a competitor. This is a particularly effective strategy if the competitor is dis-
liked by executives and has better usability numbers, because executives often
dislike “losing” in any way to that competitor.

7.2.3 Technology-Focused Company

One of the most difficult types of companies in which a UE professional can be
effective is a technology-focused company. This type of company is ruled by tech-
nology and focused on applications for the technology. The obvious downside
is that customers and users are often a lesser focus. On rare occasions this type
of company can have a product that appeals to the masses, but more often these
types of companies struggle.

At best, it can be a challenge for a UE professional to work in this type of
company; at worst, it can be a frustrating experience with little empowerment.
UE professionals, no matter how talented, will never be able to change compa-
nies at their core cultural level unless they become the CEO, president, or other
top-level executive. They can certainly influence, make incremental changes,
and make contributions to processes and products, but the level of effort
required to make significant changes may not be worth expending or they may
not wish to stay at this type of company.

7.2.4 Executive-Focused Company

An executive-focused company is any company in which the founder, CEO, or
other key executives have a very strong influence over product decisions at a
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more detailed level than would be typically warranted. Company cultures are
often strongly influenced by the founder or CEO. In some cases, this can be a
positive factor for UE professionals when the executives are proponents of UE
methods. In other cases, executives sometimes start to believe that they have a
“golden touch” in all areas, including those outside of their skills and training.
These can be some of the most difficult organizations to work in, because some-
times the founders dictate product details on opinion rather than on customer
data. Sometimes these executives can be influenced when they hear customers’
usability issues or they repeatedly see strong data demonstrating usability issues.

7.2.5 Optimal Data-Driven Company

Ideally, companies practice data-driven decision-making. This means that data
for product requirements are gathered from a variety of large- and small-
sample-size sources, such as field studies, usability lab studies, market research,
surveys, Web metrics, and online customer panels. These data are collated and
prioritized according to importance and frequency and then are used to drive
requirements decisions. Data-driven also means that design decisions are based
on data from usability lab studies, online customer panels, and other sources,
rather than from stakeholders’ opinions.

A data-driven company would be an ideal environment for UE profession-
als. Unfortunately, in reality, there is no pure data-driven company. However,
some companies at least practice this approach frequently, and the more you
can influence your company to do so, the more successful you and the company
will be. For example, by collecting and prioritizing requirements data, a UE
group can become more influential just by having information and presenting
it in an organized fashion. Because most companies have reduced development
schedules, many teams have very little time for the requirements phase. This sit-
uation results in a requirements phase that in reality extends across the entire
lifecycle, with key requirements discovered late in the development and deploy-
ment phases. If data appear credible and result from sound analysis, a priori-
tized list from the UE group is sometimes welcomed by teams with very little
time.

7.3 COST JUSTIFICATION IN VENDOR COMPANIES

A vendor company is defined as a for-profit company that obtains its revenues
by selling products or services. UE departments within vendor companies may
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work on the products that are the core business, such as software or hardware
products, or may work on the delivery mechanism for products or services, such
as the e-commerce site for the company. UE departments also often work on the
internal business software, company intranet sites, and improving the develop-
ment processes to be more efficient and data-driven. UE departments are now
found in major retail companies, financial companies, educational companies,
and others, in addition to the major computer companies where they have been
for more than 10 years.

Cost-justifying usability can be both easier and more complex in a vendor
company. Vendor products typically affect both a large number and a wide variety
of users, thus acting as a multiplier for any usability improvements. For example,
a usability improvement in an application can save companies thousands of
dollars per week in reduced support call costs. When quantitative data are avail-
able, this type of cost benefit is clear.

However, with business-to-business (B-to-B) products, multiple tiers of deci-
sion-makers who all have influence over vendor product selection are often
present. The varied requirements of the different stakeholders can make the
identification and prioritization of usability enhancements more complex than
with business-to-consumer (B-to-C) products, in which the consumer is both the
purchaser and the end user. Let’s look at an example.

A typical product sold to consumers must meet the requirements of a wide
variety of users, who often range from novices to experts. Designing a product
to meet their needs is a challenge. For products sold to other businesses (B-to-
B), not only are the requirements of the customers’ businesses highly varied, but
the requirements within a single customer company are also highly varied. For
example, a call center application must typically meet one set of requirements
for one set of actual end users (the tier 1 call center agents), another set for
other sets of actual end users (tier 2 call center agents, etc.), and additional sets
for the managers of the agents (who are using the product for analyses and
resource management), the information technology (IT) department who must
install, deploy, maintain, and upgrade the applications, the third-party vendors
who configure the product, and the executives who approve the product selec-
tion and budget. Each set of stakeholders’ requirements must be considered and
prioritized, leading to even more complexity for UE professionals.

One benefit of cost-justifying usability in a B-to-B context is that quantitative
usability measures—such as successful task completion, time on task, number
and severity of errors, and number of assists (the number of times a user can
not proceed in completing the task without some assistance)—can become
important sales tools for a vendor company, thus increasing the importance of
UE methods. A small reduction in time on task in an application can result in a
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huge cost savings for a customer company using that product. Usability in B-to-
B products can be successfully cost-justified in terms of productivity gains.

In contrast, other usability measures are often more important for B-to-C
products, because consumers are less (although still somewhat) aware of pro-
ductivity improvements. For example, B-to-C products typically must be easy to
learn without the user having to read a manual. Usability improvements in ease
of learning can be cost-justified in terms of easier marketing of the product and
in better product reviews.

7.4 COST JUSTIFICATION FOR WEB APPLICATIONS

In the earlier years of the Web, a common practice was to treat the world as a
large usability test. An often-untested design would be posted, and the site or
application would either partially work or fail. If a retail company’s e-commerce
site had few purchases, the root cause of the problems was often unknown.
Rather than investigate the root cause, companies would often make some
changes, post them quickly, and see whether purchases then increased or
decreased. Also contributing to the poor usability of Web sites was the fact that
many companies hired offline advertising professionals to design their Web sites
and applications rather than software UE professionals. This practice resulted in
a large number of sites with heavy use of high-concept graphics but poor usabil-
ity and performance. For example, the original home page for many sites had
an animated design with audio, with little to no text. The user had to then click
to the next page to get even a hint as to the purpose of the site.

Web applications also cover a wide range of products, ranging from highly
complex enterprise applications that are software products delivered via
browsers, to an e-commerce product selection and checkout system, to a hotel
reservation system, to an online dictionary. Although complexity varies, cost-
justification can still be made based on the business goals, including increases
in successful purchases and reductions in abandonments.

Another important cost-justification is the low barrier to leaving a site; the
user can go “next door” with a single mouse click. If a business requires em-
ployees to use a certain type of software, the employees often have no choice: 
They are expected to use the software as part of their job, regardless of how
usable it is. Only rarely can employees exert influence during the product 
selection process—usually they can’t decide to simply switch to different soft-
ware. Or imagine a college student going online to register for courses. It is 
not as though he or she has the option to try another university’s online 
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registration application. Conversely, users on the Web can try one travel reser-
vation system, and if it has poor usability, they can switch to another system within
seconds. Improved usability helps a company’s site attract and retain more users.
The cost-justification of Web-based applications is addressed in more detail in
Chapter 10.

7.5 COSTS

One of the most problematic shortcomings in business is that companies
measure and track what is easy to measure and not necessarily what is important
to measure. As a result, some costs, including employees, equipment, buildings,
and construction, are measured and tracked, whereas other costs, such as project
overruns, inefficient or missing processes, poor product decisions, reorganiza-
tions, and conflicting or unclear communication, are typically not tracked. Sur-
prisingly, years after revealing publications such as The Mythical Man-Month
(Brooks, 1995) and the Standish Group’s CHAOS report (Standish Group,
1995), businesses have not demonstrated significant improvements in how costs
and benefits are measured and how decisions are made.

Another effect of performing cost-benefit analyses is a change in how com-
panies invest for the future. Most companies have become more short-term
focused in attempts to increase their stock prices. Investments made for longer-
term payoff have become increasingly difficult, with reduced cycle times and
quicker product releases desired to demonstrate quarterly increases in revenues.
Many companies have downsized their research groups to reduce short-term
costs that have less known effect on near-term revenue. As a result, some of the
longer-term cost-benefit justifications that would have worked in the past are no
longer of interest to many companies. To exert influence with decision-makers,
any costs now should produce nearer-term beneficial effects on projections of
savings or revenue increases.

The total costs of UE practices can be difficult to assess. (Because compa-
nies sometimes desire confidentiality about investments and costs, some of the
data contained in this chapter will appear without a reference.) Unfortunately,
the savings produced by UE methods are even more difficult to measure.
Another factor that contributes to the difficulty of cost-justifying UE expenses is
that the costs come out of the current budget, whereas depreciation costs for
capital equipment regularly come out of future years’ budgets. Even though
current costs applied to UE practices can translate into exponential future
savings, the lag time and the fact that most organizations don’t typically track
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UE benefits can make cost-justification a challenge. For example, usability
enhancements in the core architecture of enterprise software can often take
years to release into the market, thus making it more difficult to track benefits
in several years from today’s costs. However, these same vendor companies typi-
cally value customer loyalty and satisfaction, which can often be improved by pro-
viding customers with a usability roadmap. This roadmap not only demonstrates
the value placed on usability but also reassures the customer that it will be worth-
while to stay with the vendor rather than go through the expense and trouble
to change vendors.

Actual costs spent on usability can vary greatly, depending on the impor-
tance of data validity, thoroughness, efficiency, and acceptance of the results
(Rohn, 1994). During the late 1990s, when many companies had record rev-
enues, a large amount of money was often spent on usability. Some companies
spent tens of thousands of dollars on usability lab equipment and hundreds of
thousands of dollars on salaries of UE professionals annually. Although many
companies are still investing in UE group salaries, many labs are built more eco-
nomically now.

Despite the recent rise and fall in expenditures, usability costs can range
from a small expense of a cubicle or an office and the cost of the employee’s
time, to well over $1 million for multiple high-quality labs, equipment, and
employees. Fortunately, some costs, such as video recording and editing, have
decreased significantly over the past 10 years.

7.5.1 Initial Costs of Building Usability Laboratories

The initial costs may include construction of the facility, purchase and installa-
tion of video and audio equipment, tools, furniture, and the products, such as
computers and software.

Laboratory Construction

A dedicated space is an important component for performing efficient usability
evaluations and providing a tangible presence for the UE team. Nakamura
(1990) estimated that the number of usability labs was fewer than 10 in 1985 and
increased to more than 100 by 1990. Although there are no recent formal counts
of the number of labs, currently hundreds of them exist if the informal and
portable labs used in smaller companies are included. When UE analysis is intro-
duced into a company, performing usability evaluations that can be viewed by
project team members is one of the most effective ways to convince management
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of some of the benefits of practicing UE methods (Rosenbaum et al., 2000). If
the budget to start a usability lab is limited, a single room or even a cubicle can
suffice, with the observer sitting in the same room as the participant. This
arrangement can work quite well, but it does have a number of disadvantages,
including potential distraction of the participant and a need to limit the number
of observers. To circumvent this last disadvantage, test sessions can be viewed
from colleagues’ computers by using Web casts and providing the stakeholders
with password-protected access to the real-time streaming video. Currently avail-
able software enables colleagues to view test sessions from their offices across a
local-area network.

Because this first-hand observation is one of the most effective ways to
educate teams about problems with the design and the benefits of UE methods,
most companies that can afford the cost have two rooms with a one-way mirror
between them. The one-way mirror obviates the problem of the participant
feeling reticent to critique the product or feeling intimidated by the presence
of the developers in the same room. This also enables the usability engineer to
take notes, control video equipment, log events, and perform other tasks that
might otherwise be distracting to the participant. In addition, the development
team can watch and contribute valuable information to the usability engineer
that couldn’t be discussed in front of the participant.

The cost of creating usability labs can range from a few thousand dollars to
hundreds of thousands of dollars. Costs can include building new rooms or
remodeling existing rooms; installing the one-way mirror, special lighting, video
and audio equipment, and special air-conditioning and heating equipment; and
soundproofing the walls, windows, and doors.

Video and Audio Equipment

Fortunately, the costs of video equipment, along with its complexity and train-
ing to use it, have decreased significantly over the past 10 years. What used to
require racks of expensive and specialized hardware can now be accomplished
through mostly software and minimal hardware. In most labs video cameras are
still used to capture the expressions and movements of the participants, but
increasingly screen-capture software is used to record the screens and actions on
the computer. Video editing has also become quicker and easier through the use
of less expensive software programs. A lab can be outfitted with equipment for
less than 20% of the cost of 10 years ago, although construction costs have con-
tinued to increase. Intel spent well over $20,000 to equip their former lab with
analog equipment, but more recently spent less than $5,000 for a digital solu-
tion ( Jones and Bullara, 2003).
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Portable usability labs have also become more available and affordable. One
advantage of portable labs is that they can be used both in-house and for field
studies.

Tools

The costs of prototyping and data logging and analysis tools are sometimes over-
looked. Software for prototyping is highly cost-effective: it enables designs to be
evaluated in less time than it takes to write actual code, and the design is more
easily altered (although this is truer for enterprise software than, for example,
for Web sites). The code from some prototyping software is improving to be
closer to production-quality code, so that in some cases portions of the code
from the prototyping tool can be reused in the product.

One of the most cost-effective tools is a data logger, which enables the usabil-
ity engineer to record the times and types of events that occurred during a 
usability evaluation. These logging tools can save hundreds of thousands of
dollars over time by making data analysis four to eight times more efficient
(Hammontree, 1992). Companies with larger UE departments typically have
developed their own versions in-house to better meet their needs, whereas
smaller UE departments often use commercially available logging tools. Data
loggers can also be quite effective in efficiently enabling the recording of objec-
tive data, such as the time required to complete a task and the number of errors,
and supporting reporting and analysis functions, so that charts, graphs, trends,
averages, and other analysis tools are quickly generated from the raw data. Most
companies embrace and support activities that can be communicated as a mea-
surable science rather than as an opinion-based art, and data-logging tools can
help to make UE departments more credible and more effectively represented
in release criteria and other product lifecycle milestones.

A third category of tools is software that automatically logs what the partic-
ipant does on a computer, such as keyboard input and mouse movements. This
“keystroke logger” sounds like it would be a money saver but it often can be
costly to produce because it must be customized to the hardware platform and
the operating system and thus is typically written for in-house use. In addition,
unless the software is written with filters that reduce the amount of data to be
analyzed either before or after data are recorded, the logs are typically too cum-
bersome to analyze. The adoption of these keystroke loggers has been low
because of their low return on investment (ROI). These loggers can also present
additional privacy and security issues: the participants must be informed if
logging software is being used, and the capture and storage of data can be prob-
lematic if personal information is being entered.
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Furniture

Costs of furniture can also vary greatly in cost, ranging from virtually nothing, if
existing furniture within the company is used, to tens of thousands of dollars, if
special ergonomic furniture that can be customized by each participant is pur-
chased. For example, tables with adjustable heights, breakdown tables that store
flat, and fully adjustable ergonomic chairs are all beneficial for performing
usability evaluations if budgeted money is available and the use of the lab and
furniture is high.

Products

A sometimes overlooked cost is that of the products themselves. Both internal
products under development and external products for performing competitive
evaluations can cost money. For example, creating a hardware model for usabil-
ity evaluations can cost up to thousands of dollars, but ultimately save hundreds
of thousands of dollars. The cost of products can range from the cost of a com-
puter (public Web sites, for example, cost nothing more than the computer to
access them) to more than $100,000, depending on the types and numbers of
products being evaluated.

More challenging than cost, however, is the fact that sometimes competitive
products are not available for acquisition by any reasonable means. For example,
enterprise software can be expensive to license, install, and run, and is not 
easily attained for competitive studies. In addition, some companies have 
strict licensing agreements that disallow customers from publicly revealing the
results of evaluations. Sometimes other approaches are mandated, such as exam-
ining product demos, interviewing participants who have experience with com-
petitors’ products, or using a third-party evaluator who has access to multiple
products.

7.5.2 Sustaining Costs

Like initial costs, sustaining costs can vary significantly, depending on the need
for timely, accurate, detailed, and easily accessed information. The sustaining
costs may include employees, contractors, recruitment of and compensation for
participants, travel for field studies, videotapes or digital storage, equipment
maintenance, and upgrades to video and audio equipment, computer equip-
ment, and software.
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Employees

The most important investment that a company can make is hiring high-quality
and trained UE professionals. These individuals can perform cost-efficient
usability evaluations not only by knowing which methods to use, how, and when,
but also by knowing principles for performing usability inspection methods, such
as heuristic evaluations. Nielsen (1992) found there was a correlation between
the number of usability problems discovered in the interface and the quality of
the methodology used.

To obtain more accurate feedback on designs, usability professionals who
can examine the project more objectively because of their training and who
know how to design evaluations are required. Given the number of projects and
the benefits that performing iterative testing provide, ideally a company should
staff for full UE staff coverage of all projects. Although many companies have
increased their investment in UE professionals, with a few companies having
more than 100 on staff, few, if any, companies have full coverage for their prod-
ucts. Because companies do not have enough usability engineers on staff to cover
their product development sufficiently (Nielsen, 1993), trade-offs typically must
be made.

As a result, most companies prioritize their projects, ensuring that at least
some projects receive the minimally acceptable level of UE involvement. UE pro-
fessionals and upper management typically examine several factors when prior-
itizing projects, which include the following:

✦ How much effect will this product have on the success of the company?

✦ Is this product in a new market for the company?

✦ Is a competitor coming out with a similar product that may reduce the
company’s market share?

✦ Is this a brand-new product or a new version of an existing product?

✦ If this is a new version of an existing product, did any or most of the previ-
ous versions have UE professional involvement?

✦ Are the changes in this version major or minor?

✦ Is this a product on which other variations are based, such as an industry-
specific or different-language version?

✦ What is the perceived current level of usability of this product?

These questions and others help to focus the limited UE resources on the most
critical projects.
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Evaluation of projects can range from requiring multiple dedicated UE pro-
fessionals to requiring only a percentage of one UE professional. For example,
a company has 12 projects that will combine into four products to ship this year.
Eight of the projects are deemed to be top priority (P1), with the other four
deemed to be next in priority (P2). Given the types of projects, the company
decides that the minimum number of usability evaluations (before the release
date) on the P1 projects is four. The decision is to perform at least three usabil-
ity evaluations on the P2 projects. Thus, the minimum number of evaluations
would be 8 P1 projects ¥ 4 evaluations = 32 evaluations, plus 4 P2 projects ¥ 3
evaluations = 12 evaluations. The total then would be 44 evaluations of various
types that need to be completed during the year.

Usability lab studies typically last from a few days to six weeks (including
preparing for the study, running the study, and analyzing the results), with the
average study taking 3 weeks; thus, each usability engineer could perform an
average of 12 usability evaluations per year, allowing time for vacation and other
work-related activities. This estimate also assumes that prototypes and products
for evaluations are delivered on time, which they often aren’t, and that evalua-
tions don’t overlap, which they often do. This is also a simplified example,
because UE professionals typically are working on multiple projects and methods
at once. For example, an efficient UE professional can be preparing for a usabil-
ity lab evaluation and working on preparations for a survey or field study at the
same time. From this simple example, a minimum of four full-time usability engi-
neers and a part-time contractor would be needed to evaluate the products. With
more typical amounts of other methods and activities, a minimum of five full-
time UE professionals would be warranted.

Contractors

Many companies rely on contractors in addition to full-time staff to perform eval-
uations and field studies. In a survey of six vendor companies, five of them reg-
ularly used contractors (Rohn, 2004). The use of contractors can be beneficial
for a few reasons, including variable workload and skill-set augmentation. When
the workload is variable, contractors can be brought in to address the short-term
need for additional resources and peak workload requirements. Contractors can
also be helpful when they have expertise in an area not yet found within the UE
group. For example, when field studies are performed in other countries, con-
tractors who are bilingual can help with the studies.

Full-time employees are typically the better solution for addressing UE needs
for a number of reasons. An employee can learn the domain and work on the
same products over time, so that the learning curve does not have to be repeated
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for each iteration of evaluation and the increased knowledge can be applied to
create better design solutions. Efficient performance of usability evaluations
depends on knowing the company and group processes. Employees are already
familiar with the processes and how to use them effectively, whereas contractors
need to be educated about them. Another disadvantage of the use of contrac-
tors is that they are often working on multiple projects for multiple companies,
so their attention is divided and turnaround time can be longer. Four of the five
companies surveyed that used contractors mentioned high overhead costs for
training, support, and management of the contractors. However, companies typ-
ically are able to hire contractors more easily and quickly than employees, so
often necessity dictates the use of contractors.

Participants

Recruiting participants from outside the company who are representative of the
target users is critical to providing valid data. Coworkers are influenced by company
knowledge, technology, terminology, and motivation. Obtaining external partici-
pants who match the proper profiles is more expensive and time-consuming than
obtaining coworkers as participants, however. How well companies match the
target profiles for their participants ranges from not at all to quite accurately. One
of the most beneficial aspects of recruiting for the target profiles is feedback on
the profiles. For example, it is not uncommon to receive a profile from another
department, such as marketing, only to find that when the people are screened for
participation, they are not identical to the profile, and the profile is not accurate.

Using representative customers as participants adds three costs: designing
the screening questionnaire, recruiting the participants, and compensating the
participants. Most UE departments do not pay for travel, but some perform
remote usability studies to obtain feedback from others cities, states, and coun-
tries. The UE professional should work with the product marketing and product
teams to gain information about the types of customers who will be using the
product and design a questionnaire to be used to screen for users who have the
desired profiles. Locating and screening users requires either the time of an
employee, such as a usability participant recruiter, or the use of a market-
research company or a temporary agency. This can be a very time-consuming
process, especially if a database of users and their backgrounds is not readily
available. Without the aid of an existing pool of participants, recruiting often
consumes from 1 to 6 hours per participant, with an average of 3.4 hours,
depending on the particular profiles warranted by the test (Rohn, 2004).

Outside agencies typically have more infrastructure and more leads for
recruiting some types of participants, but sometimes charge high rates and fail
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to provide participants who match the requested profiles. Outside agencies are
also typically not good sources for finding current customers of the company.
For this reason, some companies use a hybrid approach of a combination of an
internal resource, such as a participant recruiter, to recruit customers, and an
outside agency to recruit prospects. Agencies typically charge between $25 and
$100 per participant, depending on the agency and the difficulty of finding the
type of participant.

The compensation for external participants can be either money or gifts.
Compensation for participants has risen over the years, and companies com-
monly pay between $50 and $150 per participant per session, depending on the
type of participant and the length of the session. Some companies are able to
give either their products, such as consumer software, or other gifts, such as
clothes and backpacks, as compensation for participants. With many evaluations
using between 6 and 12 participants, a company can spend more than $1,000
per study on a single evaluation. This is a small cost, however, and can be
recouped through the reduction of a few dozen support calls.

Equipment, Supplies, and Upgrades

In addition to the typical office supplies that any project consumes, usability
studies typically require either videotapes and/or digital storage. Because both
computer and video technologies are constantly changing, it is not uncommon
to upgrade the computers, video equipment, and software used in the lab 
and in the field every few years. Sometimes a single computer or operating-
system upgrade can necessitate an upgrade in software tools and video 
equipment.

7.6 BENEFITS

Incorporating UE into the product development cycle is a win-win situation for
both the company and its direct and indirect customers. The company benefits
in two key ways: reduced costs and increased revenues. The company saves time
and money by investing its resources more wisely and reducing the likelihood 
of canceled projects. It also benefits from increased sales and lower support 
costs. The customers clearly benefit by having a product that is useful and usable,
requires less training, and increases productivity.

Benefits should also be examined for all affected organizations. For
example, for a B-to-B product, usability improvements can have an impact on
the vendor, the direct customer (another company), the third-party integrator
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who works to customize and deploy the product for the customer company, the
customer’s IT department, and the customer’s internal users and their cus-
tomers. The business processes should be examined and considered for all
impacted parties when benefits are assessed, because a small usability improve-
ment can become significant when multiplied by all users and involved groups.

7.6.1 Benefits to the Vendor Company: Increased Revenues

Increased Sales

Many vendor companies are seeing a benefit from UE analysis in their sales.
Although it may not be possible to determine the exact number of sales that
result from improving the usability of a product, an increasing number of cus-
tomer companies and end users are basing their purchase decisions, at least par-
tially, on the ease of use of the product. Fortunately, analysts and the press have
become more aware of usability; 10 years ago references to usability in business
publications were rarely found, whereas today they are commonplace. Some ana-
lysts now specialize in UE, helping to ensure that competitive pressure on
vendors remains.

Whereas products in the past competed primarily on features and prices,
the usability of a product has become a significant selling point. More usable
products are easier to sell. Sales and marketing representatives from several 
companies believe that most people decide how usable a product is in less than
1 hour.

More companies are leveraging UE professionals as part of the sales process
for key customers. For example, in enterprise software, where the business cus-
tomer will be deploying the product to sometimes hundreds or thousands of
people, usability is an important factor. It is not uncommon for these same cus-
tomers to have their own UE departments and run usability evaluations on the
vendor’s software. When usability issues are identified, these are communicated
between the customer and the vendor, and the addressing of these issues is a
factor in consideration of future sales. When customers use UE as a selection cri-
terion, vendors pay strong attention to usability. There have been cases in which
deals for hundreds of thousands of dollars have been made at least partially
because of the involvement of the UE department.

Measuring the impact UE has on increasing sales can be challenging. One
way to measure the impact is to survey customers to discover the reasons that
they purchased a product. Another way is to use sales projections to assess the
increased sales attributable to producing more usable products. For instance,
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companies typically have a way to determine sales projections. If a new product
or a new version of a product has had significant usability enhancements, the
difference between the actual sales and the projected sales can be at least par-
tially attributable to an increase in the usability and, therefore, the salability of
the product. When this activity is combined with a survey for customer feedback
on the reasons for purchasing the product, the estimates for sales resulting from
increased usability become more concrete.

Increased usability can affect both sales of vendors’ products and sales from
vendors’ Web sites. IBM invested millions of dollars in a site redesign, and in the
first week after the new site was launched, use of the “help” button decreased
84%, and sales increased 400% (Tedeschi, 1999). Skechers achieved an increase
in sales of more than 400% by moving its product selection closer to the home
page (Oreskovic, 2001). After Dell applied usability principles to its e-commerce
Web site in 1999, its Web sales increased dramatically: online purchases rose 
from $1 million per day in September 1998 to $34 million per day in March
2000. Nielsen states that e-commerce sites lose nearly half of their potential 
sales because users can’t figure out how to use them. According to studies by
NetRaker, a 5% improvement in usability could increase revenues by 10 to 35%
(Black, 2002). A study by Forrester (Souza et al., 2001) found that 42% of pur-
chasing customers made their most recent online purchase because of a previ-
ous positive experience with the vendor. Forrester also states that financial
services executives rated usability as the most important contributor to the
success of a bank or brokerage site.

Customer confidence is another factor that increases sales: customers want
to be assured that the vendor is stable and credible. Stanford University’s Web
Credibility Project showed that “ease of use” was the second highest factor con-
tributing to a customer’s overall perception of a credible Web site (Bisant Inter-
active, 2002). In 1998, Oracle increased investment in UE after losing sales to
potential customers who frequently cited an inability to figure out how to use
Oracle’s products as a reason for not purchasing (Black, 2002).

For example, in one company, 20 of the most serious usability problems were
fixed in the second release of an application-generator product. The revenues
for the second release grew by 80%. This revenue increase was 66% higher than
sales projections. Although the impact of UE could not be proven precisely, the
field test customers repeatedly pointed to improved usability as one of the most
significant changes in the product (Wixon and Jones, 1991).

To sell products in Europe, companies have to meet European Community
(EC) standards. The EC has already passed a directive stating that, for all display
screen workstations put into service in the EC, “software must be suitable for the
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task,” “software must be easy to use,” and “the principles of software ergonom-
ics must be applied” (European Economic Community, 1990).

Increased Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty

An increased number of companies are measuring customer satisfaction and
loyalty. Companies are tracking these numbers, measuring themselves against
competitors, and including them in their corporate goals and bonus programs.
Customer satisfaction and loyalty are important because companies can maxi-
mize revenue only by growing, not churning, customers, so they rely on keeping
current customers while adding new customers. The cost of selling to a current
customer is less than that of selling to a new customer, because selling to a new
customer requires more marketing and advertising dollars. Satisfied customers
not only have brand loyalty but also are much more likely to buy the same brand
in the future with less researching of the particular product. Dissatisfied cus-
tomers are even less likely to consider a brand in the future, even if marked
improvements are incorporated into the new version or product.

Customers also influence their friends and families. The numbers cited in
internal corporate studies have varied, but conservative estimates are that satis-
fied customers influence 4 other people to buy the same brand, and dissatisfied
customers influence 10 other people to avoid the brand. Internal studies have
demonstrated a correlation between increased usability and increased customer
satisfaction. The U.S. Better Business Bureau estimates that for every 100 cus-
tomers that have problems with a site, 50 will tell 8 to 16 other people about
their bad experiences. In addition less easily measured costs of a negative expe-
rience include brand erosion, lost customers from other channels, and damaged
corporate image (Bisant Interactive, 2002).

Increased Customer References

Companies have become increasingly dependent on customer references over
the past 5 years. This situation is partly attributable to the fact that analysts and
customers are less likely to make a decision based solely on a company’s own
reports and are thus seeking outside references. For example, analysts typically
want either to evaluate and verify the usability and features themselves or to verify
them with other customers, rather than relying solely on the vendor’s assessment.
Prospective customers also increasingly want to talk to existing customers to
verify the claims made by companies. More advertising is utilizing quotes from
satisfied customers as an effective strategy. Companies are finding that they can
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remain successful only by ensuring that their customers find their products
useful and usable.

Increased Favorable Reviews

In addition to customer references, favorable reviews from analysts and the press
are increasingly important to companies’ sales. Several projects at one company
were improved through usability evaluations and redesigns, resulting in awards
citing usability as a key feature. Awards such as these can then be used by the
sales force to help with customer sales. Telles (1990) states that the “interface
has become an important element in garnering good reviews.”

7.6.2 Benefits to the Vendor Company and Customers:
Decreased Costs

Many usability benefits decrease costs for both the vendor company and its cus-
tomers. Because the vendor company often uses its own products (sometimes
known as “eating our own dog food” or “drinking our own champagne”), any
improvements in usefulness and usability apply not only to customers but also
to the vendor itself. Cost reductions within the vendor company can also be
easier to measure, which benefits cost-justification activities.

Increased Productivity

Productivity can be increased in two major ways: time to become productive and
daily use. Products that are usable take less time to learn, and users can also
reach a higher productivity level more quickly. For daily use, usable products
support a higher sustainable productivity level. Productivity is one of the best
ways to demonstrate the cost benefit of usability. For example, if a usability study
demonstrates a 1-minute reduction in the time required to complete a task
through more efficient screen layout, keyboard shortcuts, and better navigation,
the time saved can be multiplied by the number of users and the number of
times per day they complete the task. The savings can then be expressed in
dollars (when their salaries or fully-burdened salaries are taken into account) or
in more tasks per day. Thousands of dollars of savings per week can be demon-
strated for time-sensitive applications, such as those used in call centers, through
improved usability. For example, design changes from usability work at IBM
resulted in an average reduction of 9.6 minutes per task, with a projected 
internal savings at IBM of $6.8 million in 1991 alone (Karat, 1990). After UE
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improvements in Oracle’s database manager, database administrators were able
to perform their duties 20% faster (Black, 2002).

Poor usability also contributed to the fact that companies did not see the
increases in productivity they expected when introducing computers to their
employees. An analysis of IT budgets from 138 large U.S. firms between 1988
and 1994 indicated that the gain in IT budgets of 67.4% was much more rapid
than the increase in revenue, which was 29.6%, and in profit, which was 39.7%.
These differences were at least partially attributable to lost productivity because
of poor usability (Strassmann, 1996).

One study found that the average software program has 40 design flaws 
that impair employees’ productivity. The cost in lost productivity is up to 720%
(Landauer, 1995). Roach (1992) states that although $500 billion is spent annu-
ally in the United States on computers, networks, and information technology,
productivity has decreased.

Decreased Training

Improved usability has been demonstrated to decrease training and also to be
more effective for learning than relying upon training. A study of management
information systems managers found that the training time for new users of a
standard computer was 21 hours compared with only 11 hours for users of a
more usable computer (Diagnostic Research, 1990). Chief information officers
have tightened their budgets and are more wary of software that requires lengthy
and expensive training for use (Black, 2002).

However, using training for cost-justification can be a sensitive issue if the
vendor’s organization has revenue income from training services. Although the
customer will benefit from a reduction in training, the vendor company may not.
If this is the case, it is best to assess whether this cost-justification will work in
favor of the UE department or will instead cause some internal friction if the
company is not ready to address a cost reduction in training.

Decreased Errors

Increasing usability can decrease the number of both major and minor errors.
These errors not only can cost the company productivity time but can also cause
issues with the validity of the data. For example, users of a particular application
did not realize that their data were being saved after they entered them into 
a field, even though they had not explicitly indicated to the application that 
the data should be saved. When the users abandoned that task, they did not
realize that their erroneous data had been submitted, causing problems for the
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employees receiving the data. In addition, the records in the database contained
a significant percentage of mistakes, which caused further problems in the
future. By reducing the number of errors, productivity, satisfaction, and data
integrity all increase.

Decreased Support

Companies have both direct and indirect support costs. These can be tracked
both in technical support calls and in the “hidden” cost of coworkers helping
each other. One study estimated that this extra cost is between $6,000 and
$15,000 every year for every computer (Bulkeley, 1992). This cost is often borne
by computer “gurus” who help their colleagues and is considerably more than
the $2,000 to $6,500 that is typically budgeted for the up-front cost of buying the
computers and networks and employing a support staff. If products were devel-
oped to be more usable, less time would be wasted.

Improvements in descriptions and images on www.lucy.com product pages
resulted in more than a 20% reduction in product-related inquiries (Souza et al.,
2001). Another company stated that 60 to 80% of support calls were usability-
related (personal communication). At an average cost of $250 per support call,
the company was spending millions of dollars every month on usability issues.
Microsoft also tracks its support call costs and has seen a significant cost savings
resulting from improving the usability of its products, such as Microsoft Word
(Reed, 1992).

Decreased Development Costs

Significant overruns in cost and schedules occur for most product development
projects. Many projects are canceled because of inadequately researched user
requirements. The Standish Group (1995) states that more than 30% of software
development projects are canceled before completion, primarily because of
inadequate user input. The result is a loss of approximately $80 billion annually
to the economy. Nussbaum and Neff (1991) state that 46% of all new product
development costs are spent on failures. Lederer and Prassad (1992) found 
that costs for 63% of software projects exceeded estimates, with the top four
reasons all being related to product requirements and usability: frequent
requests for changes by users, overlooked tasks, users’ lack of understanding of
their own requirements, and insufficient user-analyst communication and 
understanding.

By better definition of user requirements at the beginning of a project, devel-
opment of features can be better prioritized, and feature creep of costs can be
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reduced. Because the cost of changes increases greatly through the development
cycle, identifying and prioritizing development of features early in the process
greatly reduces costs. The cost of change is 1 unit in the definition phase, 1.5 
to 6 units during the development phase, and 60 to 100 units after release 
(Pressman, 1992).

Via early identification of user requirements through field studies, task 
analyses, and product usability comparisons, more informed decisions can 
be made about which features to implement, reducing the likelihood that 
additional maintenance releases are needed to address unforeseen customer
requirements. Many companies are gaining increased awareness that cus-
tomer input is beneficial to their success, but don’t have the processes or in-
house skills to incorporate the data into project funding, definition, and 
design decisions. The implementation of usability engineering techniques has
demonstrated reductions in the product development cycle by 33 to 50%
(Bosert, 1991).

Decreased Installation, Configuration, and Deployment Costs

Some less often examined effects of poor usability relate to installation, config-
uration, and deployment of products throughout the customer company.
However, these are critical phases that can have a great impact on costs. For
example, at one company a major upgrade of an existing product was planned.
Goals were set to improve the ease of installation and configuration, areas in
which the previous version had received poor press and generated many service
calls. Usability evaluations of the existing and competitive products were per-
formed, followed by iterative design work and usability testing. As a result, usabil-
ity-related service call rates recorded during the first six months of the product’s
availability were decreased by approximately 40% compared with those for the
previous version during a similar stage in its lifecycle, normalized to the number
of licenses shipped.

Decreased Maintenance

Most IT costs occur in the maintenance phase. Although much attention is spent
on reducing bugs, only 20% of maintenance is due to bugs or reliability prob-
lems, whereas 80% of maintenance is due to unmet or unforeseen user re-
quirements (Martin and McClure, 1983; Pressman, 1992). By identifying these
requirements earlier in the development cycle, additional releases and customer
satisfaction issues are not as problematic.
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7.7 COST-BENEFIT EXAMPLE

The following is a hypothetical, realistic example of a detailed cost-benefit 
analysis.

The Calculation of the Cost Includes the Following:
✦ In-house usability staff

✦ Time spent by staff (UE professionals, developers) ¥ wage rate (same units)

✦ Additional variable costs (contractors, participants, videotapes, travel)

✦ Percentage of fixed costs (lab, equipment)

In-House Costs Include the Following:
✦ Average loaded head count per employee (salary, benefits, vacation time,

office space, phones, equipment) = $120,000/year

✦ Hours per work year = 40 hours/week ¥ 48 = 1,920 hours/year

✦ Hourly wage = $120,000/1,920 = $62.50/hour

✦ Time spent on usability evaluation by UE professional (planning, imple-
mentation, analysis, recommendations) = 160 hours

✦ Time spent by interface designer on redesign = 60 hours

✦ Time spent by development engineer for usability activities = 22 hours

✦ Staff cost = 160 + 60 + 22 = 242 ¥ $62.50 = $15,125

Laboratory Costs Include the Following:
✦ Participant recruiting at $100/participant: 9 participants ¥ $100 = $900

✦ Participant compensation at $50/participant = 9 ¥ $50 = $450

✦ Videotapes at $5/each = 9 ¥ $5 = $45

✦ Percentage of lab and equipment costs = amortized cost of lab/hour =
$50/hour ¥ 20 hours = $1,000

✦ Total lab costs = $2,395

✦ Total usability costs = staff cost + lab costs = $15,125 + $2,395 = $17,520

Benefit 1—Support Call Reduction:
✦ Support call = $200/call

✦ 200,000 product version 1 sold
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✦ Support calls due to usability problems = 580,000 ¥ $200/call = $116 million

✦ Support calls/product sold = 2.9 calls/product

✦ UE analysis done on version 2

✦ 300,000 product version 2 sold

✦ Support calls due to usability problems = 260,000 ¥ $200 = $52 million

✦ Support calls/product sold = 0.87 calls/product

✦ Reduction in support calls = 2.03/product

✦ Support call cost savings due to increased usability = 2.03 calls/product ¥
300,000 ¥ $250/call = $152.25 million

Benefit 2—Increased Productivity:
✦ Task A improved by 3 minutes

✦ Task A performed 5 times/day

✦ 200 users perform Task A

✦ Hourly wage (from loaded head count) = $62.50/hour

✦ 200 users ¥ 3 minutes ¥ 5 = 3,000 minutes saved/day = 50 hours saved/day

✦ 50 hours ¥ $62.50/hour = $3,125

✦ Annual amount saved through increased productivity = $3,125 ¥ 240 work
days/year = $750,000/year

ROI:
✦ Return on investment = cost/savings per period, expressed in time period

units

✦ Total cost of usability engineering activities = $17,520

✦ Total savings from usability engineering = $152.25 million + $750,000/year
= $153 million/year = $2,942,308/week

✦ Payback period is less than 1 week

✦ With only direct support call costs of $750,000/year = $14,423/week
✦ Payback period = $17,520/$14,423/week = 1.21 weeks

Even if the costs of usability in this example are two to three times as high, the
costs are still a small fraction of even one of the benefits.
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7.8 STRATEGIES FOR MAXIMIZING EFFECTIVENESS

7.8.1 Understand and Align with Business Goals and Values

Regardless of the type of company, UE professionals can become more effective
by understanding the business goals and values of the company and analyzing
how to align themselves with those goals and values. Often a change is as simple
as adoption of terminology, such as stating benefits in terms of ROI, decreased
costs, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and quality. In companies that
focus on customers, it can mean quoting customers’ communications of usabil-
ity issues back to the company. Some organizations place more weight on issues
they hear from key customers than from a usability evaluation. If the company
is technology focused, a UE professional can assist in the identification of useful
applications of the technology through UE methods.

Another issue is how employees are measured and rewarded in companies.
Including usability measures in goals can become a double-edged sword. On the
one hand, it would appear to be an accomplishment to have usability measures
included in the goals of employees outside of the UE department, so that the
organization is focused on making usability improvements. On the other hand,
however, executives and other employees also are aware of ways to manipulate
the system to ensure a bonus. For example, most professionals have seen people
declare success, whether or not the goal was, in reality, met. In addition, when
people outside of the UE department are allowed to affect the implementation
of the goals, for example, by creating usability tasks that are so unrealistically
easy that a high percentage of task completion is guaranteed, then the point of
the goal is lost. This situation is not unique to UE goals; the same issues occur
with engineering, sales, and other goals. When UE-related goals are created, UE
professionals need to be involved in every aspect of planning, implementing,
and measuring the goals.

UE professionals are successful when they learn the economic, cultural, and
social values of their companies, and leverage these to increase their influence
on the products and processes.

7.8.2 Perform Baseline and Ongoing Measurements

Among the most important activities for a UE department to perform are base-
line and iterative measurements. To objectively track any type of change, initial
measurements must be made before any additional UE work is performed,
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including metrics such as task time, support calls, satisfaction scores, or other
measures. Many UE departments make the mistake of working for several years
without measuring and tracking quantitative data. By continually translating
usability improvements into tangible cost reductions and revenue increases, a
UE department demonstrates its economic benefits to the business. In addition,
quantitative data can enable UE to be included in the release criteria reviewed
by executives, so that UE metrics are reviewed along with performance, quality,
and other release metrics.

7.8.3 Practice Proactive Public Relations

Many skills in business are underrated, and one of these is how to handle inter-
nal public relations. A key to successful cost-justification is found in this area,
because some costs and benefits are easier to recognize and track than others.
Unfortunately, most projects do not stay on schedule, nor do results typically
meet initial expectations. A truism of product development is that when plan-
ning quality, features, and schedule, you can only pick two of the three. You can
set a quality goal and a schedule, but then features may have to be dropped. Or
you can create a product that meets the quality goals with the planned features,
but the schedule will be longer than expected. Despite this, most people still try
to plan projects, which typically don’t meet the goals, and then try to determine
why.

To minimize the chance that UE will be identified as a cause of a problem,
UE management should engage in proactive public relations. For example, most
companies do not dedicate sufficient time to planning, and any time spent
before development can be viewed as an unnecessary delay. If a UE department
does not publicize the benefits of planning and performing UE analysis, the time
spent on these activities could be viewed as reasons that product development
did not stay on schedule. A UE department can be successful by paying atten-
tion to the culture of the company and promoting public relations for the ben-
efits of UE, communicated in terms of the values of the organization. (See
Chapters 5 and 8.)

7.9 SUMMARY

By first assessing the company, putting together a strategy for aligning UE with
business goals and values, and placing metrics in place to track improvements,
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UE departments can demonstrate their value to companies in terms understood
by the companies’ executives. Although many challenges exist, as with any great
accomplishments, UE professionals can be successful and effective in their 
companies. UE professionals have an opportunity to assist companies in mea-
suring and tracking important metrics, such as reductions in costs due to usabil-
ity improvements. In addition, cost-justifying usability with near-term benefits is
increasingly important in today’s business climate. Many of the benefits cited in
this chapter can be gauged in one development cycle and by examining the mul-
tiple types of beneficiaries, including the vendor company, the customer
company, the third-party integrator, and the end user.
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Investment and Their 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

The first edition of Cost-Justifying Usability (Bias and Mayhew, 1994) fostered a
decade-long discussion about the value of usability and, more broadly, user-
centered design (UCD) in product development. Concerns about cost-justifying
usability activities waned somewhat during the economic boom years of the late
1990s, but return-on-investment (ROI) concerns resurfaced with a vengeance as
the dot-com Bubble burst in 2001, recession loomed, and corporations started
looking more closely at UCD activities and their impact on ROI. The tight busi-
ness market and corporate emphasis on understanding the contribution of UCD
to ROI led to pleas in usability forums for hard data, clear examples, and best
practices for cost-justifying UCD activities.

Practitioners can now find many books, articles, and links on the impact of
UCD on ROI (Landauer, 1996; Nielsen and Gilutz, 2003; Sinha, 2003). However,
few details are available on the practical issues that confront UCD practitioners,
whose activities are often only part of a large project and whose credibility may
depend as much on perceptions of ROI as on actual ROI metrics.

We believe that UCD practitioners should consider both perceived ROI (the
belief that UCD adds value to a product) and measured ROI. In some cases, per-
ceived ROI will sustain us when factors beyond our control, such as economic
conditions or system reliability, counteract improvements that were predicted
from usability activities and reduce corporate ROI metrics. In a recent workshop
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on ROI (Rosenbaum and Shroyer, 2003), colleagues from major software com-
panies told us stories about products that had undergone iterations of UCD
which yielded improved usability (based on test results) and predictions of
improved ROI over previous versions of the product. The reality after the
product was released was not always so pleasant. Sometimes products showed less
ROI than expected after a round of UCD because of the following:

✦ History: The improved site went online just before the terrorist acts of 
September 11, 2001, and the disruption on the world economy resulted in
reduced sales and profits.

✦ Marketing strategy: A more usable site or application was unveiled, but the
advertising budget had been cut just before release and customers weren’t
made aware of the usability enhancements.

✦ Unexpected code issues: When a usability bug was “fixed,” a serious new
problem was introduced that was not discovered until the product was
released. The new bug resulted in customer complaints and a dip in sales.

✦ Competition: A competitor released a major site upgrade that was lauded in
the press for its usability and that site “stole” market share.

Like negative results in psychology, medicine, and other fields (Fallik, 2002;
Sterling et al., 1995), the failures of UCD to contribute, directly or indirectly, to
improved ROI generally go unreported in the literature, although they may be
quietly discussed in workshops or private conversations. In this chapter we
address some issues that have not been discussed in previous publications as well
as other activities that can affect ROI. Later in this chapter, we discuss how even
well-conducted UCD activities do not guarantee a positive ROI, but first, we will
describe three major ROI categories that all UCD practitioners need to consider
in their quest to justify significant involvement in product design.

8.2 CATEGORIES OF RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Usability ROI can be divided into three major categories or components.
Internal ROI. The first component we call “internal ROI.” Internal ROI

focuses on perceived or actual efficiencies that occur during the development
of a product or service that can be attributed to the UCD staff. Perceived inter-
nal ROI is the belief that UCD activities are improving the development process.
Actual internal ROI is a measured improvement in the development process
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(“we saved 2 weeks of programming because the paper prototype testing revealed
a very serious problem with the proposed user interface [UI] architecture”).
UCD activities that promote clear product requirements, eliminate major prob-
lems early in the development process, improve communication among the
product team, support the re-use of design components, and reduce the cost of
development contribute to perceived or actual internal ROI.

External ROI. The second category we call “external ROI.” External ROI
occurs when UCD practitioners make products or services more profitable for
the company, as a result of making them better for customers and user com-
munities. The external ROI comes from more profitable sales to customers, not
from development efficiencies. External ROI research cited in this book shows
that UCD activities improve direct measures such as sales conversions, revenue,
reduced support calls, and number of hits, as well as indirect measures such as
customer satisfaction or brand awareness that are viewed as potential contribu-
tors to current and future profit.

Social ROI. A final category that UCD practitioners need to consider is “social
ROI.” Social ROI is the perception of internal stakeholders—managers, devel-
opers, and other members of the product team—that UCD provides a return on
investment, even when there are no hard data to justify that perception. Increas-
ing social ROI in an organization requires persuasive skills, recognition of what
is important to other product team members, and the development of support
networks that perceive value in UCD. We will discuss how social ROI affects both
internal and external ROI.

In this chapter, we focus on the practical issues associated with internal,
external, and social ROI. The first part of the chapter presents specific tech-
niques for improving internal ROI (or the perception of internal ROI). The
second part of the chapter addresses how we measure the impact of UCD on
external ROI.

8.3 INTERNAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Internal ROI focuses on improvements to product development that reduce
costs, eliminate rework, and improve efficiency for the development team and
other internal stakeholders. Does the work of UCD practitioners have a positive
effect on development? Do we, in our daily interactions with product teams:

✦ Reduce the overall cost of development and maintenance?

✦ Improve communication among group and individual stakeholders?
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✦ Understand how our UCD activities affect other product team members
whose performance is not necessarily based on usability?

✦ Promote usability as an equal in the trade-off among product attributes (for
example, maintainability, reliability, and performance)?

✦ Support the goals of others (developers, product management, documen-
tation, training, support, sales, and marketing)?

We contend that UCD practitioners must be perceived as contributing to inter-
nal ROI before they can contribute to measurable, external ROI. If our col-
leagues on a product team think that we make their work difficult or inefficient
(a common concern of development and product managers) or that we promote
usability to the exclusion of other business goals, we may not be able to affect
the external ROI.

One solution for getting product teams to believe in the value of UCD is to
conduct the first UCD activity with no direct costs to the product team and
demonstrate improvement to the development process (for example, reduce
bugs, cut down on rework resulting from ambiguity or poor requirements,
shorten development, or even cut down the number of meetings). Doing an “on-
spec” (speculative at no cost to the development team) UCD project to show
how internal ROI is improved has both benefits and risks. The benefit is that an
on-spec project shows how UCD can fit smoothly in the development process,
cut costs, and reveal design issues or problems. The risks with doing an on-spec
project include the following:

✦ The revelation that the product has some very bad problems that were not
overtly recognized (or that were considered “taboo”). To reduce this risk,
choose a product that you believe is not fatally flawed but has some usabil-
ity or design issues that are not obvious but that would affect product quality
and are fixable, given the point in the schedule at which you conducted your
on-spec UCD activity.

✦ Getting involved too late in development. Conducting a “free” usability test
late in development is risky for a UCD practitioner new to the product team
because any negative results may put the development and product man-
agers in a bad light and create a subtle, but lasting, resentment (negative
social ROI). To reduce this risk, it is better to plan an on-spec activity early
in the development process, such as field visits to obtain requirements or
evaluation of prototype design concepts. As a UCD team establishes social
and actual ROI, the risks of “late-breaking” results may decrease.
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8.4 INTERNAL SOCIAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT

From an internal perspective, social ROI deals with the perceptions of stake-
holders in an organization that UCD practitioners add value to the development
process, even in the absence of specific supporting data. Social ROI is an impor-
tant concept in the discussion of both internal and external ROI issues; we
discuss external social ROI later in this chapter.

Internal social ROI is important for UCD practitioners in an organization
because the impact of UCD on overall product ROI is often difficult to measure,
takes time to establish (Conklin, 1995; Ostrander, 2000; Ward, 2002), and may
not adequately capture the impact of activities such as task analysis, requirements
definition, UI inspections, and paper prototyping. Some groups may track the
hours they spend on UCD, but not track all the time that other stakeholders
spend collaborating with them or performing activities that could be considered
UCD. The move toward collaborative design, in which UCD practitioners serve
more as facilitators than designers, complicates the calculation of actual 
internal ROI.

Research from the software engineering literature provides evidence that it
is easier and more cost-effective to change a product early rather than late in
development (Pressman, 1992; Hoo et al., 2001), but we rarely have data to
support that hypothesis in day-to-day (or even month-to-month) development
work. Managers, directors, and members of product teams have to believe that
UCD activities provide benefits, because tracking the specific input of UCD
teams is often difficult and time-consuming.

Moreover, in many environments, design is so interwoven among collabo-
rators that it is difficult to identify the contribution of any particular group or
activity and proclaim that “our persona work contributed 5% to the ROI 
for product X,” or “our UCD team’s work led to 10% more profit.” Of course,
if you can perform ongoing data collection and have the services of a statisti-
cian, you can tease out these internal ROI data using multivariate statistical 
techniques, but this approach is beyond the resources and training of most 
practitioners.

In addition to the difficulties of collecting data on the contribution of UCD
activities, other events can overshadow the contributions of UCD practitioners.
Consider the impact that the tragedy of September 11, 2001, had on hotel occu-
pancy. A UCD team working on requirements and UI specifications for a Web
reservation system in late 2001 might have designed a more effective site that
needed less development time than a prior version without UCD contributions.
However, the effect of 9/11 on travel would easily have obscured whatever 
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contributions to internal development ROI were made by the UCD team. The
reduced sales could lead to the perception that the UCD efforts added no special
value.

The 9/11 travel example is a case in which sales and profits would fall despite
the greater efficiency and improved quality of the development team’s efforts.
However, internal social ROI, the product team’s belief that the UCD team did
a good job, could carry them through until sales improved and the value of the
redesign was proven. In the next section, we will provide practical advice on
methods for increasing internal social ROI.

8.5 IMPROVING INTERNAL SOCIAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Internal social ROI is a function of the number of colleagues with whom we have
connections, the types of exchanges we have with those colleagues, and our 
perceived value in those exchanges (Brown, 1986). When UCD practitioners
start in a new position, a primary task is to create the perception—as well as 
the reality—that we are adding value to product development and improving
potential sales.

To measure social ROI, a dynamic phenomenon, we need to consider 
iterative measures of our perceived value to development, such as the internal
equivalent of a customer-satisfaction survey in which our customers are members
of the product team. Consider enlisting a third party to conduct a semiannual,
anonymous survey that measures perceived effectiveness and value of UCD to
the organization and collects suggestions for improvements. Like any other
survey, an internal social ROI survey (please don’t call it that!) should go through
iterative design and usability evaluation.

One author of the chapter received valuable feedback from such a survey of
product team members in a corporate environment. Although the ratings of his
effectiveness, value, sensitivity, and communication skills were quite positive, the
survey also indicated that he sometimes gave clients too much data and did not
spend enough time helping them understand how to turn the data into concrete
design recommendations.

On one project, for example, a client team had collaborated on a large
number of contextual interviews, created affinity diagrams (Beyer and
Holtzblatt, 1998) with the UCD team, and were then left to ponder the mystery
of how to translate the huge affinity diagrams into UI designs. The clients were
too embarrassed to admit they didn’t know what to do with all the data and so
didn’t mention their confusion. The author was unaware of the struggle to turn
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the user data into useful design requirements until 6 months later, when the
internal satisfaction survey was conducted. This anecdote highlights the value of
an internal satisfaction survey and also points out that follow-up on projects can
increase communication effectiveness, an attribute of social ROI.

As a result of the internal satisfaction survey, a decision was made to plan
more time to work on design recommendations directly with developers, and
the next survey showed that the author was perceived as more supportive and
effective. His social ROI improved, and he was invited to all major design meet-
ings for input. Over time, the client became facile with the analysis and inter-
pretation of data. The improved social ROI led to a more efficient development
process and eventually measurable improvements in usability.

Other, less formal, measures of social ROI include the following:

✦ The number of invitations that UCD practitioners receive to planning and
management meetings

✦ The number of project teams requesting our help

✦ The number of people who visit or call to ask questions

✦ The number of times we are mentioned in senior management meetings
and announcements

✦ The number of product team members who are involved in UCD

✦ The number of people who believe that our work contributes to a more 
efficient development process and more salable product (Conklin, 1995)

All of these measures are related to the number of connections that we make 
in an organization. We recommend that UCD teams explicitly consider and
collect these “soft” metrics, as well as hard metrics such as hours spent on project
work.

8.5.1 Making Connections

Establishing internal social ROI begins when we make connections with stake-
holders in development and other product groups. The number of successful
connections is an informal, but important, measure of social ROI. One useful
private tool for practitioners is a “stakeholder-connection” diagram that tracks
personal connections with stakeholders, the potential value of those connections
to the practitioner and the stakeholder, and the goals and rewards that are most
important for those strengthening the connections.
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The stakeholder-connection diagram shown in Figure 8.1 can be used as 
a planning tool for building social ROI in an organization, as well as a visual 
representation of the UCD team’s connectedness and type of relationship with
stakeholders. The concept of the stakeholder-connection diagram is loosely
based on rich picture (Monk and Howard, 1998) and sociometric diagrams
(Forse and Degenne, 1999), which show the types and direction of relationships
among individuals and groups.

These diagrams highlight the high-level issues and connections among stake-
holders involved in product design and delivery. The relative size of the circles
indicates organizational power. The circle for a particular individual contribu-
tor may be larger than a formal title would indicate if that individual is a guru
who has the ear of senior management. Arrows show whether relationships
between the UCD team and the various stakeholders are nonexistent, one way,
or reciprocal. The type of line can show whether the connection is positive or
negative. In Figure 8.1, solid lines indicate neutral or positive connections and
dashed lines indicate negative connections. You could also use colors to indicate
connections. Green could represent positive connections, red could represent
negative connections, and gray could represent neutral connections. The
diagram can serve as a rough measure of UCD visibility, credibility, and con-
nectedness in an organization.

Our practical advice about making connections is to:

✦ Identify the leaders, key experts, and other influential people in an organi-
zation. They are often the people who can provide top-down support for
UCD.

✦ Set up general information meetings with these people and determine
others who will be involved. Keep the initial meetings short and nonthreat-
ening; listen carefully to the business and professional issues that are key
motivators for each stakeholder.

✦ Develop a method to track the development of UCD connections with stake-
holders. The stakeholder-connection diagram is one example of a visual
tracking method, but you could develop other visualization methods such
as a matrix or scatterplot.

✦ Set goals for increasing both tactical and strategic connections. Invitations
to requirements meetings would be an important tactical connection given
the significance of good requirements for product success; invitations to
senior management meetings where the CEO, vice presidents, and directors
gather would be strategic connections. Make tactical and strategic connec-
tion goals a formal part of your UCD project plan. You might create a plan
to meet with several new tactical and strategic leaders each month.
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FIGURE

8.1

Sample stakeholder-connection diagram. Connections with senior management
don’t exist yet. There is some opposition from an engineering and sales director
and a variety of weak to strong links with sales, marketing, quality assurance,
and engineering. For a new group, this might illustrate connections after one to
six months. Some connections are bidirectional and show reciprocity, whereas
others show mostly one-way relationships. The dashed line from Sales Dir 2 to
the UCD team indicates that the sales director has had negative interactions
with the UCD team, perhaps in the form of criticizing the team or keeping them
away from customers.

 



✦ Because the detailed activities of design can involve working with individual
members of the product team, track your connections with those individu-
als as well as the tactical and strategic leaders. Getting buy-in from develop-
ers, writers, and quality assurance (QA) engineers is important and provides
a bottom-up approach to complement the top-down approach that involves
tactical and strategic contacts.

8.5.2 Communicating with Product Teams

Another method for assessing and improving social ROI involves the tools we
use to communicate with product teams. The perceived value of our reports and
presentations can have a substantial impact on our social ROI. Therefore, we
should request feedback on the various documents, databases, and presentation
methods we use to communicate the results of UCD. Consider the following 
concrete activities with regard to reports and presentation materials that can
improve internal social ROI:

✦ When beginning work with a product team, interview them about their
reporting requirements (Molich, 2001). Find out how much detail they need
(or can handle). Does the team want just the top 20 problems or the 50-
page report with all 100 problems? How would the team like you to rate the
severity of the problems? Does the team want you to send an e-mail summary
right after a study, with a more detailed report later? The UCD community
is debating about how to present UCD data, with some practitioners stick-
ing to a particular approach (“I give them what I believe are the top 20 prob-
lems and nothing else!”) whereas other practitioners ask how much detail
is needed and tailor the report to the situation. In our experience, the
requirements for usability data vary considerably among product teams, with
some wanting every detail and others wanting only the most serious issues.
Determine the requirements for each of your clients and tailor your data
presentation to meet those requirements.

✦ Provide product teams with sample documents that show how you present
data. The sample documents should be based on a product that is not being
built by any of the teams with whom you will be working. Consider prepar-
ing a report on a competitive product, if possible, because that provides both
a work example and useful information for the team. One caution here is
to verify that doing a competitive review is not seen as an infringement on
the role of marketing or a competitive analysis group in a corporation (this
could produce negative social ROI).
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✦ Ask product teams to provide feedback on the first report you give them.
Have them do a usability edit in which they mark up the document as they
read it, and then tell you how the report could be improved. Your willing-
ness to accept criticism may increase your social ROI.

✦ Make sure that your recommendations are clear, unambiguous, and detailed
enough for the rest of the product team to understand and use as the basis
for actual changes to the product.

8.5.3 Respecting the Rest of the Product Team

We have encountered colleagues who take the role of “usability evangelist” or
“user advocate” to the extreme and alienate their colleagues on the product
team, causing negative social ROI. Our practical view is that usability should have
the same level of importance as other product attributes such as maintainabil-
ity, reliability, installability, performance, and scheduling. Product development
involves complex trade-offs, and usability is not the only critical attribute; our
social ROI will go up when we strive for equality rather than superiority and
eschew arrogance for understanding.

As an example of arrogance that can harm our social ROI, consider the
common practice of showing videotape highlights of the most egregious prob-
lems faced by participants in usability tests. These highlights, popular at profes-
sional conferences and seminars, often make members of the audience laugh
and wonder just how “those developers could be so stupid to design something
this bad.” Showing only the most extreme cases of user suffering creates an 
adversarial relationship with our product team colleagues and reduces our 
credibility.

We can do many things to avoid the perception of arrogance, but the most
important thing is to acknowledge a person who does good design work or
invests resources in UCD. As a profession, we are strongly biased toward finding
the bad in designs, and we need to recognize that others can do good design or
contribute to positive user experiences as well. This acknowledgment can be
either from the bottom up, starting with one-on-one relationships with devel-
opers and other product team members, or from the top down, by telling senior
management about positive as well as negative findings (Molich, 2001). What
specific things can we do to create a collaborative environment in which we are
not viewed as the “GUI police”?

✦ Praise even when suggesting major changes. When we work with product team
members, we can add subtle praise to our suggestions about how to improve
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design. Our social ROI with a developer is more likely to go up when we say
“The layout of the Search results is generally good, but I wonder if we should
put a bit more separation between the columns of information so users can
scan it more easily,” rather than, “These columns are too close together and
users will find it hard to read the information.” The first statement acknowl-
edges that your colleague has done something right and suggests a way to
make it “even better,” whereas the second statement just implies bad judg-
ment on the part of the developer.

✦ In meetings, acknowledge the positive contributions of others, even if the main reason
for the meeting is to critique a design artifact. When conducting group inspec-
tions, for example, make it a policy to explicitly acknowledge positive fea-
tures. This practice can have a benefit on external as well as internal ROI,
as the authors have seen cases in which a good design is altered (with no
clear justification) and the revision leads to diminished usability, delays for
fixes, reduced customer satisfaction—and ultimately—reduced profits and a
negative impact on overall product ROI.

✦ In reports of UCD activities, acknowledge good design as well as areas that need
improvement. It is important that praise be legitimate and timely (Molich,
2001).

✦ Increase your likability. Cialdini (2001) presents compelling evidence that
liking is an important factor in persuasion. If we want the product team to
take our recommendations to heart, we should consider how to help them
to like us more. One important factor in getting colleagues to like (in addi-
tion to respect) us is similarity. People tend to like people who are similar
to them in opinions, personality, traits, background, and lifestyle (Byrne,
1971; Myers, 2002) and the more they like us, the more they will agree with
us. There are some simple ways to invoke the similarity principle that can
benefit the UCD practitioner, increase liking, and lead to more effective
interaction. For example, one author took a course on a development tool
that he did not expect to use much, but felt that knowing its limitations
would help him understand what developers experience when building Web
applications. The developers noticed this increased similarity and were more
positive toward his design suggestions. Consider how you might increase
social ROI by being more similar to your stakeholders (without being 
disingenuous, of course).

✦ Increase your familiarity (Cialdini, 2001; Zajonc, 1968). A simple example of
the “repeated interaction” principle is attending development or manage-
ment meetings when you are not explicitly on the agenda. The return here
may not occur immediately, but attending meetings with teams even when
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the focus is not on usability increases familiarity, liking, and social ROI. If
team members see UCD practitioners more often, they are more likely to
view us as part of their team and ask us questions early that might prevent
significant problems later. It is especially important for usability profession-
als who are organizationally remote to demonstrate that they are personally
involved with the product being developed (Bias and Reitmeyer, 1995).

✦ Foster mutual and successful cooperation. Avoid activities that are one-sided and
adversarial, especially early in relationships with product teams. A mistake
that some talented practitioners make when they start a new job is to list the
usability problems with a product without knowing the product’s history.
Several years ago, during an initial meeting with a senior architect (who had
influence with senior management), one author made a comment about
how childish some icons looked. The icons had been designed by the 
architect’s 10-year old daughter! It took about 2 years to recover from this
inadvertent adversarial comment—and two more versions of the product to
get rid of the bad icons drawn by the daughter.

8.5.4 Understanding How Others Are Judged

To amass social ROI in an organization, we should find out how others are
judged and respect those criteria, even as we try to change them. For example,
developers are often judged on meeting ambitious schedules, fixing serious bugs
in a given time period, and solving complex coding problems. A good user expe-
rience is generally not part of the formal performance goals that affect raises,
bonuses, and respect or whether a developer has a cube or an office (Wilson,
2002). UCD goals might be ones that create a good user experience for our Web
users and UCD practitioners may be graded on achieving them, but our other
colleagues on the product team may have quite different goals that we have to
understand.

A strategic objective for a UCD team should be to have usability or user
experience goals included as part of the formal performance plan for develop-
ment and products managers, developers, writers, and other members of the
product team. When one author was a development manager, he worked with
his developers to revise their performance plans to include goals related to UI
consistency, usability, and participation in UCD activities. The developers were
then quite willing to expend more effort making the interface better when UCD
was an explicit part of their performance plan. Another approach is to persuade
the product team members that UCD activities will reduce future problems (isn’t
that what we say paper prototyping will do?) and allow them to focus more on
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those things that bring them respect (and bonuses), such as adding new fea-
tures, optimizing performance, or creating robust code.

8.5.5 Supporting Groups Outside Mainstream 
Product Development

A general method for increasing social ROI (and perhaps even overall product
ROI) is to support and involve groups outside development—marketing, sales, 
sales support, training, the legal office, and even human resources. By “support”
we mean doing small things to help make those groups successful. Although 
this may seem like common sense, it is easy in a busy environment to neglect those
with whom we don’t interact daily. Small favors invoke the norm of reciprocity
(Gouldner, 1960; Webster et al., 1999), which states that people will try to repay
favors out of sense of obligation. Examples of support and involvement that can
increase our social ROI by helping others achieve their goals include the following:

✦ Conducting early training sessions that highlight issues found in reviews,
testing, and other UCD activities. These training sessions help those who are
not directly involved in development—such as quality assurance, technical
support, and documentation teams—understand the product’s strengths
and weaknesses. The sessions can be short and informal, but have many 
benefits for UCD practitioners including the following:
✦ Contacts and relationships with people who know customers and users
✦ Increased visibility within the organization
✦ Feedback from attendees about new products that can be incorporated

in future design iterations
✦ Colleagues who will alert us to problems or support future UCD activities
✦ A better understanding of the product

✦ Compiling a readable summary of new features and usability enhancements
that sales and marketing can use in their literature and presentations to cus-
tomers. A nontraditional deliverable that highlights the positive aspects of a
product can create positive social ROI and also affect the actual product
ROI, by providing sales and marketing with early tips that help them explain
and demonstrate the product to customers more effectively (Conklin, 1996;
Wilson, 2002). Helping sales and marketing understand new products can
also provide increased access to users. A side benefit of helping sales, mar-
keting, training, and customer support is that these groups may become
great sources of usability data (Bias, 1997).
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8.5.6 Enlisting Quality Assurance Teams as Partners in User
Interface Quality

UCD teams generally evaluate limited portions of any large Web site or applica-
tion. Usability testing, for example, often focuses on a relatively small set of 
frequent or important tasks that people can perform in a few hours. UI inspec-
tions can cover broader issues such as branding and consistency, but even UI
inspections may touch only a small number of pages in a large Web site or 
application.

One method for improving the overall quality of a product is to train QA
teams how to spot UI problems in features and pages that will not be tested or
evaluated (Wilson, 2002). QA teams are often the very first users of features and
have to test them in more depth than is possible in usability testing. QA testers
can alert UCD practitioners to common inconsistencies, awkward task sequences,
confusing documentation, standards violations, bad tab order, accessibility prob-
lems, poor error messages, and places where simple errors could be prevented.
Enlisting QA teams and training them about UI and usability problems involves
the following steps:

1. Befriend and make the QA director and QA teams your allies. QA directors
often have final sign-off authority on new versions of a product even when
usability managers do not, so their support can be helpful if a product is not
meeting usability and UI design specifications. We can make allies of QA
team members by inviting them to observe usability sessions and participate
in UI inspections. UCD practitioners can support QA teams by reviewing
their test plans, which invokes the norm of reciprocity (Gouldner, 1960) and
creates an obligation to support the UCD team in return for the test plan
review.

2. Devise a training session for the QA team that describes common categories
of UI and usability bugs that could be caught during QA testing and reported
in the bug-tracking system. A half- or 1-day training session can serve as the
catalyst for enlisting the QA team as an extension of the UCD team. One of
the authors did this several years ago for a Fortune 500 company by creat-
ing a half-day training session on “Usability Bugs.” The session explained
various categories of bugs, introduced a severity scale for usability bugs that
paralleled the severity scale for technical bugs, provided examples of how to
rate the severity of bugs, and elicited the QA team’s input on how usability
bugs should be reported in the official tracking system.
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3. Before delivering the QA training, brief the product development managers
about the QA group’s involvement in finding and reporting a wide range of
usability bugs (Wilson and Coyne, 2001). One author made the mistake of
reversing this sequence. The day after the training, the QA team (who pre-
viously had not been required to report many categories of usability prob-
lems) felt empowered and reported hundreds of new bugs for several
products in late stages of development. Hostile calls and e-mails poured in
from development managers who suddenly saw their release dates and 
revenues slipping.

After these managers received the same training on usability bugs, they
agreed that usability problems should be reported like any other bug, but
they recommended that reporting by QA of usability bugs should be started
at the beginning of a development cycle so developers are not stunned by
seeing many new bugs just before the product is ready for release.

4. Set up a mechanism to provide feedback on usability bug tracking. This
could be a weekly review to assess the consistency of ratings, the level of detail
needed to describe a problem, and the reactions of developers to the
problem reports. Ongoing feedback can also help us to develop explicit
guidelines for usability bug tracking. The UCD practitioner will probably
need to look for patterns of common problems and address these global
issues through a Web style guide, management meetings, and additional UI
training for designers and developers.

5. Collaborate with the QA team on how to include usability issues in their test
plans. For example, the QA testers can develop test scripts that examine
issues such as error handling, and the UCD team can provide general guide-
lines for reporting issues such as inconsistent form design and awkward task
flows that might have previously gone unreported. QA teams can become
close allies of UCD practitioners and be a vanguard for usability improve-
ments as well as for the technical quality of products.

8.6 REUSE AND INTERNAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Reuse of code has long been a rallying cry in product development. To the extent
that we can reuse content, major features (such as search boxes, registration
forms, log-in pages, and list builders) and UI code, we can reduce the costs of
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development, maintenance, and support, as well as improve time to market,
quality, and cost-effectiveness. UCD practitioners have many opportunities for
identifying areas of Web products or services where reuse is possible, including
the following:

✦ Requirements gathering

✦ Consistency inspections, with which we compare different products across
an organization to identify inconsistencies in common features (e.g., do we
have 12 different log-in UIs or different methods for creating lists of
objects?)

✦ Style guide development and institutionalization

✦ Development of UI patterns that show solutions to common problems

In the next section we will describe how UCD practitioners can promote reuse
and affect the internal ROI of a product in development.

8.6.1 Methods for Raising Awareness of Reuse

Product managers in many Web companies are focused so intently on their own
product that they are not aware that other groups may have better solutions to
similar problems. In large Web projects, we have often found that teams working
on different products, services, or parts of Web sites fail to reuse features,
content, and consistent UI patterns. Cross-team collaboration among different
product or component teams is hindered by organizational, political, and 
financial barriers.

UCD practitioners can be a link across these barriers and highlight areas in
which everyone can gain from reuse. One approach to raising awareness is to
generate a comparative catalog of similar features. For example, let’s say that 
in a large Web site the UCD team discovers through testing, inspections, or 
other evaluation methods, that there are multiple—and very different—
registration forms that generally require the same information, as well as 
multiple search engines, calendar widgets, or methods for building a list of
desired items.

The implication for both internal and external ROI is clear. Many people
are solving the same problem with no awareness that someone else may already
have a better, faster, cheaper, or more flexible solution. Furthermore, these dif-
ferent solutions to the same problem increase maintenance costs and probably
reduce user satisfaction of people who visit more than one part of the site.
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Some other approaches for raising awareness about reuse are also relatively
cost-effective. Even in small development groups, it is useful for team members
working on different areas of a Web site or application to show their designs to
each other early in development, something that seems obvious, but is often not
done until it is too late. In larger organizations, UCD teams can host demo days
or Web UI fairs (Good, 1989) during which different groups present sketches,
prototypes, or working products and see what other groups are doing.

Another method is to create design posters showing segments from a 
style guide or UI pattern catalog. Placing these posters in conference and
meeting rooms can activate the “familiarity breeds liking” principle (Cialdini,
2001; Zajonc, 1968) and be a gentle persuasive technique for consistency and
reuse.

8.6.2 Within- and Between-Product Consistency Inspections

The first step in establishing reuse involves an assessment of where reuse of UI
features and designs is possible. The basic method for assessment is a compara-
tive consistency inspection to identify how similar features or content are pre-
sented within and between products. The results of the consistency inspection
should include the following information:

✦ The components and product names

✦ A name for the feature (e.g., required field indicator, search, or registration
form)

✦ Side-by-side pictures of the different implementations of the same feature

✦ Notes under each picture that describe consistency and usability issues
related to that feature (These notes should include both positive and nega-
tive aspects of the features.)

✦ A summary of the inconsistencies that emerge from the examples

When UCD practitioners start in a new position or on a new project, consistency
and usability inspections are often part of “coming up to speed.” Doing a semi-
formal consistency inspection when you are in a new position or consulting
opportunity is also a method for reducing time to understanding and increas-
ing credibility among the product team, because we can learn a lot about related
projects quickly. Keep in mind that it might not be politic to circulate this report
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to management until we learn more about the organization (or, as noted earlier,
whose child designed the icons).

8.6.3 User Interface Patterns as a Tool to Promote Reuse

The work by Alexander and his colleagues (Alexander et al., 1977) on architec-
tural patterns prompted the development of programming patterns (Gamma 
et al., 1994) and UI patterns (Tidwell, 2003; Van Duyne et al., 2003). Alexander’s
patterns were structural features that could be applied during design to improve
the “habitability” of a town, street, or building. In the UI design area, patterns
are potential solutions to design problems that can increase the “habitability” of
virtual environments. The components of a UI pattern can include the 
following:

✦ A name for the pattern

✦ An illustration of the pattern

✦ An indication of when you would use the pattern (what problem is it
solving?)

✦ A description of how the pattern works (a description of the key objects and
interactions in the pattern)

For example, related patterns (higher-level patterns) can be built up from lower-
level patterns. The use of patterns imposes regularity across designs, thus pro-
moting UI reuse. Patterns can suggest solutions to problems such as how to
present a list of selected items (e.g., a shopping cart pattern), how to deal with
hierarchical information (e.g., an expandable tree), or how to step a person
through a task (e.g., what many call a wizard). Examples of UI patterns on the
Web can be found at www.welie.com/patterns/ and time-tripper.com/
uipatterns/index.php?page=About_Patterns/.

The value of patterns is that they can provide members of the product team
who code UIs with ideas both for high-level design problems such as what a
“community site” home page should contain and lower-level problems such as
how to represent an input prompt (Tidwell, 2003). The patterns for various UI
problems or features can serve as a starting point for design and usability
requirements and reduce the time needed to develop a design. UI patterns can
be institutionalized into style guides that recommend approaches to particular
design problems. However, patterns are flexible, and the particular pattern or
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details in a pattern must fit the users, tasks, and domain of the product. So, the
use of design patterns can impact development by the following:

✦ Reducing the time required to formulate solutions to design problems

✦ Providing developers who also design UIs with a tool for learning the ration-
ale behind particular design solutions (thus generally enhancing the devel-
oper’s sensitivity to design issues that can affect usability)

✦ Improving consistency across an organization by establishing patterns that
can be reused

The development and use of UI patterns is not yet a mainstream activity for most
UCD practitioners and developers, and many questions remain about how pat-
terns are developed and validated for specific domains and applications; but the
general concept shows much promise for reducing the costs of development and
raising the general level of design awareness. What practical advice can we offer
practitioners about UI patterns?

✦ Review current collections of patterns, looking for existing solutions to prob-
lems we face in our UCD work.

✦ Examine common problems identified through usability testing, heuristic
reviews, consistency inspections, and other design and evaluation techniques
and consider generating patterns for those problems. Validate the patterns
by reviewing them against user, task, domain, and technical requirements.

✦ Publicize the validated patterns as a way of reducing internal development
costs, because many people can use similar designs.

✦ Use the patterns as a way to teach design rationale.

8.6.4 Group User Interface Inspections

A wide variety of techniques for conducting UI inspections are available. Most
techniques permit some form of group review, some after individual reviews. A
simple but potent method for increasing reuse and improving internal ROI
involves inviting managers, architects, and other stakeholders from different
product teams to participate in UI inspections. The inclusion of stakeholders
from different product teams is likely to reveal unneeded redundancy in UI 
code and make other groups aware of possibilities for code-sharing, improved
maintainability, and cost savings.
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One author conducted an inspection with representatives from several
product lines. During the inspection, we learned that one group had purchased
a “date-picker” widget to address a complaint that the product under review
required users to type in a day for a financial transaction, rather than choose 
it from a calendar (which was important because some transactions were not 
possible on weekends and holidays). That development manager offered the
date-picker widget to other groups, thus improving consistency and usability, as
well as reducing costs and maintenance. If the managers had not met at this UI
inspection, they might have purchased different date-pickers and directly
reduced the internal ROI for both products, as well as increased the potential
for customer complaints.

8.6.5 Graphic User Interface Rolls for Workflow 
Assessment and Comparison

Several years ago, one author worked as a human-computer interface consultant
on a suite of Internet products that were designed to be used together. However,
as the senior manager for the product discovered, the specs and prototypes for
the individual products seemed to come from different planets. The manager
wanted the product teams to consider reuse of code and designs to reduce costs
and improve the user experience. The author’s job was to evaluate the set of
tools for UI consistency and make recommendations on how to improve the
overall consistency of the entire product suite, including specific suggestions
about where features, designs, and code could be reused. Some of the products
were already released, some were in beta testing, and some were in the func-
tional/UI specification stage.

As part of the review, we created a visual task flow using screen shots of the
products or graphics from the functional/UI specification. The task flows were
created with Visio and printed out on long rolls of paper with a large-format
plotter. The main flow was one path, and all the dialogs, pop-ups, and common
error messages were shown below the main flow. These graphic user interface
(GUI) rolls were as long as 20 feet, and we created them for eight separate 
products.

Then developers and product managers from the different product groups
reviewed several rolls at a time, looking for places where the products did similar
things differently or were different in other ways. Laying out task flows on a GUI
roll using the actual UI objects was much more revealing than seeing a single
page of objects or even walking through prototype code. The result of the 
review was an overall improvement in consistency, increased reuse of common
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components, and an artifact that developers could take home and show to their
children (the fact that the developers could show their children what they did
in a visual way provided unexpected social ROI).

8.7 USER-CENTERED DESIGN INFRASTRUCTURE AND RETURN 
ON INVESTMENT

UCD infrastructure involves the skills, technology, processes, templates, and
strategies that an individual or UCD team uses to support the business goals of
the company, organization, or the UCD team. The goals of a strategic infra-
structure are to promote efficient UCD within a team, the business group, and
the company or organization as a whole (McElroy and Wilson, 2003).

An effective UCD infrastructure would reduce the expense of creating and
modifying Web products and services and reduce the cost of development. We
believe that UCD teams should invest heavily in an infrastructure to facilitate
reuse, reduce the time required for usability activities, and eliminate common
design mistakes.

The basic component of a UCD infrastructure is skill. Do the UCD practi-
tioners have the necessary social, technical, and domain skills to provide efficient
support for a particular product development environment? As in many new pro-
fessions, extensive debate over the core skills for a UCD practitioner is ongoing.
Organizations such as the Usability Professionals’ Association (UPA) are trying
to define the core body of knowledge for UCD practitioners. Several general
skills are at the heart of an effective UCD infrastructure.

The first skill is an ability to consider the business (and sometimes personal)
goals of all the internal stakeholders in a product. We have heard colleagues
make proclamations such as “I am the user advocate” and “Usability is the most
important attribute of a product.” The people who stand on a usability pulpit
need to remember that usability should be considered at the same level as 
features, reliability, maintainability, evolvability, and other “ilities.” Although
evangelism is vital, design is largely a social activity that is driven by personal,
business, and life goals, and unbridled evangelism can result in isolation rather
than collaboration.

The second general skill is the ability to formulate and ask good questions
and then listen to what others are saying about a product. This skill requires
practitioners to reflect on how their background and the current situation may
bias what they ask and what they hear. It also requires experience in asking open-
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ended questions that don’t “lead the witness,” or we will hear only what we
expect, rather than gain insights from others.

The third general skill that UCD practitioners should possess is continuous
self-assessment of our skills and knowledge. We believe these are the most basic
skills required by UCD practitioners; without them, we can have little impact on
the ROI for a product.

Once we have the necessary skills to support a strong UCD infrastructure,
the next step is to develop efficient ways to plan and conduct UCD activities,
including the following:

✦ A system for recruiting and tracking participants. Recruiting is time-
consuming and can tax the resources of a UCD team, so a robust and 
efficient system can contribute significantly to internal ROI. A recruiting
infrastructure could include the following:
✦ Recruiting personnel (internal or agencies)
✦ Recruiting “ads” on Web sites
✦ Templates for the recruiter’s script and screening questions that can be

easily modified for different studies
✦ Recruiting guidelines
✦ A database that can track past and potential participants. The recruiting

database should be designed for a wide variety of activities including
testing, requirements gathering, diary studies, and other UCD activities.
If participants can sign up from the Web, the sign-up data should feed
directly into the recruiting database to minimize data entry.

✦ A clear statement of how people are to be treated during recruiting and
the study itself, to provide guidance on potential recruiting problems and
ethical dilemmas

✦ A semiformal method for conducting in-house usability testing sessions. This
methodology is generally an important aspect of the UCD infrastructure,
because a session really begins when the participant enters the facility and
only concludes when the person leaves the building. The primary textbooks
on usability (Nielsen, 1994; Rubin, 1994; Dumas and Redish, 1999; Barnum,
2002) provide many suggestions that are useful for creating a test session
infrastructure, which should consist of the following:
✦ A method for pilot testing and making modifications to the test plan and

script
✦ A method for separating participants from observers and briefing

observers on proper etiquette. Expedited testing methods often lead to
invitations for developers and other stakeholders to “drop by” and watch
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sessions. Depending on the layout of the testing environment, the
observers can be located in the same room as the participant, in an adja-
cent or nearby observation room, or at an entirely different location. A
protocol should be developed for each setting; failure to have a smooth
process for observers, wherever they are located, reduces credibility
(social ROI) as well as increases set-up costs. For example, a group at a
remote site may observe a session using a remote conference tool such as
WebEx or streaming video. That group needs procedures for how to ask
questions; they could transmit questions via Instant Messenger to the 
facilitator unbeknownst to the participant or by phone conferences
between sessions. Remote observers must also receive the task script, so
they have a context for their observations.

✦ Guidelines for greeting and bringing participants to the testing room.
Many UCD practitioners fail to realize that the first few moments when
the facilitator meets the participant set the stage for the rest of the session.
A nervous or harried facilitator could easily transmit anxiety to the 
participant.

✦ Processes for collecting, analyzing, and distributing data, both for individ-
ual studies and across studies, such as the following:
✦ A set of processes for collecting qualitative and quantitative data. The

process should include training for new notetakers on what to look for
and how to code the information. The procedures may be different for
in-person and remote observers or for UCD observers and observers from
development teams.

✦ A process for distributing the data collected during the sessions. Methods
range from e-mail notes that observers send to the product team to daily
e-mails that summarize the results from testing sessions, to automated
reports generated with logging systems.

✦ Guidelines for managing the product team’s desire to have near-real-time
reports on usability tests, the hazards of which include overzealous
observers who take notes and send them along after each session, as well
as a focus on minor visual problems (e.g., the user does not like an icon)
rather than global issues (e.g., the navigation architecture is poor). For
example, one author ran a Web usability test in which the first three par-
ticipants had virtually no problems. The product manager watched those
sessions and sent a “no problems” e-mail to the product team and vice
president. Unfortunately, the next 10 participants had much more
trouble, and some serious (and consistent) problems emerged. When 
all the data were analyzed, and the overall results were found to be quite
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negative, numerous diplomatic engagements were required to explain to
the angry stakeholders the discrepancy between the first e-mail message
and the formal report.

✦ And finally, a process for examining patterns that emerge across usability
studies. In environments in which many products are being tested, the use
of a database or visualization method for uncovering meta-problems—prob-
lems that occur repeatedly across products—can reveal general problems
that are more serious than any single study might indicate. For example, if
you run 20 studies in a year and find that in each study, several participants
encountered a similar medium-severity problem, that may indicate a more
fundamental problem such as a common GUI object (e.g., a calendar or
graph widget) with an inherent design flaw used across products.

8.7.1 Templates and Common Documents

One relatively easy and often neglected way to reduce costs is to create a set of
UCD templates and common documents that can be reused and are easy to
access by UCD and product team members. The initial creation of templates and
common documents requires some upfront investment in branding, design, and
evaluation (all documents should be reviewed and tested). The templates and
common documents should be designed with several goals in mind:

✦ Establish a brand for the UCD team. Brand recognition is important in these
tough economic times; UCD teams need to establish their presence with a
brand that both fits in with corporate or organizational culture and high-
lights the unique contribution of the UCD team.

✦ Explain the process. UCD practitioners repeatedly have to describe how their
methods fit into development. Create a one-page summary document and
a more detailed document that explain how UCD fits cost effectively into
development. These can save considerable time, because each group or
client you work with is likely to ask you to explain the process. If you have a
lab that is the centerpiece of a corporate UCD team, having brochures always
available will reduce the need to send special information to visitors.

✦ Increase reuse of common materials. For example, scripts for Web testing will
have many common features (an introduction to the method, the informed
consent issues, the general “rules” for testing, etc.). Investing in a template
that includes the common features, with an easy way to include project-
specific information, can be a tremendous time saver.
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✦ Have sample documents ready for stakeholders and potential clients. A common
request in the consulting and corporate worlds is a preview of what a usabil-
ity inspection or contextual inquiry report would look like. Sample reports
that are not proprietary can save time and increase the social ROI with inter-
nal or external clients. Sample reports should be based as much as possible
on real data from a known Web site and should be reviewed for clarity, 
readability, branding, and language that is direct and clear, especially in the
executive summary. For a set of sample reports, be sure to apply similar
branding to each document (for example, consistency in the cover page and
general format).

✦ Provide additional information about UCD. Provide a brief reading list (one to
two pages suffice for most situations) of articles, books, and Web sites that
would be useful for internal and external stakeholders. Over the years, we
have found that many people want to read about UCD methods, case studies,
or its impact on ROI. Update the list several times a year and make sure that
the entries are consistent with your own UCD philosophy. If you have 
published articles, books, or online materials, include them on the list to
enhance your credibility.

The next sections of this chapter discuss external ROI. First we describe the dif-
ferent kinds of metrics for external ROI: historical, predictive, and simultane-
ous; direct and indirect. Then we review approaches and variables that can be
used to measure improved user experience. Finally, we address the challenges
practitioners face in measuring external ROI.

8.8 EXTERNAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT

External ROI for usability occurs when we make products and services better for
our company or organization, as a result of making them better for our cus-
tomers and user community. The return comes from the goods and services we
sell, rather than from our efficiency in producing them.

There are two levels of external ROI. In the first level, usability engineering
and UCD address the behavior and perceptions of customers and users. Exter-
nal usability ROI is tied to how much we can improve the user experience or
how well we can achieve explicit usability goals. For the first level of external
ROI, the question we want to answer about UCD activities is, does the work UCD
teams do have a positive effect on what we want to accomplish? For example,
does UCD work make Web sites and products:
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✦ Easier for customers to use (more usable)?

✦ More effective at helping customers achieve their goals (more useful)?

✦ More satisfying to use?

Most UCD practitioners would agree that the answer is a resounding “Yes!” (Bias
and Mayhew, 1994; Donoghue, 2002; Donahue et al., 1999; Usability Profes-
sionals’ Association, 2003). The related ROI question is, do the benefits of
accomplishing these goals exceed the costs associated with UCD? Our customers
clearly benefit from UCD activities that improve product quality, but how does
our own organization benefit?

In many companies, improved user experience itself does not constitute
ROI. To produce ROI, usability enhancements must also increase profits or
improve branding (or goodwill). Increased profits are the traditional financial
measure for ROI, and improved branding and goodwill are among the ways to
measure the social ROI of companies or external social ROI.

Thus for the second, broader, level of external ROI, we need to show 
that improved user experience increases sales, reduces post-sales expenses, or
produces enough external social ROI that the organization believes there will
eventually be a positive effect on the bottom line. (The other way to increase
profits, by reducing development expenses, is addressed earlier under “Internal
Return on Investment.”)

8.9 HISTORICAL, PREDICTIVE, AND SIMULTANEOUS MEASURES

External ROI often entails comparing before-and-after measurements of usabil-
ity. Sometimes we assess how usable a product or service was in the past, com-
pared with a current product developed with UCD activities; these are called
historical measures. Alternatively, we can measure the usability of a current
product and predict (and then measure) how usability will be improved in the
successor product that our efforts help create; this is called predictive testing or
pro forma analysis (Brealey and Myers, 2003).

Not every comparison has to be across time or before and after. We can make
concurrent or simultaneous measures, where the comparison is usually with a
competitor’s product. For example, a usability goal might be for shoppers to go
through the checkout procedure 10% faster than on a competitive site.

Each of these approaches has strengths and weaknesses. In a recent 
workshop on usability ROI (Rosenbaum and Shroyer, 2003), several participants
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commented on the difficulty of collecting historical data about pre-UCD prod-
ucts. At one company, the usability group was rarely involved in projects early
enough to capture real “before” numbers and then was usually deployed else-
where before they could capture “after” numbers.

Also, the cost of measuring a current product’s usability (establishing a base-
line) when extensive changes are already planned may itself be difficult to justify,
especially when the new features will require the UCD team to focus on the new
product. When the usability of competitive sites or products is assessed, skill and
resources may be needed to define comparable user tasks, and some features or
functionality may not be comparable.

Measuring external ROI becomes more important as practitioners are faced
with more usability work than they can perform with current budgets and as they
compete for resources with other parts of the organization. Even though col-
lecting metrics for external ROI can be challenging, the process provides not
only data but also insights into social ROI: how UCD teams can work together
with other groups in an organization to improve product quality, customer 
satisfaction, and the bottom line.

8.10 DIRECT AND INDIRECT MEASURES

Direct measures of external ROI are improvements to the user experience that
increase profits directly; these improvements either increase revenue or lower
the cost of supporting released products. Indirect measures of external ROI are
improvements to the user experience that increase user productivity or customer
satisfaction and thus increase profits indirectly. In financial discussions, these are
often called “hard dollars” and “soft dollars,” respectively.

We find direct measures of external ROI when we can tie user goals to busi-
ness goals. Most of the first-level metrics for external ROI address how well the
product meets user goals. To measure the contribution of usability to profit, 
it’s critical to consider related business goals. For example, a user goal for an
Internet service provider might be to have adequate storage for messages in 
e-mail boxes. The related business goal might be to increase the adoption rates
for an extra-cost storage option, something we can measure.

Similarly, if our business goal is to have more people make purchases on our
e-commerce site, and we assume that there are people who want to do so, then
we can usefully measure the completion or drop-out rates for a registration
process required before visitors can make purchases on the site. Increasing 
registration completion rates can improve both the user experience and sales.
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However, some improvements to the user experience don’t affect sales 
so directly. Thus the social aspects of external ROI are needed to convince 
stakeholders that a positive user experience will, in the long run, improve the
financial health of the organization. This thesis is comparable to justifying the
ROI of public relations or branding campaigns. All are indirect measures, but
we can nevertheless demonstrate ROI.

For example, we can publicize improved user experience to increase 
sales and then measure sales, even though other efforts and occurrences 
(“confounds”) can have a concurrent effect on sales. By confounds, we mean
interfering situations, such as the effect of September 11, 2001, on the hotel
reservation Web site described earlier. In psychology, confounds are defined 
as variables that change with the independent variable being measured, so 
their effects cannot be meaningfully assigned to either the confound or the 
independent variable. Perhaps more simply, confounding occurs when we do
not control extraneous variables that may influence the results of our research.

Any ROI we can demonstrate will help UCD teams cost-justify their usabil-
ity activities. However, corporate management usually finds direct measures
more compelling (social ROI is needed to help support indirect measures of
ROI). Therefore, as our UCD teams look at improving the user experience 
and measuring its impact on ROI, we should give priority to efforts that have
direct measures—or if the measures are indirect, the ROI should be dramati-
cally high.

For example, when redesigning the architecture of an e-commerce site, you
can measure how easily users navigate the current site and complete purchases.
Then, design the new architecture both to improve the usability of the site and
to make it easier for shoppers to buy high-profit items. The improvement to
overall site usability is an indirect measure, and the increase in sales of high-
profit items is a direct measure of external ROI.

8.11 MEASURING IMPROVED USER EXPERIENCE

What should we measure to demonstrate external ROI? The major categories of
improved user experience are the following:

✦ First-time use

✦ The learning experience

✦ User performance by experienced users (“continued use”)
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✦ Need for customer support and service

✦ Customer satisfaction and attitudes

If we look at the ways in which usability practitioners measure improved user
experience, most of the categories have both behavior and perception measures.
The perception measures are social ROI; it’s harder to tie them directly to
profits, but they contribute to an organization’s long-range success or to its key
strategies. In the 2003 UPA workshop on ROI (UPA, 2003), practitioners com-
piled an extensive list of factors or variables to consider as we built guidelines
for measuring ROI and justifying investments in UCD. In this section we expand
on the workshop list. For each of the categories of improved user experience,
we list variables, describe methods for measurement (with examples), and
discuss the likely confounds specific to that category. Confounds that affect all
external ROI measures are described later under “Challenges to Measuring
External ROI.”

8.11.1 First-Time Use

For some products, Web sites, and services, the business and the usability goal is
that the target audience can “walk up and use” the product, without training.
For these “kiosk-like” UIs, variables to measure can include the following 
(Whiteside et al., 1988):

✦ Number of errors made during initial use

✦ Success rate in achieving stated goals with the product

✦ Types and severity of errors (consequences and ability to recover from
errors)

✦ Time spent in errors, compared with productive time

✦ Users’ perception of their success (or failure)

Depending on the nature of the application, the “initial use” may begin with
installation or registration, in which case these tasks are usually a major area of
concern. All these variables can apply to the installation process, and successful
installation is critical because it must precede all other use of the product. 
Registration is a comparable mission-critical task for sites that require it before
access to key features.
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Classic “out of the box” usability testing is extensively used and highly 
successful at measuring these variables. Other data-collection methods can 
also measure the initial-use variables:

✦ Field studies for public Web sites and for products for which we can observe
installation in the actual context of use

✦ Remote and online usability testing using a variety of screen-sharing software
tools (Bartek and Cheatham, 2003; Chen et al., 1999; Perkins, 2001)

✦ Automated data gathering of variables such as drop-out rates during 
registration or payment, although making effective design changes is more
difficult without knowledge of user goals

An example of external usability ROI for first-time users is eBay’s Sell Your Item
(SYI) form, for which UCD consulting and usability testing directly improved
eBay revenue (Braun, 2002). UCD team members from eBay looked at page 
statistics for the SYI form and hypothesized that the complexity of the form 
contributed to high drop-out rates. They estimated that a 1% improvement in
the drop-out rate would increase listings correspondingly. At 1.1 million listings
a day, the increase would be 11,000 listings a day. If each eBay customer paid
only the minimum listing fee of 30 cents, revenue would increase more than $1.2
million a year, exclusive of final value fees for items sold or customer support
costs for people calling with questions about the form. To improve the SYI form,
an eBay usability engineer worked with the design team for three months of
usability testing and consulting (additional costs included participant incentives
and an assistant during two testing weeks). Redesign after usability testing
required an additional week—the total was a small investment for the predicted
revenue increase.

What confounds affect our measurement of first-time use? Both usability
improvements such as the eBay example and technological improvements can
have a positive impact on Web sites and products intended for use without train-
ing. The current trend toward “autonomic computing,” in which self-managing
systems function without user intervention, can increase user success without
significant changes in the UI (Helland, 2001; Milewski and Lewis, 1997; 
Rosenbaum, 2003).

Today most autonomic features manage administrative functions such as
updating software or virus protection or compiling an inventory of network
devices; but end-user features can also be at least partially self-managing. For
example, in registration forms, a zip or postal code entered by the visitor could
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cause the site to generate (editable) city and state fields, reducing data-entry
errors and increasing user input efficiency. UCD teams can provide affordances
that improve user acceptance of cost-effective autonomic systems, thus increas-
ing the ROI of both usability and technology contributions.

8.11.2 The Learning Experience

For more complex products and sites, some kind of user learning or education
is a requirement for satisfactory performance. User training has both internal
and external ROI components. The internal component is the savings in 
budget and schedule when learning materials (courses, online training, online
help, and documentation) are developed for products better designed to meet
user goals.

The external usability ROI component of user education can be measured
either by the reduction in the length and cost of learning needed to achieve a
specified level of user performance or by the improvement in user performance
gained by a given investment in training. For reduction in length and cost of
learning, the variables include the following:

✦ Users’ time away from job tasks to seek online help, to consult documenta-
tion, or to call customer support

✦ Time spent by colleagues to provide informal training or coaching

✦ Direct costs of training courses, materials, or documentation

✦ Users’ time away from the job to take formal training classes

✦ Number of calls to customer support during first X months of use

For improvement in performance after training, the same variables apply as 
for first-time use (listed above), with the addition of the following efficiency
measures:

✦ Length of time to perform specific tasks

✦ Number of requests for assistance or calls to customer support during 
specific tasks

The confounds that affect measuring the external usability ROI of training are
compounded by the before-and-after nature of measuring training itself. The
ROI of training is usually calculated by measuring user performance before and
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after training. If we want to measure the contribution of usability activities to
training, then the “before” measure is the user performance improvement (after
training) for the previous product version or predecessor product, and the
“after” measure is the user performance improvement for the current product.

For example, the training department of a company building Web-based call
center applications found that customer call center representatives handled 20%
more calls per hour after taking the company’s training course for Version A of
the product. Publicizing these measurements as part of the company’s market-
ing program could either increase sales of the call center product itself, sales of
billable training, or both, thus demonstrating the ROI of training.

If we want to measure the usability ROI associated with training, we need to
compare the improvement after training on Version A with the improvement
after training on Version B of the call center application, which we supported
with usability engineering. Suppose that in Version B, call center representatives
handled 30% more calls per hour after training. Some of that gain comes from
UCD activities that improve the application UI. But the training department
probably believes the improvement is due to the following:

✦ Creating higher-quality training materials and online help

✦ Hiring more experienced training delivery staff

✦ Using more effective authoring tools for Web-based training or online help,
so the same amount of training development time produced better results

Both teams are correct; improvements in ROI are often the result of joint efforts,
even when the work wasn’t explicitly collaborative. Reducing the need for train-
ing and improving the effectiveness of training both enhance external ROI, 
and the UCD team helped produce the gains. From a social and organizational
standpoint, the UCD team need not be the sole owner of an ROI increase. 
Recognition as part of the team that improved profitability is a similarly valuable
contribution.

8.11.3 User Performance by Experienced Users

Measuring the ROI of usability for experienced users of an application is a major
challenge. Most usability evaluations and assessments are performed with new
or inexperienced users of a Web site or application, and we are usually con-
cerned with the initial experience of the target audience. However, there are
Web applications such as order-entry and human resources systems in which the
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target audience consists primarily of experienced users who might resist changes
to the UI.

The scenario that arises most frequently with experienced users is that they
have already invested time and effort in learning to use a site or product; they
don’t want to give up the productivity tied to their current skill level. A
redesigned site or a major new version of a product is not necessarily desirable
to experienced users. Rather, they ask: are the new features and benefits worth
enough to them to justify the new learning curve? As members of a UCD team,
we need to address the trade-off of changing the design to broaden the user base
versus keeping the installed user base happy by making minimal changes.

When the LexisNexis online legal information service first became available,
it had a steep learning curve; typically one person in a law office (often a para-
legal or a junior attorney) became the “LexisNexis guru” for the entire office.
During development of an easier-to-use Windows® version, LexisNexis devel-
opers were surprised to encounter resistance from the gurus in their customer 
law firms. The people who had made the investment to learn the old system
didn’t want to give up their expert status for a service anyone in the office could
use.

In another example, a major computer company had developed an internal
software tool for tracking defects, which was used by thousands of development
and QA engineers in many locations. The company planned to replace this tool
with a customized Web application that managed defects and problems through-
out the product lifecycle and was integrated with their customer relationship
management (CRM) system to improve company-wide business practices.

The company conducted contextual inquiries with the current users and
learned about the many ways engineers used their internal system. Despite 
inconsistent use among different business units and virtually no training or 
documentation, experienced users were fairly productive and satisfied with 
their existing tool. After iterative exploratory usability testing of the new Web
application, with measurement of usability improvements as development con-
tinued, the user community had one primary question: could engineers report
and track defects as quickly with the new system as with the old tool? The target
audience of engineers was more interested in maintaining their personal pro-
ductivity than in usability or the larger business goals the new system helped the
company achieve.

Therefore, the usability practitioners needed to design and conduct a quan-
titative usability test comparing users’ productivity with the two defect systems (a
complex study involving controlled training sessions on the new application
before the test sessions and statistical analysis of the data). If the stakeholders in
the target audience were shown they would not lose productivity, they would be
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more willing to cooperate in deploying the new tool. In this case, the ROI was
tied to the improvement to the computer company’s CRM and business
processes. The development team and the UCD team both contributed to the
better user experience of the application, the former by reducing processing
time and the latter by improving the UI.

In the 2003 UPA workshop (UPA, 2003), one participant described how an
Internet company provides a “preview” feature so users can click and “see how
this page will look in a redesign,” then have the opportunity to provide feed-
back. Even though the majority of responses from experienced customers are
typically in favor of the existing page, the process sets customer expectations that
change is coming.

8.11.4 Need for Customer Support and Service

For an ideal Web site or product, the target audience uses the site or product
successfully to achieve their personal or business goals, either with or without
learning aids. Once the product is shipped or the site goes public, the company
simply collects revenue and develops the next version. Of course, in the real 
business world, users have problems that the company needs to solve.

Thus almost all companies offer some kind of customer support, customer
service, telephone “help” lines, maintenance contracts, e-mail support, or “live
chats” on their Web sites. Most companies offer several types or levels of support.

The business model for customer support varies according to the organiza-
tion and its products and services. Whether or not customer support groups are
designed to be profit centers, they are an operating expense to the company and
reducing the cost of calls to customer support improves profitability. Even when
a company sells maintenance contracts or service agreements (or charges by the
minute for service calls), that revenue creates profit only when customer requests
for service don’t exceed the expectations on which pricing was based.

If UCD activities improve Web sites and products so they require less 
customer support, those “self-reliant” products make a direct contribution to
external ROI. The 2003 UPA workshop (UPA, 2003) identified the following
factors or variables for measuring the contribution of UCD to reducing the need
for customer support:

✦ Number of calls

✦ Length of calls

✦ Length of time customer waits “on hold”
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✦ Percentage of calls escalated

✦ Frequency of the same topic occurring in questions or problems

✦ Use of frequently asked questions

Much of this information can be collected using content analysis (Neuendorf,
2001; Rockley et al., 2003) of customer call logs. Interviews with support staff can
provide insight into the data and may even lead to improving the quality of 
customer call data collected. Remote surveys of customers who called for 
support can be used to collect data about customers’ perception of product
quality; or UCD teams can conduct critical incident surveys (Flanagan, 1954)
with customers.

In one example cited at the 2003 UPA workshop (UPA, 2003), total calls to
customer support did not decrease, so the UCD team examined the categories
of calls, looking specifically at usability-oriented issues. This approach was only
partially successful; under the pressure of fielding calls, the customer support
representatives didn’t worry much about categorizing, so the data had poor 
inter-rater reliability. Nevertheless, some improvements were significant, such as
product installation, for which the total number of calls was reduced by almost
half. It would have been even better to measure the reduction in calls per license
or calls per visitor; unfortunately those data were not available.

Another UPA 2003 workshop participant described the challenge of showing
usability ROI for large enterprise applications for which revenue is also gener-
ated by company services such as training and support. The UCD group hoped
to show that revenue increases from licensing fees would bring more ROI in the
long run than a reliance on revenue from services that increase the total cost of
ownership for customers. However, at the time of the workshop, multidepart-
mental tracking to support this thesis was not taking place.

Some concerns discussed in the workshop were that customer support
groups might see call data analysis as a threat to job security or resist UCD work
because support revenue would diminish. However, from a company-wide view,
the same support groups could handle a larger customer base if each customer
required less support. The issue of support revenue is comparable to that of
training revenue; if a company’s business model depends heavily on revenue
from these sources, then they should not be our first choice for measuring 
usability ROI.

Customer support is also similar to training in that reductions in the need
for customer support can have more causes than UCD activities. A new release
might have fewer bugs than its predecessor or might be marketed to a more 
technically sophisticated audience.
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8.11.5 Customer Satisfaction and Attitudes

The ISO 9241-11 Guidance on Usability standard (International Organization
for Standardization, 1998) defines usability as “the extent to which a product
can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, 
efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” Although tradi-
tional human factors research focuses on behavior, UCD practitioners in com-
mercial environments recognize the critical importance of measuring customer
satisfaction.

This aspect of user experience is often measured in parallel with others.
While we measure first-time use, the learning experience, or continued use of
products and Web sites, we can concurrently ask questions about customer 
satisfaction. Many usability research designs include a post-task participant 
“activity” consisting of a satisfaction questionnaire. We can also conduct specific
data-collection projects focused on customer satisfaction:

✦ Surveys

✦ Ethnographic interviews

✦ Competitive analysis

The UPA 2003 workshop (UPA, 2003) discussed several kinds of “usability report
cards” for both internal and external customers. For example, an internal ROI
measure was how many of the recommended steps in the usability process the
development team followed. However, customer satisfaction measures are usually
applied to external customers, and measures such as the Gómez Scorecard
(Gómez, 2003) and other industry ratings were discussed. Because such heuris-
tic evaluations lack primary data from customers, they should always be com-
bined with or supplemented by direct customer surveys.

Customer satisfaction surveys are one of the few methods we have to demon-
strate the correlation of improved user experience with sales. A generally
accepted management principle is that increased customer satisfaction improves
profitability; companies with satisfied customers either sell more products or can
set higher prices for their products and services. If we couple our user experi-
ence measurements with before-and-after customer satisfaction measurements,
we can correlate improved user experience with greater customer satisfaction
and thus demonstrate external ROI.

For example, one UPA 2003 workshop (UPA, 2003) participant described
how her group developed a customer survey and report card. They planned 
to administer the survey to usability test participants as well as to postlaunch 
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customers and then generate scores on the report card for products. However,
corporate management was concerned that research and development staff
would overwhelm customers with requests for information, so it was difficult to
obtain approval to distribute the questionnaire. This example also illustrates the
interrelationship of social and external ROI; most UCD practitioners observe
that customers like to have us ask their opinions, but management may be
unaware of this goodwill (see “ROI from Communicating Improved User Expe-
rience” later in this chapter).

Sophisticated methods now exist for collecting customer satisfaction data on
the Internet. For example, at least one U.S. vendor, Foresee Results, uses an
online version of the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI), produced
by the University of Michigan since 1994 and published quarterly in the Wall
Street Journal. Their online “customer satisfaction dashboard” continuously 
analyzes customer feedback, and the ASCI directly links customer satisfaction
measurement with financial returns.

Another potential measure of customer satisfaction is reduced frustration.
A University of Washington researcher invented a “frustration meter” that usabil-
ity test participants could manipulate during task performance, creating a record
of frustration levels at various steps of product use (Ramey, 1999). Some online
survey questions address user frustration, but when the question is not concur-
rent with the causal activity, such summative reporting may not be reliable (for
example, numerical self-ratings of physical pain used in clinical settings are
always immediate measures, not historical ones). Although we believe that UCD
activities reduce user frustration, reliable contemporaneous measurement tech-
niques are still to come.

Branding is yet another factor relating to customer satisfaction. Without
straying too far from our topic of external usability ROI, we should be aware that
branding programs can have both positive and negative effects on customer sat-
isfaction. When it fulfills its intended purpose, branding provides reassurance to
site visitors and customers that an organization they trust is influencing their
experience with a product or service. However, branding can also contribute to
clutter (discussed later in the sections on confounds), which tends to reduce 
customer satisfaction.

Because so many experiences can influence customer satisfaction, it’s 
especially important to collect customer satisfaction data whenever possible,
both during other usability activities and as separately designed projects. Also,
we should remember that the correlation between user satisfaction and user 
performance is less than 1.0. Many studies report inconsistencies between users’
performance and their perception of success (Bailey, 1993; Nielsen and Levy,
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1994), another reason—in addition to social ROI—to collaborate with stake-
holders in setting usability goals.

8.12 CHALLENGES TO MEASURING EXTERNAL
RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Many factors affect our ability to measure the external ROI of usability or 
influence the impact of our measurements. The primary challenge is that most
of us are working in the real world of commercial products and services, not 
performing well-controlled experiments. As a result, no before-and-after 
measurements are “pure.”

Yes, we can collect historical data about a Web site developed with little
usability engineering and limited customer data and then compare its usability
with that of the redesigned site produced with UCD methodology. Inevitably,
because of wider business goals and the resulting design, development, and mar-
keting decisions, the new site will be different in many ways from the old one—
and some of those differences will be unrelated to the UCD contribution.

8.12.1 User Experience Confounds Outside the User-Centered
Design Team

In most organizations, the UCD team is one of many groups contributing to the
business decisions that affect how the user audience experiences a Web site or
application. The result is that user experience—and subsequent sales—may
change for reasons we didn’t anticipate or couldn’t avoid.

For example, consider a product that tests “100% usable for e-commerce
customers.” The improvements go public, and the UCD team expects an upturn
in sales or service, but that doesn’t happen (in fact, sales go down slightly)
because at the last minute, several major recommended changes were not com-
patible with a database update. Or the product team had market research data
saying 60% of the company’s primary target audience used broadband service,
so they specified a site redesign that required a high-speed connection to display
complex pages quickly. Meanwhile, in the geographic region where most of the
company’s customers live, one broadband supplier went out of business and
another promised service “next month” for six months without delivering it.
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On sites that include advertising, “clutter” can be a major confound. Studies
of ad clutter (e.g., Broussard et al., 2001) show that too many ads cause visitors
to leave a site, despite the usability of its other features. A consortium of Inter-
net companies is working with the Interactive Advertising Bureau on research
into what constitutes clutter for different audiences, including number and size
of ads, audio elements, and length and type of animation.

The Internet community is encountering the same dilemma that traditional
media have faced for years: the advertising that finances publishing must appeal
to the target audience—or at least be minimally acceptable—or circulation will
decline. Niche media such as fashion, sports, and culinary magazines have
learned this skill; their advertisements increase readership.

Most UCD teams are not involved in setting advertising policy for the Web
site, yet the level of ad clutter can either attract customers or cause them to
abandon the site. A recent example of Web advertising on a popular news site
showed a cheerful ad for spring clothing in the middle of a chilling description
of explosions in Baghdad and Karbala that killed more than 143 people, an
absurd juxtaposition that could easily produce negative reactions to the entire
site.

8.12.2 Addressing Confounds with Controlled Testing

Many marketing and development decisions affect the user experience, yet the
UCD team doesn’t “own” them. How can we handle such confounds? Basically,
we need to take confounds into account and control for them. A major benefit
of the Internet Age is that we don’t have to be huge organizations to run con-
trolled market tests. For Web sites and Web applications, it’s possible to expose
a UCD improvement to a small segment of the user community and monitor the
results, making a comparison between old and new UIs with the same ad clutter
or incompatible database.

One UPA 2003 workshop (UPA, 2003) participant described an example of
a “beta launch” used as a controlled market test in an Internet company. The
company chooses either a product category or a country, launches the new
design for this limited market, and then also conducts usability testing on the
beta site.

Another workshop participant discussed his “live testing” program, in which
a new page design is launched on a special server that shows the new interface
to a small percentage of the user population, but a large enough sample for 
statistical treatment. This live testing can produce results in as little as a few 
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hours or up to a month if there are significant cyclic variations (e.g., page views
for entertainment topics increase on Thursdays and Fridays).

Conducting such live market tests is even more valuable when the confounds
are unrelated to user experience, as described next.

8.12.3 Confounds Unrelated to User Experience

Our measurements of the success of a new Web site or application are also
affected by many confounds unrelated to user experience:

✦ Seasonality. Bricks-and-mortar businesses have long considered seasonality in
their strategic planning. Obvious seasonality confounds, especially for 
consumer e-commerce, are the peaks that occur before Christmas, Mother’s
Day, Valentine’s Day, and other major holidays. A redesigned consumer site
released in time for Christmas shopping may bring in much more revenue
than an equivalent site released in March.

Seasonality doesn’t only affect consumer sites. Most organizations’ budg-
eting and purchasing decisions are tied to their fiscal calendars. However,
sales management in major companies knows how quarter-end, year-end,
and holidays usually affect sales, so it’s possible to adjust for this confound
when external ROI is measured.

✦ Economic climate. Not surprisingly, sales of many products and services decline
during a recession and increase during boom times. However, some market
segments grow during difficult economic times. For example, home remod-
eling in the United States blossomed during the recent economic downturn,
because many families who might have moved to a more expensive house
instead chose to improve their current homes. Google returns more than
two million results for a search on “home remodeling.”

✦ Availability of resources. For hardware products, problems in obtaining parts
from vendors can reduce the amount of product manufactured for sale and
thus sales revenue. A shortage of software engineers, database architects, or
network administrators can cause an application to be released with bugs in
critical functionality or without key features.

✦ Distribution channels. Transportation strikes can affect how quickly products
reach retailers and customers. A new Internet virus or worm can affect 
e-commerce sales. Or a “disconnect” can occur between the e-commerce and
bricks-and-mortar sides of a business, for example, when a site features a toll-
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free phone number for customer service, and the call center staff access a
database with different pricing or delivery options from those on the Web
site.

✦ Sales efforts. Revenue can increase—or decrease—due to sales activities 
unrelated to the user experience. The company may hire more or better
sales staff or provide better sales training to existing staff; conversely, a com-
petitor may just have hired the company’s three best salespeople. Manage-
ment may change the sales commission structure to favor the business unit
whose products were designed with—or without—UCD activities.

✦ Marketing programs. Revenue can increase when a company conducts a larger
or more effective advertising campaign. On the other hand, the authors have
worked on projects for which a new marketing campaign is launched that
alienates customers, who then migrate to another site.

✦ Competitive activity. If a competitor announces or releases a new product or
launches an effective marketing campaign, these events are likely to have an
impact on the sales of other companies in the field. Other competitor activ-
ities can decrease or increase sales as well; for example, a competitor may
undergo a merger or an internal reorganization that affects its position in
the marketplace.

✦ Public relations and branding. Public relations and branding usually have 
long-term effects on revenue, rather than immediate ones. Their goal is 
to improve the image of the company to its target market and to increase
goodwill. For example, the dual gas/electric Prius hybrid car has improved
Toyota’s branding and generated goodwill among ecology-conscious drivers,
although it contributes little to the immediate profitability of Toyota Motor
Corporation. In the short term, if a company receives sudden publicity,
revenue may unexpectedly rise or fall. A stock split or an employee 
receiving a Nobel or Pulitzer Prize will probably increase sales, whereas a 
key employee being indicted for fraud may have the opposite effect.

Although we can’t control such confounds, any effort to measure usability ROI
should include an inventory or audit of confounds, so that we can communicate
the overall picture to colleagues. The contribution of usability professionals
improves the user experience, but to address ROI, we also need to show the rela-
tionship between the user experience and the rest of the business environment.

As described earlier, market testing is the best way to isolate the contribu-
tion of UCD work, and the Internet environment ameliorates its cost. Never-
theless, any kind of ROI measurement requires an investment. We can’t spend
$50,000 to justify the ROI of a $30,000 contextual inquiry project. Market tests
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should measure as much as possible with the least risk. For example, we might
run a market test:

✦ After an iterative UCD process of design consulting, exploratory testing, 
field studies, and validation testing has resulted in extensive changes to the
UI.

✦ During a relatively level sales period; in e-commerce it’s not recommended
to test new ideas in November and risk Christmas sales, even if only part of
the target audience experiences a new site design.

Measuring external ROI is usually more difficult than measuring internal ROI,
because so much of the improvement takes place outside the UCD group. 
Nevertheless, careful observation of confounds, supplemented by controlled
market testing whenever possible, will help these measurements, and working
with other corporate groups seeking to measure ROI can demonstrate external
ROI resulting from joint or collaborative efforts. One of the most straightfor-
ward ways to cost-justify usability is to reduce the customer support burden, as
described earlier, which can produce dramatic external ROI.

8.13 RETURN ON INVESTMENT FROM COMMUNICATING 
IMPROVED USER EXPERIENCE

”Send me a memo!” It’s human to want praise, and UCD teams make significant
contributions that deserve appreciation. But it’s not enough to improve the
usability of a product or Web site; our job isn’t done until we communicate the
improvement to two key stakeholder groups—customers and management:

✦ Showing customers the benefits and value of UCD is one way to increase
sales, a contribution to direct external ROI.

✦ Communicating the benefits of UCD to management increases social ROI
and improves the strategic value of usability within organizations.

Rhetoric, the art of expressive or persuasive speech, is valuable for achieving
ROI. The rhetorical aspect of external ROI is that making the user experience
of our products and Web sites better is only the beginning—we have to com-
municate that it’s better. We have to tell success stories, and we have to write the
stories—in the business world, if something isn’t in writing, it didn’t happen.
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Some of the many ways that writing stories about UCD helps increase sales are
the following:

✦ Case histories in journals

✦ Reviews in media

✦ Descriptions in marketing literature

✦ Sales training to help the sales staff to describe the benefits of UCD

Because usability is inextricably tied to users, many of the most dramatic exter-
nal measures of usability ROI will probably always be indirect, although reduc-
ing the need for customer support and service is a strong direct measure. Most
of our UCD efforts produce improvements in user productivity, which don’t
become ROI measures until we translate them into sales or profits. If we care
about ROI, we can’t rest on our user experience laurels, but have to take the
next step of communicating how our usability gains contribute to the bottom
line.

8.14 SUMMARY: WHY WE CATEGORIZE USABILITY 
RETURN ON INVESTMENT

When UCD practitioners conduct usability research, we normally observe and
measure both user behavior and user perceptions of a product, system, or Web
site. User behavior is usually convincing evidence, although we gain insight, sup-
porting data, explanations, rationale, and new ideas from users’ perceptions and
opinions. Usability research findings have the most effect when user behavior
and perceptions both point to the same conclusions or lead us in the same design
directions. Even when user behavior and perceptions differ, we must consider
both, and we must create design solutions that address the gestalt or unified
whole of what we observe.

The categories of usability ROI have a similar model. Measuring direct ROI,
whether internal or external, is like observing user behavior—and just as in
usability research, confounds can make our measurements more challenging. In
internal ROI, we can measure the amount of reused code or the time to market
saved by an effective UCD infrastructure. In external ROI, we can measure the
decreases in drop-out rate for user registrations, increases in sales, or the reduc-
tion in customer support costs.
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However, because we can make such measurements doesn’t mean we should
always do so—on the contrary. Just as we tell development teams that it’s never
practical to conduct usability tests for every product feature, the difficulty and
cost of direct ROI measurements mean they are not always cost-effective them-
selves. Social ROI justifies UCD efforts when direct ROI measurements are
impractical or incomplete—or when they are confounded by the collaborative
activities that actually increase UCD teams’ contributions to the organization’s
goals.

If we observe or measure that our users enjoy our Web site—they display 
satisfaction (not frustration) during usability testing, smile when showing us 
the site during field research, and give the site high ratings in customer satis-
faction surveys—then we are likely to be less concerned about a “time on task”
that is somewhat longer than our formal usability goal. Certainly we will con-
tinue to improve the registration form, but the positive user perceptions will help
convince stakeholders that UCD practitioners add value when hard behavioral
data are unavailable. Similarly, social ROI helps the rest of our organization
understand and believe in what we do.

In this chapter, we have talked about internal, external, and social ROI; 
and we have suggested methods for achieving and measuring these three com-
ponents of usability ROI. Our underlying message is that UCD practitioners 
and teams can convince stakeholders that our efforts produce ROI. The
methods, guidelines, and tips described here capture the authors’ (and our col-
leagues’) practical experience in demonstrating the ROI of usability.
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Usability Science: Tactical and
Strategic Cost Justifications in
Large Corporate Applications

Charles L. Mauro MauroNewMedia

9.1 INTRODUCTION

In my role as founder of a professional consulting firm delivering formal usabil-
ity science to large corporations and government agencies for more than 25
years, it has become increasingly clear to me that usability science can be applied
in large corporate projects as a tactical development tool or in a more compre-
hensive manner as a critical and valuable corporate strategic asset. The most
effective implementation of formal usability science in these large and complex
projects depends on several factors including the sponsoring organization’s will-
ingness to adopt innovations and the skill set of the team charged with integra-
tion of formal usability science.

It has also become increasingly clear that the integration of formal usability
science in large complex projects follows quite closely principles of “innovation
diffusion,” (Rogers, 2003) which predict in a meaningful manner the resistance
those who do this work encounter in such projects. This resistance is based on
three factors: usability science is disruptive, expensive, and time consuming when
it is first encountered by high-level corporate decision-makers. However, the cost
benefit (cost justification) of successfully integrating usability science as a tacti-
cal tool or strategic asset is overwhelmingly positive. Usability science saved the
New York Stock Exchange billions of dollars, explained the failure of major infra-
structure systems (Three-Mile Island), and makes possible our most advanced
and effective weapons systems. But realistically usability science is in the very early
stages of diffusion with respect to wide adoption by large corporations and 
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government agencies. For those who deliver formal usability science as consult-
ants and colleagues who strive to implement such expertise on large internal
development teams, this is simply a fact of life that only time will cure.

In this chapter I discuss both the tactical and strategic implications of formal
usability science as it apples to large and complex corporate development proj-
ects. The views taken in this material can be useful both to those who wish to
execute large-scale usability science projects on a consulting basis and to those
executives within large corporations who wish to implement formal usability
science for tactical or strategic benefits.

9.2 BENCHMARKING AWARENESS AND ISSUES 
OF IMPLEMENTATION

To those who practice formal usability science on a professional basis, this book
represents an opportunity to put into a formal context that which we know to
be self-evident: improving usability of technology-based systems at any level is a benefit.
However, not everyone in industry is so enlightened. This lack of insight is not
the fault of industry at large but is linked to issues with formal usability science
as a development discipline and its relatively new entry into complex and highly
stratified corporate decision-making models. For a discipline that has as its
central tenet increasing the effectiveness of all manner of technology-based
systems, usability science as a professional discipline has had difficulty packag-
ing this powerful new expertise into a form that corporations and government
agencies can understand and benefit from. Some of the primary issues that have
impeded the widespread integration of formal usability science into large, cor-
porate product development process models include the following:

✦ Lack of a formal definition of what usability science actually constitutes

✦ Limited professional certification of qualified usability experts

✦ Professional societies that lack rigorous membership requirements

✦ Poorly defined and sometimes widely varying development methodologies

✦ Lack of objective and rigorous cost-benefit models

✦ Disregard for the impact that usability science has on group dynamics

✦ Poor integration with other critical corporate research disciplines

✦ Disregard for the politics of corporate decision making
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✦ Widely varying costs and fee structures

✦ Lack of consideration for corporate funding cycles

✦ Failure to frame usability science as a strategic asset

Although this list paints a complex picture of the delivery and use of professional
usability science in large corporate settings, the actual benefits when such issues
are overcome produce stunning levels of success and return on investment
(ROI).1 The resistance encountered with the use of formal usability science is
not unique but is similar to problems associated with the early entry of other
new development disciplines such as market research, econometric modeling,
and “just-in-time” manufacturing methods. All of these disciplines and their
underlying methods found significant resistance breaking into the main body of
product development methodologies, and all are now profoundly and perma-
nently embedded in development processes of leading corporations. No execu-
tive in a position of responsibility at the high corporate level would consider
making critical development decisions without the benefit of these disciplines.

9.3 A PROBLEM OF EXPERTISE

Although it is clear that most development organizations can benefit from usabil-
ity science, few have a meaningful concept of how to identify viable expertise in
the form of experienced and properly educated usability professionals. This
problem has become more acute as the definition of what constitutes acceptable
levels of expertise is widely debated in the boom and bust of the Internet where
many Web development firms offered usability science often without appropri-
ate technical expertise. In this chapter, references made to usability science will
adhere to the following definition:

Professional usability science is defined as a formal research and develop-
ment discipline that adheres to the processes and rules of scientific investi-
gation as developed and taught in formal graduate level programs in the
cognitive and biomechanical sciences. Practitioners of this type of research
hold advanced degrees in usability science, ergonomics, or other relevant
cognitive science fields. This field of expertise is also known under the 
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professional terms of usability science, usability engineering, human factors
engineering, ergonomics and cognitive ergonomics.2

As awareness reaches critical decision-makers usability science will play a critical
role in successful product development programs. Later in this chapter I discuss
factors that effect the diffusion of usability science into large, complex corpo-
rate development programs. Currently the cost-benefit models for integration of
usability science into large corporate settings are based on optimization of nar-
rowly focused problems related to products and systems already in production
or use. This approach for cost-justifying usability science is important but will
never lead to widespread adoption by large corporate development organiza-
tions. The examples in some of the other chapters of this book are, for the most
part, focused on “spot” optimization of critical usability problems. But this model
and approach produce a dramatic mismatch between how corporate executives
think about problems and what usability science can do to become appropriately
aligned with the mental models of high level corporate executives. (See the case
study of the Sprint experience in Chapter 21 for an example of a good match.)

9.4 THE OBVIOUS COST-BENEFIT FACTORS

The overall net loss to industry from poor usability is literally in the hundreds
of billions of dollars a year. As you parse this book you will encounter many
examples in which usability science has been applied to the resolution of prob-
lems resulting in a significant cost benefit. All of these are valid in the context
of discreet segments or factors that map to corporate cost-benefit models such
as formal “return on investment,” “net present value,” and others (Bias and 
Mayhew, 1994). Examples include the following categories of costs that are
directly and measurably reduced by improved usability:

✦ Reduction in training costs

✦ Reduction in operator-induced errors

✦ Reduction in service and maintenance costs
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✦ Reduction in workplace injuries and lost time

✦ Reduction in employee turnover

✦ Reduction in product development costs and better user acceptance

✦ Reduction in project lead times for new product development

✦ Reduction in product liability costs and associated insurance

Even though these factors are the primary focus of the material in other chap-
ters of this book, surprisingly these are not the reasons that ultimately lead cor-
porations to retain professional usability science as a centerpiece of product
development. Certainly these are valid and important factors, but professional
usability science at the large corporate level is simply about two factors: 1) improv-
ing competitive position and 2) reducing risk. Reducing risk can apply to the risk of
a failed product, a failed system, or a failed career. These factors are not deter-
mined by what costs can be saved (the cost reduction model) but by what profits
can be made proactively from producing more competitive and successful global
products. The question of how to employ usability science is not self-evident even
to the brightest development team. Formal usability science must be marketed
and sold in a manner consistent with the real needs and limitations of the cor-
porate executive. These limitations and needs include 1) concern for objective
project funding cycles and methods and 2) proof that usability science is a viable
and critical asset worth investing in. These are not trivial factors.

9.5 HOW USABILITY SCIENCE CAN BE UTILIZED IN A LARGE 
CORPORATE SETTING

Cost-justifying the use of formal usability science can be parsed into two primary
use patterns that are tightly aligned with the decision-making models of top exec-
utives. In large, complex development programs usability science can be utilized
either as a tactical methodology for making “spot enhancements” to a system or
in a much broader way as a “strategic asset” comprising knowledge and experi-
ence that become part of the intellectual capital of the corporation. These two
approaches are well aligned with leading research from the field of group
problem solving derived from the social-cultural psychological literature. For
example, various widely respected researchers including Getzels and Csikszent-
mihalyi (1976) divided the approaches to problem resolution into two basic
forms: the first being “problem finding” and the second being “problem solving.”
This research suggests that creative individuals or teams approach problems in
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one of two ways as defined above. Rarely do teams employ both cognitive models
when solving problems. This model is useful for identifying how usability science
as a professional product development discipline can be utilized in large,
complex projects. This approach is consistent with professional experience
gained from participation in many large projects over the past 25 years.

How you employ usability science as either a tactical or a strategic asset is,
to a significant extent, determined by the development culture of the corpora-
tion itself and its willingness to adopt new methods and practices. If your product
development teams tend to approach projects from the “problem-finding” per-
spective, you are well served to retain usability science as a tactical methodology
of significant power. This means simply that usability science should be a
methodology you use to solve problems with existing products and services that
are already under development or are currently in the hands of important cus-
tomers. The overwhelming application of usability science in this context focuses
on “usability testing”3 methods. This component of formal usability science can
be applied at any point during development or after product launch. The cost-
justification for this approach can be considerable, but in reality such modeling
is almost always unnecessary because assigning a value (monetary) to a problem
is at best highly subjective. This leaves ROI models based on usability testing
often weak and subject to debate. Still such models can be useful.

On the other hand, if your methods and teams tend to approach develop-
ment from the “problem-solving” point of view, usability science can become a
powerful strategic asset. Like other major forms of innovation usability science
follows basic principles of innovation diffusion. But how do large development
teams know when usability science is required or important?

9.5.1 Usability Science as a Tactical Asset

Today, many corporations and government agencies have little or no knowledge
of what constitutes a usability science problem and, furthermore, have less knowl-
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edge of how to solve such problems. This general lack of awareness on the part
of industry at large dramatically complicates the sales, delivery, and adoption of
professional usability science. Even the most aggressive and targeted marketing
of professional usability services goes without success unless executives of the
sponsoring organization are “primed” with a specific problem outside the expe-
rience sphere of their development team. These events have essentially three
primary stimuli:

✦ Liability threats or claims

✦ Customer complaints

✦ Competitive pressures

One can see immediately that under this view the primary stimuli for seeking
usability science expertise are reactive. Executives are looking back at problems
from the view of a product in the marketplace. Taken from the standpoint of
cost benefit this reactive utilization of usability science can have a dramatic, rel-
atively short-term, impact on the corporate bottom line. Formal usability science
used in this manner is overwhelmingly “diagnostic” in nature and can be a pow-
erful “tactical” development tool.

Tactical utilization of usability science is discussed in detail in the case studies
section of this chapter. However, an example is helpful at this point. At the core
of one aspect of usability science is usability testing. When properly and profes-
sionally executed such studies produce reliable and highly focused research on
the usability of products and services. These types of analysis focus on an evalu-
ation of the “efficiency” of the interface between the customer or user and the
system itself. The metrics or dimensions of this analysis generally focus on two
types of data: subjective impressions and objective performance. When usability
science experts are employed to execute such studies, large and complex usabil-
ity issues can be identified in significant detail and in a relatively short time.

Example: Transfer Functions and Usability Science

For example, customer complaints indicating that customers cannot effectively
use the funds-transfer function on a new home banking application may be fil-
tering in from call centers. This problem is resulting in customers making double
transfers of funds between accounts. By utilizing formal usability science the
exact nature of the customer’s problems can be defined in terms of time and
errors (objective measures). The impact these problems are having on customer
satisfaction and retention (subjective factors) can also be determined. By con-
ducting formal usability studies executives can pinpoint both the structure and
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extent of the problem. With data from this type of research it is then a short step
to produce an economic model of the impact such issues are having on the
bottom line. This actual example showed that the cost of fixing the Web-based
interface (approximately $150,000) was more than balanced by the cost of reac-
quiring lost customers and damage to the underlying brand attributes of the
bank. In this example customers were high net-worth individuals. It is important
to point out that in many tactical applications usability science is a powerful and
cost effective means of diagnosing the problem. It is not a means of creating a design
solution. Such expertise falls generally into the discipline of user-centered design,4

which is an allied field that draws heavily on formal usability science as a design
methodology.

9.5.2 Usability Science as a Strategic Asset

In the previous example usability science was used to diagnose an existing
problem that in the end proved to be related to poor interface design of the
software itself. The cost benefit of fixing such problems is critical. However, a
more advanced and cost-effective means of applying usability science in large
complex development efforts is to employ it as a strategic asset. This approach
produces the largest ROI because it makes use of usability science in the design
of the system. Many months or even years before the first customer interacts with
your system usability science can be employed to create a system that is easy to
learn, is error resistant, and reinforces the brand attributes of your corporation.
In the example of the funds-transfer functions of a home banking application,
formal usability science working during early stages of development would have
shown that the Web interface being developed compromised the users’ short-
term memory, did not provide adequate feedback, and left the customer with
undetected errors. These findings were possible before a single line of code was
written or detailed product engineering was undertaken by applying formal
usability science analytical methods such as task analysis and interface concept
testing. When viewed from this perspective, it is clear that formal usability science
essentially reduces the risk of a design defect, but, more importantly, it also guar-
antees the enhancement of customer satisfaction. These are the objective and
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subjective benefits of employing an innovation such as usability science as a
strategic asset and not as a tactical methodology. One can see immediately that
the downstream effects of solving the funds-transfer problem would have had an
impact on many more areas of the screen-based system than employing usabil-
ity science as a tactical methodology.

9.6 THE ACTUAL DOWNSTREAM IMPACT

For example, by solving the funds-transfer problem before detailed engineering
begins you can see that the downstream impact of usability science is extensive.
By solving this problem (and a wide range of other critical problems) usability
science, as a risk-reduction methodology, directly touches all of the major cost
centers in the following list, which in turn have an impact on the corporate
bottom line. But the more important point is that when usability science is
applied as a strategic asset, it often leads to increased customer acquisition, reten-
tion, and migration rates. These factors are the cornerstone of corporate profit
on a proactive basis. This is in direct contrast to the utilization of usability science
to solve tactical problems as discussed previously in this chapter.

Usability science employed as a strategic asset affects the following:
Cost reduction factors with downstream impact

✦ Project scheduling and allocation of capital

✦ The cost of capital and utilization of production facilities

✦ The cost of high-level product engineering

✦ The cost of infrastructure design and engineering

✦ The cost of detailed engineering design

✦ The cost of engineering and planning staff

✦ The cost of product prototype development

✦ The cost of product testing and certification

✦ The cost of product production

✦ The cost of product marketing and promotion

✦ The cost of product support literature and employee training

✦ The cost of customer support at launch

✦ The cost of customer support into system maturity
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✦ The cost of customer relationship management systems

✦ The cost of product support including routine maintenance

✦ The cost of product support including replacement

✦ The cost of product marketing and sales

Profit-making factors

✦ Increased customer acquisition rates

✦ Increased customer retention rates

✦ Increased customer migration rates

This approach results in strategic advantages over your competition, but, more
important, downstream effects on other cost centers of the corporation are 
dramatic reductions in costs and improvements and, most important, these 
come without further expenditure of human resources and actual capital. For
example, the creation of a funds-transfer function that is fast, easy, and error
resistant means that call center staffing will be reduced, customer relationship
management system complexity will be dramatically reduced, and customer
acquisition, retention, and migration costs will be reduced. Cost-justification 
of usability science at this level is the virtual tip of the iceberg. In the earlier
example the downstream savings from use of advanced usability science and user-
centered design was effectively more than $10,000,000 when amortized over a 5-
year development cycle. The tactical approach resulted in minor savings in costs
but solved a critical customer relationship problem and reduced customer defec-
tion percentages, both significant effects but trivial compared with employing
usability science as a strategic asset. The cost of both programs was similar for
resolution of the funds-transfer problem.

9.7 CURRENT TRENDS IN THE APPLICATION OF 
USABILITY SCIENCE

As can be seen from Figure 9.1 there is much more to be gained in terms of
strict ROI by employing formal usability science early in development as opposed
to after the product or site is launched. However in most applications usability
science is currently employed late in the product lifecycle. For more detailed dis-
cussion of this issue see Mauro (2003).
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9.7.1 The Rate of Dispersion of Formal Usability Science into
Large Corporate Projects

Usability science as it applies to strategic issues in the large corporate setting is
in a relatively early stage of diffusion. As the general research literature on inno-
vation diffusion shows, the pathway to adoption of an innovation such as usabil-
ity science follows the widely accepted S-curve adoption cycle.5 This form of
diffusion starts with a relatively flat initial phase of adoption followed by an even-
tual steep rise in adoption rate followed finally by a general flattening of the
adoption curve as innovations reach high levels of penetration. The rapid and
continued propagation of usability science (and other major innovations) begins
to increase as the innovation reaches a “critical mass.” As stated in Rogers (2003)
critical mass in the context of innovation diffusion is that point at which an inno-
vative adoption becomes self-sustaining. It is clear that formal usability science
is just beginning dispersion into large corporate projects. It is in the early part
of the cycle, which means simply that for both those who sell usability science
and those who intend to adopt this powerful innovation for the purpose of
enhancing strategic performance scant real experience is available to give
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comfort. This does not mean that usability science will not be widely adopted in
the future. Certainly given the cost and risk of developing increasingly complex
products and services, usability science will become a major factor in strategic
decision-making.

In large corporate settings innovation diffusion has been shown to take
several years. It is my personal experience that successful integration of high-
quality, long-lasting usability science in large, complex development projects
requires years of effort, certainly not months. The adoption cycle will shorten
over the coming years, but the rate of adoption will only quicken as a critical
mass effect takes place on a broad corporate level. Based on established research
from the field of innovation diffusion there are several attributes that are highly
correlated with the likelihood that a large corporation will adopt usability
science. These factors include the following (summarized from Rogers, 2004, 
p. 412):

1. Centralization of decision-making is negatively correlated with adoption of
innovations such as usability science. If all decisions are made in a central-
ized manner, usability science is less likely to be effectively adopted within
the organization.

2. Complexity of the organization’s staff background and educations can be pos-
itively correlated with adoption of innovations. If an organization has many
highly qualified and professional individuals from varied disciplines, it is
more likely to adopt innovations such as usability science. It is especially
important that no one discipline dominate product development decision-
making.

3. Formalization of rules and procedures is negatively correlated with adoption
of innovations. The more structured the organization’s development 
rules and procedures are, the less likely the corporation will be to adopt an
innovation.

4. Interconnectedness is highly correlated with adoption of innovations such as
usability science. This means the level of network utilization and inter-
personal communications that take place between and across divisions and
departments and even within individual teams of corporate employees and
executives are strong predictors of willingness to adopt innovation.

5. Organizational slack is simply the amount of uncommitted resources that is
available to use in the adoption of new and powerful ideas. It is important
to remember that all corporations run on a yearly development budget and
never is an innovation part of that budget. Therefore the resistance to an
innovation is always determined by the funds available.
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9.7.2 Summary of Usability Science and Innovation Diffusion

The previous five factors are highly correlated with the acceptance and propa-
gation of innovations such as usability science into large, complex corporate
development programs. Therefore, it is likely that the extent to which such
factors are present in your corporation will be a predictor of how likely usabil-
ity science is to be adopted. This not a hard and fast rule, and certainly excep-
tions exist. Looking back over the past 25 years of experience with projects of
this type, I see clearly that these attributes are, in fact, highly correlated with per-
sonal experience.

9.7.3 Factors That Slow or Completely Inhibit Diffusion of
Usability Science in Large Corporate Settings

Three primary factors, which are listed in the following paragraphs, help the 
corporate CFO/CIO/CEO make a decision to fund a strategic multimillion-
dollar usability science program, and, as one might expect, these issues map
directly to the bottom line. However, one of the most important problems 
with the diffusion of usability science is the need for practitioners to make 
clear the impact that usability science has on existing product development 
programs. Attempts to adopt usability science as strategic assets will probably 
end in confusion and eventual rejection unless top management understands
that usability science affects their ongoing development efforts in significant
ways. The three factors must be made clear to the funding organization 
before usability science programs are adopted in large, complex development
efforts. How to evaluate what type of organization you work in was discussed in
Chapter 7 of this text.

Factor 1: Usability science is disruptive. Clayton Christensen in his widely read
text, The Innovators Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail (1997),
discusses the impact that new technologies can have on existing corporate prod-
ucts and services and the eventual success or failure of the corporation at large.
His thesis is that new technologies that are not properly understood and inte-
grated into the development decision-making of existing corporations can be
highly disruptive if not outright disastrous. Although the focus of his thesis is 
on changes in hardware and software technologies, the same holds true for 
the application of new “process” methods. In this way usability science, as a core
factor in product development, is no different from other new technologies. In
fact it might be argued that major changes to product development “process
models” are more disruptive than technology advances because process changes
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go to the heart of creative decision-making by rearranging the milestones and
the weight of key decision variables (user needs and limitations, not technology,
drive the design). Integration of formal usability science as a core development
discipline initially causes disruption in most standard product development
process models. The primary reason for this disruption is the requirement that
“user performance” must be stated as the primary design specification for system
design. This is a 180-degree shift from the most widely accepted process model,
which places technology requirements at the center of complex product devel-
opment specifications. The metrics change, as do the decision models. A dis-
cussion of the exact nature of these changes is well beyond the scope of the
chapter, but it is clear that the effective mapping of usability science onto exist-
ing product development process models requires serious levels of experience
with usability science and the existing development methodologies as strategic
assets. The key concept is “go slow” and pick your entry point carefully. Properly
done, adoption of usability science will follow normal rules of innovation diffu-
sion as discussed later in the chapter.

Factor 2: Usability science is expensive. One of the most common problems with
the delivery and propagation of usability science within large corporate projects
is the lack of reliable and accurate cost-setting methods. Usability science is a sig-
nificant development cost factor; to say otherwise is a mistake. Usability science
requires highly educated and creative expertise, testing labs, and access to cus-
tomers. This fact cannot be denied and must be accounted for in the initial plan-
ning for the integration of usability science into complex projects. As we have
discussed before, the return on this investment can far exceed the costs but
simply hiring expensive usability experts on a spot consulting basis is not the
answer. Integration of usability science as a formal component of product devel-
opment requires 1 to 2 years in the best case. As all experienced corporate exec-
utives know only too well, significant increases in development costs must adhere
to yearly funding cycles. This funding takes a minimum of 2 years in an up
economy and 3 to 5 years in a down market. 

Factor 3: Usability science is time consuming. If employed for strategic benefit
usability science is initially time-consuming and complex. This is no surprise
when one considers that existing product development methods must be 
modified, resulting in new decision models. There are two factors that must be 
considered when the time required to implement formal usability science is 
evaluated. These factors are 1) the methodology issues and 2) the people 
issues. Taken together these are complex problems that must be carefully
managed and monitored. The following is a brief discussion of these two 
variables.
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Variable 1: The methodology issues. As any successful corporate executive will be
quick to tell you, product development is a difficult and complex business, which
in small projects is risky but in large complex projects is career threatening. A
large and expanding research literature on product innovation and develop-
ment methods is available. Many of these methods focus on controlling the
quality of the end product. These methods, including Six-Sigma, Balanced Score
Card, and a host of other structured approaches, are aimed at reducing the risk
of creating an unsuccessful product. None of these widely adopted methods inte-
grates formal usability science as a critical component of their decision-making
models. Some of these methods have given minor acknowledgment to ergo-
nomic standards, but the most widely adopted product development methods
are technology centered not user centered. From the outset this creates a con-
flict between usability science and these methods. These issues can be overcome
with the resulting benefits far outweighing the issues of integration. At the heart
of this issue is a fundamental shift in what key variables form the decision-making
framework of product development when usability science is employed as a
strategic asset.

Variable 2: The people issues. The research literature (sociocultural psychology)
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1996, and others) dealing with group dynamics in creative
problem solving gives structure to the issues that arise when an innovation or
new methodology is being integrated into an existing framework. Product devel-
opment at its core involves creative problem solving and brainstorming, which
occurs not only at the outset of projects but also over the entire lifecycle of
product development. There are several factors that have an impact on people
issues related to adoption of usability science, but the most important is the
requirement that existing development team members learn and adopt a new
knowledge “domain” that is not part of their existing educational or professional
experience profile. Unfortunately, current educational frameworks at both the
undergraduate and graduate level do not adequately introduce usability science
as a critical component of product development. This leaves the development
of domain knowledge as a key technical requirement for the usability profes-
sional involved in large complex projects. The concept of retention of a new
knowledge “domain” is central to the adoption of usability science in large cor-
porate settings. This means simply that a significant “educational component” is
often essential. This does not mean employing a usability consulting firm to give
seminars to the engineering team. Domain knowledge is gained in only one
way—by hands-on solution of a relevant problem using high-quality usability
expertise. Attempting to teach usability science on a seminar basis to staff with
little or no graduate level psychology background not only wastes funds but also
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dramatically underplays the impact and complexity of formal usability science 
as a corporate asset. (See Bias, 2003, on the dangers of amateur usability engi-
neering.) Not everyone within large corporate development teams believes that
migrating to a development methodology that places user needs and limitations
ahead of technological innovation is a good approach. This situation often leaves
pockets of believers and pockets of development team members who will grudg-
ingly go along with the new process but who, at a moment’s notice, will return
to the traditional engineering decision model. This leads me to the role of the
usability science “champion” within the corporate setting. Without a highly
placed champion of the approach, usability science is a waste of time and valu-
able dollars. Do not even consider usability science as a strategic asset without a
staunch and highly placed “C” level champion (Mayhew and Bias, 1994). It is
also important to point out that this position must be ongoing. If the usability
champion moves to a new corporation he or she must be replaced immediately.
Over the years I have developed and participated in numerous programs that
brilliantly employed formal usability science to great benefit. All of these efforts
involved millions of dollars in funding and untold hours of product develop-
ment reconfiguration. However, I have then seen these same programs (includ-
ing staff and facilities) being completely dismantled in a matter of months once
the usability science champion left for another position. Such champions take
their expertise with them, and the loss to the initial corporation is immense.
Products that previously benefited from major innovations in terms of user
acceptance may return to pre–usability science levels of customer dissatisfaction
and associated costs.

9.8 WHERE YOU WILL CURRENTLY NOT FIND 
USABILITY SCIENCE

The problem of development team members lacking appropriate levels of
domain knowledge is significant to those selling usability science and those indi-
viduals within a corporation attempting to create asset value from this new
science. Based on the previous discussion of innovation diffusion, it is no sur-
prise that usability science has not yet reached into the core of new product
development programs, business schools, and software/hardware engineering
programs. At a series of yearly lectures given in leading master of business admin-
istration (MBA) programs I have found that less than 5% of the students had any
prior knowledge of usability science as a viable discipline for solving critical busi-
ness problems. Many of these graduate students later told me that they had no
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idea that the formal discipline of usability science existed. When reviewing the
dominant product development texts and related case studies used in leading
engineering, marketing, and MBA programs, we find virtually no mention of
formal usability science as a critical component of product development. In
many, if not most, of the academic computer science programs in the world, stu-
dents can earn a master’s degree or a doctorate and never take one course in
usability or user-centered design. This omission leaves maturing executives with
the impression that formal usability science is not a critical component of
product development. The net effect is that most products under development
today will not have the benefit of professional usability design, testing, and cer-
tification. This confluence of factors dramatically affects the marketing and sales
of formal usability science as a development discipline both from the internal
perspective and from the standpoint of a service provider (consulting service).
How then, can formal usability science begin effective diffusion into large and
complex corporate development projects where the benefits will be strategic as
opposed to simply tactical in nature?

9.9 MOVING TO THE USE OF USABILITY SCIENCE AS A 
STRATEGIC ASSET

Based on many years of experience with both highly successful usability science
implementations and observations of numerous stunning failures, I have iden-
tified five key factors that all corporate executives need to bear in mind when
considering implementation of formal usability science in their most important
projects. These are the following:

1. Go slowly. All major innovations that are widely adopted in large corporate
development projects started with small programs that focused on solving
relevant and meaningful problems. Usability science as a strategic asset and
key component of your development programs should begin with a single,
small project that can tolerate some fits and starts. This is essential. Do not
put usability science front and center on your largest most visible project
because failure is almost assured.

2. Start with a real problem. A common and understandable approach for exec-
utives to begin integration of formal usability science is by employing con-
sulting firms to conduct “seminars” on this important new discipline. This
will not result in significant adoption of usability science. The best process
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for initial projects in usability science is to assign an important (but not
mission-critical) problem to a team that includes formal usability science
expertise, and let the team experience the usability science development
model and benefits in the process of solving a real problem.

3. Fund efforts appropriately. This seems self-evident, but usability must be prop-
erly funded. If the budgeted cost is too high, redefine the problem but do
not simply reduce the funding and retain the same problem. As discussed
in this chapter usability science is a real science and as such needs proper
funding.

4. Retain those with the best expertise. This is not only difficult but is also complex.
As previously discussed, many firms and individuals offer expertise in usabil-
ity science. Look for those with expertise that includes many years of expe-
rience, advanced degrees in formal usability science, and domain experience
in your specific product category. Finally, check references with high-level
executives to verify past performance. You will probably start by retaining a
consulting firm to assist in integrating usability science into your develop-
ment programs. When efforts go well consider internalizing some of your
usability science expertise. When you do this, work with your consultant, as
he or she will be enormously helpful with staff and planning. Keeping the
consultant involved over time is strategically important because he or she
works in much broader fields and can be a critical asset with new and
complex problems.

5. Let usability science sell itself. It is hard to resist pushing usability science 
out to other development projects and divisions. Proactive propagation of 
usability science on a broad corporate level cannot generally be achieved
without first proving its benefits on smaller projects. In a corporation that is
highly networked (as discussed earlier) the successful application of formal
usability science will spread without stimulus. I have worked on many large
projects for which new divisions became clients without any active market-
ing of usability science. Good work begets more good work, and an active
and inquiring workforce ensures propagation of new methods and 
innovations.

9.10 CASE STUDIES: TACTICAL AND STRATEGIC

Manufacturers seek assistance in the resolution of usability problems for a variety
of reasons that appear obvious to them at the time they request help. However,
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experience has shown that most clients do not have a clear understanding of the
scope of their existing problems or the fact that other problems, of which they
are not aware, may exist. One of the most important contributions that a com-
prehensive usability science program can bring to product development is a
demonstration of the wide impact that improved usability can have on the finan-
cial health of the corporation. The usability science professional is often faced
with the problem of determining the exact nature of the client’s problems by
seeking information in areas not commonly linked in the product development
process. By systematically exploring a few key topics, the usability science pro-
fessional can generally define within useful limits both the nature and scope of
the client’s usability problems. The following concerns commonly lead the
usability science team to establish a comprehensive overview of the problems to
be addressed:

✦ Liability claims

✦ Service and maintenance costs

✦ Customer complaints

✦ Increased complexity in new products

✦ Market competition

9.10.1 Liability Claims

In the early 1960s, after a series of legal precedents, the U.S. courts became pro
plaintiff on issues related to product safety. For the first time, plaintiffs were
allowed to attack the design decision-making process of manufacturers. The
concept of “design for reasonable use and misuse” became the leading concep-
tual framework for determining a manufacturer’s ability to meet the user’s needs.
Under the legal construct of strict product liability, the courts allowed usability
to take center stage in the determination of legal liability. As a result, the bar,
both plaintiff and defense, focused on usability as a driving force in litigation.
Lawyers immediately understood the importance of well-documented and well-
presented explanations of usability.

In many cases, manufacturers had very poor defense against claims of defec-
tive design based on usability. Often, products involved in these claims had never
been designed, tested, or certified for usability. At best, a safety committee for
compliance with existing safety standards and regulations may have reviewed
these products. As any corporate counsel now knows, compliance with industry
standards is only one test that the product will face in the courtroom. The legal
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system holds manufacturers to a far higher standard when the question of usabil-
ity is at hand. In many cases, the requirement for the manufacturer to “design
for reasonable use and misuse” is the overriding requirement. Disproving such
a claim is complex and difficult if the product has not been created with pro-
fessional usability methods that will stand up under cross-examination.

As a result, plaintiffs’ attorneys have often retained professional usability
science engineers for their expertise in evaluating the usability of the product.
These evaluations often proved devastating and provided the jury with tangible
information and analysis on how the product should have been designed for
usability. This sort of reverse engineering was often the first exposure that man-
ufacturers had to usability science. In cases in which design for usability has been
a formal part of the development process, manufacturers have a much better
chance of reducing the size of claims, if not winning outright. The cost benefit
of this approach is staggering.

The Costs

To bring to trial a case involving serious injury or damage resulting from claims
of defective design will cost a minimum of $2 million. These costs include legal
fees, experts, discovery, documentation, and more. This first $2 million does not
cover the cost of person-hours for corporate staff preparing to testify, producing
documents, and meeting with counsel or expenses for travel and other expenses.
In a complex case, these costs may easily exceed the original $2 million estimate.
Add to the previous investment in legal fees and corporate person-hours the
long-term effect of not having management, engineering, and design staff
working on critical new product development projects, but instead working to
support litigation. This last cost has a direct impact on ROI and may be the
largest expense affecting the long-term health of the corporation.

Costs related to litigation are difficult to predict. Taken together, these three
sources of costs may easily total $3 million as a minimum. And they are not the
full story. Many cases cost far more than this amount. Jury awards are added to
litigation costs. Other punitive damages may also apply. Even after these high
fees, costly internal expenses, and a sizable jury award, the problem is not over.
When a product is found defective by design, a whole new issue arises: repeat
litigation. Certain products have actually spawned entire industries of attorneys,
experts, and documentation specialists. The cost to corporations in these cases
is enormous because they must self-insure after a certain point and may have to
carry the cost of litigation themselves.

The cost benefit of designing for usability is so overwhelming when seen
from this perspective that it is hard to imagine why more corporations do not
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adopt a comprehensive program for addressing the usability problem. The
answer probably lies in the accounting and budgeting methods of corporations.
Of all the costs just discussed, only one shows up as a line-item expense: insur-
ance premiums. All other costs are either not documented, paid out of reserve
accounts, or channeled through corporate legal expenses, which often do not
have strict reporting or budgeting requirements. As a result, many corporations
never see the true cost of litigation. If they did, they would be shocked, as would
their shareholders. By comparison, the cost of a thorough usability design
program for a product would be at worst only a small fraction of the cost of even
a normal litigation proceeding. In many cases, corporations could easily hire a
top-quality usability science staff, construct a testing lab, rewrite their product
development procedures, and educate their product development managers for
a small fraction of the potential cost of litigation. The long-term benefit of ROI
would be hard to equal in any other area of corporate development.

The Benefits

Certainly, there is no absolute guarantee that designing for better usability will
dramatically reduce litigation costs, but the probability that it will is very high.
For example, plaintiffs’ attorneys always assess the strength of a defendant based
on what they discover by way of formal test results, design alternative documen-
tation, and the background of those responsible for usability design and testing.
It is hard to imagine that a plaintiff’s attorney would push to trial knowing that
a corporation had employed professional usability engineering methods in the
design of their products. The attorney would certainly look for an easier case
that would involve less costly opposing experts and easier evaluation of the
product. In this way, usability becomes a deterrent to litigation and a source for
improving the safety of the product. Both of these factors mean a very large
potential savings for the corporation.

9.10.2 Service and Maintenance Costs

Typical calls to a software support line are estimated to cost the manufacturer
between $12.00 and $28.00 per call. Indeed, in Chapter 10, Karat and Lund
report support costs of up to $250 per call. This cost includes the salary and ben-
efits of the employees, facilities, insurance, computers, training and updating,
and maintaining the customer database, user registration cards and correspon-
dence, telephones, and more. Furthermore, once customers call a first time, they
will be much more likely to become repeat or, worst of all, frequent callers. The
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cost of these seemingly necessary calls can drive the profitability of a product
down so far that it is impossible to break even on development costs, let alone
show a profit.

With the wide proliferation of user support lines, these costs are becoming
increasingly critical to the long-term success of software and hardware manu-
facturers. In many cases, the use of customer support lines could be reduced
dramatically by designing the software from the beginning for better usability. 
It is often possible for software under development to be subjected to usability
evaluation before it reaches alpha or beta testing so that critical incidents can
be identified and reduced or eliminated. The net effect on profitability can be
significant.

In the simplest case, it is possible to conduct a critical incident analysis of
the software for the specific purpose of identifying usability problems that 
can lead the user to make that first, important call. Such a study can be highly
cost effective when viewed against the cost of customer service calls. This type 
of usability study does not strive to identify in a comprehensive manner all
aspects of the user interface that can be improved. Instead, the purpose of this
type of usability study is to identify in as direct a manner as possible the critical
problems that can lead to overuse or misuse of the customer support lines.
Often, the usability science consultant must recommend this approach based on
the client’s lead-time constraints, budgets, and overall product development
objectives.

Case Study: The Case of the Problem Printer Driver. A leading manufacturer
of printers released a product that had only one serious usability problem. The
difficulty was present in the installation and operation of the printer driver soft-
ware. However, this problem was so difficult to solve that more than 50% of the
first 100,000 users called the customer service line. The cost was nearly $0.5
million per month. The secondary and equally important problem was the poor
reputation created for the manufacturer as a result of overburdened phone
systems. Many users had to call over several days to reach a customer service
person. The manufacturer was also forced to correct the problem by sending the
customers new diskettes with a letter of apology at a cost of $3.00 each. By this
time, the distribution of the printer was well in excess of 200,000 units.

The total cost of replacing the printer drivers was $900,000. It was very clear
upon analysis that the problem could have been identified and corrected at a
fraction of the cost if the product had been subjected to even the simplest usabil-
ity testing. It is interesting that the printer’s usability was originally tested inter-
nally by the engineering group responsible for development of the product; of
course, they did not have a problem with the driver software.
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Increasingly, manufacturers are discovering the benefits of reduced service
and maintenance costs brought about by improved usability. However, in many
cases, manufacturers and developers are not aware how dramatically such costs
can be reduced. It is critically important that the usability team seek detailed
information on the client’s service and maintenance records before attempting
to identify the scope of the problem or propose methods or budgets. Waiting to
identify usability problems by monitoring customer support calls is like fixing a
leak in the hull of a boat that has already sunk. Once the product is in the hands
of the user, the cost of fixing the problem will always exceed the cost of a com-
prehensive usability design and verification program.

9.10.3 Customer Complaints

Manufacturers of most products maintain a file of customer complaints. Some
files are very comprehensive; others are quite informal. The identification of
usability problems should always include a review of customer complaints. Occa-
sionally, manufacturers will seek assistance in resolving usability problems based
on these types of complaints. In these cases, the usability problems are generally
so overwhelming that complaints are a small part of the problem. The most 
interesting aspect of customer complaints is that they are nearly impossible to
measure in conventional terms. The cost to the corporation is qualitative and
indirect, showing up in terms of low repeat customer ratios, poor peer recom-
mendations, and generally poor customer relations. These factors have their
greatest impact on the long-term profitability of the corporation. Rarely are there
any mechanisms set up to measure these variables in a manner that is useful to
product management.

The general assumption is that customers’ complaints are a problem to be
dealt with by replacing the product or making an occasional follow-up call. If
the product has in some manner failed mechanically or is otherwise defective in
operational terms, this approach is acceptable. However, rarely does a manu-
facturer receive a customer complaint that focuses on usability. Most consumers
will not file a complaint on poor usability. The reasons for this are the subject
of much debate. However, it is clear that customers do not yet return products
because they are difficult to use, but that trend may not continue forever as con-
sumers generally become aware that products do not have to be so difficult to
use or maintain.

Case Study: The Case of the Digital Watch under the Couch. A leading manu-
facturer of digital watches produced and sold a watch that was so difficult to
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operate that the end user perceived it as a mechanical failure. When faced with
the possibility of changing the watch’s time, the user was referred to a miniature
operator’s manual of some 30 pages. The task was so complex and procedure-
specific that most users could not change the time on their watches even after
persisting for more than 15 minutes, using the manual as support. When faced
with the task of setting the alarm function, they had a similar experience. In a
study conducted to identify usability problems, respondents stated that they
simply could not set the alarm or, more importantly, turn it off when it rang. In
several cases, respondents stated that they actually put the watch under the living
room couch cushions so that it would not wake them up when it went off at
night. They could not reliably set the alarm or manage its operation.

The manufacturer did receive a significant number of watches back with
claims that they were broken. However, when the watches were tested, they were
operationally sound. This is clearly an extreme case of poor usability design.
However, it does demonstrate that users must often be driven by poor usability
design to the point of believing that the product is actually mechanically defec-
tive before they will log a customer complaint or return the product for refund
or repair.

Usability problems of this magnitude will usually kill a product and some-
times its manufacturer within one or two product lifecycles. This product went
to market without any usability testing except that undertaken by the product
development team itself. The general rule in usability science is that if usability
problems are being mentioned in customer complaints then the problems 
are probably very serious. Examination of customer complaints can be a useful
means of identifying critical usability problems. However, they can often be
deceptive.

Although the benefit of reduced customer complaints seems self-evident, the
real message is that manufacturers should never refer to a lack of customer com-
plaints related to usability as a measure of the quality of their product’s user
interface. Furthermore, if customer complaints do begin to show up, manufac-
turers should pay attention and act immediately to identify problems through
the use of usability science testing. If they don’t act, the next correspondence
they receive may be from a plaintiff’s attorney. They can also expect sales of the
product to drop precipitously as customers approach the phase of secondary pur-
chase decisions. In markets in which peer recommendations are a critical factor
in purchase decisions, problems of this scale will kill a product faster than most
manufacturers understand.

It is the responsibility of the usability science consultant to identify and
analyze problems for the client by examining customer complaints. Clearly, this
should never be the only criterion reviewed to determine usability problems, but
only one of several defined in this and other chapters in this book.
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9.10.4 Increased Complexity in New Products

Increasing product complexity is a very real predictor of usability problems that
usability science consultants must examine if they are to provide the client with
critical support in developing an effective usability policy for new product devel-
opment. The development team rarely understands increasing complexity as
they upgrade software packages or create new products. In many instances, the
product development team is too close to the product to realize how seemingly
minor changes in operational structure combined with new features affect users’
ability to use the product effectively.

A critical component in identifying the scope and nature of the complexity
problem is examining in detail the product’s previous generation while review-
ing the proposed new user interface. This is an especially critical issue for prod-
ucts that have a large installed user base or to which significant new features 
are being added. If the product meets both criteria, considerations of negative
transfer and access to new features are absolutely critical. This kind of cross-
correlated task analysis is essential in determining what aspects of the user inter-
face must be retained in the new version. Unfortunately, the findings of such
studies often conflict with the desires of the marketing team to create a new and
exciting user interface.

The training equity that users have invested in a software package cannot be
discounted in the design of a product upgrade or a new product. Major corpo-
rations have lost significant market share by ignoring or discounting the equity
that a user group has established in a software package or user interface struc-
ture. Regardless of all the theoretical discussion surrounding the definition of
operational complexity, it is clear, based on practical experience, that adding
significant new features to a user interface while also dramatically changing 
the existing interface is courting disaster in the marketplace. This does not 
mean that every software manufacturer should copy the user interface of the
market leader, but it does mean that the design of an effective, highly usable
interface is a complex problem that must consider the users’ capabilities and
limitations as the starting point, not an afterthought. The main theme is to 
capitalize on the users’ previous experience combined with new features that 
have real functional value. Although this approach seems self-evident, it is rarely
followed.

Case Study: Dusting off Old Reliable. A number of years ago, a world 
leader in sewing machines came to my firm for a usability analysis of a new 
microprocessor-based sewing machine. The new device offered the user a highly
attractive user interface, including touch selection of stitch patterns. The engi-
neering team had used the newest technology to automate some aspects of the
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sewing process, mainly stitch selection. Other operational requirements, such as
threading the machine, making buttonholes, and other frequently used features,
were also changed slightly but were not automated. When we recruited the first
round of users and conducted tests, we discovered a very interesting fact. Many
of the users stated that they frequently kept their old machines out and in
working order so that they could switch to the old machine if they needed to do
something quickly. The more time users had with the new machine, the more
likely they were to abandon the new machine altogether. In fact, several users
had actually put the new machine away and returned to using their old machines
exclusively. This transfer to the old machine usually took place after many hours
of attempting to use the new machine to do what the old machine did supremely
well, namely, sew a few simple stitches, make buttonholes, sew on a button, and
other high-frequency tasks.

Upon the execution of a professional usability analysis, we discovered that
the development team had chosen to automate aspects of the device that were
operationally insignificant. They left the key functionality buried behind a facade
of slick covers and difficult operating procedures. By poor usability design, they
dramatically increased the operational complexity of the product at a time when
women (their target market) had less and less time to learn to sew because of
increased demands on the family structure for a second income.

For example, an error analysis of a critical operational task, threading the
machine, produced very interesting and insightful results. Novice sewers tended
to make the same kinds of errors in threading the machine as did more experi-
enced users. However, the novices left a much higher percentage of their errors
uncorrected. At one critical point in the thread path, these uncorrected errors
caused the machine to jam. Because of the design of the machine’s thread path,
the jam was very difficult to clear. Even when prompted to unclear the jam using
the troubleshooting portion of the operator’s manual, the novice users could
not fix the machine. The user interface had failed; the user was stuck.

The benefit of designing for reduced operational complexity can have
tremendous impact that can be directly measured in terms of profit and loss. In
the case of the sewing machine’s jammed thread path, the usability science team
did not stop at identification of the problem. In addition, they examined in detail
the impact that such an operational failure might have on the success of the
product and more broadly on the corporation. By examining the warranty for
the product, they discovered that the manufacturer would come to the user’s
home to fix the machine any time in the first 90 days of ownership (i.e., novice
user prime time). By gathering service and maintenance records from field
offices, they found that more than 50% of the in-home service calls were attrib-
uted to jammed thread paths. The estimated cost to the manufacturer was more
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than $1 million a year in North America alone. The usability study resulted in
the redesign of the threading procedures and related thread path, which
reduced the number of jammed machines by more than 90%. The cost saving
in the U.S. market was several million dollars a year. The savings on a worldwide
basis were much larger.

If the product had been subjected to a usability testing program before pro-
duction, the problem would have been identified and corrected. Furthermore,
the effort that went into creating a new user interface for insignificant features
would have been redirected, and millions of dollars in development and pro-
duction costs would have been far better utilized. This product never produced
a profit and may have cost the manufacturer a world leadership position in this
product category. Simply knowing how to evaluate the relationship between new
features, past experience, and basic operational requirements of a product is one
of the greatest contributions that a usability science consultant can bring to the
product development process. The overall ROI can be measured in strategic, not
only tactical, terms.

One important aspect of the new sewing machine was that at first impres-
sion (the most important impression when it comes to purchase decisions) it
actually looked easier to use than the older version. This “designed to look easy to
use” factor is a critical problem for the designers of complex user interfaces. In
fact, much of the usability science literature on screen design and layout is
incredibly narrow and accepting of the belief that simple is better.

Experience shows that screen designs need to be different based on the skill
base and operational goals of the user. I have seen visually complex screens that
were highly error resistant, easy for training, fast, and operationally satisfying to
use. At first glance, none of these screens would have won awards for graphic
design. That does not mean that the designs were bad but simply that the
designer did not follow the naive modernist dictum that simple is better. One 
of the most difficult issues to resolve in the design of a highly “usable” interface
is the notion that graphic layout can and does allow the manufacturer to create
the impression of operational simplicity. As with the case of the sewing machine,
in the long run, these half-truths do not leave the customer with a warm and
fuzzy feeling toward future generations of the product.

9.10.5 Market Competition

Frequently, a corporate client may not be aware that significant improvements
in usability can lead to increased sales and market share. The basic perspective
of typical corporate clients is to view usability enhancements as a necessary evil
that must be addressed only if they have very real safety or use problems.
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However, an increasing number of corporate development groups are being
made aware that enhancing usability can and often does produce directly mea-
surable results in terms of market share and sales.

The most interesting aspect of this issue is that a product development group
rarely identifies improved usability as a major project objective when seeking
assistance from an outside usability science consultant. The role of the usability
expert is to identify and propose improved market share and sales as a primary
benefit of the program. Clients are often actually surprised that these absolutely
critical variables can be directly affected by usability enhancement.

Cost implications of improved usability depend on a number of factors,
including, but not limited to the following:

✦ The maturity of the market for the product or system

✦ The competition’s emphasis on usability as an aspect of competitive edge

✦ The presence of an industry standard interface (very rare)

✦ The costs of training and updating

✦ Demands for significant ROI based on automation

✦ Demands for significant ROI based on job elimination

Any one of these factors can signify an opportunity for the client to sell usabil-
ity as a significant product feature. The difficulty is convincing the client that he
or she should fund a larger project so that the user interface performance of
the primary competition can be documented as a benchmark for program
enhancement. The development of a detailed understanding of the usability per-
formance of the client’s products plus that of the primary competition is
absolutely essential if the client wants to realize a significant improvement in
market share and sales as a result of enhanced usability.

Often the detailed examination of the competitive products can add 40 to
60% to the cost of early phases of a usability program. However, these costs are
often insignificant when viewed against the opportunity to improve market share
or sales by even a very small percentage. There are many secondary benefits as
well, including the opportunity to understand how users actually interact with
the competitor’s product and why they have purchased the product in the past.
Such information is rarely part of a marketing plan or product development
objectives.

Case Study: Market Share in Process Control. In the early 1970s, a group of
young engineers left a leading manufacturer (Company A) of process control
computers to form a new business (Company B) that focused on providing com-
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puter automation to the paper-making industry. The first generation of Company
B’s product was very successful, becoming, within a few years, the market leader
in terms of market share, gross sales, and profits. This first product line focused
on automating a few basic aspects of the paper-making process, most of which did
not require direct human interaction on a real-time basis. Company B grew rapidly
and made the original development team and management wealthy.

As is always the case, a successful product launches competitive products,
and a third company (Company C) was formed by engineers who left Company
B. They created a new system to compete head to head with the main product
of Company B. However, Company C offered the industry a new user interface
that was marginally easier to use, for a lower price and with more automation.
They began to take market share from Company B.

During the following 2-year period, Company B designed and developed a
new system that offered far more automation but maintained much of the old
interface design, which was very difficult to use. As the new systems began to
come online, customers noticed an actual drop in the productivity of their work
crews. This, of course, did not make them happy. During this phase Company B
began to lose more market share and to develop a questionable reputation in a
very tightly controlled industry. In a last-ditch effort to identify the problem with
their new system and with the hope of creating a rapid fix, Company B sought
assistance from a usability science consulting firm.

After only two site visits and a preliminary task analysis, it became obvious
that the new system was exceptionally difficult to use. Furthermore, the new com-
puter took the user out of the decision-making process at critical points when
the machine crew had to make rapid decisions about the status of the process if
the paper being produced was to remain within specification. As a result, the
machine crew would often purposely take the computer offline and record the
event as a computer malfunction. In fact, nothing was wrong with the computer
itself except that the user interface was totally unusable. The net effect of this
problem was a miserable reliability record and a series of very unhappy cus-
tomers who did not see any reason why their considerable investment was not
returning a better product at a lower price.

Manufacturers must realize that it is frequently possible to clearly identify
important usability problems in a relatively short period of time. On the other
hand, much more effort is often required to convince the client that a new user
interface is the answer. In this case study, the client immediately understood the
need for a new interface and adopted a user-centered design approach in cre-
ating new code for the next-generation system. The program received support
from the highest levels of management and was given top corporate priority.
Information gathered from field interviews and related observations identified
many additional problems and areas of innovation for the client’s system and 
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for the overall process of successfully integrating advanced computer control
systems with human intelligence to produce a better product at a lower cost.

There are many excellent reasons to integrate usability engineering into the
product development process. However, none is as powerful or will be so easily
understood by the executive suite as the benefit of creating a marketable product
that will increase market share and profits. In any product development effort,
the consultant will serve the client best by positioning usability improvements in
ways that can be leveraged by the client to increase the sales and profits of the
product.

In the paper industry example, the benefit to the client was immediate and
significant. From the earliest stages of development, the new user interface was
seen as a means for the client to regain market share and return to profitability.
The client’s advertising agency frequently sat in on presentations by the usabil-
ity science team. Improved usability became the centerpiece of the new product
marketing strategy. Formal usability testing and design became central to the
product development methods of the client, thus reducing product development
lead time.

The new product, with a completely redesigned hardware and software inter-
face, was introduced with improved usability as its main marketing strategy.
Within one year, the product had recaptured all lost market share and gathered
new percentage points. The user interface became widely regarded as the 
best in the industry and is now a de facto standard. The client returned to high
levels of profitability and was acquired by a world leader in process control 
computers.

It is safe to say that improved usability was the central driving force in this
important case study. However, none of the benefits listed here would have been
realized if the management of the corporation had ignored the importance of
usability science in the design of their new products. It is unfortunately more
common for manufacturers to discount the importance of usability and focus
instead on cost, features, or time to market.

The market share of the product discussed here increased while a high profit
margin was maintained. Dramatically improved usability allowed the client to
maintain its position as the premium producer of process control computers for
the paper-manufacturing industry.

9.11 SUMMARY

The preceding case studies have been drawn from my more than 25 years’ expe-
rience as an independent usability science consultant. During that time, stag-
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gering improvements have occurred in the design of hardware and software. The
relative cost of computing power has dropped so fast that it is now hard to
imagine where it will all lead.

On the other hand, advances in user interface design have not been nearly
so dramatic. The reasons for this are beyond the scope and objectives of this
chapter. However, it is safe to say that what improvements have been made in
user interface design have benefited users and manufacturers in substantial and
even dramatic ways, both tangible and intangible. As the next generation of com-
puting power emerges from development labs, we can hope that some signifi-
cant portion of the new computing power will be channeled toward improved
usability for all products, large and small, complex and simple. The key to this
may well be the successful application of cost-benefit analyses at opportune
moments in product development organizations. The various case studies cited
in this and other chapters in this book are the beginning of a substantial and
professional literature on cost justification for usability science as a new and crit-
ical corporate asset.
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The Return on Investment in
Usability of Web Applications

Clare-Marie Karat IBM TJ Watson Research Center
Arnold Lund Microsoft Moble PC

10.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we provide context for the discussion of the return on investment
(ROI) in usability for Web applications and a brief review of the research com-
pleted on the topic of the cost benefit of usability. We discuss examples of ROI
in usability for the Web, take a “big picture” view of the attributes of value, and
identify at a high level how to create and measure value. (For a more detailed
business case approach to usability, please see Karat’s Chapter 4.) We illustrate
how to sell the value of ROI in usability for Web applications and conclude by
looking to the future. In our examination of this topic, we draw on usability
research and consulting experiences with customers across a range of profes-
sional settings in recent years and cite de-identified case study information that
has been made available to us or is in the public domain.

This book is focused on cost-justifying usability, with particular emphasis on
activities for Web applications and services. The lessons discussed in this chapter
come from Web and non-Web contexts and have been applied successfully in
Web environments. A wealth of knowledge about human-computer interaction
(HCI) has accumulated in the field over the last 25 years (over the last 50 years
if the fields of behavioral and computer science, on which HCI is based, are
included). In this chapter we provide an overview of the ROI for human factors
activities in the development of Web applications and services. Web-specific
factors that extend the knowledge gained in the HCI field about ROI techniques
for usability of traditional applications are identified. Some lessons from the Web
can be applied more broadly as well. In the networked world that is rapidly
emerging, the focus is on the Internet, and business processes and applications
are converging there.
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10.2 RETURN ON INVESTMENT IN USABILITY OF 
WEB APPLICATIONS

The literature on the impact of applying human factors to designing applica-
tions is filled with examples of the remarkable ROI that can be realized (Bias
and Mayhew, 1994; Lund, 1997; Donahue, 2001; Souza, 2001a, 2001b) and the
business impact it can have (see Chapter 21). The impact of applying human
factors to Web design is similarly spectacular. For example, Sapient was con-
tracted to help with the redesign of the United Airlines site. This work began by
the teams’ developing a deep understanding of travelers and modeling the trav-
eler’s experience to inform a new design. The result was a 200% increase in
online ticketing and an increase in the satisfaction of United’s most profitable
customers (Internal Sapient Sales Materials, 2000). The new design doubled the
number of daily sessions, and the number of users going deeper into the site
increased to roughly 65%. Gómez Advisors (an Internet quality measurement
firm) lauded United Airlines as having one of the Top 25 Web Sites. They ranked
it as the #1 Airline Web Site, and the site was recognized as providing leadership
in customer relationship management.

The Sapient redesign of Wal-Mart’s online sales channel resulted in a 214%
increase in the number of unique visitors (Internal Sapient Sales Materials,
2000). Wal-Mart faced significant challenges with the redesign of their online
store. The previous version of the online channel was performing well below
targets and received poor press. According to Gómez Advisors the new release
moved Wal-Mart ahead of its competitors and scored particularly well in ease of
use and in stimulating consumer confidence. The new design supports the con-
sumer’s ability to find the products they are looking for, as well as Wal-Mart’s
desire to educate people about the range of products available and to cross-sell
other products as appropriate. A strong internal design and usability organiza-
tion has grown within Wal-Mart to ensure that the company can continue to
harvest the value of effective design.

Karat et al. (2002) researched the usability and entertainment value of
streaming, multimedia Web experiences. This HCI research determined that 
traditional interaction guidelines for task-oriented interfaces do not necessarily
apply when the goal of the site is to be entertaining and engaging. The cost-
benefit analysis of the HCI research highlighted the interaction methods that
would motivate target users to return to the site and determined that use of the
site would augment users’ enjoyment of brick and mortar cultural institutions
around the world, rather than be a substitute for them. The HCI research with
target users identified this value and the means to attract and retain the users at
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the site. The financial value of the usability and user experience (UE) on the
site was calculated to be a very substantial amount of money (due to confiden-
tiality agreements, no further details may be provided).

Karat et al. (2003) developed the personalization design and strategy for the
ibm.com site. The HCI team iteratively designed and tested a set of personal-
ization features and user scenarios with target customers over the course of seven
months and identified a core set of 12 personalization features that provided
highly valued UEs on the site. As part of this analysis, the team was asked to
collect data for the business case for personalization and the related HCI activ-
ities necessary to accomplish the design and implementation of the UE. In the
course of the research, the HCI team collected customer information on the
number of additional visits to the site and additional purchases that would be
made if the site provided the type of personalized experience that the customers
realized in working hands-on with mid-fidelity prototypes to complete critical
work tasks in highly efficient, effective, and pleasant ways. The resulting confi-
dential data showed a very significant ROI in the usability of the personalized
UE on the e-commerce site.

There are a variety of other examples. A classic success story, of course, is
Dell’s ongoing use of its online channel and the continuing evolution of the
usability of that channel. Dell has worked to drive significant improvements in
the value of the site by systematically tracking and improving their UE (Dell,
1998). The iterative evolution of the US WEST Web site (before it was acquired
by Qwest) resulted in a dramatic increase in traffic over 3 years, and the cost of
ongoing development support was more than compensated for by the cost
savings arising from shifting customers from the use of live customer support to
online support (Lund, 1999). A redesign of the customer service site of a large
mutual fund company by one usability- and design-oriented firm resulted in a
dramatic reduction in live customer service costs, and more than 20% of new
accounts were subsequently set up through the online channel (this example is
a de-identified case study based on previous research by Lund).

Souza (2001a) reported that 42% of U.S. consumers made their most recent
purchase because of a previous good experience with the online retailer. Yet 65%
of online shopping attempts end in failure because customers can’t find what
they are looking for; and according to one analyst, 62% of shoppers have given
up on online ordering because of a bad experience (Souza 2001a). New users
at one site spent an average of $127 per purchase. Repeat customers spend
almost twice as much. It is also well known that poorly designed applications are
a major reason users call support lines, and such calls can easily cost $12 to $250
per call (de-identified case study data from Karat). An improved experience for
Schneider Automation resulted in $2 million saved in call-center support costs
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over the first 10 months after the change. There are other benefits as well. One
early study of e-commerce trust (Lund, de-identified case study data) found that
good navigation and presentation were essential in creating trust, and one of the
authors of this chapter, in testing the usability of Web sites regularly, found a link
in users’ expectations between the quality of the design and trust in the channel
and the company’s brand.

The benefits are not just experienced in business-to-customer applications
on the Web; they are also realized in internal applications. AT Kearny (Internal
Sapient Sales Materials, 2000), for example, has reported that poorly designed
knowledge management systems and intranets cost organizations more than
$750 billion annually. According to CIO BusinessWeb magazine, “On a corporate
intranet, poor usability means poor employee productivity; investments in
making an intranet easier to use can pay off by a factor of 10 or more, especially
at large companies” (Kalin, 1999). Forty-one percent of employees at one infor-
mation technology company couldn’t find the information they needed for their
jobs on their intranet, and at one oil company it has been reported that 35% of
an employee’s time is wasted looking for information. Some estimates of time
wasted finding information on corporate intranets are as high as 50%. However,
improvements in productivity and decreases in learning time of 30% or more
can be realized when human factors are applied to the redesign of enterprise
Web applications (Kalin, 1999).

10.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM ANALYSIS OF RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT IN USABILITY ON THE WEB

The most immediate challenge in demonstrating the ROI in Web applications
is to determine what to measure and how to measure it. Common metrics (e.g.,
hits, visitors, click-streams, and so on) certainly correlate with the value of a site
and therefore provide some value in monitoring the impact of design changes.
Tracking sales or support activity over the site is typically of greater interest to
most managers because it relates directly to the bottom line. Both, however, are
similar to taking a patient’s pulse and blood pressure. They allow you to monitor
health, but not to easily diagnose the “why” behind the changes. They also are
difficult to convert into ROI numbers. Being able to track the activity of indi-
vidual users (recognizing the security and privacy issues implied) provides the
clearest picture of both the ROI of the Web as a delivery channel and the factors
that influence the ROI. With a user focus, collecting the richer set of data typi-
cally used to demonstrate ROI for other products and applications (e.g., speed
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of learning, user support costs, and so on) and/or confirming in-lab data against
field data should be easier.

Whereas most companies seem to focus on the ROI of the channel itself
(e.g., “Are we increasing the number of people coming to the site?”), they tend
to miss the bigger and more important picture. Just as products can be cross-
elastic, meaning that a product can serve many purposes, so can channels. The
ROI that should be of interest is the user-focused ROI that recognizes that the
user employs the Web along with other ways of meeting his or her goals. A
shopper may shop by browsing and collecting information on the Web but then
buying in a store, or may shop in a store and buy on the Web. Customers may
solve a problem on the Web (and therefore not require any live support), or
they may be getting background information on the Web, which makes live
support more efficient and enables the live support to sell products (a common
telecommunications company customer-support activity). The ROI of interest
therefore needs to be user- or customer-focused. Regarding customer activity,
the questions of interest include the following:

✦ How much are they buying from the company?

✦ How often do they return?

✦ How much overall does it cost to support them?

✦ How satisfied and loyal are they?

✦ What attributes do they associate with the brand?

✦ How do the various channels influence that ROI?

User-centered design, therefore, could and should include user-centered
metrics, which in turn implies a contextual understanding of users to drive coor-
dination across product and channel silos in companies.

Because capturing compelling ROI data requires having the right data col-
lection mechanisms or “hooks” in the right places, another lesson is that the HCI
field has far fewer ROI success stories than it might otherwise have. Rarely do
Web application development efforts include building in the hooks from the
beginning to demonstrate the ROI of an application when it is launched. Human
factors professionals might benefit by being accountable for the value of their
efforts and arguing for inclusion of the appropriate hooks as requirements.
Future Web services may have these hooks because application developers and
providers can use them to track total cost of ownership.

Most major technology companies are working toward a Web services world
in which the Internet resides on a backbone network with virtually unlimited
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capacity to carry data and voice; information, images, multimedia, and virtually
every other type of content are just data. The data will be coded in different ways
to enable richer applications and UEs using XML and in the future taking advan-
tage of the semantic Web. Users will connect to this network through narrow-
band, broadband, and wireless interfaces. As Moore’s law continues to hold sway,
in ubiquitous computing virtually everything could have a processor and network
connection within it, and the network will also connect to servers with ever-
increasing processing and storage capacity. Thus small devices in the hands of
users will have the virtual capabilities of large mainframe computers. This is the
dream of what is currently known as Web services. Although there will certainly
continue to be traditional standalone applications for many years, increasingly
Web services will look and feel like graphic user interfaces (GUIs). The Web,
therefore, over time will be less and less dominated by hypertext documents and
increasingly dominated by interactive applications. Design principles that have
evolved over the years for GUIs will have a natural extension to the Web, and
research on designing for the Web has caused these GUI design principles to
evolve further in application to the Web. Taking the richer contextual view of
user behavior to demonstrate ROI is therefore likely to apply more broadly, as
ROI needs to be demonstrated for other applications as well.

10.4 THE ATTRIBUTES OF VALUE

Typical benefits arising from applying user-centered design to hardware and soft-
ware include the following:

✦ Increased sales, market share, and revenue

✦ Improved customer satisfaction and loyalty

✦ Reduced customer support costs

✦ Stronger brand recognition

✦ Improved employee productivity

✦ Reduced errors

✦ Faster learning and better retention of information

✦ Improved decision-making and effectiveness

✦ Decreased development and software maintenance costs

See Karat’s Chapter 4 for further information.
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It is not surprising, therefore, that these are the same benefits found when
user-centered design methods are applied to Web sites. In many ways, the Web
experience is the brand. The business value that a Web site is intended to deliver
may include helping define a brand, supporting users or employees with a lower
cost channel, providing an automated or semiautomated way for customers 
or businesses to share information, and so on. But most often the business case
for Web projects is justified based either on cost savings arising from getting 
users to do something in a different way (e.g., shifting from the use of live
support representatives to online service), increasing revenue (e.g., from new
sales achieved by providing a new and better shopping environment for 
customers), or adding new revenue (e.g., from a new service offered over the
Internet).

Achieving the objectives of the business case typically requires users to do
something differently. They need to adopt and use the Web application. At the
heart of adoption of a new solution is user satisfaction. Users need to find value
in the solution and usually that value needs to be significantly greater than the
alternatives they are already employing. They also need to find it easy to get at
that value, that usefulness. If the usefulness is sufficiently great, ease of use could
be relatively less important in the short run, but when there are competitive solu-
tions, making it easy for users to get at the underlying functionality or product
is required. If the underlying functionality isn’t dramatically greater than alter-
natives, then significant improvements in ease of use can provide a competitive
advantage. Interestingly, satisfaction, ease of use, and usefulness map nicely onto
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 92411 definition of
usable software. For many users, this interaction of ease of use and usefulness in
large measure defines the quality of an application and a UE, and when com-
bined with perceived financial benefits and costs, results in a sense of value.

An attractive design invites users to experience the value of the application
and its ease of use. A well-designed application may even provide some signals
about the ease of use of the application (because many principles of good design
are identical to the principles of easy-to-use designs). For some domains and
applications, the quality and nature of the experience are also important to users.
Entertainment applications are an obvious example, but our experience is that
for many users Web applications are also judged on the basis of the quality of
the design. The quality of the design may even drive the trust that the users have
in the application (Studio Archetype/Sapient and Cheskin, 1999).
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The characteristics of the Web application itself, however, are typically not
sufficient to drive value. The technology diffusion literature identifies several
other characteristics of the experience that can be important. The value needs
to be observable and observed. When people feel they are seeing others getting
value, they consider using the valued product themselves. Cell phones and VCRs
have benefited from being observable, and the “buzz” around certain Web sites
such as Amazon and Yahoo have helped them attract first-time users who then
can decide if the site works for them. Therefore, in the design and launch of a
new UE, it might be beneficial to define a strategy for educating the potential
users about its value and about how to begin obtaining that value, to design in
feedback mechanisms to determine how well the educational initiatives are
working, and to design in features to promote such education. At US WEST we
could track usage of the site in sufficient detail that we could monitor whether
advertising about the site had an impact, whether the features highlighted in the
advertising were actually purchased and used, and whether usage levels eventu-
ally dropped all the way back to preadvertising levels or whether we had “con-
verted” some of the potential users into regular users.

Another attribute of a successful application is that it needs to integrate into
people’s lives. Just as it is difficult to change the person to fit the technology, it
is also hard to change the way people fit within the ongoing context in which
they live while using the application. The application may seem great in isola-
tion, whereas in practice it quickly gets dropped because it doesn’t fit into real
people’s lives.

How do variables like social context relate to the ROI of Web design? There
are dependent variables impacted by the properties of the design and the way
the design is presented to users as well as independent variables that can be
tracked to diagnose where and how to improve scores for the relevant depen-
dent variables. Usefulness, ease of use, and satisfaction can be measured. User
awareness and belief in what is presented can be measured as well. HCI practi-
tioners can measure actual and predicted integration. And practitioners can
observe how these measures change as the design of the experience and the
various factors that influence the experience are changed.

HCI professionals can also look to the scenarios of use that were identified
as part of the initial experience models the design was based on—the scenarios
that form the basis of the anticipated user and business value. Say that a mobil-
ity scenario is being supported. This scenario involves portfolio managers review-
ing the current state of the market from their desks and requesting that brokers
place orders as the managers leave to visit a company in which they are investing.
The portfolio managers will want to be notified when the orders are completed
and will want to track whether events they expect to impact the investments take
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place. Here the result should be that the portfolio managers are more success-
ful in managing their portfolios (a portfolio performance measure), but it
should also be possible to look at metrics that correlate with the success that
mobility enables (e.g., the number of companies visited might increase, if that
fact is considered important based on the experience models). Some useful
examples and articles related to ROI on the Web are listed in the reference
section at the end of the chapter (see Karat, 1994; Lund, 1997; Mauro, 2002;
Nielsen, 2003; Souza, 2001a).

10.5 CREATING VALUE

Having an understanding of the business goals and the specific outcomes antic-
ipated for the application is a start for creating value. In recent years, those goals
have tended to focus on cost reduction or revenue increases, the kinds of goals
that can be used in a business case to justify a project. Improvements in brand-
ing, customer satisfaction, and similar goals are also possible. These high-level
goals need to be operationalized as specific objective outcomes. A cost-savings
goal might involve fewer or shorter service center calls resulting from a shift of
some customers to online self-service. In a business case, specific numbers would
be projected for this shift to demonstrate that the expected cost savings justify
the cost of the project.

Once explicit objectives are defined and models of the relevant user behav-
iors and expectations have been created, the next step is to define and model
how the objectives will be met by modifying the UE. Again, if an objective is to
move the user from the live service center to an online channel, it should be
possible to define rewards for making a change and perhaps even “negative rein-
forcers” for not making the change. The rewards might include improved avail-
ability (relative to the live service center), rich information and services, and
services not available through the live service center. Negative reinforcers might
include reduced availability of the live service representatives, feedback while on
hold concerning the time until the call can be answered, or even charges for live
support.

10.6 THE COST OF CHANGE

In addition to creating value through the design of the UE, applying human
factors to the design process reduces the overall cost of the product (Karat,
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1994). Problems identified late in the development process or even after release
are far more costly to fix than those identified early in the process, and the kinds
of fixes that are practical are typically only the small ones rather than the restruc-
turing that may be needed to add real value to the project (Karat, 1994). Web
design is a slightly special case in this analysis. For many Web applications, the
expectation is that the design will and should change fairly often. These changes,
however, typically are changes in content and in the images on the site. Changes
to the more fundamental information architecture and process flows within 
the site tend to be more like late-stage changes to other kinds of traditional 
application software. These late-stage and more complex changes may drive
increased customer service calls and costs as users become confused, and they
may require rewriting significant amounts of documentation. Web services appli-
cations, of course, are more like standard applications and should follow the
cost-justification model described for traditional GUIs (Karat, 1994).

10.7 REDUCING THE RISK OF FAILURE

Other opportunities to create value through the application of human factors
to Web design include various techniques for reducing the risk of failure when
the product is introduced. At Ameritech, the organizational belief was that it
would take 10 ideas to produce 1 good idea, 10 good ideas to produce 1 product,
and 10 products to produce 1 successful product. If the relationship between
the various attributes of the user’s Web experience and the target business objec-
tive(s) are understood, however, the organization can improve its chances of
success with a Web site by measuring the attributes. The organization can even
create norms that will allow it to predict success. The USE questionnaire devel-
oped at Ameritech was built on the model of usefulness, satisfaction, and ease
of use, for example, and was used to collect data across a variety of hardware and
software products and applications, customer services, and documentation
(Lund, 2001). By knowing which were successful and which weren’t, it was pos-
sible to create norms that could be used to set ease of use and usefulness rating
requirements. The data collected showed clearly the range of ratings associated
with products destined for failure, and those required for success (realizing that
pricing, marketing, and other factors are obviously also critical for success).
Although some consulting companies have been reasonably successful in using
various screening metrics to predict success, we imagine that choosing metrics
based on real user needs and experiences should be even more effective. The
usability practitioner can think of these metrics as measures associated with the
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usability objectives for the Web site or application. For example, a usability objec-
tive might be that 95% of new users with a particular product in mind can nav-
igate or use the site search function successfully to find the items they are looking
for within 60 seconds. The development team can track the improvement in the
UE across iterations in design and evaluation. When the site has met the usabil-
ity objectives that the team has created on the basis of user feedback, then the
team has reduced the risk of failure.

With these same measurements, it is possible to conduct competitive analy-
ses, and using the models of value creation through the new UE, HCI profes-
sionals can obtain diagnostic information about the competition. They can
identify features for which a site has advantages in the UE and those for which
the competition has advantages. Then the organization can focus on improve-
ments to meet or exceed similar features of the competition. This same infor-
mation can be used to inform advertising and user education, which in turn
helps drive adoption and use of the application. At Sapient, Lund used contex-
tualized heuristic evaluations for competitive analyses of various Web sites, for
which he and his team applied an experience model that identified the relevant
attributes of the users’ experiences and needs to structure the collection and
analysis of heuristic data. The resulting analysis allowed the organization to pri-
oritize improvements to a site based on the expected impact on the business
goals for the site (Lund, 2000).

10.8 MEASURING VALUE

Creating a baseline refers to directly measuring the variables of interest before
and after a change. For example, purchases on a Web site can be measured
before it is redesigned and again afterward to determine whether a change had
the desired impact. The recommendation is that baseline data be collected for
the dependent variables most directly related to those identified in the business
case (e.g., time on task, satisfaction with the UE, completion rate, and error-free
completion rate) and also for behaviors that are likely to be correlated (e.g.,
number of first-time visits, number of repeat visitors, and so on). In addition,
measurements on related dimensions such as perceptions of ease of use, use-
fulness, and satisfaction are collected. In addition to assessing the impact of
changes before and after a new design is introduced, these measures can be
tracked over time to determine when the impact of the design has declined suf-
ficiently to warrant another refreshing (and as user expectations, technology,
and design conventions change, the impact is nearly certain to decline). These
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data can also be used (depending on the measure) for competitive analyses 
to identify opportunities for enhancing the value of the experience. Some 
external factors can affect baseline measures and future measures. Wilson and
Rosenbaum discuss possible confounds in Chapter 8 of this volume. These may
include a competitor who beat you with new features, the quality of the site’s
advertising campaign, and global economic conditions and events.

It is important to note, however, that although many focus on measurements
of the Web experience in isolation, the most important information for a busi-
ness is often the Web channel changes relative to changes in other channels. 
In other words, do customers move from the live customer service channel
(accessed over the telephone) to the Web channel? Is the Web channel actually
as inexpensive as expected or do customers have more problems and therefore
require more manual intervention? Do total purchases increase, and if so, are
there more or fewer returns from unsatisfied customers? Although a rich set of
challenges in measuring and interpreting the Web data exist, even tougher chal-
lenges are often seen in integration of data across channels to obtain a mean-
ingful picture of the total ROI resulting from design changes.

How is value created? As mentioned previously, it generally comes from
people changing their behavior, their expectations, and their attitudes based on
their satisfaction—a satisfaction that comes from awareness, experience, and
integrating an application into their lives. The experience and integration are
enabled when a Web application is easy to use and useful. This means that if the
business goals of the application are defined, identifying aspects of the experi-
ence to support those goals should be possible. Design in and assess the value
of functions that people will find rewarding and that will meet their needs. By
specifying the relationship between the business value of the application and the
aspects of the experience that would be expected to drive that value, a value
model is created for this context. By assessing whether a user’s experience is con-
sistent with the design requirements and how well the application is satisfying
the business goals, the HCI professional can determine which aspects of the
experience have the greatest impact on the value realized.

For example, suppose that the goal for the organization is to move people
from obtaining customer support live over a telephone to obtaining it through
the Web, because the Web cost is significantly lower, ranging from 20% to 25%
of the cost of live support. Users need one or more compelling reasons—that is,
fundamental value—to go to the Web versus the live support. On the basis of
previous research, we might conclude that the important values for customers
are faster response time and completeness and accuracy of the solution to their
problems. For the organization, value will also be in the ability to move customers
to newer products. Build these attributes into the design of the site.
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Measure the probability that a given customer uses the live support channel
versus the probability that he or she will use the online support channel, and
measure how that probability changes over time. Assess how much time a given
customer spends using the live channel versus the online channel, and make
inferences about the total time spent in solving a problem (the number of return
visits in each case). With these numbers we can project trends in savings result-
ing from use of the online channel rather than the live channel.

HCI professionals can also measure how well they have accomplished the
value proposition that should compel people to change. To do this, measure the
response time of each channel and the time to a solution from the first contact
that the user experiences. Use a variety of techniques to measure how much and
what type of information is gathered, given a problem scenario. Measure the
probability of purchase through controlled user evaluations or click-stream
analysis and the revenue generated per customer.

The Internet is not static. It evolves as people find new applications for it,
as designers try new things, and as technology advances. As a result, expectations
change. The UE that was satisfying and delivered value today may not deliver
value tomorrow. That’s one of the reasons why the best Web sites continually
evolve. The organization must continually collect user feedback on satisfaction
with the site and a set of usage metrics tied to usability objectives and capture
unmet user needs to determine when a small adjustment or larger redesign of
the site is necessary. Because updating a Web site can be costly, however, it is
important to have the information needed to drive that evolution intelligently
and on the basis of business considerations.

One useful technique is to collect baseline information on the site and
monitor changes in user satisfaction and usage over time. A variety of tools and
companies are available for assessing the baseline situation on a Web site. Mauro
(2002) reviewed the online tools available and found that 95% of the tools are
“objectively little more than web-based survey systems” and 5% of the tools
“contain simplified behavior-tracking capabilities.” Mauro, Web Criteria, Vivi-
dence, NetRaker, and others provide services that have been used successfully to
help measure and improve a site’s effectiveness.

We recommend the use of traditional usability testing of a Web site com-
bined with some online testing and regular competitive analyses. HCI profes-
sionals and the organizations they are serving require the valuable objective and
subjective data and design insights and ideas that emerge during these individ-
ual and small-group sessions with target users who experience a prototype
version of the site and core user scenarios. These laboratory studies can be com-
plemented by online testing that can validate laboratory data and track changes
on the site. Also, periodic in-house competitive evaluations may include baseline
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metrics (the set that can be collected from public sites) and help to provide infor-
mation that is useful in prioritizing improvements. Identified best-of-breed ele-
ments may provide inspiration for new designs, and the metrics can be used to
set usability objectives.

10.9 HOW TO SELL RETURN ON INVESTMENT IN USABILITY

The survival and the effectiveness of Web design groups often depend on their
ability to convince stakeholders that the return on their efforts more than justi-
fies the costs (the ROI). If you survey listservs, discussions at conferences, and
relevant publications, you notice that this question of how to convince people
of the value of user-centered Web design arises again and again. There are several
reasons why this sales process is necessary. Our chapter provides a perspective
on this topic within the larger topic of ROI in usability of Web applications. (For
an additional perspective on marketing usability, see Henneman’s Chapter 5.)

The value that effective design brings is typically separated from the time
when most design and user-research activities take place, and it is obscured by
the collaborative nature of development. For a stand-alone Web project, the user
research and design may take place in the first 2 or 3 months of the project, and
the implementation of the design and the backend development work may go
on for another 9 months before launch. The people working on the research
and design may make up less than 10% of the overall budget for the project.
What team members typically see is represented in the way design and user
research are often introduced. You may hear something like “This is Joe from
design. They make things look nice. This is Sue from usability. They make things
easy to use.”

Furthermore, many of the players on the team often feel they “own” roles
that sound very similar to those held by design and usability people. Market
research and project management may feel it is their job to understand the users
and to ensure that the product meets their needs. The user interface develop-
ers themselves have often designed interfaces as part of past applications. All
may wonder why design and usability professionals are needed and wonder may
turn into ugliness when the team is pressured to deliver against a tight deadline.
Why does the creative process have to take that long and why must the artifacts
be created in that order? Can’t we learn everything we need to know from a
focus group or perhaps even by talking to the sponsor of the work (who pre-
sumably should know its users)?
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Because the ROI story rarely stands on its own and typically does not in itself
have a lot of “stickiness,” or integration, within the corporate culture, successful
UE managers find themselves continually telling the ROI story. At Ameritech,
perhaps the most important event that opened the door for enabling the demon-
stration of user-centered design ROI was an unexpected meeting of the CEO
and the manager of the UE group. The CEO’s question, “So what do you do?”
and the right response started a sponsorship that lasted for years. At Sapient, the
question, “Why can’t you give us the design so we can start coding, and while we
code you can do the information architecture?” could only be dealt with effec-
tively by discussing where the value comes from and how the creative process
logically must flow to deliver the value.

Selling the ROI story begins with quickly and clearly describing the business
value of the UE work and the user-centered design process. This speech is often
known as the “elevator speech.” Crafting the phrases that make up the elevator
speech is a lot like crafting a good mission statement. They need to be short and
to the point, use the language of the audience, and touch relevant “hot buttons.”

As an example, we have written an elevator speech for this chapter:

There should be no question that the potential return on investment (ROI)
for investing in Web usability is tremendous. The benefits occur whether
designing services, customer support applications, or productivity tools 
for use within businesses. The key is a user-centered design approach that
delivers ease of use, usefulness, and satisfaction in a compelling way—an
approach that adds value to each stage of the adoption process. This chapter
discusses the ROI in the usability for Web applications and reviews the
research on the cost benefit of usability. Examples of ROI in usability are
provided to illustrate the conceptual overview of how user value is created
and how to measure it. Woven throughout the chapter are recommenda-
tions on how to help businesses leverage that value to become more 
successful.

A key to articulating an effective ROI story is to use the language of the organ-
ization. At IBM, Karat found it critical to speak with the product managers in
terms of time, people, resources, ROI, and net present value (NPV). She began
by working with one product manager in a grassroots usability evangelism effort.
She collected the business case data on the value of HCI while completing the
HCI work on the project that enabled it to come in under budget, on time, and
with high customer satisfaction. This result was unusual at the time and won
bonuses for the entire team. Karat was asked to make presentations on the 
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business case for usability to a group of product managers within the larger
organization next. Speaking the product manager’s language and demonstrat-
ing through a case study the value of the HCI work opened doors within that
organization. Karat found that she would need to repeat at least some of the
experience as she changed organizations and sees the effort as a combination
of support of key executives for HCI in a top-down aspect combined with
ongoing grassroots evangelism and continual demonstration of the value of HCI.
Providing significant support to a development team by heading off design 
problems and quickly identifying and resolving other usability problems is a 
continual basis for bonding with these teams, above and beyond the financial
value demonstrated to the executives (supporting what Wilson and Rosenbaum
say in Chapter 8).

At Ameritech all managers were trained in the concept of a value engine, a
model of how their work drove value for the organization. We were able to talk
about how easy-to-use and useful Web applications would create satisfaction,
which in turn would result in a strong brand and additional revenue. Many man-
agers understand NPV (see Chapter 4 for more detail) and use it when creating
their business cases, and where this is true you can draw on the same language
in stating the value proposition for your organization. Business cases, in fact, are
an excellent place to look for the kinds of arguments that are persuasive to deci-
sion-makers. At Sapient the corporate value proposition related to delivering
explicit business outcomes, and we were able to talk about how viewing business
problems through the lens of experience and then balancing user and business
needs along with the available technology enabled us to deliver the outcomes
desired.

Along with the elevator speech, it is important to have the facts at hand.
Again, ideally the stories you tell to illustrate the points you are making are drawn
from the impact you have had for your business on the metrics that matter to
the organization. But if you don’t have those core stories, or if you need some
information to supplement them, you can always use some of the examples cited
earlier and you can cite external sources that have credibility with your audience
(e.g., Forrester reports).

Quickly and effectively articulating the value of user-centered Web design is
important, but increasing impact usually requires a more assertive public rela-
tions (PR) campaign. PR departments and internal newsletters are often looking
for good stories, and offering examples of effective ROIs can create “buzz”
around an organization. Setting up a usability lab as a stop on corporate tours
can bring your message to customers and executives, exposing them to the story
you want to tell and leveraging the compelling experience of observing users in
action. Cold-calling key executives and managers to share what your organiza-
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tion has been doing for the business and perhaps exploring opportunities to
lend a hand with initiatives that are strategically important to the executives can
create a foundation that pays off in the future. Identifying strategic and visible
projects that should have design and usability support but don’t, selling your way
into the projects, and then becoming a most valuable player on the teams is
another way to be more clearly associated with the eventual success of the proj-
ects and the impact that success has on the business.

In addition to being able to quickly and easily describe the value of user-
centered design in Web design and to provide a high-level view of how it is 
generated, describing in more detail how that value is derived is also useful. The
“how” of the argument is most important when you work with teams to build in
the user-centered design activities that actually drive the value.

Looking across many companies, one can argue that support for user-
centered design activities in general and the role of user-centered design in 
Web design tend to be relationship based. Support comes when there are 
team leaders who insist that the Web experience be designed on the basis of an
understanding of users, and when executives “get it” and insist that the Web
development process include design and user-research professionals. These rela-
tionships often begin with the initial impressions. For people who are unfamil-
iar with the UE area, their model of usability is often shaped by the
understanding they gain in those first conversations.

10.10 SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

ROI is a measure of business effectiveness and is typically a ratio of profit to the
cost of achieving the profit. The profit is often calculated using one of the sophis-
ticated selection techniques outlined by Karat (e.g., NPV) in Chapter 4 of this
book. An important point to consider is that projected ROIs are often used by
companies to decide in which areas to invest. For example, a company can invest
a given amount of money in a new product A or in improving the usability of
Web site B. An HCI professional with an understanding of the costs and bene-
fits of usability and the ability to describe them in business terms such as ROI
will help executives make more effective decisions for their companies and
(knowing how the evidence leans) for their customers as well.

HCI professionals can help to build the knowledge base in cost justifying
usability on the Web by collecting cost-benefit data during their projects and
sharing them as appropriate with the community, either in a case study or de-
identified format. There are a few ROI research questions on the value of human
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factors on the Web that we challenge our peers to address as well. First, the HCI
field needs to improve the model of the relationship between user value and
business value. This model may be domain specific or may be general for the
impact of some variables and not others. Second, a clear understanding of how
the various aspects of the UE impact ROI is needed to prioritize development
efforts more effectively. Research data in these areas could help to improve the
allocation of resources to development efforts, including the investment in HCI,
which is investing in the quality of the applications and services that all of us will
use in different facets of our lives.
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for International User 
Centered Design

David A. Siegel Dray & Associates, Inc.
Susan M. Dray Dray & Associates, Inc.

11.1 INTRODUCTION

When clients come to us for help with international user studies, they have often
already made the case within their company for the need to do such studies,
despite the costs, but sometimes they ask for our help in formulating the argu-
ments. In this chapter we outline the rationales that we share with them, and
help you think about how to make these arguments within your company. 
We draw upon our experience in doing user centered design (UCD) projects
throughout the world, and our involvement with the small community of pro-
fessionals devoted to international design. Throughout this chapter we refer to
international UCD instead of simply usability, because UCD is a broader term
that can include a variety of activities that are important in creating designs that
are usable worldwide. We focus on issues you must address to show a critical but
receptive listener that UCD is essential to reduce the risks inherent in develop-
ing products for the international market.

In a sense, the general arguments for international UCD are the same as the
arguments for UCD overall, except that the costs, risks, and benefits are often
an order of magnitude greater. The costs of doing international UCD are usually
higher than the costs of carrying out UCD activities in your home country, but
the risks of failure if UCD is not included are also much greater. Therefore, the
potential benefits of doing it well are much greater. The most general arguments
for UCD, wherever it takes place, are as follows:
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✦ Design can be successful only when it is based on deep understanding of the
mindset of users and of the dynamics and the context of use

✦ It is impossible for product planners to adequately grasp these things
through intuition

✦ The conventional ways of introducing information about users into design
are inadequate

The impact of these principles is even greater in the international context. As
Masao Ito and Kumiyo Nakakoji point out, “interacting with a computer system
implies asynchronous communication with people who designed and pro-
grammed the system. Thus, using an internationally designed system means col-
laborating with a designer who belongs to a different culture” (Ito and Nakakoji,
1996). The inverse is also true: The designers are attempting to communicate
with users from another culture.

11.1.1 Do We Know Our Users?

Although we may fool ourselves into believing that we know the lives and psyches
of users (who we think of as similar to ourselves), this belief is especially
unfounded in the international context. This fact is illustrated by a perceptual
illusion, known as the rotating trapezoid illusion. A trapezoidal frame is mounted
on a post with its unequal edges in the vertical dimension, the tall edge on one
side of the post and the short edge on the other, and the post centered between
them. When the trapezoid rotates, people perceive it as oscillating back and
forth, with its shorter edge always behind. You can see a demonstration of the
basic illusion at this site: www.exploratorium.edu/exhibits/trapezoidal_window/
trap_window.html. If you mount a horizontal stick through the trapezoid, per-
pendicular to the post, the stick appears to rotate a full 360 degrees. Conse-
quently, it appears to slice through the “oscillating” frame on each rotation. This
is a very striking illusion. Neither the additional visual cue provided by the stick,
nor one’s intellectual knowledge of the real situation destroys it. Interestingly,
when Allport and Pettigrew (1957) did a classic study of this illusion, they found
that Zulus who lived in traditional villages with round huts and few straight lines
and rectangles, were not as susceptible to the illusion. This suggests that the illu-
sion is actually based on higher cognitive processing in which the brain draws
on its experience of foreshortened rectangles. The illusion reveals both the cul-
tural dependency of what feels to the viewer like a basic perceptual process, and
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also our difficulty in sharing the perceptions of others, which one might call 
“cultural blindness.”

There are many examples from the realm of international design that reveal
the affects of such cultural blindness. For instance, the story of the Mitsubishi
automobile, the “Pajero,” which means “one who masturbates” in Spanish, is by
now familiar to many readers. However, as Elisa del Galdo (1996) pointed out,
what is more interesting is the manufacturer’s response when the error was 
discovered. Mitsubishi changed the name, but only in Spain, as if they did not
realize that many Europeans speak more than one language, and European
drivers frequently cross borders. French drivers probably do not want to be
ridiculed when they cross the Pyrenees. Evidently, in addition to their lack of
knowledge of Spanish slang, the manufacturers (or at least the department 
in charge of naming its products) was also unaware of other aspects of the 
European lifestyle that were especially relevant to their product.

In Set Phasers on Stun, Steven Casey (1993) reports another, more tragic
example that occurred in 1971. Seed grain shipped to Iraqi farmers was laced
with a toxic fungicide. To warn the farmers that the grain was inedible, it was
dyed red, and the bags were marked with the skull-and-crossbones symbol.
Unfortunately, this symbol, which the manufacturer assumed was universal, 
was unknown to the farmers. Some of them were told about the poison, but 
they associated the red dye with the poison and assumed that washing it away
would make the grain safe. Many deaths resulted from this communication
failure. For our purposes, the important message of this example is that even
when people are sensitive to risk and are trying hard to address it, they are bound
by their own cultural assumptions, and have difficulty imagining to what degree
and in what ways the experience of other people may be different from their
own.

Despite the existence of cautionary tales like these, companies frequently
seem to act on the assumption that the functionality and design of their prod-
ucts will be so compelling that users around the world will adopt them. There
are situations where a product has at least a temporary monopoly on a particu-
lar functionality, and users will have no choice but to cope with poor design.
However, there are also many situations in which functionality that is poorly con-
ceived and designed for users in other countries, while usually not fatal to the
user, is fatal to the product, or at least limits its success.

Some decision makers are well aware that doing business internationally
means venturing into areas where they do not even know what they don’t know.
Once they understand what UCD offers, they may be receptive to adopting it.
Others seem not to grasp this at all. One colleague of ours in a company that
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sold specialized software globally was aware of problems with an important
product in a key Asian market. This UCD professional provided many kinds of
evidence to get the problems addressed, including customer problems and
requests, requests from the local sales office for design changes that would help
them sell more effectively, and examples of blatant mismatches between the
application’s functionalities and common user tasks. None of these arguments
inspired measurable change in how the company addressed the needs of its
foreign users. The relevant executives felt that sales were adequate and that the
company’s technological leadership in its domain outweighed the problems.
After several years of frustration, things suddenly changed when a reorganiza-
tion placed the department under a different vice president. When he heard the
arguments, he said, “That makes sense,” and suddenly there was funding for
developing a usability lab in that country. While many of us have encountered
executives who seem immovable, and many dream of finding a corporate
sponsor who just “gets it,” we are writing with the belief that there are decision
makers in the midrange who are critical but potentially receptive to persuasive
evidence.

11.1.2 Our Focus in this Chapter

The business case for international UCD is a broad topic. It is difficult to cite
representative numbers that will be useful to a broad range of readers because
of the tremendous variety of situations, the number of factors influencing results,
and the varying strategic goals of different products. The issue of cost justifica-
tion for international UCD encompasses all the issues for cost justification of
UCD in general, with the added dimension of the international variables. Argu-
ments that apply for a given product in one country may not work as well in
another country, not only because of country-specific factors, but also because
of differences in the current business situations across countries that affect the
product. Financial examples focusing on one product may not apply well to
another. The full matrix of factors to consider would have to include the 
following:

(cost factors) ¥ (benefit factors) ¥ (different types of products) ¥ (different
types of UCD activities) ¥ (different business goals) ¥ (different countries)
¥ (different business situations in country)

Obviously, it would be neither useful nor feasible to re-evaluate from the inter-
national perspective all the factors involved in cost justification that have been
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covered elsewhere in this book, and a specific case example is unlikely to be anal-
ogous to your situation.

Of course, if you have specific cost figures and reasonable projections of
gains or cost savings specifically attributable to design changes, you certainly 
can apply a structured analysis like those described elsewhere in this book.
However, many of the benefits of international UCD are extremely difficult to
quantify. We surveyed more than 30 UCD professionals from 10 countries in
North America, Europe, Asia and Africa, all of whom have done significant
amounts of work internationally. Although these people all described significant
impacts, none of them were able to come up with numbers to quantify the benefit
of international UCD efforts. This difficulty of quantifying benefits is partly
because so many of the impacts are broad and there are far more intervening
variables than for most domestic projects. No two countries are the same, and it
is usually a mistake to lump countries together, even in geographic regions, and
assume that you can have one design solution that will fit all of them. This makes
it difficult to collect relevant data. In many cases, we feel it is more realistic to
treat the UCD activities as an essential part of a many-pronged approach to inter-
national product design. Therefore, we have chosen to provide the general ele-
ments for a persuasive argument to make the case for international UCD, and
must leave it to you to translate these ideas into the specifics of your own 
circumstances.

Our focus for the remainder of this chapter is on how to think about the
strategic business case for international UCD. We begin by discussing the dif-
ference between strategic and tactical arguments for UCD. We then discuss the
importance of international markets, the strategic risks in designing products
for these markets, and why attempts to addressing the risks without full-fledged
UCD do not provide sufficient solutions. Then we look at the categories of costs
for international studies and identify both why these are usually greater than
costs for studies in your own country, as well as how to make wise tradeoffs to
maintain the integrity of your studies while keeping cost under control. We end
by discussing ways to magnify the benefit of international studies, through long-
term, strategic thinking.

11.2 THINKING STRATEGICALLY ABOUT INTERNATIONAL UCD

11.2.1 Making Strategic versus Tactical Business Cases

Many return on investment (ROI) arguments for domestic UCD practices tend
to be tactical, focusing on incremental near-term payoffs, such as increased sales
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or decreased support costs (Rosenberg, 2004). This certainly can apply to inter-
national UCD if you have a way to identify and quantify this type of benefit.
However, we have found that the more effective arguments for international
UCD tend to be strategic arguments. Strategic activities require a larger effort
involving the coordination of separate initiatives, have to cope with a more
complex array of factors, and assume a longer time horizon. Companies may be
more willing to invest in adapting products to the international market if they
see the market’s importance in the long run (Luong et al., 1995). Fujinuma and
Risden (2002) point out that Microsoft had to invest in years of research before
Microsoft Word was successful in Japan. In our experience, companies tend to
be more receptive to doing international studies (and internal champions tend
to have an easier time arguing for funding) when the organization is conscious
that it is taking a strategic-level initiative and venturing into new territory. This
can be because the company is launching a new product, product line, or tech-
nology with a global focus; making a major initiative to improve its international
competitiveness; or because it is in the early stages of venturing into one or more
international markets.

Although there certainly can be good tactical justifications for international
UCD, the hurdle of cost justification for tactical efforts can be higher than 
for domestic UCD for a number of reasons. While a company’s international
markets may represent a large and growing share of its business, these markets
may be dispersed and fragmented. In addition, the number of users you can
affect by doing a study in any given locale or market may be smaller (depend-
ing, of course, on the size of your home market) and the cost of doing the
research may be greater than the cost of similar research in your own country.
Therefore, it is often harder to make an ROI argument focusing on short-term
gains for a specific product in a particular locale. In contrast, viewing UCD as
part of a strategic initiative makes it part of an investment that is acknowledged
to be risky but worthwhile and that has a payoff that will develop in the long run.

What this means for people who are trying to argue persuasively for inter-
national UCD is that they have to link UCD to the organization’s international
strategy. Without this strategic focus, international projects are likely to be
pushed aside by seemingly more immediate problems that can be addressed
more easily and with a more rapid expected payback.

11.2.2 The Strategic Importance of International Markets

Arguments for international UCD will only carry weight if corporate decision
makers perceive both that international markets are a priority and that they need
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special attention. A company that sees its international sales as peripheral to its
business often has little interest in an investment in international UCD. Of
course, in this age of global commerce fueled by the Internet and information
technology, the number of companies for which international business is a pri-
ority is growing. Figures cited for the percentage of business done internation-
ally by many companies range from 35 to 65%. Of course these figures may be
even higher if the home market of a company is small. Large companies selling
technology for the mass market often have to compete internationally to grow,
which means adapting their products to the international market (O’Sullivan 
et al., 2003). Even producers of specialized technologies who serve narrow audi-
ences have to think globally to have a large enough market. One of our clients
that sells to a narrowly targeted industry and that already enjoys an 80% market
share in its domain in the States, knows that the only way it can grow significantly
at this point is through actively branching out internationally. In addition, at
times when sales of computer technology are stagnant in the United States or in
Europe, companies have to look to other markets (Fujinuma and Risden, 2002).

Although our focus is not exclusively on the Internet, it is certainly one 
area where the trends showing international growth are quite striking. In an
article in the New York Times, Tedeschi (2004) points to evidence of the 
growing volume of international web traffic. Sites like Washingtonpost.com and
Yahoo.com have a growing percent of visitors from outside the United States,
and advertisers who use these vehicles are taking notice. There is far more
“upside” to the growth potential of the Internet in areas outside of North
America and Western Europe. The size of the online market in China is growing
rapidly. For example, according to Tedeschi’s article, the China Internet Network
Information Center reported an increase of 15% in the number of Internet users
in the first 6 months of 2003 alone (Tedeschi, 2004). Meringer (2002) reported
on projections from Forrester that the percentage of revenue from e-commerce
at Global 3,500 companies would more than double in 5 years, reaching close
to 30% of total revenue in sectors like Technology/Telecom and Chemicals/
Petroleum. The same report projects North American e-commerce revenues
increasing by a factor of about 4.45 between 2002 and 2006, with those in the
Asia Pacific region increasing by a factor of 7.2 and in Western Europe by a factor
of 10.75. Their figures project a drop in the North American share of global e-
commerce from about 73% in 2002 to about 58% by 2006. Cyberatlas.com
(Greenspan, 2003a,b) reported that, for the 2003 holiday season, the volume of
Western European online shopping was, for the first time, nearly equivalent to
that in the United States.

Of course, statistics like these can only make the general case for the impor-
tance of global markets. If you are evaluating the business case for international
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UCD in your own company, you need to find the equivalent statistics for your
product category, for projected growth of your own company, and for competi-
tors in international markets. Sometimes, finding information about how a com-
petitor has moved into international markets from trade publications can be a
sufficient motivator for doing international UCD.

11.2.3 Linking Strategic Risk Management and 
International Design

Globalization exposes all participants to more strategic risk and competitive 
pressure, and companies will be increasingly differentiated from each other
based on how effectively they respond to these pressures. At one time, the notion
was proposed that global commerce would lead to a single, integrated global
market for standardized products benefiting from enormous economies of scale
(Hermeking, 2003). History has proven this hypothesis to be false. In fact, stan-
dardization that does not fit the product to the user has been revealed to be the
antithesis of quality. Therefore, in many domains, rather than expecting cus-
tomers and users all over the world to adapt themselves to global standards, com-
panies have to cope with and respond to growing heterogeneity among users of
their products as they reach broader markets.

Just as global commerce opens new markets to companies, it also brings
them into competition with other companies with whom they have no compet-
itive experience. These include both global competitors and local competitors.
Companies that are accustomed to a position of dominance in one area may find
themselves at a disadvantage when competing with companies that do a better
job of providing local users with products that are useful, attractive, usable, and
adapted to the local context. Local competitors may have inherent advantages
in this regard, but global companies that have developed the considerable skills
needed for tailoring their products to local conditions will also have the upper
hand. Tony Fernandes (1995) pointed out that software companies outside the
United States are exposed to the need to adapt their products to local markets
“from day one.” As an example, he cited Catena, a Japanese firm that developed
a successful program for business tables because the available Western style
spreadsheet programs did not fit the Japanese model of “asymmetric” tables, in
which cells do not necessarily line up in vertical columns.

As we pointed out earlier, one all-too-common basis for complacency about
competitiveness in the global environment is the notion that, even if your
product is not tailored to international users, it will still sell based on its techni-
cal and functional capabilities. Sometimes this is indeed true, but reliance on it
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is a poor long-term strategy. Functionality can be copied, and often is. Further-
more, globalization means that users can compare your offerings with the best
in the world (DePalma, 2002). If a competitor matches your functionality in a
package better adapted to local needs and preferences, you will lose your edge
on the market. Day (1999) points out that it can also be self-defeating for vendors
to rely too heavily on the idea that overseas users will pride themselves on having
the most advanced foreign products, because this mindset can make vendors too
dependent on early adopters. In fact, good design for the local market will only
enhance the discoverability, usefulness, and usage of features, and therefore
increase the perception of the product’s richness while making it more accessi-
ble to a larger number of people (Fernandes, 1995).

Reaching out to more diverse and unfamiliar markets increases the risk of
mismatch between the design and the users (the risks of asynchronous miscom-
munication that we referred to earlier). These mismatches can have effects that
go beyond simply deterring people from using a specific product. Companies
invest tremendous amounts of capital in their images, reputations, and brands.
There is evidence to show that providing a poor user experience in a company
Web site not only deters people from patronizing that site, but also can have a
negative halo effect. For example, Greenspan (2003a) reports on a survey in
which 30% of respondents said that they would stop purchasing from a favorite
offline store if the online experience is poor. If you apply this to the international
context, it seems obvious that companies face additional vulnerabilities, partic-
ularly where their brands may not already be well established. Also, the inter-
national context brings additional risks of creating negative perceptions. These
can come not just from bad design in general, but also from markers in the
design that identify the site or product as alien or unfamiliar to the user. Shade
(1999) uses the term “psychic bruising” to describe the cumulative impact on
users of having to adapt to many small mismatches between their own mindsets
and the design of a foreign piece of software, and points out that it can raise
general suspicion towards the product. In addition, research on trust and 
“e-loyalty”—both concepts that are likely to reflect not just on a particular
product or web site, but also on the company associated with it—suggest that
these develop differently in different cultures (Cyr et al., 2004a,b). Studies like
these strongly suggest that money spent on brand image in the international
arena will be put at risk if cultural variables and other local factors are not con-
sidered carefully.

Any assessment of risk has to look not just at the potential of failure, but also
at the size of the investment that is at risk. When considering international UCD,
companies should recognize that the size of their overall investment in moving
into the global market can be enormous. There are investments in exploring
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markets, setting up overseas branches, transportation and communication costs,
costs of marketing in different countries, logistics and infrastructure costs, legal
expenses, support costs, and so on. These are both up-front and ongoing costs
that companies accept as part of the strategic decision to move into a market.
Even if a company is already well established overseas, the costs of launching any
kind of new product or initiative globally are high, and therefore the risk is high.
As a percentage of these costs, expenses for UCD activities are probably quite
small, but UCD can have a significant role in protecting these other investments.
The cost of many UCD activities can be thought of as a form of insurance
premium that may be easily justifiable in these circumstances. This argument has
been one of the strongest that our clients have used in “selling” UCD to their
management. Therefore, we suggest you attempt to get data that shows the
overall size of your company’s stake in its international business and then iden-
tify some of the potential sources of failure.

The IBM “rule of 10s’” states that if you find a problem that costs $1.00 to
fix before a product goes to market, the cost of that same fix if you don’t dis-
cover it until the beta test will be 10 times that, or $10. That same fix will cost
another 10 times that cost, or $100, if you don’t discover it until the product has
fielded (IBM, 2004). The exact multiplier has been debated, but whatever it is
for domestic design work, it is likely to be even greater in the international
context. First, there are greater risks in the international context of making 
fundamental errors at the level of product concept and value proposition, con-
ceptual design, and major functionality if you do not do early UCD research.
Second, the cost of rework may be substantially higher for international prod-
ucts because of the variety of additional costs that are required to get to the stage
of international roll-out, such as localization costs. We discuss localization’s 
necessary—but not sufficient—role in more detail in the following section.

11.3 THE DREAM OF “SIMPLE” ANSWERS

When confronted with the complex challenges of designing for international
markets, companies all too often seem to rely on partial solutions. In this section,
we consider two approaches that some may think will take care of the problem
but that are insufficient. These approaches are (1) relying on translation, 
localization, and internationalization to address cross-cultural markets, and (2)
attempting to use cultural models to provide design guidelines for international
products.
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11.3.1 Translation, Localization, and Internationalization

Translation

Translation of the interface, content, and/or instructional materials is probably
the minimal effort to adapt a Web site, application, or other product for an over-
seas market. Often, companies seem to think that this is the whole task and that
it should be relatively straightforward. Unfortunately, both of these ideas are
false. Directly translating text does not adapt concepts from one culture to
another culture. Translation that attempts to adapt the underlying concepts to
another culture is a very complex and subtle task. Furthermore, text is only part
of what conveys information in an interface. Luckily, many companies now move
beyond simple translation to localization, or even, in more globally-aware com-
panies, to internationalization.

Localization

Innumerable practices and conventions differ from country to country in how
textual and other types of visual information are handled. Localization refers to
the effort to go beyond mere translation of text, to assuring that all information
is presented in a way that is adapted to a particular country or locale (Uren,
1997). Localization addresses both objective and subjective elements (Smith 
et al., 2004). Objective elements are those that are easily defined standard local
practices. These include, in addition to translation itself, a multitude of things
like using correct local date formats, handling currency correctly, and observing
appropriate rules and conventions for alphabetization. They can also include
conventions about hardware. For instance, Swales et al. (1999) report that 
population stereotypes as to the “correct” direction in which to turn a knob to
control downward movement on a screen differ between the United States and
China. Some of these—but definitely not all—are well-documented. Subjective
elements include culturally-appropriate colors and images, making sure that the
creative “look” is culturally appropriate, and adapting the product or site in other
ways that are expected to affect the perception of local people that the design
“fits” their culture.

We sometimes hear the notion that simply having a person from the target
country on the development team will take care of the localization issues. This
often reflects a serious underestimation of the difficulty of the task, and is 
akin to the old notion that having one user representative on a development
team eliminates the need for other forms of user research or input. For example,
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localization may have to address things that are quite specific to a particular
domain. It is unrealistic to assume that country knowledge alone is sufficient for
this. Second, team members who are originally from the target country are likely
to have lost some of their acculturation over time and may not be up to date
with the most current practices. Additionally, the fact that they left their country
of origin makes them different from those who stayed behind. Third, the idea
that any member of a culture is conscious of and able to be explicit about all
the practices of his or her home country is a basic fallacy. Fourth, there is an
unfortunate tendency to lump together people from entire regions or linguistic
groups. There are many forms of Spanish, for example, and a representative
from one country in a region such as Latin America cannot speak for the whole
region.

Good overviews of areas that need to be addressed for localization and that
show the complexity of the task can be found in a number of references (e.g.,
Aykin, 2005; Aykin and Milewski, 2005; DePalma, 2002; Hoft, 1995; Luong et al.,
1995). Be aware, however, that these references are only a partial resource,
because domain-specific practices and conventions also can vary by region or
country.

Internationalization

Internationalization refers to the effort to design the platform and code in a way
that facilitates ongoing localization for multiple countries at minimum cost
(Luong et al., 1995; Uren, 1997). This can include providing for bidirectional
text support and double-byte language support and supporting alternate 
date and time formats, such as Julian, lunar, or mixed date formats, among 
other things. The list of issues that have to be addressed is extremely long, 
and the processes for addressing them are complex and specialized (see 
Luong et al., 1995 and Uren, 1997 for more details.) Although more and more
companies are localizing their products, fewer of them follow a coordinated
internationalization strategy that includes a comprehensive organizational 
strategy of management of content, localization, and redesign as needed
(DePalma, 2002).

Limitations of Localization

Both localization and the internationalization that facilitates it are essential to
the subsequent usability of a product or site, but they are not sufficient to ensure
it. For one thing, in practice, localization is typically left until the end of the
design process, even after documentation and training are developed. This
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causes many problems that are often reflected in the final product or interface.
Furthermore, it is difficult at this point in the process to address issues with the
fit of the conceptual design or functionality of the product for a particular locale.
In fact, companies do not typically involve localization until they have a stable
product. Internationalization does not particularly concern itself with the ele-
ments that ensure usability per se, other than those covered in the localization
process itself. It focuses more on the organizational and structural technical com-
ponents required to make repeated localization possible.

One could argue that there is nothing in the definition of localization that
inherently prevents it from getting to deeper levels of design for a given country,
and there is a convergence of interest between localization and UCD (Dray, 2003,
2004). However, as localization is typically practiced, this tends not to be the case
for the reasons mentioned previously. As a result, providing input into the deep
levels of functional design tends not to be the main area of expertise for local-
ization professionals. Localization professionals often have to focus on making
culturally-appropriate adaptations to a design or product with flawed underlying
utility and usability and these issues are typically out of their scope. Of course,
many localization professionals have deep cultural understanding of the target
locale(s). Therefore, whenever possible, we try to partner with them, because
this both helps us to understand the target culture better and allows them to
have earlier input into product design. However, as a profession, UCD is more
focused on ensuring that conceptual design, including the functionality, 
the mental model it instantiates, and the metaphors it uses, as well as 
the logical design or navigation, are consistent with those of users, wherever 
they may be located. These go beyond the elements of either localization or
internationalization.

11.3.2 Cultural Design Guidelines

Differences in Design Preferences across Cultures

Because we know that people’s experiences and circumstances differ in differ-
ent countries, it is not surprising that numerous studies have shown that when
localized designs and products are tested in different countries, there are dif-
ferences in user response. For instance, Cyr and her colleagues point out (Cyr
and Trevor-Smith, 2004) that the factors that influence the tendency to return
to a particular Web site are different in different cultures (Cyr et al., 2004a,b).
Smith et al. (2004) suggest that “trust factors” that affect Internet shopping 
differ in different cultures. In addition, Chavan and Iyer (2003) found a strong
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preference for Indian sites by Indian users asked to evaluate American and
Indian shopping Web sites, even when the specific site identities were disguised
by removing the name, logo, and other identifiers. They suggest that the Indian
sites had a different “look and feel” that was more comfortable and familiar to
their Indian users. Röse and Zuehlke (2000) studied mechanical engineering
applications in India, Indonesia, China, South Korea, the United States, and
Germany, and found differences in the ways that engineers interpreted pictorial
symbols. Lund (2004) found that, while products designed to support group col-
laboration did support Western-style collaboration well, they did not support
Asian-style consensus building or organizational styles very well. And finally, Evers
(1999) found that interpretations of the metaphors used on a Web site for a 
Canadian virtual university (DirectEd) varied considerably for students from 
different countries.

Can We Come Up with Useful Cultural Design Guidelines?

The list of findings such as these, which mostly have to do with the subjective
level of design, is nearly endless. This certainly constitutes additional evidence
for the fact that good design in one country does not guarantee a positive
response elsewhere. It also raises the question of whether these cultural differ-
ences can be captured at a higher level to provide guidelines for culturally-
tailored design, which might simplify the task, and make it less expensive. Thus,
another effort to facilitate international design is the attempt to identify general
characteristics of different cultures that may have implications for design.
Although we are not aware of any indication that these approaches have yet 
been adopted in the business world, they are worth discussing here because of
the amount of attention they have received in our field. There are two main
approaches:

1. Identifying general cultural models and dimensions based on which coun-
tries can be described and classified, and attempting to extract from these
general implications for design (Harel and Prahhu, 1999; Hoft, 1996;
Marcus, 2005; Marcus and Gould, 2000; Marcus et al., 2003)

2. Auditing existing indigenous designs of products, in an effort to abstract the
core characteristics of local design (Barber and Badre, 2001; Dunkley and
Smith, 2000; Smith et al., 2004)

We will discuss these in the following sections.
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Cultural Models

The three primary schools of research on cultural dimensions that are cited most
frequently are Hall (1959), Hofstede (1991), and Trompenaars and Hampden-
Turner (1998). Several researchers in human-computer interface (HCI) have
been working to spread the word about their theories, to integrate them, and to
apply them to design of international Web sites (Hoft, 1996; Marcus and Gould,
2000; Smith et al., 2004). For a more in-depth discussion of a variety of cultural
models than we can present here, see Hoft (1996) and Gould (2005).

Hall (1959) is often seen as the intellectual precursor of both Hofstede’s and
Trompenaars’s models. He introduced three concepts to describe cultures:
context, orientation towards time, and sense of space. Context refers to how
much people derive the meaning in a message from the message itself (low
context) versus from its context (high context). Orientation towards time can
be either monochronic (linear, sequential time, e.g., people attend to things one
at a time) or polychronic (simultaneous, e.g., people attend to things concur-
rently). Sense of space refers to the types of boundaries people draw in their
environment (e.g., personal distance and territoriality). This work has served as
a fundamental underpinning for subsequent researchers.

The most commonly cited theory of cultural dimensions in our field is that
of Hofstede (1991). Hofstede’s dimensions of culture were derived from a ques-
tionnaire study of 116,000 IBM employees worldwide in the late 1960’s and early
1970’s. From the questionnaire responses, he derived five dimensions, which
include:

1. Power distance—a measure of the interpersonal power in society from the
viewpoint of the less powerful

2. Collectivism versus individualism—a measure of the relationship between
the individual and the collective group

3. Femininity versus masculinity—a measure of gender role impact on social
roles, especially tenderness vs. toughness

4. Uncertainty avoidance—a measure of the degree of anxiety caused by uncer-
tain conditions

5. Time orientation (long term vs. short term)—a measure of the focus on the
past or the future

Trompenaars (Trompernaars and Hampden-Turner, 1998) describes cultures in
terms of relationships with people, attitudes towards time and attitudes towards
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the environment. He further breaks these down and provides a number of rec-
ommendations for managing cross-cultural situations based on these attributes.
His is the most “action-oriented” model and includes specific guidelines for man-
agers dealing with cross-cultural projects.

While these theories of cultural dimensions were not focused on design,
there has been some interest in trying to apply them in HCI. For example,
Marcus and Gould (Marcus, 2005; Marcus and Gould, 2000) worked on deriv-
ing design implications of these theoretical cultural dimensions, and came up
with some early design “guidelines,” which have since been applied by Smith
(Smith et al., 2004). We discuss what we see as the limitations of these approaches
in a subsequent section, but first we consider the second category of attempts to
develop cultural design guidelines.

Cultural Audits of Sites

Another approach is to try to derive cultural design guidelines by auditing 
existing designs from target cultures. Barber and Bader (2001) refer to this as
“culturability inspection.” Using this approach, they have catalogued a number
of cultural preferences for certain patterns of various visual design characteris-
tics that they believe are indications of preferences for at least some of these cul-
tural markers. More recently, Smith and his colleagues (Smith and Chang, 2003;
Smith et al., 2004) reported on audits of Indian and Taiwanese e-finance Web
sites to identify “cultural attractors.” They, too, hope to derive broader guide-
lines from their work. While interesting, it is too early to tell whether this
approach will actually pay off.

Can We Use these Cultural Variables as a Guide to Design?

While we think that both approaches to cultural design guidelines are of tremen-
dous intellectual interest, there are reasons for skepticism about the extent to
which guidelines derived either from hypothetical cultural dimensions or from
audits of indigenous designs help us to design international products and inter-
faces more cost effectively. Following are some of the possible problems:

1. Validity—Hofstede’s and Trompenaars’s theories are based on self-report
questionnaire data, which is generally considered a weak basis for predict-
ing behavior. In addition, Hofstede’s data was collected more than 2 decades
ago, and was based on a sample that was probably not representative. We
must be very careful about using these models to stereotype cultures.
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2. Applicability to design—Even if the data are valid for the purposes of deriv-
ing cultural models, it is not clear that these dimensions are applicable to
product and interface design. Broad generalizations about a culture do not
tell you how to design a specific interface, much less what your product or
application should be trying to do for people in that culture. Design rec-
ommendations that have been emerging from this research often seem to
rely entirely on face validity and literal semantic associations. For instance,
Marcus (2005) talks about using images of groups for collectivist cultures.

3. Level of abstraction—The types of guidelines that can conceivably be
derived from this work are necessarily general. As a consequence, while they
may ultimately help identify factors that can create an overall impression of
cultural fit, they are likely to be of limited potential value in guiding detailed
international design.

4. Normal cultural practice versus best practice—While indigenous designs
may indeed reflect cultural design stereotypes, they do not necessarily point
the way to what is useful and usable in that society. Unfortunately, bad design
is all too common and common practice may not be something to emulate.
Furthermore, these guidelines face the same problem of over abstraction as
the guidelines derived from cultural models. Of course, if there are specific
design practices that are standard in a given country for particular func-
tionalities, this is something you should know. However, the odds are low
that the specific design issue you need information on will be found in a
general compendium of cultural design information, even if such a thing
existed.

5. Scope—Finally, most of the work to date has focused on Web site design and
does not address the challenges of designing other types of products for
international use.

When Are Cultural Models Useful?

We are not claiming that cultural models or cultural design patterns have no
validity in our field. We believe that they may be very useful tools for sensitizing
project teams to the depth of differences in mindset across cultures. Indeed,
models such as Hall’s were developed specifically to provide this kind of sensiti-
zation for managers. If their application to design is further validated through
rigorous research, we can also imagine that they eventually will provide some
look and feel guidelines. We also believe that it can be helpful to audit indige-
nous designs in the specific genre in which you are interested (e.g., retail 
e-commerce Web sites) to identify common features or functionality, not so 
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that you can simply copy them, but because these may be clues to very specific
local circumstances, needs, or behavior patterns that you will need to take into
account. After all, designs are artifacts of the culture that produced them, and
they can give you insights related to your product just as other relevant artifacts
can.

11.4 CUSTOM UCD RESEARCH

Because generic information, such as localization and cultural guidelines, is not
sufficient to manage the risks or seize the opportunities of international design,
it is essential to go beyond it by doing custom UCD research, specifically targeted
on the data needed for each product. This is a key point in making the business
case for international UCD. Design is determined at the level of factors specific
to a particular application, product, or functionality, to a given user population
and to the specific context. Overlooking these specific factors can spell product
failure. These factors tend to occur in constellations that reinforce each other,
defining the dynamics of different categories of behavior in different societies.
Specific constellations of factors are not derivable from general cultural stereo-
types or from following standard rules for appropriate design in a given locale.
To move to a deeper level of design, it is critical that companies study their actual
audience and their tasks in their actual environment.

11.4.1 Identifying International User Factors and Contextual
Variables Specifically Relevant to Your Domain

In this section, we provide examples that show how crucial contextual variables
are to the design of particular products for particular countries. We use the term
“contextual variables” to distinguish them from “cultural variables” or dimen-
sions discussed in the previous section. In contrast to cultural variables, contex-
tual variables are much more specific and are pertinent to a particular product
domain. They are relevant to determining all levels of design, not simply the
visual but also the conceptual design, functionality, and logical design. Because
of their specificity, they almost always require targeted, onsite research that
focuses on a particular product domain for a particular geographical and social
context. The benefit of studying the contextual variables applicable to your
product is that the findings are more specifically prescriptive of design. Because
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they get at deep levels of design, they are different from the concerns of local-
ization as it is typically practiced.

By focusing on contextual variables, we are not exclusively advocating ethno-
graphic and contextual research, although we think these are particularly 
powerful in the international environment. Usability evaluation can also reveal
international differences in user approaches to tasks and mental models, as well
as more specific issues regarding the interaction and user interface design.

Many technologies require a network of users and a constellation of differ-
ent uses to reach critical mass before their benefits become established. The like-
lihood of a constellation of factors aligning to promote a given technology can
depend on complex dynamics within a given country. For example, there have
been numerous efforts to promote the use of smart cards (which contain a com-
puter chip) in the United States, together with much speculation about why the
technology has not caught on. In the early 1990s, one of the authors (Siegel)
participated in a study of early uses of smart cards in the French healthcare
system; the uses included storing identification, eligibility, and basic health-status
information. It became clear that the potential attractiveness of this application
of the technology in France depended on a complex set of very specific cir-
cumstances that were extremely discrepant from the situation in the United
States. These included the following:

✦ Consistent government support and subsidy for the technology, which was
perceived as an area of technology where France had a lead

✦ Pervasive use of the cards as stored value cards, motivated by things like:
✦ Higher telecommunications costs that inhibited merchants from using

telephone lines to get credit card authorizations
✦ Higher rates of credit card fraud than in the United States
✦ Extensive use of the cards in public telephones (which could be estab-

lished by top-down directive in a nationalized telephone system)

✦ Potential economies of scale and simplicity of administration (both for
clinics and for the heath administration) because of the existence of:
✦ A single national health insurance system in which essentially the whole

population was enrolled, making it feasible both to install card readers in
clinics and to use a single format for information records

✦ A single nationwide network of physicians participating in the public
health scheme

It was also clear that in order to understand the dynamics of such a system in
France, one would have to understand many other country-specific factors, such
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as how the uniform national health coverage would interface with a more 
fragmentary system of private insurance through “mutual” organizations that
provided supplementary coverage, the role of local legal principles regarding
ownership of medical records, and so on.

There are many other examples from around the world of particular tech-
nologies fitting local conditions in particular ways. For example, there is a much
greater relative penetration of cell phones compared to Internet-connected com-
puters in some countries, such as South Africa (Marsden, 2003). Telecommuni-
cation rates combined with this differential penetration also contributes to the
prevalence of short message service (SMS) compared to e-mail and instant mes-
saging. Of course, it can be argued that for any technology to become estab-
lished, it has to fit the specifics of the local context. Our point is that it is almost
impossible to predict the details of these dynamics from outside. Although
examples like these make sense after the fact and are consistent with culture
(e.g., the fact that France is a more centralized and top-down country than the
United States), one cannot know the specifics without direct investigation, and
design depends on the deep level of understanding that can only be achieved
in this way. In the following sections we provide a few additional examples of
country-specific and technology-specific factors that we consider particularly
interesting.

Purchasing Dynamics and Financial Transactions

In several of our own studies in South America, we have found interesting pat-
terns that affected people’s attitudes towards purchasing online. These had to
do with their reliance on relationships with trusted individual vendors rather
than anonymous companies, issues with trust in delivery services, and a general
culture of making payments in person as opposed to transmitting credit card
numbers or even sending checks through the mail.

The prevalence and role of credit cards, cash cards, debit cards, and cash,
whether it is customary to give credit card numbers over the telephone or to fax
them, and so on, can all differ across countries and can depend on the type of
transaction as well. In a panel at CHI 2003 (Roshak et al., 2003), Ann-Byrd Platt
described her experience in a usability evaluation of a utility for mobile payments
(m-commerce) in Switzerland. This was envisioned as a system that allowed
people to use ATMs to transfer funds into special accounts accessible from
mobile phones for micro payments. To people from outside Switzerland, this
might sound like a strange concept. Why would users bother to go through this
convoluted process of downloading cash in advance to special electronic
accounts instead of just using credit or debit cards? The positive response of
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Swiss users only begins to make sense when one takes into account factors spe-
cific to the Swiss context, such as the heavy reliance on cash and the low reliance
on credit cards, daily limits on cash withdrawals from bank accounts, and so on.

Social Structure and Service Expectations

In some societies with small middle- and upper-class segments and a large class
of lower-paid workers, we have seen evidence of a culture of direct in-home ser-
vices of all types beyond what persists in the United States and Western Europe,
and less of a culture of “do-it-yourself.” This appears to have implications for
product concepts such as providing online technical support services to con-
sumers, who are likely to be in the upper classes of these societies, at least for
the present (Dray et al., 2003).

Mental Models of Geography

Many applications and Web sites must deal with geographical information.
Making sure that geographical information, such as addresses, is formatted cor-
rectly is clearly a localization issue, and is standardized within a country. However,
deciding how to “chunk” units of geography, what regions users will perceive as
close to them or distant from them, depends on specific local circumstances and
behavior patterns, and has different relevance for different purposes. For
example, without studying the issue specifically, a company that has to provide
maps of branch locations in a metropolitan area could have a very difficult time
determining (or guessing) what a person in another part of the world would
consider to be easily accessible from a given place, or how to subdivide the geog-
raphy into familiar units. Foreign visitors often have the same problem in reverse
when interacting with tools that assume local knowledge of the geography. 
One of our clients, interested in understanding the right level for presentation
of geographic information, conducted extensive ethnographic research in
several locales in Europe prior to designing the application for use in Europe.

Use of Physical Space

Use of physical space differs from one country to another in specific ways that
can affect the form factor of different products. The implications are very spe-
cific to the type of product under consideration and to the specific physical
context in which the product will be used. For instance, when we did usability
evaluations of the Hewlett-Packard Infiniium Digital Oscilloscope (Dray and
Rowland, 1998) in Zurich and Japan, we found that there were particular 
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concerns in Japan about using a mouse to interact with the scope, but it was dif-
ficult to tell what the source of these concerns actually was. When we saw the
actual workbench spaces that the Japanese engineers used, we realized there was
simply no room on their engineering benches for an external pointing device
such as a mouse. Luckily, this was discovered before the launch of the product.
HP delayed the launch in Japan by 6 months while the team devised an alter-
native pointing device for the Japanese market. Partly as a result of this design
change, the Infiniium scope was extremely popular in Japan.

We had a similar experience when doing usability testing of a multifunction
printer/scanner/copier/fax machine for a different HP division in Germany
and Korea. In both countries, we allowed users to set up the machine wherever
they chose to do so. In Germany, they used the desk next to the computer as
users had done in the previous tests in the United States. However, in Korea,
when given the choice, virtually all users sat on the floor to set up the machine.
This had a profound impact on their experience of setting it up, because the
designers had assumed the device would be set up on a table or desk, and thus,
this finding has clear design implications for future iterations of the form factor
(Dray, 2003).

Maintenance Intervals and How Time Is Marked

In another example, Hermeking (2003) describes a maintenance problem that
occurred in Columbia. The German manufacturer of hydroelectric equipment
had difficulty getting the workers to oil the machinery at the prescribed inter-
vals of 2,500 hours of operation, approximately equivalent to every 4 months.
The operation manuals were ineffective, so they installed instructional plates on
the machinery, and also added large meters to display the elapsed number of
hours. When the problem persisted, a local expert suggested tying the mainte-
nance intervals to major religious holidays that were celebrated at about 4 month
intervals. This solved the problem.1
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Classification Schemes

Broad areas of information are conceptualized and classified differently in dif-
ferent countries, in ways that cannot be predicted from general knowledge of
the country. For example, Elisa del Galdo (2004) described to us country-
specific observations regarding an international job-recruitment site. She found
several international differences in how job information and occupations were
classified, for example whether people searched first by industry sector or by pro-
fession (e.g., “auto industry” vs. “accounting”). She also found that physical loca-
tion of jobs (e.g., close to public transport, and/or in a city nearby or one far
away) had a higher priority in some places than others. In some countries, she
found that the site needed to accommodate additional classifications based on
things like required courses and special diplomas.

Pre-Existing Adaptations to Nonlocalized “Legacy” Applications

Lynn Shade (2003) writes about the mismatch between Western word-
processing software and the Japanese model of documents. She points out that
even though previous applications may not have been localized, work practices
in the country may have evolved to some degree based on the workflows assumed
in the software. This complicates the task of planning a new generation of better-
localized products. The tradeoffs involved in deciding to what degree to support
a more “traditional” workflow, or to maintain the adaptations depend on many
things that are difficult to assess at a distance. Without doing specifically targeted
UCD research, it is difficult to know exactly what adaptations people have had
to make to the nonlocalized software, exactly what work arounds they have devel-
oped, how successful these are, what indirect influences there may have been on
other processes and systems, and so on. It is also important to know something
about how uniform or diverse these adaptations are, and whether the net result
is perceived as positive or negative. All too often, the fact that existing users have
already made adaptations to nonlocalized products becomes an excuse for con-
tinuing down that path (just as the idea that an “installed base of users” would
be bothered by changes becomes an excuse for not solving usability problems).
Good decision-making calls for a much more nuanced analysis than this to really
understand the pros and cons.

Climate and Environmental Conditions of Usage

A client company told us about discoveries they had made during their first 
international user visits. They manufactured sensitive equipment, and their
engineers were accustomed to working in antiseptic, climate-controlled, dust-
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free environments. They were surprised to discover that their equipment was
being used in hot, dusty, open-sided tents in desert oil fields. Another company
was surprised to discover that their sensitive electronic products were being used
in damp, dusty, and generally unsanitary conditions inside a waste-treatment
facility where there was not even a door that could be closed to protect the
devices.

Travel Patterns

Degen et al. (2005) went through a simulated UCD process to design a travel
Web site for people in the United States, Germany, and China. Their sample and
methodology were quite limited, in that they gathered requirements via a small
focus group of only four participants in each country. In the focus groups, par-
ticipants discussed their travel behavior and use of the Web for planning. Despite
the limitations of the approach, their results are suggestive of fundamental dif-
ferences in travel behavior and in expectations of the Web. There were differ-
ences in factors like what kinds of travel opportunities people seek and in their
process of using the Web to consider possible destinations. For example, users
from different countries differed in whether they approached the Web with a
predetermined idea of their destination. The authors showed how these differ-
ences among countries might drive differences in design of a travel Web site at
the conceptual level. If their initial findings about intercountry differences are
validated, they certainly indicate that a design that would work for users in one
country might be very poorly adapted for another country.

11.4.2 Developing Your Own List of Contextual Variables

The previous sections are only a few examples, of course. In many projects over
the years, we have identified specific local conditions with unanticipated and pro-
found implications for product design at the conceptual or logical levels associ-
ated with things like the following:

✦ Housing patterns

✦ Religion and dynamics of religion

✦ Family constellations and dynamics, affecting things like sharing of tech-
nology within families and specific uses of technology

✦ Dynamics of decision making regarding technology within families

✦ Replacement period and lifecycle for your company’s technology

✦ Turnover in occupations relevant to your company’s technology
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✦ Seasonal and climate effects on behavior related to your company’s 
technology

✦ Organizational structure, authority, and delegation in workplaces relevant
to the role structure assumed by applications

✦ Patterns of population concentration, travel, and commuting

✦ Social networks and communication patterns

Each product, system, or technology faces its own particular set of contextual
factors. We recommend that you think carefully about what domains of human
behavior at the individual and social level are most likely to be relevant to your
company’s product. Be sure to include in your list some of the assumptions,
explicit or implicit, that the product concept and design are based on, includ-
ing the most obvious or seemingly “safe” assumptions. (There will of course be
others you do not realize are assumptions until you encounter data that contra-
dict them, but you should be able to generate a long list on an a priori basis.)
Develop a list of behavioral and social variables that are potentially relevant to
determining if those assumptions are true. Then take an inventory of what data
your company already has on those or similar variables to support the assump-
tions. You may well be able to make the case for targeted international research
by identifying some unverified pivotal assumptions that design has been based
on.

11.5 UNDERSTANDING COSTS OF INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH

The costs of doing international user studies are, predictably, higher than costs
for similar studies conducted in your own country. There are a number of
reasons for this. Some categories of cost are unique to international studies, and
others are analogous to costs in your own country, but may vary depending on
the project specifics. Most of the major categories of costs are applicable to dif-
ferent types of research: ethnographic, contextual field research, naturalistic
usability, or usability research in a facility. We have written elsewhere (Dray and
Siegel, 2004, 2005) on the details of planning and carrying out international user
studies, the rationales for different categories of expenditure, and the risk of
“false economies.” Although we cannot cover all of these in the same depth here,
we will give an overview of the primary costs that have to be taken into account
and their rationales. It is important to clarify that our focus is primarily on qual-
itative research that depends on rich interaction with users.
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11.5.1 Bilingual Facilitation

One of the common ways that people try to cut corners in international research
is to study only people who speak the development team’s language. This can
be particularly tempting for researchers who are native English speakers and who
tell themselves that English is the lingua franca, especially with technical user
populations. In general, however, this is a poor idea. It restricts your sample to
a group that may not be representative. In addition, a person’s own estimates of
their fluency in a foreign language may be inaccurate. There is also a big dif-
ference between being able to make some sense of written material in a foreign
language, and engaging in free-flowing communication, as when doing any kind
of inquiry or thinking aloud. Therefore, only very rarely is it appropriate to
conduct studies in a language that is not the native tongue of the participants.

This means that when you are conducting studies in a country where you
cannot do the facilitation in the local language yourself, you will need to hire a
bilingual facilitator. Good facilitation is absolutely critical for UCD research,
whether in usability evaluations or field studies. Therefore, it is dangerous to
compromise on this. The bilingual facilitator needs to be comfortable enough
in both the local language and your language to communicate fluently with you
and to understand nuances of the directions you give.

11.5.2 Simultaneous Translation

The arguments in favor of interacting with users in their native languages also
give rise to a need for translation during the data collection. Only simultaneous
translation will allow you to manage the process in real time if you are working
in a language other than your own. When sessions are conducted in facilities,
simultaneous translators, sometimes called “interpreters,” provide a voice-over
that, typically, observers hear through earphones and which is recorded as a track
on audio and video tapes. For naturalistic studies, such as contextual inquiry or
naturalistic usability evaluations, they provide an ongoing translation of the
users’ words in real-time during the session. To be able to do this, translators not
only must be fluent in both your language and the participant’s language, but
also must be able to maintain concentration for long periods of time. Just
because someone is good at translating documents does not mean that he or she
will be able to do a good job at simultaneous translation.

This is a specialized skill and therefore an expensive one. Indeed, simulta-
neous translators can be the most costly single part of an international study,
costing as much as or more than facility rental, depending on the country.
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However, they are also one of the most critical elements, so it is usually not a
good idea to try to economize on this, for instance, by hiring a local student, or
using a member of your country’s local staff, to do simultaneous translation. The
danger is that you may not have any way to know what percentage of the com-
munication you are missing. If you have a poor translator, your investment in
the entire study can be undermined.

11.5.3 Written Translation

All of your documents, including screeners, study documents, and consent
forms, need to be translated into the target language(s). Typically, this is charged
per page, per line, or per word, depending on the translator and the norms in
a given country. You can help to minimize this cost by being very judicious in
what you have translated, for instance, by waiting until you have the final script
or protocol. The challenge here is that your screener and task scripts may have
to be adapted as well as translated (we discuss this later). To save on translation
costs and the time spent on arranging for updated translations, it is best to do
the adaptation first. In rare cases, you and your facilitator may jointly decide that
he or she does not need to have a translated version of scripts and probe points,
but this can only work if you are confident that the facilitator deeply understands
the protocol, and you have confidence in his or her ability to improvise. We have
found that most facilitators are more comfortable having a translated protocol,
especially for the initial sessions.

It is a good idea to back-translate documents to make sure they have been
correctly translated, even though this can add to the cost. This is one time when
it may be appropriate to ask people in your local office to compare the original
and local versions and describe any discrepancies. However, you must be aware
that they are typically not professional translators. Furthermore, they may be too
immersed in the jargon of your company and lose sight of the fact that their ter-
minology is not really colloquial in their own countries.

11.5.4 Adapting the Recruiting and Scheduling Strategy

We mentioned previously that screenings may have to be adapted, which can add
to the planning and preparation time for an international study. This means
adjusting its criteria, decision rules, and quotas so that they make sense in the
target country, and defining the sample that is appropriate to you in that context.
This is an iterative process, because the concepts by which you define your target
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audience may themselves be culturally relative. Your local recruiter or field office
personnel may be able to help with this, but you may well have limited insight
into this before you study the international user population and context. In fact,
learning about the most useful way to define your target market segments in
another country can be one of the primary benefits of conducting the study.

The process and cost of recruiting can differ significantly from one country
to another. Differences in typical no-show rates can require that more backup
participants be recruited in some countries. Also, privacy regulations in many
European countries can prevent “cold calling.”

Recruiting and scheduling are closely related. Your recruiter can sometimes
help you identify ways to make an otherwise challenging recruit less difficult,
and therefore, less costly. Variations from country to country in when people can
attend sessions can necessitate a longer period of time in the country to collect
your data. This translates into longer hotel stays and increased costs.

11.5.5 Air-Travel Expenses

International travel expenses are likely to be higher than domestic travel
expenses. You may be able to reduce these by combining several activities in one
trip, for instance, taking advantage of being at a conference or sales meeting to
make a set of ethnographic visits, or do a round of usability evaluations. Alter-
natively, you may be able to combine all your data collection into one longer
trip. Obviously, specific costs can vary widely depending on where you go. Some
people advocate simply hiring a consultant in the country where you want to do
the study. This suggestion is only valid with many caveats, which we discuss later.

11.5.6 Per Diem Expenses

In addition to the amount of time you need to spend in-country to complete
data collection, other factors can influence per diem costs. Even though it adds
to travel costs, it can be important to allow extra time (at least a day) for the
team to adjust to time zones if you are traveling over more than four time zones.
It is also important to allow time to train the local people who will be working
with you. This includes working with the facility and recruiter(s) to make sure
they understand the study requirements, as well as working closely with the facil-
itator, both before you go and after you are in the country. This is especially true
if you are working with a new facility and/or facilitator. We not only orient the
facilitator to the test plan (or visit protocol for field studies), but also do a hands-
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on dry run and roleplay of the sessions once we arrive. We also work directly with
the simultaneous translator(s) to make sure the requirements of the particular
type of research we are doing are understood. This helps to educate as well as
to build critical rapport among your collaborators. Unless you have worked with
a specific facilitator and/or translator in the past, you will need to allow time for
this. Finally, you also have to be sure to allow sufficient debriefing time between
sessions and at the conclusion of data collection to review and capture what is
likely to be very rich data.

One way of saving on per diem costs is to structure your schedule as efficiently
as possible. You should begin the preparation of the facility and meeting with
your local partners during your “time-zone—adjustment day.” Sometimes it helps
to go to a second-tier city rather than a first-tier city in a particular country,
assuming that both can provide you with the types of users you need for your
research. This can often dramatically reduce costs of hotel, food, and ground
transport.

11.5.7 Video and Computer Equipment

Rental of specialized video and computer equipment can be a significant cost
item, especially if the facility has to outsource it. Bringing your own equipment
along (assuming you have checked to make sure it will function in the country
you are traveling to) can yield significant savings. Several systems are on the
market that capture a high resolution screen image and a face shot, and if their
capabilities are appropriate for the type of study you are planning, you should
look at the comparative costs for buying one of them versus renting a special
video setup. However, if you do need to rent equipment, and if costs seem sig-
nificantly higher than you expected, be sure that the facility has understood your
requirements and is not adding services you do not need, such as a camera 
operator.

More importantly, ask yourself if you really need the video. Video can be
very valuable when you cannot bring a full team along on the study. They are
also useful for doing a “data check,” and creating edited clips is much easier with
digital recordings. However, it is important to weigh the costs carefully. Often,
videotapes sit on shelves, never watched.

11.5.8 What Is the Bottom Line?

As we have explained, it would not be useful to give cost examples for a partic-
ular project, because so many parameters differ from one project to another.
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Even discussing costs as a percentage of domestic costs is difficult, because these
depend not only on where you are doing the study, but also on what typical costs
are for different kinds of studies in your own country, whether your company
has its own facility or you typically rent a facility, and so on. If you work for a
company in Japan, the most expensive market in our experience, it is possible
that research in China might seem fairly inexpensive, even allowing for the costs
of translation and travel. If you work for a German company, the difference
between doing a project in France and one in Japan will be much greater than
the difference between research in these two markets would be for someone
coming from the United States. You also have to remember that costs can vary
widely between cities in a country.

With the above caveats in mind, we can offer some rough guidelines about
relative costs. Consider a case in which you are conducting a usability study for
an American firm in the United States and in another country where you do not
speak the language fluently. Let us assume that in the United States, you need
to arrange for a facility, recruiting, and video. You do not need to rent a com-
puter, because facilities will usually allow use of a computer free of charge. In
the overseas study assume that you will have to contract for a facility, recruiting,
bilingual facilitation, translation, video, and computer rental. In our experience
the costs for this package of services in the overseas case can be anywhere from
75 to 125% more than the costs for the shorter list of contracted services in the
United States. China is on the lower end of this range, and Korea and Latin
America are somewhat higher. Countries in the high end of the range include
Western European countries. In our experience, Japan is almost in a category
by itself, and translation costs make the major contribution to this.

Costs for any market where you do not need translation and can do the facil-
itation yourself will of course be much less expensive. For researchers from the
United States, Singapore and countries in the United Kingdom (where we can
conduct the research in English) are not particularly expensive, apart from travel
costs. Depending on the nature of what you are studying or testing, the same
may be true of India. Research in Anglophone Canada is no more expensive
than research in the United States. (People from the United States need to
remember that doing research in Canada is indeed “international” research,
even when the focus is on Anglophone Canada. In projects that we have done
there, we have found significant contextual differences that affected responses
to product and software design.)

Remember that these estimates do not include costs for travel or for per-
sonnel time (whether this is for an internal UCD professional or a consultant).
In budgeting for personnel time, you have to keep in mind that international
studies take more planning and coordination, dramatically so if you are new to
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the area or if you do not already have an international network of resources. For-
tunately, costs for personnel time are not proportionately as high as costs for
services in your own country. Our charges for consulting time are a much smaller
fraction of the total project cost for international studies than for projects in the
United States.

11.6 ARE THERE LESS EXPENSIVE WAYS TO COLLECT DATA?

It is only natural that when costs for a service are high, people seek less expen-
sive alternatives. When considering less expensive approaches, though, it is very
important to consider the tradeoffs. Changes in approach intended to save
money are not very wise if they fundamentally compromise the value of the rest
of the investment in the project. We have already discussed the arguments
against conducting the research in English when it is not the local language.
This is probably one of the most commonly considered compromises, because
working in the local language drives so many of the additional expenses of inter-
national UCD.

11.6.1 International Discount Methods

Other approaches that people consider include international inspections and
international discount evaluations (Nielsen, 1996). Expert reviews probably have
a similar range of pros and cons whether they are conducted by overseas experts
or in your own country. They are more useful for applications where there is a
large accumulated base of detailed design knowledge rather than for specialized
tools and applications. These methods are unlikely to give you the deep under-
standing of your international users and their contexts that you need. Perhaps
the biggest danger is that you will believe that you know more than you really
do. While these methods may have a place as a quality check at certain points
in the design, it would be a mistake to think (or to encourage decision makers
in your company to think) that by using them, you have covered the need for
international research.

11.6.2 Hiring Local Consultants

Some people may think that a simple way to hold down costs is to hire consul-
tants in the countries of interest. Obviously, this may save travel expenses. You
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also may be able to benefit from their local knowledge of relevant technology
and of the design approaches that users are exposed to. Finally, if you rely on
them to conduct the study in the local language, but send you the report in your
own language, you save money on bilinguual facilitation and translation. Nev-
ertheless, the tradeoffs are complex when considering the approach of con-
tracting out research to local firms. Although there are active communities of
UCD professionals in many countries, in many parts of the world it is still pri-
marily an academic profession, and there are few practitioners. Overall, it can
still be difficult to find experienced consultants in many parts of the world. On
the other hand, there are focus-group facilities all over the world that have
learned the usability buzzword. You must be on guard against focus group facil-
itators whose usability experience consists only of asking focus-group participants
if something looks easy to use. Their experience may be difficult to evaluate from
afar. This makes it risky to think that you can lower costs just by hiring a local
usability person.

Also, do not underestimate the time and effort required for collaboration,
communication, and oversight. Just as the design team needs to gain deep under-
standing of their users, UCD researchers need a deep understanding of the exist-
ing mindset or culturally-based assumptions of the design team. Furthermore,
we have found that a tremendous amount of the learning in international studies
comes from being there in person, from first-hand experience of the data, and
from the contact with unfamiliar ways of thinking and working. Therefore, do
not delegate your research to overseas vendors in the belief that you will not
have to be as personally involved. Do not think that you will be able to send your
scenarios and then just await the report.

Finally, delegating to local researchers can mean that you are sacrificing the
cross-cultural perspective, which can be as important as local knowledge. Insights
come from seeing the contrasts among countries. If you are using local
researchers in a multicountry study, some key observations may not be as appar-
ent to the separate teams as they would be if a single team had done the research
in several countries, or if at least one key person from the team had been to all
of the sites. Finally, you will complicate the task of coordinating across countries
and maintaining “calibration” among the teams to facilitate comparing, con-
trasting and integrating their findings.

11.6.3 Remote Evaluation

Remote evaluation (Hammontree et al., 1994) is another approach that sounds
like an appealingly simple way of conducting international research. Remote
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conferencing and remote-control software may be useful for interviews and focus
groups, but when more in-depth behaviorally-focused research is necessary, we
are not enthusiastic about remote methods. Elsewhere, we have written in detail
on issues in using remote testing methods for international UCD (Dray and
Siegel, 2004). While remote testing may be appropriate in some situations, we
suggest that it is best reserved for summative tests in locations where you have
already had significant experience.

11.7 MAXIMIZING THE VALUE OF INTERNATIONAL 
UCD RESEARCH

We have already touched on some ways to reduce the costs of international
research without compromising the quality (and value) of the research. There
is also a long list of ways that you can increase the benefits of the research to
make sure you get the most possible value from the investment.

11.7.1 Target the Right Markets for Your Research

Targeting the right markets means more than just going to where you have the
largest concentration of users. There are other factors that might determine
where your research may have the biggest impact. For example, you may select
markets where you have the best indications of interest and buy in from stake-
holders who have to act on findings. You may choose to go to a country that is
more unfamiliar, even if the market there is smaller. If you have a long list of
countries that you would like to visit, you probably have to prioritize. Emphasize
diversity of locations over thoroughness of coverage.

11.7.2 Do Background Research

Do as much background research as possible. Study market analyses of the
country or countries in question. Familiarize yourself with demographic patterns
and with any available data on the type of technology you are interested in, such
as its penetration, the platforms that are current in that country, and so on. Study
available data on economic and social structures in the country. Even travel
guides and books on international etiquette can be useful. Of course, review any
information you can obtain about your own company’s prior experience in that
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market. Background research like this should help you generate some prelimi-
nary hypotheses about variables that may be of interest and help you target your
research focus and design your approach so that it is more likely to address
pivotal issues.

11.7.3 Investigate Opportunities for Partnering

Identify internal partners who can collaborate with you on the research. This
includes both participants from the local office and representatives of other dis-
ciplines from your home country. Local company representatives have a vested
interest in participating in the research. They typically have knowledge of the
local situation, which can be beneficial for you, and which they would like to see
incorporated in the product. Often they are frustrated because of the sense that
the home office does not listen to them. As a result, UCD projects can be orga-
nizational interventions that help break down the classic “home office/field
office schism.” This may add to their motivation to collaborate. At the same time,
because they tend to be sales and marketing people, their input tends to be based
on user requests and self report and consist of feature requests. Therefore part-
nering can also be an opportunity for them to benefit by learning about UCD
research, which tends to be more behaviorally focused. In addition to the prac-
tical help they may be able to give the study, which can lower costs, they may 
also become longer-range allies and local champions for usability and UCD 
generally.

11.7.4 Do Ethnographic and Exploratory Visits First

As we have already stated, it is important to make every effort to do early inter-
national user research. The difference in ROI for early versus late research is
greater in the international context. Beyond this, even short exploratory visits
can be extremely helpful in ensuring that follow up research is appropriately
planned and targeted. For example, basic knowledge of the context and user
practices in the country can help you with such things as scenario development
for subsequent studies, thus ensuring that time and resources devoted to later,
more structured studies is well spent.

11.7.5 Focus Stakeholders on Broader Benefits and Synergies

Because of the increased likelihood that you will discover fundamental issues in
functionality or conceptual design when doing international research, some of
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your most important findings may be actionable only in the longer run. It can
be a mistake to attempt to cost justify each individual project independently on
the basis of its predicted short-term impact on sales. One of the benefits of doing
this research is that you will discover fundamental design issues that are appli-
cable across a family of products, the implications of which will take time to
incorporate. You will do well to manage your stakeholders’ expectations appro-
priately in this regard.

11.7.6 Develop In-Country Resources

Use each study as an opportunity to help you develop relationships and resources
that can make future research easier and less costly. Each study you do lays the
groundwork for future studies in a variety of ways. As a result, planning and
preparation time can be reduced. For example, a screener that you have already
adjusted for an overseas market may be more easily adapted for the next study
in that country.

11.7.7 Build Cumulative Learning

As you continue doing international UCD, you will not only facilitate the logis-
tics and planning process for future studies, but will also add to your knowledge
of international issues in your domain. DePalma (2002) reports that Lands’ End
found that the costs of doing international research on its Web site went down
over time. Their initial outlays included a fundamental redesign of their online
catalog processes for international markets as part of their global strategy. Now
that these have been completed, they estimate that the cost of entering new
markets is little more than the cost of translation.

One of the best ways to build cumulative knowledge is to not limit yourself
to focusing only on bringing back descriptive information about a particular
country, but to also focus on progressively building a model of international user
and contextual variables that will help you generalize to other countries. On any
given project, you will probably be able to study only a subset of the countries
in which you are interested. By keeping track of the variables that you discover
to be relevant in one country, you can add them to your model of factors that
have to be considered across countries. Thus, things you learn in one country
can help you target your research and drill down deeper in other countries, even
countries you have not visited yet. This is part of the payoff of accumulating cross-
cultural experience. It is also one reason that sampling a diverse subset of coun-
tries is important. It is an important benefit that goes beyond near-term ROI for
a given project.
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SUMMARY

In cases where you already have baseline data on relevant business metrics for a
given international product in a country where you have a large concentration
of customers, demonstrating ROI or developing credible projections of ROI is
similar to what you would do for a domestic product, with the exception that
you probably have additional costs to take into account. However, there are many
factors in the international business context that suggest that a longer-range view
needs to be applied when making the business case for international UCD, and
that, in many cases, short-term ROI is not an appropriate criterion to apply. As
international markets continue to grow and represent larger concentrations of
customers, it will become easier to use short-term ROI. However, because of the
lead time needed to develop organizational expertise in international design,
and the deep level at which the data need to influence products, UCD efforts
need to begin well in advance of the time when benefits are expected.

Organizations need to build their knowledge, skills, and resources in a cumu-
lative manner in order to be poised to take full advantage of international
markets. They need to look for payoffs in the form of increased expertise that
they can apply across countries and across product lines. This means longer-
range, more strategic arguments apply in the international realm. Of course, our
field has advocated UCD as a fundament shift in design strategy for all products.
The international domain makes these arguments even more compelling. 
Fortunately, more and more companies are seeing the necessity for these
approaches. Thus, for companies that are not yet doing international UCD, the
most powerful business rationale may be that they will be left behind.
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Cost Justification of Usability
Engineering for International
Web Sites

Deborah J. Mayhew Deborah J. Mayhew & Associates

12.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the cost justification of adding usability engineering to
projects aimed at developing software for use in different countries and cultures.
I have drawn upon the writings of and conversations with colleagues who have
significant experience in international design, and extrapolated from our col-
lective experience to explore the cost justification of applying usability engi-
neering in international contexts.

Cost justification of usability engineering in general is addressed in Chapter
3, by Mayhew and Tremaine. Here I focus on what is unique about adding usabil-
ity engineering to an international development project and how to adapt the
general cost-justification technique in this case. To do this, I first provide some
discussion and examples of unique aspects of the usability engineering process
for international development projects. I then provide some examples of adapt-
ing the technique to cross-cultural projects.

12.2 OVERVIEW OF UNIQUE ASPECTS OF USABILITY 
ENGINEERING FOR INTERNATIONAL USER INTERFACES

Various aspects of The Usability Engineering Lifecycle described by Mayhew and
Tremaine (Chapter 3; see also Mayhew, 1999), will need to be modified or added
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to, and may be more difficult and expensive when designing for an international
audience. There will always be a variety of approaches possible for addressing
the unique aspects of including usability engineering on an international devel-
opment project (see Aykin, 2005; Siegel and Dray, Chapter 11). Here I refer to
them briefly to provide context.

In the Requirements Analysis phase, fundamental and application-
independent cross cultural differences in design, such as use of color, symbols
and icons, date and currency formats, and so on—referred to extensively in
Aykin (2005)—will need to be addressed. The good news is that a great deal of
this information about a culture—language issues, formatting conventions, use
of color, and so on—can usually be accurately learned from a single native indi-
vidual who also speaks very fluent American English, or the language of the
designing organization (but see Siegel and Dray’s cautions in Chapter 11 regard-
ing the pitfalls of this approach, including the limitations of a sample size of one,
the need for domain-specific expertise from a culture, and regional variations
within a culture). It may be possible, and would certainly be desirable, to hire
such a person to be onsite with the project team full time. Of course, if there
are multiple target cultures, multiple native speakers must be hired.

Another alternative is to find a firm that specializes in researching and pro-
viding this type of cross-cultural information and partnering with them. Yet
another approach is simply to assume that when in a target country doing the
application-unique types of requirements analyses that are a normal part of The
Usability Engineering Lifecycle (i.e., User Profile and Contextual Task Analyses),
your usability engineer will be attuned to these more general cultural issues, and,
as a part of other activities, pick up some of these differences.

Depending on which approach is chosen different costs will be incurred.
While gathering this type of requirements data is necessary and must be planned
for, strictly speaking, it need not be included in the cost justification of a usabil-
ity engineering program (unless, perhaps, if usability engineers are heavily
involved in this activity), because, as explained above, it is really a basic prereq-
uisite for designing for another culture.

Although a User Profile questionnaire can be distributed via a Web site or
e-mail, it may need to be translated into the target language, and recruiting
appropriate participants to respond may be more complex than in one’s native
country. It might be most effective to hire a firm in each target country to recruit
questionnaire participants and communicate the sampling requirements to
them. The services of a translator may be necessary to communicate the recruit-
ing task to the local firm.

An alternative to an end-user questionnaire for user profiling is to conduct
interviews with representatives of target users (e.g., managers) in each country
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and ask them to characterize the target user population. However, just as when
using this technique in one’s native country, this sort of second-hand data is
always less reliable than data solicited directly from end-users. If you do this, you
will need to plan on the costs of hiring a local interviewer (including the costs
of recruiting and selecting a competent service provider) as well as the cost of
translating the local interviewer’s report.

Task analyses will be considerably more costly and difficult in other coun-
tries. One really needs access to actual end users to conduct an effective task
analysis. One approach is for someone in the designing organization to travel 
to each of the target countries and, if necessary, employ a translator both to 
translate all task analysis materials beforehand and to translate in real time
during the task analysis sessions with potential users. Time should also be
planned to coordinate with and train the translators regarding what is impor-
tant to pick up and what is not. You would need to factor in travel time as well,
as it may not only take much longer for your usability engineer to get to the
target country than to travel within the United States or the home country, but
there may be a day or two required to recover from jet lag and time zone changes
as well.

Alternatively, native speakers skilled in task analysis techniques might be
recruited and hired in the target countries and communicated with effectively,
which may entail recruiting, hiring and translation costs, as well as long distance
phone expenses.

It may also take more time to conduct Task Analyses in some countries than
in others. For example, in some countries you might not be able to get people
to participate during work hours. In others, you might not be able to get them
on weekends. If someone is traveling to a target country to conduct task analy-
sis interviews, you should thus plan more or less travel time to get the interviews
completed, depending on what you know about the ability to recruit users inside
and outside business hours. Also, in some cultures no-shows may be much more
likely than in others, especially if they must come to some other facility away
from work. Thus you may have to schedule more users than the actual number
of data points you hope to get, and correspondingly plan the additional time to
run all planned sessions with whomever does show up.

In the Design/Test/Develop phase, it would be helpful during design activ-
ities to have a native member of each target country on the design team. Plan-
ning needs to be done in this phase to build a global architecture that can be
most efficiently translated into each local target country. In later stages of design,
design will need to be localized for each target country.

Besides design, evaluation is a key task in this phase. Usability tests should
be conducted with local end users. One approach is to hire native speakers in
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each target country skilled in usability testing and communicate effectively with
them, which may entail vendor recruiting and hiring costs, translation costs, and
long distance phone expenses.

Alternatively, you might send someone in the design organization to the
target countries and hire translators to work with them. Just as with task analy-
ses, it may take more travel time, as well as more or less time in-county to collect
enough data points in a test, as the rate of no-shows may be higher or lower than
it would be in your own country, and it may be harder or easier to schedule test
users.

An alternative to usability testing is hiring skilled native speakers to perform
heuristic evaluations of prototype designs. In this case, recruiting and hiring
costs will be incurred, as well as costs to translate the report into the native lan-
guage of the development organization.

Many of the same issues will arise in the Installation phase, in which usabil-
ity feedback is desired after implementation. Users are remote, and there will be
additional time and expense involved in soliciting their direct feedback. Again,
alternatives are hiring local skilled usability engineers, or having someone from
the design organization travel and work with a translator. Some feedback tech-
niques can be conducted remotely, using the Web or e-mail, and for these tech-
niques it might be best to hire a local firm to recruit appropriate participants
based on sampling specifications. Again, there may be additional costs for various
translation services, and increased travel time and in-country time.

At this point, to simplify the discussion of cost justification for international
software, I will limit the discussion to Web sites. It should be noted, however, that
similar analyses can be applied to shrink-wrapped software and software devel-
oped for internal use by specific companies. The benefit categories might be
slightly different in these cases, but the overall analyses will be highly analogous.
Other sources provide the details of analyses in these cases (Bias and Mayhew,
1994; Bias et al., 2003), and could be adapted with the details of international
usability engineering provided in this chapter.

12.3 SAMPLE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSES OF USABILITY 
ENGINEERING ON INTERNATIONAL WEB 
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

As far back as 1991, five of the six major U.S. computer vendors were bringing
in over 50% of their income from international sales (Russo and Boor, 1993).
Smaller countries had an even larger percentage of their sales come from outside
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their own country (Nielsen, 1990). Since then, the Internet and the World Wide
Web have made it even easier to market and sell in other countries. Siegel and
Dray (Chapter 11) cite figures of 35 to 65%, and growth in international sales
continues. For example, a June 2004 news report on the ECommerce Times Web
site reported that for Amazon.com, “Net international sales, excluding 
the benefit from changes in foreign exchange rates, grew 38 percent compared
with the second quarter in 2003” (www.ecommercetimes.com/story/35302.
html). However, understanding cross-cultural differences and incorporating
them into both products and marketing channels like the Web has a profound
impact on the success of international marketing efforts, just as incorporating
an understanding of domestic users and their tasks into products and market-
ing channels impacts overall success and return on investment in one’s own
country.

Here we will consider a hypothetical usability engineering plan in the
context of two different international Web development projects, and then con-
sider how you could conduct cost-benefit analyses of that plan for each project.

12.3.1 A Cross-Cultural E-Commerce Web Site

Imagine that a Web development organization is planning to redesign an exist-
ing e-commerce site that is not producing the return on investment (ROI) hoped
for. Traffic and sales statistics are available from the current site. In particular,
let’s assume the original site was designed in English for an American audience,
but is being used by multiple other cultures, and is not performing as well as
hoped in any country, but especially not in the international countries. Part of
the purpose of the redesign project is to tailor the site for use in a small number
of target countries. The usability engineer prepares a proposed usability engi-
neering project plan to be conducted for each target country (including the
country of the development organization), and then performs a cost-benefit
analysis of that plan.

First the final results of cost-benefit analyses for a “base” country (in this
example, the United States) and one international country are presented below.
Then the derivations of those final results are described. The same type of analy-
sis would apply to each international country, although the numbers would vary
from county to country depending on costs in individual countries. It should be
noted that the cost for usability engineering programs would probably be less
for a set of countries than the sum of the costs computed separately for each
country, as certain parts of the program could be generalized or “amortized”
across countries. For example, creating usability testing materials would likely
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take most time in the first country, but could be a fairly simple matter of trans-
lation for other countries, assuming they would use the same test tasks. However,
for simplicity’s sake, here we will assume and present the analysis for only one
international country.

Table 12.1 shows the overall calculation of the cost of a usability engineering
plan for a project, including a base country (in this example, the United States)
and one international country (imagine a country in South America, where the
cost of living and pay scales are significantly lower than in the United States). In
this table, the first column identifies the overall project phases. The second
column identifies the Usability Engineering Lifecycle tasks (see Mayhew and
Tremaine, Chapter 3; Mayhew, 1999) that are planned in each phase. This
column also breaks down each task according to general categories of costs, first
for the base country and then for the international country.

The third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh columns identify the number of
hours required by different types of professionals to complete each task. The last
column then summarizes the total cost of each category within a task. Note that
values in the cells representing hours and costs for the international country are
expressed as differences relative to the base country (“International Delta”). For
example, under User Profile, you will see that relative to the base country, 12
more hours of the usability engineer’s time (beyond the 80 hours required for
doing a user profile at home) are expected to be required. Grand cost totals for
the whole plan are given at the bottom of the table. All dollar amounts are given
in the currency of the base country; in this example, U.S. dollars.

Next, the project usability engineer estimates that the usability engineering
plans will produce new site designs with the expected benefits every month in the two
countries shown in Table 12.2.

Comparing these benefits and costs, the project usability engineer argues
that the proposed usability engineering plan at home will likely pay for itself in
the first 5 months after launch.

Base Country

Benefits per month = $33,854

One time cost = $160,605

Payoff period = 4.74 months

Given the higher costs for the international usability engineering program and
the different parameters and predictions of benefits, the project usability engi-
neer then argues that the proposed international usability engineering plan will
likely pay for itself within the first seven months after launch.
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Table 12.1 Cost of Usability Engineering Plan

Language/
UE Dev. User User Culture
Hours Hours Hours Hours Consultant
at at at at Hours at Total

Phase Task $150 $150 $40 $20 $75 Cost

Requirements User Profile
Analysis

BASE
Hours 80 12.5 $12,500
Recruitment Fees $2,000

INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +12 -12.5 +12.5 +12 +$2,450
Recruitment Fees -$1,000
Materials +$1,050

Translation

Task analysis
BASE

Hours 104 30 $16,800
Recruitment Fees $800
Travel/Phone $3,275

Expenses
INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +80 -30 +30 +32 +$13,800
Recruitment Fees -$400
Materials +$300

Translation
Local Facilitator +$2,500
Simultaneous +$2,000

Translation
Visa +$180
Travel/Phone +$1,575

Expenses

Platform Constraints
BASE

Hours 8 8 $2,400

 



Table 12.1 Continued

Language/
UE Dev. User User Culture
Hours Hours Hours Hours Consultant
at at at at Hours at Total

Phase Task $150 $150 $40 $20 $75 Cost

Usability Goal Setting
BASE

Hours 20 $3,000
INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +8 +$600

Design/Testing/ Information
Development Architecture

BASE
Hours 60 $9,000

INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +16 +16 +$3,600

Conceptual Model 
Design

BASE
Hours 60 $9,000

INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +16 +40 +$5,400

Screen Design 
Standards

BASE
Hours 60 $9,000

INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +16 +40 +$5,400

Live Prototype 
Development

BASE
Hours 20 120 $21,000

INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +16 +40 +$5,400
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Table 12.1 Continued

Language/
UE Dev. User User Culture
Hours Hours Hours Hours Consultant
at at at at Hours at Total

Phase Task $150 $150 $40 $20 $75 Cost

Usability Test
BASE

Hours 104 16 $16,240
Recruitment Fees $400
Travel/Phone $2,775

Expenses
INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +56 -16 +16 +16 $9,280
Recruitment Fees -$200
Materials +$3,000

Translation
Local Facilitator +$2,500
Simultaneous +$2,000

Translation
Visa +$180
Travel/Phone +$1,350

Expenses

Redesign
BASE

Hours 40 $6,000
INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +16 +16 $3,600

Detailed User 
Interface Design

BASE
Hours 60 $9,000

INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +16 +16 +$3,600

Live Prototype 
Development

BASE
Hours 20 80 $15,000
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Table 12.1 Continued

Language/
UE Dev. User User Culture
Hours Hours Hours Hours Consultant
at at at at Hours at Total

Phase Task $150 $150 $40 $20 $75 Cost

INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +16 +16 +$3,600

Usability Test
BASE

Hours 84 16 $13,240
Recruitment Fees $400
Travel/Phone $2,775

Expenses
INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +40 -16 +16 +16 $8,080
Recruitment Fees -$200
Materials +$3,000

Translation
Local Facilitator +$2,500
Simultaneous +$2,000

Translation
Visa +$180
Travel/Phone +$1,350

Expenses

Redesign
BASE

Hours 40 $6,000
INTERNATIONAL
DELTA

Hours +16 +16 +$3,600

Total Base 760 208 74.5 0 0 $160,605
International Delta +316 0 -74.5 +74.5 +284 +$92,275
Total International 1,076 208 0 74.5 284 $252,880

 



International Country

Benefits per month = $40,625

One time cost = $252,880

Payoff period = 6.23 months

Because the new sites are expected to have a lifetime of something much longer
than 7 months, the project usability engineer expects the plans to be approved
for these two countries in particular, based on this cost justification.

Note that the analyses offered here do not consider the time value of money.
That is, the money for the costs is spent at one point in time, whereas the ben-
efits come later. Also, if the money was not spent on the costs of usability engi-
neering, but instead was invested, this money would likely increase in value. This
investment could be compared to the benefits of investing in the usability engi-
neering program. Furthermore, both costs and benefits are somewhat simplified
and not exhaustive. Some expenses may have been overlooked, but also some
benefits. Usually, the benefits of usability are so robust, these more sophisticated
and complex financial considerations and details aren’t necessary. However, if
needed, calculations based on the time value of money are presented in Karat
(Chapter 4) as well as in Bias et al. (2003).

Finally, as Siegel and Dray (Chapter 11) point out, the significant benefits
of usability engineering on an international project are often strategic rather
than tactical. These benefits are simply required to protect the huge overall
investment of venturing into international markets, and costs need to be amor-
tized over many projects. They argue convincingly that even if a cost-benefit
analysis performed in the context of a single project did not show a benefit, one
could still make the case for conducting usability engineering that would benefit
the strategic position of the company. However, I suspect most cost-benefit analy-
ses conducted on just a single project plan as in the example herein will show a
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Table 12.2 Expected Monthly Benefits for an e-Commerce Site

Value in Base Country Value in International
Benefit Category per Month Country per Month

Increased buy-to-look ratio $15,625 $18,750
Decreased abandoned shopping carts $15,625 $18,750
Decreased use of call back button $2,604 $3,125

Total monthly benefits $33,854 $40,625
 



significant benefit, and as such can only help the case for doing usability engi-
neering in the context of international projects.

Below is a step-by-step description of how the project usability engineer
arrived at the previously stated final results.

Start with a Usability Engineering Plan

If it has not already been done, this is the first step in conducting a cost-benefit
analysis. The usability engineering plan identifies which Usability Engineering
Lifecycle tasks and techniques will be employed (see Mayhew and Tremaine,
Chapter 3; Mayhew, 1999) and breaks them down into required staff, hours and
other expenses. Costs can then be computed for these tasks in the next two steps.
The sample usability engineering plan used in these examples and laid out in
Table 12.1 includes most lifecycle tasks and fairly rigorous techniques for each
task. It assumes that three tasks—the task analysis and two rounds of usability
testing—require travel, but that the rest of the work can be done in the base
country location of the development organization.

Establish Analysis Parameters

Most of the calculations for both planned costs and estimated benefits are based
on project-specific parameters. These should be established and documented
before proceeding with the analysis. Sample parameters are given in the follow-
ing sections for our hypothetical project.

Base (United States) Parameters
✦ The site is an e-commerce site (vs., for example, a product information site

or a site based on an advertising model)

✦ The current site gets an average of 125,000 visitors per month in the base
country (vs., for example, 500,000 users or 10,000 users)

✦ The current buy-to-look ratio in the base country = 2%

✦ The current average profit margin on each online purchase = $25

✦ The current rate of usage of the “call back” button (serviced by a local cus-
tomer service organization—this is a button that allows Web site users to
make contact with a live customer support rep, either by phone or “live
chat”) = 2%

✦ Average time to service each usage of the call back button = 5 minutes

✦ Users paid to participate in usability engineering tasks at an hourly rate =
$40
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✦ Customer Support fully loaded hourly wage = $50

✦ Usability Engineer (UE) and Developer fully loaded hourly wage = $150

International (for One Hypothetical Country) Parameters
✦ The site is an e-commerce site

✦ The current site gets an average of 75,000 visitors per month in the interna-
tional country

✦ The current buy-to-look ratio in the international country = 1%

✦ The current average profit margin on each online purchase = $25

✦ The current rate of usage of the call back button (serviced by a local cus-
tomer service organization) = 4%

✦ Average time to service each usage of the call back button = 10 minutes

✦ Users paid to participate in usability engineering tasks at an hourly rate =
$20 per hour

✦ Customer Support fully loaded hourly wage = $25

✦ Usability Engineer and Developer fully loaded hourly wage = $150

✦ Language/Culture Consultant (a grad student living in the location of the
development organization in the base country) paid a flat rate hourly = $7
per hour

Fully loaded hourly wages are calculated by adding together the costs of
salary, benefits, office space, equipment, utilities, and other facilities for a type
of personnel and dividing this by the number of hours worked each year by that
personnel type. If outside consultants or contractors are used, their simple
hourly rate would apply.

The hourly rate for users in this cost estimate is $40 in the base country and
$20 in the international country. This is not based on a typical user’s fully loaded
hourly wage at their job, as it would be in the case of a cost justification of 
traditional software development for internal users or intranet development 
for internal users. Instead it is based on the assumption that test users of an 
e-commerce Web site will have to be recruited from the general public to par-
ticipate in usability engineering tasks/techniques and that they will be paid at a
rate of $40 (or $20) an hour for their participation.

The fully loaded hourly rate for usability engineering staff is based roughly
on a typical current salary and benefits for a senior level internal usability engi-
neer in the United States. The hourly rate of developers was similarly estimated.

I emphasize that when using the general cost-benefit analysis technique illus-
trated here, the particular parameter values used in the sample analyses should
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not be assumed. The particular parameter values of your project and organiza-
tion and your base and international countries should be substituted for those
stated previously. They will almost certainly be different from the parameters
used in this example. In particular, professionals hired in different countries may
have very different rates in the designing organization’s currency. These unique
parameter values are not always easy to obtain, but every attempt should be made
to do so to add credibility to your analysis with your relevant audience.

In addition, as Siegel and Dray (Chapter 11) point out, there are many dif-
ferent approaches for conducting usability engineering on international proj-
ects, and your cost-benefit analysis needs to reflect the actual techniques you use,
not necessarily the ones used in these examples. However, the examples here
should serve to provide a general framework that can be applied in the case of
international projects.

Calculate the Costs of Implementing the Usability Engineering Plan

Given a usability engineering plan, the number of hours required for each nec-
essary type of staff can be estimated for each task/technique. Once you estimate
the number of hours required for each task/technique, simply multiply the total
number of hours each staff type requires for each task by their fully loaded
hourly wage. Then you calculate the totals of the different staff types. Additional
costs, such as equipment, supplies, travel expenses, and special services, should
also be estimated and added in for each task. This is how the task costs in Table
12.1 were calculated.

The numbers of hours estimated for each task/technique in the cost
summary table were not pulled out of a hat—they are hypothetical, but based
on many years of experience. For example, the 104 hours estimated to conduct
the first usability test in the base country (in this case, the United States) was
derived as follows:

Design/develop test materials = 40

Two days’ travel = 16

Run test/collect data (three days, eight test users) = 24

Summarize/interpret data, draw conclusions = 8

Document results = 16

Total = 104

Similar sample breakdowns of the steps required in each Usability Engineering
Lifecycle task/technique can be found in Mayhew and Tremaine (Chapter 3)
and in Mayhew (1999).
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The cost differences (delta) for the international usability engineering
program indicated in Table 12.1 are also hypothetical, but again are extrapo-
lated from the actual experience of some of our colleagues conducting inter-
national projects. For example, in the case of the same first usability test, the
additional 56 hours of the usability engineer’s time is based on a number of antic-
ipated factors:

✦ More time spent in preparation for the testing because of the complexity of
making international travel and support staff arrangements

✦ More travel time (actual in-transit time, plus a weekend stay required to be
on site the required number of week days)

✦ The assumption of more no-shows in the target country, which means more
users must be scheduled to meet the goal of eight data points, which in turn
means the usability engineer must plan to spend more time at the testing
site

✦ Time spent training the local facilitator before testing begins

✦ Time spent simply picking up basic cross-cultural differences referred to pre-
viously (it is assumed that basic data were provided, but that additional data
will be pursued and picked up during testing)

Also note that there are cost categories in Table 12.1 that are given as flat fees
rather than broken down into staff types, numbers of hours for each staff type,
and hourly rates. For example, flat fees are given for services such as recruitment
of users, local facilitator, and simultaneous translation. These dollar amounts are
based on the actual experience of colleagues in countries where service providers
quoted a flat fee for the service agreed to rather than an hourly rate.

The difference in travel expenses for the base and international countries
in this example is primarily a result of the expectation of higher airfares for 
international travel (this of course varies depending on the destination and the
fluctuations in airfares over time). While more travel days are required, both in
transit and on site to run the same number of test users as in the base country,
it is expected that hotel, meal, and rental car costs will be less in the interna-
tional country, making overall travel expenses comparable in the two countries.

Remember that both the hourly wage figures and the predicted hours and
expenses per cost category for each task used to generate the sample analyses
here are just hypothetical examples based on specific experiences. Again, you
would have to use the actual costs and time of personnel and other expenses in
your country and in your target country (or countries), as well as your own spe-
cific project plan, in order to carry out your own analysis.
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Select Relevant Benefit Categories

Since this is an e-commerce site, only certain benefit categories are relevant to the
business goals of this site. For another type of site, different benefit categories
would be selected (see Mayhew and Tremaine, Chapter 3).

In this hypothetical case, the project usability engineer decides to include
the following benefit categories:

✦ Increased buy-to-look ratio

✦ Decreased abandoned shopping carts

✦ Decreased use of call back button

These categories were selected because the usability engineer knew these would
be of most relevance to the audience of the analysis: the business sponsors of
the site. There may be other potential benefits of the usability engineering plan,
but the usability engineer chose these for simplicity and for a conservative esti-
mate of benefits.

As compared to the existing site design, the usability engineer anticipated
that in the course of redesign, the usability engineering effort would decrease
abandoned shopping carts by insuring that the checkout process is clear, effi-
cient, provides all the right information at the right time, does not violate any
cultural expectations or values, and does not bother users with tedious entry of
information they do not want or need to provide. He or she expected to improve
the buy-to-look ratio by insuring that the right product information is contained
in the site, that navigation to find products is efficient and always successful, and
that no cultural blunders are made in terms of product names, use of colors, etc.
He or she expected to decrease the use of the call back button by making the
information architecture match users’ expectations by designing and validating
a clear conceptual model so that navigation of and interactions with the site are
obvious, and by insuring that language translation is not misleading or confus-
ing. Accomplishing all these things depends on conducting the required analy-
sis, design, and testing activities in the proposed plan with an eye toward
uncovering and addressing unique requirements in the international country, as
well as on applying general user interface design expertise.

Quantify and Estimate Benefits

Next the project usability engineer estimates the magnitude of each benefit that
would be realized compared to the current site being redesigned if the usability engi-
neering plan (with its associated costs) were implemented. Thus for example,
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he or she estimates how much higher the buy-to-look ratio would be on the site
if it were re-engineered for greater usability as compared to the existing site.

To estimate each benefit, you must choose a unit of measurement for the
benefit, such as the average purchase profit margin in the case of the increased
buy-to-look ratio benefit, or the average cost of customer support time spent ser-
vicing each usage of the call back button in the case of the reduced use of the
call back button benefit. Then—and this is the tricky part—you must make an
assumption concerning the magnitude of the benefit for each unit of measurement;
for example, a 1% increase in buy-to-look ratio, or a 1% decrease in the usage
rate of the call back button. Tips on how to make these key assumptions are dis-
cussed in Mayhew and Tremaine (Chapter 3). Finally, you will calculate the total
benefit in each category based on the unit of measurement, key parameters, and
your assumptions about magnitudes of benefit. When the unit of measurement
is time, benefits can be expressed first in units of time and then converted to
dollars, given the value of time.

Remember that our hypothetical project involves development of an 
e-commerce site. Based in part on in-house experience, our project usability
engineer makes the following key assumptions:

✦ Buy-to-look ratio will increase by 0.5% of total visitors in the United States,
and by 1% in the international country (in this example, a hypothetical
country in South America)

✦ Abandoned shopping carts will decrease by 0.5% of total visitors in the
United States, and by 1% in the international country

✦ Usage of the call back button will decrease by 0.5% of total visitors in the
United States, and by 1% in the international country

Note that the assumption is that there will be greater benefits in the interna-
tional country than in the base country. Remember that currently the interna-
tional country is using the site designed in English for an American audience.
Any general usability problems are thus compounded by the fact that the site is
not in the user’s native language and that it does not take into account other
cross-cultural differences such as preferred measurement units, culture-appro-
priate imagery, culture-appropriate use of color, currency differences, and so on.
Therefore, by decreasing the general “alien-ness” of the site for the international
audience, as well as improving the general usability of the site, greater benefits
are predicted.

Also note that very conservative assumptions regarding predicted 
benefits are made, in spite of the aggressiveness and thoroughness of the 
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usability engineering project plan. A 0.5% increase in the buy-to-look ratio in
the base country is not much. However, making conservative benefits estimates
in a cost justification analysis such as this is always wise if you can show an overall
benefit even when your costs are high and your claims regarding expected ben-
efits are very conservative, then you have a compelling argument for your plan.

Based on these key assumptions, the project usability engineer then calcu-
lates benefits in each of the selected benefit categories as follows:

Increased Buy-to-Look Ratio
BASE COUNTRY:

0.5% more visitors will decide to buy, and will successfully make a purchase
each month

125,000 visitors per month ¥ 0.5% = 625 more purchases

625 purchases at profit margin of $25 = $15,625 per month

INTERNATIONAL COUNTRY:

1% more visitors will decide to buy, and will successfully make a purchase
each month

75,000 visitors per month ¥ 1% = 750 more purchases

750 purchases at profit margin of $25 = $18,750 per month

Decreased Abandoned Shopping Carts
BASE COUNTRY:

0.5% more visitors who would have decided to buy anyway will now com-
plete checkout successfully and make a purchase each month

125,000 visitors per month ¥ 0.5% = 625 more purchases

625 purchases at profit margin of $25 = $15,625 per month

INTERNATIONAL COUNTRY:

1% more visitors will decide to buy, and will successfully make a purchase
each month

75,000 visitors per month ¥ 1% = 750 more purchases

750 purchases at profit margin of $25 = $18,750 per month

Decreased Usage of Call Back Button
BASE COUNTRY:

0.5% fewer visitors will need to use the call back button each month
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125,000 visitors per month ¥ 0.5% = 625 fewer calls

625 calls at 5 minutes each = 52.08 hours

52.08 hours at $50 = $2,604 per month

INTERNATIONAL COUNTRY:

1% fewer visitors will need to use the call back button each month

75,000 visitors per month ¥ 1% = 750 fewer calls

750 calls at 10 minutes each 125 hours

125 hours at $25 = $3,125 per month

This is how the benefit predictions summarized in Table 12.2 were calculated.
The usability engineer based the assumptions regarding benefits in the base
country on statistics available in the literature, such as those discussed in Mayhew
and Tremaine (Chapter 3). In particular, he or she began with the often quoted
average e-commerce Web site buy-to-look ratio of 2–3% (Souza, 2000). He or she
then based the assumption that this rate could be improved by a minimum of
1% (0.5% from improving the product search process and 0.5% from improv-
ing the checkout process) through usability engineering techniques on statistics
offered as average by a Forrester report called “Get ROI from Design” (Souza,
2001). This report suggested that it would be typical for as many as 5% of 
online shoppers to fail to find the product and offer they are looking for (other
statistics suggest as many as 45% may experience this problem; Souza, 2000).
The Forrester report also claimed that more than 50% of shoppers who do find
a product they would like to buy bail out during checkout because of the 
following:

✦ They are put off by forced registration

✦ They are put off by being asked to give a credit card number before being
shown total costs

✦ They are not convinced that this is the best available offer

The assumption of reduced usage of the call back button by 0.5% was based on
statistics cited earlier suggesting that as many as 20% of site users typically call
in to get more information.

Most of us have experienced these problems and would have little argument
that they are typical. Given these statistics, the assumptions made for the base
country seem modest indeed. The slightly greater benefits assumptions made for
the international country were based on the expectation that decreasing the
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general “alien-ness” of the site for the international audience would provide ben-
efits beyond improving the general usability of the site.

The basic assumption of a cost-benefit analysis of a usability engineering plan
is that the improved user interfaces achieved through usability engineering tech-
niques will result in such tangible, measurable benefits as those calculated in this
hypothetical example.

The audience for the analysis is asked to accept these assumptions of certain
estimated, quantified benefits as reasonable and likely minimum benefits, rather than
as precise, proven, guaranteed benefits. Proof simply does not exist that for each
specific Web site an optimal user interface will provide some specific, reliable
advantage over some other user interface which would result—or has resulted—
in the absence of a usability engineering plan.

How to generate—and convince your audience to accept—the inherent
assumptions in the benefits you estimate in a given cost-benefit analysis is dis-
cussed in Mayhew and Tremaine (Chapter 3).

Remember, it is usually wise to make conservative benefit assumptions. 
This is because any cost-benefit analysis has an intended audience who must be
convinced that benefits will likely outweigh costs. Conservative assumptions are
less likely to be challenged by the relevant audience, thus increasing the likeli-
hood of acceptance of the analysis conclusions. In addition, conservative bene-
fits assumptions help to manage expectations. It is always better to achieve
greater benefit than was predicted in the cost-benefit analysis than to achieve
less benefit, even if the benefits still outweighs the costs. Having underestimated
benefits will make future cost-benefit analyses more credible and more readily
accepted.

When each relevant benefit has been calculated for a common unit of time
(e.g., per month or per year), then it is time to add up all benefit category esti-
mates for a benefit total.

Compare Costs to Benefits

Recall that in our hypothetical project, the project usability engineer compared
costs to benefits, and this is what was found:

BASE COUNTRY:

Benefits per month = $33,854

One time cost = $160,605

Payoff period = 4.74 months
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INTERNATIONAL COUNTRY:

Benefits per month = $40,625

One time cost = $252,880

Payoff period = 6.23 months

Our project usability engineer’s initial usability engineering plan for both coun-
tries appears to be well justified. It is a fairly aggressive plan (in that it includes
all lifecycle tasks and moderate to rigorous techniques for each task), and the
benefit assumptions are fairly conservative. Given the very clear net benefit, it
would be wise to stick with this aggressive plan and submit it to project man-
agement for approval. In fact, based on the modest assumptions, you might be
well advised to redesign the usability engineering plan to be even more thor-
ough and aggressive, because increased benefits that might be realized by a more
rigorous approach will likely be more than compensated for. In this case the
usability engineer might consider increasing the level of effort for the require-
ments analysis tasks, which usually have high payoffs.

If the estimated payoff period had been long, or there was no reasonable
payoff period, then it would be wise to go back and rethink the plan, scaling
back on the rigorousness of techniques for certain tasks and even eliminating
some tasks (for example, collapsing the design process within the Design/
Testing/Development phase from two design levels to one; that is, doing only
one usability test) to reduce the costs.

12.3.2 A Cross-Cultural Product Information Web Site

This example is based on a hypothetical scenario given in a Forrester report
called “Get ROI from Design” (Souza, 2001). It involves an automobile manu-
facturing company that has put up a Web site to allow customers to get infor-
mation about the features of the different models of cars they offer and the
options available on those cars. It allows users to configure a base model with
options of their choice and get sticker price information. Users cannot purchase
a car online through this site—it is meant to generate leads and point users to
dealerships and salespeople in their area.

Start with a Usability Engineering Plan

In this example, we again start with the same assumed plan as in the e-commerce
site example (see Table 12.1).
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Establish Analysis Parameters

Sample parameters for this example follow. Again we are assuming there is an
existing site with known traffic and sales statistics and the project involves a
redesign.

Base Country Parameters
✦ The site is a product information site

✦ The current site gets an average of 500,000 visitors per month

✦ Currently 1% of visitors result in a concrete lead

✦ Currently 10% of leads generate a sale

✦ The profit on a sale averages $300

✦ Users are paid to participate in usability engineering tasks at an hourly rate
= $40

✦ Usability Engineer and Developer fully loaded hourly wage = $150

International Country Parameters
✦ The site is a product information site

✦ The current site gets an average of 250,000 visitors per month

✦ Currently 0.5% of visitors result in a concrete lead

✦ Currently 5% of leads generate a sale

✦ The profit on a sale averages $300

✦ Users are paid to participate in usability engineering tasks at an hourly rate
= $20

✦ Usability Engineer and Developer fully loaded hourly wage = $150

Calculate the Costs of the Usability Engineering Plan

We can use the same cost calculations as before (shown in Table 12.1).

Select Relevant Benefit Categories

Since this is a product information site, only certain benefit categories are relevant
to the business goals of this redesign project. The project usability engineer
decides to include only the following benefit category:

✦ Increased lead generation
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Again, he or she selected this benefit category because it will be of most rele-
vance to the audience for the analysis: the business sponsors of the site. There
may be other potential benefits of the usability engineering plan, but he or she
chose this one for simplicity and to make a conservative estimate of benefits (see
the following).

As compared to the existing site design, the usability engineer anticipates
that in the course of redesign, the usability engineering effort will increase leads
by insuring that visitors can find basic information and successfully configure
models with options. Accomplishing this will depend on conducting the require-
ments analysis and testing activities in the proposed plan, as well as on applying
general user interface design expertise.

Quantify and Estimate Benefits

Next the project usability engineer estimates the magnitude of the benefit that
would be realized relative to the current site being redesigned if the usability engi-
neering plan (with its associated costs) were implemented. Thus in this case, he
or she estimates how much higher the lead generation rate would be on the site
if it were re-engineered for usability as compared to the existing site. Table 12.3
summarizes these benefits predictions.

The project usability engineer calculated the estimated benefits as follows:

Increased Lead Generation Rate
BASE COUNTRY:

0.5% more visitors will generate a lead

500,000 visitors per month ¥ 0.5% = 2,500 more leads

10% of these new leads will result in a sale = 250 more sales

250 more sales at profit margin of $300 = $75,000 per month

INTERNATIONAL COUNTRY:

1% more visitors will generate a lead
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250,000 visitors per month ¥ 1% = 2,500 more leads

5% of these new leads will result in a sale = 125 more sales

125 more sales at profit margin of $300 = $37,500 per month

Compare Costs to Benefits

Next the usability engineer compares benefits and costs to determine the payoff
period.

BASE COUNTRY:

Benefits per month = $75,000

One time cost = $160,605

Payoff period = 2.14 months

INTERNATIONAL COUNTRY:

Benefits per month = $37,500

One time cost = $252,880

Payoff period = 6.74 months

Again, our project usability engineer’s initial usability engineering plan appears
to be well justified. It was a fairly aggressive plan, in that it included all lifecycle
tasks, and moderate to rigorous techniques for each task, and the benefit
assumptions were fairly conservative. Given the relatively short estimated payoff
period and the expectation of a site lifetime of much longer than 7 months, it
would be wise to stick with this aggressive plan and submit it to project man-
agement for approval. In fact, based on the very modest assumptions regarding
increases in lead generation, he or she might consider redesigning the usability
engineering plan to be even more thorough and aggressive because the
increased benefits that might be realized by a more rigorous approach will 
likely be more than compensated for. In this case it might be advisable to increase
the level of effort of the requirements analysis tasks, which usually have a high
payoff.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Just as in the case of traditional software and Web sites intended only for a single
culture, international Web sites can benefit greatly from usability engineering.
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The bottom-line benefits of a proposed usability engineering program on a
project to develop an international Web site can be calculated just as they can
for development projects of other sorts. The difference is primarily in the details
of the usability engineering program and in calculating the costs of that
program. As in the two examples given previously, it seems likely that significant
usability engineering effort will usually be easily cost justifiable on international
Web development projects.

(This chapter is a revised excerpt from a chapter by Deborah J. Mayhew and Randolph
G. Bias in Aykin, N. (Ed.) (2005). Usability and Internationalization of Informa-
tion Technology. Matwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. Used with permission.)
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Return on Goodwill: Return on
Investment for Accessibility

Tom Brinck Diamond Bullet Design

13.1 INTRODUCTION

Accessibility means “able to access.” Quite frankly, most products cannot be
accessed by everyone. Without accessibility, usability isn’t even an issue. Once
access is possible, designing for usability makes that access meaningful. Thus,
usability and accessibility go hand in hand.

While information technology has become ubiquitous, it still remains inac-
cessible to a large number of people. A wide variety of design assumptions can
create usage barriers—designs for a single computer platform, for a single lan-
guage, for people who are adept with a mouse, for people with strong vision, for
those who can easily distinguish colors, and for those who are familiar with 
specialized terminology or user interface conventions. Designers may fall into
the trap of designing for people like themselves or of assuming their target audi-
ence is homogeneous. Other designers may be concerned about the costs of
designing for special cases.

Recent internet technologies have made a focus on accessibility more valu-
able than ever. Web sites are available to anyone with an Internet connection,
and this has been a wonderful opportunity for people to reach information from
any country, despite wide differences in knowledge, experience, and abilities.
Nevertheless, without a focus on making these Web sites accessible, this opportu-
nity is squandered.

This chapter addresses the costs and benefits of creating accessible designs,
with a focus on access for people with disabilities. Web design is the running
example, although the lessons apply to almost any design domain. In addition,
the tradeoffs of choosing a level of effort in achieving accessibility are discussed.

13
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Accessibility isn’t something you do or don’t do—there are many gradations, with
associated costs and benefits, at each level.

13.2 WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO MAKE A WEB SITE ACCESSIBLE?

If you have ever come across a Web site that didn’t display correctly, you have
had an accessibility problem. Web sites may be inaccessible because of reliabil-
ity issues—they’re broken when you try to access them. Or they may be inac-
cessible because you don’t have the necessary plug-in or because your screen
isn’t large enough. In this sense, an accessible Web site doesn’t necessarily look
any different; in fact, what distinguishes accessible Web sites is that they actually
work the way you would expect. However, Web sites can create difficulties for
people with visual or movement impairments. Hearing impairments are rarely
an issue because audio is not used frequently on Web sites (yet), although if
audio is used, text captions and transcripts are recommended.

13.2.1 Visual Impairments

There are many types of vision problems; for example, macular degeneration,
cataracts, and glaucoma. These result in impairments ranging from common
near-sightedness to complete blindness, and may involve blurriness, color dis-
tortion, or limitations in the field of view. People with low vision, for example,
may benefit from adjusting the text size on the screen, or using a screen mag-
nifier, a piece of software that allows them to zoom in on a small portion of the
screen for better visibility.

For a blind person, a Web site is often accessed with a screen reader—
software that uses voice synthesis to read the text on a Web page. Without addi-
tional design features, any information that isn’t available in text, such as an
image that isn’t described, is unavailable to that person. The first step in improv-
ing such a design is to ensure that all the information on the Web site is avail-
able in text. This doesn’t mean there has to be a text-only version of the site.
Indeed, Slatin and Rush (2003) argue convincingly that providing an alternate
text-only site is a bad solution. The most common concern about doing so is
ensuring that the text-only site is maintained and contains complete and current
information matching the non–text-only site.

The typical solution to making images accessible is to mark up images with
alternative text descriptions (alt tags). In HTML, this means including a phrase
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such as alt = “XYZ Corporation” to mark up the image of your company logo.
The screen reader can see these labels and read them aloud. Images that do not
convey meaning, such as decorative images, should be marked up with empty
alternative descriptions such as alt = “ ”. This makes the text accessible. The
second step is to make the text actually flow well. Listening to many Web pages
with a screen reader is a tedious experience, in which information can be
repeated, appear out of context, or have poor organization and emphasis. Thus
the text and controls need to be edited and arranged with good headings and
in a sensible order, and pages are ideally tested with a screen reader to verify
that they are indeed organized and efficient listening experiences. As Slatin and
Rush (2003) say, accessible design is good design.

13.2.2 Movement Impairments

The second common challenge is for people who have difficulty using their
hands. This may be the result of arthritis, paralysis, amputation, temporary injury
(such as a broken arm), or even circumstances, such as the need to hold some-
thing in one hand while using the computer. These difficulties can be assisted
by reducing the need for large amounts of typing, the need to press multiple
keys at once, and the need for fine motor control in pointing a mouse.

For example, most people with Parkinson’s Disease have some degree of
tremor in their hands. Each person has different symptoms and different means
of adapting to them, so some prefer to avoid the mouse altogether and use the
keyboard to navigate the Web, which requires that pages be designed so users
can tab to each link. Because of difficulty typing, others prefer using a mouse or
trackball, but will have difficulty pointing accurately; thus, a design that employs
larger and more widely-spaced buttons, minimizes scrolling, and minimizes con-
trols requiring manual dexterity or multiple clicks, such as cascading menus, will
be more accessible.

13.2.3 The Role of Guidelines and Browser Compatibility

Designing successfully for a variety of disabilities is made possible by applying
standard design guidelines such as the W3C’s Web Content Accessibility Guide-
lines (W3Ca) and the U.S. Federal Government’s Section 508 Guidelines
(Section 508, USGSA). Guidelines do not capture all the real problems people
may encounter in using a specific design, and some guidelines may be contra-
dictory, so user testing is highly recommended, as are other techniques for 
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gathering user requirements, such as focus groups and interviews. However, user
testing is limited by the availability of users with any given disability (although
some disabilities may be “simulated” in user testing by blindfolding users, for
example, these simulations will often be limited by their inability to capture the
expert behavior of someone who lives with that disability), by the inherent vari-
ability of disabilities, and is not possible for certain issues (for example, it is not
possible to test whether a certain type of flashing would stimulate a seizure). For
all these reasons, guidelines are a crucial component in ensuring a reasonable
level of completeness in addressing a wide variety of disabilities.

Writing Web pages so that they follow standards and are as compatible as
possible with a variety of browsers helps accessibility considerably. Cross-platform
compatibility helps everyone who uses alternative platforms, including mobile
phones, PDAs, and older and lesser-known computer platforms. People with dis-
abilities adopt a wide variety of technologies to help them access computers, and
the more robust, standards-compliant, and flexible a Web site is, the more likely
it is to work on the equipment they require.

13.3 THE BENEFITS OF ACCESSIBILITY

For many, the idea of accessibility is abstract, and although designing for acces-
sibility is perceived as a good deed, it is not clear how extensive the value might
be. Following are some of the most common reasons to design for accessibility,
with an argument made for each reason.

Table 13.1 categorizes these reasons according to who will benefit from
accessibility and what type of benefit they receive according to each rationale.
For users, the types of benefits they receive from more accessible design include
the effectiveness, or success, they have at accomplishing what they intend to do,
their efficiency at it, and how satisfied they are with the experience. For the busi-
ness and Web developer creating an accessible product, the benefits are
increased sales, reduced costs, or lower risks, all of which are, to some degree,
quantifiable financially. Those aspects that aren’t directly quantifiable are
labeled here as “karma,” which are things like positive market perceptions that
are viewed as good for a company but may not have any direct, measurable
impact on revenue streams (Wilson and Rosenbaum [Chapter 8] refer to this as
social return on investment [ROI]). Positive market perceptions in particular
are hoped to indirectly improve sales, and good karma in general may lead to
better customer retention, as well as better retention of employees in the devel-
oper’s organization. The last beneficiary listed is society in general, which
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achieves quantifiable benefits in terms of higher employment rates and lower
healthcare costs. Lower healthcare costs, in particular, result from more cost-
effective accommodation of those with disabilities and reduced health compli-
cations when they are able to live and work effectively.

13.3 The Benefits of Accessibility
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Table 13.1 Reasons for Accessibility and The Types of Benefits Each Provides

Who It Benefits and Type of Benefit Provided

User Developer/Business Society

Public
Effectiveness, Positive Health,
Efficiency, Karma Welfare,

Reason for and Increased Reduced Lower (Social Justice,
Accessibility Satisfaction Sales Costs Risks ROI) Employment

Enablement yes yes yes
Accessibility yes yes yes

helps 
everyone

Public good yes yes
and
corporate
citizenship

Social justice yes yes
Market size yes
Niche markets yes yes yes yes
Positive market yes

perceptions
Legal yes yes yes

requirements
Cost savings in yes

service 
provision

Cost savings in yes
software
development 
and
maintenance

 



In Table 13.1, the benefits to society are central to the majority of the argu-
ments. Social benefits are often the most compelling, and this is one reason that,
although it may sometimes be difficult for an individual business to justify the
cost of accessibility, society can achieve social ends by enforcing laws requiring
businesses to supply accessible Web sites, thus tipping the scales in their cost 
evaluations and lending broad benefits to society as a whole.

13.3.1 Enablement

In the end, the best argument for making technology accessible is to take the
perspective of those who are excluded. By being in a demographic that wasn’t
taken into account, they find themselves unable to fully participate in the ben-
efits of technology. Building accessible hardware, software, and Web sites
empowers everyone, and gives people greater opportunities to participate in
society, enjoy greater independence, find meaningful employment, and enjoy a
rewarding lifestyle. This is the most exciting aspect of accessibility.

13.3.2 Accessibility Helps Everyone

Accessible Web sites are more usable for everyone. Everyone is disabled in some
way, and most people are likely to encounter serious disabilities as they age.
Injuries make all of us disabled at some point. Most people encounter situational
disabilities, meaning they can’t use their computers as well because they only have
one hand free as they hold a phone or a book with the other hand, they mis-
placed their glasses, or they are feeling more fatigued than usual. Everyone will
periodically appreciate a more forgiving user interface that allows the text to be
larger when they are showing a Web page to a large group, that enables them
to tab through links when their mouse is not working properly, or that can be
viewed easily on a mobile phone when they can’t get to a computer.

True accessibility requires good design along basic principles that benefit
everyone. Follow standards. Build robust software that doesn’t crash or produce
incorrect results. Be maximally compatible with multiple operating systems,
input and output devices, Web browsers, and varying user preferences. Present
information in multiple media forms (text, images, and sound). Minimize the
need for users to remember information. Use simple, unambiguous language.
All these are broad principles of usable design that are even more important
when designing for accessibility.
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13.3.3 Public Good and Corporate Citizenship

As individuals, we want to help people in our society who might not otherwise
be served. This creates a society in which more people are employed and fewer
require public support. As companies, this is a basic responsibility of good cor-
porate citizenship. Accessibility addresses the problems of the digital divide,
helping those who have been left out because of economic circumstances, edu-
cation, cultural background, or disability. Nonprofit organizations often consider
reaching people with disabilities and other technologically-disenfranchised
groups part of their core mission.

13.3.4 Social Justice

Another perspective on the public-good argument is the ethical view on the 
basic human rights to equal access and nondiscrimination. While we may not be
able to design Web sites that work for absolutely everyone, we have a responsi-
bility to make a reasonable effort to design sites to be as widely accessible as 
possible.

Many industries, such as government, education, and public utilities, have a
core mission of serving the entire public. These industries, by the nature of who
they serve, must look at groups that may form only 1% of the population and
determine how they will be served.

13.3.5 Market Size

Many of the benefits of accessibility cannot easily be financially quantified, but
one in particular can be: market size. If you design a Web site to work for the
most common Web browser and operating system, you may reach as many as
90% of users, but designing for and testing the next most common browsers can
enable you to reach 95%, and this can be one of the least expensive ways to
expand your market by 5%.

13.3.6 Niche Markets

In some industries, a consideration of disabilities just makes sense. Some Web
sites are certain to have more target users who will have disabilities, such as 
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hospitals, HMOs, and health insurance organizations. In addition, any target
audience with a high percentage of elderly users will have a high percentage of
disabled users.

13.3.7 Positive Market Perceptions

Accessible Web sites provide better customer service for site visitors with dis-
abilities. If customers without specific accessibility needs know about your efforts
to create an accessible Web site, they’ll view it favorably, which is good public
relations. On the flip side, if some customers can’t access your site, it generates
negative perceptions, which can be both embarrassing and damaging to your
image. Given this knowledge, if you have made the effort to create an accessible
solution, you ought to brag about it—it builds goodwill among all your 
customers.

13.3.8 Legal Requirements

In the United States, the most clear-cut legal standard is Section 508 of the 
Rehabilitation Act (U.S. General Services Administration, 1998). Section 508
requires all federal government-sponsored information technology to be acces-
sible according to specific guidelines (with some exceptions such as military tech-
nology). Sixteen of these guidelines apply specifically to Web sites (Table 13.2).
Thus most federal agencies and federal contractors must follow accessibility
guidelines, and a large number of state and local governments are following suit.

The other major legal requirement in the United States is the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA). The ADA requires that public services be accessible
and that employers not discriminate on the basis of disability. Unfortunately, the
ADA doesn’t have specific guidelines for what is required of a Web site (I suggest
the Section 508 standards as a logical starting point). Regardless, if use of Web
sites is required for a job, then they must be accessible to employees with dis-
abilities. Beyond the legal requirement, accessibility may lead to greater
employee retention, a benefit in itself.

Laws similar to the ADA can be found in Australia, Canada, and Europe.
Many countries have adopted some version of the W3C’s Web Content Accessi-
bility Guidelines (W3Ca) as their starting point for Web access. Details on the
legal requirements in other countries can be found in Thatcher (2002) and
Slatin and Rush (2003), as well as some legal cases. In one recent example (CNN,
Aug. 19, 2004), Priceline.com and Ramada.com agreed in an out-of-court 
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Table 13.2 Section 508 Guidelines for Web Accessibility

These are the formal legal standards for U.S. federal government Web sites.

(a) A text equivalent for every nontext element shall be provided (e.g., via “alt,”
“longdesc,” or in element content).

(b) Equivalent alternatives for any multimedia presentation shall be synchronized with
the presentation.

(c) Web pages shall be designed so that all information conveyed with color is also
available without color, for example, from context or markup.

(d) Documents shall be organized so they are readable without requiring an associated
style sheet.

(e) Redundant text links shall be provided for each active region of a server-side
image map.

(f) Client-side image maps shall be provided instead of server-side image maps except
where the regions cannot be defined with an available geometric shape.

(g) Row and column headers shall be identified for data tables.
(h) Markup shall be used to associate data cells and header cells for data tables that

have two or more logical levels of row or column headers.
(i) Frames shall be titled with text that facilitates frame identification and navigation.
(j) Pages shall be designed to avoid causing the screen to flicker with a frequency

higher than 2 Hz and lower than 55 Hz.
(k) A text-only page, with equivalent information or functionality, shall be provided to

make a Web site comply with the provisions of this part, when compliance cannot
be accomplished in any other way. The content of the text-only page shall be
updated whenever the primary page changes.

(l) When pages utilize scripting languages to display content or to create interface
elements, the information provided by the script shall be identified with functional
text that can be read by assistive technology.

(m) When a Web page requires that an applet, plug-in or other application be present
on the client system to interpret page content, the page must provide a link to a
plug-in or applet that complies with §1194.21(a) through (l).

(n) When electronic forms are designed to be completed online, the form shall allow
people using assistive technology to access the information, field elements, and
functionality required for completion and submission of the form, including all
directions and cues.

(o) A method shall be provided that permits users to skip repetitive navigation links.
(p) When a timed response is required, the user shall be alerted and given sufficient

time to indicate more time is required.

 



settlement to fix their Web sites to make them fully accessible for blind users and
others “in one of the first enforcement actions of the Americans with Disabili-
ties Act on the Internet” (CNN).

For many, the legal requirements are the clincher, not just because it’s the
law, but because the risk and potential high cost of a lawsuit or a failed sale to a
large customer is unacceptable. A single employee suing on the basis of dis-
crimination could be an enormous cost by itself, and the potential is high for
class action lawsuits when Web sites serve a large audience.

13.3.9 Cost Savings in Service Provision

If you will be working with customers with disabilities, you may achieve cost
savings by serving these customers over a Web site versus other means, such as
phone support. For example, online banking is not only more convenient for
many customers, but it can be dramatically less expensive to a bank than using
bank tellers or telephone banking. An accessible bank Web site can significantly
reduce the percentage of people who call or visit the bank while at the same
time helping people with disabilities who may be inconvenienced if they need
to visit the bank (perhaps requiring special transportation, for example).

13.3.10 Cost Savings in Software Development and Maintenance

While designing for accessibility is unlikely to lower your overall development
costs if you already have best practices implemented, it may save costs if it moves
you toward better development practices. Accessibility requires a move toward
software development practices that follow standards, ensure consistency, allow
for flexible presentation, and design for maximum platform independence.
Some shortcuts around these may be possible when accessibility isn’t a primary
goal, but in the long term those shortcuts can be costly when the software must
be patched and rewritten.

13.3.11 When Is There No Benefit to Designing for Accessibility?

It’s hard to argue that there should be absolutely no effort made toward acces-
sibility. One of the critical arguments for designing for accessibility is the value
of picking low-hanging fruit; that is, the low cost of achieving some level of acces-
sibility with tremendous value. For example, ensuring that a Web page can be
navigated via the keyboard is quite easy as long as you avoid some mistakes that
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would interfere (such as pop-up windows or embedded media that is not key-
board accessible) and write code that places links in a logical order. Adding alt
tags to images is relatively easy as long as it is planned from the start. Testing
additional Web browsers is simple, at least for the most common browsers. These
small acts can make a big difference even if they don’t achieve the widest possi-
ble accessibility.

Any additional work has additional cost, and there are certainly cases where
accessibility is cost prohibitive. I discuss estimating those costs in a later section.
Because of all the benefits already mentioned, neglecting accessibility even when
there are costs can be risky, so if cost is the stumbling block, consider whether
your investment will succeed without the greater investment needed for 
accessibility.

Another basis for not considering accessibility is when you have a known
target audience without accessibility needs. This is quite rare—even in appar-
ently homogenous populations there is often surprising variation. As an
example, I was once developing an intranet for a company in which the IT staff
guaranteed that everyone in the organization had at least an 800 ¥ 600 resolu-
tion monitor. However, when I was demonstrating the system to one of the vice
presidents, he asked me why the design didn’t fit on his screen. It turned out
that despite having a high-resolution screen, he had set it to a lower resolution
of 640 ¥ 480 so that it was easier on his eyes, which is precisely the kind of situ-
ation for which we would like to plan.

Nevertheless, there are Web sites designed for small audiences in which 
you can verify that no one has a specific disability or dictate what Web browser
and computing platform will be used. The risk in these circumstances is that the
situation will eventually change. People will come and go, and the nature of your
target audience will evolve. New technologies will come. If you’ve designed
without flexibility, you risk that the cost of fixing an inaccessible design could be
higher than the cost of creating an accessible design in the first place.

13.4 AUDIENCE DIVERSITY AND MARKET SIZE

Of all of the benefits of accessibility described so far, the most straightforward
to quantify is market size, which can be done by describing audience diversity
numerically. That is, exactly what percentage of people is excluded from a given
design? People vary in many ways, making it easy to inadvertently exclude a
portion of your market. People vary by disability, nationality, language, educa-
tion, computer experience, the technology they use (Web browser, operating
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system, screen size, network speed), and software preferences and settings. In
addressing this audience diversity, you need to start with basic statistics about
how many people are affected when you choose to create a design for one
segment versus another. While many people think of disabilities as fairly rare,
the U.S. Census reports that about one in five adult Americans has a disability
and half of seniors older than 65 have a disability (Census 1997). With an aging
population, the number of people with disabilities is expected to increase. Table
13.3 shows the percentages of some common disabilities that relate to Web
design and some examples of how each is accommodated in Web design.

13.4.1 Estimating Benefits

A basic cost-benefit analysis of market size involves looking at how many people
are excluded based on a market segment that is not currently supported and
how much it would cost to accommodate that market segment. Thus, if 3.7% of
people have difficulty seeing, you can ask how much value you’ll gain from a
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Table 13.3 Rates of Disabilities for U.S. Residents from U.S. Census 1997 Survey (Census01)

Population
(in Millions) Percent Example Accommodation

All ages 267.7 100.0%
With a disability 52.6 19.7%
Severe disability 33.0 12.3%
Disability in more than one 17.9 8.6%

domain (physical, mental,
or communication)

Age 15 years and over 208.1 100.0%
Difficulty seeing 7.7 3.7% High contrast, scalable fonts
Unable to see 1.8 0.8% Text equivalents for images
Difficulty using hands 6.8 3.2% Large buttons, keyboard 

navigation
Difficulty hearing 8.0 3.8% Volume controls for Flash
Unable to hear 0.8 0.4% Text equivalents for audio
Mental disability 14.3 6.9% Short, direct tasks
Mental retardation 1.4 0.7% Simplified instructions
Learning disability 3.5 1.7% Image equivalents for text

 



3.7% market growth when you repair visual accessibility problems. As a running
example, consider making sales online, where an increase in users is directly
translatable to income (if your Web site derives revenue in a more indirect 
way, the reasoning remains the same but follows the business case for the Web
site).

A detailed benefit calculation based on increased market size is shown in
Table 13.4. If your current Web site supports 10,000 customers (say, annually),
and the average revenue per customer is $100, then it generates revenue of
$1,000,000. If you modify this Web site to be Section 508 compliant, you can esti-
mate the additional market at 5% more customers (this is a rough estimate; a
more or less conservative choice can be made at the estimator’s discretion). Sim-
ilarly, modifying the site to be compatible with additional browsers is estimated
in this example to reach an additional 3% more customers.
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Table 13.4 Estimating the Benefit of Increased Sales from Market Size Increases Resulting from Achieving
Section 508 Compliance and Additional Browser Compatibility

Average Revenue
Estimated Estimated Revenue Minus 

Current % New Cost of per Total Cost of
Customers Increase Customers Adaptation Customer Revenue Adaptation

Current 10,000 $100 $1,000,000

Section 508 5% 500 $13,500 $110 $55,000 $41,500

Additional 3% 300 $11,250 $95 $28,500 $17,250
browser
compatibility

Total $24,750 Net $58,750
adaptation increase
cost in revenue

% increase 5.88%
in revenue

ROI (net 2.4 : 1
increase in
revenue :
total
adaptation
cost)

 



Revenue for each adaptation is computed as the number of customers mul-
tiplied by the average revenue per customer. The final column shows the revenue
increase after subtracting the cost of adapting the site. The cost of adaptation is
computed in a later section and can be treated as just another estimate for the
moment. The average revenue per customer may remain the same after making
a Web site more accessible, but this example shows the impact of estimating
increased or decreased revenue per customer based on the type of adaptation
made. This would be the case if you expected someone with disabilities to buy
either more or less than the average customer. For example, people with dis-
abilities may be more likely to make greater purchases online than the average
consumer because they may be less mobile.

Sharp readers may have noticed the following problem in how this calcula-
tion is made: Because the disability statistics are based on the population as a
whole, we ideally ought to be starting the calculation from the overall maximum
market size rather than our current market penetration. That is, suppose that
the potential market for our product is 100,000 people and we are currently
selling to 50,000 people. If our Web site currently doesn’t accommodate people
who have difficulty seeing (3.7% of the overall population) because it relies
heavily on images, then we are excluding 3.7% of our potential target audience,
or 3700 people. Thus, improving the site for this audience could increase our
market to 53,700 people. If, as in Table 13.4, we start with our current customers
rather than working from the potential market size, we will add 3.7% of 50,000,
or half the number of customers. In practice, this oversimplification of the cal-
culation is usually necessary because we have data on only our current number
of customers and the potential maximum market size isn’t well defined. In doing
so, we recognize that we are producing a highly conservative estimate. When the
total population is known, such as for a company intranet, the calculation can
start from the total population figure.

13.4.2 Demographic Data on Individual Differences

Audience size estimates are improved with demographic data, but where can you
find demographic data? Data in Table 13.3 came from the U.S. Census, and a
variety of reports are available on U.S. demographics (for disability data in par-
ticular see Census 1997; Census 2000; Census 2001). Other data must be
obtained from relevant sources based on the audiences you are interested in, or
you can conduct your own surveys of your market. Data on browsers and com-
puting platforms are available through a variety of sources, with richer data avail-
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able at higher cost. For example, Table 13.5 shows browser market share and
percentages of Web users with different screen resolutions from W3Schools
(W3Schools). When obtaining this information, consider using multiple sources
to get a feel for sampling biases in each. Various sources measuring hits will tend
to be biased toward particular computing platforms or particular income or edu-
cation levels. These data can also be obtained to some extent from the hit logs
of your Web site, but should be interpreted with caution: are people with 640 ¥
480 screens uncommon, or do they avoid your site because your site doesn’t work
well at that screen size?

Notice that in Table 13.5 the Mac Safari browser is not represented. This is
partly a result of the fact that its market share was relatively small in July 2003
(although it has grown quickly since). It also may be because of a sampling bias
in this data source, thus emphasizing the importance of watching for biases and
being prepared for rapid changes, especially in which technology is used.

13.4.3 Uncertainties in Estimation

There are a few cautionary notes in these market size calculations. At least three
types of estimates are behind any calculation: 1) the size of any given market
segment, 2) the number of people in each market segment who will benefit from
any given accommodation, and 3) the overlap between two populations when
estimating the impact of more than one type of accommodation. The level of
uncertainty involved in these estimates is par for the course in making financial
projections from market data, and a good understanding of the issues will enable
a better sense of the range of possibilities, from a conservative to a liberal 
estimate.
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Table 13.5 Percent of Web Users for Each Browser and Screen Resolution (W3Schools, 2003)

Browser Version July 2003 Share Screen Resolution July 2003 Share

Internet Explorer 6.x 59% 1024 ¥ 768 or greater 49%
Internet Explorer 5.x 34% 800 ¥ 600 44%
Internet Explorer 4.x 1% 640 ¥ 480 2%
Netscape 4.x 1% Other or unknown 5%
Other Netscape compatible 1%
Opera 1%

 



Size of a Given Market Segment

Statistics like the ones provided in Table 13.5 on disabilities, browsers, and screen
resolutions will vary based on the source, the quality of how data is measured
and analyzed, and how the questions are asked. These statistics must be inter-
preted with regard to how broadly they apply.

A simple example of the ambiguity of statistics can be seen with the data on
adults who have difficulty seeing. While the U.S. Census reports that 3.7% of
adults have difficulty seeing, at least 61% of people in the U.S. wore some form
of vision correction in 2001 (Access Media, citing Jobson Publishing LLC). It’s
fair to assume, as well, that some people without vision correction do not have
20-20 vision. Thus, creating Web pages so that font sizes can be adjusted easily
is likely to benefit not just 3.7% of adults, but perhaps the vast majority.

The Number Who Benefit from an Accommodation

Solutions for visual accessibility issues are unlikely to be adequate for everyone
who has difficulty seeing. A given accommodation, such as making font sizes scal-
able, will benefit some people with visual impairments but not others, such as
those unable to see.

In addition, a given population may have a different rate of Web use than
other populations. While people with mobility impairments will often use the
Web (to minimize travel), those with visual impairments are often put off by the
inaccessibility of so many Web sites. They may also have a different rate of pur-
chasing products. They may purchase fewer products with accessibility concerns,
such as unreadable documentation, and may purchase more of those products
in which the brick-and-mortar purchase process is inconvenient. Thus, making
your Web site accessible to those unable to see, 0.8% of the population, will likely
result in either more or less than a 0.8% increase in usage depending on a range
of usage patterns.

In a similar vein, even if you address every accessibility guideline, you
shouldn’t expect a 20% increase in market size just because 20% of adults have
a disability. Many common disabilities are ones that don’t interfere with Web 
use, such as difficulty walking, so they weren’t being excluded from your Web
site in the first place. Others are sufficiently severe to prevent extensive Web use,
such as dementia. The guidelines you choose to follow will determine how 
much penetration you achieve within the new market segment you are address-
ing. The short list of 16 guidelines provided by Section 508 will not help as 
many people as more extensive lists. As such, even after applying all 16 of the
Section 508 guidelines, we might estimate an increase in potential audience of
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perhaps 5% instead of 20% (which was the basis for using 5% in the calculation
in Table 13.4).

Overlap of Populations

Even after addressing the needs of a given disability, such as visual impairments,
some people are likely to have other disabilities or barriers, such as language 
difficulty or lack of computer experience. To compute the number of people
affected when you address more than one barrier at a time, you need to figure
out how much the populations overlap. If 3.2% of people have difficulty using
their hands and 44% have a screen size of 800 ¥ 600, you don’t get an additional
47.2% benefit from addressing both. You have to subtract the people who are
counted twice in those percentages because they fall in both populations (except
in the rare circumstance when populations don’t overlap at all). The actual pop-
ulation overlap depends on how much these factors co-vary.

Depending on your target market, disability rates may be much different. In
particular, disability rates increase significantly with age. For example, 17% of
Americans 45 or older report a moderate or severe visual impairment, and visual
impairment rates vary significantly based on gender, race, income, education,
overall health, education, and marital status (Lighthouse, 1994).

13.5 THE COSTS OF ACCESSIBLE DESIGN

The process of producing an accessible Web site has a number of variables that
significantly impact cost. Some of these variables are as follows:

✦ Whether you plan accessible design from the beginning or make fixes after
finishing the site

✦ Your personnel, their training and experience, and broad individual differ-
ences in their design skills, proofreading skills, and coding times

✦ Whether you employ automated tools to assist in the evaluation (Brinck and
Hofer, 2002)

Automated tools can report on many types of guideline violations, much like a
spell checker. Automated evaluation can reduce the time for reviewing your site,
but doesn’t eliminate manual checking; some manual evaluation and repair time
is always necessary. An automated tool is unable, for example, to determine if
the sequence of spoken text makes sense or if an image has a correct and mean-
ingful text label.
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13.5.1 Retroactive Process to Make Your Site More Accessible

As an example for this section, the following is a baseline process for testing your
Web site and making fixes after it is completed. Whether you designed your site
for accessibility from the outset or not, a retroactive review is appropriate as a
quality check. The following is a reasonable set of steps for reviewing your site,
with each step going deeper in analysis. The number of steps taken should be
based on a cost analysis of the time taken in each kind of review, and the con-
sideration of benefits in Table 13.1.

1. Perform a Quick, Preliminary Review of the Accessibility of Your Site. Do
a quick review and ask yourself how someone would use your site if that
person were blind, deaf, or had a motor impairment that limited them to
the keyboard or limited the accuracy of their pointing. Simulating the use
of your site by trying it with your eyes closed or your hands bound, can give
you some initial idea of the extent of the problems.

2. Define Your Audience and Your Accessibility Goals. Define the audience for
your site. What types of disabilities might they have? Does your target audi-
ence include older people or children? Does it include international users
or people with limited literacy? Does it include people who might have tem-
porary or situational disabilities? The answer to most of these is certainly yes,
but to what extent? Decide the strategy you want to adopt for accommodat-
ing these groups—a design that works for everyone, a design that is merely
adequate for people with disabilities, or a design optimized for specific dis-
abilities. What range of disabilities will you target? How convenient does it
need to be for people with disabilities? What inconveniences or design lim-
itations are acceptable for the portion of the target audience with no serious
disabilities?

3. Review Your Site Without Images, Audio, or a Mouse. Review your site with
images turned off and make sure it makes sense. Then review it in a text
browser, such as lynx (lynx.browser.org). If your site has any audio, review it
again with the sound turned off. Try browsing your site without using the
mouse and typing with only one finger.

4. Meet Section 508 Standards. Review and modify your site to comply with
Section 508 rules. One way to save time is to use an automated tool that
checks these standards.

5. Meet W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG). Review and
modify your site to meet WCAG guidelines. Most people find that some of
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these guidelines are too strict for their site (especially those defined in the
guidelines as Level 3), but a rationale should be given for each exception.

6. Test Your Site With Assistive Technologies. Review your site with a screen
reader and screen magnifier. Does it make sense? Is it efficient?

7. Review More Detailed Guidelines. Review your site with even more thor-
ough accessibility guidelines. For some other guidelines, see Theofanos and
Redish (2003) and Coyne and Nielsen (2001).

8. User Test and Improve Your Site. Do user testing with people with disabili-
ties. Find out what causes difficulty for them and fix it. Find out what is most
useful for them and focus on that.

13.5.2 Estimating Costs

As a starting point, a simple way to estimate the time necessary to review acces-
sibility problems on your Web site and repair them is to assume that each page
on your site requires a fixed average amount of time to review and repair. Table
13.6 works out a cost estimate based on this approach. Reviews should typically
be integrated with your standard quality assurance (QA) process, which reviews
the site to make sure it is functioning properly and to proofread content. When
quality assurance is divided among several people, such as separate content
editors and technical reviewers, the accessibility review will need to be similarly
distributed but managed centrally to ensure no piece is overlooked. In Table
13.5, we estimate that each page requires 0.2 hours average (12 minutes) for the
standard QA process, including fixing bugs (this time is highly dependent on
each organization and its type of product—it involves ensuring, for example, that
links are not broken, that text reads correctly, and that the site works correctly
under standard configurations). The calculation of Table 13.5 estimates that
checking each page against Section 508 guidelines and making fixes requires an
additional 0.2 hours, and that achieving additional browser compatibility
(beyond your standard process) requires an additional 0.1 hours per page. These
time estimates are reasonable but will vary considerably depending on the expe-
rience of the personnel and the complexity of the Web site. In this example,
assuming a Web site of 300 pages and an hourly cost of $100, the total cost of
quality assurance is $15,000, and the portion used to achieve additional accessi-
bility is $9,000.

The testing itself is usually completed by a QA team, and the repairs are
completed by the development team. A typical example is that a QA specialist
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finds an image without an ALT tag, noting whether the problem occurs on mul-
tiple pages. The developer would then enter the code and add the ALT tag, ver-
ifying that the fix is made on all pages that are affected. The system then goes
back to the QA specialist, who then re-tests (called regression testing) and verifies
not only that the fix is made but that no additional errors have been introduced
(for example, a coding error may have resulted in the image failing to display).
In a more complex but common example, the QA specialist may find that in a
certain browser and version, the page does not display correctly because of a for-
matting problem with a table element misaligned. This occurs frequently
because of small incompatibilities in the interpretation of HTML. The QA spe-
cialist then carefully documents the circumstances of the formatting problem,
including the browsers, versions, and operating systems that are affected. The
developer then must explore the cause of the formatting problem and may have
to test various solutions. Once the problem is resolved, it again goes to the QA
specialist for regression testing. Since the developer may not have been able to
test the variety of platforms available to the QA specialist, additional problems
may be found. While this testing and repair can be quite time-consuming, many
problems are either rare or occur throughout many pages of the Web site, so
they can be fixed all as a batch. Thus, the average time per page may be kept at
a manageable level.

The calculation of Table 13.6 makes sense for small sites that are hand
crafted, but almost all larger Web sites are database-driven, so that a small set of
HTML templates are used to construct each page, and review time can be saved
by checking the templates for accessibility. Regardless, individual pages need to
be checked because the content will vary on each page and the content may have
accessibility problems (e.g., images without text labels). When templates are
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Table 13.6 A Simple Estimate of the Cost of Evaluating and Repairing Accessibility Problems
in a Web Site

Number of Test and Repair Overall
Pages Hours per Page Hourly Cost Cost

Standard 300 0.2 $100 $6,000
quality assurance

Section 508 300 0.2 $100 $6,000

Additional browser 300 0.1 $100 $3,000
compatibility

Total quality assurance cost $15,000

 



reviewed ahead of time and standards are followed in content design, the review
of individual content pages can be much faster, but once again, the time taken
depends on the complexity of the page. As mentioned earlier, automated tools
can check some items to save time, but some manual review remains necessary.
With large sites of thousands of pages, some prioritization makes sense—put
more time into reviewing mission-critical pages than others, so that critical paths,
like shopping cart check-out, are made especially accessible. Table 13.7 shows an
estimate similar to Table 13.6 that breaks out templates, mission-critical pages,
and low-priority pages.

Cost Variables

Table 13.6 shows the simple model. There are a variety of other cost variables
and alternate approaches. Obvious variables have to do with skill level, degree
of advance planning, and degree of use of automated tools. The cost and benefit
calculations described here have all been in the context of Web design, but all
the general principles apply to any product design.

A more detailed model of evaluating a site against guidelines can be con-
structed by evaluating the cost of applying each guideline. This will vary by the
choice of guidelines and your chosen policies about how best to fulfill each
guideline. For example, if you use media that require inaccessible plug-ins, you
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Table 13.7 A More Detailed Estimate of Evaluating and Repairing Accessibility Problems in a Web Site,
with Different Categories of Pages Requiring Different Levels of Effort

Test and Overall 
Repair Hours Hours Cost

Number Hours Mission- per Low- per Low- (Hours ¥
of per Critical Critical Priority Priority Hourly Hourly 
“Templates” Template Pages Page Pages Page Cost Cost)

Standard 5 6 200 0.25 800 0.1 $100 $16,000
quality
assurance

Section 508 5 1 100 0.4 900 0.1 $100 $13,500

Additional 5 1 50 0.25 950 0.1 $100 $11,250
browser
compatibility

Total quality assurance cost $40,750

 



must choose between policies such as: 1) stop using that media type, 2) create
text equivalents every time you use that media, 3) document the use of that
media and make it optional for the user, or 4) find an equivalent accessible plug-
in. Then, to evaluate the time cost of your guidelines, you must evaluate the fol-
lowing for each rule:

✦ Frequency: How often does a page contain code that might not comply?

✦ Detection time: What is the average time it would take to review a page to
spot all violations of this rule?

✦ Correction time: What is the average time it would take to fix a page that
had violations?

For each rule, Rule cost (in time) per page = frequency ¥ detection time ¥ cor-
rection time. Finally, add the cost of each rule for the total time cost per page.

There are also metacosts that surround the activity of preparing an accessi-
ble Web site but that are not part of the design and coding itself. A key cost is
determining what it means to prepare an accessible Web site. You need to
educate yourself and train your team on what guidelines to apply and what
process to use to create and improve your site. Unfortunately, everyone is still
learning how to make Web sites accessible, and best practices are continually
evolving, so doing a good job will require periodic research on best practices,
which are not gathered in one source. Those who don’t care to be on the leading
edge can minimize this research cost by choosing the prevailing standard. Cur-
rently, I suggest using the Section 508 standards, as they are the lowest cost and
most clearly defined. However, even the Section 508 standards require time to
interpret, learn, and integrate into the production process of a Web design team.

Other metacosts of accessibility are goal definition, planning, audience 
definition, user-needs analysis, documentation, and auditing (auditing in this
context means verifying for legal or other purposes that the team has in fact fol-
lowed a process that achieves accessibility and has created the appropriate doc-
umentation). In small projects, these may be done informally and inexpensively
integrated into the standard process. On larger projects, these may be somewhat
separate activities, but they are fixed costs on a project—they don’t tend to grow
much with the size of the project.

In addition to evaluating guidelines, you may choose to do access device testing
and user testing. Access device testing is testing against the technologies your users
would use. For people unable to see, you ought to test with a screen reader, and
for those with limited vision, a screen magnifier. In user testing, you bring in
people with disabilities (or whatever population you are interested in including)
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and apply usual usability testing methods. User testing ought to be done in addi-
tion to using guidelines; it is never practical to skip the guidelines by testing the
full range of disabilities for which the guidelines are designed. User testing for
people with disabilities will involve some higher costs. Recruiting is typically more
difficult because there is a smaller pool of people to recruit from. Because of
high population variance among people with disabilities, your testing procedure
will be less systematic than usual and may require a larger sample size. It may be
necessary to meet people in their homes or other preferred locations, both to
minimize their travel needs and to have access to the equipment they typically
use to browse the Web.

One Hundred Percent Accessible is Infinite Cost

The goal of universal design is to create designs that work for everyone, but design-
ing for absolutely everyone is impossible. Designing a highly usable Web site for
an increasing market segment can involve serious compromises and extremely
high costs. For example, some Web browsers may not display graphics (such as
text browsers in Unix), may only display a few lines of text at a time (such as cell
phones), and may have bugs that aren’t compatible with standard HTML (such
as Internet Explorer). For most browser differences, following W3C HTML stan-
dards will enable basic compatibility, but because standards aren’t always sup-
ported correctly by browsers, testing a variety of browsers becomes necessary to
ensure compatibility, and the more obscure the browser, the higher the cost of
obtaining and testing it. Thus, while the cost is usually reasonable to go from
80% market penetration to 90%, the cost of going from 98% to 99% can be
enormous.

In the domain of disabilities, designing a Web site for hearing limitations is
usually easy. In most cases you can avoid using audio. Designing for visual deficits
takes more effort. But designing for many types of cognitive disabilities, such as
an inability to read, may require a fundamental change in what a Web site does
and may require substantially different design skills. In turn, such modifications
may create a site that does not practically serve the needs of the majority market.
In such cases, alternate Web sites can be created for each market, but this can
mean substantially higher cost.

Interface Design Strategies for Audience Diversity

Having considered both the benefits and costs of accessibility, what approach
should be taken in designing for accessibility, and what are the tradeoffs with
each approach? There are two aspects to consider: defining the target market
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and how different interface designs optimize for market segments (in this
section), and deciding exactly how much effort to put into accessibility to achieve
different levels of accessibility (next section).

The basic question in deciding the user interface approach is how optimized
the site should be for each market segment. Do you want to put more emphasis
on one market over another? Are you willing to have greater optimization for
one market segment produce degradation for another? If you’d like it to work
well for everyone, are you able to spend the additional cost for universal design?
While improving the design for one group often improves the design for other
groups, that is certainly not always the case, so these alternative design ap-
proaches must be considered:

✦ Optimized design. Often the lowest cost approach is to pick a narrow target
audience and optimize the design for them, neglecting other audiences.
This enables a potentially better user experience for that narrow audience,
but as we have argued already, an overly-narrow target audience offers few
benefits, and the apparent homogeneity of a targeted audience is often an
illusion.

✦ Universal design. Providing a design that is accessible to nearly everyone can
be affordably achieved by simplifying the design, staying focused on the
minimal core features, and strictly following all standards, making no com-
promises that would impair accessibility. This creates a design that is able to
be accessed by the largest population but is often optimal for no one.

✦ Equivalent facilitation. Separate audiences can be served by providing them
equivalent but separate user interfaces, such as allowing people to branch
off to a separate text-only or audio-only page. This approach is criticized
when, for instance, a text-only page is not supported as well as the main site
and so is not truly equivalent. To work well, both versions need to be driven
from the same database and supported equally, which often involves a higher
design and maintenance cost than a single user interface.

✦ Multimodal design. Another way to provide options for different audiences
is to combine those options into a single interface, as when closed captions
are displayed on video, or by providing text labels of images. Another rela-
tively new technique is audio descriptions, which are essentially audio captions
for video, where a narrator provides a voice-over to a movie with a descrip-
tion of what is appearing visually. When planned from the outset, a multi-
modal design approach provides a good cost/benefit balance, as media too
difficult to translate into multiple modalities can be avoided. However, trans-
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lating archival material (videos, animations, PDF files, complex interactions
in Flash) can sometimes be an expensive proposition.

✦ Customizable design. Designs that give users some choice in how they appear
enable them to fit the design to their needs. A simple example is to avoid
setting the font size to an unmodifiable value so the user can adjust the font
size. Some sites display buttons at the top of the screen that allow someone
to easily select a font size. Customizability has great potential benefit but can
add greater up-front development cost and won’t work for all accessibility
problems. Also, the user interface for customization must be very clear or
the customization may itself be inaccessible.

✦ Graceful degradation. A gracefully degrading interface is one that is opti-
mized for some, and while it won’t work well for everyone, it is still accessi-
ble at a basic level to nearly everyone. An example is displaying a map or
chart that is clear at a glance to those who can see it, but providing a more
cumbersome text explanation for those who can’t.

The following are criteria for choosing among these approaches:

✦ Cost. How much is involved in developing and maintaining each alternative?
What is the cost to users who have to live with the design? Development costs
can go up exponentially as you approach working for 100% of users (except
possibly for very simple systems). Where is your cutoff? If you will ever plan
to change an accessibility approach (or lack of an approach), consider the
cost of retrofitting.

✦ Market: How large an audience can you reach? Who will be missed?

✦ Optimization: How good will the user experience be for each user type? Do
you take advantage of specific knowledge about each population?

✦ Confusion: Will a generalized, simplified, or mixed design be harder to
understand? For example, people using screen readers can get frustrated
with having to listen to repetitive text on every page, especially since most
Web sites include identical navigation links at the beginning of every page.
A solution, required in Section 508, is to provide Skip Navigation links at the
top of each page that provide a within-page link that jumps past the navi-
gation links to the main content of the page. To comply, some sites have
added text links that say “Skip Navigation” at the top of every page, but this
link confuses the vast majority of users. The most common practice today
that avoids this confusion is to put a small one-pixel image at the top of each
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page that is linked. This tiny image appears as an ordinary link in a screen
reader but avoids confusing sighted users. This is a good example in which
design innovation was able to find a solution that works well for everyone.

✦ Benefit: How much value will a design approach have? What is the impact
on each of the accessibility rationale: market size, market perceptions, legal
compliance, public good, cost savings in service provision, and so on?

Levels of Accessibility

In the final analysis, exactly how much effort should be put into accessibility for
any given project? I have provided the reasoning behind the benefits of accessi-
bility and provided some techniques for estimating costs and financial returns.
Many organizations will be guided by small budgets or may be swayed by legal
requirements or altruism. Often overcoming organizational inertia can be one
of the biggest roadblocks. Thus, Table 13.8 provides a sequence of levels of acces-
sibility that might be achieved by applying progressively more detailed analyses
and thus optimizing the design for greater and greater accessibility. Each level
builds on the last.

The simplest level, called Low-hanging fruit, is to do good traditional design
and catch some obvious accessibility problems. Some examples include avoiding
pop-up windows, including ALT tags for images, avoiding audio and video, and
using standard HTML markup, like the <h1> tag for headers, as opposed to spec-
ifying exact font sizes. All of these are either simple or are recommended stan-
dard practice with a number of practical advantages. This approach won’t solve
a lot of accessibility problems, but is feasible on an extremely small budget and
when there is no imminent concern for accessibility.

The second set of levels, Standards amd Guidelines compliance, applies pro-
gressively more detailed guidelines. These are all relatively low cost, provide good
coverage of many major issues, and will provide very useful improvements. Most
such guidelines do not go far in helping make the designs substantially more
usable, but merely make it possible to access information in a reasonable way.
Section 508 is listed first because it is simple, well-defined, and relatively easy to
learn and apply. The W3C WCAG (W3Ca, 1999) are related to the Section 508
guidelines so there is considerable overlap, but the WCAG contains additional
guidelines. Using guidelines other than these will be more time-consuming
because other guidelines are not as widely available nor have they been stan-
dardized. Some worth considering are the proposed WCAG 2.0 guidelines (in
draft version [W3Cb, 2003]), and guidelines derived from user testing experi-
ences (Theofanos and Redish, 2003; Coyne and Nielsen, 2001).
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Table 13.8 Levels of Effort That Can Be Applied to Accessibility and What Types of Organi-
zations and Projects Typically Are the Best Fit for Each Level of Effort

Who Should Target this
Level of Accessibility Level What Activities It Entails

Low-hanging fruit Small Web sites with The straightforward basics:
limited budgets and no ALT tags; good visual contrast
reason to expect people and scalable fonts; standard
with disabilities markup, e.g., <h1>.

Things you need to have 
anyway: compatibility and 
standards; usability; robustness 
and technical correctness (QA).

Standards and 
guidelines compliance
(primarily technical 
accessibility, making
it possible to access the
information)

Section 508 A minimal legal standard, Apply the 16 Section 508
applies to U.S. federal guidelines; use the guidelines
government Web sites at the design stage and in
with no additional quality assurance.
accessibility needs (some
other governments, such
as U.S. states, may have
slightly different, but
largely similar standards)

W3C Web Content Organizations intending WCAG Level I and Level II
Accessibility Guidelines to meet international should be fulfilled, and Level
(WCAG) industry-standard III should be considered.

minimum requirements, Document exceptions you’ve 
e.g. Web design firms, decided to make to the 
software development guidelines, with rationale.
firms, and professional
societies

+Further guidelines Organizations wishing to Apply additional guidelines,
create a somewhat better- which involve automated or
than-standard level of hand-evaluation. The biggest

 



Table 13.8 Continued

Who Should Target this
Level of Accessibility Level What Activities It Entails

accessibility without problem is in establishing the
substantially higher costs pertinent guidelines. See 

Theofanos and Redish, 2003; 
Coyne and Nielsen, 2001.

Universal accessibility
(focus on ease of use)

Access device Organizations able to Design for and test multiple
compatibility and establish a larger budget access mechanisms, including
testing for accessibility or with a extensive cross-platform testing

greater need to make sure (multiple platforms and 
their site is inclusive, browsers and older browser
such as educational versions), text browsers, screen
institutions, public readers, screen magnification
utilities, non-profits, tools, keyboard-only input 
government agencies, and (with one-finger input), mouse-
healthcare organizations only input, and audio off.

+User testing Any organization truly User testing with people with 
committed to making disabilities, exploring multiple
their Web site accessible, types of disabilities.
with adequate funds to
achieve it

Optimized accessibility Web sites that need to All of the above, plus user-
work particularly well for needs analysis (interviews,
people with disabilities, focus groups), task analysis,
including many non- and an ongoing mechanism
profits, government for obtaining feedback from
agencies, public utilities, users with disabilities and
and healthcare updating the site to reflect
organizations; sites that feedback.
designed specifically for
rehabilitation and to
provide resources to
people with disabilities
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The next two levels, described as Universal accessibility, require access device
testing and user testing. Some access devices that should be tested are screen
readers, screen magnifiers, and keyboard-only access. Because these often
require additional training, resources, and costs, they are appropriate for those
organizations that can set aside an explicit budget for accessibility endeavors.
While they can be done without first applying the guidelines, it’s best to apply
the guidelines first to avoid learning about problems that could be found more
easily and inexpensively and fixed using the guidelines. The guidelines also
provide broader, though shallower, coverage than this more advanced testing.

Finally, the highest level, optimized accessibility, is appropriate when a budget
is available to really make a design work in an excellent way for people with spe-
cific disabilities, as you would do in a health Web site targeted at a specific disease
or injury category.

Achieving accessible designs will be more affordable over time as awareness
increases and more designers and developers receive appropriate training. In
addition, guidelines will evolve and tools for building sites will more effectively
support those guidelines, enabling improved solutions that involve fewer com-
promises and take less time to implement.

The ROI outlook for accessibility is therefore quite promising. Today, the
choice to achieve at least some level of accessibility is compelling, because there
are certainly benefits at the level of low-hanging fruit, and there are levels of
achievement that provide additional advantages at additional costs, enabling
organizations to systematically increase their accessibility gains by aiming for 
the next level of accessibility. In the future, the hurdles for achieving additional
levels will become more cost-effective, and the benefits will continue to increase
as governments and the public recognize the continuing importance of 
accessibility.
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Ethnographers have contributed to industry as organizational consultants and
in mediating labor disputes for the better part of a century. In addition, they
have contributed to the design of commercial products since well before the 
software era. Companies and industries as varied as General Motors Corp (Kane,
1996), Kimberly-Clark (Feldman, 1999), Nokia (Lindholm et al., 2003), and
Motorola (Kupfer, 2000) all have long seen the value of ethnographic research
in product design. Creating products that resonate with the buying public, that
fill the wants and needs of consumers and that create loyal returning customers
is the aspiration of commerce. It rarely happens serendipitously. Investing in
research designed to identify the customer’s core values, cares, and desires and
to establish a deep understanding of how the product or service will be incor-
porated into the consumer’s life is time and money well spent, indeed, it is invalu-
able. The business principle is a simple one: to create a product or service that
consumers love, you must first understand those customers on the most funda-
mental level. Find or create a need and then offer the solution that touches on
key fundamental values.

The first use of this principle for software was when Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center (PARC) hired Eleanor Wynn in 1976. PARC was actively
engaged in developing software for their leading-edge personal computing
systems that foreshadowed the IBM PC and Apple Macintosh. Wynn’s studies of
secretarial work contributed to the design of early Xerox information systems,
which in turn influenced Apple and eventually Microsoft Windows and Office
products. Wynn hired Lucy Suchman, who went on to form an influential
ethnography research group at PARC. Their early publications include Wynn
(1979), Suchman (1983), Suchman and Wynn (1984).
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Around 1980, the cognitive anthropologist Edwin Hutchins shifted his focus
to computer-based training, and from there to software and hardware design.
Working at the Naval Personnel Research and Development Center and 
University of California, San Diego, he contributed to the ground-breaking Arti-
ficial Intelligence STEAMER project (Hollan et al., 1984) and to an influential
analysis of direct manipulation interfaces (Hutchins et al., 1986).

In the mid-1980s several computer companies hired ethnographers and
other qualitative field researchers. The cultural anthropologist Constance Perin
studied software use among other topics, working with faculty at MIT and con-
sulting to industry (Perin, 1989). A research and development team at Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) led by John Whiteside focused on integrating
ethnographic techniques into design (Whiteside et al., 1988).

The biennial ACM-sponsored Computer Supported Cooperative Work 
conferences (held since 1986), a European CSCW series (initiated in 1989), the
Participatory Design Conferences (held since 1990), and the CSCW journal (first
issued in 1992), have published scores of ethnographic studies (e.g., Bowers 
et al., 1995). The challenges of integrating ethnographic research with design
and development practice has also been a major topic, and the focus of at least
a dozen papers (e.g., Hughes et al., 1992). Some of these have focused on pre-
serving and applying traditional ethnographic approaches. Others, such as the
Contextual Design method that emerged from the initial work at DEC (Beyer
and Holtzblatt, 1998; Holtzblatt and Jones, 1993) have adapted them.

Today, ethnographic studies of software use are by no means routine, but
they are used by a growing number of software and design consulting compa-
nies. Articles centered on anthropologists in industry appear regularly in the
popular media. Several consulting companies specialize in such work. Intel has
a well-known ethnographic research group, and Microsoft has for several years
hired ethnographers to work with a wide range of product groups.

The ethnographer’s goal when working for a software company is to expe-
rience the world of technology from the people’s perspective instead of the per-
spective of the software company. Ethnographers observe people in their own
environment, where the activities the participants choose to do have meaning
and have a direct impact on their daily lives. The translation of this experience
and application of this learning into product design and development so that
the products and features will be meaningful and appeal to “real people” is the
key. In essence, ethnographers bring the voice of the customer into product
development.

The goal of this chapter is to introduce how ethnography can be used in the
product development cycles of software and internet services and to illustrate
the tremendous value of doing such in-depth consumer research at the outset,
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and to a lesser extent periodically, throughout the software development cycle.
Knowing what to design for, what core values, wants, and needs can be addressed
by the product, is the heart of design. Understanding what consumer need or
want the product will address and how the product will be used in the customer’s
personal environment from the beginning reduces the high cost risk of creating
a product that does not resonate or succeed. This “needs based” knowledge and
innovation is a vital approach to growing a business.

This deep research is an investment at the beginning of the process that can
save both capital cost and time cost further down the development cycle. Ethnog-
raphy can help focus the team initiatives, drive innovation, feature design and
prioritization, and ultimately be a key foundation for customer response. In
theory, this customer insight should help prevent working on the wrong inno-
vations, and help focus on those that are commercially viable because they meet
the customer need or want.

Ethnography, particularly if done in multiple countries needing localization
work, can cost anywhere from a few thousand dollars and the ethnographer’s
time to more than $200,000 per study, but releasing a product that does not meet
consumer needs can be fatal to the company. The return on investment (ROI)
of ethnography will vary depending on the length and depth of the study and
how successfully the findings are included in the product.

Some of the variables affecting cost of ethnographic study are:

✦ Length of study

✦ Number of markets

✦ Travel expenses for the research team

✦ Need for localization

✦ Vendor support for logistics

✦ Equipment rental or ownership (video/audio)

✦ Video editing needs

Make no mistake—software design and development is an expensive, time-
intensive endeavor, and, as with all consumer products, how well it is embraced
by the buying public can have enormous impact on company profits (or losses).
Fiscally conscious companies should use whatever research can be done to offset
these high stakes, and ethnography is a powerful resource.

This chapter gives a quick summary of what ethnography is, what distin-
guishes ethnography from site visits, how ethnography can be used within the
product development cycle, best practices, and three case studies from within
Microsoft. The first case study covers the entire product development cycle of
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Windows XP and how the work of an ethnographer was successfully used to
impact the design, development, and refinement of Windows XP, how listening
to and observing the consumer contributed to creating a product that “real
people” would want to purchase and use. Within this case study, specific guide-
lines are given to optimize an ethnographic project. The second case study high-
lights the field trials of the Windows Tablet PC and how the data from field
research was used to inform its design and development. The third case study
shows how ethnography was used to inform the strategy and vision of Microsoft’s
MSN 8 Internet software.

14.1 A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ETHNOGRAPHY

Ethnography is a form of qualitative research that is done in a natural setting.
It contains methods developed and applied specifically for obtaining informa-
tion about what people actually say and do, and is based on the traditional
methods from the field of cultural anthropology: the study of humans, their
values and beliefs. The terms ethnographer and anthropologist are often used
interchangeably, however, whereas an anthropologist is trained as an ethnogra-
pher, an ethnographer is not necessarily trained as an anthropologist. Ethnog-
raphy is a discipline and one method used by the cultural anthropologist to
understand how humans interact with the world around them, with objects,
beliefs, and values. A trained anthropologist has a wider knowledge base of
human behavior and can employ many methods, including ethnography, in his
or her research. Participant observation and interviews are core ethnographic
methodology and are best described as participating in and observing as much
as possible the daily lives of the individuals who are being observed.

A crucial part of the ethnographic data collection is learning the skill of
understanding the “native” point of view without imposing one’s own ideas,
frame of reference, or conceptual framework on top of the participant’s point
of view. All observations and statements are taken from the participant’s point
of view. In software development, this equates to taking off the “hat” of the soft-
ware company and putting oneself in the place of the people who will be using
the company’s products.

Fieldwork is both a descriptive and interpretive work. The ethnographer,
however, walks a delicate balance between describing behavior and ascribing
meaning to the behavior. It is up to the ethnographer to describe behavior and
to find out what meaning the participants place in these behaviors. Then and
only then must the ethnographer find a way to apply this information to the
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design and development cycle of a product or use it for the purpose of market-
ing and strategy. Bridging this gap between understanding human behavior and
translating this knowledge into product development or marketing strategy and
tactics is the ultimate goal.

Ethnographers not only focus on a particular subject of interest, they focus
on the situational context of the study participant in time, location, space,
emotion, and so on. This involves lengthy visits with participants and, when time
permits, multiple visits to the same households to observe behaviors over a
longer range of time. This accounts for the large quantities of data that emerge
from ethnographic fieldwork, data that must be organized and analyzed in 
relation to the whole experience, and related back to the business purpose and
question.

While focusing on the participant’s perspective, the ethnographer is looking
not only for patterns of behavior within the individual but also across individu-
als. The ethnographer is also looking for behaviors where patterns may not be
readily apparent.

The information that is gathered comes from two domains of reality: reality
formed by the notions or ideas people hold and reality formed by what people
actually do (Holy and Stuchlik, 1983). Data are collected on what people say they
do in the form of verbal statements obtained by asking questions, through survey
work or by just listening as people describe what they are doing. Data are also
collected on observable behavior by watching the participant in the course of a
day, noting how the participant would term the day: either typical or unusual.
Observable data consist of all nonverbal behaviors that come up during the ses-
sions (Holy and Stuchlik, 1983).

The distinction between what individuals say they do and what they actually
do is often the foundation for ethnographic work. When there is no difference
found between verbal statements and observable behavior, less analysis is needed
and a descriptive process of the observations, identified values, patterns, trends,
and so on is easily written out. When there is a difference (which, over time,
ethnographers have found to be in almost every case), the ethnographer’s job
is to find out why there is a difference and then to determine what takes prece-
dence, the perception or the actual behavior, to what degree, and when.

Because ethnography entails data collection in a natural environment (be it
work, home, or on the go), the ability to be flexible and adapt to new situations
is a key to successful data collection. Ethnographers use a combination of tools
depending on the context of the study. Some examples of tools include: note
taking, tape recording, video recording, camera shots, artifacts taken from the
participant, and collages created by the participants. In addition, a variety of
questioning methods can occur—anywhere from structured interviews with both
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scripted and open questions to unstructured interviews that merely reflect obser-
vations or comments the participant makes.

The process of analyzing the data begins the moment the ethnographer 
finishes his or her first visit and continues through the draft of the final report
and presentation of the data and conclusions. Ethnographers read and re-read
copious amounts of notes. These notes, transcripts, artifacts, photographs and
film are then analyzed and coded for content. Some ethnographers use quali-
tative software like Atlas/ti and Nudist to code and analyze their data; others do
not. Within Microsoft, both methods have been used successfully and the ethno-
grapher may choose the method he or she is most comfortable with.

14.2 DISTINCTION BETWEEN SITE VISITS AND ETHNOGRAPHY

A few years ago, there was a round of e-mail at Microsoft on the subject of ethno-
graphers. The idea was put forth: Can’t anyone do good site visits? Why do we
need ethnographers? The answer to “Can’t anyone do site visits?” is yes, but with
what results? The answer to “Why do we need ethnographers?” is found in the
specific area of their expertise. Ethnographers understand how to discern
people’s underlying motivations, belief, values, and behavioral triggers. One of
our ethnographers responded with the following quip:

A Microsoft researcher visits a man in his home. She wants to know how he
uses his frying pan. The researcher asks the man a bunch of questions:
“When did you buy this frying pan? Why did you buy a non-stick pan? Do
you always spray your pan with PAM?” She asks for the man to tell her even
more about the frying pan. First one hour, then two hours pass—the
researcher is asking many, many questions about the frying pan. She totally
missed the really interesting thing the man does with his blender.

The real question, however is when to use the skills of an ethnographer and when
to use the skills of, for example, a usability engineer for site visits? The answer lies
in an understanding of the differences between ethnography and site visits.

Ethnographic field research and site visits have many overlapping areas, and
are, at times, indistinguishable. Both are observational in their nature; both strive
to understand the user in a naturalistic setting, for example, in the context with
how the user actually uses technology. It is arguable, however, that there are at
least two important distinctions between them.

The first distinction is determined by whether the data collected is driven
more by the end user (research methods primarily using participatory observa-
tion, longitudinal in nature and guided by the end user and not by the
researcher) or by usually guided questions about specific products or features
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(site visit methods focusing on semistructured or structured interviews with an
observational component).

Ethnographic research and site visits meet at the midpoint of the continuum
of research methods. As ethnographic questions become more product driven
and guided by the needs of the company, and as site visits become more about
the user’s experience and less about specific questions that need to be answered
by the product/feature development team, the two become the same.

The second distinction comes from whether the focus of the research is to
understand the holistic gestalt of the environment(s) in which software is used (and
not used) or to change specific feature area. The latter can and should be done by
anyone who has a strong knowledge of the feature area, whether or not that person
is an ethnographer. The former should be done by an ethnographer trained in
understanding the holistic nature of environments. In both cases, someone trained
and skilled in interviewing should be leading this facet of the research.

When the user’s point of view and the software company’s point of view
merge, product teams are more likely to create and design products that satisfy
users and keep them loyal.

The goals of an ethnographer in the software industry are:

✦ To observe users from the user’s point of view, not from the software
company’s

✦ To find out what users really want and need in the software products and
not what the software company thinks they want and need

14.3 ETHNOGRAPHY AT DIFFERENT TIMES IN THE PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

As foundational in nature as ethnography is, it is tempting to relegate it solely
to the outset of product innovation and development. To do so is to short change
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all parties. The big myth is that ethnography is only for product planning pur-
poses. Although exploratory ethnographic research in the first phases of inno-
vation and product development cycle is extremely important, this does not rule
out the use of ethnography during the entire development process from product
planning to public relations. Have we hit it right? How will the prototype be
received? Has anything changed in the culture or environment that we need to
adapt to? All of these questions need to be addressed throughout the product
cycle of development and redevelopment.

14.3.1 Early in the Development Cycle: Near-Term Product
Planning and Future Planning

At an early stage in the development cycle, exploratory research is an excellent
way to capture the “here and now” of how technology influences our users’ lives
and what our users want and need. At this time, we can take the user point of
view to create “observation-based maps” or scenarios of some realm of the world
that is specifically interesting to our company. This could be something such as
addressing the question: A user needs to write a term paper; what does this user
need? Observing the steps and scenarios that a potential customer goes through
to complete this task gives insight into product features, their relevance as seen
through the users’ eyes, and a prioritization of needs. Based on this insight, a
solution can be built to meet and, ideally, surpass these needs. Exploratory
research, including ethnography, can be used for:

✦ Strategy and vision

✦ Planning for next product or product release and future products and
product releases

✦ Development and prioritization of scenarios and features

✦ Product evaluation

Questions that can be explored during the early stages of development are:

✦ How do people interact with technology?

✦ What are people doing?

✦ What might we build?

✦ What is going on with a specific phenomenon, such as online social 
networking?
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✦ What is going on with a specific generation in the context of the business
question?

✦ What are people doing with specific technologies?

During this phase, ethnography allows for innovation and new product ideas,
answers about why features or products are successful or unsuccessful with any
given scenario or culture. The key to success in this phase is the open-endedness
of the inquiry, listening to and allowing the participants to express their usage
patterns without any guidance from the research or product team.

14.3.2 Middle of the Product Development Cycle: Feature-
Specific and Product-Specific Questions

Much of the work in the middle of the development cycle can be done by vir-
tually any usability engineer, product planner, product manager, or developer
working on specific features with a minimal amount of training, although some
aptitude is needed. Of course the optimal situation would be for a team to go
out with an ethnographer. Usability engineers and development teams often
have more knowledge of how the features work and can therefore see successes
and failures with a different perspective than the ethnographer, who generally
has a broader understanding of the features (especially when talking about 
an operating system). However the ethnographer often has the skills to 
formulate the questions in a nonintrusive, nonleading way and will be skilled in
understanding other factors, such as what core human value is the basis for a
behavior, or what external variables are affecting the product usage and the
research.

These visits are often shorter and focused on specific feature areas and need
not be longitudinal in nature, although measurement of feature usage over time
is valuable information and should not be discounted.

In the middle of a product development cycle, it is helpful to use ethno-
graphic methods (unguided observation) combined with site visit methods
(guided and unguided questions) to look at the following features:

✦ Implicit as well as explicit needs with relation to products and features. By
doing X the user is showing a need of Y.

✦ Depth and understanding of quantitative data

✦ Systematic understanding of feature areas

✦ Scenario checks (refinement)
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It is entirely possible to combine both ethnographic and usability methods
during one visit.

14.3.3 Final Phases of the Product Development Cycle

During this part of the development cycle, field researchers can highlight spe-
cific features to participants or have a focus on a set of features. Again, this can
be done by many different individuals within the product development team,
not just ethnographers although is a task that is best done with at least one team
member skilled in anthropological research techniques. Usability engineers and
development teams often have more knowledge of how the features work and
can therefore see successes and failures with a different perspective than the
ethnographer who generally has a broader understanding of the feature or
product. Bear in mind that because this is now near the final phase of the
product development cycle, any changes that will make it into the soon-to-be-
released product will be very minor ones. However, key areas on which to con-
tinue development, features that were left out by necessity of time and/or budget
can all be noted. This is also the best time to run a close-to-complete product
through a participant’s life and environment, and an excellent time to note areas
that will facilitate the marketing efforts for the product.

Beta testing (or field testing) is a unique opportunity to test the product in
as close to a realistic setting as possible. While it takes a lot of planning, having
a team run and observe a beta test in the field provides a deeper understanding
of how a product will affect the lives of its users and may indicate whether the
product will be successful. Real People, Real Data (Case Study 1) was the first
program of its kind to study the Windows XP operating system in naturalistic set-
tings during a beta test.

These beta visits are longitudinal in nature because it is important to see
how individuals change their behavior over time when using the same (or an
improved version of the) product or feature. Visits tend to be focused on spe-
cific feature areas with experimental designs built in to the visit. These designs
may highlight a “next rev” feature or a close-to-final cosmetic look. It is impor-
tant that the development teams have a chance to experience the real-world
usage as the product is being tested so that they can see how it will be used
outside the development buildings and by customers of varying technology skill
sets and enthusiasms, patience levels, environments, and product needs.

An added benefit here is that a company’s product support team can also
train individuals on the new products and features in live settings. Although field
visit teams should remain small in number for the obvious reasons of lessening
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the intrusion and forced artificiality of the situational use, having key product
support personnel observe this field research can give them very good insight
into what type of questions the support team is likely to encounter. This “heads
up” will allow for training of the support staff and can be key in the writing of
the help files of the product itself.

14.3.4 Both Marketing and Public Relations Are also Interested
in Field Research

From a market research perspective, field research can uncover unexpected
usage scenarios, and associated user benefits that had not been previously con-
sidered. Market researchers at Microsoft point out that some of these scenarios
could have been missed if these qualitative methods had not been used. The
outcome of the research has had direct impact on product positioning and mes-
sages in marketing materials.

Public relations (PR) benefits from this type of research as well. The result
is having noncompany, “real” people talking about a product and positioning a
product as it relates to their real needs in their real lives. These testimonials
increase the credibility of a company’s messages about its product, and often the
participants will articulate a message in a way that is better received by the public
than the enthusiasm of the company spokesperson. Microsoft uses these partic-
ipant video clips and testimonials in internal product reviews, external industry
conference presentations, and in its PR messaging as appropriate.

14.4 SOME BEST PRACTICES FOR FIELD RESEARCH

The key to the success of field research is not only interest from the teams, but
involvement. Research has its greatest impact when it is embraced by all parties
of the product team and the research managers are an involved part of the
design process. When field research becomes a valued and trusted resource and
is part of an ongoing collaborative process within the product team and any
major players outside of the direct product team, it aids in the design of great
products. Rather than make research a separate part of the design process, suc-
cessful teams keep the research managers as core members of the entire build-
ing process. When time gets short and hard decisions must be made on which
features to include and which to relegate to the next product revision, the field
researcher can be one of the best advocates of the customer voice.
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Including the product team in the data analysis is essential. Team ownership
in the analysis makes it relatively easy to bridge the gap between field research
and design. Including the entire team during this process allows many different
perspectives that can influence the recommendations to be made from the 
analyses.

This data analysis is done through many different methods: from sticky notes
with comments that need to be sorted, to video clips, to presentation of main
observations and findings and a discussion about what they mean. The specific
method of analysis is left to the discretion of the field researcher.

When bringing team members along on a site visit, it is important to prepare
them ahead of time for what to expect from a day in the field. In addition, team
members should be given specific roles and responsibilities when they are visit-
ing users in the field. This not only helps train them in what ethnographers look
for and need during the observation period; it keeps them involved in the
process in a way that lets the participant be the most relaxed and natural. Prepar-
ing the team members and assigning roles allows the ethnographer to focus
solely on his or her interactions with the participant instead of the team.

The ethnographer can assign people to:

✦ Take notes

✦ Help run the camera

✦ Take specific note of a particular environmental or social factor

For home visits, the rule of thumb that Microsoft uses is no more than four team
members total, with only one member actually interacting with the participants;
two to three is optimal. For office visits, the general rule of thumb is no more
than two employees, as it can be very distracting to have too many people in a
business setting.

Team members should follow a field visit protocol. The protocol describes
how to collect as much information as possible with the least amount of con-
tamination. Contamination occurs when company introduces its perspective or
influences the participant in such a way that the participant no longer follows a
natural path during the visit.

14.4.1 Protocols for Visits

Having a clear goal, plan, and protocol for the entire visit is crucial to the success
of any one visit and to the overall success of the program. Following is a basic
outline of a site visit protocol:
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Previsit Planning

✦ Define the goal of the visit

✦ Decide who is going and why

✦ Prepare the team with a mini-class on field research and roles and 
expectations

✦ Choose a leader

✦ Define protocol for the visit
✦ For instance, guard against the temptation to ask about a specific product

or activity. If that product or activity is key to the participant’s life, it will
be mentioned in its appropriate time. Often what is not said is as impor-
tant as what is.

✦ Prepare checklists for roles and responsibilities, equipment, protocol, what
to look for, reminders of what to do or not to do.

Visits

✦ Plan and prebrief before each visit
✦ Review general aims of the study and the governing principles of the

approach (diary, visits, etc.)

✦ Follow protocol during the visit

✦ Check interpretations if a diary approach is a component of the research
✦ The ethnographer may introduce selected incidents from the diary and

ask the participant to talk through the event.
✦ The ethnographer seeks to contextualize events noted in the diary and

expand the details and understanding

✦ Plan a debriefing immediately after each visit that covers the major findings
of the visit

Plan Meetings for Product Impact Before Going on Trip 
(Revise Afterward)

✦ Meetings to analyze the data
✦ Debrief—the ideal when conducting multicountry research on the same

product is to have all of the team finish the field work by all meeting in
the same city (if teams have split up) and “camp out” in a place outside
of the normal work environment. This can be a hotel or simply a differ-
ent office building on the corporate campus, but the purpose is to have
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everyone together to debrief and write up the research findings without
other work distractions.

✦ Define key findings
✦ Patterns that trigger behavior
✦ Novel and/or unexpected triggers, needs, or wants
✦ Context surrounding behavior

✦ Define areas for further study or for possible next revision feature design

✦ Discuss implications

✦ Make strategic and tactical recommendations for product design based on
the research findings.

✦ Presentations and reports based on the analysis

✦ Keep the researchers and ethnographers involved past the presentation
phase—repeatedly include them in design, spec reviews, and so on. The
research doesn’t stop with one presentation—the ethnographer is a key
resource available to the development team.

14.5 CASE STUDY 1: WINDOWS XP PROJECT: GUIDELINES FOR A 
SUCCESSFUL ETHNOGRAPHY—ANNE KIRAH

This first case study outlines the methods used for the first longitudinal field
research project at Microsoft, Real People, Real Data. Real People, Real Data
originated as a longitudinal field research study of Windows in the home both
before and during the Beta testing phase of Windows XP. Forty families were
visited in their homes from two to eight times to generate feedback that could
not be obtained using traditional laboratory studies or other methods. During
the study, these families virtually became a part of the product team and a subset
were brought to Microsoft for participatory design studies as well. Development
teams received timely feedback on Windows usability and functionality which was
incorporated in subsequent beta tests of Windows XP and the final product. The
feedback was also used for future Microsoft products.

The study was successful primarily because it was possible to study the 
same people over time using a combination of an ethnographic approach and
a usability approach in the field (e.g., beta testing in the field). Because of its
success, Microsoft continues to use ethnography throughout the development
cycle to help bridge the gap between the target audience and the goals for the
software.
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The program was broken in to several phases. The following is an outline of
the complete program including basic findings for each phase.

14.5.1 Phase 0: The Planning Phase

The goal of the planning phase was to create an infrastructure for the fieldwork.
The final deliverable for this phase was a project plan with detailed milestones.

Defining the Team and Team Involvement

It was important during product planning to develop “buy in” from members of
the development team, the product planning team, market research, the usabil-
ity teams, product support, and public relations. Over the course of the project,
different members from these teams were involved in the development of pro-
tocols for the visits, the actual visits, the analyzing of the data from the visits, and
the generation of findings and recommendations from the visits.

The key to the success of this program was not only a developed interest
from the teams just listed, but an empowered one. Through collaboration, it
became a joint effort and succeeded in bringing product and research teams
together to create user-centric end products. This inclusive teamwork resulted
in a smoother integration of ethnographic findings, recommendations, and spe-
cific product features.

For success of initial planning, create a collaborative team with members
from at least the following groups:

✦ Product planning

✦ Market research

✦ Usability

✦ Design

✦ Development

✦ Support

✦ QA

Project Plan

A project plan needed to be formalized with milestones for each phase. These
milestones became place holders for later evaluation as planning and data
changed the direction of the product.
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Project plan phases included:

✦ Phase 0: planning phase

✦ Phase 1: recruitment of ethnographic participants

✦ Phase 2: exploratory research

✦ Phase 3: participatory design and conferences

✦ Phase 4: feature and topic specific research

✦ Phase 5: beta testing in the field

Feedback Model

It was important to integrate the feedback early on in the project. Because this
was not done during the first phase, valuable information did not reach the right
people in a timely manner. Key questions to answer when creating a feedback
model are the following:

✦ Who needs to be informed about what, when, where, and how?

✦ Who are the primary stakeholders?

✦ How will the data be collected, edited and sent out to stakeholders?

✦ What is to be done with one-off data (data that may not be related to your
target stakeholders but nonetheless is important information to send
further)?

✦ What meetings should be held regularly?

Suggestions for Feedback
✦ Design a program status e-mail

✦ A status e-mail can contain anything from weekly or monthly project plans
to actual reports on findings. At the very least, it should have appropriate
links to reports. Often arranged by product feature, a status e-mail will give
bulleted lists of the following:
✦ Meetings that took place since the last status e-mail
✦ Meetings planned in the immediate future
✦ Schedule check or pulse
✦ Feature development progress
✦ Dependencies status checks
✦ Red flags or issues needing immediate redress
✦ Green flags noting issue resolution
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✦ Team or virtual team member changes
✦ Links to internally posted reports and documents

✦ Design a newsletter that covers specific topics
✦ A newsletter differs from a status e-mail in that its focus is to bring atten-

tion to a specific topic. It includes links to other information about the
topic and links to the general project as well. Newsletters are distributed
to a larger internal audience than the status e-mails, and are designed to
keep the broader organization aware of the work in progress.

✦ Design an internal Web site with links to valuable information from the
project

✦ Agree on report formats and where reports will be posted

✦ Have regular meetings with important stakeholders

✦ Create posters that are displayed with pictures and key topics discovered in
the field

✦ Have miniconferences to evangelize the topics that are uncovered during
field visits

Project Coordinator

With 40 families to keep track of over time with individual wants and needs, it
became obvious that a project coordinator or project manager was needed who
could be in charge of customer contacts, the infrastructure of the project, and
milestones in the project plan. Do not underestimate the amount of work a
project coordinator has; this quickly became a full time position for managing
the 40 families and coordinating the visits.

Responsibilities include:

✦ Project tracking

✦ Customer contact (i.e., all issues that arise from individuals, scheduling indi-
viduals for visits, determining which Microsoft personnel will attend visits)

✦ Trip planning (e.g., organizing trips: where people will go, who will go, when
individuals visits will be held, making sure checklists and protocols are in
place)

✦ Maintaining the project Web site and tracking information as it comes and
goes from the group

✦ Keeping track of legal documents like consent forms and nondisclosure
forms.
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Collateral Planning

Gifts to participants was a key source of goodwill during the many trying visits
that were encountered (especially when technology in beta testing phases didn’t
work as expected). For a year-long study, it is reasonable to offer a computer, a
printer or other peripheral devices depending on the particular needs of a
family, company, or individual. Other possibilities are cash or gift certificates
given at each visit. It is also wise to keep a stash of tchotchkes (small gifts in the
form of balls, watches, cups, etc. that have the corporate logo on them). A little
tchotchke goes a long way to promote goodwill.

14.5.2 Phase 1: Recruitment of Participants

Screeners

When working with marketing researchers, product planning teams, and usabil-
ity engineers, it was important to create screeners that provided general data
about the population of interest as well as specific data for selecting the people
who participated in the study.

Key issues for screeners are as follows:

✦ Collect data with the screener that can be used not only to find the right
participants but also to learn more about a sample of the population of 
users

✦ Ask pertinent questions with the screener that will determine the estimated
gratuities the participant would need before telling the potential participant
of the study, or the gratuities involved in the study. This allows you to avoid
participants who want to participate in the study solely for the purpose of
obtaining desirable equipment or gratuity.

Recruitment of Consumer or Home Users

The focus for the Windows XP project was on the family as a unit as well as indi-
viduals within a family. When planning this project, the kinds of participants
chosen came directly from the targets provided by market researchers, product
planners and members of the product teams and feature teams. The profile for
the study reflected the home user as defined by the needs of the product and
feature teams.
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Some variables to think about during the selection process:

✦ Target populations for the product or feature

✦ Rural and metropolitan representation; there is a belief that differences in
computer usage exist between rural and metropolitan computer users

✦ Generational, socioeconomic, and cultural representation reflecting census
and demographic information for each targeted location and marketing
data

✦ Willingness of the participant to fully engage in the study

✦ Level of expertise of in the subject area; for software, a balance of “tech savvy-
ness” is needed

Double Screening: Telephone Calls and In-home Interviews. Using both tele-
phone screeners as well as in-home interviews before the final choice for par-
ticipants in a family study is recommended. This will allow for a more complete
evaluation of how well the participant meets the selection criteria and what level
of feedback can be anticipated. In-home interviews will let the ethnographer get
an initial sense of the environment and the social interaction within the partic-
ipant family.

Screening Calls for In-home Interviews. In the initial study, 60 families were
screened through phone calls to participate in an in-home 1- to 2-hour inter-
view. Independent vendors specializing in focus groups and market research
were used to find these 60 families. Vendors were given the prewritten screener
questions, which they asked their pool of participants. The outcome was
mediocre. They discovered that a number of families were really “professional”
focus group attendees.

During the second round of recruitment, the research team used
www.houseandhome.msn.com to find zip codes in a variety of cities based on
demographic information supplied by the Web site about the neighborhoods in
those cities. Next, an independent vendor was hired to purchase telephone
numbers affiliated with the zip codes and make cold calls to the families. While
this was a tedious process and there was a limitation to the number of people
who were willing to participate in a phone screening, it was successful in getting
participants who were “more real” than the families from market research
vendors. A limitation to using a Web site for neighborhood demographic data is
that these data are deepest for the US market, although there may be similar
sites for international locations.
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Interviewing Participants for Selection: In-home Interviews

All 60 families were then interviewed by Microsoft representatives before they
were accepted into the program. Because potential families were found through
cold calling, it was important that the safety of the Microsoft employees was kept
in mind. It is highly recommended that you call the local police department to
ask about specific addresses and safety so that you can avoid mistakes like one
made in this study: The researchers ended up with an address to a crack house
and realized that the neighborhood wasn’t safe. The research team went to a
local police station and was welcomed by the police, who explained the dangers
at the address (a well-known crack house), that the team had been in a very dan-
gerous neighborhood and should not under any circumstances return there. It
was at the police department’s suggestion that the team implemented the step
of calling ahead to hear about safety issues.

Step 1: Cold Calls to Families Who Are Asked to Respond to a Small Screener.
If the potential participant answers correctly on targeted questions, ask if they
are willing to participate in an in-home interview (they will be paid $100 for a
60 minute session). Call local police to verify the safety of the neighborhood.

Step 2: At the In-home Interview Ask a Series of Useful Questions. In this case
we wanted to give the participant a computer in the study that would be equiv-
alent to something they would actually buy. Many questions were asked about
interest in buying a computer, how much he or she would pay for one, what
peripherals they were interested in, and so on. By doing this before potential
participants gained knowledge of the study, the research team was able to
capture realistic data around the participant’s purchasing behaviors and inter-
ests (e.g., digital photography). The importance of doing this before the poten-
tial participants gained knowledge of the study cannot be underestimated. If you
ask a question about interest level in a home interview, they are more likely to
answer truthfully because they will have fewer assumptions of why you are asking.
If, however, you ask them of their interest in cameras after they know about the
study, they might answer affirmatively just to get a free camera!

Step 3: At the end of the home interview, let them know about the study and
ask if they would be interested in participating. Let them know that they would
be one of many candidates for the study that will be chosen by a team as a “best
fit.”

Step 4: Create an interview document that contains crucial information
about each potential participant. This document will be used to select partici-
pants based on the best fit for the project, but will also be used throughout the
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project to provide background on each chosen participant when needed
throughout the course of the study and beyond.

Step 5: The team decides among the candidates as to who will most likely
provide data using the following criteria:

✦ Are members articulate; can they express their views in a manner that the
meaning is clear to all team members?

✦ Are they warm and friendly?

✦ Would you want to visit them again?

✦ Do they want to share with you, or is it like pulling teeth?

14.5.3 Phase 2: Exploratory Studies

The salient feature of exploratory studies is that the data must be formed pri-
marily from the participants’ perspectives. Rather than the researcher coming
with questions that need to be asked, the participants guide the researcher. The
participants were visited by a Microsoft ethnographer accompanied by interested
members from the team. The ethnographer was the same person each time and
spent considerable amounts of time shadowing (following) the participants in
their daily activities. There was minimal intrusion, a relaxing environment which
allowed the ethnographer to build rapport and collect as accurate and natura-
listic a picture as possible of the day in the life of the participant combined with
usage of PC and mobile phones. Building rapport is a crucial aspect of ethno-
graphic work, something that short site visits can begin to do but that is best
accomplished over longer or repeat visits.

During the exploratory phase:

✦ Participants were only questioned directly about their current (in the here
and now) behavior and behaviors associated with it.

✦ Ethnographers did not answer questions that might influence the partici-
pant in some way (e.g., technical solutions, purchasing decisions)

✦ Participants were not given any surveys (to preserve the natural behavior of
the individuals).

The goal for the exploratory phase is to gather clean ethnographic data to give
a background for subsequent longitudinal data from a natural setting about the
following:
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✦ Features that are frequently used and why

✦ Features that are not used and why

✦ Features that are easy to use and why

✦ Features that are difficult or frustrating to use and why

✦ Expectations participants have about computer usage and the overall com-
puter experience

✦ Needs and desires of the users that relate to Microsoft products and 
development.

The results of the exploratory phase allowed Microsoft to learn new things that
were not necessarily the focus of any given product or feature team. Results from
these studies have been useful not only for Microsoft, but for partners as well.

Examples of non-focus areas that were acted on are as follows:

✦ Learning how difficult it is to connect to the Internet for the average family

✦ Hardware–software integration issues that affect the initial experience

✦ The importance of personalization and the feeling of extension of self with
communication tools

✦ The importance of having “my” space on the family computer

14.5.4 Phase 3: Participatory Design Sessions

In addition to visits in the field, it was useful to bring some of the participants
to Microsoft for an event. This gave others within the company who were inter-
ested in the same consumer target, but who could not get out in the field, the
opportunity to meet with “real life” people. During the event, different teams
within Microsoft were able to obtain data to validate product planning, to test
out scenarios and features, and overall to listen and learn from the users. Simul-
taneously, this turned out to be a way to reward participants for their long-term
commitment to the project, and allowed them the opportunity to see how their
ideas were implemented into the product development process.

Topics for such participatory design events are as follows:

✦ Specific feature discussion

✦ Specific concerns out in the field

✦ Collages
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✦ “Building a feature together” activity

✦ Brainstorming

14.5.5 Phase 4: Feature Specific Site Visits and Usability 
in the Field

After the exploratory and participatory data were collected, participants were
selected for the lab studies in the field. This was useful for studying specific fea-
tures and was not done in the beginning of the study to avoid tainting the envi-
ronment of our participants with knowledge of Microsoft’s wants and needs.

An example of this type of study is the introduction of a specific feature or
product with a longitudinal follow-up of usage after the initial introduction. This
is also the time to focus on specific features and probe about usage. These studies
do not need to be run by ethnographers. In fact, it is arguable that they should
not be run by ethnographers but by usability engineers and the product man-
agers who are focusing on specific features. Feature specific visits allow for an
intensive study of a feature in a more naturalistic setting than in the laboratory.
It also saves on costs because these families are already recruited and have
“bought in” to being questioned and probed by researchers.

During the Real People, Real Data study for Windows XP, participants were
given both hardware products such as printers and cameras to use, and specific
features were introduced that either related to products they were given or
related to some task they aspired to learn but didn’t know existed in the soft-
ware they originally had.

14.5.6 Phase 5: Beta Testing in the Field

Beta testing in the field allowed the product development team to try out their
Windows XP system with “real” people. These real people were able to provide
unique feedback that was different and more realistic than our regular beta
testers, who often are more like the developers of our products than the con-
sumers we target. Long before release, the product development teams learned
valuable information that helped them improve the product and the accompa-
nying user experience.

The participants were observed using their computers with a beta version 
of software and questioned about their usage with structured interviews and
other methods (the following list talks about several methods in addition to 
interviews):
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✦ All participants were asked to perform an abridged version of tasks in the
presence of Microsoft representatives (usability engineers and product man-
agers assigned to the feature area).

✦ Problems arising from their Windows usage were addressed at the partici-
pants’ homes or by e-mail via contact with the Beta Technical Support Team.
This team included members of Microsoft’s public technical support team
and the actual developers who were building the Windows XP system. The
team was able to follow up directly and address usability issues and bugs in
the software as they were discovered. Watching a real user struggle with a
product can be a humbling experience for developers who believe they have
created an easy feature. This learning went far in helping our development
team become advocates for the consumer, not only for Windows XP, but for
future products as well.

✦ Participants were sent surveys frequently concerning usability issues, and
experience with reported bugs for both pre- and postbeta installations.

✦ In addition to one set of repeated measures on each survey, a set of ques-
tions related to current issues from the development teams, usability teams,
and beta teams were asked.

✦ Through random sampling, participants were selected to send one-week
diaries. This allowed us to obtain an accurate portrayal of usage issues 
while limiting the amount of time each family needed to spend filling out
paperwork.

✦ All of the participants were given technology relevant to key product fea-
tures based on the screener (about current and planned usage and aspira-
tions around computer usage).

✦ Instrumentation was a requirement to join the study.

The key to a successful Beta study in the field is the communication 
infrastructure.

For the participants, prepare simple instructions to follow when crashes,
bugs, and design changes need to be relayed back to the company.

✦ Have a card with red, yellow, and green ways of contacting technical support
(based on the critical nature of the issue)
✦ Red is only for complete failures
✦ Yellow is for failures that are annoying but not critical
✦ Green is for issues that aren’t critical but can be brought to the product

team’s attention

✦ Remind participants that no issue is too small or uninteresting to Microsoft
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For the team, weekly meetings and daily contact with technical support are
crucial. Keep communication open about participants, issues, and rules for
closure.

✦ Keep communication open with the participants:
✦ Daily or weekly calls about issues are important (sometimes participants

are afraid to let you know about some issue, or they think the issue isn’t
really important; a phone call is of great help)

✦ Around-the-clock help for essential products (to the participant)
✦ E-mail icon (shortcut) on desktop for unimportant issues (in the eyes of

the participants) that come to mind but aren’t worth a call to support
(instead, participants send an automatic e-mail)

✦ Feedback process must be in place ahead of time with clear roles:
✦ Who is responsible for filing bugs?
✦ Who is responsible for follow up with the participants?
✦ Who is responsible for follow up with the feature and product teams?
✦ Who is keeping track of all issues? This is a great indicator of success of

the program.

Real People, Real Data allowed for the goals of the product or feature to surface
both in general and in terms of specific new features and real scenarios based
on real people. This was in large part a result of the efforts of a team working
together across groups, all of whom had the opportunity to be out in the field
with potential customers at different times during the product or feature cycle.

14.6 CASE STUDY 2: TABLET PC BETA TESTING IN THE FIELD—
EVAN FELDMAN

Most products are submitted to a version of trial by fire in that they are con-
structed and tested before release, but it’s ultimately the real usage in the mar-
ketplace that determines whether the product actually is useful, usable, satisfying
to use, and meets the needs of the user. When the Tablet PC team was formed
at Microsoft, the main role of the user research team was to make sure the
company built a product that people could use in their work environment in a
way that provided real value to the user; the goal was not to build another Apple
Newton or Windows for Pen Computing—products designed around pen input
but not widely embraced by users. From the beginning the approach was to build
prototypes of both the hardware and the software that could be given to a user
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and to study how that device fit into the user’s environment. When the first
version of the Tablet PC was shipped, the user research team had completed
three field trials of the Tablet and was in the midst of a fourth trial.

Testing new products with users can be difficult, particularly when the
product’s value is a longer-term proposition. The product team had multiple
questions about the ideal interface and hardware needs for a tablet computer
and many of these questions couldn’t be answered well in traditional laboratory
testing, observational interviews, or contextual inquiry techniques. This isn’t to
say that these other methodologies weren’t being used, but rather that the team
needed more hands-on data from the end users to really help understand what
was needed.

Before the first field trial, the team was not sure if the Tablet PC should be
the user’s primary computer, a secondary computer, or a companion computer
(e.g., a Pocket PC type of device) nor was there consensus on whether the inter-
face should be Windows or a new interface completely. Many of these ideas were
tested in the usability labs and during a series of contextual interviews with mixed
results. The results from these studies appeared to indicate a preference for a
light-weight, dedicated note-taking device that was completely pen centric. Users
wanted a device they could take notes on and then later use with their main PC
as a companion computer. However, the current economics of the market didn’t
appear to make this type of device practical in that it would be extremely expen-
sive to buy given the desired functionality. Yet during this process the team did
get hints that the users didn’t necessarily understand how to “integrate” this
device into their environment, and as such their expressed desires and needs
might not be representative of their real desires and needs.

14.6.1 Field Trial 1

The first trial was not an originally scheduled study. In fact the second field trial
was really the main trial that the team was geared up for, but an opportunity
came along that proved too good to resist. The Tablet PC team acquired a
product early in its development. This product was a Windows CE based tablet
that had a custom interface built on top of the operating system. This tablet had
a very limited set of abilities. It could operate as a personal information manager
(PIM), an e-mail client, or note-taking system. This product fit what users had
expressed as the ideal device and thus gave the team the opportunity to have
users try the device for an extended period of time.

For this trial Microsoft had 19 users try the device for a period of 1 to 2 weeks
so that it could be determined whether this product actually fit into the users’
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environment. The results from this field trial were dramatic in that the longer-
term usage in this case provided users with greater insights into what they really
wanted out of the device, which was in sharp contrast to the earlier findings.

Users indicated that they wanted a device for note taking, yet when having
such a device for more than a week, many of the users indicated that because
they had the device with them they realized that they wanted to do X task with
X being a different task for every user; thus, users really didn’t want a dedicated
note-taking device, but rather a general computing device with an interface
skewed towards note taking. The team also learned a lot about the note-taking
behavior with a computer and other particulars about the usage model that had
not been captured previously. The level of insight into the usage was something
that simply wasn’t uncovered by any other testing we had performed. This trial
also provided some great practice at performing a large trial and building the
methodology and logistics support.

14.6.2 Field Trial 2

When the second field trial was over, Alex Loeb, the vice president for Tablet
PC, likened this exercise to shipping version 1 of the product but not releasing
it. The product team spent almost a year getting ready for this trial by building
its own hardware prototypes and building nearly shipping-quality software.

This trial had 21 users who were going to use the Tablet PC as their main
PC for 4 to 5 weeks. During this time, the research team would be actively fol-
lowing participants and interviewing them to get a sense of how the device fit
into their environment. During the course of the week, researchers spent at least
2 to 3 hours with every user. For each observation of each user we had 2 or 3
team members watching the user use the computer.

This field trial was originally meant to be the “proof of concept,” in that the
team wanted to know if Microsoft could build the right software to really enable
the user to have a pen-based computing interface that was usable, useful, and
needed in the work environment. Given the scope of this trial, it was a very
expensive endeavor for Microsoft, but the team and executive leadership agreed
that we wanted to make sure that we got it right this time. The investment at this
point in the process was large, but the cost of a failure to deliver a product
accepted and embraced by the target retail market would be even higher.

By the time the fourth week of the field trial rolled around, it was becom-
ing clear to the product team that, although the concept was a good one, the
right product hadn’t been built. In fact the team had missed the mark in several
key areas that had not been uncovered in other testing that had been 
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performed—note taking in our application was too laborious, the note-taking
features were not appropriate, and we had deviated too far from some common
Windows conventions. Had we not performed this trial, the Tablet would most
likely have been released more than a year earlier than it finally was, but with a
user model that would not have been accepted in the long term.

14.6.3 Field Trial 3

In the previous studies, the team learned a lot about the individual differences
in usage and got good insights into the main areas of the product. However, the
goal was to construct a different type of trial the third time around, because this
time the focus was whether the changes made really got the team closer to the
right product.

For this trial there were only seven participants who had used a Tablet PC
as their main PC for 6 weeks. This did indeed give the confirmation that was
looked for in that the changes made the product more usable, useful, and
needed. However, it did uncover yet another hurdle: The learning curve for
understanding how to use a tablet efficiently was still quite steep. The problem
of an extended learning curve was again something that we had seen in the lab-
oratory and in smaller field studies, but it was not clearly identified as a major
issue until we performed this trial.

14.6.4 Field Trial 4

The fourth trial occurred when the product was mostly complete and was in the
process of being finalized to ship to Microsoft partners. This trial was again dif-
ferent in that near-production-level hardware and software now existed and the
team could now look at the longer-term effects of using a Tablet PC.

Here the team wanted to understand what processes would change or issues
would come about with users who had months of time using a tablet. For this
study eight users were given Tablet PCs that they could simply keep (Microsoft
would never ask for them back) and in return agreed to be interviewed period-
ically over the next year. Members of the Tablet team spent about 9 months with
these users watching and observing their behavior with the tablet and fed their
results into the next version of the Tablet PC operating system. Again some of
the things that were observed here were things that had not been captured in
other studies and thus helped the understanding of how to build software to
meet experience that may not be uncovered in short-term studies using other
methods.
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The value of field trials has been paramount to the Tablet PC team. The
trials allowed the team to reset their plans and redo some of the key elements
of software prior to releasing it to the world. The investment here allowed the
team to truly focus on the user’s needs and ship a product that really met those
needs rather attempting to iterate in the market. In the end analysis the team
was extremely committed and connected to the users and reset plans to insure
that those needs were met.

14.7 CASE STUDY 3: MSN:FORMING THE PILLARS FOR A 
RELEASE OF OUR INTERNET SERVICES THROUGH
EXPLORATORY RESEARCH—ANNE KIRAH

Field research allows Microsoft to build products that resonate with a broad base
of consumers spanning the continuum of technology expertise. It allows
researchers to follow customers over time and to understand usage patterns from
a situational and holistic perspective. Anthropologists are trained in avoiding
ethnocentrism (Microsoft-centric behavior in this case) and focus on user-driven
scenarios as opposed to feature- or product-driven scenarios. During an
exploratory phase of field research, the data collected for MSN were used to
form the main pillars that features were built on for a recent release of its Inter-
net service (MSN 8). The findings fell into four key areas: communication, safety
and security, managing lives, and personalization.

14.7.1 Communication

While communication is an important need, researchers found that people
wanted not only to be connected with others but also to have an emotional con-
nection with those they cared about. In addition, we found that the Internet had
become a transgeographical virtual neighborhood, playground, and community
for all ages.

14.7.2 Safety and Security

We also found that people’s need to make the experience safe mirrored the same
security values that exist in the “real” (nonvirtual) world, consisting of wanting
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to protect families from intrusion, theft, harassment, pornography, inappropri-
ate behaviors, information overload in the form of junk mail and SPAM, and
other unpleasantries.

14.7.3 Managing Lives

Managing the lives of the members of a household was also important; people
want to schedule, keep track of, find, and re-find important information sources.

14.7.4 Personalization

Additionally, it was found Web users wanted the experience to be about them-
selves, that they felt that the internet was truly an extension of self. They wanted
their personality mapped through a sense of design, ease of use, and ability to
change things based on mood. Being able to change the color of the screen,
have a personal photo on the desktop, have a messenger icon that could be easily
changed to reflect current mood were expressions that resonated with users.
People consistently wanted to make their own choices and not have the software
make the choices for them.

14.7.5 Development of Main Pillars

The field research data just listed combined with market research data yielded
the four pillars on which MSN was developed:

1. Better security

2. Better communication

3. Better browsing

4. Better service

These pillars were used to define and refine designs of features throughout the
product development cycle and included teams of product planners, usability
engineers, program managers, and developers.

An example of a feature that bridged the gap between field research and
design was monitoring. Parents repeatedly talked about wanting to know where
their children were both in the real world, and on the internet. Parents fear the
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worst, yet want to allow their children the ability to safely make mistakes and
learn from their mistakes, or just be in a safe and known environment. The
problem was that many parental control features were too limiting to the 
children.

It wasn’t uncommon for parents to say things like: “I just wish I could see
where they were going when they go to the mall,” or “I just want to see where
they are going on line to make sure it’s OK.” The idea of a monitoring tool came
from this field research data and was tested out in focus groups and online
surveys. Once the product development team developed the feature, the
researchers were able to test the monitoring tool during a beta phase. The team
found that it was not only useful to the parents, but also to the children. Both
parents and children used the information obtained from the data to negotiate
not only time spent on the Internet but also allowances, ability to go out with
friends, and so forth.

SUMMARY

Ethnography has impacted product development by creating observation-based
insights into the technology world from a user-centric perspective, it adds depth
and focus to questions left unanswered by quantitative data; it provides an under-
pinning for strategy and vision, and makes possible the development, prioriti-
zation and refinement of scenarios and features.

Ethnographic research is an investment that may seem expensive, but that
can ultimately save both capital cost and time cost further down the develop-
ment cycle. It can help focus the team initiatives, drive innovation, feature design
and prioritization. In theory, this customer insight should help prevent a team
from working on the wrong innovations, and help focus on those that will create
commercially viable products that meet the customer need or want.

Ethnographers are, however, only one part of a larger team of developers,
designers, usability engineers, and the others in the product development cycle.
Meaning, for the development process of our software, comes when we combine
our knowledge and data to create the best possible software for our users.
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Out of the Box: Approaches to
Good Initial Interface Designs

Douglas J. Gillan Department of Psychology, New Mexico State University
Merrill V. Sapp Department of Psychology, New Mexico State University

User interface (UI) design combines elements of cognitive science (e.g., Card
et al., 1983), usability engineering (e.g., Rosson and Carroll, 2002), software
development (e.g., Spolsky, 2001), and artistic design (e.g., Ambach and Repen-
ning, 1996). In recent years, the importance for UI designers to understand busi-
ness principles has also become apparent (e.g., Bias and Mayhew, 1994;
Donoghue, 2002). Although any given interface designer or design team will
have a mix of strengths and weaknesses in these various disciplines, UI design is
enriched by knowledge in multiple disciplines. At the minimum, all the design-
ers on a team should be able to communicate with their teammates and be able
to understand the others’ perspectives. (See the discussion on social return on
investment [ROI] in Wilson and Rosenbaum’s Chapter 8.) On the other hand,
no one designer is likely to be expert in all the disciplines. UI designers should
recognize their own strengths and try to maximize their contribution by playing
to those strengths. For example, cognitive psychologists who go to work in indus-
try should maintain their strengths in understanding the users’ cognitive abili-
ties and limitations rather than adopting a strictly-business approach to interface
design. For example, when a cognitive psychologist working as a usability engi-
neer focuses only on ROI, the user loses a critical advocate in the design process.
However, usability engineers who can communicate the impact that the appli-
cation of cognitive principles in UI design has both for users and for the bottom
line will be the most effective advocate.

We begin this chapter with the acknowledgment that our strengths lie in the
areas of human perception and cognition and the application of that knowledge
to the interactions between humans and technology. Our approach to UI design
(and to this chapter) is unflinchingly in support of the user; when software devel-
opment requirements or business needs necessarily trump the user in the design
process we may understand and acquiesce, but not without first having worked
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as hard as possible for our beliefs that computing systems, whether application
software, operating systems, or the Web, ultimately will be used by humans and
must be easy for humans to use. So, for this chapter, we discuss cost effective-
ness, but our focus will be on how to produce the best UI and Web site for the
various types of users.

15.1 GETTING IT RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX

Human factors practitioners commonly prescribe an iterative design process
(e.g., Boehm, 1989; Gould and Lewis, 1985). Related to that prescription is the
belief that “You can’t get a perfect interface right out of the box.” However great
the need for iterative design, designers face limits on the time and money avail-
able for iterations. Accordingly, the better the initial design, the better the final
product is likely to be. In addition, the cost of the design process is typically
based on labor costs for the interface designers and developers. Accordingly, the
fewer the iterations needed to reach a final design, the lower the cost.

So how can a designer improve the chances of producing a good interface
with the first design? In this chapter, we suggest four different approaches to 
the initial design, any of which may improve the likelihood of a good design.
Note that the use of any of these approaches is predicated on the prior devel-
opment of a set of well-defined requirements. Also, keep in mind that we are
not limiting the interface design process in any way—the design concept may 
be implemented in any form, from a paper prototype to fully functional 
software. The four approaches on which we focus this chapter are 1) creative
design, 2) design by analogy, 3) rational design, and 4) design based on knowl-
edge of perceptual and cognitive principles. Although this list probably doesn’t
exhaust the possible approaches to producing a good initial design, it includes
all of the approaches that we have observed designers use to produce an initial
design.

As psychologists, in addition to trying to understand and advocate for the
user, we also, in this chapter, try to understand the psychology of the designer.
Thus, our discussions of creative design, design by analogy, and rational design
address the psychological processes of creativity, analogical thinking, and
rational thinking, respectively, to identify ways in which to improve the process
of designing the initial interface. Similarly, our discussion of the role of knowl-
edge of perceptual and cognitive principles in UI design does not attempt to
enumerate a list of those principles; a chapter does not provide sufficient space
for anything approaching a complete list. We leave such lists to sets of design
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guidelines (e.g., Mayhew, 1992; National Cancer Institute, 2004). Rather, we
discuss important issues that any designer should consider when applying these
principles to the problem of initial design.

15.2 CREATIVE DESIGN

We are aware that the term “designer” may evoke some degree of controversy
about who really counts as a designer. Rather than diverting from the focus of
this chapter by joining that controversy, we will simply define a designer as
anyone centrally involved in any aspect of UI design—from a human factors
expert drawing paper-and-pencil prototypes, to a graphic designer creating high-
quality graphics, to a software developer making decisions about the imple-
mentation of the widgets. Many designers enter their discipline because they
enjoy the creative aspect of design. Creativity is commonly divided into two cat-
egories: artistic creativity (i.e., novelty for purely aesthetic concern) and problem
solving (i.e., novelty as a solution for a specific problem). The process of inter-
face design seems to couple these two types of creativity. Designers are motivated
by the opportunity to create something unique, but must solve the problem of
making usable products for human interaction within technological, political,
and cost constraints.

Cropley (2001) proposed that a major part of what motivates creative people
is a challenge to overcome or a problem to solve. Similarly, the Gestalt psychol-
ogists suggested that creative people can be highly motivated by an incomplete
or deficient gestalt. A flawed gestalt has a “dynamic gap” and a creative person
can restructure the stimulus environment to develop more complete or “whole”
gestalts, which can result in novel solutions to problems. Many people have had
the experience of working on a problem (the problem in its unsolved state would
have the dynamic gap); then, with a sudden flash of insight, the solution may
reveal itself (underlying the sudden insight is the restructuring of the stimulus
environment).

Guilford (1959) proposed four stages of the creative process:

1. Recognition that a problem exists

2. Production of a variety of relevant ideas

3. Evaluation of the various possibilities produced

4. Drawing appropriate conclusions that lead to the solution of the problem
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Guilford’s four stages resemble the Gould and Lewis (1985) approach to inter-
face design, with its stages of analysis, design with diagnostic testing, and evalu-
ative testing.

Guilford’s description of the four stages of the creative process can be
applied more specifically to the design process. First, an interface designer or
design team becomes aware of an existing problem, for example, a client pre-
sents a problem or a particular project requires a design. The designer then pro-
duces a variety of possible solutions to the problem (i.e., designs). Typically,
reaching the design solutions involves many arbitrary decisions from a vast array
of choices. For example, where a particular icon should be placed on the display
to be most noticeable by the majority of users. The arbitrariness could be
reduced by Gould and Lewis’ iterative design process, but for the initial design,
the designer must evaluate those decisions. Typically, the more principled the
evaluation (e.g., based on knowledge of human cognition and perception—e.g.,
American users tend to read displays in a left-to-right, top-to-bottom fashion),
the greater the reduction in the arbitrariness of the decision process. The ability
to make a principled evaluation should vastly improve interface success rates.
Finally, drawing the right conclusions from the evaluation should also involve a
systematic, principled approach. For example, a designer might trade off the
estimated costs of a decision (e.g., placing an icon in a certain position prevents
the designer from placing a different, possibly more critical object in that posi-
tion) against its benefits to the user. In most cases, designers will need to acquire
their principles of evaluation and conclusion through explicit training.

In addition to the four stages of creativity that Guilford proposed, the design
process may include a stage in which the designer has to sell the design. Design-
ers must be able to communicate the quality of their design to other design and
product team members, to management, and, ultimately, to customers and users.
Accordingly, in addition to design skills and knowledge of relevant principles,
designers should acquire communications skills.

15.2.1 Preparation and Information

As the previous discussion of the stages of creative design suggests, one of the
necessary preconditions for creativity is knowledge of interface design and the
specific domain area of interest. In terms of the Gestalt approach to problem
solving (e.g., Köhler, 1925), extensive knowledge of a field is necessary to rec-
ognize incomplete gestalts and to fill the gaps. The trick for the designer is to
have that knowledge but not be trapped by it. In other words, for creative design,
the designer must have the knowledge, but be able to restructure it.
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The ability to restructure knowledge can be difficult if a designer has been
indoctrinated into a way of thinking or approaching problems. According to
Gestalt psychologists (Mayer, 1983), problem solving depends on a structural
understanding of the problem. Each part of a problem has a relation to the other
parts and to the problem as a whole. Structural understanding is the cognitive
representation of the parts and how they might be organized in the solution.
The key is to be able to reorganize the elements of the problem. If designers
can avoid being mentally stuck by the current structure of a problem and can
reorganize the parts in a variety of ways, they are more likely to find a good solu-
tion. A classic example of “functional fixedness,” the inability to devise a solu-
tion because of established ways of structuring problems, is Duncker’s (1945)
box problem. Duncker gave one group of participants a book of matches, a box
of thumbtacks, and a candle. The second group received the same items, except
that participants in this group were given the box and the thumbtacks as sepa-
rate items. The participants’ task was to mount a candle on a wall to be used as
a lamp. For some participants, the matchboxes were filled with other items,
whereas for other participants, the boxes were empty.

The solution to the problem was to secure the candle on the end of one box
by using the match to light the candle, dripping wax onto one end of the box,
and then placing the candle in the wax. The candle could be mounted on the
wall using the tacks. Participants who viewed the boxes as merely containers for
the tacks were much slower to find the correct solution than were participants
who saw the box as separate from the tacks. Duncker’s explanation was that the
participants who received the empty box were better able to restructure their
understanding of the relations between items and use the box for another func-
tion. In contrast, the participants who received the box filled with tacks devel-
oped a structure that they found difficult to discard. Similarly, designers whose
ideas were “fixed” by their current understanding of a problem might have a dif-
ficult time moving to a better solution.

15.2.2 Working Within the Rules

Part of mastering existing information is to know the “rules” of the game. Accord-
ing to Cropley (2001), creative individuals must possess certain personality char-
acteristics, including 1) independence and nonconformity and 2) knowledge of
the social rules and willingness to operate within them. Although these charac-
teristics seem to be polar opposites, the point is that creative designers have to
be able to think for themselves, but live in a world with others. This is especially
true for interface designers, because the limitations can be less from the
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designer’s imagination than from constraints imposed by others, including the
various shareholders in the design. The ability to work successfully within those
constraints is a hallmark of a creative designer.

Creative design often requires an understanding of others’ good ideas and
the ability to extend those ideas in the service of the creation of novel ideas. This
contrasts with design by analogy, which is described later. In addition, creative
design must occur within the context of domain knowledge. The rules of this
game all relate to what the designer can expect from users. Without this knowl-
edge, successful novel or unique solutions to usability problems are impossible.

15.2.3 Creativity as a Skill

An important issue in the study of creativity is the degree to which it is 1) a rel-
atively persistent personality trait or 2) a temporary state that is influenced by
the current environment of the creative person. Creativity can be enhanced by
the design environment, as well as by the goals and motivation of the designer.
Creativity can be considered to be a skill that can be developed with practice
(Feldhusen and Goh, 1995). Weber (1992) has identified heuristics that describe
how creative designers might generate novel solutions. For example, in apply-
ing the fine-tuning heuristic, a creative interface designer might rearrange or
tweak the elements of a design after identifying those elements to produce better
user performance. The goal of the fine-tuning heuristic is to get the elements
in the right configuration. Weber (1992) also suggests that the application of the
heuristics of creativity require that the designer be competent in evaluating the
effects of applying the heuristic.

Weber’s heuristics might be considered as a set of principles for creative
design that can be acquired with practice. The inventive heuristics point out
viable methods to modify existing structures in an abstract way. Design heuris-
tics can help with both the production and evaluation of ideas. Using heuristics
does not mean that the process ceases to be creative; rather, it can highlight
opportunities for creativity. With guidance (and especially motivation to prac-
tice), individual creativity can be cultivated. The policies and the environment
in the workplace can have a powerful effect on encouraging or discouraging 
the development of creativity. This can be seen in the following example 
(S. Pazuchanics, personal communication, August 4, 2004). A variation of
Holtzblatt’s (2003) affinity diagram strategy has been used successfully by soft-
ware design teams to devise user archetypes. The team begins by putting user
data summaries onto notecards then sorting them into meaningful categories
during a meeting. The team then mounts the posters along the hallways sur-
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rounding their offices. For the next few days, the team walks through the infor-
mation repeatedly. By organizing the data in this way and then posting them on
the wall, it gives them a chance to think about and casually discuss the infor-
mation. The goal is to organize the data, but the method used provides the
advantage of making it easier to identify areas that may need further explorations
(i.e., Gestalt psychology’s gaps in the data) or to stimulate thoughts about tech-
nological answers to existing problems. The team reconvenes later and reevalu-
ates the information in order to move to the next decision step. The idea
cultivation atmosphere, however implemented, is a key to initiating creative
design.

15.3 DESIGN BY ANALOGY

One of the main ways that humans transfer knowledge from one domain to
another is through analogical thinking—recognizing similarities between aspects
of two entities, then assuming that other aspects of the entities also are alike
(Sternberg, 1977). In fact, analogical thinking may be one of the characteristic
ways in which all primates think (see Gillan et al., 1981). Given that creative
thought involves a lot of analogical thinking (Weber, 1992), design by analogy
may be a subset of creative design, but a sufficiently important subset to deserve
its own examination.

The basic idea underlying design by analogy is to make use of relevant ele-
ments of interfaces that have been shown to be successful. Accordingly, an alter-
native name for the approach might be “design by appropriating good ideas.”
After all, appropriating good ideas is a better approach than appropriating bad
ones. The phrase “design by appropriating good ideas” may be facetious, but it
highlights one of the keys to analogical UI design—being able to discriminate
good interfaces from bad interfaces. Thus, to use this approach, a designer has
to apply some criterion of quality. One approach is to assume that any interface
or Web design that has made it to the public arena is good; in other words, any-
thing that is out there to be looked at is fair game. However, one might want to
be more discriminating in selecting an analogical model, especially with Web
sites, many of which may have been created without much concern for the user.
Accordingly, a further criterion might be success in the marketplace—that is, a
designer might want to examine only those interfaces or Web sites that have met
with popular success. However, focusing on market share ignores the contribu-
tion of functionality and marketing in market success. That is, users may ignore
a poor interface design to gain access to functions or products that only a 
specific Web site has. Thus, a designer may have to personally evaluate the 
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usability of a Web site. This may seem like an anathema to one trained in human
factors—given that one human factors truism is that designers aren’t the only
users, so they shouldn’t design for themselves. However, in initial design, a
designer doesn’t have access to a large group of representative users to help in
selecting a good analogical model (although they can use metaphor brain-
storming and participatory design methods to enhance their ability to develop
a good initial metaphorical model). To overcome idiosyncratic choice, a good
designer might investigate the target user group’s characteristics and needs and,
as a consequence, might better be able to consider the user’s point of view. Bailey
(1993) found that initial interface designs by people with training in human
factors or psychology were more usable than those by people with software devel-
opment backgrounds—designs by people with human factors training produced
few errors by users and the tasks times on their Web sites were about 60% faster
than designs by programmers. Perhaps training in psychology and human factors
provided Bailey’s participants with a greater ability to adopt the user’s point of
view and subsequently represent that point of view in their designs.

A second key to identifying the analogical model is to determine the simi-
larity between an existing interface and the one under design. In other words,
you can’t just select the most usable Web sites to appropriate from. Those usable
Web sites must also share features with the Web site being created. For example,
in designing a Web site that will be used to search large data spaces (e.g., for a
library), you may want to restrict consideration of model Web sites to those that
involve a search of some kind. Thus, early in initial design, good designers should
understand the functional characteristics of the interface that they are design-
ing to select good analogical models. One way to identify the functional char-
acteristics is by identifying the requirements prior to beginning the design of 
the UI.

Although we have argued for criterial and functional selectivity in identify-
ing an analogical model, a designer should consider both real world (i.e., non-
computer-based artifacts) and computer-based analogical models. The Google
Web site (in 2004) provides a commercially successful and seemingly usable
example of this approach to design. Both for simple and advanced searches, the
Google interface takes advantage of people’s experience in filling out forms.
Users simply fill in boxes with words or phrases. Contrast this with the New
Mexico State University library Web site (see Figure 15.1), which requires users
to 1) go to multiple screens to input the request to search for an item, and 2)
understand how to perform a Boolean search to find certain items.

Analogies with real-world functions may be inappropriate or unhelpful if
they fail to take advantage of the unique capabilities of computers and of the
Web (see also Mayhew, 1992). So, for example, a site that sells books does not
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have to mimic the physical layout of a Barnes and Noble bookstore. The proce-
dures that book buyers apply in the real world are not so necessary to the pur-
chase experience that they overcome the advantages of a Web site, (e.g., the
ability to quickly search for a specific item). This caveat highlights a more general
concern in analogical design—how much of the analogical model should you
use? Thinking by analogy requires both the transfer of relevant knowledge from
the model and the recognition that the model differs from the new thing that
is being considered. Taken in the design context, this means that the designer
needs to decide which elements of the analogical model to transfer in the design,
which to extend, and which to discard. One criterion to use for this decision is
to consider whether the elements that you want to use or extend contribute to
the success of the interface. A good initial designer should be able to identify
both a good (i.e., usable) analogical model and the elements from the model
that contribute to its usability.

15.4 RATIONAL DESIGN

Rational design involves three steps: 1) characterizing the objects and their prop-
erties in a situation, 2) identifying the rules for those objects in that situation,
and 3) applying the rules and logically determining the likely outcomes 
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FIGURE

15.1

The entry screen to the search function on the New Mexico State University
library Web site (in 2004). To reach the second screen for search by author, title,
subject, or keyword combinations, the user must click on one of the bold
words.

 



(Winograd and Flores, 1986). In the case of UIs and Web sites, rational design
focuses on the properties and rules of visual objects such as frames, forms, tables,
graphics, and maps, and interactive objects like buttons, selectable text, and
clickable regions in graphics. A rational analysis of an interface requires the
designer to run a mental simulation of a design to determine how users might
interact with it (e.g., Polson et al., 1992).

An obvious problem with rational design is that humans in general are not
rational thinkers. Rather than making rational decisions (that is, decisions made
simply on the basis of a logical analysis of all of the data), humans typically apply
heuristics (e.g., Kahneman and Tversky, 1984). For example, we don’t take into
account all the information when making a decision, but more heavily weigh
information that is most salient (i.e., most noticeable) or most easily accessed
from memory. In addition, a designer is likely to be even less rational in analyz-
ing a design in which he or she has a vested interest. A general bias in decision
making is the confirmation bias—people tend to look for data that will support
their ideas rather than the more logically compelling data that disputes those
ideas. In analyzing their own designs mentally, designers find it especially 
difficult to overcome the confirmation bias. A second problem with rational
design of the UI or a Web site is that the designer can rarely identify all the
requirements and related assumptions before beginning to design the interface
(this is a general problem in all software design, e.g., see Parnas and Clements,
1993).

Under what conditions can humans simulate rational thought? Training
seems to be help people learn to apply a rational decision-making process. For
example, logicians and economists can, in their work, identify the path to a
rational decision. However, we know of no evidence to suggest that logicians or
economists are more rational in their daily lives or anywhere outside of the
narrow domain in which they have been trained. In addition, Parnas and
Clements (1993) suggest that a well-structured rational design process can help
produce a more rational design. They also promote documenting the design
process, including a description of design alternatives that were rejected and
explanations of why they were rejected.

15.5 DESIGN BASED ON KNOWLEDGE OF PERCEPTUAL AND 
COGNITIVE PRINCIPLES

An argument that seems obvious but is rarely stated and maybe even more rarely
believed goes as follows:
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Most software and, specifically, Web sites, are intended to be used by humans.
Those human users come to the human-computer interaction with certain
perceptual and cognitive abilities. We have substantial knowledge concern-
ing perceptual and cognitive psychology from experimental psychology.

If we abstract relevant principles of cognition and perception from that research,
we can create interface designs that will be easier to learn and use. There is even
evidence in support of this argument, particularly for the initial design of inter-
faces: Bailey’s (1993) finding that people with training in human factors (and,
thus, knowledge concerning perception and cognition) design interfaces that
are more usable than do people without human factors training might provide
support for the previous argument (see also Hewett, 1998).

So why is this argument partly, if not wholly, in disrepute? We believe that,
in the past, designers have often either applied the wrong information from 
perceptual and cognitive psychology or applied that information incorrectly.
Perceptual and cognitive researchers do not typically generate knowledge for
applied purposes; rather, they are interested in testing theories and under-
standing the mechanisms that underlie human performance in certain con-
strained situations. To test theories, researchers tend to focus more on the
reliability of their research than on its external validity. That is to say, a well-
controlled experiment in an artificial laboratory setting may be better for the
researcher’s purpose than a more poorly controlled observational study in a real-
world setting (although see Klein, 1998, for a contrasting view). As a conse-
quence, psychological researchers may be discovering the perceptual and
cognitive mechanisms that underlie performance only in these laboratory-based
tasks. Another way to put this is that, as scientists, psychologists are typically more
concerned with competence models (models of what the cognitive system can
do) than performance models (models of what the cognitive system usually does)
of human cognition.

Much evidence suggests that perception and especially cognition are sensi-
tive to the context in which they occur, including the environmental, task, and
even cultural contexts. As you change the nature of the context, the perceptual
or cognitive mechanisms may not apply in the same way. An example relevant
to human-computer interaction comes from an analysis of the application of
Fitts’s Law to word processing (Gillan et al., 1992). Fitts’s Law is concerned with
human motor performance and proposes that the time to move from Point A
to Point B is a linear function of the log (base 2) of the ratio of the distance
between Points A and B and the size of the target that is the end goal of the
movement. Theoretically, the accounts of Fitts’s Law have focused on the infor-
mation transmitted in a movement (e.g., Fitts, 1954) and the tradeoff between
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speed and accuracy as related to ballistic and homing submovements (Meyer et
al., 1988).

Fitts’s Law is often applied to interface design (cf., Card et al., 1983).
However, Gillan et al., (1992) found that how one applies Fitts’s Law to UI design
depends on what the user identifies as the target of his or her movement. For
example, if a user is pointing the cursor at a block of text to be selected with a
single click, the time to move the cursor is a function of both the distance and
the size of the text block. In other words, the target is the text block, and the
appropriate Fitts’s Law model is MT = a + b(log2[D/TS]), where D is the move-
ment distance and TS is the entire text block. In contrast, if the situation changes
slightly and the user points the cursor at a block of text to be selected by drag-
ging the cursor across that block, then the time to move the cursor to the text
is unrelated to the size of the block of text. In this latter case, the target is the
closest letter in the text block (usually the left edge of the leftmost letter in the
text block), so the appropriate Fitts’s Law model is MT = a + b(log2[D/TS]),
where D is the movement distance and TS is the leftmost point of the text block.
Because the size of the left edge of the leftmost letter doesn’t change in size as
the text block changes, the Fitts’s Law model can be reduced to MT = a +
b(log2[D]). Figure 15.2 provides graphic examples of the fit of Fitts’s Law to
these various situations.

Another important aspect of the context that affects the application of Fitts’s
Law is the size of the target relative to the distance of the movement. Dual sub-
movement models (e.g., Meyer et al., 1988) suggest that the slower, more accu-
rate, homing movement is only necessary if the target can’t be reached by the
initial, faster, but less accurate, ballistic movement. Thus, in interfaces in which
users need only move a small distance to reach a large target, they typically can
forego the homing movement. As a consequence, in those situations, movement
time is related only to the movement distance (e.g., Gan and Hoffman, 1988).
This is especially important for UI designs that make use of impenetrable
borders—for example, in moving the pointer to a menu bar—the user can’t over-
shoot the target, effectively creating an infinitely large target (e.g., Walker and
Smelcer, 1990). These various examples suggest that Fitts’s Law can be applied
to UI design, but that any such application requires an analysis of the specifics
of the interface and the user’s task to have that application be successful.

Given that many of the perceptual and cognitive effects that might be
applied to UI designs are influenced by the context, are there effects that might
be cross situational? One place to look for these cross-situational effects is at the
initial level of information processing, that is to say, early in perception. For
example, color vision is based on three types of photosensitive receptors in the
fovea (i.e., the central part of the retina that light from an object falls on when
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a human looks at that object). Those receptors, called cones, are sensitive to
bands of light frequencies centering approximately around red, green, and blue
(i.e., long, medium, and short wavelengths, respectively). However, the cones are
not equally distributed in the fovea: most of the cones are sensitive to red light
or to green light, with relatively few sensitive to blue light. Furthermore, the blue
sensitive cones are absent from the very center of the fovea. Rather, they are
found beginning about one degree outside of the center of the fovea. As a con-
sequence, seeing small details that are colored blue can be difficult. So reading
small light blue print is typically more difficult than reading small print in other
colors (when contrast and light intensity are equivalent). In fact, reading appears
to be best on displays that maximize the contrast between the text and back-
ground—typically black text and very light background (e.g., Dillon, 1992).

Despite the occasional broadly applicable perceptual effect, even early per-
ception may involve a combination of bottom-up (or data-driven) processing that
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An illustration of the difference between the functional targets in the point-drag
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change with the size of the text to be selected in the point-drag sequence
because the text is selected by dragging across it. In contrast, the pointing target
changes with the size of the text to be selected in the point-click sequence
because the text is selected by clicking anywhere in the text.

 



is cross-situational, and top-down (or knowledge-driven) processing that is con-
textual. For example, comprehension of phonemes, the basic unit of spoken and
heard language, is influenced by contextual factors. For example, a phoneme is
easier to identify if it is part of a word, that is, a set of meaningful phonemes,
than if it is presented in isolation (Pollack and Pickett, 1964). The presence of
visual information from a speaker’s lips also provides a context that can influ-
ence a hearer’s interpretation of a phoneme (McGurk and MacDonald, 1976).

Rather than attempting to find specific research findings or effects that
would be broadly applicable, we might look for more general themes from per-
ceptual and cognitive psychology that could be applied across a wide number of
diverse contexts in initial UI design. One theme from attention and working
memory that is critical for designers to keep in mind is that the user’s ability to
process information will be limited at times. In other words, don’t ask the user
to keep too much information in mind at one time. But what do we mean by
“too much information?” One of the most cited and misused bits of knowledge
from psychology is the “magic number seven plus or minus two” (Miller, 1956).
UI design guidelines have gone so far as to suggest that displays should only
provide five to nine pieces of information on a screen at a time because people
can only handle that amount of information at once. In fact, limitations of screen
real estate provide a good reason to limit the amount of information visually
available at one time, but such restrictions are not a result of any magic numbers.
A good interface design could make many more than nine pieces of informa-
tion available at once if the design organized the information on the screen so
that the user was guided to the related information (e.g., by contiguous place-
ment of information that will be used in temporal contiguity) and didn’t ask the
user to attend to all of the information at once.

The danger in specifying a number of items or pieces of information is that,
in certain cases (e.g., if a user could chunk semantically-related pieces of infor-
mation), a user’s processing ability might exceed that number, whereas, in other
cases (e.g., if the information were complex, like phrases), the number might
exceed the user’s capacity. Alternatively, one might propose a guideline to avoid
producing too great a cognitive load for the user, but specifying the amount of
that load again requires interpretation by the designer.

Attempts to develop a set of principles from a science base in perception
and cognition that could be followed by any designer are not likely ever to be
successful, given that, as the previous discussion suggests, application of most
effects in perception and cognition depend on an understanding of the context
or an interpretation of the principle for the conditions of the interface and its
use. Rather, application of the science base of perception and cognition is likely
to require extensive experience observing perception and cognition under a
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wide variety of circumstances. One important way to gain that experience may
be by specific training that involves testing people in psychology experiments.
Indeed, it may be that the advantage that Bailey (1993) observed in interface
design for people with human factors training was a function of their training
in perception and cognition.

15.6 CONCLUSION

It seems likely that devotion to any single approach to initial UI design would
not produce as good designs as would the use of multiple approaches. Com-
bining knowledge of perceptual and cognitive psychology with creative design
would probably lead to better design than either approach individually. So how
can companies increase the likelihood of good initial designs?

The discussion in this chapter indicates that training in creativity, analogi-
cal reasoning, rational thinking, and/or the principles of perception and cog-
nition can increase skill in these areas. Accordingly, companies might invest in
training to improve on the design of initial interfaces.

Alternatively, companies could hire people who already had acquired the
appropriate skills for initial design. To identify those people, companies would
still have to invest in some means of identifying people with the appropriate
skills. Current interview techniques at many companies (e.g., asking prospective
employees to design an interface on the spot, with little opportunity for reflec-
tion, analogical reasoning, or rational thought) may not be effective in identi-
fying the best designers. Developing valid instruments for selecting employees
who have skills in creative design, analogical design, rational design, and/or the
application of cognitive and perceptual principles will also require a substantial
investment. The difference in cost between the training approach and the selec-
tion approach may be that developing and implementing an effective training
system will have both a high initial cost (developing the system) and a relatively
high continuing cost (the cost of paying instructors), whereas the bulk of the
cost for selection would be upfront for the development of the selection instru-
ments. The cost of any instruction that might give the employees the requisite
skills would be borne elsewhere (e.g., by the employee as a student or the tax
payers of the state that funds the university that trains the students). The appli-
cation of the instruments might require some degree of skill, but that cost would
be less than that of instruction.

A third approach is to continue with the current system in which most train-
ing is done at universities before a designer is hired, and selection is based on
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factors that may or may not correlate with design skill. Of the three approaches,
this approach has a low cost but also has the lowest chance of producing good
initial designs. Those interested in initial design will have to consider whether
the opportunities for improvement afforded by training or selection instruments
outweigh the additional cost. Because the training systems and selection instru-
ments have not yet been developed, the costs would have to be estimated, as
would the benefits of initial interface design.
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Keystroke Level Modeling as a
Cost Justification Tool

Deborah J. Mayhew Deborah J. Mayhew & Associates

16.1 INTRODUCTION

Keystroke level modeling (KLM) is one of a variety of cognitive modeling tech-
niques that have been reported in the literature over the last two decades. It is
the original modeling technique described by Card, Moran, and Newell in their
classic book The Psychology of Human-Computer Interaction (1983). It is the simplest
and most basic of a family of modeling techniques (e.g., GOMS, which stands
for goals, operations, methods, and selection rules) that have evolved from it
over the past two decades (John, 1990, 1995; John and Kieras, 1996; Atwood et
al., 1996). Another book provides a good summary of past work in cognitive mod-
eling, including the KLM technique (Carroll, 2003).

KLM, simply put, involves identifying and counting all of the discrete human
operations—physical (e.g., mouse click, keystroke, or moving the hand from the
mouse to the keyboard), cognitive (e.g., read a syllable of text or make a mental
comparison) and perceptual (e.g., locate something on screen)—that a user 
must execute to most efficiently accomplish a specific task on a specific user
interface design. System response time operators are then added to the model
where appropriate and when there are data to estimate them accurately. 
Time parameters per operator (available in the literature for human operators)
(Table 16.1) are then plugged into a task model to predict a total task time. The
total task times generated by such models predict the fastest time (on average)
that highly trained and experienced users will be able to perform a given task
on a given user interface with a given set of system response times, assuming 
they perform the task with no user errors and no interruptions.

Because you can model a user interface that is nothing more than a 
specification on paper, modeling allows you to predict the relative ease of use of
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alternative user interface designs for a particular set of tasks. Comparing alter-
native designs in this way allows more informed decisions such as which of a set
of alternative interface designs to build, whether you should build a new system
(with a new user interface) to replace an existing one, or which of a set of com-
peting products to buy, when ease of use is the critical usability goal.

Like formal usability testing, modeling is a method for assessing the
expected usability of a particular user interface design. Formal usability testing
is an excellent technique to use during product development when the main
usability goal is ease of learning because it is relatively easy to find potential users
who are untrained and inexperienced with a proposed design to participate in
your study. Testing with such users allows you to discover what aspects of your
design are unintuitive and difficult to learn for users who haven’t had the benefit
of training, user manuals, and frequent practice and experience. Public Web
sites such as e-commerce sites tend to have casual and infrequent users and are
an example of a type of software application in which ease of learning for novices
is a much more important usability goal than efficiency of well-trained, high-
frequency, and highly practiced experts. Thus formal usability testing (as well as
other techniques such as heuristic evaluations or walkthroughs) is an excellent
technique to use early in the development of such sites.

However, in many cases the key usability goal of a Web-enabled application
(e.g., a traditional business application for use by internal users that just happens
to be Web-enabled, as opposed to a public Web site)—as well as of many appli-
cations built on other platforms—is not ease of learning for new or casual users,
but ease-of-use, that is, productivity, for well-trained, highly experienced, and pro-
ficient, high-frequency users. This aspect of usability is much harder to measure
by formal usability testing early in the design process for a new application,
because you never have well-trained, highly experienced, and proficient users of
a system that nobody has used yet (precisely because it is still in the early design
stage). It is very hard and perhaps impossible to accurately simulate peak profi-
ciency usage when a design is only in the prototype stage, let alone when it is
only on paper. Assessment of ease of use with alternative evaluation techniques
such as heuristic evaluations and walkthroughs is also difficult. However, before
a design is built, it would be extremely useful to know whether it will in fact meet
a set of productivity (e.g., ease-of-use) goals, and in particular, if the design does
not meet such goals, to know why it does not. If these things are known, the
design could be iteratively developed and assessed until it can be demonstrated
that the application would meet productivity goals if implemented as designed.

Thus cognitive modeling provides a useful and practical technique for assess-
ment of a proposed user interface design against ease-of-use goals (i.e., goals for
average error-free task time for trained, high-frequency, expert users). It can
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easily be applied long before implementation or even prototyping, at a point in
the development process at which formal usability testing is just not practical,
but at which early and reliable assessment of a design against productivity goals
could support a relatively quick and inexpensive iterative evolution of a design
to meet business goals.

Note that modeling is only relevant to predicting performance under the
following circumstances:

✦ Expert users (high frequency, highly practiced)

✦ One very specific variation of a general task

✦ Specific variations of tasks that are quite linear and structured, not allowing
a great deal of variation or creativity in how they are approached

✦ No user errors

✦ No interruptions or distractions

Conversely, modeling is not an appropriate technique for predicting perfor-
mance under the following circumstances:

✦ Novice or casual users (low frequency, still in learning mode)

✦ Average performance over many variations of a general task

✦ Even specific variations of tasks that are highly unstructured and allow many
different approaches

✦ Performance includes making and recovering from user errors

✦ Performance is typically interrupted or distracted

In addition, it is not a technique that can be used to predict user interface 
qualities such as time to learn, typical user error rates, and effectiveness in high-
interrupt environments. It only predicts productivity (i.e., task time) under ideal cir-
cumstances. Nevertheless, when productivity in low-interrupt environments is the
issue, modeling can be a powerful evaluation tool.

Mayhew and Tremaine (Chapter 3) provide a general framework for the cost
justification of usability engineering methods and processes; their focus was on
applying a generic cost-justification technique to make a business case for includ-
ing a usability engineering effort on a software development project. In this 
situation, the cost-justification analysis compares assumed performance on two
hypothetical user interface designs—one that would result without applying usabil-
ity engineering and one that would result from adding a usability engineering
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effort. The benefits and costs of the latter are compared to those of the former
to predict whether the latter would in fact pay off in the long run. The relative
ease of use or ease of learning of one design versus another is predicted not on
the particulars of the alternative designs, but on the general belief that usability
engineering methods will result in a design that is easier to use or easier to learn
than a design developed without the benefit of such methods and on the empir-
ical findings.

In this chapter, in contrast, I describe the use of the specific usability tech-
nique of KLM to cost-justify the implementation of one very concrete and spe-
cific user interface design (as opposed to a hypothetical one) rather than
another design. That is, instead of making general predictions about expected
user performance on a hypothetical design to cost-justify incorporating a usabil-
ity engineering process into a development project to achieve that hypothetical
design, I discuss using a usability technique to support an objective choice
between competing particular and detailed user interface designs. The point in
this case is to cost-justify a particular user interface design before implementing
it (or buying it) to help ensure a return on investment (ROI) on the develop-
ment project as a whole.

A few scenarios come to mind in which cost-justifying one specific, concrete
user interface design in comparison with another could be a productive exer-
cise. First, many development projects are intended to replace older applications
rather than to automate work that has not previously been automated. In this
case, before the replacement application is built, it would be invaluable to be
able to predict with some level of confidence that a proposed application user
interface design will actually result in greater user productivity levels than the
existing application to the extent that the new development effort will in fact
pay off over a given period of time. Thus the assessment of the level of improve-
ment in overall user productivity that will result from a proposed application
design (which modeling can provide) can be used to cost-justify the whole devel-
opment effort. Within this scenario, it is also true that if modeling of the initial
proposed design does not predict a level of improvement in productivity relative
to the existing applications that will in fact cost-justify the development and
implementation of the new application, the models will also provide insights into
why the hoped for improvement is not predicted to be realized. These insights
in turn can drive redesign ideas for the new application. Modeling can then be
applied iteratively to improve the proposed design until it in fact does achieve
predicted improvements in productivity large enough to cost-justify the devel-
opment effort. All of this can potentially be accomplished before development
begins in earnest.
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Second, when an organization is comparison shopping to purchase a com-
mercial software package, being able to predict with confidence which of the
competing packages would support the highest level of user productivity once
users are trained and experienced would be invaluable, as this would probably
result in the greatest return on investment for the purchase. Thus modeling can
be used to cost-justify the purchase of one competing package over others.

And third, during the design and development of a new application, 
competing user interface design ideas inevitably arise. Modeling can be applied
when user interface design is still just on paper to predict which of any number
of competing design ideas will result in the greatest user productivity, thus cost-
justifying one of the competitive design proposals relative to all others. Again,
this can help ensure a particular desired ROI for the overall development 
effort by helping to optimize the design to achieve the business goals of the 
development project (see John, 1995, for a list of references including case
studies of the application of KLM and other modeling techniques, and also
Carroll, 2003).

The rest of this chapter presents a case study describing the use of model-
ing to cost-justify the development of a new Web-enabled application intended
to replace a set of old mainframe-based applications. Although the case study
has been heavily disguised, it is based closely on an actual recent project, and
the results reported here are in important respects very real. For example, the
organization in which the project was carried out is described as a credit card
company, but in fact the actual organization the case study is based on was in
another line of business altogether. The user tasks described in the case study
are different from the tasks done in the real organization, but comparable in
general type and complexity. Numbers are provided for predicted and actual
task times which, although different from the times in the actual project, are
representative of actual times obtained on the project.

16.2 CASE STUDY

The mail processing department of a credit card company was planning to
replace a collection of 14 disparate mainframe-based applications, all with dif-
ferent user interfaces, that mail processing clerks (“clerks”) currently used to
process incoming requests from account holders. The replacement was to be a
single integrated Web-enabled application with a consistent and improved user
interface. The premise for the business case for this replacement project was an
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expected increase in clerk productivity that over time would cancel out the cost
of the development effort and then continue to accrue cost savings for the
company.

The new application was intended to support clerks who processed incom-
ing mail from account holders. These clerks performed a variety of tasks, includ-
ing the following:

✦ Accept and process monthly payments

✦ Accept and process requests for balance transfers from other credit cards

✦ Accept and process requests to add new credit cards to an account holder’s
account

✦ Accept and process requests to close out an account

✦ Accept and process requests to refuse a fraudulent charge

In all tasks, paper request forms and checks received from account holders by
mail were scanned into the system by other staff members, and the images of
these forms and checks appeared as tasks in a work queue on the workstations
of the clerks. The clerks would bring up the images for a given task on their
screen and then open up and work in a variety of other applications to get the
requests (which were documented in the images) recorded in the appropriate
databases.

The business manager overseeing the replacement development project
worked out a business case to justify the project cost. Based on knowledge of the
current yearly volume of transactions for each mail processing task (e.g., accept
monthly payments, add a new card) and on identified opportunities for increas-
ing productivity in the proposed Web-enabled application, she set a goal for 
each task that would have to be met for the overall cost justification of the new
application to become a reality. These goals were expressed as a required pro-
ductivity gain for each task on the proposed application relative to the existing
applications. For some tasks, this goal was an 18% gain, for some it was a 10%
gain, and for others it was a 0% gain (i.e., at least no loss). In other words, the
goals were for trained and highly practiced mail processing clerks who used the
system at a high rate of frequency to be able on average to perform specific tasks
anywhere from 0% to 18% faster on the new Web-enabled application than they
could on the multiple mainframe-based applications they were using. Unless
these specific task goals were met, the cost of the overall development effort ulti-
mately would not be cost justified.

Having set these goals, the business manager next began to wonder whether
and how she could be assured that these task productivity gain goals would in
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fact be achieved by the new application before it was built and launched. Having
this information early would of course be preferable to waiting until after launch
and possibly finding out that the goals had not been met and that significant
additional time and cost would be required to redesign and rebuild the new
application to meet goals, further eating into the ROI. She turned to her inter-
nal usability engineering staff, whose time was already limited in supporting this
and various other internal development projects. Together the business manager
and the usability engineering manager decided to look for an outside consul-
tant to help them assess whether or not the proposed design for the new Web-
enabled application would in fact result in an application that would meet the
identified productivity goals. This is where I came in.

Although I was generally aware of the cognitive modeling techniques 
presented and discussed in the literature over the past 2 decades, I had never
encountered a consulting project for which they seemed like the right tool. Here
was a case, however, in which they seemed to potentially be appropriate and
useful tools. The primary usability issue was ease of use (i.e., productivity of high-
frequency, expert users) rather than ease of learning. The project was in a stage
that made traditional usability testing unrealistic: a subset of functionality for the
new application was partly in the specification stage and partly in the prototype
stage—even the prototyped parts, however, were not stable and realistic enough
to even try to simulate ease-of-use testing. On the other hand, the documented
design was specific and detailed enough to allow KLM. I proposed that we try to
apply modeling, and the business manager and usability engineering manager
accepted my proposal based on my high-level description of the KLM technique,
my review of validation of the technique in the literature, and my clarification
of what conditions must be met for modeling to be an appropriate and effective
tool.

We carried out the project very collaboratively in the following steps:

1. Model tasks. For each of a set of eight high-priority user tasks, we modeled
the task both on the existing and on the proposed application user 
interfaces.

2. Run a productivity test on existing applications and use the results to refine the mod-
eling technique. We carried out productivity tests on the existing applications
with highly-trained, experienced, and proficient users, and compared these
actual task times to the task times predicted by the models of the existing
applications. We then used these data to refine our modeling technique so
that it minimized the error rate of the task times predicted by the modeling
technique relative to the actual task times on the existing applications (note
that here I am referring to the error rate of the modeling technique as 
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distinct from user errors during performance of tasks). Finally, we applied
the refined modeling technique to the models of the proposed application.

3. Compare modeling results to goals. Next, we compared the predicted produc-
tivity gains (or losses) of the proposed application relative to the existing
applications for each task with the productivity gain goals for each task.

4. Address unmet goals. For tasks in which the models predicted that productiv-
ity gain goals would not be met, we then analyzed the models in detail to
determine why and to help drive suggested redesign directions.

5. Run a productivity test on the proposed application. After redesign and imple-
mentation of a beta version of the proposed application, we ran productiv-
ity tests to measure actual productivity on the proposed application as a 
final validation of the productivity gain goals as well as of the model 
predictions.

I describe each of these project steps in more detail in the following sections.

16.2.1 Model Tasks

For each of eight user tasks identified as high priority by the business manager,
we modeled the task both on the existing and on the proposed applications. This
modeling was accomplished in a highly collaborative process in which I worked
closely with business and technical experts within the credit card company. The
steps in the modeling process were as follows:

1. Identify task variations. Business management decided on a particular varia-
tion of each task to model. This was important because the modeling tech-
nique captures an exact sequence of user interactions and predicts an overall
task time for that specific sequence only. General tasks have many possible
variations. For example, in the balance transfer task, sometimes account
holders want to transfer balances from a single other credit card, whereas
other times they want to transfer balances from multiple other credit cards.
Similarly, in the address change task, sometimes account holders have mul-
tiple addresses (e.g., primary home, vacation home, and business) and some-
times they have only one. Sometimes they want to change just one whereas
sometimes they want to change more than one. Thus each general task 
had multiple points within it where variations such as these might occur.
However, a given model can only capture one of each of these potential vari-
ations at each point where they occur. Thus business management first had
to decide for each general task exactly which very specific variation of it they
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wanted to model. This decision was based primarily on choosing the varia-
tion of each task that was most common, that is, the one that had the highest
yearly volume of transactions. However, sometimes we deliberately chose 
less frequently occurring variations of a task because there was a specific
expectation that the proposed application user interface would provide a
particular advantage in that variation of the task, but perhaps not provide a
significant advantage in a simpler variation of the task. Perhaps, for example,
the proposed application was expected to provide faster processing when
multiple addresses needed to be changed, but not when only one address
needed to be changed. Even though changing a single address was a higher-
volume transaction, we might model the multiple address change variation
of the task for this reason.

Related to these sorts of variations were variations at an even lower level
of detail. Additional decisions had to be made about variations such as com-
plexity of addresses (for example, corporate addresses tend to have more
lines and characters than residential addresses) and other free-form text
entries (because modeling counts keystrokes), use of mouse versus keyboard
entry techniques when either was possible, and whether users would cross
check and validate their entries at any point during the task. We tried to base
these decisions on what was known about actual usage and in fact in many
cases interviewed and observed users to try to discover which practices were
most common.

2. Generate task scenarios. Business staff then generated “task scenarios” that doc-
umented for me how the selected variation of a task would play out on both
the existing applications and on the proposed application. This was neces-
sary because I worked primarily from my own office rather than at the offices
of the credit card company, and I did not have direct access to either their
existing applications or their prototyped proposed application. We worked
out a documentation format that consisted of a sequence of screen shots
pasted into Microsoft PowerPoint. Each slide presented a screen shot in the
sequence, with notes attached to it describing generally how the user would
interact with that screen at that point in the task. (We have since adopted a
relatively inexpensive software package by TechSmith called Camtasia Studio
that records user interface interactions as a video clip as a way of docu-
menting tasks on the existing applications, and this is much more efficient
and accurate, but we did not have access to this program at the time we did
the modeling described herein.)

3. Prepare draft models. Based on the task scenarios, I then generated two draft
models for a given task—one on the existing applications, and one on the
proposed application. These models are described in more detail later.
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4. Conduct model walkthroughs. The task scenarios were rarely complete and
detailed enough for me to generate complete and accurate models, but 
they were more than adequate for generating draft models. After drafting
models, I would talk on the phone with the business experts who had gen-
erated the task scenarios for the tasks. We would walk through my draft
models together, and they would clarify and correct as necessary. For
example, the task scenario might indicate that the user would type a two-
letter state abbreviation in one field and then a phone number in the next
field, but I might have to follow-up in a walkthrough to learn whether the
application auto-tabbed from one field to another after input in the first or
whether a keystroke (tab) or mouse click was required to move the cursor
to the next field. Usually we did this sort of walkthrough once, then I made
additions and corrections, and then we did it again, just to be sure the final
models were truly accurate and complete and also that they reflected task
variations that were of interest to the project stakeholders.

5. Report model results. Once the models for a given task were validated as accu-
rately reflecting the desired variation of that task, we reported the results of
the modeling to the business manager. The results were in two forms. The
first was numerical: We reported the total task time predicted on the exist-
ing applications, the total task time predicted on the proposed system, and
the difference between them as a percentage (e.g., “the models predict a
24% productivity gain on the proposed application relative to the existing
applications” or “the models predict a 13% productivity loss on the proposed
application relative to the existing applications”).

The second reported result was more qualitative: I compared the two models
for each task in great detail and analyzed exactly where and how the pro-
posed user interface design and the existing design differed and how this
difference resulted in the reported productivity gain (or loss). For example,
if the proposed application was predicted to provide a faster task time than
the existing system, it might be because a function could be accomplished
within a single window (proposed application) rather than requiring
opening and moving back and forth between multiple windows (existing
applications). Or, if the proposed application was predicted to provide a
slower task time relative to the existing applications, the reasons for the slower
time might be that on certain displays (proposed application) users had to
place the cursor in a field before typing because there was no appropriate
default cursor position, whereas appropriate default cursor positions were
provided on the current applications, and that more tabbing (keystrokes)
was required to enter data in all fields on the proposed application relative
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to the existing applications. For the tasks for which goals were not met, this
analysis helped the designers to strategize redesigns that might overcome
these failures to meet goals. An example of these results is presented later.

I created the models in Microsoft Excel. Each task was captured in a separate
Excel file. There were three worksheets in each file with the following purposes:

1. Capturing all parameter values to be plugged into the models

2. Documenting the model of the task on the existing applications

3. Documenting the model of the task on the proposed application

The models included the set of operators presented in Table 16.1 (see color
insert).

The first five operators listed in Table 16.1 were drawn directly from Card
et al. (1983) who included these operators in the KLM technique they originated
and who reported average values from the literature for these operations. We
initially chose an average typing speed (K = 0.20 second) based on input from
the business staff. Later, when refining the modeling technique after comparing
predicted and actual times for tasks on the existing systems, we changed this
parameter to reflect a higher average typing speed (K = 0.12 second, see later
discussion). Whereas Card et al. recommended inserting “M” (mental operators)
in models to represent a variety of operations such as recall, simple skimming,
and planning motor movements, we initially chose to include them to represent
only two things: the need to move the eyes from one window to another and 
get oriented on the display currently in that window, and the need to compare
something on screen to something in the head (for example, to recognize from
the value in a particular field whether to route a task to another department).
The rationale for this strategy was the expectation that these users were so 
practiced and proficient that it was likely that they would be able to conduct
most M operators in parallel with the physical operators (i.e., H, K, P, and C) so
that the M operators would not really need to be factored into the model to get
accurate predictions of task time (the KLM technique, unlike some modeling
techniques developed later such as cognitive perceptual motor(CPM)-GOMS, is
unable to account for such parallel processing, which is known to occur). In fact
it turned out that eliminating even the few M operators included in the initial
models made the model predictions more accurate (see later discussion).

The next four operators listed in Table 16.1 represent four different system
response time variables. We assigned time values to these operators based on
data provided by the credit card company technical staff and on what we knew
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about the tasks being performed. We actually created two separate operators for
each of these system response time variables—one for the existing applications
(as listed in Table 16.1) and one for the proposed application. Initially we set
them to the same values, but creating two distinct operators and incorporating
one into the existing applications models and the other into the proposed appli-
cation models allowed the possibility of easily “what-iffing” at some later time to
see what impact different system response times on the proposed system might
have on user productivity and on the hoped-for productivity gains.

Next in the list in Table 16.1 are two operators used to take into account 
the fact that, in these tasks, users were reading textual data on the screen—some
in the images of paper forms and checks and some in application windows (for
example, credit card numbers, names, addresses, phone numbers, payment
amounts, etc.). Although the original KLM technique of Card et al. did not
address tasks that included reading or speaking, later modeling techniques did,
and I found empirically obtained average time values in the literature for speak-
ing, one for speaking familiar, highly practiced syllables (SP), and another 
for speaking spontaneous, unpracticed syllables (SU) (John, 1995). I did not 
find comparable time values for reading, so I chose to simply use the values for
spoken speech in my models, based on the rationale that reading is to some
extent simply silent speaking.

Finally, one thing that was common across most of the tasks being modeled
in this project was the need to skim an online image of a paper form to get an
overview of a task before beginning it. These forms could be as long as 10 pages,
including prose text and fill-in forms, and users typically skimmed every page of
a form before beginning a task. They did not carefully read these forms word by
word or page by page, however, so the reading parameters referred to above did
not seem appropriate. Instead, we added an operator to our models to repre-
sent skimming a full page of a paper form. Because I could not find time values
in the literature for this operator, we initially, somewhat arbitrarily (by having
me informally test myself), assigned a time value of 5 seconds to this operator
(“Skim” in Table 16.1). Later, when refining the modeling technique after 
comparing predicted and actual times for tasks on the existing applications, we
changed this parameter to 1 second (see later discussion).

By assigning values to each of these model operators in a worksheet 
separate from the models themselves and then referring to them in the model
worksheets, we created an easy way to “what-if.” That is, once the models were
constructed, we could simply go to the operator worksheet and change opera-
tor time values and see what effect this had on the models. We used this what-if
strategy later to refine the modeling technique (see later discussion). (Although
we did not do so on this project, note that another kind of what-iffing that can
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be done with these models is to explore small changes in design. For example,
you could replace a small set of steps involving selecting an entry from a pull-
down menu with steps involving filling in a text entry field to see what effect this
would have on the overall task time.)

Tables 16.2 through 16.5 (see color insert) show excerpts from one of the
models for a particular task on the existing applications. The first 7 columns and
the first 40 rows in the worksheet contain part of the Accept Monthly Payment
task model on the existing applications. The task is described conceptually in
columns A to E in a hierarchical breakdown. Columns A and B identify the major
steps in the task, for example, bring up a task description (i.e., select and open
a task description from a list of tasks) on screen (row 5, column B in Table 16.2),
search for the corresponding account record in the database (row 7, column B
in Table 16.2), verify the account holder data currently in the record against the
data provided by the account holder on the request form (row 14, column B in
Table 16.3), review the task request form and check images (row 17, column B
in Table 16.3), and perform the task (row 19, column B in Table 16.3).

Columns C and D then break each major step into conceptual substeps. For
example, the step of performing the Accept Monthly Payment task involves first
bringing the Payment application window into focus and loading the account
holder data into it (row 19, column D in Table 16.3), then selecting the credit
card to apply the payment to (account holders often have more than one credit
card associated with an account) (row 22, column D in Table 16.4), then enter-
ing the payment data (row 25, column D in Table 16.4), and so on.

Column E then describes each task substep in terms of a sequence of actual
interactions, given the user interface the model represents. For example, giving
focus to the Payment application involves first moving the eyes to the appropri-
ate window (row 19, column E in Table 16.3), then clicking on a button labeled
“Load Account” (which both gives the window focus and invokes the button,
which in turn brings the account holder data that was previously searched for in
another application into the payment application) (row 20, column E in Table
16.3), and then waiting for the system to populate the account holder data in
the Payment window (row 21, column E in Table 16.3).

Column F then breaks the interactions described in column E into the actual
operators of the modeling technique. For example, moving the eyes to the
payment window is captured as an M (row 19, column F in Table 16.3), clicking
on the load account button involves first moving the hand from the keyboard to
the mouse (H), then moving the mouse until the cursor points to the button
(P), and then clicking the mouse button (C) (row 20, column F in Table 16.3).
Waiting for the account data to populate in the Payment window is assigned the
operator W3Existing, which represents the time on the existing system that it
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takes to carry already searched for data from one application to another (row
21, column F in Table 16.3).

Column G provided a place to capture assumptions being made in column
F. The purpose of this column was threefold: it was partly to support the walk-
through process described earlier to ensure that the validity of the draft models
was verified; it was partly to document key assumptions made so that anyone
reading the models in the future would be able to easily understand exactly what
system behavior was being modeled; and it was partly to highlight aspects of a
design that might help in the later comparison of existing and proposed models
to analyze and diagnose an unmet goal.

For example, in row 7 (Table 16.2) in the Assumptions column (column G),
note that when the account window does not currently have focus, a single click
in a visible field in that window gives both the window and the field focus. That
is, it is not necessary to click once to bring the window to the forefront and a
second time to place the cursor in a particular field. Clearly this makes a differ-
ence in how many P and C operators are counted at this point in the model,
and it was important to be very specific at this level of detail to get accurate 
predictions from the models. And as was found, in some cases in which a 
single click did the job on the existing applications, two clicks were required to
serve the same purpose on the proposed application. This difference was dis-
covered by comparing models and the proposed application was redesigned in
response. The observations in the assumptions column helped highlight these
differences.

Columns H through S (a sample is shown in Table 16.6) each represent a
model operator (see Table 16.1). A number representing how many of a specific
operator are involved in executing an interaction (as indicated in column F) is
entered into the row and column representing that interaction. For example,
because the interaction described for moving the eyes to the payment window
entails a single M operator, a “1” is entered in the M column for the row con-
taining that eye movement interaction (row 19 in both Table 16.3 and Table 16.6
in the color insert). Similarly, because the interaction describing clicking on a
button in that window entails an H, a P, and a C operator, the columns for each
of those operators contain a 1 in the row corresponding to that operation (row
20 in both Table 16.3 and Table 16.6).

Table 16.7 (see color insert) shows excerpts from the end of the model work-
sheets where the overall calculations are performed. The chart at the top of the
table shows the overall calculations for the model on the existing applications.
Columns H through S are the same as the columns shown in Table 16.6, repre-
senting each operator in the model. Here though, we see in row 55 the total
count for each operator across the whole model. For example, the model for
this task on the existing applications includes a total of 8 mouse clicks (row 55,
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column H), 54 keystrokes (row 55, column I), and so on. Row 57 calculates the
total time spent during the whole task on each operator type. This is calculated
by multiplying the count in row 55 by the time value of the parameter the column
represents. For example, there are 8 mouse clicks (row 55, column H), and each
mouse click is assigned a time value of 0.12 seconds (see Table 16.1), so the total
time spent on mouse clicks during the whole task is 0.96 seconds (row 57, column
H). The total task time is calculated by adding up all the time values across 
operator types in row 57. This value is calculated and displayed in column H of
row 59.

In the chart at the bottom of Table 16.7, comparable results are given for
the model for the same task on the proposed application. In addition, highlighted
in maroon, the differences between the two models are displayed. In rows 68
and 70, the counts and times, respectively, for each operator are given for the
proposed system relative to the existing systems. Positive numbers in these two rows
indicate greater operator counts and times on the proposed application relative
to the existing applications, negative numbers indicate fewer counts and 
times. Thus it can be seen, for example (row 68, column H), that across the
whole Accept Monthly Payment task, there is one additional mouse click on the
proposed application relative to the existing applications. In row 70 it can be
seen that this adds 0.12 second to the overall time for this task on the proposed
system relative to the existing applications.

In row 74, column H, the total difference in time is calculated. Here it can
be seen that the whole task is predicted to take 11.57 seconds longer on the pro-
posed application than on the existing applications. This represents a predicted
12.67% productivity loss on the proposed system for this task (row 75, column
H), calculated as:

16.2.2 Run Existing Applications Productivity Test and Use
Results to Refine Modeling Technique

Next—and actually somewhat in parallel with our modeling effort—we carried
out a productivity (ease-of-use) test on the existing applications. Our purpose
here was twofold. We planned to eventually compare actual task times on exist-
ing applications to actual task times on the proposed application as a final vali-
dation of the proposed application, so the data collected now on the existing
system would be used in that comparison later.

proposed existing
existing

modeled task time  modeled task time
 modeled task time

( ) - ( )
( )
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However, even though it was as long as a year later before we could run a
productivity test on the implemented proposed application, we ran the existing
applications productivity test earlier rather than later because we planned to use
the data from it to refine and validate our modeling technique to increase our
confidence in our comparison of models of tasks on the two applications. That
is, if we at least knew that our models of the existing applications were relatively
accurate, we would have more confidence that our models of the proposed appli-
cation—and thus the predicted productivity gains (or losses) of the proposed
relative to the existing applications—were also relatively accurate.

In the productivity tests we had eight representative (i.e., expert) users do
each of the eight tasks on the existing applications three times. The three trials
each user performed on a given task varied in their actual content (e.g., credit
card number or payment amount) but were identical in the sequence of required
steps and substeps and the number of keystrokes, mouse clicks, and other 
operations required to complete the task. Recall that these were already highly-
trained and experienced users of the existing applications—people who had
been using those applications daily for years—so no training was required before
testing. Test tasks were presented on screen just as in real life, and a stopwatch
was used to time completion of the tasks. In the end we had data points from a
potential 24 trials (8 users doing 3 trials each) from which to compute an average
actual total task time for each task on the existing applications.

After testing, we reviewed videotapes as necessary to determine whether
users were in fact carrying out the tasks in the specific way that they were
modeled. Recall that the modeling technique predicts the total task time for a
very particular sequence of interactions. If the data from a productivity test that
a modeled result is being compared to is based on a sequence of interactions
that is different in some significant way from that which was modeled, it is not
a valid comparison. In our productivity tests, users did not always do a task in
the expected way. For example, although users were expected to always make
sure they had pulled up the record for the correct account holder before pro-
ceeding with the task, and the models included this step, users did not always
do this. When we found such discrepancies, we did one of two things. If a small
number of users on a small number of trials departed from the way a given task
was modeled, then we simply threw out those trials from our sample before com-
puting the across-trial-across-user average time for that task. If most users on most
trials departed significantly from the way a task was modeled, then the model
was modified to reflect what most users did on most trials. In either case, only
trials in which the way the user carried out the task matched how the task was
ultimately modeled were included in the set of data points used to calculate the
average total task time for a given task.
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We then used the average total task times computed as described earlier to
refine our modeling technique so that it minimized error in the modeled times
relative to the actual task times on the existing applications. For example, the
original model for the Accept Monthly Payment task on the existing applications,
with all operators set to the original values given in Table 16.1, predicted a task
time of 91.29 seconds (see Table 16.7). The actual time for this task on the pro-
ductivity test, however, was 59.45 seconds. This represents an error rate of the
model of 53.56%, which is very high. The error rate is calculated as

In fact, across the eight modeled tasks, initially about half of them had error
rates exceeding the error rates of less than 20% typically reported in the mod-
eling literature (Card et al., 1983).

A variety of what-if scenarios were played out with the models, varying the
time values assigned to the operators K (typing speed), M (mental operations),
and Skim (time to visually skim a page of online text). The time values for these
three operators that yielded an optimized set of existing applications model
error rates across all eight tasks were K set to 0.12 second (which equals 90 words
per minute—it had originally been set to 0.20 second or 55 words per minute),
M set to 0 seconds (it had originally been set to 1.35 seconds), and skim set to
1.0 second (it had originally been set to 5.0 seconds). With these operator time
values, the Accept Monthly Payment model for the existing applications now pre-
dicted a total task time of 55.97 seconds (Table 16.8 in the color insert). Again,
the productivity test yielded an actual time for this task on the existing applica-
tions of 59.45 seconds. This represents an error rate in the modeled time of 
-5.85%, computed as in the previous equation.

This is a much lower and more acceptable error rate, more in keeping with
error rates typically reported in the modeling literature. In fact, assigning these
new time values to these three operators resulted in bringing the error rates of
the models of all eight tasks on the existing applications into an acceptable
range.

Another way of stating this is as follows: If we assumed that users were faster
typists and faster skimmers than was assumed in the original models, and if we
assumed that these users could in effect “parallel process” any very simple mental
operations with the physical ones (thus making it unnecessary to include the
time of any simple mental operators), then the existing applications models pre-
dicted actual times much more accurately (that is, with lower error rates) across
all eight tasks. Thus, in the end, we used the time values for operators mentioned
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earlier, rather than the original time values given in Table 16.1, to generate our
predictions for task times on both the existing and the proposed applications.

Note that in refining our modeling strategy we altered only the time values
of those operators not firmly established in the literature. The K operator, which
represents typing speed, will by definition vary across user populations. The Skim
operator is one we made up and thus is not reported in the literature at all. 
For the M operator, we did not change the well established time value of 1.35
seconds—rather we simply did not include the operator in our models at all in
the end, under the assumption that these very experienced users would always
be able to parallel process these simple mental operators with the physical ones.
For all other operators we retained time values well established in the literature.

The spreadsheet in Table 16.9 (see color insert) shows the following for each
of the eight tasks:

✦ The modeled total task time on the existing applications (row 4)

✦ The actual total task time on the existing applications (row 5)

✦ The number of test users (N) and trials [(t)] in the productivity test on which
the actual total task time was based (remember that eight users performed
three trials each, but data from some users and some trials were thrown out
for the reasons described earlier) (row 6)

✦ The error rate of the existing applications model, calculated as (row 7):

Here it can be seen that across the eight tasks, the error rates of the final models
of the existing applications are all less than 20%, and some are quite low indeed.
The average error rate is around ± 10%.

16.2.3 Compare Modeling Results to Goals

Having refined and validated our modeling technique by comparing modeled
times to actual times on the existing applications, we next compared the final
modeled productivity gains (or losses) of the proposed application relative to the
existing applications for each task to the productivity gain goals for each task.

The spreadsheet in Table 16.9 presents the modeled total task times for each
of the eight tasks on both the existing (row 4) and proposed (row 9) applica-
tions and the percent difference between them (row 15):
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These percent differences between models were compared to the goal percent
differences for each task, also presented in the spreadsheet (row 14). The
modeled percent differences are presented as red (and positive) numbers when
the proposed application was predicted to be slower (that is, take more time)
than the existing applications, green (and negative) when the proposed appli-
cation was predicted to be faster (that is, take less time) than the existing appli-
cations, and orange (and positive) when the proposed application was predicted
to be slower than the existing applications but not by much.

An inspection of these numbers in the spreadsheet shows that on tasks 2, 3,
6, 7, and 8, the models predicted that the productivity goals for the proposed
application, given the user interface that was modeled, would be met and in fact
exceeded, in some cases dramatically. This of course was good news to the busi-
ness manager.

On the other hand, task 1 was predicted to fail to meet the productivity goal
assigned to it rather dramatically, and tasks 4 and 5 were also predicted to fail
to meet goals, although only minimally. We next focused our attention on those
tasks that were predicted to fail to meet productivity goals.

16.2.4 Address Unmet Goals

For tasks for which the models predicted that productivity gain goals would 
not be met, we analyzed the models in detail to determine why and to suggest
redesign directions.

The one task that stood out dramatically in the spreadsheet in Table 16.9
was task 1, the Accept Monthly Payment task. The goal for this task was that users
would be 10% more productive on the proposed application relative to the exist-
ing applications, but the models predicted that, given the proposed user inter-
face design for this task, in fact users would be 13% less productive.

We analyzed the models for this task to determine exactly what part of the
proposed user interface was accountable for this predicted productivity loss. Our
method for this analysis is illustrated in Tables 16.2 through 16.5, which repre-
sent an excerpt from the model of the Accept Monthly Payment task on the exist-
ing applications.

In Table 16.2, look at the Operators column, column F, in the spreadsheet.
Notice that the text in the cells of this column, which represent model opera-
tors, appear in different colors. Each color bounds a coherent task step or

proposed existing
existing

 modeled task time  modeled task time
 modeled task time
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substep. Thus for example, red represents all the operators in the get-task-
description step, blue denotes all the operators in the get-account step, and so
on. Also note that in Tables 16.2, 16.3, and the top of 16.4 the cells in this column
have a light blue background with no pattern, but in Tables 16.4 and 16.5 the
cells in this column have a pattern added to the background blue. No pattern
indicates cells in this model of this task (existing Accept Monthly Payment) for
which operators are identical to those in the corresponding cells in the model
being compared (proposed Accept Monthly Payment). A pattern indicates cells in
which operators in the corresponding cells for the two models do in fact differ.
Thus patterned cells highlight differences between the two models, and the color
of the operator symbols indicates the particular step or substep in the task for
which the models differ.

The overall time difference between the two models for this task was thus
broken down into details. Table 16.10 (see color insert) shows an excerpt from
this analysis of the two Accept Monthly Payment models. Here we see that 4.92
seconds of the difference between the two models (which totaled 7.28 seconds;
see Table 16.8) occurs because on a single page more operators were required
on the proposed application to place the cursor in fields, tab between fields, and
execute a bank number search. Other differences, similarly analyzed and docu-
mented, accounted for the remaining difference of 2.36 seconds, and these were
documented in a similar fashion. The designers then revisited the design of the
Accept Monthly Payment task on the proposed application and looked for ways
to eliminate the identified additional operators.

This sort of analysis was also carried out for tasks 4 and 5, which were also
predicted by the models to fail to meet productivity goals. Design changes were
made to these proposed task user interfaces as well.

In theory, we could have then remodeled these tasks on the redesigned pro-
posed application to predict whether the redesigns would in fact result in achiev-
ing the increased productivity goals for these tasks. Instead, however, the business
manager decided to simply go ahead and make changes driven in this way by
the model analyses, and then wait until it was possible to perform a productiv-
ity test on the proposed application beta version to determine whether the goals
had been met by the redesigns.

Thus the proposed user interface for three of the eight tasks (tasks 1, 4, and
5 in Table 16.9) were redesigned in response to the modeling results. Note 
that they were not redesigned in ways that introduced inconsistencies into the
overall conceptual model and page design conventions of the proposed appli-
cation as a whole. Care was taken to eliminate operators and streamline inter-
actions without violating the overall user interface architecture of the proposed
application.
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16.2.5 Run Proposed Application Productivity Test

After redesign and implementation of a beta version of the proposed applica-
tion, we ran a productivity test to determine actual productivity on the proposed
application, as a final validation of the goals themselves, as well as of the model
predictions.

We had to conduct this productivity test slightly differently from the one 
on the existing applications, because there were in fact no highly-trained and
experienced users of the proposed application yet; we ran the test as soon as the
beta version was stabilized, as always, hoping to get information on productivity
gains (or losses) sooner rather than later, when changes would be cheaper and
easier to make. Thus we had to simulate expert usage. We did this by providing
test users with training (several hours long) and an opportunity to practice 
(for several additional hours) before running our test. Other than that, the
testing was run just as described earlier for the productivity test of the existing
applications. We were not entirely sure we would be able to get users to poten-
tial expert peak performance in a brief training session, but in fact it appeared
that we did. This was good both from the point of view of simulating potential
productivity and as a sign of how easy the proposed application would be to
learn.

Table 16.11 (see color insert) shows the same spreadsheet as Table 16.9, with
the data from the productivity test on the proposed application now filled in. The
last row (row 16) in the spreadsheet in Table 16.11 shows the percent difference
between the actual average total task times on each task on the existing and pro-
posed applications:

Note that these are actual performance differences—no modeled results are
involved here. Note also that for all eight tasks, the proposed application shows
a productivity gain (a negative percent difference)—despite the fact that the
training and practice sessions were relatively brief.

Remember that task 1, Accept Monthly Payment, had shown a productivity
loss of 13% when modeled (row 15, column B). Also remember that this pro-
ductivity loss was analyzed in detail through the models (see 16.2.4 Address
Unmet Goals) and that the user interface to the proposed application was 
then redesigned to address this productivity loss. In the productivity test on the
redesigned proposed application, a 23% productivity gain was seen relative to
the existing applications (row 16, column B)—surpassing the business goal of a
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10% gain (row 14, column B). Clearly the redesign succeeded in solving the
problem the modeling had revealed.

Also note that the error rate of the model for the proposed application rel-
ative to the actual productivity data on this task (row 12, column B) is quite high
(38.86%). This in part reflects the fact that the user interface modeled and the
user interface tested for the proposed application were not the same—the one tested
had in fact been redesigned in response to the modeling results. We did not
bother, as stated earlier, to go back and remodel after redesigning (as we might
have if a beta version was not going to be available for a long time). We simply
went next to getting actual productivity data. Note that the high error rate is
what you would expect in this situation. Because the user interface modeled and
the user interface tested were not the same, you would expect a high error rate
between them. In addition, you would expect the error rate to be positive, rather
than negative, because this indicates that the actual (redesigned) proposed user
interface allowed faster task times relative to the modeled user interface. Another
way of expressing this finding is that the model overpredicted task times, and this
is what you would expect because the actual user interface was redesigned specif-
ically to improve upon the original, modeled user interface. The fact that the
models show logical results in such situations provides further confidence in the
modeling technique.

Tasks 4 and 5 were the other two tasks—like task 1—that were revealed by
the modeling to fall short of business goals and that were redesigned in response
to the analyses the models facilitated. Table 16.11 (row 16, columns E and F)
shows that for these two tasks, the model results showed a small productivity loss
for the proposed application as modeled, but the productivity tests showed a sig-
nificant productivity gain for the proposed application as redesigned in response to
modeling results and analyses. These findings again highlight a major benefit of the
modeling technique—the ability to detect and eliminate design flaws interfer-
ing with productivity improvement goals before implementation of a proposed
application design.

Thus the productivity test on the proposed application in its beta form—
even though test users were minimally trained and not highly experienced, and
the beta application was not 100% stable—validated that both the original pro-
posed application design on a number of tasks and a redesign of other tasks
would succeed in meeting the business goals that in turn would cost-justify the
whole development effort.

Note also that on tasks for which the design did not change from the design
modeled (i.e., tasks 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8), error rates for the proposed application
models are reasonable, and modeled percent differences are fairly consistent with
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actual percent differences. That is, the refined modeling technique seemed to
do a good job in predicting actual productivity gains.

Finally, note that on task 3, the final comparison of productivity tests on 
the existing and proposed applications did show a productivity gain for the pro-
posed application, but the gain (16%) did not actually meet the goal gain (18%).
Although this result was noted, the business manager decided that because the
goal gains were exceeded on a number of other tasks, this was acceptable—the
overall productivity gain across all tasks would be enough to cost-justify the overall
development effort.

16.3 CONCLUSIONS

Modeling proved to be a valid and very useful cost-justification technique for this
project. It allowed the business manager to predict fairly accurately—long before
the proposed application was developed and launched—whether or not pro-
ductivity gains required to cost-justify the new development effort would in fact
be achieved. In addition, it enabled an analysis of those tasks predicted to fail to
meet business goals, which in turn drove redesign to achieve those goals—again,
long before launch, when it was much cheaper and easier to make design
changes.

Running productivity tests on the existing applications early in the whole
process allowed us to refine and validate the modeling technique, making us
more confident in our interim conclusions from modeling alone well before 
we were able to collect productivity data on the proposed application. The pro-
ductivity data from the proposed application—when we were finally able to
collect it—in turn validated the model results we had generated earlier. In addi-
tion, we demonstrated that goal productivity would be achieved quite quickly; it
was in fact achieved on most tasks after only a brief training program and several
hours of practice time.

In the end, both the client organization and I felt that a valuable tool had
been refined and validated and that this tool could be used in a similar way in
the future within this organization to minimize risk and ensure ROI in software
development projects. At the time of this writing, we are continuing to model
new tasks for a new application now under development. This time we are also
focusing on a transfer of the modeling skills from me to staff within the client’s
organization.
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17.1 INTRODUCTION

Pretend you are running a business. It is a high-risk business, and you need to
succeed. Now imagine two people come to your office:

✦ The first person says, “I’ve identified all problems we might possibility have.”

✦ The second person says, “I’ve identified the most likely problems and have
fixed many of them. The system is measurably better than it was.”

Which one would you reward? Which one would you want on your next project?
In our experience, businesses are far more interested in getting solutions

than in uncovering issues. In addition, businesses want solutions sooner rather
than later and want assurance that the solutions provided are good ones. We feel
that these fundamental truths have often been forgotten in the literature on
usability methods (Wixon, 2003). The rapid iterative testing and evaluation
(RITE) method is a usability method designed with these business truths firmly
in mind. Its focus is on quickly determining the sufficiency of solutions rather
than solely identifying problems.
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In this chapter we will do the following:

✦ Provide a definition for RITE

✦ State the business case for RITE

✦ Outline the pitfalls of using RITE

✦ State the conditions for using RITE effectively

✦ Provide successful case studies of RITE

✦ Draw a set of conclusions about RITE

Like the rest of this book, this chapter is about helping usability engineers con-
vince their businesses that usability activities are a good return on investment
(ROI). Thus we are purposefully not recounting many arguments used to con-
vince other audiences more familiar with traditional usability methodologies,
such as academics or other researchers, about the validity of the RITE method.
For this audience, reliability and validity are mechanisms for establishing truth.
A business audience is less concerned about ultimate or scientific truth. Business
is usually concerned about effectiveness and efficiency and the costs related to
both. Consequently validity in a business context is established through obser-
vation, anecdotes, examples, clarity of presentation, the credibility of the mes-
senger, and most importantly the immediate perception of the relevance of the
information to the business goals. This chapter is written with that business per-
spective in mind. For further, and more academically oriented, discussions on
the validity of the RITE method, see Medlock et al. (2002).

17.2 DEFINITION FOR RITE

In essence, the RITE method is a discount usability test conducted in a fast and
highly collaborative manner. As a general rule it can often be used in situations as
an alternative to a discount usability test, for example, for medium-size and
medium-complexity products or large and complex products whose components
can be broken into medium-sized or less complex chunks. A RITE test shares
the same initial four basic principles that usability tests share as outlined by
Dumas and Redish (1993):

1. The primary goal is to improve the usability of the product. For each test
you also have more specific goals and concerns that you articulate when plan-
ning the test.
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2. The participants are real users.

3. The participants do real tasks.

4. You observe and record what participants do and say.

However, RITE differs in the following ways:

1. Key decision-makers must observe the participants with the usability engineer. In
this case a “decision-maker” is someone who has the authority to authorize a
change to the user interface. Identifying the minimal set of these individu-
als is critical to the success of RITE.

2. The data are analyzed after each participant or at least after each day of
testing.

3. Changes to the user interface can be made as soon as a problem is identified
and a potential solution is clear. In situations in which the issue and solution
are “obvious,” the change may occur after one participant. Later in the
chapter we will delve into this validity issue in more detail.

4. Resources are available to make changes to the user interface during the course
of testing. In this case a “resource” is someone who has the ability to make
a change to the user interface.

5. The changed interface is tested with subsequent users to see if the changes solved
the issues previously uncovered without introducing new problems.

The time savings from a RITE style test comes from the fact that the most of the
data analysis, presentation, discussion of results, determination of changes, and
testing of changes made are done during testing rather than after testing. There-
fore the elapsed time from the start of the test to an improved product is shorter.
A visual representation of RITE compared with a “standard” discount usability
test is shown in Figure 17.1.

17.3 BUSINESS CASE FOR RITE

When used correctly in the appropriate context, RITE will create a measurably
better product in a shorter period of time than standard usability testing by
finding and fixing more issues in that shorter time. Therefore the key business
ROI impact is on faster verifiable product quality. In addition, RITE has the
benefit of leading to better team dynamics by transforming the usability lab into
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a design environment as well as a testing environment. The focus of RITE is on
using participants to determine whether a change fixed an issue, in addition to
uncovering new issues. Ultimately it is more important to get the team to fix
problems and to determine the likelihood that a “fix” has solved a problem than
to agonize over whether every problem has been found. As such the RITE
method shares the goals, philosophy, and approach of quality assurance in 
software.

Traditionally, the literature on sample sizes in usability studies has focused
on the likelihood that a problem will be found (Lewis, 1990, 1991, 1993; Nielsen
and Landauer, 1994; Nielsen et al., 2002; Spool and Schroeder, 2001; Virzi, 1992;
Woolrych and Cockton, 2001). This research has often not focused on what we
as practitioners and what many business people view as the primary goal of usabil-
ity in a commercial setting: shipping an improved user interface as rapidly and
cheaply as possible (Wixon, 2003). The quickest and most effective way to
achieve an effective user interface is to fix problems as soon as the development
team has identified them, agreed upon the probable cause, and proposed a plau-
sible solution. These solutions can then be tested with subsequent participants
to establish confidence that they would work in practice. “Solutions” that do not
work or that cause other problems can be removed or revised.
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17.3.1 RITE Method Results in More Issues Fixed

Uncovering issues in software products is rarely difficult—what is difficult is
getting them fixed. The following four reasons explain why usability issues that
are discovered do not get fixed:

1. Usability issues are discounted. The decision-makers believe that the issues
uncovered will not occur when the product is shipped or will not occur for
most users.

2. Usability feedback arrives late. Feedback that is available when decisions are
being made is far more likely to be taken into account than feedback that
arrives after the decisions have already been made. The delay between when
a feature is implemented and when usability feedback is delivered to the
team is a barrier to using those recommendations.

3. Teams are uncertain whether a proposed solution will successfully fix the
problem. The team doesn’t want to undertake a potentially difficult or time-
consuming fix if they are not convinced that the changes will not fix the
problem. The lack of verification that the fix will solve the problem forces
the team to implement the usability recommendations on faith, rather than
on a demonstrated history of accuracy. Furthermore, if subsequent tests
show that some fixes haven’t worked, the feedback usually arrives too late to
be useful (i.e., see item 2).

4. Fixing problems takes time and resources, and development and design
resources are often scarce.

The RITE method effectively addresses all of these issues:

1. The usability issues observed during testing are “believed,” because the deci-
sion-makers are in the room observing when the issues arise. The usability
engineer in conjunction with decision-makers usually predefines what tasks
participants should be able to accomplish, increasing buy in. In addition,
through their constant involvement and observation, the decision-makers
also buy into issues for which there are no a priori pass/fail criteria.

2. The usability feedback is delivered to team members immediately, right after
the issues occur or as they are occurring in “real time.”

3. The team has measurable assurance that the solutions are successfully fix-
ing the problems because the fixes are tested by subsequent participants. In
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addition, testing the fix so quickly allows the team to verify good fixes as
working and catch poor fixes and correct them. If desired the team can cal-
culate the likelihood that an issue has been fixed by calculating binomial
confidence intervals. The appropriate equations for binomial confidence
intervals can be found on the Web by searching for the words “binomial con-
fidence intervals” or in articles on the subject specifically for usability engi-
neering situations (Lewis, 1996). For example, if you have made a change
and subsequently run five participants without seeing an issue, you can use
binomial confidence intervals to calculate that you are now 90% confident
that between 100% and 55% of the population would not fail the task. 
Note that this is much better than having no confidence if you run no 
participants.

4. Fixing the discovered issues is planned for and agreed upon before testing.
Of course, as fixes are identified, a prioritization of the things to fix is
needed. This is particularly true if the number of issues exceeds the amount
of resources available, as is often the case.

17.3.2 RITE Method Results in More Issues Found

When issues are fixed, they often allow users to travel much deeper into an appli-
cation—meaning they can uncover new issues in areas where previous partici-
pants could not venture. In addition, once a particular portion of an interface
has been looked at by a certain number of participants, it becomes much harder
to find “new” issues with the area. Much of this can be explained by analogy to
theories of optimal foraging strategies in the biological sciences. Optimal for-
aging strategies are based on the idea that an organism will choose to gather
resources in such a way as to invest the smallest amount of time/energy possi-
ble for the maximum gain. During a panel discussion at the 2002 Usability Pro-
fessionals Association conference Nielsen gave an example of a fox hunting for
rabbits (Nielsen et al., 2002). Initially the fox stays in the best hunting grounds
and catches rabbits there, but after some time, rabbits get more scarce, and the
fox moves to another part of the forest. The key insight is that the fox will move
before having eaten the last rabbit in the first hunting area. It’s not worth the
energy to capture all the rabbits. Similarly, in usability, it is better to abandon
testing for a given iteration before you have tested it thoroughly, because it would
take too many resources to track down the last remaining usability problems.
The difference between the foraging metaphor and actual usability engineering
is that in usability, any “rabbit” that survived in the old hunting area is likely to
follow the “fox” over to the new hunting area. That is, any usability problem you
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didn’t find in a particular iteration is still present in subsequent iterations; thus
you get another chance to find it.

This analogy can be seen in practice in the case studies later in this chapter
and in other RITE style tests we have done. It seems that this could be a fruitful
area for further research into the efficacy of the RITE method.

17.3.3 RITE Method Results in Better Team Dynamics

In our experience the RITE method has been more enthusiastically embraced
by development teams that have used it than discount usability testing has been.
All decision-makers are more likely to become an integrated and excited part of
the design process without becoming an interference.

✦ At Oracle team members have given rave reviews of the RITE method. For
example, one team member wrote:

There’s no question our user-centered design process has been
enhanced by adopting the RITE methodology. To me, the biggest
change is the removal of the implicit adversarial relationship between
the usability specialist and developers that is an unwanted byproduct of
usability testing. A typical usability test focuses on the problems identi-
fied. The RITE methodology is inherently about the problems solved.
. . . A typical usability test presentation says to the development team,
“your products sucks,” right before saying, “here’s our opinion on how
to make it better.” A difficult communication situation at best—It should
be no surprise that there are many usability specialists complaining that
developers do not listen. A typical RITE test presentation says to the
development team, “here’s all the problems we fixed already” and
“here’s how much better the product is than before we fixed the prob-
lems” all in one presentation. . . . Commence the high-fives between
developers and usability specialists.

✦ Mark Terrano, the lead designer for Age of Empires II, was highly satisfied
with the method and wrote about it in a designer diary on the Web (Terrano,
1999). He also coauthored the original paper on the method (Medlock et
al., 2002).

✦ Most teams who have worked with the Microsoft Game Studios User testing
team and have experienced use of the RITE method now want more future
usability tests be run in a similar fashion.
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✦ Microsoft Games Studios upper management has advertised the use of the
RITE method as a selling point for potential partners. The games industry is
incredibly competitive, and the ability for publishers to sign game compa-
nies to make games for them is crucial to business strategy.

17.3.4 RITE Method Degrades Gracefully

Like all usability methods things can and will go awry when RITE style tests are
run. Fortunately, in our experience, when a RITE test does go awry, it almost
always gracefully degrades into a basic discount usability test in which all the par-
ticipants scheduled are run before any changes are made. The reason is that in
our experience if a RITE test has fallen on its face it most often revolves around
the participation of the “decision-makers” or the “resources” used to make the
changes to the interface during testing. For example,

✦ The true decision makers have not accurately been identified. In this
instance the people involved do not have the authority to make the changes
to the interface, which means that the issues seen and the recommendations
to make changes will have to be shown to this person first before changes
can be made. Often this person first has to be identified and found. This
often means that the course of participants has to be run through just like
a standard discount usability test before changes are made.

✦ The decision-makers do not show up. As in the previous item, you have to
wait until you can show the decision-makers the issues and recommenda-
tions before moving forward. Once again this lengthens the time until a fix
can be made. However, this issue is usually less serious than the former issue
because the usability engineer can potentially set up set times to go over the
results and recommendations during the course of testing if the particular
decision-maker cannot make it to the tests.

✦ The resources for making the changes are not identified or unavailable to
make changes during testing. If this happens the usability engineer is virtu-
ally guaranteed that the best they will be able to do is run a standard dis-
count usability test through to the end before changes are made.

A good example of this graceful degradation is exemplified in the original article
on the RITE method during the documented RITE testing of MechWarrior IV
(Medlock et al., 2002). The RITE test of MechWarrior IV did not go according
to plan. Although the problems were analyzed at the end of each session, it was
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impossible to implement a solution until four participants were run because the
resources to make the changes had to be used for something else. Fortunately
we were able to secure the resources in time to make changes after the fourth
participant and make changes. The subsequent four participants already sched-
uled were run, and the “fixed” issues were not seen again. In that sense the Mech-
Warrior IV test in question was very close to a traditional discount usability test
with a set of changes made once in the middle.

17.3.5 The Pitfalls of Using the RITE Method

RITE is not a panacea; it is a tool for a particular context of use. And like all
tools it has disadvantages and can be potentially misused. For starters, RITE 
is not the correct method for every situation because its goals are not appropri-
ate for every situation. For example, RITE should not be used in situations in
which

✦ The team needs to uncover actual work practice and real tasks (Squires and
Bryne, 2002).

✦ The team needs to decide who the user really is (Pruitt and Grudin, 2003).

✦ The system is almost entirely built and there is the ability to only make one
or two large expensive changes (Whiteside et al., 1988).

✦ The engineer is trying to perform a test to use for comparison against other
similarly run tests (e.g., a benchmark study).

✦ The decisions-makers are not committed to spend the time to go through
the RITE process.

✦ There are too many decision-makers, making it infeasible to get all of them
to participate in the sessions as they are in progress.

✦ Resources for making changes to the interface cannot be secured for the
RITE style test.

In a previous section we listed ways in which a RITE test can go awry. In addi-
tion to these there are also dangers to using the RITE method. Some of them
are the following:

✦ Making changes when the issue and/or the solution to the issue is unclear.
Poorly solved issues can “break” other parts of the user interface or user
experience.
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✦ Making too many changes at once. If one of these changes degrades the user
experience, it may be difficult to assess which of the changes is causing the
problem.

✦ Not following up at the end of the test with enough participants to assess
the effectiveness of the changes made. Without this follow-up there is no
guarantee that the changes made were any more successful than the 
previously-tested user interface.

✦ Missing meta issues that are hard to detect when looking at things in the
detail that RITE style testing does. Sometimes fixing things one at a time
either creates, obfuscates, or does not fix a serious meta problem.

✦ Missing less frequently occurring, yet important, usability issues. By using
very small samples between iterations it is possible that less frequently seen
issues will slip through unnoticed. This is particularly true if the task is broad
and the domain is known to have many such issues (Spool and Schroeder,
2001) or if the topic is one in which the practitioner cannot afford to miss
an error. In either case the solution to this issue is to run more participants
overall and between iterations. How many more depends on a number of
things that are beyond the scope of this chapter. That topic by itself could
be a whole article. Many researchers have tackled this topic, and we have
found the work of Lewis to be excellent (Lewis 1990, 1991, 1993; Nielsen et
al., 2002). He has dealt extensively with this issue and provides well-
substantiated formulas for calculating how many participants are needed
depending on the situation.

Additional risks in applying RITE method or any other method that uses par-
ticipants are the following:

✦ The tasks are not representative of typical user work or tasks that make the
product attractive to new users or users of competitive products.

✦ The users tested are not representative of the target users or customers.

17.4 USING RITE EFFECTIVELY

Users of RITE should adapt the method to their needs and context. In practice
the RITE method constitutes a methodology, that is, a collection of methods
reflecting a philosophy and approach to applied product testing. Having said
this, the RITE method can fail if certain conditions are not met. The major pre-
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conditions for RITE regardless of the way a team chooses to use it are the 
following:

1. The “real” decision-makers must be identified for inclusion. If the people
you have with you do not have the authority to make changes, then the
enterprise is destined for failure. Note that this condition is generally true
regardless of the method used.

2. The decision-makers of the development team must participate to address
the issues raised quickly. Note that this is more than a commitment to attend
and review. This is a commitment to actually make decisions and changes
during the time the test is being run.

3. The usability engineer must have experience both in the domain and in the
problems that users typically experience in that domain. Without this expe-
rience determining whether an issue is “reasonably likely” to be a problem
is difficult. For someone who is inexperienced with a domain, a more tra-
ditional usability test is more appropriate.

4. The design team and usability engineer must be able to interpret the results
rapidly to make quick and effective decisions regarding changes to the pro-
totype or whatever is being tested.

5. The ability to make changes to the system or prototype very rapidly must be
present (e.g., in less than 2 hours to test with the next participant or before
the next day of testing depending on context). This means that develop-
ment time and resources must be scheduled in advance to address the issues
raised during testing, and the development environment must allow for
those rapid changes to be made.

6. Enough time must be available between participants to make changes that
have been decided upon. How long this time is depends on how quickly
teams can make decisions and implement them. For example, text on Web-
based interfaces can be changed very quickly (minutes), whereas changes to
the behavior of an underlying database can take days.

It should be noted that often the set-up for a RITE style test takes more time
and energy up front and pays off in all the items listed in previous sections. For
an idea of the revised timeline for a RITE style test see Figure 17.2. It should be
noted that this schedule seems correct for the context in which the authors have
done their work, but many factors may influence the reader’s context.

A number of things should be done during the planning phases to 
make everyone’s tasks much easier during a RITE test. Some of these include
the following:
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✦ Have someone on the team keep a record of the changes made and when
they were made. It is very difficult for a usability engineer to accomplish
these tasks during testing. Make sure that this record is easily accessible so
that all team members can see it.

✦ Do not schedule too many participants per day and allow for plenty of time
between participants. We have often found that even three participants per
day can push everyone’s boundaries when changes need to be made between
participants. In other domains, three participants or more per day may be
fine—or even one participant every 2 days. The number of participants
depends entirely on the engineer’s situation.

✦ Set up a dedicated place for the people making the prototype or coding
changes to work close to the observation site, ideally, a place where they can
physically see the usability participants.

✦ Consider saving full versions of the application between changes so that pre-
vious versions can be examined or reverted to if problems are encountered
with fixes.

✦ Set expectations for the decision-makers about what a RITE test is and what
their roles will be. A good way to do this is to give the decision-makers a
script to show what a RITE test is, and what their roles in it will be.

✦ Set up a format for recording issues that can instantly be translated into a
report format to assist turnaround time for the final results. We have pro-
vided a recording template that some of us have used along with an example
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of how we have used it. Table 17.1 is a fictitious example of tracking the
effectiveness of a RITE study. The columns represent participants and the
rows represent issues. The participants are numbered in the order they were
tested. To make this into a blank template simply erase all the shading and
text.

In the fictitious example in Table 17.1 we have run 12 participants. This is an
idealized example and illustrates possible outcomes of a RITE test. However, in
practice its outcome is not far from the actual outcome of a RITE test:

✦ For issue 1 the problem was very clear and very severe. The team felt they
understood it well enough to make a fix after just one participant. They
made the fix and the next 11 participants did not experience the problem.

✦ For issue 2 the problem did not get fixed during this test either because the
team did not feel it was that serious or it was too difficult to attempt a fix in
the given time frame of the test.

✦ For issue 3 the problem was seen by the first three participants, but the team
could not agree on a fix or thought that the problem might not be seen
again. They waited until after participant 6 and then fixed the problem and
it was not experienced by users again.

✦ For issue 4 a fix was tried after the first three participants, and it was not suc-
cessful (i.e., the problem recurred). A new fix was tried after participant 6
which appears to have been successful.

✦ Issue 5 did not surface until participant 7 but was noted for three partici-
pants. It showed up because fixing issues 1 to 4 allowed users to complete
more tasks.

✦ Issue 6 caused failures and was fixed successfully after three participants.

✦ Issue 7 showed up with participants 4 through 6 and caused failures. The fix
reduced its severity but did not eliminate it. A new fix was tried after par-
ticipant 9 and eliminated the problem entirely.

✦ Issue 8 required three fixes to eliminate.

17.5 CASE STUDIES

The RITE method is not new—practitioners do this and other activities like it
all the time. Usability engineers at many different companies have used RITE,
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Table 17.1 Sample RITE Table: Fictitious Issues and Fixes History

1st 2nd 3rd

Issue/Participant P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 Change Change Change

Issue 1: brief X Note
description fix

Issue 2 X X X

Issue 3 X X X X Note
fix

Issue 4 X X X X Note Note
fix new

fix

Issue 5 X X X Note
fix

Issue 6 Fail Fail X Note
fix

Issue 7 Fail Fail Fail X X X Note Note
fix new

fix

Issue 8 X X X X X X Note Note Note
fix new new

fix fix 



or some method that is very similar to it, for some time, but there is surprisingly
little written about methods like it in the literature. A quick internal survey of
usability engineers and practitioners at Microsoft and on a private usability dis-
cussion group found that 33 of 39 respondents had used a similar method of
very rapid iterations and fixes at least once.

What follows are three case studies in which the RITE method has been used
successfully in different business situations by different businesses. Two are from
Microsoft, and one is from Oracle. The first is on the use of RITE to improve the
tutorial of the game Age of Empires II. The second is on the use of RITE to improve
interactive voice-response e-mail. The final case study is on Microsoft’s use of RITE
to improve the Digital Imaging Library for storing and displaying photos.

17.5.1 Case Study 1: Microsoft Age of Empires II Tutorial

Age of Empires II is a real-time strategy game created by Ensemble Studios and
published by Microsoft Game Studios. The overall goal in Age of Empires II is to
build a civilization and conquer the other civilizations that oppose you. You
gather resources that you then use to create military or technological advances
to achieve your goals. It is a complex game that requires users to understand
new rules and master new skills to be effective. The original Age of Empires was a
very successful game, but the game designers wanted to expand their demo-
graphic, and this meant going after people who didn’t play this type of game or
didn’t normally play games. To achieve this goal the game designers could have
chosen to change the complex rules by which the game is played. However, after
much fiddling they determined that the rules appeared to be the very thing that
made the game fun—so the challenge became teaching new users how to play
the game in a fun way. A tutorial was deemed to be the solution.

Before testing, the usability engineer and the team developed a list of tasks
and concepts that participants should be able to do and/or understand after
using the Age of Empires II tutorial. Issues were identified for which there would
be zero error tolerance, for example, learning how to move units or gather
resources. Once testing ensued at least one decision-maker on the development
team, who was authorized to make changes, was present at every session (e.g.,
the program manager, game designer, or development lead). After each partic-
ipant, the team would quickly meet with the usability engineer, go over issues
seen, and do one of the following things:

1. Attempt a fix, and then use the new prototype with the remaining 
participants.
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2. Start to work on a fix, and use the new prototype with the remaining par-
ticipants as soon as it was available.

3. Collect more data (e.g., more participants run) before any fix is attempted.

The results are summarized in Figure 17.3, which is a record of failures and
errors over time (as represented by the participants) on the Age of Empires II tuto-
rial. In addition, the graph shows the points at which the tutorial was revised.
Every vertical line on the graph indicates a point at which a different version of
the tutorial was used, that is, when a change was made. Changes were imple-
mented between participants 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, and 10 (6 iterations).

You can see in Figure 17.3 that the prototype was changed after the first par-
ticipant. It is instructive to examine an issue that caused the team to make a fix
after having observed so few instances of an issue. In the second part of the tuto-
rial participants are supposed to gather resources with their villagers. One of the
resources that they are instructed to gather is wood by chopping trees. However,
initially there were no trees on screen and as a result the first participant spent
a long time being confused as to what to do. The problem was clear, and so was
the solution—place some trees within view and teach users how to explore to
find trees off-screen. Both of these were done, and the issue did not appear again
with the next 15 participants.
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17.3

A record of errors over time as changes to the Age of Empires II tutorial were
made using the RITE method.

 



It’s also clear in Figure 17.3 that the number of failures and other errors
generally decrease over time as iterations occur and eventually go to one error
after the final iteration. Sometimes “spikes” occurred after a revision. This
appeared to be caused by participants being able to interact with more of the
game by removing previous blocking issues. For example, once the wood-chop-
ping issue was resolved after the first participant, subsequent participants were
able to move farther into the tutorial, thus encountering other issues along the
way that otherwise may not have been found.

In addition, we could calculate the probability that the fixes we made 
actually fixed the issues we uncovered. After the last participant there were six
additional participants run with no detection of any previously fixed issue reoc-
curring (the one issue that turned up never received a fix). This means that for
these issues we are 90% confident that between 100% and 61% of our users
would not have these issues. The issues that were fixed earlier had an ever greater
degree of verification; for example, the wood-chopping issue fix was verified by
15 participants making us 90% confident that between 100% and 82% of the
users would not have these issues (Lewis, 1996).

As stated in the Introduction, finding problems in a user interface is only
half the battle for a practitioner; the other half is getting them fixed. One of the
weaknesses of traditional usability tests is that there is often not enough time or
resources to discover which fixes were not effective. In contrast, the RITE
method allows designers to uncover fixes that need refixing. Here is an example
of a refix. Participants had problems with terminology in Age of Empires II that
required repeated fixes. Specifically, participants thought that they needed to
convert their villager units into swordsmen units, when in fact the two types of
units were completely unrelated. When the tutorial directed the user to “Train
five swordsmen,” participants would move their villagers over to the barracks (a
building that creates swordsmen), assuming that the villagers could be converted
into swordsmen. In fact, swordsmen had to be created at the barracks using other
resources (e.g., food or gold). When this issue was discovered, there were incon-
sistencies in the terminology used in the product. In some places the user inter-
face said “train units” and sometimes it said “create units.” After watching six of
eight participants fail to produce new units, the team decided that the text incon-
sistency was the problem and chose to use the term “train units” throughout the
user interface. When the next participant was run, the problem reoccurred in
the exact same way. As a result the team changed the terminology to “create unit”
throughout the rest of the user interface. Once this problem was refixed, it was
not seen again after seven additional participants.

The RITE method can clearly eliminate user interface problems during a
user test, but assessing its overall effectiveness for practitioners requires looking
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at additional information outside of the lab setting such as awards, reviews, and
sales. For example,

✦ The Age of Empires II tutorial received an “Excellence” award from the Society
for Technical Communication in 1999.

✦ The game play and the tutorial of Age of Empires II received critical acclaim
from the gaming press. In many cases the tutorial was singled out as excel-
lent. In addition many RTS games have now used tutorials similar to Age of
Empires II. Aggregated reviews of Age of Empires II can be seen online at Game
Rankings.

✦ It is practically impossible to relate sales of a product to any single change
or feature or to any particular method or technique. However, it is worth-
while noting that Age of Empires II was very successful and that it clearly
reached a broader audience than the previous product. Since its release in
August of 1999 until the end of October 2000 Age of Empires II never left the
top 10 in games sales according to PC Data. In addition, it continued to
break back into the top 10 in 2001 from time to time almost 2 years after its
release. The original Age of Empires was also very successful, selling 456,779
units between October 1997 and December 1998. Age of Empires II sold 
almost double the number of units as the original Age of Empires in a similar
time frame—916,812 copies between October 1999 and December 2000.
The sustained sales of Age of Empires II over the original demonstrates that it
reached broader markets, many members of which may not have had expe-
rience with games like it before (the segment at which the tutorial was
aimed).

17.5.2 Case Study 2: Oracle Interactive Voice Response E-Mail

Oracle has utilized the RITE methodology for emerging software technologies
for which there are more problems to be solved than traditional usability
methods can handle (e.g., interactive voice response [IVR], mobile hand-held
units, and Linux-based e-business applications). The standard summative usabil-
ity tests (i.e., 8 to 12 users, one consistent set of representative tasks, and a 
focus on performance metrics) take considerable time to set up and prepare
(including political and corporate concerns about product comparisons beyond
simply setting up the usability activity), have strict constraints that limit flexibil-
ity, and evaluate one version of an application. In the end, they can measure
usability quite well, but answer few formative questions on specific tasks and
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issues. This summative process works well for a completed product but not for
products in formative development, particularly products in rapid development
cycles.

The first case study Oracle conducted using the RITE methodology was for
IVR e-mail (McGee, 2004). Mobile, IVR, and wireless technologies have advanced
considerably over the past several years. Generally, mobile end-user applications
are easier to create than their desktop counterparts because their size is limited
by the display, memory, and/or interaction. Rapid development cycles are a de
facto standard for these products. The RITE methodology seemed a good fit for
the mobile domain. At the time, the product to be tested, IVR e-mail, was under-
going “rapid-prototyping” with the specific intention of trying to rapidly improve
the product; however, formal usability testing was not going to be part of the
process because of the limited time. Beyond the general fit with the mobile
domain, the RITE method seemed tailor-made for the IVR e-mail rapid-
prototyping exercise.

In studying the RITE methodology’s applicability to the IVR situation, we
realized that RITE is essentially optimization usability. It attempts to rapidly
improve a product’s usability to an optimal state by implementing changes sug-
gested by user feedback (through errors, think aloud, or some other usability
metric or process). These user-driven changes limit the theoretical large space
of all changes that might be made. This is similar to algorithmic methods
common in industrial engineering or computer science that reduce massive
search spaces of possible solutions to an optimal solution. Optimization algo-
rithms do not guarantee a perfect solution, but for “optimal” usability and inter-
face design, many solutions for product design are acceptable.

With the IVR prototype we had previously identified many interactions and
designs that we wanted to evaluate (e.g., we were interested in system responses
to unrecognized user commands). Furthermore, we had already created a variety
of possible design alternatives for several of these interactions. We outlined a
potential experimental design in which the interactions of interest were listed as
variables and the design alternatives as variable levels. We also knew that addi-
tional design variables and levels would probably be identified through RITE
testing. The potential design solution space was quite large, far too large for 
any known traditional experimental methodology. In fact, at the conclusion of
the study, we had manipulated or observed 21 design variables of interest, 
which, when factorially combined across all the variable levels, resulted in
1,271,981,408,256 unique combinations! At the onset of the study, these design
variables needed to be addressed one way or another, so we used the RITE
methodology and algorithmic optimization concepts in an attempt to quickly
reach a consensus.
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We used the RITE methodology with a master usability scale (MUS) as the
discriminating usability metric instead of errors (McGee, 2004). Errors were not
useful for differentiating our IVR voice e-mail tasks because the tasks were gen-
erally all completed without any user errors (similar situations occurred for all
performance-based usability metrics). The MUS is based on the psychophysical
method of magnitude estimation in which users provide a ratio estimate of
usability for each task. Reference comparisons are used to combine different
tasks and designs between users onto a single master scale of usability.

MUS is a measurement method for developing a usability continuum across
multiple studies (McGee, 2004). It is based on holistic perceptions (i.e., usabil-
ity) of physical environments (i.e., user interfaces [UIs] and tasks), also known
as psychophysics. Its fundamental strength lies in a resultant ratio measurement
scale (an underlying assumption for many statistical tests). In practice, users rate
the usability of study-specific tasks and then generic reference tasks. Using the
same reference tasks between studies allows usability comparisons to be made
between different UIs or products. These universal usability comparisons make
MUS a flexible, powerful measurement and analysis tool for usability 
practitioners.

With RITE as the experimental framework and MUS as the discriminating
usability metric, we were able to emulate algorithmic optimization for our very
large IVR design space. For example, given a task of “delete an e-mail,” com-
pletion of the task would require the user navigate to an e-mail and then say the
appropriate command to delete the e-mail. However, we could induce a mis-
recognition error that initiated a specific system error response with a specific
voice gender. At the completion of the task, the user might assign the task a
usability rating of 50 in comparison to all other tasks. The specific system error
response and gender would be assigned the 50 rating (along with all other design
levels present in the combination tested for this task). These variable levels would
then be compared to all other system error responses and genders rated during
other tasks and ranked and adjusted before design combinations for the next
user’s tasks were selected. As an exemplar, one system error response may con-
sistently be ranked as the best error-handling strategy and therefore be subse-
quently more likely to be included in future tests and the ultimate optimal
design.

Despite the astoundingly large number of possible design solutions, in actu-
ality, we learned that RITE testing quickly distilled the alternatives down to
clearly preferred solutions within 10 users. Users were quickly able to choose,
through MUS ratings, among various design alternatives presented to them.
Even 21 design variables with many design levels were, for the most part, easily
discriminated after 3 to 4 users. Many problems discovered in designs were 
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fixed immediately within the context of the study. “Winning” design alternatives
were adopted into the product. Other issues for which discrimination was not
decisive with usability were slated for redesign or selected based on business 
or technology reasons. In addition, although most design alternatives were
choices among best candidates, some designs were known to have a poor 
UI; however, certain stakeholders remained beholden to them for various
reasons. However, on rapid and objective user review of poor UI design, these
options were eliminated or modified, averting potential design arguments and
ultimately poor design in the final product. Overall, a higher-quality product was
the result.

The RITE method alone would have advanced the product design to a near-
optimal solution. The optimization techniques provided direction and more
control over the design solutions exposed to each successive user. The MUS
allowed all the tested combinations to be quantitatively compared along the
same usability scale. The flexibility of the RITE framework afforded the combi-
nation of these disparate advanced techniques that yielded a powerful overall
usability evaluation. We achieved far more cost-effective formative improvements
to product design than with traditional usability and experimental methods. In
comparison to reducing more than 1 trillion design combinations that our RITE
test effectively accomplished, a typical formal usability test is constrained to a
single design solution, a priori assumed to be an optimal or near-optimal solu-
tion. We have repeatedly learned that such genius in design is a myth. A typical
analysis of variance experimental philosophy would require thousands of exper-
iments with millions of subjects to statistically conclude differences among so
many conditions. Clearly, both typical methods are inappropriate choices for
formative evaluation in which many issues need to be resolved.

17.5.3 Case Study 3: Microsoft Digital Image Library

The Digital Imaging Group at Microsoft produces the Picture It! brand digital
image–editing products. The digital imaging software market is currently expe-
riencing rapid growth and change because of the mass market adoption of digital
cameras. Historically, consumer products such as digital imaging software have
been released on an annual cycle. These annual release cycles, which coincide
with seasonal purchasing behavior, are short, and they impact the amount of
time usability engineers have to evaluate and effectively implement design
changes. The RITE method is ideally suited to this environment because it allows
usability engineers the opportunity to evaluate more features or products during
an individual release cycle.
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The Digital Imaging Group recently introduced a new product, Digital
Image Suite, that was designed to provide a complete end-to-end digital imaging
experience for amateur photographers and digital camera owners. The product
contained two separate applications that were designed to work together to
enable complete digital imaging scenarios from image acquisition from digital
cameras to photo printing. One of the applications, the Digital Image Library,
was designed to acquire, organize, and manage digital images stored on the
computer. This application is also a single launch point for editing and creative
activity using the Picture It! photo editor. The Digital Image Library is a rela-
tional database of digital image files and associated metadata (some of which
comes from the camera as EXIF data and other of which is assigned by the user).
The metadata can be used to create so called “logical views” of the photos, which
are ways of displaying and sorting the images by metadata type. The result is a
more intuitive method of digital image organization and management.

Creating this new product was a significant investment in a rapidly chang-
ing and competitive software market. Product planning research had indicated
that digital camera owners with all levels of computer sophistication experienced
usability problems both in finding and in managing digital images on their com-
puters. The RITE method offered an opportunity to evaluate the Digital Image
Library thoroughly within the time constraints of the product development cycle.

Although the usability engineer was familiar with and had confidence in the
RITE method, the product team was not familiar with the method. In addition,
a small group on the product team had become invested in the early UI proto-
types of the Digital Image Library. To familiarize the product team and gain
acceptance of the RITE method, the usability engineer gave a presentation on
the RITE method to the team. The presentation highlighted the effectiveness of
the method but also uncovered some of the “typical” reservations found in intro-
ducing this method to product teams:

1. Concerns about the “validity” of usability issues because of the limited
number of observations.

2. Concerns about time commitments from team members not traditionally
directly involved in usability lab studies.

3. Concerns about the ability to identify the “correct” usability recommenda-
tion or fix based on limited observations.

These concerns were addressed by the following reassurances:

1. The team’s understanding of the product and the users provides the basis
for determining the validity of the problems, and if the validity of an
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observed problem is in question, then the team can simply wait and see if
the problem is replicated with the next users(s).

2. The resource commitment is not different from that for a more traditional
approach. The time is concentrated during the test period, rather than
being spread out through testing, analysis, presentation, discussion of
results, and determination of changes. The elapsed time from start of test
to changed product is shorter because changes occur during the testing
process.

3. Fixes occur more quickly and can be tested in subsequent trials. Iteration
can occur until the product reaches a sufficient level of performance as
determined by a usability specification or explicit goal.

Before testing, the usability engineer and the team developed a list of tasks and
concepts that the participants should be able to do and/or understand after
using the Digital Image Library. Issues were identified for which there would be
zero error tolerance (e.g., learning to scroll in and manage the database of
images to identify specific photos). All members of the development team (e.g.,
the program manager, product designer, and developer) were present at each
session. After each participant completed the test, the team met with the usabil-
ity engineer to review usability issues observed and do one of the following
things:

1. Attempt a fix, and then use the new prototype with the remaining 
participants.

2. Start to work on a fix, and use the new prototype with the remaining par-
ticipants as soon as it is available.

3. Collect more data (e.g., more participants run) before any fix is attempted.

The results are summarized in Figure 17.4, which displays screenshots of the
product as it was designed before the first session and the product as it was
designed after the last session recommendations had been implemented.

The final design is shown in Figure 17.4. Some of the final design reflects
both changes made during the RITE study and changes intended to address
problems uncovered during the RITE study but addressed later in development.
An unanticipated benefit of RITE was that the deep involvement of the devel-
opment team produced a lasting motivation to fix issues. The study determined
that although the controls and navigation elements available were useful in
certain scenarios, only the basic controls were essential to finding specific
images. The exposure of all navigation controls by default overwhelmed and
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interfered with the participant’s ability to navigate successfully. These essential
controls included the “Group by” control which changed the way the digital
images were sorted (e.g., folder they were in: date taken, event image taken at,
or keyword) and the scroll bar. This study and subsequent studies determined
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A visual record of design changes to the user interface for the Digital Image
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that when digital images are sorted by known criteria, individual digital images
are easily found, even in large collections of digital images. The RITE method
was able to help the team eliminate unneeded complexity from the photo
sharing library and retain desired functionality.

Lessons learned from this study are the following:

1. The method can be used to effectively communicate results and design
changes without the burden of creating large and detailed study reports. The
limited time imposed by the short product cycle made timely communica-
tion of results and recommendations to the team important. Because the
product team was involved in the process, they simply used the final tested
and validated interaction design and visual design to finalize the product
specification needed to begin development. To ensure appropriate com-
munication, the usability engineer prepared a verbal presentation for the
wider product team that used screenshots of the UI progression and high-
lighted the data collected that supported the changes.

2. As indicated earlier, the daily triage meetings provided the usability engi-
neer with an opportunity to review the data with the team and determine
changes to be made to the prototype. An unintended but beneficial result
is that these interactions helped foster confidence in the design and galva-
nized the product team’s efforts behind creating a positive user experience.
This strengthening of efforts behind the design was also bolstered by the
opportunity for the team to observe the validation of changes by subsequent
participants.

3. The team needs to agree on criteria that will be used to determine whether
a change will be made. In this study, the team had not anticipated a specific
problem, and this unexpected occurrence resulted in an inability to reach
consensus on the problem and the appropriate solution. For example, in
this study we observed user confusion with a search control that was included
in the original designs. However, we could not agree on a clear solution to
the problem. As a result, we decided not to make changes to this control
during this study. However, during subsequent unrelated studies we moni-
tored this issue. As a result of these extra observations, we determined that
the metadata likely to be used by our target user was a short list of items
(date, event, and subject) and that if we enabled the user to sort the digital
images by these metadata using the “Group by” control, the Search control
became unnecessary.

4. The RITE method provided the engineer and the product team with the
ability to focus on several key questions and rapidly iterate and finalize
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designs for that feature or product. This allows the usability engineer, and
more importantly the product team, to focus efforts on improving other fea-
tures in the product. The application of the RITE method several times
during this product cycle enabled a single usability engineer to provide effec-
tive usability coverage for a brand new product offering as well as continued
product efforts.

The Digital Image Suite received positive attention from the press, and sales
increased significantly. Clearly many factors contribute to the success of a
product. However, it is equally clear that a difficult-to-use product will be unlikely
to succeed unless it offers some unique benefits. It is also clear that an easy-to-
use interface lowers the barriers users experience to perceived product benefits;
that is, the user’s tolerance for figuring out a confusing interface to experience
a promised but not yet experienced benefit can be quite low for consumer 
products. Thus, an easy-to-use interface can hasten adoption as shown by the 
following:

✦ ZDNet review of Digital Image Suite—”My new favorite way to organize
digital photos” (Coursey, 2003).

✦ Digital Image Suite was granted the Good Housekeeping Seal of approval
for 2004. This is the first digital photography software package to be granted
the seal.

✦ Financially, sales for Digital Image Suite are ahead of projections for the
product. Year to date (for July 2003 through September 2003), the retail
sales quota was 126% of projections, which translates into a 153% year over
year growth in revenue, and an increase of 5.4 market share points.

17.6 CONCLUSIONS

The goals of the RITE method are to identify and fix as many issues as possible
and to verify the effectiveness of these fixes in the shortest possible time. These
goals support the business reason for usability testing, that is, improving the final
product as quickly and efficiently as possible. The case studies presented in this
chapter suggest that in these contexts the RITE method was successful in achiev-
ing its goals. The goals for the RITE method are very similar to those for other
iterative methods (e.g., cognitive walkthroughs and heuristic reviews, GOMS
[goals, operations, methods, and selection rules] analysis (Gray et al., 1993) and
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usability tests in general). It differs from other methods in the degree of col-
laboration it engenders and the rapidity with which fixes occur and are verified.

We are not proposing the elimination of summative usability methods or
other study designs. We are proposing that the RITE method be used to solve as
many formative problems as possible when rapid iteration is practical and
appropriate. We expect the trend of rapid programming cycles to accelerate in
the future. Desktop applications and other development teams are adopting
“extreme programming” and other techniques to decrease the development
cycle as much as possible while raising the quality of work (Rudd and Isensee,
1994; Rudd et al., 1996). Rapid formative usability techniques will be needed to
meet these development demands. The RITE method is an ideal candidate to
meet this need.

It is important to reiterate the things that make the RITE method succeed.
They are as follows.

Before the test:

1. Success metrics for each task are identified

2. Time and resources are set aside to be used during testing time

3. All key decision-makers plan to attend the test

During the test:

4. Product decision-makers attend the tests (e.g., developers, usability engi-
neer, testers, and program manager).

5. Issues and potential solutions can be rapidly identified.

6. A usability engineer is present who has a great deal of experience watch-
ing participants in similar situations in the past and is well versed in the
product itself.

7. Team members who have a strong knowledge of design and a deep under-
standing of the system architecture are present.

8. Observers have the opportunity to brainstorm different fixes as testing
occurs.

9. Decision-makers agree on changes to be made.

10. Applications are available that have a powerful and flexible architecture,
which allows for rapid changes to be made to the product.

As demonstrated by the case studies in this chapter and the correspondence 
we have received from other usability engineers, the RITE method has an 
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established track record of success on a variety of commercial products. As such,
it follows in the tradition of other methods that have been shown effective in
real world contexts, such as GOMS (Gray et al., 1993). This chapter embodies a
“case study” approach to examining usability methods (John, 1998; Wixon and
Jones, 1996). We hope that others will choose to publish case studies of RITE
and other methods. We look forward to lively discussions on instances of success
and failure with a focus on commercial success. We believe that this is the most
effective way to advance the practice of usability.
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Summative Usability Testing:
Measurement and Sample Size

Jurek Kirakowski University of College Cork, Ireland

18.1 INTRODUCTION

Usability testing can take many forms, for instance, expert inspections, employ-
ment of “user representatives” for their opinions, and various forms of auto-
mated testing. Nevertheless, in a survey published by the Usability Professionals’
Association in 2001, “usability evaluation with real users” was the most popular
activity cited by the respondents (Usability Professionals Association, 2001).
Usability evaluation (sometimes called testing) refers to two different activities. It
is customary, following terms used in educational psychology (Scriven, 1967), to
call these formative and summative modes of test.

Formative modes of test take place during the activity of developing the soft-
ware or Web site, and the goal of these activities is to improve the product by
providing specific feedback to the design team of which aspects of the software
or Web site are usable and which aspects need improvement.

Summative modes of test take place when the product has reached a certain
stage of development, and the primary goal of these latter activities is to show
how much progress has been made in the development of a usable product. Sum-
mative testing is a term widely used in usability, although it has not yet found
general acceptance. Other terms used have included usability validation, user val-
idation and user acceptance test. In some quarters, the term test is depreciated in
favor of the less-intimidating words study or evaluation.

This chapter focuses on summative testing. In contrast to sample sizes usually
employed in formative testing (rarely more than five users per test), summative
testing sample sizes are generally larger (between 12 and 20 users per test, some-
times many more). The biggest source of expenditure in any kind of usability
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testing is the time taken to identify and recruit users, to bring them to a place
of testing, and to perform the tests with them. The more we know about how
many users we need, the more cost effective our testing will be.

My primary reason for writing this chapter is to point out that we have to
bring together two strands of knowledge in the service of cost-justifying usabil-
ity testing: The first strand is about what we can measure to do summative testing
and the second strand is about the statistics of estimating the smallest effective
sample sizes for such tests. The purpose of this chapter is not didactic. Because
I need perforce to bring up points on issues that may not be familiar to all, I
have tried to balance exposition with argument and have made reference to
some of the most famous resources when appropriate.

In Section 18.2 I outline the difference between summative and formative
testing. Summative testing is assumed in the standard issued by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) as standard 9241 part 11 (ISO, 1998).
This part of the standard gives a definition of usability that can be operational-
ized in terms of how usability can be measured. Although other definitions have
been proposed, the 9241 part 11 definition, by virtue of the process of how these
standards are put together, is the widest consensual definition to date.

In Section 18.3 various base metrics that can be used to test usability fol-
lowing the ISO definition are discussed. The general topic of measurement in
usability testing most probably dates from Chapanis’ book Research Techniques in
Human Engineering published in 1959 in which the author attempted to describe
“some of the methods available to the human engineer for collecting trustwor-
thy data on men and machines and the relationship between them.” In a recent
contribution to the area, Constantine and Lockwood (2000) present some inter-
esting methods but still little empirical validation is shown. Questionnaire
methods testing for the quality of user satisfaction are in fact the best developed
from a measurement point of view (Kirakowski, 1998a).

In Section 18.4 I discuss statistical issues relating to sample size and the size
of the effect that it is required to demonstrate as a result of testing. Although
there is a good deal of debate and argument over practically any issue among
statisticians, they seem to be extraordinarily unanimous on one point, and it is
this: Never use the results of statistical testing as an oracle that must be obeyed;
use the results as a guide to decision making. As has been said more than once,
usability testing on its own will never improve anything; it is what you do as a
result of usability testing that makes the difference.

Section 18.5 contains brief conclusions and recommendations: In the end,
a usability test is only as good as its initial assumptions about who the target users
are, what they will do with the product, and where they will carry out their 
interactions.
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18.2 TYPES OF USABILITY TESTS

Enough arguments have been made for the advantage bestowed on a develop-
ment process by incorporating formative testing within the cycle, especially a
“lean” formative testing process that includes small, regular evaluations feeding
back into development (see, for example, the Chapter 17 in this volume by
Medlock et al.). But is there any point to a summative evaluation? What advan-
tages does such a mode of evaluation give? The usual answer is that if the context
in which the product is tested (so-called context of test) is sufficiently similar to
the context in which the product will eventually be used (so-called context of use),
then a summative evaluation is a prediction of what will happen when the product
or Web site is launched on the market.

There are actually three stages in a product lifecycle at which such a pre-
diction may be made, which are the following:

1. When the product has reached sufficient development, so that users can
interact with it, as a benchmark or indicator of progress in achieving usabil-
ity at that point.

2. Before a product is launched, to warn the company launching it of what
kind of reception their product is likely to achieve, to help position the
product on the market, and to prepare documentation and help desk
support.

3. After a product has been launched, for the company to better understand
how their product is actually being evaluated by the target market, for poten-
tial clients to understand the benefits to them of acquiring the product, or
for the development team to know what is good about the product and what
needs improving.

Summative evaluation at all three stages may also provide information that will
cost-justify work done on usability.

Although one may consider these two modes of usability testing as a
dichotomy, it can be seen throughout this chapter that gathering summative
metrics can also tell us a lot about why the user interface is a problem, although
admittedly performing formative evaluation may not adapt itself so readily to
quantification leading to summative metrics.

Formative usability testing has as its objective the identification of usability
bugs or errors in the system being evaluated. End users may or may not be
involved in such tests. Although this is the predominant mode of usability testing,
little agreement among exponents about methodology or indeed about what
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constitutes a reportable “usability bug” exists. The Comparative Usability Evalu-
ation (CUE) trials headed by Molich (Molich et al., 1998, 2004) show that when
different centers of excellence carry out usability tests on the same software or
Web site, there can be a difference of at least a factor of 10 between them as to
how many usability bugs are reported and little consensus as to what to report.
What emerged from the first CUE trials in 1998 is that assessment teams who
carry out this kind of usability testing see themselves as being very closely con-
nected to the development teams of the systems being evaluated. In general
formative usability testers like to position themselves as part of an ongoing devel-
opment effort and therefore recommend frequent testing with small samples of
users throughout the development cycle (see, for instance, Larry Constantine’s
review of the session on Feature Testing at the CHI 2003 conference in which
he notes that “rapid iteration struck a responsive chord within the audience”;
Constantine, 2003).

Summative testing has as its objective the production of a report that
explains to interested parties how usable the system being evaluated is. Of
course, how you test will depend on how you define usability. Different defini-
tions of usability have been proposed: each of these sets a slightly different testing
agenda and meets needs for testing in different environments. A significant step
forward was made in the ISO standard 9241 part 11, in which usability was
defined as the “extent to which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a speci-
fied context of use” (ISO, 1998).

Effectiveness refers to the ability of the user to achieve the intended results;
efficiency refers to the use of resources, such as time or effort; and satisfaction
refers to users’ appraisal of the quality of their interaction with the system. “Spec-
ified users . . . goals . . . context of use” provides the conditional clauses within
which measurement of usability is considered meaningful.

Usability tests should be documented using standard formats. A widespread
consensual agreement on what a usability report should contain and how it
should be written will facilitate the dissemination of best practice: standards,
methodologies, and content. This means that one can, in principle, estimate 
how much a given report will cost in terms of effort, that reports on the 
same system do not have to be replicated by different centers and that centers
may interchange reports, and that general criteria for excellence may be 
developed.

Standardized reporting with an accepted methodology behind it leads to
cost effectiveness and development of the professional status of the discipline.
Several standards have been proposed for how to report the results of a sum-
mative analysis: from the BASELINE report format (Kirakowski, 1998b), which
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drew on earlier proposals generated by projects partly funded by the European
Commission, to the Common Industry Format (CIF) sponsored by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology in the United States (INCITS, 2001).
Together with ISO 9241 part 11, this latter format represents a strong consen-
sual agreement between those involved in carrying out such usability testing.

At present no agreed upon standards of best practice for carrying out form-
ative usability testing or agreed upon report formats for such testing exist.
Although Rubin (1994) and Dumas and Redish (1993) give good advice what to
include in such reports, this advice is not always followed (see the comments in
Molich et al., 2004, for instance). An important issue is the severity rating of a
usability bug. Severity rating is not often carried out, so when controversy arises
over the minimum number of users required to locate some desirable percent-
age of usability bugs, it is not clear whether the disagreements arise because of
differences in the methodologies being adopted, the complexity of the software
being evaluated, or a definition as to what constitutes a usability bug in the first
place (e.g., is a poor choice of background color in fact a usability bug and, if
so, of what severity given the context in which it was found?)

18.3 SUMMATIVE TESTING: METRICS

Unfortunately, at the time of writing, summative metrics that can be used to
assess efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction are not all developed to the same
standard of quality.

It is customary to distinguish between base and synthetic metrics. Base metrics
are raw measures that can be gained from direct inspection: counts of events or
objects, measurement of time elapsed (some physiological measures can also
count as base events—see later discussion—but these are rarely encountered in
practice). Synthetic metrics are combinations of different base metrics. Thus the
amount of time taken to complete a task and the number of errors made are
two base metrics. However, the number of errors per hour is a synthetic metric
made up of two base metrics.

In the remainder of this section I deal mainly with the base metrics that
could be used to operationalize the ISO 9241 part 11 definition, paying partic-
ular attention to metrics for evaluating the usability of Web-based systems. Syn-
thetic metrics can be multiplied ad infinitum; they will have to await another
review.

A discussion of the measurement of the three components of usability 
(effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction) gives rise in each case to characteris-
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tic methodological issues. Thus, each of the three components will be reviewed
in turn, trying to bring out the essential character of the problem with each.

18.3.1 Effectiveness, Dimensionless, and Embodied Metrics

Effectiveness is best measured in terms of how closely a user achieves results that
conform to what is required of the software system. Very often, in testing, the
intended results are specified in behavioral terms, assuming a known universe.
For instance, in evaluating a Web site for booking flights, if the user is instructed
to “find the cheapest airfare for a flight from Cork to Boston in the week of the
. . . ,” the true result is known and the ability of the user to discover this can be
precisely measured, in this case, usually on a pass/fail basis. One would normally
pose a series of such tasks for users to carry out.

Such effectiveness tests yield counts of events. As such, these are relatively
uninteresting and are not easily generalizable from one testing situation to
another. When the counts of different kinds of events are divided by the total
number of events (for instance, number of users who succeeded in a particular
task divided by the total number of users who carried out the task), we get prob-
ability or proportional data, which have interesting properties and for which there
are well known groups of statistical tests—tests that can tell us, for instance,
whether the observed proportion of users succeeding in task x and the observed
proportion succeeding in task y is different enough for us to conclude that the
tasks are not equally supported by the software.

This discussion of effectiveness measurement raises an important issue that
recurs throughout this chapter: the difference between a dimensionless and an
embodied metric. A dimensionless metric is one that stands independently of the
characteristics of the trials and that is therefore comparable between trials,
between trials of different systems, and even between trials of different kinds of
systems. The probability of task success is an instance of such a dimensionless
metric. To be sure, the value of the metric will depend on situational factors such
as the amount of user expertise and the difficulty or length of the tasks, but there
are known upper and lower bounds to the metric (the result will lie somewhere
between zero and one), and one does not have to control for the situational
factors when citing the metric.

The raw count of how many users succeeded in carrying out each task is an
instance of an embodied metric. Although there is a lower bound to this metric
(no users may have succeeded), there is no upper bound and there is no under-
standing of how data will be distributed between zero and the upper bound. So
there is no meaningful way of comparing the relative standing of two sets of trials
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on this metric unless it is assumed that the situational factors between trials are
identical.

Going back to probability of task success, in practice, a trial is either suc-
cessful or unsuccessful for one of the three following reasons:

1. The user gives up before the time limit is passed.

2. The time limit for the trial is passed, and the user is asked to stop.

3. The user finishes within the time limit but does not complete the task to the
criterion (whether or not the user realizes that he or she has not completed
it).

In each case, it may be possible to engage in assessment of how close the user’s
result is to the criterion result. This is often not easy in practice and a fourfold
assessment may be used, employing verbal anchors such as “nowhere near,”
“honest attempt,” “close,” and “perfect.” Figuring out what numbers to use to
represent each of these anchors is difficult because how far apart they are from
each other is not clear. For instance, is the difference between “nowhere near”
and “honest attempt” the same as that between “close” and “perfect”? Therefore,
responses to such anchors ought to be treated as loosely ordinal (i.e., don’t make
them into a scale of one to four and don’t compute averages).

The same remarks apply to the situation in which the amount of progress
made by the users is estimated. Let us suppose we can enumerate the way-points
from the start of the task to its successful conclusion. Again, even if our count-
ing of the way-points achieved by the user is very carefully done, we have no
obvious way of assigning numbers to them. Suppose one user completes five way-
points out of seven and a second completes six. Is the measurement value of the
sixth way-point the same as that of the previous five? Unless one can prove that
each way-point is of equal difficulty, the data obtained here are also loosely
ordinal and the same strictures apply (i.e., don’t make a scale and don’t compute
averages). The best one can do is compute the probability of each way-point
being attained and then display this sequence of probabilities as a line graph.

18.3.2 Efficiency and the Underlying Form of Data

Efficiency is defined as the use of resources. The most commonly studied resource
is the users’ time—time to complete a task, for instance, or time spent recover-
ing from an error. This is what is called chronometric data, and it has a long pedi-
gree in psychological measurement going back to the nineteenth century. These
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days, mental effort and stress are also proposed as metrics, for which good mea-
suring tools based on self-report are available (see, for instance, the NASA Task
Load Index or TLX, Hart and Staveland, 1988 and the Delft Subjective Mental
Effort Questionnaire, Zijlstra, 1993). Variation in pulse rate has also been pro-
posed for use as an efficiency metric (Mulder, 1992), although in practice it is
seldom used. Other physiological measures of effort are also proposed but in
practice are used even less often (Mulder, for instance, also discusses respiration
rate).

Related to chronometric measures are counting measures, for instance, the
number of actions that a user executes to get a task done, the number of error
conditions that a user raises, or the number of references to help messages or
other documentation. Although these are discrete events and time is a continu-
ous measure, forms of distribution of many such discrete events will usually
follow the form of distribution of time on task.

With regard to time, one must remember that all chronometric measures
display a tendency to peak at low values, with a large tail-off (so-called positive
skew). Figure 18.1, for instance, shows the amount of time required to carry out
a booking task in the evaluation of an airline reservation system. There are
several points to note about these data that will strike a chord with anyone who
has been involved in such an evaluation.

First, data are presented from all users; although two users took up to 10
minutes to complete the task, one of these users was not able to complete the
task within the 10 minutes, and the other user completed the task after 9 minutes
and 38 seconds. Second, tester intervention was allowed, and although any inter-
ventions were noted in the evaluation, they are not shown on this graph. Third,
some users gave up on the task or insisted that they had completed it correctly
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although they had not. All these problems can be overcome by partitioning the
data and showing the data for each of these three categories of user separately;
but such a display becomes complex and the required number of users to achieve
any kind of smoothness to the three resulting curves becomes large.

Because of the tail-off toward high numbers, a suitable measure of the rep-
resentative number of seconds required to complete the task is not given by a
straightforward average. The arithmetic average of the data shown in the graph
is 268 seconds whereas the median is 247 seconds. The median is a more appro-
priate statistic, because it is not affected by extreme data at the ends of the dis-
tribution, and it assists in ironing out the problems mentioned in the preceding
paragraph.

Although computing central tendencies such as averages or medians is impor-
tant as a summary of the direction toward which the data tend to go, looking at
a measure of dispersion around the central tendency is also important to estimate
the amount of error associated with the statement of central tendency. However,
various methods for estimating dispersion are available. The choice of statistics
for central tendency usually influences how we will compute dispersion. For dis-
persion around an average, one would use a standard deviation; for dispersion
around a median, the most frequently used statistic is the interquartile range,
which unfortunately is not as directly comparable to a standard deviation as the
mean is to the median.

If you have problems with the description of such data, this is only a prelude
to the problems that will be encountered when you attempt to make inferences
about the underlying populations from which the data have come. The best sta-
tistical treatment for such data is statistics using ranks—an earlier generation of
psychometricians would have transformed chronometric data using an arcsin
transformation and then proceeded with normal distribution assumptions, but
this is rarely done today. Instead I have frequently encountered treatment of
chronometric data as normally distributed without regard for the actual under-
lying form of the obtained data. The justification is that tests based on normal
distribution assumptions are “robust.” Arguments about the robustness or oth-
erwise of inferential statistics procedures have arisen in the past and no doubt
will continue.

Suppose that a statistical procedure assumes that the population of data from
which the sample data have been derived is in fact distributed according to the
Gaussian normal pattern (and therefore that the data are well described in terms
of two parameters: 1) mean and 2) standard deviation).

Are the various lumps and irregularities in the data because of accidents of
sampling, that is, data gathering? In our example, we would consider whether,
if we tested many hundreds of users, the proportion of users who took more than
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10 minutes would become infinitesimally small. Those who hold that paramet-
ric procedures are not unduly affected by such bumps and irregularities are pro-
ponents of the “robustness” approach, whereas their opponents claim that using
these “parametric” procedures on such data is folly and leads to unreliable
results—just as in the case cited in Figure 18.1, we receive a different impression
of the central tendency of the data, depending on whether we consider the mean
or the median to be the better descriptor.

Aron and Aron (1994) gave a summary of the two approaches, but be warned
that these authors favor the position that classic parametric testing procedures
are quite robust and therefore can be used with greater impunity than a purist
would dare. The robustness approach is partly, I suspect, fueled by the fact that
much more statistical research has been done on elaborating parametric statis-
tical techniques than nonparametric ones and that a disproportionate amount
of time is spent on parametric methods in introductory statistics courses.

Raw measure of time on task is an embodied metric, as outlined earlier. We
have no upper or lower bound for most chronometric measures, although it may
be argued that the speed of the computer program responding to a previously
generated script without human intervention can set a lower bound. This is not
very helpful or easy to attain in practice.

A metric for efficiency that tends to the dimensionless was first publicly doc-
umented by Bevan and MacLeod (1994) and called the Relative User Efficiency
(RUE) metric, although this metric seems to have been discovered indepen-
dently by numerous researchers before this date. RUE involves measuring the
time taken to carry out a task by an expert user, perhaps after some practice, and
then dividing the time taken by an ordinary user by this minimal time:

RUE is normally cited as a percentage. Although there is no upper bound to this
metric, and some users may provide artificial data if they are stopped after a
certain number of minutes (e.g., 10 minutes), the lower bound is, by definition,
100%. If ordinary users take less time than experts, then this suggests that the
expert time estimates were ill chosen, and this consideration should be a self-
correcting part of the method. In essence, RUE standardizes the time on task
metric by reference to an expert performance and thus goes quite far toward a
dimensionless metric: It is possible, for instance, to compare RUE for different
tasks and for similar tasks carried out with different software systems or Web sites.

None of the problems of descriptive or inferential statistics as discussed
earlier is actually solved by using RUE, but at least by using suitably cautious sta-

RUE = ¥
Ordinary user time

Expert user time
100
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tistical procedures, comparisons between different versions of the software or
against baselines are possible. I am not aware of any studies indicating whether
RUE manages to avoid the problem of positive skewness: Because it is known
that the product of any two distributions (whatever their underlying form) tends
to the normal, perhaps RUE does approximate a normal distribution. We will
have to see data to test this hypothesis. Anecdotal evidence has been reported
to indicate that for first-time users of desktop products an average RUE (using
the mean) of approximately 400% may be expected. However, we do not know
what a generally acceptable value of RUE is nor by how much it can vary.

Chronometric methods for measuring efficiency raise the problem of time-
lag resulting from system response when you are measuring time on task in Inter-
net applications. Very often, when studied in real-life conditions on the Internet,
time on task is affected by circumstances totally outside the control of both user
and developer. Thus chronometric RUE is not a satisfactory metric for Internet
applications.

Counts of user actions or events are slightly more satisfactory if there is a
problem of asynchronous response by the computer system, and such counts
may also be cast as RUE (e.g., the number of actions an ordinary user takes to
complete a task as a function of the minimum number of actions actually
required by the functionality of the software). The use of action or event RUEs
overcomes the problems of connections, unanticipated events, and system
response speed to some extent. A similar approach is proposed by Constantine
and Lockwood (2000), who call it a metric of “essential efficiency.” Unfortu-
nately, beyond proposing the metric with some interesting mathematics, these
authors do not give any reliability or benchmark data.

Self-report measures such as the NASA TLX and the Subjective Mental Effort
Questionnaire (SMEQ) are also well suited to Internet environments; SMEQ in
particular is quick to administer, and under perfect conditions has a correlation
with task time of approximately 0.80 when tasks are held constant. These self-
report measures of effort and stress are already standardized, so benchmarking
against expert performance as an RUE is not needed.

18.3.3 Satisfaction and the Reliability of Metrics

Although user satisfaction seems at first glance to be the least promising com-
ponent of the ISO definition, the tools for measuring it are the best developed
and standardized. The usual method of measuring user satisfaction is by ques-
tionnaire. Users who have had some experience with the software to be evalu-
ated (either in laboratory or real-life conditions) are asked to rate the software
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on a “user satisfaction” scale. The development of such a scale is not to be under-
taken by the faint hearted; Kline (1998) in a thoughtful discussion, criticizes con-
temporary psychometrics for “failing to meet the criteria of fundamental
scientific measurement” after 90 pages of a thorough review of contemporary
measurement techniques and their statistical background. In the face of such
divine discontent, the journeyman must indeed tread warily. Two principles serve
as a guiding light to develop a scale that will be of any use.

First, one must be prepared to carry out at least two or three iterations 
of the scale, testing the scale and analyzing the results to improve the scale’s
validity.

Second, one should follow well-defined and agreed-upon technical criteria
that indicate how reliable such a scale is. These reliability estimates must not be
done using data that were gathered while the scale was developed: In the ter-
minology adopted in this chapter, reliability data must be summative. Kirakowski
(2003) provides an informative Web site of questions and answers about the use
and development of satisfaction scales in usability testing from which the fol-
lowing two definitions are taken:

✦ The validity of a scale is the degree to which the scale measures what it is
intended to measure. Note that satisfaction surveys are not the only ones to
have validity issues; factual questionnaires may have serious validity issues if,
for instance, respondents interpret the questions differently.

✦ The reliability of a scale is the ability of the scale to give the same results when
filled out by like-minded people in similar circumstances. Reliability is
usually expressed from zero (very unreliable) to one (extremely reliable).

From the point of view of testing for usability, it is important to realize that the
use of satisfaction scales for which there is no reliability estimate is at best an
inefficient use of resources and at worst is potentially misleading. It is inefficient,
because even supposing that the scale does measure some aspect of user satis-
faction, it is impossible to estimate the inherent reliability of the scale before
starting and therefore also impossible to estimate how much difference between
two versions of software being tested or between a version and a baseline is
“enough”, and it is potentially misleading, because a poorly formed satisfaction
scale may be dominated by one or two questions that refer only to some prop-
erties of the software being evaluated or that are capable of being misinterpreted
in various ways by the respondents. In questionnaire design, Murphy’s law may
be stated in this form: If a respondent can misinterpret a question, a respondent
will misinterpret it.
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In medicine, professionals sometimes use a row of six faces that enable a
patient to communicate to the physician the level of pain or discomfort that he
or she is feeling (i.e., a pain rating scale that progresses from a smiling face to
a crying face). The analogous testing of user satisfaction by asking a single simple
question, “How satisfied are you with this software?” (usually on a five-point
rating scale, sometimes illustrated by five faces to make the scale look user-
friendly) is extremely unhelpful for several reasons. Presumably the analyst takes
as his or her basic hope that satisfaction will emerge as the central tendency
among a large amount of variation, but the following may occur:

1. Respondents may interpret “satisfaction” differently so that the answers will
not generally be about the same thing.

2. There may be an inherent bias against reporting low levels of satisfaction so
that the scale will in practice be only two or three points at the upper end.

3. Large numbers of respondents will be required, because the inherent reli-
ability of the test may not generally be known and therefore must be assumed
to be low. Note that many commercial usability tests use very small numbers
of respondents!

4. Test item bias cannot be extracted, and therefore the inherent validity of
the test will also be unknown.

Satisfaction scales that have good reliability estimates include the System Usabil-
ity Scale (SUS) scale by Brooke (1996), the Computer Usability Satisfaction
Questionnaire (CUSQ) scales by Lewis (1995), and the Software Usability Mea-
surement Inventory (SUMI) scale by Kirakowski (Kirakowski and Corbett, 1994).
Two scales have been reported for the purpose of measuring aspects of the ISO
9241 part 10 “dimensions” of usability: ISOMetrics by Gediga et al. (1999) and
ISONORM by Prümper (1999). One scale with good psychometric properties
has been reported for use with Internet and World Wide Web applications: the
Web Site Analysis and MeasureMent Inventory (WAMMI) scale (Kirakowski et al.
1998; Kirakowski and Claridge, 2001). At present, SUS, CSUQ, and ISOMetrics
are free and in the public domain; the ISONORM, SUMI, and WAMMI scales
are sold commercially, although the developers of the latter two are known to
offer their scales for use in selected educational programs at nominal rates.

The omission of the Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS)
scale originally developed by Norman (Chin et al., 1988) in the preceding list is
not intended as a slight. In the original report of the scale, the authors expressed
some reservations about reliability properties of some of the subscales. Since
then, the scale has been extensively modified by Norman and his colleagues, but
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no reliability data about it have been published either by Norman or by 
Shneiderman (see, for instance, Shneiderman, 1997), who has championed it
over the years. It is sold commercially, and although it may not be wise to use it
as a summative metric, it raises useful questions for formative testing.

Whereas the SUS scale is a good example of a unidimensional scale (i.e.,
only one summative number per respondent emerges as the result), CSUQ,
SUMI, WAMMI, and the ISO 9241 scales are all multidimensional; that is, they
report user satisfaction as a profile of numbers for each respondent. A profile
enables the tester to see with greater precision the usability strengths and weak-
nesses of the software or Web site being evaluated. Figure 18.2 is an example of
a WAMMI profile (WAMMI is used for testing user satisfaction with Web sites),
in which, as with the SUMI questionnaire, Satisfaction is broken down into
Attractiveness, Controlability, Efficiency, Helpfulness, and Learnability. A Global
Satisfaction score is also provided (note that other questionnaires define User
Satisfaction in terms of subscales differing slightly from those presented from
WAMMI).

In Figure 18.2, reference is made to a normative standard that defines an
average as a score of 50. WAMMI refers to a statistical digest of a standardization
base of more than 200 different Web sites analyzed with WAMMI and places the
Web site being evaluated with reference to the digest on each of the scales. That
is, WAMMI not only has reliabilities, but it also has population parameters for each
of its scales. This is an important addition: We know how WAMMI performs in
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terms of what the level of “average” user satisfaction with a Web site is and also
by how much this measure of satisfaction may vary.

If we ask a group of users to evaluate a Web site using WAMMI (for the sake
of simplicity, just consider the Global Satisfaction scale), we will find an average
figure for the site. We know from the standardization base what the population
average is but, more importantly, what the dispersion around the population
average is as well. Because of the fairly large numbers involved, and as a result
of the standardizing process, we can assume that the population data are of
Gaussian normal type, and therefore parametric statistics are applicable.

If we assume that the Global (G) score of the ith user is G(i), we can now
divide this score into two components: the Effect and the Error. Knowledge of
the magnitude of the dispersion around the population average allows us to
make estimates of the Error, giving us a more precise estimate of the likely Effect
or rating of the Web site that the ith respondent actually wanted to give us:

The Error component can be further subdivided into two parts: one part is the
inherent error of measurement of the tool employed (in this case, the Global
WAMMI subscale) and the other part is the amount by which individuals in the
population from which the ith individual has been sampled vary between them-
selves as to how they are prepared to use a rating scale. This is sometimes called
the “biological” source of error. That is,

Interestingly, if we know the population error, as estimated by the population
standard deviation (SD), and we know the reliability r of the measure, we can
estimate the Measurement Error quite simply:

and thence refine the original formula for the composition of the Global score:

To summarize, the Global value is what the ith respondent provides; the Effect
size is the amount of user satisfaction the ith respondent experiences; the 
Biological Error is the amount of variation to be expected between people from

G Effect Bio Error Measurement Errori i( ) = + ( ) +  

M  Error P  Deasurement opulation S= ¥ -( )1 r

Error Measurementi i( ) = ( ) Error + Bio Error

G i i( ) = + ( )Effect Error
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this population when we do this kind of measurement; and the Measurement
Error is the amount of variation due to the inaccuracy of the questionnaire.

Because we have the standardization base for the Global subscale of WAMMI
(as well as all the other subscales, of course) and because we know how reliable
the subscale is, we can compute the previous quantities directly. This means we
know how much Measurement Error is involved and how much variation to
expect. These are important quantities to know: If we did not have the stan-
dardization base, we would have to estimate these quantities on the basis of the
actual sample we obtained. (How else would we know?) Now the smaller the
sample is, the wider we would have to leave the margin of error, and therefore
the less precise our knowledge of what made up the ith respondent’s Global
score. If someone else completed the preparatory work for us, we can operate
with smaller samples. To put it another way, if we don’t know much when we
start, then we have to run large samples.

Satisfaction metrics appear to be the only one of the three components of
usability for which reliability of measurement has been presented, and within
satisfaction questionnaires, the SUMI, WAMMI, and the ISONORM scales are
the only ones on which population data have been reported. Note also that sat-
isfaction metrics are quite neatly dimensionless—you could, if you wished,
compare user satisfaction of one group of users with a word processor and
another group of users with graphics software (if such a comparison made any
sense to begin with).

Because this is a chapter in a book about cost justification, it is useful to
include some cost information about the commercialized questionnaires.
Although vendors will offer incentive schemes to promote their wares, a basic
evaluation using this kind of technology cost approximately $700.00 in 2004, but
this figure does not include the cost of recruiting respondents and handling the
data. SUMI and WAMMI have standard report generators, and bulk purchase
reduces the costs considerably.

18.3.4 Measuring Usability: In Summary

This review of basic usability measures has introduced us to the fundamental
concepts of dimensionless versus embedded metrics; the effects of the underly-
ing form of the numerical distribution (is it normal or not?); samples versus
populations; and the notions of reliability, validity, and the need for standardi-
zation of metrics.

Effectiveness and Efficiency sound like “hard” metrics that are objective.
They measure the behavior of users or the results of user behavior. They refer
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to publicly observable events and can be captured on videotape. Surely metrics
such as these offer the best hopes for establishing the scientific credibility of
usability evaluation? Unfortunately, these metrics have not been empirically
researched in terms of their metric properties as thoroughly as the Satisfaction
metrics have been. Not only do we not know how reliable such performance
metrics are, but we also have no information about their population parameters
(although they do have a lot of what is known as face or apparent validity). As
we shall see later, this has serious consequences on the sample sizes needed to
demonstrate an effect. Satisfaction metrics, on the other hand, are usually cost-
effective and user-friendly to the analyst.

18.4 STATISTICAL ISSUES

We turn now to issues to do the analysis of the data we have collected. Intro-
ductory statistical textbooks for the behavioral sciences usually give a “cozy”
version of statistical testing that does not correspond precisely with the ideas held
by most statisticians who write about it. Two aspects of statistics that are under-
taught are the concept of statistical power and the use of confidence intervals
(of the mean or median). In addition, it would seem that many introductory
texts treat the subject of null hypothesis testing in an unsatisfactory manner, and
my intention in this section is to raise some of these important issues.

18.4.1 The Statistical Argument, Hypotheses, 
Rejection, and Power

As the ISO definition of usability implies, when we test samples of users, we do
so with the intention of generalizing their behavior to the behavior of the pop-
ulations from which we sampled them. The statistical argument is a method of
framing a chain of reasoning in statistics that will lead us to a correct conclusion
on the basis of the results obtained. Unfortunately for the user of statistics, stat-
isticians are not clear about what a correct statistical argument is and numerous
formulations have been presented. The entire issue is, from the point of view of
statisticians and philosophers of science, a series of confusions to the uninitiated
(see Denis, 2003, for an account of no fewer than five possible alternatives to
null hypothesis statistical testing).

To start with, I will outline the ideas of Jerzy Neymann and Eugene Pearson
(the so-called Neymann-Pearson formulation; Neymann and Pearson, 1933).
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They are important because their ideas developed from the original ideas of 
R. A. Fisher, and they have been widely adopted by practicing scientists. Let’s
assume that we are conducting a statistical test to see whether two samples (e.g.,
the effectiveness scores for being able to purchase a certain book chosen at
random on two rival book-selling Web sites) come from the same population of
effectiveness scores (and therefore that the two sites are almost the same in terms
of effectiveness) or whether they come from different populations of effective-
ness scores (and therefore that one site leads to greater user effectiveness than
the other).

We set up two hypotheses: a null hypothesis H(0), which states that the
observed sample differences between sites X and Y are a result of chance or acci-
dent, and an alternative hypothesis H(1), which states that site X leads users to
be more effective than site Y. We decide on an appropriate statistical test, and
we look up a set of statistical tables associated with the test to find the rejection
region, R, for the computed test statistic. R is usually from the tabled value to
infinity so we want as large a value as possible for the computed test statistic.

We now carry out our observations, tabulate them, and compute the test 
statistic.

If the test statistic is within the rejection region R, then we can reject H(0)
in favor of H(1). If the result is outside of R, we reject H(1) in favor of H(0).
Readers familiar with conventional explanations in introductory textbooks of sta-
tistics may be startled to read that one can accept H(0), but this is explicitly
stated repeatedly in the writings of Neymann and Pearson (see, for instance,
Pearson, 1955). Neymann and Pearson saw statistical tests as “rules of behavior,”
so that if one behaved according to the rules, then one would not make a false
conclusion about the two hypotheses more than a certain proportion of times,
on average.

For instance, Neymann and Pearson argued that if one uses a 0.05 level of
probability for determining the rejection region, in the long run, one is pre-
pared to make a false conclusion that proportion of times—in fact, we are pre-
pared to make a false conclusion not more than once every 20 analyses.

There are of course two sorts of false conclusions one can make. The par-
ticular false conclusion scientists are most concerned about is of admitting to
the canon of scientific knowledge something that is not true. In other words, reject-
ing H(0) when it is true that there is no difference. This is known as a type 1
error, and the size of R (the rejection region) depends a lot on a, the propor-
tion of times one is prepared to risk this kind of error (and on the sample size—
more of this later). Conventional values of a are 0.05 and 0.01; that is, one is
prepared to jump to a false conclusion of difference not more than 1 time in 20
(0.05) or 1 time in a 100 (0.01).
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However, Pearson and Neymann also recognized that there was an equal
danger in the opposite direction—that of rejecting H(1) when it is in fact true:
accepting that no difference exists when there actually is a difference. This is
called a type 2 error, and the proportion of times one is prepared to risk it is
called b. The scientific community regards this as a much less serious error,
because, given the pressure to publish scientific results, if one group of
researchers fails to publish because they made a type 2 error, someone else is
sure to come along later and remedy the situation. Thus for scientific work, type
2 errors are not given as much consideration. The power of a statistical test is
given in terms of b, as:

So that we do not to confuse power and b, we shall adopt the convention of
noting power as a percentage in this chapter and b as a probability. Thus con-
ventional values of power seem to be 80 and 90%, that is, 1 minus the b levels
corresponding to the likelihood of making a type 2 error: 1 time in 5 (0.2) and
1 time in 10 (0.10).

Although in theory this would be adequate for scientific work, numerous
analyses of published results in psychological journals have shown that although
a is usually high (as it has to be to get accepted for publication), levels of b have
actually been quite low—often as low as 0.65. However, for applied work, the
detecting of no difference is as important as the detecting of a difference. Thus
it would seem for applied work that the levels of a and b should in fact be about
the same: We should not favor one over the other. That is, if you decide that you
are prepared to risk rejecting the null hypothesis on false grounds less than 1
time in 20 (a = 0.05), you should also set up your test symmetrically so you are
prepared to risk rejecting the experimental hypothesis on false grounds in the
same proportion (b = 0.05).

Interestingly, this information now supports the argument that both H(0)
and H(1) are acceptable and rejectable. Whereas if one does not pay attention
to b, H(1) is favored, because we are blinded by the possibility of a false accep-
tance of H(0). Cohen (1988) discusses implications for a researcher who does
not wish to entertain the possibility that the null hypothesis may be rejectable.

As any reader of statistical tables will notice, R (the region where we reject
H(0)) becomes wider as the sample size increases. So that in theory, if we show
only a modest difference between site X and site Y, which is in the right direc-
tion but nevertheless not sufficient to reject H(0), all we have to do is to increase
our sample size, and sooner or later we will get to the stage where the value of
R is wide enough for us to be able to reject H(0).

Power = -1 b
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For instance, suppose we have obtained measurements from 10 users apiece
on site X and site Y, and the obtained value of the Student’s t statistic is 1.70.
The bigger this statistic is, the greater the difference between site X and site Y.
The table of values of t (with df = 18, p £ 0.05) tells us that the value of R ranges
from 1.734 to infinity, so we cannot reject H(0). Now, we obtain more observa-
tions, until we have 50 observations at each site. Let’s assume that the obtained
value of the statistic stays about the same (i.e., the size of the difference effect
does not change, although we have tested many more users) and now we see in
the table (df = 98, p £ 0.05) that R ranges from 1.676 to infinity. We seem to have
rejected the H(0) with a considerable amount of power because the statistic
obtained is now well in the region of rejection.

That is, as our sample size increased, the power of our procedure to reject
the H(0) also increased. But note that we may have been able to reject the H(0)
with fewer than 50 users.

In contrast, if we start with an enormous difference, even with a small sample
size, we will be able to make it easily into R. Suppose the value of t had been
2.00 with only 10 users apiece. We would have easily been able to reject the H(0)
at once, most probably with power to spare.

Thus to be able to predict the optimum sample size, we have first decided
that a and b should be approximately the same and that poses some constraints
on our solution to start with. Obviously, if we expect that the difference between
our two applications will be large in terms of measured usability, then we would
need few users to demonstrate this result. If the difference is not obvious, then
we will need more users to demonstrate it. In other words, the larger the antic-
ipated size of the effect (or effect size, usually abbreviated as ES), the smaller
the sample size needed (usually called N). ES and N are inversely related. The
precise forms of the relationships are complex and vary from test to test. Con-
ventional statistical tables that only give values for a are not much help: We either
refer to books such as Cohen’s (1988) or compute N ourselves. Luckily, most
large statistics packages now include power analysis as an option, which will take
care of the computations for the applied statistician (see the final section of this
chapter for a mention of some of these packages).

18.4.2 Different Kinds of Hypotheses

So far we have assumed that the kind of test we are carrying out is a compara-
tive one (i.e., site X against site Y or site X1-before and site X2-after additional
work). As we have seen in our review of usability metrics, very often, this is the
easiest kind of design to set up, given that we have no population parameters to
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tell us what an average or expected usability value is. We do not have an absolute
standard, but we have a comparison of the difference between two sites, perhaps
one baseline site and one hopeful new or competitive version.

This of course doubles the cost of the usability evaluation, although the X1-
before compared to X2-after type of design should be encouraged because it implies
that usability records are kept in some ordered state by the organization.

However, because most evaluations are about one Web site or software
package only, and comparisons take extra effort and therefore cost more, is there
anything else can we use as a comparison value against which to differentiate the
results?

The most obvious alternative depends on researchers compiling statistics of
metrics as the SUMI and WAMMI teams have done. That is, a large collection
of data that tells us that the average Web site gets such-and-such a score on this
scale. We can now compare our Web site and see how far above or below the
average it falls.

Collection of these data can credibly be carried out by an organization that
does not have a particular business interest outside of the area of usability
testing—a research group in a university or a panel of a professional society is
ideal. Collections of metrics made within a development organization, reflect-
ing the organization’s practices, are usually misleading because there is no
outside referent. Such internal collections of metrics can show that a particular
Web site is better than the company average, but finding how the Web site com-
pares to other similar Web sites from outside the company cannot be done with
an internal database. A company can of course start their own database of com-
petitor Web sites. However, in practice, to get reliable data on a site that is
remotely complex enough (e-business sites, for instance, usually require regis-
tration and some kind of commitment from the users to allow them access to
certain key parts) is a course of action beset with difficulties.

Occasionally, results are partially shared in discussion groups. In this way I
learned that an average RUE for first-time users of a typical desktop software
product is on the order of 400%, that is, novice users are on average four times
as slow as experienced users (this finding also agrees roughly with our experi-
ence in our laboratory). However, such benchmarks are informal and should be
used with caution.

There are two other approaches to developing a standard to use as a com-
parison. A panel of users with relevant experience is required for each of them.
It is useful for the panel to meet face-to-face and to discuss and reach a con-
sensual decision. End users with varied experience are preferred to usability
experts (or, worse still, technical experts who are usually good with computers
and tend to underestimate technical difficulties).
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One approach is to establish by consensus what the general population
parameters are and to use some statistical knowledge to convert these to data.
Participants are encouraged to give anecdotal evidence and refer to specific
instances in their experience.

For instance, how long, on average, does it take to book a flight on an airline
Web site if you know precisely where and when to fly? The method of limits may
be used: “How many around the table think it should take more than 10 minutes,
on average?” (laughter) “How many think it should take less than 2?” The limits
are successively narrowed until an acceptable figure is reached for the mean.
Let’s say that an acceptable mean is 2 minutes. Now, questions relating to dis-
persal are posed: “What is a good, fast task time?” and “What is a poor, slow task
time?” Let’s say the slowest acceptable time is 3 minutes and the fastest possible
time (someone can usually be found to demonstrate this!) is 1 minute. Dividing
the interval between the consensual fast time and consensual slow time by 4 will
yield an estimate of the standard deviation (because in the Gaussian normal dis-
tribution, an interval of 2 standard deviations on either side of the mean includes
approximately 99% of the observed cases). In our case, the standard deviation
will be 30 seconds, 0.5 minute. We now have an idea of the population mean
and standard deviation without having had to do any empirical testing!

The second approach is more related to the performance of a particular
application and may feel uncomfortable to those whose statistics training has
taught them that one can never “prove” a null hypothesis. What is the target
acceptable time that a booking should take on a Web site? Statements are elicited
in the form “if it takes longer than x minutes, it’s unacceptable” or “the longest
acceptable time is x.” The various values of x are tallied and displayed, and a
value is arrived at by discussion and consensus. Later, when the data are being
analyzed, we hope to demonstrate that the H(0) is true and that our obtained
value is indistinguishable from the value under H(0) (of course, we would be
extremely glad if in fact we find that our obtained value is more advantageous—
faster in this case—than the H(0) value, but then we may be guilty of overengi-
neering or of a less than cost-effective evaluation, which only needed to show
comparability with H(0)). That is, mindful of the fact that we are able to both
accept and reject the H(0), especially if we have kept a and b the same, with our
test we will expect to find that there is no difference between the obtained 
statistic and the target acceptable time as worked out following the stated 
procedure.

Alternatively a cost-benefit tradeoff may be negotiated within the team (for
instance, so much time to book a local flight or so much for a transatlantic
flight). We can now test the actual statistics obtained against these tradeoffs to
derive a profile of how well the Web site serves different kinds of needs.
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18.4.3 Do We Need Hypotheses?

A steady undercurrent claiming that we do not actually need the apparatus of
null hypothesis formulation is present in statistical thinking. What we are most
concerned with, this argument states, is not the blanket acceptance or rejection
of a hypothesis, but an idea of where the true population parameters lie given
what we know about the sample. This usually resolves into the estimation of what
are known as the “confidence intervals of the mean (or median).” The 95% con-
fidence intervals are the ones usually used. The confidence interval of the mean
does not actually make any statements about where the real population mean
may be found. In principle, the 95% confidence interval should be interpreted
in this way: “If we take this size of sample 20 times and compute the confidence
interval on the basis of the collected data, we will expect on average to find the
population mean somewhere inside it 19 times.” (Readers are warned that
although there is a “law of large numbers” in statistics, there is no correspon-
ding “law of small numbers,” and although we may expect that on average we will
find the population mean inside a 95% confidence interval 19 times out of 20,
if we replicated these 20 trials many times, then we would often find that either
the mean is always in the confidence interval or the confidence interval actually
excludes the mean more than once in any batch of 20 trials.)

Confidence intervals around the mean are usually computed with the mean
plus or minus a value we may call HCI:

where s is the standard deviation and the value 1.96 is used when the sample
size is sufficiently large (Snedecor and Cochran, 1980).

Usually, a sample size of 30 is considered sufficiently large, yet another rule
of thumb with which the behavioral and biostatistical literature seems to be
replete. However, the width of the confidence interval is affected by the degree
of precision of measurement. Thus, in theory if you want your confidence inter-
val to contain a certain number, then all you must do is use a small sample size
and a sloppy measurement technique that produces a large standard deviation.
This is something that an investigator will guard against if it is required to show
that there is little chance that the confidence interval does actually contain a
certain value, but if the requirement is to show that a certain target value is actu-
ally included in the confidence interval, then the sloppy approach seems like the
perfect solution for pseudo-science and bad engineering.

HCI = ¥
s
n

1 96.
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A useful formula for working out the minimal sample size required to
compute an acceptable confidence interval is available, but in addition to a and
b, the formula also requires us to estimate the population standard deviation
and a factor called D, the latter of which is usually thought of as the “acceptable
margin” or a “difference worth detecting.”

See Zap (1999) for the derivation. In this formula, za is the two-tailed normal
score of the probability of a type I error, so if we were interested in working with
P = 0.05, it would be 1.96. zb is the one-tailed normal score value so if we want
to retain b at P = 0.05 in symmetry with a, it would be 1.64. s is our estimate of
the population standard deviation and finally D is our difference worth 
detecting.

Suppose now we had a questionnaire with a population standard deviation
of 10, population average of 50, and scores ranging from 15 to 80. We may expect
that 5% of the questionnaire’s range is certainly a difference worth detecting,
and then applying the above formula to these values we come up with a size esti-
mate that 12 users will give us a sufficient sample, with a and b balanced, on
which to take an average. Suppose now that the database average is 50 (which
we want to do better than), our goal is 60, and we produce an average of 57. We
are able to claim (1) that we are better than the average and (2) that our con-
fidence interval contains the desired target value of 60 at a probability level of
0.05.

If we do not have the population standard deviation (for instance, if we are
using an unstandardized test or a metric such as RUE for which no standardi-
zation data exist), we must first determine the probable size of the population
standard deviation by a pretest and then compute the range of values within
which the true (population) standard deviation may be found. This procedure
is outlined in Snedecor and Cochran (1980). Using the upper bound of the
interval, we can then make a “worst case” guess for s. This unfortunately has the
effect of increasing the required sample size for the main trial.

For example, suppose we just have the basic questionnaire but no popula-
tion information for either where the population mean lies or the size of the
population standard deviation. Our group of expert users may not be of much
help with such a questionnaire, so we have to do some pretesting. If we do a
pretest with 10 users, the upper limit of the standard deviation rises to 18.25 and
the prediction for an adequate sample size for the main trial rises to 40 users. If

n =
+( )Ê

Ë
ˆ
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we do a pretrial with 20 users, the upper limit for the standard deviation is 14.61,
and the number of users required for the main trial is 25.

It is difficult to make a better case for the cost-effectiveness of standardized
metrics.

Incidentally, in relation to the time-honored probability values of 0.05 and
0.01 (and the 95% confidence interval) it should be pointed out that these have
no actual weight other than that they are generally accepted within the behav-
ioral scientific literature as standards. In an applied setting, although one should
use the 0.05 probability value as a guide (do you really want to endorse findings
that may turn out differently more often than 1 time in 20?) the more impor-
tant criterion is to maintain a balance between the a and b levels, so as not to
give unfair advantage to either the H(0) or the H(1).

18.4.4 How Do We Compute Sample Size and Effect Size?

The technology of computing statistical power was presented in the context of
confidence intervals in the previous section. Generally statistical power analysis
as conventionally presented assumes that the researcher wants to carry out some
kind of inferential procedure using the statistical argument.

The value called D in the previous section was introduced as an example of
a difference worth detecting. It is more generally known in power analysis as an
ES. ES is the magnitude of difference expected between two or more groups of
measurements or between a measurement and a benchmark. As we saw in the
previous section, sample size estimates depend on our expectation of ES. Having
some criteria as to what are acceptable values for ES is useful. Cohen (1988) sug-
gested three “bands” of difference of ES that may be considered, which he calls
small, medium, and large. Cohen’s definitions are given in an arbitrary manner in
his book, but his recommendations were verified by Lipsey (1990), who carried
out meta-analyses of published studies in the behavioral sciences. To a surpris-
ing extent, Cohen’s and Lipsey’s values agree, and in the following account, the
actual values are given—Lipsey’s as a range, Cohen’s as a nominal value.

Small (ES < 0.32, nominal 0.20). Examples of small effect sizes are the mag-
nitude of difference between twins and nontwins, and the difference in mean
height between 15- and 16-year-old girls. The small ES specification is recom-
mended for use with variables producing differences that are not really visible
to the naked eye. In usability testing terms, small ES may be expected in the com-
parison of software systems that differ in technical detail that does not readily
make itself apparent to the user or in aspects of presentation that do not greatly
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affect the usability of the systems for the tasks studied in the evaluation. Exam-
ples could include a better technical file interface that makes an application
more robust or a small realignment of menu items between versions.

Medium (ES = 0.33–0.55., nominal 0.50). Examples of medium effect sizes are
the IQ difference between clerical and semiskilled workers and between profes-
sional and managerial groups and the difference in mean height between 14-
and 18-year-old girls. The medium ES specification is recommended for use with
independent variables causing effects that are large enough to be visible to the
naked eye. In usability testing terms, one would expect that investment in usabil-
ity engineering should pay off in terms of at least medium differences between
software versions, and one may expect at least medium differences between suc-
cessive major released versions of a piece of software or between a market leader
and the rest.

Large (ES = 0.56–1.20, nominal 0.80). Examples of large effect sizes are the
IQ difference between freshmen and individuals with PhDs and between college
graduates and those with a 50-50 chance of passing an academic high school cur-
riculum and the difference in mean height between 13- and 18-year-old girls.
The large ES specification is recommended for use with independent variables
causing effects that create gross differences. In usability testing terms this would
be equivalent to the difference between a prototype or an interface that is
designed from a software technical point of view and one that is designed as a
result of task analysis.

For purposes of evaluation of software systems, quantitative evaluation goals
may be stated as an ES statement specifically related to the software systems
under consideration. The cost of evaluation and the cost of development inter-
act. Thus if we suppose that it costs more to create a system that demonstrates
a larger ES compared with its predecessor, other things being equal, a smaller
ES means greater precision of measurement or larger sample size required for
the detection of the difference. To detect a very small ES you need a lot of data
gathered with an extremely reliable measurement technique. For a large ES, the
evaluation constraints are more relaxed, although the cost of creating the system
may be greater.

For example, if testing will yield means and standard deviations, then ES will
be determined by the formula:

where Av(1) is the baseline or competitor average, Av(2) is the obtained or
current system average. The Measurement Error is as computed above in Section

ES
Av Av

=
( ) - ( )1 2

Measurement Error
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18.3.3. As the measurement error becomes smaller, the difference between the
averages that is required to yield the expected ES also becomes smaller. In fact
all four quantities can be played against each other: sometimes to estimate what
ES should be, sometimes to estimate what the difference between the averages
should be, and sometimes to obtain an estimate of the required measurement
error to be able to achieve a particular ES.

Having obtained an ES, one can then enter tables such as those provided by
Cohen (1988) for estimation of power and sample size to discover how large a
sample will be required, given the preselected a and b, to demonstrate the ES
with the measurement tools at hand. If the requirement is to reject H(0), then
one should use a reasonably large ES (given the above discussion). If rejecting
H(1) is required, then one should use a reasonably small ES (Cohen says 0.10
or thereabouts).

The concluding section of this chapter suggests computer programs that can
be used for power analysis.

18.4.5 When Do We Compute Sample Size and Effect Size?

In a rather Aristotelian humor, one may contemplate doing these calculations
at one of three moments: before an evaluation, during an evaluation, or after
an evaluation. Let’s look at these options in turn and consider the kinds of infor-
mation we may gain at each.

Before an Evaluation. Before an evaluation, one either knows what the popu-
lation parameters are or one doesn’t. If the standard error is known, then the
discussion trades ES against the required sample size.

If the population parameters are not known, then ES and sample sizes are
traded against the probable measurement error. A pilot study may be carried out
on a small sample to find the level of magnitude of the measurement error if
this has not been estimated already using experienced users. There are two 
situations:

1. The pilot sample is more homogenous with respect to the behavior (or atti-
tudes) of the end users than the real sample will be.

2. The pilot sample is less homogenous than the real sample will be.

In other words, the sample will either exhibit a broader or a narrower disper-
sion (it may or may not be part of the same problem that the sample will also
be closer to the H(0) value or further away). A more homogeneous pilot sample
will give the user a nasty surprise when the real sample is collected and found
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to be more heterogeneous; a less homogeneous sample will inflate the required
sample size.

In practice, when pilot samples are used, a wise procedure is to compute the
95% confidence intervals of the sample variance and to base one’s estimates of
the population variance on the upper value of the confidence interval. The perils
accompanying this procedure were depicted graphically in Section 18.4.3.

In general pilot samples and main-phase samples should be carefully
selected according to what is known about the ability and attitudes of the
intended user population. Context of use analysis (Kirakowski and Cierlik, 1998)
is an important tool for this purpose. The worst possible case is when the data
for a pilot sample (or a main sample) are taken from colleagues working in the
vicinity and their friends without any care as to how closely this sample corre-
sponds to the real user population. Unfortunately, this kind of thoughtlessness
occurs far too often.

Characteristically, before an evaluation, one is in the business of making
tradeoffs among the four major factors: sample size, effect size, a and b levels,
and measurement error.

During an Evaluation. During an evaluation, this kind of analysis enters the
realm of sequential testing. In sequential testing we gather some data and test it
for statistical significance. If we do not reach the rejection region of either H(0)
or H(1), then we go back and gather more data. See Wetherill (1966) for a good,
overall introduction to this area, although significant advances continue to be
made (see, for instance, a thoroughly technical discussion by Xiong, Tan, and
Boycott, 2003).

The evaluator will be in roughly two situations, and two tests are appropri-
ate. In the first situation, we know the standard deviation of the measurements
with great accuracy beforehand. The sequential probability ratio test is appropriate
for this situation. If the values of a and b are equivalent (and small; i.e., about
0.05) and the ES ratio is held constant, then the sample sizes required for making
a decision with regard to H(0) and H(1) are about the same as if one carried
out a preplanned study (i.e., as if we chose a sample size before the evaluation
was started). Thus in this case, sample size estimates made before and during
the study are equivalent. This corresponds to common sense: If we know what
the measurement error is independently of the sample size, then it matters little
when we compute the required sample sizes before, during, or after.

In the second situation, we do not know what the standard deviation of the
measurements is. Our tests will take the standard deviations of the sample and
attempt to predict the standard deviation of the population. Clearly, the closer
we get to the population size, the better our estimate will become; however,
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because we are continually revising our statistic, it is important in this case to
guard against the cardinal statistical sin of capitalizing on chance. Thus the ES
needed for the statistic to be significant will be extremely large when the sample
sizes are small. However, as the sample sizes get bigger, the rejection regions are
“protected,” so that if a hypothesis is rejected with a certain sample size, you may
be confident that had the tests continued, it would also have been rejected with
samples sizes larger than the one stopped at. In this case, sequential testing puts
the evaluator at a significant disadvantage with respect to the required sample
size. Needless to say, statisticians are working hard to improve this situation for
us (see the article by Xiong et al., 2003, who develop a technique known as the
sequential conditional probability ratio test, which they claim attains the smallest
maximum sample size among group sequential tests). However, it appears that
in sequential testing, as in many other forms of human activity, there is no such
thing as a free lunch.

After an Evaluation. When an evaluation has been completed, averages and
measurement error are, by definition, known. All that can be done at this stage
is to model a and b levels against ESs, bearing in mind the recommendation
that these rates, for usability testing, should be approximately equivalent. The
result will actually be a graph of ES against a and b rates. Interpretation of the
probability values may become important at this stage. Instead of talking about
the probability of samples approximating population values, it is more in line
with the applied nature of usability testing to speak of “decision rules.” That is,
a probability value of 0.05 corresponds to the decision rule that we are satisfied
it is sufficient that if we were to do the same evaluation 20 times over, only once
would we have to reverse our judgment.

18.4.6 Statistics and Reality

One of the issues that the forgoing discussion brings out is that a high premium
should be paid for data which enable us to make confident assessments of the
required size of samples for usability testing. A useful agenda for professional
societies in usability is to encourage the collection of such databases for non-
proprietary methods.

When one begins to research into the details of statistical issues such as the
true nature of hypothesis testing and the benefits of sequential testing, one is
struck by the vigor of the discussion on such issues between professional statis-
ticians and the level of disagreement between them. This is, of course, only to
be expected of a discipline in a phase of growth, but it does make consumers of
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such research anxious that what they have taken from the discussion is correct.
In the end, the most consistent advice from all the statistical sources reviewed
in the course of preparing this chapter has been to use common sense and to
use the results of statistical computations as a guide to action rather than as a set
of oracles.

In the end, the conclusions made from a usability test are as good as the
assumptions made at the start: This involves finding an answer to the “condi-
tionals” of the ISO usability definition. Who are the target users for the appli-
cation? If functional differences between groups of target users exist, then the
user groups ought to be examined separately. What will the users do with the
application? Again, if the application is large and can support different activi-
ties, then these activities should be evaluated separately. This is especially true
of large Web sites that may offer a variety of experiences for the users. In what
environments will the application be used, or how will users access the Web site?
It is fallacious to conclude that users who access a Web site using dial-up tech-
nology at 50 kilobytes per second many miles away can be adequately repre-
sented by users who access the same site in a laboratory close to the server
operating at 20 megabytes per second. (Conditions may, of course, be set up to
mimic the former kind of connection in a laboratory in the same way that a lab-
oratory may be set up to mimic a “busy office,” but is this ever done?)

“User panels” or user groups who can be recruited to be usability testing vol-
unteers may represent a particular danger to the generalizability of evaluation
results, because very often such users come to a Web site with a large critical
apparatus on the basis of previous testing experiences and may not be involved
enough with the application to want to use it seriously (even if they are given
“tasks” to complete). In a recent evaluation of a Web site, we differentiated users
on the basis of their responses to the statement that “this Web site contains the kind
of information I need for my day-to-day work.” Those users who answered this ques-
tion positively gave the site much higher satisfaction ratings than those users who
answered negatively. The results, using the WAMMI questionnaire, are shown in
Figure 18.3.

Comments from these two categories of users were also informative. Users
who considered that the Web site did not have the kind of information needed
for their daily work gave only negative views on relatively superficial aspects of
the site’s implementation, such as the use of Flash or stylistic issues. Users who
considered that the Web site did have the information they needed for their daily
work gave informed comments about the kind of information being presented
and how the organization of the site could facilitate their navigation for differ-
ent kinds of required information. (Also, occasional references to the use of
Flash, appearance, and colors were made.)
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18.5 CONCLUSIONS

Having read all this, the reader may well reflect that summative user testing is
not much more advanced than formative testing! However, it is surely worth the
effort involved to know beforehand by appropriate testing how efficient, effec-
tive, and satisfying a product is. This information is certainly welcomed by man-
agers, who put store on quantitative data. (Note that for a design team, the
reverse is often true—qualitative data are more useful than quantitative.)

To carry out a summative test, the evaluator performs the following seven
steps:

1. Plan the evaluation in terms of design, procedures, tasks, and environments.

2. Decide on a sampling frame—where the user sample(s) will be drawn from.

3. Decide on an adequate user sample size and a method of recruiting a
random sample.

4. Contact, gather, and run the individual users in the sample through the 
procedure(s).

5. Analyze the data.

6. Consider the implications.

7. Report the data.
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WAMMI results with 95% CI for two categories of user in response to the ques-
tion: “This Web site contains the kind of information I need for my day-to-day
work.”

 



The good news is that step 1 usually takes least stress: Most usability testers
will be working within a niche and will soon develop a set of tools and proce-
dures that will satisfy the needs of their clients. Please note: This also means that
data from past evaluations ought to be kept, where possible, in a professional
casebook.

Step 4 usually takes the most time, and step 2 is usually the most critical step
in terms of acceptance of the report. It follows that step 3 has to be as fine tuned
as possible to offer the client value for money. Perhaps the most crucial step,
step 6, is never done in costable time. Too often, in fact, testing runs quickly
from step 5 to step 7, and yet work is most often judged on the outcome of 
step 6.

A theme in this chapter has been that things generally become easier if one
lives in a known universe. Perhaps one of the reasons more attention is not paid
to gathering information about efficiency and effectiveness metrics is because
the cost of not knowing this information is not understood. The same is true,
one may suppose, for home-grown satisfaction questionnaires. If you don’t know,
then you have to pay extra.

With open source tools such as RUE, it is perhaps the duty of professional
bodies to institute and encourage subcommittees to obtain such data for stan-
dardization purposes and to encourage workshops on quantitative topics for the
purpose of disseminating benchmarks and case studies. Not everybody will be
fascinated by such topics to be sure.

A frequently asked question is, Where does one begin? I used to have the
opinion that the answer to this question was highly contextual—different proj-
ects and different organizations will have different needs. Although this advice
remains true, it has little value to the novice, because it sets no standards. The
following list is therefore presented with the caveat that contextualization is
always needed.

1. The usability tester should be familiar with a context of use analysis method-
ology: This is the foundation for summative testing, and it takes care of the
conditionals in the ISO 9241 definition (making an appropriate selection of
tasks, users, and environments).

2. After this, one methodology for each of the usability qualities, task comple-
tion and efficiency, and a good freeware product such as the SUS question-
naire for satisfaction are recommended.

3. Learning how to use a statistical package is important; spreadsheet statistics
are still full of traps for the unwary, whereas statistics packages such as SPSS,
SAS, MedCal, MiniTab, and SYSTAT have long served the needs of seminu-
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merate researchers in the social and biosciences. (These commercial pack-
ages all contain power analysis options.) There are also many freeware pack-
ages specifically dedicated to power analysis, but such packages are more
ephemeral (see Helberg, 2004, for a listing).

4. To understand how to report an evaluation, know the CIF standard (INCITS,
2001). In addition, use plenty of common sense to not get bogged down 
in formalities and details and to not be misled by quick fixes. Remember
step 6.

The alternative, of course, is not to do any testing at all.
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Cost-Justifying Online Surveys

Scott Weiss Usable Products Company

NOTE TO READER

The content in this chapter was informed in part by literature searches, but 
the majority of the material was gathered through telephone- and e-mail–
administered questionnaires. Respondents included independent research prac-
titioners, research and usability managers in large corporations, and online
survey vendors. Some of the contributors requested anonymity, whereas others
permitted attribution of their statements.

19.1 ONLINE SURVEYS AND THEIR VALUE

Some readers of this chapter may be trying to decide between formal usability
testing and online surveys to address their product usability goals. The purposes
of this chapter are to explain the following:

1. Exactly what online surveys are and how they contribute to usability 
activities

2. Key differences between formal usability testing and online surveys

3. Types of online surveys, and the value of each type with respect to usability

4. Costs associated with online surveys and how those costs compare to lab
testing

5. Details about online surveys that will help the reader deploy them effectively

6. Strategy recommendations for mixing online surveys with other usability
methods
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A survey is “a gathering of sample data or opinions considered to be represen-
tative of a whole” (Dictionary.com, 2003). Surveys can be used in research efforts
such as concept testing, positioning, market forecasting, customer satisfaction,
and pricing in addition to studies of usability opinions and/or performance.
Online survey types can range from very simple to very sophisticated. Questions
can be closed-end, open-end, conjoint (two or more associated concepts), or 
discrete choice and can even assist with best attribute scaling. Online survey
questions can be text-based, pictorial, animated, and even highly interactive 
with drag-and-drop features. Sophisticated software exists for matching and
ranking objects across rows and columns. The technology supports complex
branching and skip patterns, which, if sent by direct mail, might be confusing
to respondents.

Lumped in with online surveys are online usability studies, which are online
surveys with additional technology that synchronizes them with a Web site, track-
ing both users’ responses and users’ on-screen activities. For the rest of this
chapter, online usability surveys will be referred to as synchronized surveys. One addi-
tional survey type that focuses on usability is asynchronous, but tied to respon-
dents’ opinions about a Web site’s ease of use. This type of survey will be
described as an asynchronous usability survey (Table 19.1).

The Website Analysis and MeasureMent Inventory (WAMMI) is perhaps the
most well-known of the asynchronous usability surveys. It features fixed-response
and open-response questions. Fixed-response questions have a limited set of
answers, via a dropdown menu or series of radio buttons, whereas open-response
questions have type-in fields. The WAMMI questionnaire is short and targeted
and gauges respondents’ attitudes about ease of use. However, it is purely
opinion-oriented, and although respondents’ opinions about usability may 
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Table 19.1 Survey Types

Survey Type Description

Online survey Catch-all term, usually reserved for simple surveys

Synchronized survey “Online usability” surveys that directly link survey
questions and instructions with a live Web site in
several states of use and also track the paths of
users as they navigate through a Web site

Asynchronous usability Opinion-oriented survey about usability, capturing 
survey respondents’ attitudes

 



correlate to their actual performance, there is no guarantee that they will cor-
relate. WAMMI results do correlate with heuristic/expert reviews of Web sites,
according to Kirakowski and Cierlik (1998). The WAMMI questionnaire also
maintains a database of results, making norm-based comparisons possible. The
key value of WAMMI is its measure of user satisfaction, which is a key element of
usability.

Like the WAMMI, most online surveys measure user satisfaction and other
opinion metrics rather than user performance, which is the forte of in-person
usability testing. Synchronized surveys also track the paths that respondents take
during the tasks they are asked to complete. Path tracking is offered by several
firms, some of which have built sophisticated tools and visualization techniques
for analyzing the data. Path tracking analysis is an attempt to understand user
performance, and these tools can be more effective than log file analysis for
understanding user activity. Log file analysis is a cruder strategy, because the
researcher must guess what the users’ goals were, as opposed to synchronized
usability surveys, in which the researcher determines the respondents’ goals in
advance through survey question design. Synchronized surveys also offer the
ability to ask respondents open-ended questions, providing further insight into
their intentions. However, there are drawbacks to synchronized usability surveys,
which are detailed later.

Online surveys must be only a part of a comprehensive usability effort. When
used alone, the weaknesses of online surveys become overwhelming. However,
as part of a balanced approach, they are a valuable research tool.

19.1.1 Cost and Return on Investment

Online surveys can cost significantly less than surveys administered by telephone
or surface mail for the simple reason that they are conducted via computer,
which allows for a number of efficiencies: elimination of the human interviewer,
no postage and/or telephone costs, and increased size of potential populations.
These factors help to reduce the cost of additional survey completions compared
with other survey methods.

A great many low-priced survey automation software packages are available,
and most of them are adequate for opinion gathering (Table 19.2). However,
the software cost is only a small part of the total, because recruiting and respon-
dent incentives usually cost far more than the software itself.

Pricing for surveys ranges wildly from free, for very limited sample sizes and
survey scope, to $1,000 for a small survey, to more than $200,000 for a “full-scale
discrete choice” project. The following factors contribute to cost:
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✦ Recruiting

✦ Incentives

✦ Study design

✦ Programming

✦ Data collection and analysis

✦ Report writing

D&B’s Short Hills, NJ–based market research group bills $1000 to $4500 per
survey project back to their internal clients. D&B (formerly known as Dunn &
Bradstreet) does not generally pay incentives to survey respondents, and their
software licenses cost approximately $20,000 per year. Online surveys are an
extremely valuable component of D&B’s market research strategy, comprising
more than 20% of their annual research effort in 2003.

In most situations, synchronized usability surveys are not lower priced than
traditional lab-based usability research. Some online survey companies do offer
low-priced entry-level survey products that may be useful to some clients. 
Following is the text from the Web site of a vendor for a 50-person survey:

Starting at $1500, Vividence eXpress offers a faster, more accurate, and more
cost-effective evaluation of customer reactions and responses than conven-
tional research methods such as surveys and usability tests.

Vividence eXpress gives you several price options, depending on the pan-
elists you use for the evaluation and whether you want to reward them ($5
Amazon.com gift certificates) for their participation:
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Table 19.2 Survey Cost Factors

Lowers Cost Increases Cost

No postage or  Software package purchase price or study
telecommunications costs administration fees

Lower per-respondent More respondents, thus potentially a higher
incentives incentive pool

No data entry costs More data analysis required

No travel costs

 



These low-cost quotes supply a very basic service set that includes only two tasks
(and up to 60 questions) using either a panel provided by the client or, for addi-
tional cost, the vendor’s pre-existing panel with a limited set of qualifying ques-
tions to screen respondents. However, custom recruits, larger sample sizes, and
analysis of the results typically drive prices higher than those for in-person
studies.

Table 19.3 contains pricing from four synchronized survey vendors who were
asked to respond to a request for proposal (RFP) for an online survey without
analysis (Anonymous, 2003a). The intent of the RFP was to identify a practical
minimum number of survey respondents to match a similar in-lab study of
between five and seven users. Most usability professionals consider a “small in-
lab study” to consist of between five and seven respondents, based on simple
math. A small in-lab study schedules all of the interviews in one calendar day.
Each interview lasts between 45 and 90 minutes, with some time buffer included
between interviews. Therefore, five to seven interviews is a reasonable number,
considering that a typical work day is between 7 and 9 hours. The survey vendors
were asked to propose an online study for interviews of a “practical minimum
number of respondents.”

A small in-lab study might cost as little as $12,000, working with an inde-
pendent contractor who keeps a home office. A professional usability firm might
charge $25,000 or more for a similar study, because of the requisite overhead for
maintaining an office and support staff. Formal usability study costs vary signif-
icantly, and usability pricing varies considerably from vendor to vendor. From
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Panel Source No Rewards With Rewards

Customer intercept $1,500 $2,000
Your e-mail list $1,500 $2,000
Vividence research panel n/a $3,500

Table 19.3 Synchronized Survey Pricing

No. of Respondents 50 75 100 200

Vendor A 21,794 24,878 28,349 32,963
Vendor B 32,750 34,750 36,750
Vendor C 33,650 38,475 43,300
Vendor D 38,000

 



Table 19.3, you can see that synchronized surveys are often more expensive than
comparable in-lab studies, even considering the variability in in-lab usability
study pricing. Furthermore, the table indicates pricing without analysis, as per the
RFP, so prices are actually deflated somewhat from those of a complete study.

Asynchronous usability surveys can be ordered individually, and the WAMMI
survey is priced between €800 and €2,000 ($963 and $2,407 in September 2004)
(Kirakowski and Claridge, 2004). One could sidestep the vendor and create an
asynchronous usability survey with a standard online survey package. However,
the benefits of working with an experienced usability survey vendor would 
then be lost. Quality experienced vendors will prevent their clients from 
making mistakes with recruiting criteria, survey construction, and survey admin-
istration. Without the guidance of an experienced survey vendor or consultant,
the entire monetary investment—and precious time—could be lost. Worse yet,
a bad survey could yield results that if followed could cost far more than the
survey itself.

Actual return on investment (ROI) figures for online surveys are hard to
derive, but the cost per interview for online surveys is definitely lower than the
cost per interview for in-lab studies. One online retailer spends approximately
$100,000 annually for development of custom online survey software for its 
proprietary use. They spend an additional $10,000 on off-the-shelf software used
for online surveys. They provide dollars-off coupons to survey respondents,
although the coupons require a minimum-dollar-amount purchase for the
coupons to be valid—thereby guaranteeing a positive cash flow from the
coupons. The research manager at this e-commerce venture estimated that
online surveys have generated “millions of dollars of sales from these dollars-off
coupons” (Anonymous, 2003b). This order-of-magnitude (10 times) ROI is
impressive, to say the least.

19.1.2 A Case Study for Online Usability Research: Staples Inc.

Following is an excerpt from an interview in 2003 with Colin Hynes, Director of
Usability for Staples Inc., the largest office product retailer worldwide:

Several years ago, I had 136 categories for an in-house card sort and had two
stacks of 136 sheets of paper and a big conference room table. I had people
put the cards into the high level buckets, and I had a computer with Excel.
After the first person, I’d type it in as the second person started on the task.
It was like “Beat the Clock” and was maddening, but I wanted statistical sig-
nificance in this exercise. After that frustrating exercise, it was clear that I
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needed a better way to conduct taxonomy research to support our Web sites,
catalogs, and store signage. I looked for survey companies and then I hired
an employee with background in usability and statistics who also had a tech-
nical bent. I also looked for a vendor who could do these things. We spent
time and worked on a proof of concept with a vendor but it was clear that
there were no vendors at that time who did it the way we wanted. So we
decided to build the tool in-house and wrote code ourselves. It wasn’t very
complicated at first. Our first online surveys consisted of showing pictures
of products to customers with a list of categories in a pull down for each
product. Then we asked them to choose the category where they most likely
would expect to find the product on our Web site. Although it was not a
technically or scientifically complex survey, it proved to be a powerful way
to accomplish our goals.

Since those early days we have honed our methodology for taxonomy sur-
veying. Our hierarchy of products is important to us. We take a three-step
approach. First, we give customers a list of items—like white-out or self-adhesive
notes or gel pens—and ask them to bucket the items into groups with similar
products. We analyze the data with large sample sizes [and] come up with dom-
inant groupings of those products. For the second phase, we use a different set
of customers to name the groups of products. Respondents might say, “This
group should be pens and correction supplies.” In the final step, another group
does a reverse card sort. In this survey we ask people, “If you’re looking for this
product, where would you expect to find it?” Since both the buckets and nomen-
clature are user centered, we generally see far greater perceived and actual per-
formance after the final step in the process.

Staples’ story is probably atypical. The company took a big risk in investing
usability analysis talent in the online tool development arena, but for them it has
paid off extremely well. The ROI in this case is that automated tools, once
created, can be used repeatedly. Because they have proven to be of significant
value to Staples, the ROI is clear.

19.2 MECHANICS OF ONLINE SURVEYS

Surveys require a call to action, the survey form, and data presentation. The call to
action can be a Web address included within an e-mail message, a hyperlink on
a Web site, or even a pop-up window. In all cases, the call to action invites 
the survey candidate to participate. Many surveys are presented without a 
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respondent incentive, but many research efforts reward respondents with
payment, gift certificates, coupons, or, at the very least, a sweepstakes entry. The
survey process includes the following:

✦ Study design

✦ Recruiting

✦ Study administration

✦ Analysis

19.2.1 Study Design

The actual design of survey questions and strategy is presented best in Mail and
Internet Surveys (Dillman, 2000). This book covers all the essentials and is re-
commended for those who are planning, designing, and implementing surveys.
This section covers only the background appropriate to cost-justification and
data gathered during practitioner and vendor interviews specifically for this
chapter.

Completion Rates: Incentives, Duration, and Content Quantity

Respondent incentives play a contributing role in completion rates and overall
project cost. In 2002, Bill MacElroy of Socratic Technologies cited studies indi-
cating that the greater the incentive, the higher the completion rate. However,
these benefits tend to flatten above a certain threshold. For fixed incentives,
$5.00 values correlated to a 78% completion rate, and increasing incentives to
more than $20 yielded diminishing returns. Sweepstakes incentives followed a
similar pattern as prizes exceeded $1,000 in value.

MacElroy also reported the role of survey duration in completion rates,
finding that the greater the number of screens (or questions), the greater the
occurrence of midsurvey terminations. His best practices state that “surveys
should consist of fewer than 30 questions or screens and no more than 55 clicks
to complete the entire survey.” Furthermore, online surveys should “last no
longer than 17 to 18 minutes,” but “ideally last 10–12 minutes.”

Molly Langridge’s experience at D&B has been different. She stated that a
typical survey lasting between “5 and 7 minutes” translates to “20 or 30 ques-
tions.” D&B does not conduct synchronized surveys, however, and respondents
are more likely to terminate an asynchronous survey than a synchronized one.
The WAMMI asynchronous usability survey recommends only six questions
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(MacElroy, 2002), stating that longer questionnaires “tend to suffer significantly
from reduced user response rate.”

19.2.2 Recruiting

In lab-based usability tests, participant definition and recruitment require from
10 to 40% of the research project budget, with respect to time and resources
expended (Anonymous, 2002a). This effort is extremely worthwhile, as readers
who have ever witnessed a participant who did not meet the correct profile in a
study will attest. Inappropriate study participants can skew results, and thus their
data are typically discarded. It is common practice to over-recruit screened par-
ticipants to avoid this type of misalignment, replacing inappropriate respondents
as needed. For online surveys, large sample sizes are necessary to ensure an ade-
quate number of respondents. For phone-based recruiting, sometimes 10 calls
are needed to yield a single respondent. For online recruiting, the response rate
can be 1 in 100 or worse. In some situations, fresh respondents are needed, such
as when a concept to which respondents have already been exposed is being
retested. In many situations, such as new card sort exercises, reusing an existing
panel will be satisfactory. Six times a year is a practical maximum for online
survey participation (Hynes, 2003).

Access to Hard-to-Reach Audiences

One research manager from a U.S. telecommunications carrier stated that
online surveys enable her research to reach “hard-to-find populations such as
information systems/information technology business decision makers and
senior business process owners; i.e., CEO, CTO, Sales VP, Operations VP, etc. We
are also able to get better geographic representation for large companies that
are dispersed” (Anonymous, 2002b). Online surveys can be conducted anywhere
and at any time. For this reason, they are an attractive option for research proj-
ects that require data points from audiences who are far apart or who have 
specific hard-to-find traits. Nevertheless, this research manager warned that
“Samples are not representative of the general market. Online survey respon-
dents skew to more education and higher income—which is fine if that is your
target market.” The reason is obvious: online survey respondents have regular
access to a computer and are likely to own one. Computers with Internet access
are still beyond the reach of many people, making those who have them likely
to have higher incomes than those who do not.
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Vendor Panel Recruits and Their Dangers

Online survey vendors build their panels continually. Their primary mechanism
for expanding a panel is through advertisements on search engines such as
Yahoo! and Google. A secondary mechanism for panel expansion is unsolicited
e-mail campaigns. Targeting is based on keywords and/or self-reported registra-
tion data. Some researchers who use online surveys recruit from their own Web
sites, which yields superior study participants, but most online survey users rely
on vendor-supplied panels, which exhibit the aforementioned problems.

Without in-person validation, it is impossible to distinguish between a 14-
year-old boy and a middle-aged woman. Small differences in age might not affect
usability outcomes, but large age differences certainly do produce different
results. For example, teenage girls are likely to have cosmetic color preferences
different from those of 30-something women, just as 20-something men might
have health concerns different from those of 40-something men. Not only can
online survey respondents easily misrepresent themselves, but they can also
create multiple personae, completing the same survey multiple times to receive
multiple incentives. Although your target audience is likely to have no interest
in such activities—incentives are typically low-value gift certificates—school-age
children may find online survey-taking to be more lucrative than the available
after-school jobs.

Spoofing (the act of pretending to be someone else) can be prevented
through analysis of panelist responses to questions and validation of e-mail
addresses. No doubt better vendors use a great deal of antispoofing heuristics.
Antispoofing strategies include outlier elimination and trait-response compari-
son checks. Checking references on vendors of online research panels is always
a good idea.

The costs for antispoofing efforts are minimal and, when effective, yield a
more valid set of results. The least expensive strategy in terms of time and money
is e-mail address validation. Simply e-mail participants and require a reply to
ensure that their e-mail address is a valid account. This strategy prevents people
from being “too anonymous,” because they will at least require a unique e-mail
address for each survey response. Outlier elimination requires additional human
processing time, but is also effective. Eliminating outliers can be accomplished
by invalidating panelists with unlikely combinations of traits, such as the 
following:

✦ High income and very low age

✦ Mismatch between completed higher education and age

✦ Mismatch between stated location and telephone area code or postal code
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Of course, there are situations in which the aforementioned outlier character-
istics would be honest. However, each researcher must determine the likelihood
that such participants would represent their target audience. With the small 
populations interviewed, some culling of the outliers is prudent.

Additional outlier elimination can be done through analysis of actual survey
responses. If 95% of survey respondents perform within a tight range to a par-
ticular question, the remaining 5% of responses are worthy of individual analy-
sis. For example, if a particular task takes 95% of the respondents 90 seconds to
complete, and 5% of the respondents 20 seconds to complete, take a look at the
actual responses to see if they make sense. If all of the answers appear to be ran-
domly selected, eliminate that respondent from your final calculations and
include in your report the number of respondents whose data were stricken, and
the impact of the eliminated responses on the final data. Wanton elimination is
of course unwise, as some outliers will be honest and not spoofed.

Direct Recruiting and Panel Development

Recruiting can be done by telephone-based recruiting (often called telephone
intercept”), e-mail, or advertising or from within the Web site to be studied. The
best and most cost-effective recruits come from within the destination Web site,
but this strategy requires a high number of visitors. Not all Web site visitors are
likely to spend the time to respond to an online survey. Also, Web site visitors
are less likely to complete a survey without an incentive, such as a coupon, gift
certificate, or even a sweepstakes entry. Yields higher than 2% are rare when no
incentives are offered, according to Molly Langridge, a research professional at
D&B, in 2003.

Staples is fortunate to have a panel of 20,000 customers. According to Colin
Hynes, Staples conducted an e-mail campaign in 2000, asking customers, “Would
you like to be part of a community of change and get paid for your opinion?”
They answered about 20 questions, including their gender, what products they
buy, and the size of their businesses. The initial panel was developed without
incentives. Staples found people who were interested in helping out the cause
for dollars-off coupons on future purchases. Staples typically gets 35% or more
completion rates on e-mail surveys. Not everyone is so lucky.

Spam, unwanted advertising e-mail, is an increasing problem, resulting in
customer resentment and reduced reach because of spam-blocking software.
Subject lines need to be designed carefully, for many spammers have already
attempted “surveys” in their own, unwanted, e-mail.

Telephone intercept is perhaps the most successful strategy, but it is terribly
time-consuming and expensive. Furthermore, residential do-not-call lists have
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made telephone recruiting problematic even in the business space, resulting in
increasing resentment from call recipients. Some local governments have made
any type of cold calling illegal, so check out the regulations before you attempt
this strategy.

The best strategy is to recruit directly from the target Web site and offer
incentives to increase participation—and to be patient, especially if a Web site
does not have a high volume of traffic. E-mail is still perhaps the most prevalent
means of online recruiting because of its low cost. However, it is best to use an
opt-in list, as spam laws are toughening worldwide.

19.2.3 Study Administration

Online studies can go quickly or run for more than a week, but they typically do
not require longer than a week. A pleasant side benefit of their online nature is
that results can be observed during the administration period, and surveys can
be “turned off” when the data trends appear solid, potentially cutting costs
(Table 19.4).

Critical Comparison of Synchronized Surveys with 
Lab-Based Usability Testing

Synchronized surveys automate the interview process by presenting tasks to
respondents in adjacent windows. The tools record click streams and typed com-
ments and time respondents as they navigate through a Web site. To capture
these data, synchronized survey tools require that software be installed on the
participants’ computers, although most providers can now install this software
without user intervention.

One provider of online surveys directly questions the value of online study-
only efforts. Axance, a Parisian usability vendor, states that online studies “[do]
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Table 19.4 Time Frame for Surveys

No. of Respondents Vendor A Vendor B Vendor C Vendor D

50 21,794 32,750 33,650 38,000
75 24,878 34,750 38,475

100 28,349 36,750 43,300
200 32,963

 



not allow detailed understanding of user behavior (because users must volun-
tarily type all comments)” and that “causes of complex usability problems cannot
be reliably understood without [lab-based] usability testing” (Axance, 2003).

“Behavior data” from online surveys include task success and failure rates,
task completion time, time spent on each Web page, and navigation paths taken.
Although these data are valuable, they are meaningless without extensive analy-
sis. Additionally, task completion times can be affected by setting effects, dis-
cussed later. All other data are collected from typed responses and answers to
multiple choice and rating questions or must be gleaned from correlations
between the respondents’ traits and any combination of the previously men-
tioned metrics. Compared to the wealth of observations possible in in-person
studies, behavior data represent a smaller data array from which to draw con-
clusions. On the other hand, online surveys provide a much greater number of
data points, so conclusions from online surveys can provide more convincing
arguments.

Uncontrolled Setting

Online surveys can be taken anywhere an Internet connection is available. There-
fore, the same survey can be taken in a work setting, in a home, or in an Inter-
net café. Phones ringing, televisions playing, and other distractions are
unavoidable and will affect task performance and completion time. Other soft-
ware applications, such as e-mail or instant messaging, can be running in the
background. It is impossible to determine how online survey participants spend
their idle time, whether they are looking at a newspaper, speaking on the phone,
or genuinely puzzling over the user interface. Synchronized surveys utilize task
times as a key indicator of usability, but task times can vary widely based on these
distractions. A controlled setting and direct observation eliminate this problem,
but neither is available in most synchronized survey studies.

Task Misunderstanding Effects

In lab-based testing, tasks are assigned to respondents to complete, typically in
verbal form by the moderator. Conveyance of these goals to respondents with
clarity is not always guaranteed. In in-person usability studies, moderators 
frequently must clarify task descriptions for respondents. Such clarifications are
difficult or impossible in online surveys. The cost associated with clarifying 
questions to hundreds of respondents would be prohibitive.
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No Observation Possible

Body language, facial expressions, sighs, laughs, grumbles, and jeers made by
respondents during live usability studies together provide more information
than task duration, success, and failure data. Online survey software is incapable
of capturing human expression beyond what the respondent decides to type.
One could argue that video could be captured, but the technological require-
ments, analysis time, and poor quality of online video make this argument moot
today. Processing the video would be cost-prohibitive, making the ROI impossi-
bly low.

Feedback Inconsistent

All qualitative feedback in online surveys must be typed in. Individuals’ typing
skills vary widely. Some respondents will provide extensive commentary, whereas
others will be terse. The same is true in lab-based interviews, but it is easy for 
the moderator to compensate by asking additional questions, and observing
facial expressions and body language. Live usability study interactions are more
like a telephone conversation, whereas online survey interactions are more like
e-mail exchanges. First reactions that spill out verbally are likely to be modulated
by the time they are typed, and participants’ first reactions produce some of 
the most prized data in a usability session. However, a direct relationship 
between first reactions and usability performance does not exist, as some respon-
dents who like a user interface very much still perform poorly; the opposite is
also true.

No Probing Opportunity

In live usability studies, moderators frequently ask follow-up questions, such 
as “What are you thinking?” Probing questions are useful to understand why
respondents pause during a task or to clarify remarks. Terse comments are often
the start of a useful dialog. Such probes are impossible in online surveys. Soft-
ware can certainly pop up questions when survey respondents are idle, but pop-
up alerts provide a radically different experience from a gentle, unbiased
question from a live moderator.

Conclusions about Survey Administration

These critical points challenge synchronized usability surveys, but do not
condemn them. Knowing the strengths and weaknesses of the technology will
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enable you to use it more effectively. As stated later, it is the mix of online with
traditional usability testing that brings out the most value in online surveys.

19.2.4 Analysis

Data from online surveys are both quantitative and qualitative in nature. Quan-
titative data come from task completion times, from the number of steps taken
by each user in response to a given survey question, and from user responses to
discrete questions. Qualitative data come mostly in the form of open-ended
(type-in) questions. Qualitative data take significantly more time to digest,
despite increasingly sophisticated software tools offered by some vendors for ana-
lyzing the material generated by respondents.

Analysis is based on the trends that emerge and the data that are produced.
Trends can indicate with some certainty that an issue does in fact exist. However,
the deep understanding that is required to fix a usability issue requires some-
thing beyond click streams and task times. Just knowing a task takes a long time
to complete does not indicate which aspects of the task are confusing. Direct
observation of interaction with widgets, where users look for certain elements,
and comments with follow-up probing questions are all necessary to identify
usability problems. Without direct observation, many data are missed. Attempts
to make up for missed data with increased numbers of online survey respondents
exacerbates, rather than eliminates, this failing.

In some circumstances, online survey data may even be misleading. Because
task successes can be accomplished in multiple ways, some successful task com-
pletions might even be recorded as failures. For example, one respondent may
receive several phone calls during his online survey, thereby extending many of
his task completion times. A single long pause can be addressed by the survey
software, but frequent shorter pauses are harder to explain as anything but a
usability problem.

Ultimately, analysis of online survey data will give the researcher indicators
of areas to probe, rather than immediate answers to usability questions.

Reporting

Online survey vendors differ in their reporting technology. Some vendors
present data in beautiful charts and graphs, whereas others keep reporting fairly
simple. The automatically generated reports, however, tell only a small part of
the story. Human analysis is the key to extracting the most value from survey
results.
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19.3 MIXING ONLINE WITH OTHER METHODS

The absolute best strategy for using online surveys of any type is to mix them
with other types of usability and focus group research. Colin Hynes, Director of
Usability at Staples Inc., stated that online survey research “enables us to get a
wider number of respondents for our data gathering quickly. Our qualitative data
are typically gathered in a usability lab or through field studies. For surveys, we
don’t just increase respondent quantities from the qualitative research, but focus
on the nature of the data we need for statistical significance for large sample
sizes. [Online surveys] don’t replace usability testing or field studies, but com-
plement it where appropriate.” Staples conducts 15 to 20% of its usability
research online, with the remainder conducted in-lab or in the field.

Log file analysis, or analytics, is another tool useful to researchers. Accord-
ing to Colin Hynes, “Analytics is the ‘what,’ while online surveys help target the
‘why.’ Analytics provides some direction on where to dig further through observ-
ing behavioral trends in the data. Surveys then enable us to target research to
understand why people may be behaving in the way they are. After making
improvements based on the survey data, we test to make sure that our sample
has an improvement. Then we pump it to the site and then look at the analytics
tool. If we did it right, we should see better traffic flows as a result.”

19.4 SURVEY VENDORS

Full-service online survey firms will take your survey idea and do everything from
survey design to final presentation, for a price. Prices vary but are typically tens
of thousands of dollars. The key benefit is the ease of administering a survey in
this manner, and the key drawback is the cost.

The two easiest methods for finding online survey firms are obvious. First,
search on the Web. Second, ask around. Both methods will yield results, but 
be sure to check references, because quality varies significantly from vendor to
vendor.

A survey vendor will want to conduct your research project as a consulting
engagement rather than as a simple service. Most full-service synchronized
survey vendors have analysts on staff who will support the research process
throughout an engagement. This support enables a more robust study, with
more insightful analysis. The better the analysis is, the better the value you will
receive.
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19.4.1 Requests for Proposals

Write an RFP before engaging a specific firm. The RFP will require you to focus
on your needs and to shape the project in the vendors’ terms. The RFP is unlikely
to reduce your overall cost, but it will enable you to compare vendors on an
equal footing. One researcher stated that she did not use RFPs but another stated
that she always solicited at least three bids per project.

Usable Products Company, a boutique usability consultancy, engaged five
synchronized usability survey vendors in early 2003 with an RFP. One vendor,
after some back-and-forth e-mail, refused to respond to the RFP. The remaining
four vendors responded, with a range of prices and response formats. Prices
ranged from $25,000 to $40,000 for essentially the same services. However, 
the approaches all varied somewhat, and the level of presales service varied 
significantly.

Following are sections appropriate for an RFP:

✦ Background. Describe the research need and how you see the online survey
component filling that need.

✦ Objectives. What do you hope to gain from this research? What sorts of metrics
do you need?

✦ Recruiting. How will recruiting be accomplished? Do you want the survey
vendor to provide participants from their panel, or will you create the call
to action on your target Web site? What are the characteristics of the audi-
ence? What are the quality control processes and what is the refresh process
for the vendor’s panel?

✦ Study guidelines. What do you want the vendor to do? Who will produce the
test script? Will custom programming be required? What is the time frame,
and how will results be presented?

✦ Scope. How many participants will be used? How many questions will the
survey include? What sort of branching will be required? Who will do the
analysis—you or the vendor?

✦ Specific issues important to you. What parameters are important to you? You
might be interested in the analytics that are available. You might inquire as
to the technology, the documentation produced, client references, access to
demonstrations, and so on.

✦ Contact information. Be sure to provide your full name, title, e-mail address,
phone number, and street address.
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Expect a lot of questions from vendors, and be prepared for a variety of
approaches to your problem. Most vendors want to provide a complete solution,
and most of them want big projects far in excess of $25,000. Although this
amount may seem high, remember that the experience a vendor has with other,
similar projects will provide significant insights into the problems discovered in
your Web site. However, nondisclosure requirements restrict reuse of knowledge
significantly, so do not expect vendors to divulge your competitors’ secrets.

19.4.2 References

Request telephone contact information from three or more customer refer-
ences. Complaints about large online survey vendors have included poor project
management and problems with back-end reporting quality. Be sure to check
references by telephone, because people are unlikely to provide any sort of neg-
ative feedback via e-mail.

19.4.3 Do It Yourself: Survey Creation Tools

There are dozens of do-it-yourself survey creation tools with a broad range of
prices. Perhaps the most popular is Zoomerang, but one research manager cau-
tioned that it is a “very basic tool, with [the possibility of] garbage in/garbage
out. One still must know how to write questions correctly and Zoomerang gives
one the illusion anyone that can write a survey.” It is true that Zoomerang and
similar tools are very easy to use—that is a plus. However, creating a survey easily
is quite different from creating a great survey. Reading up on how to write effec-
tive survey questions is strongly recommended.

19.5 CONCLUSIONS

Online surveys, be they synchronous, asynchronous, targeted at usability, or at
other customer perspectives, are an extremely valuable tool for the researcher.
Utilizing them effectively poses significant challenges, because misusing them
can produce large volumes of meaningless data. Mixing online surveys with tra-
ditional methods is the key to maximizing value, because online alone is inade-
quate. Online surveys, be they asynchronous or synchronous, bring tremendous
value and high ROI when combined with traditional usability testing.
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Cost-Benefit Framework and 
Case Studies

Nigel Bevan Serco Usability Services

This chapter summarizes the benefits that can be obtained from taking a user-
centered approach to design and discusses how to select appropriate methods
and justify their cost benefits. It includes two case studies of the cost benefits of
employing a usability maturity model to improve the usability capability of an
organization.

20.1 POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF USABILITY

The objective of introducing user-centered methods is to ensure that Web sites
and products can be used by real people (not just designers) to achieve their
tasks in the real world. This requires not only easy-to-use interfaces, but also the
appropriate functionality and support for real business activities and work flows.
According to IBM (1999), developing easy-to-use products “makes business effec-
tive. It makes business efficient. It makes business sense.”

User-centered design can reduce development and support costs, increase
sales, and reduce staff costs for employers. The checklist in Table 20.1 can be
used to identify the potential benefits, and indicates which chapters give exam-
ples of these benefits. Chapters 3 and 4 also include examples of how to calcu-
late benefits.

20.2 ESTIMATING COSTS

Chapter 3 illustrates the cost of a relatively sophisticated usability engineering
plan that takes into account the time of usability engineers, developers, mangers,
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Table 20.1 Potential Benefits of User-Centered Design

Potential Benefits Chapters

A. Development costs can be reduced by:
1. Producing a product that has only relevant functionality
2. Detecting and fixing usability problems early in the development 2, 7, 10, 17

process
3. Reducing the cost of future redesign or radical change of the 10

architecture to make future versions of the product more usable
4. Minimizing or eliminating the need for documentation
5. Redesigning Web sites to increase revenue, not only to change  3

the image
6. Reducing the risk of product failure 2, 7, 9, 10, 11

B. E-commerce sales can be improved by increasing the number of  
Web site customers who will:
1. Be able to find products they want 2, 3, 4, 10
2. Find supplementary information easily (e.g., delivery, return, and 

warranty information)
3. Be satisfied with the Web site and make repeat purchases 2, 4, 10
4. Trust the Web site (with personal information and to operate 2, 4, 10

correctly)
5. Not require any support, or use the Web site for support rather 10

than calling the support center
6. Recommend the site to others
7. Support and increase sales by other channels 4, 11

C. Product sales can be increased as a result of the usability of the 
product
1. Improving the competitive edge by marketing the product or 2, 3, 7

service as easy to use
2. Increasing the number of customers satisfied with the product 7

who will make repeat purchases and recommend the product to 
others

3. Obtaining higher ratings for usability in product reviews 3, 7

D. Employers can benefit from easier to use systems in the following 
ways:
1. Faster learning and better retention of information 10
2. Reducing task time and increased productivity 2, 4, 7, 10, 16
3. Reducing employee errors that have to be corrected later 4, 7

 



and users. This chapter shows how to calculate costs when only a limited number
of usability methods are to be used, and the time of the usability engineers is
the main cost. It also shows how to use a usability maturity model to assess what
additional user-centered methods an organization should use.

20.2.1 User-Centered Design Methods

The essential activities required to implement user-centered design are
described in ISO 13407 (User-centred design process for interactive systems,
1999) under the following headings:

1. Plan and manage the human-centered design process

2. Understand and specify the context of use

3. Specify the stakeholder and organizational requirements

4. Produce design solutions

5. Evaluate designs against requirements

The EC INUSE project developed a structured and formalized definition of the
human-centered processes described in ISO 13407 (Earthy, 1998). An improved
version has subsequently been published as ISO TR 18529 (2000).

The usability maturity model in ISO TR 18529 describes seven processes,
each of which contains a set of base practices (Table 20.2). The base practices
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Table 20.1 Continued

Potential Benefits Chapters

4. Reducing employee errors that impact on the quality of service 4
5. Reducing staff turnover as a result of higher satisfaction and 4

motivation
6. Reducing time spent by other staff providing assistance when 7

users encounter difficulties

E. Suppliers and/or employers can benefit from reduced support and 
maintenance costs in the following ways:
1. Reducing support and help line costs 2, 3, 7
2. Reducing costs of training 2, 3, 4, 7
3. Reducing maintenance costs 2, 4, 7
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Table 20.2 Human-Centered Design (HCD) Processes and Their Base Practices

1 Ensure HCD Content in System Strategy

1.1 Represent stakeholders
1.2 Collect market intelligence
1.3 Define and plan system strategy
1.4 Collect market feedback
1.5 Analyze trends in users

2 Plan and Manage the HCD Process

2.1 Consult stakeholders
2.2 Identify and plan user involvement
2.3 Select human-centered methods and techniques
2.4 Ensure a human-centered approach within the team
2.5 Plan human-centered design activities
2.6 Manage human-centered activities
2.7 Champion human-centered approach
2.8 Provide support for human-centered design

3 Specify the stakeholder and organizational requirements

3.1 Clarify and document system goals
3.2 Analyse stakeholders
3.3 Assess risk to stakeholders
3.4 Define the use of the system
3.5 Generate the stakeholder and organizational requirements
3.6 Set quality in use objectives

4 Understand and Specify the Context of Use

4.1 Identify and document user’s tasks
4.2 Identify and document significant user attributes
4.3 Identify and document organizational environment
4.4 Identify and document technical environment
4.5 Identify and document physical environment

5 Produce Design Solutions

5.1 Allocate functions
5.2 Produce composite task model
5.3 Explore system design
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Table 20.2 Continued

5.4 Use existing knowledge to develop design solutions
5.5 Specify system and use
5.6 Develop prototypes
5.7 Develop user training
5.8 Develop user support

6 Evaluate Designs Against Requirements

6.1 Specify and validate context of evaluation
6.2 Evaluate early prototypes in order to define the requirements for the system
6.3 Evaluate prototypes in order to improve the design
6.4 Evaluate the system to check that the stakeholder and organizational requirements

have been met
6.5 Evaluate the system in order to check that the required practice has been followed
6.6 Evaluate the system in use in order to ensure that it continues to meet

organizational and user needs

7 Introduce and Operate the System

7.1 Management of change
7.2 Determine impact on organization and stakeholders
7.3 Customization and local design
7.4 Deliver user training
7.5 Support users in planned activities
7.6 Ensure conformance to workplace ergonomic legislation

describe what needs to be done in order to represent and include the users of
a system during the product lifecycle.

A full implementation of user-centered design would conform to ISO 13407
and use all the relevant base practices in the usability maturity model.

Our experience has been that the core set of methods illustrated in Figure
20.1 (see also Table 20.4) provide the essential activities necessary to achieve
user-centered design in a wide range of projects (Bevan, 2000a). The exact
nature of the activity should be customized to the needs of each organization
and project. Not all activities may be needed for every project, and for some 
projects additional activities may be required (e.g., field studies to gather 
information from existing users).

 



20.2.2 Costs of User-Centered Design

Most user-centered design techniques are relatively simple to apply. The major
cost is the time of the people who apply the methods. The methods chosen will
depend not only on the overall budget but also on the available skills and 
experience, as well as practical constraints such as project deadlines and the avail-
ability of users.

Table 20.3 shows the typical range of effort and people required for each of
the methods, providing a total that ranges from 26 to 80 person days.

For some projects, even the lower end of this scale may be too ambitious or
beyond the available budget. In that case an essential subset of the activities could
be used (see, for example, Bevan, 2000b).

The minimum figures estimate the effort required by experienced facilita-
tors (sometimes working alone) to obtain basic results when there are no com-
plications. The maximum figures could be exceeded in some cases, particularly
for a larger project in which the activities are repeated for different parts of the
system.

20.3 MAKING THE COST-BENEFIT CASE

Having made an estimate of the financial benefits and knowing the effort
required for each method, cost benefits can be calculated for the intended set
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Table 20.3 Number of People and Person-days Required

Plan/
Report Execute Total Usability Managers/ Users

(Person- (Person- (Person- Experts Developers (Person
days) days) days) (number) (number) days)

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max

Maturity assessment 2 10 1 15 3 25 1 2 2 10
1. Stakeholder meeting 1.5 3 .5 2 2 5 1 2 2 10 .5 2
2. Context of use 2 3 .5 2 2.5 5 1a 2 2 6 .5 2
3. Scenarios of use 1 2 .5 1 1.5 3 1 2 1 4 .5 2
4. Baseline existing system 2 4 .5 4 2.5 8 2 2 0 4 .5 2
5. Usability requirements 1 2 .5 1 1.5 3 1 2 1 4 .5 2
6. Paper prototyping 3 6 1 6 4 12 2 2 0 6 .5 3
7. Style guide 1 10b .5 3 1.5 13 1 1
8. Evaluate machine prototype 2 6 .5 6 2.5 12 1a 2 0 6 .5 3
9. Test against requirements 2 7 2 6 4 13 2 2 0 6 .5 3

10. Feedback from use 3 5 1 5 4 10 1 1 *c *c

Total (excluding Maturity) 18.5 48 7.5 36 26 84

aPossible with one person, but two people recommended.
bMore effort would be required for a style guide that covers multiple products or platforms.
cVariable.  



of user-centered activities. There are several situations in which a cost-benefit
analysis can be useful:

✦ A financial case can be made for the budget required to carry out intended
user-centered methods.

✦ The choice of user-centered methods within a limited budget can be prior-
itized and justified.

✦ Cost benefits can be calculated at the end of a project to provide a case study
for future use.

Increasingly, the question will become not “usability, yes or no?” but “usability,
which methods when?”

The steps to follow are:

1. Decide which user-centered design methods are intended to be used. This
will depend on the nature of the project, the anticipated benefits, and any
budget or time constraints.

2. For each method, add the person-days required to perform it.

3. Multiply the person-days by the appropriate day rate(s) to give a total labor
cost, and add any other costs (such as laboratory hire or participant 
recruitment).

4. Decide which of the benefits listed in Table 20.1 the methods will contribute
to. For example, does the method contribute to lower development costs,
increased sales, improved productivity, and/or reduced support?

5. Estimate the financial benefits that come from using the methods.

6. Calculate the cost-benefit ratio.

Total financial benefit Total cost( ) ∏ ( )

Total financial benefit

Financial benefits for relevant items in Table 20.1

=
( )S

Total cost

Person days Day rate Other chargeable costs

=
¥( ) + ( )S S

Preparation time people Application time people

 time people

¥( ) + ¥( )
+ ¥( )Reporting
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7. If there is a need to prioritize the use of methods within a limited budget,
or to justify the use of a specific method then you should:
a. Decide how each method will contribute to the overall benefits identified

in step 4. (Group into one composite method any component methods
that are used together, such as a usability test followed by an interview
and a questionnaire.)

b. Because later methods typically depend on the results of methods carried
out earlier (e.g., scenarios depend on the context of use), the overall cost
benefits cannot be partitioned between the individual methods. Instead
the potential value of a particular method can be assessed by recalculat-
ing the estimated cost benefits when that method is excluded. For
example, it might be concluded that the additional benefits obtained by
carrying out a late usability test did not justify the additional cost. By com-
parison an evaluation to baseline the usability of an existing system might
provide a much greater benefit for a similar cost.

For organizations already committed to user-centered design, a cost-benefit
analysis is not essential, but it can provide valuable input when formulating a
usability plan. Cost benefits could be recalculated as a development project pro-
gresses to reassess the importance of various activities.

20.4 CASE STUDIES

The objective of the EU-funded TRUMP project (Bevan, 2000a) was to improve
the usability capability of the development processes in two organizations—
Inland Revenue/EDS (IR/EDS) in the UK and Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI)
in Israel—and to demonstrate the cost benefits of applying user-centered
methods. The steps taken over a period of 2 years were to:

1. Identify needs for usability process improvement by using the usability matu-
rity model in ISO TR 18529 to assess the current capability of each organi-
zation (Bevan and Earthy, 2001).

2. Make the identified improvements to the software development processes
by introducing simple user-based methods implementing ISO 13407 (Bevan
et al., 2001).

3. Identify the cost benefits of the improvements and integrate the methods
into the documented processes.
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The usability maturity model in ISO TR 18529 was used to assess the usability
capability at IR and IAI, and to identify any gaps in their ability to apply user-
centered design. Each organization was free to decide which of the 44 usability
maturity model base practices was within the scope for potential process improve-
ment.

In the assessments, each base practice was rated as one of the following:

✦ Not performed

✦ Partly performed

✦ Largely performed

✦ Fully performed

20.4.1 Israel Aircraft Industries

The LAHAV division of IAI has a group of about 100 people developing aircraft
avionics. IAI uses a well-established development methodology, but their process
for specifying operational requirements was not supported by any specific
methods or techniques.

A 1-day workshop provided the basis for agreeing on the scope for process
improvement at IAI. The activities in the usability maturity model were used as
a best-practice checklist. The author rated the extent to which each activity was
currently performed based on a short discussion with one or two developers or
managers who were most knowledgeable in each area. Although some ratings
may not have been completely representative, they were sufficient to provide the
basis for an agreed program of improvement.

LAHAV selected the development of a new mission planning center (MPC),
using the Windows NT interface as a trial project. An MPC enables a pilot to
plan an airborne mission that is then loaded onto a data cartridge and taken by
the pilot to the aircraft.

The user-centered design methods used and the IAI comments are shown
in Table 20.4.

A second workshop to assess the improvements was held 16 months later.
IAI commented (Bevan et al., 2000):

The one-day assessment format was appropriate for LAHAV since it is a) a
relatively small organization, and b) it has a lasting culture, commitment and
infrastructure for process improvement. The first assessment revealed many
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Table 20.4 IAI and IR/EDS Experience with TRUMP Methods for User-Centered Design

Method Description IAI comments IR comments

1. Stakeholder A half-day meeting to Conducting a stakeholder No stakeholder meeting 
meeting identify and agree on meeting allowed IAI to identify held, as usability activities 

the role of usability, previously unforeseen users and were already planned as part 
broadly identifying the stakeholders, better understand of the normal development 
intended context of use the project scope and objectives, process.
and usability goals, and define the success factors, and 
how these relate to the identify some different 
business objectives and interpretations for follow-up 
success criteria for the discussions and resolution. 
system. Involvement of senior managers 

and marketing personnel 
contributed to identification
of some strategic issues.

2. Context of A half-day workshop to We never used this method The user’s skills, tasks and 
use collect and agree on before. The facilitator guided the working environment 

detailed information us through a long checklist were defined. The value of 
about the intended covering many aspects of the documenting this corporate 
users, their tasks, and user’s skills, tasks and the MPC knowledge should not be 
the technical and working environment. Most of underestimated. Our IT 
environmental the data captured was not new supplier does not have staff 
constraints. to the participants due to their with an intimate knowledge 

existing familiarity with the of our core processes or 
users’ environment. Some organizational culture. 
valuable information was There was a feeling that we 
captured, other parts did not had this knowledge “in our 
seem to be relevant to the MPC. bones” and could pass this 
We concluded that the checklist on to the IT supplier when 
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Table 20.4 Continued

Method Description IAI comments IR comments

of issues should be tailored to requested. Context analysis 
IAI’s needs. proved there was a better 

way to spread that
knowledge around and the 
document has been used 
time and again by all 
involved to act as a reminder 
of what and whom we were 
trying to design for.

3. Scenarios of A half-day workshop to This method contribution for We all took this technique to 
use document examples of the MPC system was low because our hearts. It was relatively 

how users are expected the operational scenarios simple to pick up as it 
carry out key tasks in required for the MPC are involved the end users 
specified contexts, to obvious to pilots. documenting what they did 
provide input to design [In most development on a daily basis back in the 
and a basis for environments, this is a valuable office. This knowledge could 
subsequent usability means of transferring then be captured before 
testing. information about user tasks to every function design 

the development team. As the workshop and not only used 
people collecting requirements to focus what the IT was 
at IAI were themselves pilots, the being developed for but 
main beneficiary was the used in conjunction with 
usability engineer who needed other techniques such as 
this information for later parts task analysis and paper 
of the usability process.] prototyping to verify the 

emerging design was 
meeting the needs of users 
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and then used again to 
validate the final IT 
prototype was correct.

4. Baseline Evaluate an earlier Four users evaluated the existing A usability analyst and seven 
existing version or competitor system. Each user was given brief users evaluated the existing 
system system to identify (15 minutes) training on the system out in the local office 

usability problems and system. The user was given a network. Each user was 
obtain baseline mission to prepare and given a brief introduction 
measures of usability as commented as he went along. and then observed using the 
an input to usability Comments were captured by the system to do the same key 
requirements. facilitators, generating a detailed tasks. Comments were 

list of about fifty problems. The captured by a usability 
problems were reviewed by the analyst who generated a 
pilots defining the new system to problem list and a report 
find ways to avoid them in the was produced that was fed 
design of the new system. The into the development team 
users filled out SUMI before design of the new 
questionnaires after the system began. We should 
evaluation to give a baseline for also have used the 
satisfaction. The technique was opportunity to gain 
very productive even though effectiveness, efficiency, and 
applied in a semiformal way. satisfaction figures for later 

use.

5. Usability A half-day workshop to Goals for task time and The various estimates for 
requirements establish usability satisfaction were agreed upon, effectiveness and efficiency 

requirements for and a list of potential user errors had to be agreed upon and 
effectiveness, efficiency, were identified. We realize the then verified in local offices 
and satisfaction with the need for the technique and its on the existing system. We 
user groups and tasks potential but more work is made the mistake of not 
identified in the context needed to better define it. growing and refining the 
of use analysis and in requirements sufficiently as 
the scenarios. our understanding of the 
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Table 20.4 Continued

Method Description IAI comments IR comments

system matured. . . . 
In hindsight it is clear, 
however, that the advantages 
do outweigh the time spent. 
All parts of the project team 
had a clear, common 
understanding of what is an 
acceptable standard for the 
usability of the system and 
we were able to evaluate if 
that benchmark was being 
met, so helping improve and 
control the quality of the 
system. The skills necessary 
to set a requirement were 
easily transferred from the 
facilitator to the business 
and are already being 
applied on other projects.

6. Paper Evaluation by users of IAI had not used this method We used affinity 
prototyping quick low fidelity before and had doubts about its diagramming to construct a 
and affinity prototypes (using paper value, mainly because it is very model of key functions and 
diagramming or other materials) and easy to create computer-based then to logically group 
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construction of affinity UI prototypes. In practice the them. After they were 
diagrams to clarify potential users and developers grouped the structural 
requirements and liked the method and its hierarchy was developed and 
enable draft interaction contribution to MPC usability. verified by use of task 
designs and screen Mockups of screens were posted scenarios. It proved a simple  
designs to be rapidly on the wall and provided the technique to use and helped 
simulated and tested. “Big Picture.” Each screen was us resolve a  problem that 

subsequently displayed using an would have had a major 
overhead projector, resulting in impact on the usability. 
very fruitful and productive Paper prototyping was 
discussions by potential users. already widely used on other 
A detailed list of usability projects but was formalized 
comments was created. for the trial project and  

linked to the preparation 
activities before the
workshop and the use of 
task scenarios during it. 
As a technique it was easily
picked up by the analysts 
and end users.

7. Style guide Identify, document and Off-the-shelf style guides were Our usual practice had been 
adhere to industry, provided to the developer. It to leave Graphical User 
corporate or project turned out that these style Interface standards to 
conventions for screen guides are very detailed and individual projects, which 
and page design. difficult to use. Given intuitive meant applications were 

visual development tools, delivered to the business 
developers prefer to learn by with a different look and 
click-and-see rather than by feel. A corporate style guide 
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Table 20.4 Continued

Method Description IAI comments IR comments

reading lengthy manuals. IAI and an overview of the 
realizes the need for a style chosen user interface style 
guide, but currently doesn’t were provided to the 
have one with an appropriate development team. 
level of detail. Developers involved in 

previous projects 
commented that as a result 
much less pointless 
discussion was spent on 
names and placement of 
controls.

8. Evaluation Informal usability Software developers were The system was only partially
of machine testing with three to five present and observed the developed. Nevertheless the 
prototypes representative users evaluation. In general the major usability and window 

carrying out key tasks to developers were very receptive design issues could be 
provide rapid feedback and cooperative. A summary verified. The developers 
on the usability of meeting was held at the end of were present, assisted in the 
prototypes. the evaluation. Comments were evaluation, and could not 

listed and prioritized, and it was have been more cooperative 
decided to fix 93 of the 97 and supportive. Analysis 
problems. The problems were identified 32 problems, 
points of detail and not major including 3 major usability 
issues showing that earlier issues, all of which were 
design was sound. formally logged on the IR 
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problem management 
process and prioritized for 
fix.

9. Usability Formal usability testing The system was tested against We have been using 
testing with eight representatives timing and satisfaction summative usability testing 

of a user group carrying requirements. First, two hours for a number of years, but 
out key tasks to identify MPC training was given to the this time introduced scoring 
any remaining usability pilots followed by individual against a detailed usability 
problems and evaluate hands-on practice for another requirement for all the main 
whether usability two hours. Each pilot then business tasks. The use of a 
objectives have been received written instructions detailed requirement that 
achieved. regarding the mission he had to formed part of the wider 

plan and modify, and worked business requirement and 
without assistance. He also could that had the buy-in of the 
write down comments on printed whole project meant the 
versions of the screens. The results of the exercise 
facilitators and developers carried much more 
observed the work and credibility and empowered 
documented their observations. the usability analysts in their 
All pilots were happy with the discussions about resolution 
MPC, which was confirmed in of the problems that have 
the SUMI results, which were been discovered.
well above the industry average.
The overall duration of the tasks 
was within requirements.
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areas that needed improvement including some organizational issues. These
were used to select UCD methods for trial. The second assessment purpose
was to evaluate the improvements made. The detailed results are very valu-
able and will be used in further dissemination activities in LAHAV and other
IAI divisions.

Cost Benefits

After the work was complete, IAI estimated what it would cost to carry out the
methods again, and what it would have cost to make the same fixes and changes
at a later stage (Table 20.5). The estimated time in hours assume that the work
is carried out by a member of the development team experienced in the
methods, and that no formal documentation is required.

Reduced Development Costs

IAI estimated that all the methods used (except Style Guide and Scenarios of
Use) resulted in savings in development costs of between $5,000 and $70,000 for
each method, with a total saving of $330,000. The cost of using the methods was
only $22,000, giving a cost-benefit ratio of 1 :15.

Sales Benefits of Increased Usability

IAI markets the MPC independently of other avionics. Increased sales were 
estimated to be $400,000.

Support

Reduced costs of developing and providing training and support were estimated
at $50,000.

Overall Cost Benefits

The overall costs of the maturity assessments and use of methods was $27,000.
The total estimated savings and increased sales is $780,000, giving a cost-benefit
ratio of 1 :29.

Conclusions

The IAI concluded that the techniques were both low cost and very cost effec-
tive. IAI knew from previous experience that introducing changes into an 
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Table 20.5 IAI Estimated Costs and Benefits

Preparation and Total No. Equivalent
Duration No. People Documentation HF Person- Later Costs How Cost Effective

Technique (Hrs) Participating (Hrs) Days ($) Was the Technique?

Stakeholder meeting 3 6 2 2.5 50K High
Context of use analysis 3 4 6 2.3 30K Medium
Affinity diagramming 6 5 5 4.4 40K High
Scenarios of use 2 5 1.3 — Low
Baseline existing system 2 4 5 2.1 30K High
Usability requirements 3 5 3 2.3 5K Medium
Paper prototyping 5 5 10 4.4 70K High
Use style guide 2 1 0 0.3 — Low
Evaluate computer 2 5 6 2.0 40K High

prototype
Test usability against 4 + 1.5 10 5 4.0 20K High

requirements

 



organization can be a lengthy, costly, and complicated process. It requires con-
vincing many people to invest time and money and then demonstrating that the
benefits outweigh the costs. In recent years it has become even more difficult
because of staff shortages and the requirement to reduce the time to market.

TRUMP was the exception because of its low cost and obvious benefits.
When the developers have to invest only a few days applying the methods and
see the results on the spot, convincing the managers is very simple, and per-
forming cost-benefit analysis is not needed. Because these techniques signifi-
cantly improved the quality of the system, but required relatively little time and
effort, they are being incorporated into LAHAV’s development process.

20.4.2 Inland Revenue/EDS

The IR in the UK provides data processing support for 60,000 employees in more
than 600 local offices. At the time of the trial, the IR employed a well-defined
joint application design ( JAD) and rapid application design (RAD) methodol-
ogy with its IT partner EDS.

At IR, usability capability was assessed using a conventional software process
assessment procedure based on Process Professional Assessment (Compita,
1997). This lasted one week and was carried out by two trained assessors, assisted
by two usability specialists who identified opportunities for process improvement.
A total of 13 stakeholders associated with the trial project at different levels in
IR and EDS were interviewed in 12 3-hour sessions, resulting in a detailed pro-
file and comprehensive information about where improvements would be 
beneficial.

The main conclusions were as follows:

✦ User-centered information exists, but not always at the right time or in the
right place.

✦ Usability requirements are either not documented or are documented much
too late.

✦ Building usability into the development process is only partially documented
and managed.

A feedback meeting provided the basis for an agreed set of improvement 
activities.

1. Extend and integrate the user-centered design methods employed early in
the lifecycle.
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a. Define a range of people who will use the system and what tasks they will
undertake.

b. Produce task scenarios to cover all the main tasks.
c. Set usability requirements for the success rate, accuracy, task time, and

satisfaction for these tasks.

2. Employ more user- and task-based methods in the JAD workshops.
a. Focus on real-life task scenarios.
b. Use different prototyping approaches to design windows.
c. Adhere to corporate and industry guidelines.
d. Test the paper mock-ups from a user perspective using the task scenarios.
e. Produce a preparation pack for each function that collates the context

analysis, task scenarios, IT requirements, and design thoughts so that the
organization shares a common view of what they need to deliver from the
JAD.

3. Methods used after JADs were to:
a. Evaluate the usability of an IT functional prototype to validate the emerg-

ing design.
b. Test the business system against the usability requirement.

IR commented (Bevan et al., 2000):

It was however a wary project team that was brought together for the first
maturity assessment, uncertain what they had let themselves in for. The
maturity assessment however opened everyone’s eyes to:

✦ The different ways users could and should be involved throughout the
lifecycle.

✦ The benefits that could accrue to both the project and IR/EDS.

✦ Professional support available from usability engineers.

Output from the assessment was not only a clear eyed assessment of the level
of maturity in this area but it provided a straightforward model for raising
that level aimed at the heart of the development lifecycle, the facilitated
workshops which are the engine of design and development stages.

IR/EDS experience using the methods is shown in Table 20.4.
When the improvements had been made 12 months later, a second similar

assessment was carried out to see whether the agreed-on improvements had been
achieved. Significant progress had been made (Table 20.6). When the results
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were presented to a meeting of senior stakeholders, the benefits were sufficient
for the meeting to authorize incorporation of most of the methods into the stan-
dard IR/EDS documented processes. The meeting also suggested that regular
usability capability assessments should be arranged to monitor improvement in
the user-centered design process.

Cost Benefits

After the work was complete, IR estimated the resources that would be required
to carry out the techniques again (Table 20.7).

Reduced Development Costs

The methods used to improve JADs were: context of use analysis, set usability
requirements, task analysis, task scenarios, preparation pack, paper prototyping,
managing issues, using smaller teams, a project glossary, and style guides.

These saved staff time by bringing a degree of engineering to the workshops
that hadn’t previously existed, and provided a framework for the users to make
an effective contribution.

For a system with 20 functions the value of the total savings in staff time was
estimated to be £231,000 ($390,000). The cost of using these methods in JADs
was estimated to be £88,500 ($150,000), giving a cost benefit ratio of 1 :2.6 for
these methods.
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Table 20.6 Comparison of Assessments

IR/EDS IAI

Number of design and development staff >200 40
Use a fully documented process? Yes No
Importance of end user needs High High
Experience with usability Moderate None
Attitude to process improvement Committed Committed
Number of stakeholders interviewed 13 8
Number of usability maturity model base practices 39 33

judged relevant and assessed
Initial number of activities partially or not performed 19 24
Final number of activities partially or not performed 3 2
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Table 20.7 IR estimated benefits

Preparation Number of
and/or Total Skills Transfer Contribution

Duration People Analysis People Resource in Sessions to a Better
Technique (Hrs) Involved (Hrs) Involved Person Days Needed System

Usability maturity 4 20 4 20 20
assessment

Context of use 2 4 4 1 1.5 None Medium
analysis

Scenarios of use 2 4 0 0 1 per function 1 High
Usability 4 8 32 1 3 1 Medium

requirements
Baseline existing 1 7 32 1 5 per event None High

system
Affinity 2 6 0 0 2 per event 1 Medium

diagramming
JAD: preparation 1 8 8 1 2 per function 1 High

pack
JAD: paper 2 8 0 0 2 per function 1 High

prototyping
JAD: manage issues 2 8 0 0 2 per function 1 High
JAD: smaller teams 2 8 0 0 2 None Medium
JAD: project 1 8 0 0 1 None Medium

glossary
Style guides 1 8 160 2 21 None Low
Evaluate usability of 2 8 104 3 15 per event 1 High

prototype

 



Use

Evaluation of the existing system, several prototypes, and live running cost a total
of £51,500 ($88,000). Evaluating an existing system clarified requirements, and
the evaluations ensured that the requirements were met and enabled additional
improvements to be made, which will lead to benefits in use.

It was not possible to estimate the use and support benefits, but usability
testing verified that employees could complete tasks quickly and to acceptable
quality standards on their first day of using the online system. The user-centered
methods employed during development that ensured the system was designed
to meet real work scenarios played an important part in achieving these results.

Overall Cost Benefits

The overall cost of the maturity assessments, development, and evaluation
methods was £152,000 ($260,000). The cost benefits of using all these methods,
based only on estimated savings in development costs, was 1 :1.5. The potential
benefits of savings in use were not estimated, but are likely to be substantial, with
30,000 users whose time costs more than $1 per minute. Thus, the actual cost
benefits of using these techniques were almost certainly much higher.

Conclusions

The value of the methods to the business was so clear at the time of the second
maturity assessment that IR formally adopted the methods into their developo-
ment process without waiting for the results of a formal cost-benefit analysis. The
cost-benefit results confirm the value of that decision.

The IR was subsequently awarded UK Central Government Beacon status for
their work on user-centered design and usability.

20.4.3 Comparison

The usability maturity model was a valuable tool for identifying needs for process
improvement in both organizations (see Table 20.6). IR valued the detailed
information obtained from a summative assessment requiring three person-
weeks of effort, while for the smaller development group at IAI many of the ben-
efits were gained from a simpler, formative, 1-day assessment.

Particular user-centered design methods were not of equal value to both
organizations. For example, IAI staff were more familiar with the usage envi-
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ronment, so that the context of use and scenarios were of less benefit than at
IR, where this information was important in establishing a common under-
standing. At IR the use of an in-house style guide was an important factor in
maintaining consistency in a large organization, while at IAI graphical user inter-
faces were not developed frequently enough to justify development of a style
guide.

The base practices in ISO TR 18529 are generic, but the methods used to
implement them need to be selected and tailored to meet the needs of the
project, development environment, timescales, and budget.

20.4.4 Taking up the Methods

Both organizations found the results so beneficial that they have adopted the
methods as a normal part of their development processes. At IR the methods
are applied by usability specialists, whereas IAI found them sufficiently intuitive
that they plan to train existing members of the development team to use them
(calling on expert assistance when required).

Does this provide a model for how to introduce user-centered design in
other organizations? Jokela and Iivari (2001) found assessments based directly
on ISO TR 18529 less successful, which led them to develop a new assessment
process based on the intended outcome of each process, rather than the specific
practices. Although an ISO TR 18529 assessment can also be based on outcomes
(which are listed for each process), most of the TRUMP assessment centered on
the base practices, which were easy to interpret. The comparative success may
have resulted from the assessor’s high degree of familiarity with the ISO TR
18529 model, and the common goals of IAI and IR to:

✦ Provide systems that meet user needs

✦ Improve their processes

This management commitment to improvement and change may have been
lacking in some of Jokela and Iivari’s assessments.

But even IR/EDS and IAI had initial difficulty in understanding the assess-
ment model and potential benefits of the user-centered methods, which differ
in nature from other software engineering activities. Jokela and Iivari report
similar difficulties in conveying the meaning of the model in advance of their
assessments. It is still not clear how best to present the proposed user-centered
design activities in a way that can be understood and appreciated by designers
and developers.
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We nevertheless believe that the assessment processes used in TRUMP are
an effective way to successfully implement user-centered design, and that the cost
benefits obtained by IAI and IR could be replicated in similar organizations.
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At Sprint, Understanding the
Language of Business Gives
Usability a Positive Net 
Present Value

Clyde C. Heppner Sprint Corporation
Jesse Kates Sprint Corporation
Jefferey S. Lynch Sprint Corporation
Robert R. Moritz Sprint Corporation

21.1 INTRODUCTION

21.1.1 It Is Time for a Mindset Upgrade

Every business, from sole proprietorships to multinational corporations, is faced
with the same fundamental problem: how best to invest constrained resources—
money, people, and time—to create long-term, sustainable value for business
owners and shareholders. Note that this problem definition does not explicitly
mention customers. Creating sustainable value for the owners of the business 
is the end, while creating things like highly satisfying, revenue-producing, or cost-
saving customer experiences is a means to the end.

Most user experience professionals strive primarily to create exceptional cus-
tomer experiences. For such professionals, the quality of the customer experi-
ence is the end, the predominant measure of success or failure. This perspective
produces two primary effects; one positive, one negative. On the positive side, a
quality-oriented focus can lead to quality designs. Negatively, user experience
professionals may lose sight of the primary concern of the business, creating
financial value. Such professionals are prone to either overemphasize the impact
of user-experience blemishes or underestimate the impact of competing 
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business concerns. Although tactically valuable, a myopic user-experience focus
obscures other perspectives critical to strageic business decision-making efforts.

In the mind of a user experience professional, a flawed user experience may
equate to a failed product. However, an organization may opt to launch prod-
ucts or services that contain significant known flaws for valid business reasons—
to capture a first-mover advantage, for instance. Yet businesses also launch flawed
products or services that should have been fixed, resulting in reduced usage that
may negate expected business benefits. In extreme cases, launching a product
that fails to meet customers’ usability expectations may lead to failure of the busi-
ness case.

Without the contribution of user experience professionals, businesses may
fail to make the “right call” when faced with tradeoffs between user experience
and business concerns (e.g., usability vs. time to market). Thus, user experience
professionals must contribute to business decision making. To accomplish this,
user experience professionals must 1) adopt the business decision-making
mindset, and 2) establish and demonstrate the linkage between user experience
concerns and shareholder return (see Donoghue, 2002).

21.2 ADOPTING THE BUSINESS DECISION-MAKING MINDSET

21.2.1 The User Is Not You

As user experience practictioners, we are accustomed to adopting the mindset
of others. In most cases, we adopt the mindset of target customer groups. But
to work successfully within the corporate world, we must adopt the mindset of
the CEO, the archetypal business decision maker. In user-experience terms we
must uncover the mental model of the key decision makers within the company
so we can learn to articulate and demonstrate our unique skills and perspectives
within the business decision-making framework.

21.2.2 The Business Decision-Making Mindset

As mentioned before, the most important constituency for any company is its
shareholders—period. Not customers, shareholders. While this statement may
seem counterintuitive, shareholders—whether there are one or one million—
are the true owners of any business. A company is expected to make daily deci-
sions that generate a return equal to or exceeding shareholder expectations.
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In the case of corporations, shareholders do not manage the business day-
to-day, so they elect a Board of Directors to be representatives of the share-
holders. The Board is not engaged in running the business day-to-day either,
which is why it appoints a CEO, who, in turn, creates a management structure
to run the day-to-day business. This entire structure is created and managed with
the sole intention of ensuring the shareholders’ best interests are served and
value is created in the form of earnings and stock price appreciation. Thus, the
mindset of a business leader is framed on one item first and foremost—creating
value for shareholders.

How, exactly, do companies and executives go about systematically analyzing
the wide variety of investment possibilities and resource allocations that present
themselves every day? The short answer is “not easily,” but fortunately there are
a number of methodologies available to ease the work. One in particular, net
present value (NPV), is widely applied and understood, and is viewed by many
business leaders as the most effective measurement tool. Brealey and Myers
(2000) highlight NPV as the top idea in “The Seven Most Important Ideas in
Finance” section of their seminal work, Principles of Corporate Finance.

Without going into detail, NPV represents the present value of all future
cash flows associated with a project or investment, less the cost of the investment.
The calculation is based on the principles of the time value of money—that is,
a dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow, because the money can be
invested to receive a return. Because NPV leverages the shareholders’ expected
return as a baseline, projects with positive NPVs create shareholder value and
projects with negative NPVs destroy shareholder value. Karat (Chapter 4) goes
into more detail on NPV.

Given that NPV incorporates a wide variety of variables—cost, revenue, risk,
uncertainty, and expected returns—it is a comprehensive, powerful tool capable
of valuing disparate opportunities. Invest in a network upgrade or redesign the
website? Choose the project with the highest NPV and rest assured that the right
decision for both shareholders and the business has been made. Because of this
power and simplicity, adherence to the principles of NPV is second nature to
executives of virtually any company. NPV is the fundamental concept behind
most business decision making, and serves as a numerical embodiment of the
business decision-making mindset. Despite the concept’s obvious importance,
however, most user experience professionals do not “speak” NPV.

21.2.3 Ignored and Undervalued?

Because user experience professionals don’t think or speak the way other busi-
ness professionals do, many user experience professionals feel ignored. Such
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professionals may perceive a fundamental gulf between their mindset and the
archetypal values of the CEO. In most cases, however, there is no such gulf. Once
you understand how business decision makers see the world, you will quickly 
recognize that user experience simply has not been quantified in financial terms.
If a functional group cannot demonstrate the linkage between their expertise
and financial results, that functional group will be either ignored or their output
will be considered interesting but non-actionable. All business decisions boil
down to dollars and cents. Groups that cannot prove they affect revenue are con-
sistently overridden by groups who can.

Recall that the role of most finance organizations is to run the numbers exec-
utives use to make decisions. The finance department is where we began our
quest to understand how user experience fits in the fundamental business model
of our company. We began by examining the business metrics that our company
reports to Wall Street as key performance indicators. The yearly bonuses of
Sprint’s employees are tied to these metrics.

✦ Gross adds—Number of new customers we added during a specific period
of time.

✦ ARPU (Average Revenue Per User)—Revenue (in dollars) that each cus-
tomer creates per month.

✦ Churn—An indicator of how many of our customers leave our service during
a specific period of time.

Most user experience professionals would say that customer experience impacts
these three critical business metrics. For example, a poor customer experience
could result in “word of mouth” that reduces sales, causing customers to find an
alternate product for their wireless communications needs. However, if this sup-
position is not validated empirically, and if user experience practicitioners reg-
ularly raise an alarm without providing evidence as to why an alarm should be
raised, business owners will either disregard user experience input as “crying
wolf” or, at best, will heed only the warnings they personally agree with. When
discussing user experience issues in a business context, user experience profes-
sionals must speak in financial terms.

Professionals who cannot speak in financial terms may feel undervalued.
Many will experience a recurring pressure to justify their involvement. Needless
to say, this situation produces stress and distracts the user experience profes-
sional, reducing performance. We agree that the contributions of user experi-
ence professionals are often undervalued. However, we propose that the root
cause of this phenomenon is the inability of the user experience professional to
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isolate his or her contribution to the bottom line. For lack of better indicators,
user experience professionals may point to global “Customer Satisfaction” mea-
sures or sales figures. Yet these measures are influenced by numerous organ-
izations, including marketing, sales, and customer service. User experience
professionals cannot leverage global measures to demonstrate their unique effec-
tiveness. Instead they must identify and validate a unique measure that tracks
their specific contribution to shareholder value.

21.3 LINKING FINANCIAL RESULTS TO USABILITY

21.3.1 The Price of Admission

Any functional area that wishes to participate meaningfully in a business deci-
sion-making process must be able to contribute quantifiable inputs. These inputs
must have demonstrable validity (i.e., the input must be psychometrically iden-
tified as measuring the targeted phenomenon) and must be verifiably linked to
financial impact and thus the NPV of specific projects.

The first challenge for user experience professionals is that the measures
typically collected in a usability lab (e.g., frequency counts, completion rates,
error rates) or during a field study are not expressed in financial terms.

The second challenge is that user experience research is often project ori-
ented rather than program oriented. In a project-oriented approach, each study
is optimized to measure specific aspects of a single product or service. As a result,
data from one study (with one product) is not necessarily comparable with data
from a second or third study (with other products). Incompatibility between data
sets prevents standardization and hinders translation into financial terms.

A program-oriented approach provides the only reasonable means to isolate
the financial impact related to usability. In a program-oriented approach, all
studies are designed within a common framework. Within each study, the
researchers administer the same collection of inventories—psychometrically
designed questionnaires, such as Brooke’s (1996) System Usability Scale, or
SUMI (developed by the Human Factors Research Group [Porteous et al.,
1993]), segmentation questions, and demographic questions. By applying a con-
sistent set of inventories across all products, systematic (inter-product) compar-
isons can be made.

The final challenge is that most usability data is collected within a lab setting.
Lab data can guide design, but may not map exactly to the customer experience
in the real world. As a result, it can be difficult to link lab data to post-launch
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financial results. Usability practitioners who wish to participate in business deci-
sion making must collect data from actual consumers who have purchased or
experienced the actual product or service.

In summary, to collect data that maps to financial results, user experience
professionals must identify or create a valid assessment tool, adopt a program-
oriented approach, and conduct research with actual customers. Once the data
are acquired, the link between the data and financial results must be identified.
In the following paragraphs, we describe the execution of this strategy at Sprint.

21.3.2 Creating a Valid Assessment

Sprint’s assessment instrument consists of three inventories (e.g., usability,
product satisfaction, and user needs), a variety of attitude and use questions that
are product specific, two sets of segmenting questions (e.g., marketing acquisi-
tion and technology adoption), and a set of demographic questions. The fol-
lowing list provides definition of the measures used within the assessment.

✦ Usability Inventory—A measure of how easy a product or service is to use.
The output of this inventory is norm-referenced and classifies the product
into one of four customer expectation categories: exceeds expectations,
meets expectations, is below expectations, or is significantly below 
expectations.

✦ Product Satisfaction Inventory—A measure of how well a product or service
meets the user’s needs (i.e., “Did the product provide the right set of func-
tions and features?”) The output of this inventory is norm-referenced and
classifies the product into one of four customer expectation categories:
exceeds expectations, meets expectations, is below expectations, or is sig-
nificantly below expectations.

✦ User Needs Inventory—Measures the magnitude of the user’s needs.
✦ Safety and security—The need to react or obtain assistance in an 

emergency.
✦ Convenience—The need to simplify or make daily activities easier.
✦ Personal Communication—The need to keep in touch with family and

friends.
✦ Business Communication—The need to facilitate or enhance business

relationships.
✦ Social Image—The need to raise the level of social influence and 

self-respect.
✦ Cool Product—The need to have new and fun technology.
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✦ Attitude and Use Questions—Product-specific questions that identify usage
patterns and barriers across the stages of the product lifecycle.

✦ Segmentations and Demographics—Profiles the customer base and classifies
each customer within the segment defined by the business.

Alone these measures provide insight. Combining these measures, however,
provides an output that exceeds their individual additive value. For example,
Figure 21.1 displays the interactive effect between usability and product satis-
faction. Sprint leverages our understanding of this effect to identify whether a
product’s flaws are functional or user-experience related.

21.3.3 Sprint’s Program-Oriented Approach

Assessments are conducted after launch with thousands of actual customers. 
Customer cohorts are formed based on equal levels of exposure to the product
or service (e.g., a group of 2000 customers is identified who, at the current 
point in time, have all used the product or service for 2 months.) Each cohort
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completes the standardized assessment described previously after 2, 4, and 10
months of use. This approach reveals how usage and behavior change for each
customer across the product lifecycle. Sprint isolates the influence of usability
on usage and adoption in a real world context with actual customers.

Sprint’s program-oriented approach is executed by two full-time and one
part-time research professionals, four lab interns, and one market research
manager. Product Develop provides a budget allocation for the usability lab and
Marketing provides a budget allocation to conduct the field research. This team
completes more than 75 studies each year, equally split between lab and field.
Data from these studies are readily and routinely linked to draw systemic 
conclusions.

21.3.4 Identifying the Link Between Usability Data and 
Financial Results

The usability assessment program identifies the influence of usability on usage
and adoption. Usage and adoption are established business inputs and can be
used with existing financial valuation methods. Thus, once the usability assess-
ment program is in place, it becomes relatively straightforward to leverage finan-
cial expertise to determine the specific connection between usability and
changes in value to the business (and thus NPV).

Once the link between usability and value is understood, it becomes possi-
ble to identify which usability transitions cause the largest changes in financial
value (Fig. 21.2). For example, we found that for a set of Sprint’s products the
largest usage increase (i.e., number of times products are used) occured when
the products transitioned from “meets expectations” to “exceeds expectations”
with regards to usability. A smaller usage increase occured when the products
moved from “below expectations” to “meets expectations,” yet this shift repre-
sents the greatest financial gain for the company because of Sprint’s business
model. This example illustrates that the intuitive aim of the user experience prac-
titioner (“Let’s maximize usability!”) is not necessarily aligned with the business
goal of maximizing shareholder value. To reiterate, an intuitive understanding
of the linkage between usability and financial return is insufficient to power
business decision making. User experience professionals must replace their intu-
itive knowledge with data-driven knowledge.

Once the critical transitions for a given product set are identified, usability
practitioners can leverage usability data to prioritize their efforts to produce the
largest possible financial return for the business. For example, at Sprint it would
not make sense to expend a great deal of energy on a product that is already
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meeting usability expectations if opportunities exist to improve products that are
below expectations. Knowledge of the link between usability and usage can also
be used to weigh the costs and benefits of proposed usability improvements and
to present a compelling argument for those improvements that generate a pos-
itive NPV.

21.4 CONCLUSION

21.4.1 Brave New World

By isolating the impact of usability on your business’s financial results and tying
usability concerns to NPV, you can pave the way for greater recognition, influ-
ence, and effectiveness. Your contribution to shareholder value will no longer
be subsumed within global customer satisfaction and sales figures. You will be
able to point to a single number and say, “We did that. This is how we add value.”
When you raise a user-experience issue, business leaders will know that the 
resolution will directly affect revenue, and user experience will be taken more
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seriously. The intuitive belief that “ease of use matters” will be replaced by actual
knowledge that translates to financial terms. User experience improvements will
compete with other service upgrades on equal ground. You will gain credibility,
with increased social return on investment as described by Wilson and Rosen-
baum (Chapter 8).

Once you establish the link between usability and revenue, the institution-
alization of usability within your corporate culture will be inexorable. The CEO
may begin to measure the success or failure of ease-of-use initiatives, and man-
agement and executives will be expected to meet usability benchmarks. It may
not happen overnight, but at Sprint, after 3 years of concerted effort, a portion
of executives have their incentive compensation tied to the percent of products
meeting customers’ usability expectations over time. In other words, usability has
become a key business performance indicator like gross adds, ARPU, and churn.
Figure 21.3 is an example of how Sprint plots the percent of products meeting
customers’ usability expectations year after year.

21.4.2 You Are Aligned

By adopting the business decision-making mindset and isolating the impact of
usability on revenue, you will gain the knowledge and insight necessary to align
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your constrained resources—money, people, and time—with the corporate
mandate: Provide the greatest financial return for your shareholders. Nothing
is lost. You will continue to drive quality into the products and services that you
design, and you will continue to make the lives of your customers easier. You
gain the ability to document and present your work in a way that the rest of the
company will recognize, understand, and appreciate. Most importantly, you can
rest assured that you are applying your efforts and energy where they are needed
most.
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Cost-Justifying Usability: 
The View from the Other Side 
of the Table

Randolph G. Bias School of Information, The University of Texas at Austin

22.1 INTRODUCTION

Consider, if you will, any “proposal for the funding of usability support” to be an
artifact. The “users” of such artifacts would be the software development execu-
tives or other executives who hold the purse strings, and who decide whether
funding such usability work will be a wise investment for the organization’s
money, time, and other resources. If we usability professionals believe what we
say about “participatory, iterative design,” we would be smart to gather some user
data on the design excellence of our proposals.

This book has devoted 21 chapters to usability professionals telling other
usability professionals about their experiences with cost justifying usability
efforts. It is now time to listen to some of the folks on the other side of the table.
What do those software executives who hold the purse strings think? What sorts
of arguments in favor of usability engineering have they “bought,” and to which
have they said “no”?

What would they like to hear, to help them make good decisions, from those
of us who believe usability efforts will be “worth it”?

With the help of some other contributors to this book, I identified four soft-
ware executives who met the following three criteria:

✦ Individually, they had experience considering proposals to fund or other-
wise support usability projects
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✦ Collectively, their companies represented a broad expanse of the software
or Web site landscape

✦ They were willing to participate in an e-mail- or phone-based interview for
this chapter.

22.2 THE EXECUTIVES

22.2.1 Joyce Durst, Infraworks Corporation

Joyce Durst is the CEO of Infraworks Corporation, a 6-year-old, privately-held
company that develops information security software solutions. Joyce has broad
experience in all aspects of software development.

22.2.2 Sara Garrison, Inovant

Sara Garrison is the Senior Vice President of Network & Open Systems for
Inovant—A Visa Solutions company. Sara is responsible for the development 
of business-to-business applications for Visa Members (financial institutions, 
merchants, and processors), including browser-based applications at Inovant,
Visa’s wholly-owned IT subsidiary.

22.2.3 Bill Mitchell, Microsoft

Dr. Bill Mitchell has led start-ups within Microsoft, including the Windows CE
group, the Pocket PC group, the Smartphone effort, and Smart Personal Objects
Technology. Currently his role is Corporate Vice President of Mobile Platforms
Division.

22.2.4 Kim Rachmeler, Amazon.com

Kim Rachmeler is Vice President of Customer Service and Supply Chain for
Amazon.com, an acknowledged leader in e-commerce. In her background as a
software development engineer, Kim was a member of the Bay Area CHI and
took extension courses at UC-Berkeley in usability, but today she is in charge of
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customer service and supply chain and manages the development of tools for
customer service agents.

22.2.5 A Quick Thanks

I would like to thank these four software executives for their selfless, thought-
ful, and timely responses to my questions. I believe strongly that the general 
arc of the usability of software and Web-based user interfaces (UIs) will be
better—we will more quickly approximate a world of high and realized expec-
tations for excellent user experiences—given that the readers of this chapter will
do a better job than they otherwise would have of securing funding for their
usability work and repaying that funding with superior, usability-engineered
products.

None of these people or companies asked to be part of this chapter or book,
and none asked for anything in return.

22.3 QUESTION #1: WHAT ARGUMENTS TO PAY FOR USABILITY 
SUPPORT HAVE YOU SAID “YES” TO?

Inovant’s Sara Garrison offers that, in general, usability efforts target benefits
such as increasing productivity, decreasing training, and leveraging brand assets.
With regard to past projects she has been in charge of, the most effective argu-
ments for usability have asserted that the usability improvements would:

✦ Increase throughput on heads-down, hands-on, full-time transactional appli-
cations, such as financial services back-office systems

✦ Integrate disparate legacy applications within a line of business through a
simple and straightforward UI

✦ Perfect the look, tone, and feel of content-rich applications and Web sites
in accordance with published brand standards

✦ Design multinational applications, especially when the development team
doesn’t represent the target cultures

✦ Comply with accessibility requirements

Joyce Durst, Infraworks CEO, answers Question 1 the following way:

22.3 Question #1
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The arguments I have supported in the past to approve usability projects
focus on two themes. The first is sales. A product that is highly usable will
have a shorter testing and sales cycle and will result in increased sales. In
addition, there may be competitive pressure to improve the usability of the
product. Competitive losses quickly get the attention of the management
team. The second theme is costs. It costs much less to code the interface in
a customer acceptable way the first time than it does to introduce a poor UI
to the field and then rework that UI in version 2. In addition a poor UI will
increase support costs. The usability proposals I’ve said “yes” to have demon-
strated clearly that the usability team’s efforts will result in increased sales
or in reduced costs in getting a usable product to market. Or both.

Microsoft’s Bill Mitchell says:

The best argument I’ve ever heard for usability support went something 
like this: “I’ve looked at the product support logs, and we’re receiving an
average of 2000 calls per month on our product. Let’s assume that it is
costing us $20 per call. Here’s what the usability support will cost you—X
people with the latitude to do testing. Plus maybe another month in your
schedule.”

Bill believes it is important to acknowledge that, although, in the long run the
inclusion of usability engineering methods will shorten the amount of time it
will take to get a usable product to market, the intelligent application of usabil-
ity engineering does take time. “This is one of the most important things. Be up-
front with that. I like to hear up front that it is likely to increase the length of
the schedule for this cycle. This adds tremendous credibility to the usability
manager’s or engineer’s argument.”

As an Amazon.com executive, Kim Rachmeler inherited a set of tools for
customer service agents. The tools were developed by engineers without the help
of usability professionals, although they may have had some graphic design help.

Early on her goal was to acquire the right usability expertise. “We hired an
interaction designer, then a good graphic designer,” she says. They conducted
focus groups with customer service agents, and field/nature studies of agents
using the tools. They ended up reworking process paths. She believes

you need a critical mass to have a usability team. Out of that investment you
get three things:

1. Reduced training time to get people up on tool set. This is important
when we need to add to the workforce during holidays or when we need
to hire temporary employees.
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2. Reduced mistakes. The tool set should lead people to the right answer.
Customer service is a complex environment. We have “blurbs,” or tem-
plates, that embody correct response in a customer service setting—1600
of them. This helps make the responses straightforward. The helps us
eliminate “write back”—the “no, you moron” second e-mail from the
same customer.

3. Increased productivity of customer service associates. Increased usabil-
ity means straightforward navigation, less window shuffling.

22.4 QUESTION #2: WHICH ARGUMENTS HAVE YOU SAID
“NO” TO?

In fact, there was a fifth respondent to my request for information from “the
other side of the table.” Steve Mills, Senior Vice President and Group Executive
of IBM’s Software Group, was also asked. His simple response was, “I have never
said ‘no’ to a request to spend money on usability. Effectively, usability always
makes products easier and faster to sell and deploy.”

If all executives were like Steve, this book would be unnecessary. Those
usability professionals not lucky enough to work in the IBM Software Group may
be interested to hear why some other executives might reject their pleas for
usability help, as presented by our other four respondents.

Let’s start again with Inovant’s Sara Garrison:

Usability engineering is an established workflow within our systems devel-
opment methodology, so all production applications always receive initial
usability engineering of both screen interfaces and printed reports from on-
staff UI specialists . . . and most receive additional usability evaluations, if
only heuristic evaluations from the specialists’ peers in our corporate UI
Center of Excellence. The budgetary shortfall that is typical of all applica-
tion development efforts may limit but doesn’t eliminate the work, just as it
might limit but wouldn’t compromise QA testing. For example, only the
most critical applications are rigorously tested in an outside laboratory
because of the time and expense (and we can’t justify the construction of
UI testing facilities onsite). Applications that are limited proofs-of-concept
for internal use and that aren’t seen by internal or external “customers”
aren’t subjected to usability engineering.

22.4 Question #2
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At Joyce Durst’s Infraworks,

The driving reasons for rejecting a project are, not surprisingly, time and/or
money. The costs associated with incorporating improved usability must pass
the credibility test. What will I need to do in increased sales to justify this
project or conversely, what current customers/revenue will I retain by
improving the usability of our solutions? I have said “no” if the project pre-
sented did not include supporting customer/prospect data and, at the least,
estimates on revenue impact. I have also said “no” if the project did not con-
sider alternatives such as in-house versus a consultative approach, or a multi-
phased approach versus only a “do-it-all-at-once” improvement plan.

Microsoft’s Bill Mitchell says he has

. . . historically received mostly weak arguments for usability. It’s like with
user education—you need it, but how much? The temptation, when times
are lean, is to say “how little usability can I get away with?” This is not the
way to think about the problem. There is a tendency to staff usability last.
I’ve learned the hard way that putting off usability involvement to the end
is costly—it relegates their contribution to little or no benefit.

Kim Rachmeler of Amazon.com says she is predisposed towards usability,
“however, some arguments made me fall off my chair laughing.” She believes
that some of the attention to a sci-fi sort of usability future has taken the disci-
pline down unproductive paths.

22.5 QUESTION #3: WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO HEAR FROM 
YOUR WOULD-BE USABILITY SUPPORT (THE IN-HOUSE
TEAM OR A CONSULTANT), TO HELP YOU MAKE YOUR
DECISION TO “BUY” OR NOT?

Joyce Durst says:

I would like to know that the usability support team understands the trade-
offs associated with this project. There are a number of ways to increase a
company’s revenues or decrease a company’s costs. How does improving the
usability stack up against the alternatives? What are the opportunity costs?
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If there is specific customer and revenue data presented with the project
cost plan, the project has a much greater chance of being approved. If they
are too unifocused, they will lose credibility.

From Sara Garrison:

The soft qualitative benefits of usability engineering are obvious, but the
hard quantitative benefits need more exposition. Assertions of ROI need 
to be supported with a business analyst’s numbers and not a marketer’s 
platitudes.

Bill Mitchell and Joyce Durst both said usability should save you time, money,
or both. Bill went on to point out that however you build your usability proposal,
it is important to present it to the right audience. He echoes the sentiments of
Joyce Durst and Sara Garrison, just quoted, when he says, “The message must be
tied to financials and not just general feel-good aspects.”

22.6 THREE FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

22.6.1 Starting Up

Bill Mitchell has been “sort of an internal entrepreneur” at Microsoft. In our
interview he addressed the situation in which you start with no people. The
manager of such a new group has to decide whom to hire first. Bill believes
strongly that “a usability specialist needs to be hired early in the team develop-
ment. I learned that the hard way.” Relatedly, Sara Garrison has recently taken
over a new set of tools, and asserts she’s going to “steal time from the usability
team” to help get the new group going in the right direction.

22.6.2 The Attribution Problem

Kim Rachmeler points out one of the biggest obstacles to a cost justified
approach to usability engineering. She says that at Amazon.com they have a “very
structured approach to development, including training, quality, productivity.”
They end up doing many things at once to improve the metrics connected to a
usability approach. While this structured, integrated approach likely maximizes
the chances of an excellent user experience, it also makes it hard or impossible
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to attribute particular improvements in certain metrics to particular program-
matic changes. Thus, because she has been convinced of the general value of
usability engineering, she tends not to demand to see clear increases as a result
of each specific effort.

22.6.3 The “Compleat Angler” (for Usability Funding)

Bill Mitchell says that one key issue for him is the propensity for “usability people
to be inexperienced on the business side.” He says this problem “percolates up—
it affects the individual usability specialist when the usability manager can’t cast
the team’s benefits in terms of benefits for the business, and thus it affects per-
formance reviews.” It is the intention of this book to “tool up” the usability prac-
titioner, and the usability manager, to rectify this problem.

22.7 AND SO . . .

The “users” of proposals for usability support are the executives who hold the
purse strings and decide how to deploy resources. I have, in this chapter, pursued
a user-centered design approach to help us maximize the chances that our pro-
posals for funding will be seen as usable (and, more to the point, will be funded).
In Chapter 1 of this book Clare-Marie Karat and I offered a lengthy list of
methods and skills to which the usability professional should aspire. To that list
these four software executives have added the following:

✦ An awareness of the need to balance a variety of business goals and accept
tradeoffs

✦ The ability to tie usability gains to business goals—an ability to lay out a
phased approach to usability

✦ An up-front admission of the possibility that although a course of usability
engineering may shorten the time-to-market of a usable product, in long run
it may extend the current release’s schedule, and

✦ The ability to discern which products or Web sites may not require quite as
much usability engineering as other current products or projects

The usability professional will be a productive change agent indeed, if he or
she not only has the skill to employ usability engineering methods to gather user
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data, has the discernment to know which methods to employ when, has the
communication skills and political wherewithal to know how to advocate for the
gathered and analyzed user data, but also has the business acumen to understand
how to place his or her usability efforts in context and to cost-justify the usabil-
ity investment.
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user feedback, 53

technology
adoption life cycle, 172
bubble, 148
proprietary, 169
user experience and, 172

technology-focused companies, 188

telephone intercept, 565–566
testing

access device, 406
accessibility, 403
beta, 424
effectiveness, 524
formative, 521
lab-based, 565–569
live market, 254–255, 256
phase, 48–53
productivity, 479–482, 485–487
questionnaire methods, 520
summative, 519–551
theories, 457
usability, 50–52, 72, 237

text, free-floating, 43
time

accessible design cost guidelines, 
406

development, 20, 24–25, 54–55, 
108

marking, 338
on task measurement, 528
task, 474, 567
training, 79
Web response, 48

time-and-materials pricing model, 152
time-to-market, 169–170
total cost of ownership (TCO), 10, 13
tracking

sales, 300
support, 300
usability bugs, 230

traffic, 96
increasing, 20–21, 27, 96
ongoing, 97
statistics, 86, 95

training
costs, reducing, 22, 32–33, 56
in creativity, 461
decreased, 205
equity, 289
QA team, 229–230
rational design and, 456
services, 150
usability, 148
vendor-provided, 83

transactions, increasing, 20, 26
translation, 327

simultaneous, 342–343
written, 343
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travel
expenses, 373
patterns, 340

TRUMP project, 580, 583, 594, 599
trust

factors, 329–330
research, 325
in systems, increasing, 22, 32

U

UCD infrastructure, 236–240
defined, 236
effective, 236, 258
ROI and, 236–240
skill component, 236–237
See also user-centered design (UCD)

UI design, 150
advances, 295
based on perceptual/cognitive

principles, 456–461
by analogy, 453–455
creative, 449–453
detailed, 51–52
elements, 447
Fitts’s Law and, 457, 458
hypothetical, 467
number of information pieces, 460
out-of-the-box, 447–462
rational, 455–456
See also user interfaces (UIs)

universal accessibility, 412, 413
universal design, 408
UPA workshop, 244, 249, 250, 251, 254
usability

analysis, 23
application, 108
building, into site, 12
“common sense” and, 10
in company perception, 18
components, 523–524
cost-benefit, 3, 5
cost-benefit ratio, 19
cost-justifying, 1–14
evaluation, 150, 519
financial results link, 605–609
functionality/schedule and, 1
funding, 282
investment, startups, 179–181
marketing, 143–158

myths, 10–12
as next competitive frontier, 2
optimization, 507
poor, 9–10, 75
potential benefits, 575
problem detection, 25
product satisfaction interaction, 607
research, employing, 275
resistance, in startups, 166–167
revenue link, 610
risks, 99
ROI, 17–18
ROI calculation, 3
for startups, 165–181
startups and, 173
streaming Web experiences, 298
tasks, 35
training, 148
validation, 519
Web site, 6–7

usability engineering
amateur, 9–12
Application 2 costs, 126
in application lifecycle, 107–116
benefit assessment, 118–120
benefits, 35
contributions, 107, 108–116
cost assessment, 118–120
cost benefits, 6
cost calculation guidelines, 124–125
costs, 123–124
cross-cultural product information site,

379
de-identified case studies, 3
international user interfaces, 359–362
investment in, 113
in product development process, 294
products undergoing, 4
as routine, 2
tasks, 43
technique experimentation, 42
Web presence and, 5
in Web site lifecycle, 107–116

Usability Engineering Lifecycle, 42–55
adapting, 43
defined, 42–43
design/testing/development, 48–53, 61
flexibility, 44
illustrated, 44
installation, 53–55
requirements analysis, 45–48, 61
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Usability Engineering Lifecycle tasks
benefits estimation, 41
carrying out, 44–45
Conceptual Model Design, 49, 68
Conceptual Model Mockups, 49, 69
Contextual Task Analysis, 45–46, 66
costs, 55
costs calculation, 41, 65–67
cross-cultural e-commerce site, 364
Detailed User Interface Design, 51–52,

71
evaluation, 43
General Design Guidelines, 47–48
goal setting, 43
Iterative Conceptual Model Evaluation,

49–50, 69
Iterative Detailed User Interface Design

Evaluation, 52–53, 72
Iterative Screen Design Standards

Evaluation, 51, 71
Platform Capabilities/Constraints,

46–47, 67
Screen Design Standards, 50, 70
Screen Design Standards Prototyping,

50–51, 70
sequencing, 43
shortcut techniques, 57
structured usability requirements

analysis, 43
Style Guide Development, 51
techniques, 42
top-down approach support, 43
types of, 43
Usability Goal Setting, 46, 67
User Profile, 44, 45, 66
Work Reengineering, 48–49, 68

usability engineering plans, 55–57
benefits, 56–57
budget, 79
cost, 55
cross-cultural e-commerce site, 370
cross-cultural product information site,

380
internal users application, 61
starting with, 62–63, 80, 87, 93
task identification, 62

usability engineers
certification, 12
defined, 144
interface assessment, 76
methods, skills, knowledge list, 10–11

RITE method, 499
survey of, 145
user data communication, 14

Usability Goal Setting task, 46
cross-cultural e-commerce site, 366
internal users application cost, 67

usability groups, 144, 148
usability inventory measure, 606
usability laboratory building costs,

193–196
audio equipment, 194–195
construction, 193–194
furniture, 196
products, 196
tools, 195
video equipment, 194–195

Usability Professionals Association, 494
usability science, 265–295

adoption issues, 279
application trends, 274–280
areas affected by, 273–274
case studies, 282–294
champions, 280
contributions, 283
cost-justifying, 268
in customer complaints, 287–288
defined, 267–268
delivery, 266
disruptive factor, 277–278
downstream impact, 273–274
employing, 269, 270
expensive factor, 278
implementation factors, 281–282
integration, 265
integration cost-benefit models, 268
integration issues, 266–267
in large corporate setting, 269–273
in liability claims, 283–285
in market competition, 291–294
mental models and, 268
as methodology, 270
moving to use of, 281–282
in new product complexity, 289–291
rate of dispersion, 275–276
selling itself, 282
in service/maintenance costs, 

285–287
as strategic asset, 272–273
as tactical asset, 270–272
time consuming factor, 278
transfer functions and, 271–272
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usability science (continued)
when to employ, 275
where not used, 280–281

usability services
defined, 144
positioning, 148
research, 150
strategy, 150
training, 250
UI design, 150
usability evaluation, 150

usability testing
automated, 519
conclusions from, 548
cross-cultural e-commerce site, 367, 368
documentation, 522
ease-of-learning and, 466
eliminating errors through, 72
formal, 52
formative, 519, 521
forms, 519
in-house, 237
international, 361–362
Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI) case

study, 591
methods, 270
modes, 521
remote, 50, 51
ROI models based on, 270
summative, 519–551
types of, 521–523

user acceptance tests, 519
user-centered design (UCD), 2

activities, planning/conducting,
237–239

activities, 215
common documents, 239–240
connections, 221–224
contributions data, 219
cost-justifying, 215
costs, 580
custom research, 334–341
defined, 272
expenses, 326
failures, 216
information, providing, 240
international, 317–352
methods, 176, 577–580
potential benefits, 576–577
practitioners, 218
strategic goal, 227

team brand, 239
teams, 253–254
templates, 239–240
top-down support, 222
TRUMP methods, 580
user benefit, 29
value, 313
See also UCD infrastructure

user experience, 110, 111
analysis, 186
attitudes towards, 187
benefits, 193
business metrics impact, 604
departments, 186, 190, 211, 212
experienced users, 247–249
financial value, 299
first-time use, 244–246
impact measurement, 201
improved, categories, 243–244
improved, communicating, 257–258
improved, measuring, 243–253
learning, 246–247
practices costs, 192
purchases based on, 299
startups and, 171–173
support, 187
technology and, 172
UCD teams and, 253–254
unrelated, 255–257

user experience professionals, 185, 186,
212

ignored, 603–605
mindset, 601, 602
undervalued, 603–605

user feedback, 53–54
incentives, 53
solicitation, 53
techniques, 53

user-focused ROI, 301
user interfaces (UIs), 2

development, 17
evaluations, 83
flaws, 19
improvements, 7
inspections, 234–235
iterative detailed design evaluation,

52–53
pace implementation value, 19
patterns, 233–234
standards, 48
See also UI design
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user needs inventory measure, 606–607
user panels, 548
User Profile task, 44, 45

cross-cultural e-commerce site, 365
internal users application cost, 66
questionnaire, 45, 360
shortcut, 77

users
awareness of, 10
comments, 548
education, 246–247
errors, reducing, 21, 29–30
experienced, 247–249
internal, 56, 59–80
knowing, 318–320
learning experience, 246–247
locating/screening, 199
performance, 247–249
productivity, increased, 122–123
target, interviewing, 360–361
UCD benefit, 29
Web content control, 48

user satisfaction
changes, monitoring, 309
increasing, 21, 31

user testing
accessibility, 406–407
universal accessibility, 412

user validation, 519

V

valuation, startups, 170–171
value

attributes, 302–305
business, 303
creating, 305
customer lifetime (CLV), 178, 179
financial, 609
human factor activities, 104
international research, maximizing,

349–351
measuring, 300, 307–310
net present (NPV), 131–132, 136–137,

268, 312
online surveys, 555–561
present, 130–132
startups, determining, 177–179
tangible cost/benefit, 119
UCD, 313

usability, expected, 539
user experience, 299

value propositions, 309
attract more customers, 28
decrease support costs, 32
high return on savings/product

usability, 19
increase ease-of-learning, 32
increase ease-of-use, 31
increase efficiency/productivity, 30
increase job satisfaction, 31
increase market share, 28–29
increase product sales, 26–27
increase success rate/reduce user error,

29–30
increase traffic, 27
increase transactions/purchases, 26
increase trust in systems, 32
increase user satisfaction, 31
litigation deterrence and safety, 33–34
reduce maintenance costs, 25
reduce training and documentation

cost, 32–33
retain customers, 27–28
save development costs, 23–24
save development time, 24–25
save redesign costs, 25–26

vendor companies
benefits to, 201–207
cost justification in, 189–191

vendor company application, 56, 
80–86

analysis parameters, 80–81, 82
benefit assumptions, 84
benefit calculations, 85
benefit categories, 82–84
benefit prediction, 84–85
cost calculation, 81–82
costs to benefits comparison, 86
expected benefits, 81
net benefit, 81
usability engineering plan, 80

vendor panel recruits, 564–565
vendors

products, 190
survey, 570–572
training, 83

venture capitalists, 171, 180
visitors

repeat, 96
volume of, 87
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visual impairments, 386–387
Vividence eXpress, 558

W

Web
designers, 6
design groups, 310
development tools, 6
response times, 48
ROI in usability on, 300–302
semantic, 302
traffic statistics, 86

Web applications
change of focus, 104
characteristics, 304
cost justification for, 191–192
judgment, 303
products, 191
ROI in usability analysis, 300–302
success attributes, 304
with XML, 302

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG), 387, 402–403

Web Site Analysis and MeasureMent
Inventory (WAMMI) scale, 531,
532–534, 556

defined, 532
Error component, 533
Global subscale, 534
Measurement Error, 534
performance, 532–533
questionnaire, 556, 557
questions, 562–563
results illustration, 549
results summary, 532
survey, 556, 557

Web sites
accessibility, 385–413
business value, 303
consistent presentation, 49
development, 8
development dangers, 9

effectiveness measurement, 309
flaws, 19
goals, 57
international, 359–383
lifecycle, usability engineering in,

107–116
movement impairments, 387
privacy statements, 110
UI improvements, 7
unusable, 12–13
usability, 6
user experience, 110
visual impairments, 386–387

Windows XP case study, 428–439
beta testing in field, 437–439
beta tests, 428
collateral planning, 432
exploratory studies, 435–436
feature specific site visits, 437
feedback model, 430–431
participatory design sessions, 436–

437
phase 0, 429–432
phase 1, 432–435
phase 2, 435–436
phase 3, 436–437
phase 4, 437
phase 5, 437–439
planning phase, 429–432
project coordinator, 431
project plan, 429–430
recruitment, 432–435
success, 428–429
team definition, 429
team involvement definition, 429
usability in field, 437
See also ethnography

Work Reengineering task, 48–49, 68
written translation, 343

Z

Zoomerang, 572
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